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AeroEd LLC – Aviation Education Resource

B737-300/400/500 GENERAL FAMILIARIZATION SELF-PACED
This course covers an overview of the Mechanical Systems to include:
• Description and Operation
• Controls and Indications
• Component Location
• Servicing

OBJECTIVES
On completion of this training, using the study guide provided and appropriate Maintenance Manuals, the
student will be able to:
1) Describe the safety precautions to be observed when working on or near the aircraft and its systems
2) Describe the locations of principle components
3) Describe the normal functions of each major system, including terminology and nomenclature
4) Using the proper maintenance manual reference, perform all aircraft system servicing tasks
5) Interpret reports provided by the crew members
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Manual Arrangement and Numbering System
The Maintenance Manual is divided into chapters and groups of chapters. Each group and every chapter has a
tab provided for ease of location. The chapterization separates the manual into the primary functions and
systems of the airplane. The chapters are further divided into sections and subjects to provide for subsystem
and individual unit breakout. Each chapter, section and subject is identified by an assigned number. Each
page carries the assigned subject number, page number, page code and the revision date.
Chapter 49 (Auxiliary Power Unit - APU) is issued in a set or sets (as applicable, if you have more than one
APU type in your model fleet) for the applicable APU manufacturer. These pages are further identified by an
APU sub-logo, for example GTCP85-129 SERIES ENGINES, GTCP36-280 SERIES ENGINES, APS2000 SERIES
ENGINES, etc., placed to the right of the Maintenance Manual logo at the top of the page. The numbering
system is described in detail in the paragraphs that follow.
Power Plant chapters 70 thru 80 are further identified by a sub-logo (CFM56 ENGINES) placed to the right of
the Boeing logo.

Chapter Numbering
Chapterization of the Maintenance Manual has provided a functional breakdown of the entire airplane. The
chapter breakdown numbering system uses a three-element number (XX-XX-XX). It provides for dividing the
material into Chapters, Sections, and Subjects.
The three elements of the indicator each contain two digits.
For example:
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Chapter Numbering (Continued):
The chapter number (1st element) and the first number of the section number (2nd element) are assigned by
ATA Specification No. 100. Material which is applicable to a system as a whole uses zeros in the 2nd and 3rd
elements of the numbers, that is, the chapter number followed by "-00-00." For example: AMM 78-00-00
(Exhaust) is used for general description information which provides an outline breakdown of the sections in
the chapter.
As a convenience for the customer, an ATA NUMBER CROSS REFERENCE GUIDE is provided at the end of this
introduction. This guide is a listing of all Maintenance Manual LRUs (i.e. R/I subjects) which have a different
chapter-section for the WDM (Wiring Diagram Manual).

Effectivity and Configuration Numbering
On each page, there is effectivity data at the lower, inner margin (Fig. 1). When a page applies to all airplanes,
the word ALL is in the effectivity block. When a page applies to all APUs, the word ALL will be found in the
effectivity block. If the information does not apply to all engines, the effectivity numbers of the APUs to which
the information does apply will be indicated.
If the data does not apply to all airplanes or APUs, then the effectivity will be one of these types:
1. Physical description - A description of the differences that you can see.
2. Component dash number - The last digits of the identification number that are on an electrical unit.
3. Airplane effectivity numbers - The airline three-letter code, and the numbers or letters that Boeing and
each airline agreed on to identify each airplane. If the effectivity is applicable to all subsequent
airplanes, the last digits will be 999.
For example: 205-999 indicates airplane 205 and all subsequent airplanes.
Immediately after this introduction, there is a cross-reference table of effectivity numbers, customer numbers,
manufacturing serial numbers, and registration numbers.
Each paragraph can have an effectivity. Each effectivity is in upper-case letters, on the first line of the
paragraph.
When effectivity differences are extensive and the preceding method becomes cumbersome and distracts from
the continuity of subject matter, new page blocks are created. These added page blocks are identified by the
addition of a configuration code (CONFIG) immediately above the page number. A previously issued page block
is re-issued to incorporate the configuration code as shown in Fig. 1. Configuration codes are issued at page
block level only. They are usually used when a change to the airplane results in a major change to the manual.
Configuration codes are typically used when there are multiple configurations of page block applicable to a
customer's fleet.
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Effectivity and Configuration Numbering (Continued):
In some instances, you can have CONFIGs that are provided as place holders. These procedures will be
indicated as "NOT USED" in the effectivity block in the lower left corner of the page (Fig. 1).
For the effectivity information in the power plant (70 series) chapters of the manual, two situations can exist:
the word ALL placed in the effectivity block on a page means that the page pertains to either all airplanes or all
engines, whichever the case may be. When the effectivity is limited to a system or component that remains
with the airplane during the power plant replacement, the effectivity is expressed in a manner described in the
preceding paragraphs. When a manual section, page, step, or illustration is limited to an engine type or
component, the effectivity is given using the engine model, physical difference, or part number.
The word ALL in the effectivity block on a page means that the page pertains to all airplanes (if you have only
one engine type in your model fleet) or all APUs (if you have multiple APU types in your model fleet),
whichever the case may be.
When the effectivity is limited to a system or component that remains with the airplane during the APU
replacement, the effectivity is expressed in a manner described in the preceding paragraphs. When a manual
section, page, step, or illustration is limited to an APU type or component, the effectivity is given using the APU
model, physical difference, or part number.
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Page Numbering
Each page block has its own page numbers. The page numbers are in the lower right corner of each page.
The page blocks categorize the tasks that they contain. The page blocks are defined by ATA Specification 100:
NOMENCLATURE
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (D&O)
TROUBLESHOOTING (TS)
MAINTENANCE PRACTICES (MP)
SERVICING (SRV)
REMOVAL/INSTALLATION (R/I)
ADJUSTMENT/TEST (A/T)
INSPECTION/CHECK (I/C)
CLEANING/PAINTING (C/P)
APPROVED REPAIRS (AR)

PAGE BLOCK
1 to 99
101 to 199
201 to 299
301 to 399
401 to 499
501 to 599
601 to 699
701 to 799
801 to 899

When it is convenient for the user to have different types of tasks in one page block, MAINTENANCE
PRACTICES, the 201-to-299 page block is used.
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REFERENCE PLANES AND LINES
The airplane is divided into stations, waterlines, and buttock lines. They are measured in inches. They will
help you quickly identify the location of components, the center of gravity and the weight distribution.

STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Fuselage
B STA, BS, or STA:

Body (Fuselage) Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the fuselage
centerline. It is measured from a point 130.00 inches forward of the nose.

BBL or BL:

Body (Fuselage) Buttock Line: A vertical plane that is parallel to the vertical
centerline plane, BBL 0.00. It is found by its perpendicular distance from the
fuselage centerline plane (it is a measurement of width).

BRP:

Body (Fuselage) Reference Plane: A plane that is perpendicular to the BBL
plane and goes through BWL 208.10 (the top of the main deck floor beams).

BWL or WL:

Body (Fuselage) Waterline: A plane that is perpendicular to the BBL plane,
parallel to the fuselage centerline. It is measured from a parallel imaginary
plane, BWL 0.00, 148.5 inches below the lowest fuselage surface.

LBL:

Left Buttock Line.

RBL:

Right Buttock Line.

FS or RS:

Front Spar or Rear Spar: The principal spanwise transverse member of the
wing structure, perpendicular to the wing reference plane.

FSS or RSS:

Front or Rear Spar Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the wing chord
plane and the plane of the front or rear spar.

ISS:

Inboard Slat Stations: A plane that is perpendicular to the inboard leading
edge slats. It is measured from the intersection of the slat rotation axis and a
plane perpendicular to the wing reference plane.

LE STA:

Leading Edge Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the wing reference
plane and the leading edge. It is measured from the intersection of the
leading edge extension and wing buttock line 0.00.

Wing
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MAC:

Mean Aerodynamic Chord: A chord of the section of imaginary airfoil on
the wing which would have vectors throughout the flight range identical
to those of the actual wing.

OSS:

Outboard Slat Stations: A plane that is perpendicular to the outboard
leading edge slats. It is measured from the intersection of the slat
rotation axis and a plane perpendicular to the wing reference plane.

W STA or WS:

Wing Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the wing reference plane
and the plane of the outboard rear spar. It is measured from the
intersection of the extended leading edge and the wing buttock line 0.00.

WBL:

Wing Buttock Line: A plane that is perpendicular to the wing reference
plane and parallel to the trace of the fuselage centerline. It is measured
from the intersection of the wing reference plane and the body buttock
line 0.00.

WRP:

Wing Reference Plane: The outboard rear spar plane projected inboard.

WCP:

Wing Chord Plane: A plane through the trailing and leading edges of the
wing airfoil.

WTS:

Wing Tip Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the wing reference
plane and the wing buttock line 0.00. It is measured from the
intersection of the leading edge and the wing buttock line 0.00.

Vertical Stabilizer
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FIN STA:

Fin Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the centerline of the vertical
stabilizer rear spar. It is measured from Fin Station 0.00, the
intersection of the leading edge line extension and the fin waterline 0.00.

FIN LE STA:

Vertical Stabilizer Leading Edge Station: A plane that is perpendicular to
the vertical stabilizer leading edge. It is measured from the leading Edge
Station 0.00, intersection of the leading edge line extension and the
vertical stabilizer waterline 0.00

FIN WL:

Vertical Stabilizer Waterline: A horizontal plane that is measured parallel
to a body waterline. Fin waterline 0.00.

RUD STA:

Rudder Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the rudder hinge
centerline. It is measured from Rudder Station 0.00, the intersection of
the rudder hinge centerline and vertical stabilizer waterline 0.00.
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Horizontal Stabilizer
ELEV STA:

Elevator Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the elevator hinge
centerline. It is measured from the intersection of the elevator hinge
centerline and stabilizer buttock line 0.00.

FS STA:

Front Spar Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the horizontal stabilizer
front spar. It is measured from the Front Spar Station 0.00, the intersection of
the front spar and trace of body buttock line 0.00 at the horizontal stabilizer
reference plane.

HSBL:

Stabilizer Buttock Line: A plane that is perpendicular to the horizontal
stabilizer reference plane and parallel to the trace of the fuselage centerline.
It is measured from stabilizer buttock line 0.00, the intersection of horizontal
stabilizer reference plane and body buttock line 0.00.

SCP:

Stabilizer Chord Plane: A plane through the trailing and leading edges of the
stabilizer airfoil.

LE STA:

Leading Edge Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the horizontal stabilizer
leading edge. It is measured from the Stabilizer Leading Edge Station 0.00,
the intersection of the leading edge line extension and stabilizer buttock line
0.00.

RS STA:

Rear Spar Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the horizontal stabilizer
rear spar. It is measured from the Rear Spar Station 0.00, the intersection of
the rear spar and the trace of body buttock line 0.00 at the horizontal stabilizer
reference plane.

STAB STA:

Stabilizer Station: A plane that is perpendicular to the stabilizer rear spar and
horizontal stabilizer reference plane. Stabilizer station 0.00 is at the
intersection of the leading edge extension, body buttock line 0.00 and the
horizontal stabilizer reference plane.

Nacelle
NAC BL:

Nacelle Buttock Line: A plane parallel to a wing buttock line. Nacelle buttock
line 0.00 is equivalent to wing buttock line 191.00
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PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND AREAS
Overall Airplane
•

Length - 109 feet-7 inches (737-300)

•

Length - 119 feet-7 inches (737-400)

•

Length - 101 feet-9 inches (737-500)

•

Width - 94 feet-10 inches

•

Height (vertical stabilizer tip, top of the fairing to the ground) - 36 feet-6 inches

Wing
•

Root Chord (theoretical, at the body centerline) - 288.09 inches

•

Basic Chord (theoretical) - 186.72 inches

•

Tip Chord (theoretical) - 63.83 inches

•

Planform Taper Ratio

•

Dihedral (wing reference plane with respect to the body reference plane) - 6 degrees

•

Sweepback (25 percent chord line) - 25 degrees

•

Aspect Ratio - 9.16

•

Mean Aerodynamic Chord (basic wing only) - 134.46 inches

•

Body Station at 0% MAC - 625.60

Horizontal Stabilizer
•

Tip chord (theoretical) - 60 inches

•

Sweepback (25 percent chord line) - 30 degrees

•

Dihedral (horizontal stabilizer reference plane with respect to the body reference plane) - 7 degrees

•

Aspect Ratio - 4.04
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Vertical Stabilizer
•

Height - inches

•

Root Chord (theoretical, leading edge at body station 971.81) - 205 inches

•

Sweepback (25 percent chord line) - 35 degrees

•

Aspect Ratio - 1.81

Fuselage
•

Height of the body reference plane (top of the floor beam WL 208.10) above the ground at the main
gear - 102.10 inches

•

Height (constant cross section) Above the body reference plane - 98.4 inches Below the body reference
plane - 59.60 inches

•

Height to the centerline of the windows above the body reference plane - 38 inches

•

Length - 1267 inches (737-300)

•

Length - 1387 inches (737-400)

•

Length - 1173 inches (737-500)

Areas
•

Wing (basic) - 980.0 square feet

•

Horizontal Stabilizer Surfaces (total, with the area in the fuselage) - 545 square feet

•

Vertical Stabilizer Surfaces (total) - 370 square feet
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THE RUDDER STATIONS ARE PERPENDICULAR TO THE 75% LINE

THE VERTICAL STABILIZER RIBS FROM FIN STATION 81.10
TO FIN STATION 292.70 ARE ON 9.2 INCH CENTERS
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SERVICE INTERPHONE SYSTEM
Overview
The service interphone system provides interphone communications between the flight crew, the attendants,
and ground crew personnel. The system includes: the remote electronics unit, the service interphone switch,
the attendants handsets, and the service interphone jacks. Also, there is a provision for a control stand
handset.

HANDSET AT AFT
ATTENDANT'S PANEL

HANDSET AT FORWARD
ATTENDANT'S PANEL

SERVICE
INTERPHONE
SWITCH
SEE

REMOTE
ELECTRONICS
UNIT

A

AFT OVERHEAD PANEL, P5
LOAD CONTROL
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EXTERNAL POWER
RECEPTACLE PANEL
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B

EXTERNAL
POWER

HANDSET JACK ON
CONTROL STAND AFT FACE

CONN
SERVICE
INTERPHONE
OFF

INTERPHONE

SERVICE

FLIGHT

PILOT

NOSE
WHEELWELL
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NORM
NOT
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SERVICE INTERPHONE SWITCH
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Overview (Continued):
Handsets are installed in the forward and aft attendant panels for communication between attendants.
Switched service interphone jacks located throughout the airplane are for use by ground crew personnel during
servicing and maintenance. Personnel in the control cabin can communicate with the attendants or ground
crew personnel through the audio selector panels and the headphones and microphones of the flight interphone
system.
The service interphone system gets power from the 28-volts DC battery bus and also the unswitched electronics
bus No. 2, through the INTPH AND WARNING circuit breaker located on the load control center-right panel, P6.

CODE
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D
E
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D
E
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B,C

Switched Service Interphone Jacks Location
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Remote Electronic Unit
The remote electronic unit (REU) is installed on the E2-1 shelf of the electronic equipment rack. There is an
audio accessory unit (AAU) card inside the REU.
The AAU provides the necessary DC voltage to the system microphones and amplifies the audio signal. Either
carbon or transistorized microphones may be used. Automatic level control ensures a constant output
regardless of the number of microphones connected to the system. Since the system has no ON/OFF switch, it
will operate whenever the battery bus or DC bus No. 2 has power. Gain controls for the service interphone
system are on the audio control panel.

OBS

AAU
SVR INT
SVR INT
FLT INT
DME 2

EXT
ATT

F/O CAPT

HDPH
FLT
SVR

HDPH
FLT
SVR

ADJ

D ME 1 A DJ
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Service Interphone Switch
The service interphone switch is located on the aft overhead panel P5. In the ON position, the switch connects
the microphone lines from the external service interphone jacks to the input of the interphone amplifiers. The
OFF position disconnects the microphone lines to isolate the external service interphone jacks during flight.
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Handsets
The handset may be of the press-to-use or press-to-talk type. The button on a press-to-use type handset
completes both microphone and receiver audio circuits when the handset button is pressed. The button on a
press-to-talk type handset completes only the microphone circuits when it is pressed; receiver circuits are
connected directly to the system.

PRESS-TO-TALK
SWITCH

HANDHELD MICROPHONE
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Operation
The INTPH AND WARNING circuit breaker on the load control center P6 controls power to the system. The
system is on whenever power is provided to one of the buses.
Setting the service interphone switch (on the aft overhead panel P5) to ON connects the microphone circuits
from the external service interphone jacks to the interphone amplifier. This allows ground crew at the various
maintenance locations to talk with each other.

Attendants may communicate with each other, with the flight crew, and with the ground crew, by using the
handsets installed at their stations.
The flight crew can communicate with the attendants and with crew at maintenance locations by pushing the
ATTEND call switch and SERV INT audio listen switch on the pilots' overhead panel P5. On airplanes with
digital control systems the service interphone switch may be on the audio selector panel.
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Adjustment for gain is with the audio control knobs on the audio selector panel.
No stowage is provided for handsets at the switched service interphone jacks and the control stand jack.
Therefore, to do maintenance, handsets must be furnished by ground crew personnel.
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AIR CONDITIONING
Overview
The air conditioning systems provide conditioned air to the control cabin, passenger cabin, electronic
equipment compartment, forward cargo compartment, air conditioning distribution bay and aft cargo
compartment. Air supply to the air conditioning system is furnished by the pneumatic system from either
engine bleed air or the auxiliary power unit (APU) in flight; from engine bleed air, APU bleed air, ground
pneumatic supply cart, or from a ground conditioned air supply cart during ground operation. Part of the
warm air supply from the engines or pneumatic cart is passed through air conditioning packs to be cooled.
The cold air is then mixed with the remainder of the warm air as required to obtain the conditioned air
temperature called for by the temperature control system. This conditioned air then passes into the control
and passenger cabins through the distribution system. Galley and toilet vents, and equipment cooling on the
ground exhaust cabin air without regard for cabin pressurization control requirements. The combined flow
from all outlets is limited to a value less than that which enters the cabin from the air conditioning system.
The outflow valves are regulated to exhaust only that additional quantity of air required to maintain the desired
pressure in the cabin.
This chapter considers the air conditioning system as four subsystems: cooling, distribution, temperature
control and pressurization control.
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Cooling
All cold air required for air conditioning is provided by air conditioning packs. Passing bleed air through a
primary heat exchanger, an air cycle machine, and a secondary heat exchanger cools the air sufficiently to
handle any cooling situation required. A ram air system provides coolant air for the heat exchangers. A ram
air modulation control system automatically regulates the supply of coolant air during flight to obtain required
cooling with minimum aerodynamic drag from the system. A turbofan draws air through the system for
ground operation and in flight when flaps are extended. On 737-300 and 737-500 airplanes, a water separator
removes excess moisture from the cooled air. On 737-400 airplanes, a high pressure water separator system
removes excess moisture before the air enters the turbine of the air cycle machine. The water is then passed
through a water injector and sprayed on the secondary heat exchanger core to aid in cooling bleed air. Various
thermal switches, thermostats, sensors, and valves are included to provide automatic protection and warning
of an air malfunction.
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Distribution
The conditioned air distribution system routes temperature controlled air to the passenger and control cabins.
One duct system supplies the control cabin and a separate duct system supplies the passenger cabin. Both
systems originate at the main distribution manifold. Riser ducts connect to an overhead duct extending fore
and aft the full length of the passenger cabin. A nozzle at the bottom of the duct and outlets at every other
window bay releases a balanced flow of air directly into the cabin. Air for the control cabin is extracted from
the LH air conditioning pack outlet before it enters the main distribution manifold.
A gasper outlet provides each crewmember and passenger a method for ventilating his local area. An
adjustable nozzle at each station allows the individual a choice from no airflow to maximum airflow from the
distribution system.
737-300 AND 737-500 AIRPLANES; One recirculation fan is attached to the main distribution manifold. The
recirculation fan recirculates conditioned air from around the forward cargo compartment into the distribution
system manifold where the air mixes with the air supplied by the air conditioning packs.
737-400 AIRPLANES; Two recirculation fans are attached to the main distribution manifold. The left
recirculation fan is used to recirculate conditioned air from the distribution bay. The right recirculation fan is
used to recirculate air from the forward cargo compartment. The air from both fans is mixed with conditioned
air from the packs.
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Temperature Control
On 737-300 and 737-500 airplanes, the temperature of the air entering the distribution systems to the
passenger and control cabins is regulated by positioning mix valves. The mix valves proportion hot bleed air
with cold air from the air conditioning packs to provide air conditioned comfort in the passenger and control
cabin. There is one mix valve for each air cycle system. Two sets of controls on the forward overhead panel
provide automatic or manual control and monitoring for each system. The control cabin controls the left air
cycle system and the passenger cabin controls the right air cycle system. Each control system consists of a
temperature controller, temperature selector, temperature indicator, temperature sensors, overheat control and
warning light, mix valve, and mix valve position indicator.
On 737-400 airplanes, the temperature of the air entering the distribution systems of the passenger and the
flight deck compartments is regulated by positioning the pack temperature control valves. The pack
temperature control valves are positioned such that the temperature demand of the zone requiring the most
cooling is satisfied. The pack temperature control valves receive positioning signals from the pack/zone
temperature controllers. The other zones temperature demands are met by allowing small amounts of bleed
air to enter the distribution system. This bleed air, called trim air, enters the distribution ducts by way of a
trim air system. The amount of bleed air entering the system is regulated by the trim air modulating valves.
The trim air modulating valves are also controlled by the pack/zone temperature controllers. Each zone
consists of a temperature selector, temperature indication, overheat indication, various thermal switches,
temperature sensors, and a zone trim air modulating valve. The temperature control system is fully automatic.
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Pressurization Control System
The pressurization control system includes pressurization control, pressurization relief valves, and
pressurization indicating and warning.
Cabin pressure is controlled by positioning a cabin pressurization outflow valve to meter cabin air exhaust.
The valve operates electrically from three control systems. The control systems are AUTO, STANDBY and
MANUAL. AUTO mode provides automatic pressure control of cabin altitude and rate of altitude change based
on settings made to the pressurization control panel (P5) of flight and landing altitudes. STANDBY mode
provides semi-automatic control of cabin altitude and rate of altitude change based on settings of the
pressurization control panel (P5) of cabin altitude and rate selected. MANUAL mode provides control of cabin
altitude and rate of altitude change by the selection of MAN AC or MAN DC and operation of a three position
(CLOSE-OFF-OPEN) manually operated toggle switch. Normal control is from the AUTO system with the
STANDBY system acting as a backup. The MANUAL system functions as an override over the AUTO and
STANDBY systems.
Pressurization relief valves include two safety relief valves, which prevent over-pressurization of the airplane,
and a vacuum relief valve which prevents pressure inside the airplane becoming appreciably less than
ambient. In addition to the relief valves, pressure equalization valves are installed in both cargo
compartments to provide a quick method of allowing cargo compartment pressure to vary, within limits, with
cabin pressure. Blowout panels are used in both cargo compartments to protect against a sudden differential
in pressure between the cargo compartment interior and exterior.
Indicators are provided to allow monitoring cabin altitude, differential pressure, and rate of pressure change.
A cabin altitude warning system sounds a horn if cabin altitude exceeds approximately 10,000 feet.
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AIRCONDITIONING COOLING SYSTEM
Overview
The cooling system is divided into two subsystems.
1. Air Cycle System: discusses the path of the air being cooled and the equipment used for cooling it.
2. Ram Air System: describes the system, which employs outside air as a cooling medium for the air
cycle system, and its control.
There are two air cycle systems on each airplane. The systems are virtually identical and are located on either
side of the airplane centerline in a fairing beneath the center fuselage. The left system is considered to supply
the control cabin and the right system the passenger cabin. The systems operate in parallel, however, and
feed to a common manifold. During normal operation the control cabin utilizes only approximately twenty
percent of the left system supply with the balance going to the passenger cabin. Either system operating alone
is capable of maintaining acceptable temperature when necessary.
Cooling includes that portion of the air conditioning system which reduces the temperature of air received from
the pneumatic system enough to meet any cooling requirement of the air conditioning system. The method of
cooling this air consists of air-to-air type heat exchangers and an expansion turbine air cycle machine.
737-300 AND 737-500 AIRPLANES; Air from the pneumatic system can be divided such that all or part of the
air is passed through the cooling system with the remainder passing on to the mixing chamber. The cooled air
is then mixed with the bypassed air to supply properly conditioned air to the distribution system. Two mix
valves, one for each air cycle system, proportion the air.
737-400 AIRPLANES; Air from the pneumatic system can be divided such that all or part of the air is passed
through the cooling system with the remainder passing on to the trim air system. The cooled air leaving the
mix manifold through the zone supply ducts can then be mixed with the proper amount of trim air to supply
conditioned air to meet the individual temperature requirements of the three zones. Three trim air modulating
valves proportion the amount of trim air to the zones.
737-300 AND 737-500 AIRPLANES; The air cycle system supplies the cold air needed for mixture with the
hot compressed engine bleed air to provide a selected temperature in the control and passenger cabins. Air
from the Pneumatic System, Chapter 36, is received into the air conditioning system. The air must be cooled a
variable amount depending upon environmental conditions of the cabin. The temperature of air entering the
cabins is regulated by the two mix valves. These valves send part, or all, of the air through the air cycle
system to be cooled and bypass the remainder to be mixed with the cold air in the mixing chamber.
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Overview (Continued):
737-400 AIRPLANES; A high pressure water separator system dehumidifies the pack airflow sufficiently to
allow the pack output air to be below freezing.
737-300 AND 737-500 AIRPLANES; Since airflow through the air cycle system and hot air bypassing the
system are supplied by the same duct, and airflow to the cabin is relatively constant, the mix valves regulate
the quantity of cold air being supplied and also influence the temperature drop across the air cycle system. A
water separator 35°F control system bypasses warm air around the turbine to mix with cold air from the
turbine to prevent freezing in the water separator. As a result, cold air at the water separator is never below
freezing.
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AIR CYCLE SYSTEM & COMPONENTS B737-300 & 500
Overview
Air conditioning cooling is provided by two air cycle systems. The system also removes excess moisture from
the air.
Air cycle system equipment is contained in equipment bays located on either side of the airplane centerline at
the underside of the center fuselage.
In each air cycle system air is metered through the Pack (a flow control) Valve. The cooling devices used in
the air cycle system consist of a primary heat exchanger, a secondary heat exchanger, and an air cycle
machine. The heat exchangers are of the air-to-air type, with heat being transferred from the air going through
the air cycle system to air going through the ram air system. The air cycle machine consists of a turbine and
a compressor. Air passing through the secondary heat exchanger and expanding through the turbine drops in
temperature as the energy is extracted. The expanding air releases energy to drive the compressor.
Protection of the air cycle machine is provided by two thermal switches. One thermal switch senses
compressor discharge temperature. The other thermal switch senses turbine inlet temperature. Actuation of
either thermal switch will cause the pack valve to close.
As the air cools, its moisture content condenses. The moisture is atomized so finely however, that it will stay
in suspension without a moisture removing device. The water separator collects this atomized moisture and
removes it from the air cycle system air after it has left the air cycle machine.
Moisture entering the water separator is kept from freezing by a 35°F control system. A 35°F sensor in the
water separator and a 35°F controller regulate the 35°F control valve in a duct between the primary heat
exchanger exit and the water separator inlet. The valve opens to add warm air if the turbine discharge air
temperature is sensed to be 35°F or less.
Water collected by the water separator is sprayed into the ram air inlet duct, upstream of the pack heat
exchangers, through a water spray injector. The spray augments heat exchanger cooling capacity and improves
cooling system performance. When the air conditioning pack is shut off, water collected in the water separator
will be discharged overboard.
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Pack Valve
Bleed airflow through each of the air cycle systems is controlled by the pack valve. This valve controls the
mass flow so that a nearly constant volumetric flow (CFM) is supplied to the air conditioning pack.
The pack valve consists of a 3-1/2 inch diameter butterfly valve, an upstream venturi, a pneumatic actuator,
and pneumatic control elements. The assembly also includes solenoids that permit manual closing of the valve
and selection of flow modes by activating an air conditioning pack switch on the overhead (P5-10) panel.
The high flow schedule from the APU is possible when the airplane is on the ground or in flight. When the
PACK switch is at HIGH and the APU BLEED switch is at the ON position on the P5-10 panel.
NOTE: The high flow schedule will occur in flight when a PACK TRIP OFF light comes on or a pack is manually
turned off.
Normal flow operation results from energizing solenoid B (PACK AUTO switch). Energizing solenoid B
inactivates the APU/high flow servo and activates the auto flow servo. Airflow operation is controlled in the
same manner for both servos.
Placing the PACK switch in the OFF position energizes the closing coil of solenoid C, which cuts off air
pressure to the actuator and servo valve.
A pack valve closed limit switch provides a ground for the pack valve closed relay to drive mix valve full cold
after the pack valve closes.
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Primary Heat Exchanger
The primary heat exchanger is the first unit of the air cycle system through which engine bleed air passes to
be cooled. The heat exchanger is a counter-flow plate-fin type.
Hot air enters one plenum chamber from the pneumatic duct at the aft inboard side of the exchanger. It is
cooled, and then leaves by way of the air cycle machine duct connected to the aft outboard side of the heat
exchanger. There is one primary heat exchanger for each air cycle system.

Secondary Heat Exchanger
The secondary heat exchanger is identical to the primary heat exchanger. It is located in the equipment bay
forward of the primary heat exchanger. Air from the air cycle machine compressor outlet enters the forward
inboard connection of the secondary heat exchanger, then returns to the air cycle machine turbine inlet from
the forward outboard exchanger connection. There is one secondary heat exchanger for each air cycle system.
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Air Cycle Machine
The air cycle machine is a cooling unit consisting of an expansion turbine on a common shaft with a
compressor. The shaft is bearing mounted in a housing to support the rotating turbine and compressor. A
wick extends from the shaft to the bottom of the oil sump formed by the housing for lubrication of the moving
parts. A filler plug and sight gage are provided on each side of the housing with a magnetic oil drain plug on
the bottom.
The air cycle machine is located in the equipment bay between the duct leading from the primary heat
exchanger and the duct to the water separator. A duct from the compressor, and another to the turbine,
connect to the secondary heat exchanger. The turbine mounts are connected to airplane structure through
serrated plates and washers to provide location adjustment. There is one air cycle machine for each air cycle
system.
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Thermal Sensing Units
Two thermal switches are in the cooling system, and directly affect the air cycle system operation. One
thermal switch senses compressor discharge temperature. The other thermal switch senses turbine inlet
temperature. When an overheat condition exists in either position the affected thermal switch will cause the
pack valve to close. Other thermal sensing switches located in the air cycle system are covered under ram air
system and temperature control system.
The turbine inlet overheat switch is located in the transition at the secondary heat exchanger and senses the
temperature of air passing from the heat exchanger to the turbine of the air cycle machine.
The compressor-discharge-overheat switch senses temperature of air being discharged from the compressor to
the secondary heat exchanger. The switch is installed on the compressor scroll.
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Check Valves
Two check valves are provided for each air cycle system. One valve is in the cold air supply duct from the
water separator to the mixing chamber and another is in the hot air supply duct to the mixing chamber. The
two check valves prevent loss of air from the distribution system should a failure occur in the air cycle system
area or the system is shut down in flight.
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Water Separator
Cold air leaving the air cycle machine passes through a muff to the water separator. Moisture in the air at this
reduced temperature begins to condense. The condensate is so finely atomized however, that it will follow
along in the air stream unless a suitable method is used to collect it. The water separator is used to collect
and remove the excess moisture from the air before it enters the distribution system.
The water separator is a cylindrical chamber consisting of an inlet and outlet shell assembly which houses a
polyester coalescer (bag), a conical-shaped metal coalescer support, a bypass valve assembly, and a valve
support guide. A coupling joins the inlet and outlet shell assemblies and secures the coalescer support. The
outlet shell assembly contains a collection chamber, a baffle, a water spray extractor boss, and an overboard
water drain. A boss is provided for the installation of the 35°F sensor. A bag condition indicator is also
included which consists of a spring loaded piston and disk enclosed in a housing and a color coded cap.
The bypass valve allows air to pass through the water separator to the distribution system without first
passing through the coalescer bag. The valve opens as a result of increased pressure differential should the
coalescer bag become clogged or frozen. The bypass valve opens only when the coalescer bag becomes
excessively clogged to allow passage of sufficient air for proper ventilation and cabin pressure. The bypass
valve assembly is secured to a mounting ring within the inlet shell assembly.
The water separator also has a bag condition indicator. As the bag becomes clogged, the pressure applied to
the bag condition indicator piston is increased, forcing the disk on the piston shaft toward the red colored
window section of the indicator cap. When the disk is positioned within the red colored portion of the cap, it
indicates a dirty bag and the bag should be replaced.
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Water Spray Injector
Water collected by the water separator is drawn to a water spray injector nozzle discharging into the ram air
inlet duct upstream of the pack heat exchangers. Air from the air cycle machine turbine inlet is used to force
the water through the spray injector. This causes a cooling effect across the heat exchanger.
An orifice-controlled drain is provided in parallel with the injector to provide overboard drain after pack
shutdown.
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Water Separator 35°F Control System
When cooling requirements are high, the temperature of the air as it leaves the air cycle machine may drop
below the freezing point of water. The water separator 35°F control system regulates air temperature into the
separator to keep moisture from freezing on the water separator coalescer bag.
Keeping water separator temperature above freezing is accomplished by taking hot air from upstream of the
air cycle machine compressor and routing it back into the system at the muff at the air cycle machine turbine
discharge. The water separator 35°F control system regulates the quantity of air being bypassed.
The water separator 35°F control system consists of a water separator 35°F sensor, controller, and valve. The
sensor is located on the right forward side of the water separator, the controller is mounted to the outboard
side of the equipment bay near the forward end of the bay, and the valve is located forward of the air cycle
machine in the duct taking off from the air cycle machine compressor inlet duct.
The 35°F sensor is one element of the 35°F control. The control contains a bridge circuit, an amplifier, and a
silicon-controlled rectifier actuator control. The sensor is utilized as a remotely located variable resistance for
one leg of the bridge circuit. As temperature at the sensor changes, its resistance changes, unbalancing the
bridge. The bridge circuit is connected to the amplifier. The amplifier interprets the signal received and then
signals the actuator control to move the valve open or closed. When the bridge is balanced current is shut off
to the valve and it maintains the position held. The bridge balances with temperature in the separator at
approximately 35°F.
The 35°F controls have built-in test circuits which provide a quick check of the 35°F control system. A test
switch, two indicator lights and a test instruction placard have been added to these units. The test switch is a
rotary type with five test positions and one flight position. When the control system is not being tested, the
switch must be returned to the flight position.
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AIR CYCLE SYSTEM & COMPONENTS B737-400
Overview
Conditioned air for heating and cooling is provided by two air cycle systems. These systems also remove the
excess moisture by passing through a high pressure water separator system contained within each air cycle
system.
The air cycle systems are contained in equipment bays located on either side of the airplane centerline on the
underside of the fuselage.
In each air cycle system, air is metered through a Flow Control and Shutoff Valve (Pack Valve). The air cycle
system consists of a primary heat exchanger, a secondary heat exchanger, a pack temperature control valve, a
conditioned air check valve a standby pack temperature control valve, a high pressure water separator system,
and an air cycle machine. The heat exchangers are of the air-to-air type, with heat being transferred from the
engine bleed air going through the air cycle system to air going through the ram air system. The air cycle
machine consists of a turbine and a compressor. Air, after passing through the high pressure water separator
system, expands through the turbine. This expansion releases energy to drive the compressor.
Protection of the air cycle system is provided by three thermal switches. A compressor discharge overheat
switch, turbine inlet overheat switch, and a pack discharge overheat switch. Actuation of any switch will cause
airplane control logic to close the appropriate pack valve and pack temperature control valve. Airplane control
logic will also illuminate the amber PACK light on the P5 overhead panel.
The air bleed is dehumidified by passing through the high pressure water separator system in the following
order: water extractor duct, reheater, condenser, water extractors, and through the reheater again. The air
then continues on to the turbine of the air cycle machine.
Water collected by the water extractor duct and water extractors is sprayed into the ram air duct. The water is
directed at the secondary heat exchanger by a water spray nozzle. The spray evaporates thereby increasing the
heat exchangers cooling capacity.
A temperature indicating system permits monitoring of either pack temperature as measured in the high
pressure water separator system. The temperature may be read from the temperature indicator on the P5
overhead panel by positioning the AIR TEMP selector to L PACK or R PACK.
Each air cycle system is controlled by its own pack/zone temperature controller that normally controls the
cooling pack discharge temperature by modulating the position of the pack temperature control valve. Each
controller also modulates the position of the ram air doors to limit the compressor discharge temperature.
The pack discharge temperature is controlled to satisfy the zone requiring the most cooling.
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Pack Valve
Bleed air entering each of the air cycle systems is controlled by the pack valve. This valve controls the mass
flow rate so that a nearly constant volumetric flow (CFM) is supplied to the air conditioning pack.
The pack valve consists of a 3.5 inch diameter butterfly valve an upstream venturi, a pneumatic actuator,
pneumatic control elements, and a visual position indicator. The assembly also includes solenoids that permit
manual closing of the valve or selection of flow modes by activating an air conditioning pack switch on the P5
overhead panel.
The APU flow schedule is obtained only when the air supply is from the APU, the pack switch is placed to
HIGH and the airplane is on the ground. This allows inlet pressure to ACT on the APU/HIGH flow servo,
resulting in the APU air flow rate.
If the pack is positioned to HIGH but the APU BLEED switch is positioned to OFF, the airflow maintained will
be lower than that with APU operation.
Low flow operation results from placing the PACK switch to AUTO.
The Pack switch in the OFF position allows the pack valve to close.
A pack valve closed limit switch provides signals to the temperature control and turbo fan valves.
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Primary Heat Exchangers
The primary heat exchanger is the first unit of the air cycle system through which engine bleed air passes to
be cooled. The heat exchanger is a counter flow plate-fin type.
Hot bleed air enters the heat exchanger from the pneumatic duct at the aft inboard side of the heat exchanger.
The air is cooled by ram air then leaves the heat exchanger by way of the air cycle machine duct connected to
the aft outboard side of the heat exchanger. There is one primary heat exchanger for each air cycle system.

Secondary Heat Exchanger
The secondary heat exchanger is identical to the primary heat exchanger. It is located in the equipment bay
forward of the primary heat exchanger. Air from the air cycle machine compressor outlet enters the forward
inboard connection of the secondary heat exchanger and then exits from the forward outboard connection. The
air then proceeds to the high pressure water separator system.
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Air Cycle Machine
The air cycle machine is a cooling unit consisting of a compressor and turbine on a common shaft. The shaft
is bearing mounted in a housing to support the rotating compressor and turbine. A wick extends to the bottom
of the oil sump formed by the housing for lubrication of the moving parts. A filler plug and sight gauge are
provided on each side of the housing with a magnetic oil drain plug on the bottom.
The air cycle machine is located in the equipment bay just downstream of the primary heat exchanger. A duct
from the compressor connects to the secondary heat exchanger. The air cycle machine mounts to the airplane
structure through serrated plates and washers to provide location adjustment. There is one air cycle machine
for each air cycle system.
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Pack Temperature Control Valve
The pack temperature control valve consists of a flow body and an actuator. The valve may be manually
opened or closed by rotating the manual override knob. The pack/zone temperature controller modulates the
pack temperature control valve to provide the desired pack outlet temperature.

Standby Pack Temperature Control Valve
The standby pack temperature control actuated valve is electrically and pneumatically controlled and
pneumatically actuated. The standby pack temperature control valve consists of a torque motor, high and low
delta P servo, reference pressure regulator, pneumatic actuator and a visual position indicator.
If ice begins to form across either path through the condenser, an increase in differential pressure is sensed
by the respective delta P servo. The increased differential pressure actuates a delta P poppet valve allowing
pressure in the pneumatic actuator to increase. This will cause the valve to open. The flow of hot air into the
condenser will increase and the condenser will deice. As the condenser deices, the differential pressure
decreases and the valve will close.
Electrical control of the valve is part of the standby mode of operation. In this mode, a flapper in the torque
motor is electrically positioned to regulate pressure in the pneumatic actuator.
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High Pressure Water Separator System
The high pressure water separator system consists of the following components: reheater, condenser, water
extractors, and water extractor duct. These components are located in the equipment bay forward of the air
cycle machine. The reheater, condenser and water extractors are assembled and installed as one unit and is
identified as the High Pressure Water Separator (HPWS). For ease of installation, the HPWS is assembled to
an integral mounting frame which attaches to the airplane at four points.

Water Extractor Duct
The water extractor duct is a split duct water separator that collects water through a perforated collector ring
in an annular section. The water removed is ducted to the sumps of the primary water extractors. The water
extractor duct is located downstream of the secondary heat exchanger and upstream of the reheater.

Reheater
The reheater is a plate-fin cross flow heat exchanger. The primary purpose of the reheater is to increase the
turbine efficiency of the air cycle machine. Bleed air leaving the water extractor duct enters the reheater on
the first of two passes through the unit. This air warms the air coming from the water extractors (second
pass) before entering the turbine. The air exiting the reheater (first pass) then enters the condenser.

Condenser
The condenser is a cross flow plate-fin type heat exchanger. The condenser uses cold exhaust air from the air
cycle machine turbine to cool the air coming from the reheater enough to cause condense the moisture for
subsequent removal by the water extractors.

Water Extractors
The water extractors are in-line, integral, duct type devices that incorporate static swirl vanes and a collector.
Static swirl vanes in each extractor swirl the air so that the water droplets are centrifuged to the outer walls.
An annular section routes the water and air mixture into a sump. The water in the water extractor sumps is
ducted to a collection manifold located on the underside of the high pressure water separator.
The water extractors are located forward and aft of the condenser in the equipment bay.
During some operating conditions, water condensation occurs in the secondary heat exchanger. This moisture
is removed by the water extractor duct.
The water collected by the water extractors and water extractor duct is ducted from the collection manifold to a
water spray nozzle located in the ram air duct. In the event of a clogged nozzle, a port on the collection
manifold will discharge the overflow.
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Thermal Sensing Units
Three thermal switches, two temperature sensors, and a temperature bulb are used in the cooling system.

Thermal Switches
The pack discharge overheat switch activates at 250°F (121°C). When the switch activates, a signal is sent to
airplane control logic which will result in the closure of the appropriate pack valve; pack temperature control
valve and illumination of corresponding amber PACK light on the P5 overhead panel. The pack discharge
overheat switch is located forward of the conditioned air check valve.
The turbine inlet overheat switch activates at 210°F (99°C). When the switch is activated, a signal is sent to
airplane control logic which will result in the closure of the appropriate pack valve; pack temperature control
valve and illumination of corresponding amber PACK light on the P5 overhead panel. The turbine overheat
switch is located in the reheater discharge duct.
The compressor discharge overheat switch activates at 390°F (199°C). When the switch is activated, a signal
is sent to airplane control logic which will result in the closure of the appropriate pack valve; temperature
control valve and illumination of corresponding amber PACK light on the P5 overhead panel. The compressor
discharge overheat switch is located in the discharge duct on the right side of the air cycle machine.

Temperature Sensors
The ram air temperature sensor and the pack temperature sensor use variable type resistance elements.
These elements are sensitive to thermal changes. The sensors provide feedback to the pack/zone
temperature controller.
When the airplane is in the air and the flaps are up, the ram air temperature sensor signal is used by the
pack/zone temperature controller. The pack/zone temperature controller uses this signal to drive the ram air
actuator. As a result, the ram air inlet modulating panels and exhaust louvers move to maintain compressor
discharge temperature at 230°F (110°C). The ram air temperature sensor is located in the compressor
discharge duct downstream of the compressor overheat switch.
The pack temperature sensor is a dual element unit which provides feedback to the pack/zone temperature
controller. One element provides temperature signals to primary pack temperature controls and the other
element is used to provide temperature signals for standby pack temperature control. The pack temperature
sensor is located in the aft water extractor discharge duct upstream of the reheater.

Temperature Bulb
The pack temperature bulb also consists of a temperature sensitive resistance element. The bulb provides
temperature information to the control cabin on the P5 overhead panel. The pack temperature bulb is located
in the aft water extractor discharge duct upstream of the reheater.
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Pack/Zone Temperature Controller
Two identical and interchangeable pack/zone temperature controllers control the cooling pack output
temperature and form a three zone temperature control system. Each controller includes a primary and
standby pack control and two zone controls: one for the flight deck and one for passenger cabins.
The right pack/zone temperature controller controls the flight deck and forward passenger cabin temperatures.
The left pack/zone controller controls the aft passenger cabin temperature and has a backup temperature
control for the flight deck.
For the cooling packs, each pack/zone temperature controller controls the pack discharge temperature, and the
ram air system. The controller also has the capability to operate the opposite packs functions in the event the
standby mode of operation is activated.
The pack/zone temperature controller processes signals received from various sensors and temperature
selectors to determine heating and/or cooling requirements for each zone. The controller positions the pack
temperature control valve to satisfy the zone requiring the most cooling. The zone temperatures are satisfied
by allowing small amounts of bleed air to enter zones requiring additional heating.
Each pack/zone temperature controller contains full built-in test equipment circuitry (BITE) which enables the
controller to fault isolate and identify components associated with the respective controller. The BITE will
continuously test the components and pack/zone temperature controller for faults in operation. If faults are
sensed, the pack/zone temperature controller will take corrective steps to inhibit faulty items from controlling.
The pack/zone temperature controllers will reconfigure in order to satisfy the cooling and/or heating
requirements.
The pack/zone temperature controllers perform fault isolation on the following components of the air
conditioning system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ram air temperature sensor
Standby pack temperature control valve
Pack temperature control valve
Pack temperature sensor
Ram air actuator
Duct air temperature sensor at the mix manifold
Cabin zone temperature selectors (normal and backup)
Duct air temperature sensors
Trim air modulating valves
Pack/zone temperature controller
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Conditioned Air Check Valve
One conditioned air check valve is installed in each air cycle system. The valve allows conditioned air from the
pack to enter the mix manifold and prevents backflow into an air conditioning pack during single pack
operation.

Water Spray Nozzle
The water spray nozzle discharges an air/water mixture into the ram air duct directed at the secondary heat
exchanger. In the event of a clogged nozzle, an orifice on the collection manifold discharges the overflow.
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Air Cycle Machine - Servicing (Oil Level Check)
Access: Location Zones
212
213

Left Air Conditioning Equipment Bay
Right Air Conditioning Equipment Bay

Access Panels:
3303L Air Conditioning Access Panel
3403R Air Conditioning Access Panel
Open the access doors to the air conditioning bay to get access to the air cycle machine.

Look through the sight glass on the air cycle machine to examine the oil level.
Make sure the oil level in the sight glass is three-fourths full.
Inspect the chip detector plug as follows:
a) Remove the chip detector plug from the drain plug.
b) Inspect the chip detector plug for metal particles.
c) Clean the chip detector plug and install it with a new O-ring into the drain plug.
TURBINE INLET DUCT
TURBINE OUTLET DUCT

FILLER PORT
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CAUTION:

THE CHIP DETECTOR PLUG SHOULD NOT HAVE ANY METAL PARTICLES ON IT. THE
PRESENCE OF METAL PARTICLES IS A SIGN OF WEAR IN THE AIR CYCLE MACHINE AND OF
POSSIBLE ACM FAILURE.

Replace the oil in the oil sump if there is water in the sight glass.
Add the oil to the oil sump of the air cycle machine if it is necessary:
a) Remove the filler plug.
NOTE:

Loose wires can possibly come out of the filler port when you remove the filler plug. This
condition is satisfactory. Put the wires in the filler port before you install the filler plug.

b) Make sure the oil level in the sight glass is three-fourths full.
c) Install the filler plug.
Close the access doors to the air conditioning bay.
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RAM AIR SYSTEM & COMPONENTS 737-300 & 500
Overview
The ram air system provides for two different methods of operation. During flight, ram air is used as a cooling
medium for the air cycle system heat exchangers. An air cycle system utilizes a turbofan to induce airflow
through the same ducts for ground operation and during flight when flaps are in any position other than
retracted. A ram air system is included for each air cycle system.
The ram air system provides a cooling medium for the air-to-air primary and secondary heat exchangers. The
heat exchangers are located so that air passing through the ram air ducts must pass through the heat
exchangers. A turbofan is installed between duct sections near the aft end of the ram air system.
A ram air modulation system automatically regulates airflow through the ram air system during flight to
minimize drag. The system also moves to provide maximum flow for ground operation and extends a deflector
door to prevent slush injection when the airplane is moving on the ground.
The ram air modulation system equipment includes the ram air inlet modulation panel, a deflector door, ram
air exhaust louvers and their operating mechanism, a ram air actuator, a cable system for the ram air inlet
modulation panel, a ram air controller, a control module, and a ram air temperature sensor. Air cycle system
equipment includes a turbofan, a turbofan valve, and the related ducting for routing pressurized air to run the
turbofan.
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Ram Air Inlet
The ram air inlet consists of a scoop, a modulation panel, and a deflector door. A scoop is located on each
side of the airplane at the forward end of the wing to body fairing. The scoop forms the entry for the ram air
ducts.
The ram air inlet modulation panel is made up of two panel sections. The forward end of the forward panel is
hinged to structure and its aft end is hinged to the forward end of the aft panel section. The aft end of the aft
panel section is equipped with rollers which allow movement forward and aft. Two cranks with rollers
attached move the forward end of the aft panel inboard or outboard to open or close the inlet. The cranks are
attached to a shaft which is operated by the ram air actuator through a cable system.
The deflector door is hinged at its forward end to airplane structure and is shaped to fit in the scoop when
retracted to prevent interference with ram airflow into the ram air ducts. A mechanism connected to the
modulation panel cable system causes the deflector door to be extended when the airplane is on the ground
and then to fair on takeoff. The deflector door minimizes the possibility of foreign material entering the ram
air system when the airplane is moving on the ground.

Ram Air Ducts
The ram air ducts are contained in the ram air duct cavity and the equipment bay. A web between the two
compartments helps support the heat exchangers and the inlet ducts. The ram air exit ducts connect to the
inboard side of the heat exchangers then extend to an outlet just aft of the equipment bay doors. A turbofan is
included between duct sections immediately forward of the outlet. Access to the entire ram air duct system is
obtained by opening the ram air duct access door and the air conditioning equipment bay doors.

Ram Air Inlet
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Ram Air Actuator
The ram air actuator is a 115-volt AC motor-operated linear actuator. It operates in either direction and may
be stopped at any position between full extend and full retract. The actuator is used to modulate the ram air
inlet modulation panel and the ram air exhaust louvers, and moves the deflector door.
The ram air actuator is controlled by the ram air controller. The control is automatic and depends on whether
airplane is on the ground, inflight with flaps extended or inflight with flaps positioned full up. When airplane is
inflight with flaps full up, temperature of the air in the air cycle machine compressor discharge is sensed by
the ram air controller to govern actuator position. There are four position switches in the actuator which work
with the control system to obtain proper positioning of the inlet panel and the exhaust louvers. The ram air
actuator is mounted on the aft bulkhead of the ram air duct cavity.
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Ram Air Inlet Modulation Panel Cable and Linkage System
The ram air inlet modulation panel and the deflector door are mechanically linked together and are operated by
the ram air actuator through a cable system. The ram air actuator rod connects to a crank on the ram air
modulation torque shaft quadrant assembly to drive the cable system.
Two cables extend forward from the torque shaft quadrant along the inboard side of the ram air duct cavity to
the forward end of the cavity. The cables then pass through the forward end of the cavity and are secured to
the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant. The ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant drives the inlet
modulation panel shaft which moves the inlet panels.
The deflector door is also driven by the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant. An arm assembly which
drives the deflector linkage is mounted beside the inlet modulating panel quadrant on the inlet modulating
panel shaft. A lug on the shoulder of the arm assembly fits into a cutout in the shoulder of the quadrant. A
cam link and torsion spring allows additional movement of the quadrant for modulating the inlet panel after
the deflector linkage permits continued movement of the quadrant to the full extend-position, should the
deflector fail to extend.
The ram air modulation torque shaft quadrant assembly and control cables may be reached by opening the
ram air duct access door. Access to the deflector linkage and the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant
requires removing the air conditioning fairing panel below the ram air inlet. A grease fitting and bushing are
located on the arm assembly which drives the ram air inlet deflector.
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Ram Air Controller
The ram air controller electrically controls the ram air actuator to position the inlet modulation panel and the
exhaust louvers during flight when flaps are up. The control unit is installed on the inboard side of the keel
beam downstream of the turbofan. A temperature sensor is installed in the air cycle machine compressor
discharge duct.
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Turbofan
The turbofan is a turbine powered fan located between sections of the ram air exhaust ducts. Air from the
pneumatic system is directed through the turbofan case to a small two-stage turbine centrally located inside
the case. A larger diameter fan is located forward of the turbine and is shaft-connected to the turbine. The
turbofan normally operates only during ground air conditioning operation or in flight when the flaps are
extended. Operation is controlled by a turbofan valve.
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Turbofan Valve
The turbofan valve is a solenoid-actuated shutoff and regulating valve requiring 28-volt DC current and is
spring-loaded to the closed position. A closed limit switch in the valve completes a circuit to the ram air
controller when the valve is closed. A manual control rod on the solenoid permits the opening or closing of
the valve manually. Two test ports are provided for checking valve operation under pressure. The left
turbofan valve is located in the left equipment bay inboard of the turbofan. The right turbofan valve is located
in the right pack cold air supply duct.
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Ram Air Exhaust Louvers
Louvers are installed at the ram air outlet to restrict airflow through the ram air system during flight. The
louvers are installed parallel to each other and are supported at either end by a support angle. Individual arms
are splined to mate with the outboard end of each louver and are linked together at the other end of the arm to
obtain simultaneous movement of each. The forward arm mates with a torque shaft which extends from the
arm to the ram air actuator located in the ram air duct cavity. As the actuator moves, the louvers rotate to
reduce or increase the exhaust area. Since the torque shaft is connected to the crank which operates the ram
air inlet modulation panel control cables, movement of the exhaust louvers and the inlet modulation panel is
obtained at the same time. The exhaust louvers are the primary restriction to ram airflow while the inlet panel
reduces the possibility of aerodynamic resonance in the ram air ducts.
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Inspection Doors
Two inspection doors in each ram air system permit visually checking for foreign material in the ram air ducts
or heat exchangers. One inspection door is located on the bottom of the ram air duct just outboard of the
secondary heat exchanger. The other door is located on the bottom of the duct outboard of the primary heat
exchanger. Open the ram air duct access door to gain access to either inspection door.
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RAM AIR SYSTEM & COMPONENTS 737-400
Overview
The ram air system provides for two different methods of operation. During flight, ram air is used as a cooling
medium for the air cycle system heat exchangers. An air cycle system utilizes a turbofan to induce airflow
through the same ducts for ground operation and during flight when flaps are in any position other than
retracted. A ram air system is included for each air cycle system.
The ram air system provides a cooling medium for the air-to-air primary and secondary heat exchangers. The
heat exchangers are located so that air passing through the ram air ducts must pass through the heat
exchangers. A turbofan is installed between duct sections near the aft end of the ram air system.
A ram air modulation system automatically regulates airflow through the ram air system during flight to
minimize drag. The system also moves to provide maximum flow for ground operation and extends a deflector
door to prevent slush injection when the airplane is moving on the ground.
The ram air modulation system equipment includes the ram air inlet modulation panel, a deflector door, ram
air exhaust louvers and their operating mechanism, a ram air actuator, a cable system for the ram air inlet
modulation panel, a pack/zone temperature control module, and a ram air temperature sensor. Air cycle
system equipment includes a turbofan, a turbofan valve, and the related ducting for routing pressurized air to
run the turbofan.
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Ram Air Inlet
The ram air inlet consists of a scoop, a modulation panel, and a deflector door. A scoop is located on each
side of the airplane at the forward end of the wing to body fairing. The scoop forms the entry for the ram air
ducts.
The ram air inlet modulation panel is made up of two panel sections. The forward end of the forward panel is
hinged to structure and its aft end is hinged to the forward end of the aft panel section. The aft end of the aft
panel section is equipped with rollers which allow movement forward and aft. Two cranks with rollers
attached move the forward end of the aft panel inboard or outboard to open or close the inlet. The cranks are
attached to a shaft which is operated by the ram air actuator through a cable system.
The deflector door is hinged at its forward end to airplane structure and is shaped to fit in the scoop when
retracted to prevent interference with ram airflow into the ram air ducts. A mechanism connected to the
modulation panel cable system causes the deflector door to be extended when the airplane is on the ground
and then to fair on takeoff. The deflector door minimizes the possibility of foreign material entering the ram
air system when the airplane is moving on the ground.
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Ram Air Ducts
The ram air ducts are contained in the ram air duct cavity and the equipment bay. A web between the two
compartments helps support the heat exchangers and the inlet ducts. The ram air exit ducts connect to the
inboard side of the heat exchangers then extend to an outlet just aft of the equipment bay doors. A turbofan is
included between duct sections immediately forward of the outlet. Access to the entire ram air duct system is
obtained by opening the ram air duct access door and the air conditioning equipment bay doors.
ACCESS DOOR FOR
RAM AIR DUCT

EQUIPMENT BAY DOORS
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Ram Air Actuator
The ram air actuator is a 115-volt AC motor-operated linear actuator. It operates in either direction and may
be stopped at any position between full extend and full retract. The actuator is used to modulate the ram air
inlet modulation panel and the ram air exhaust louvers, and moves the deflector door.
The ram air actuator is controlled by the pack/zone temperature control module. The control is automatic and
depends on whether the airplane is on the ground, inflight with flaps extended or inflight with flaps positioned
full up. When the airplane is inflight with flaps full up, temperature of the air in the air cycle machine
compressor discharge is sensed by the pack/zone temperature control module to govern actuator position.
There are four position switches in the actuator which work with the control system to obtain proper
positioning of the inlet panel and the exhaust louvers. The ram air actuator is mounted on the aft bulkhead of
the ram air duct cavity.
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Ram Air Inlet Modulation Panel Cable and Linkage System
The ram air inlet modulation panel and the deflector door are mechanically linked together and are operated by
the ram air actuator through a cable system. The ram air actuator rod connects to a crank on the ram air
modulation torque shaft quadrant assembly to drive the cable system.
Two cables extend forward from the torque shaft quadrant along the inboard side of the ram air duct cavity to
the forward end of the cavity. The cables then pass through the forward end of the cavity and are secured to
the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant. The ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant drives the inlet
modulation panel shaft which moves the inlet panels.
The deflector door is also driven by the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant. An arm assembly which
drives the deflector linkage is mounted beside the inlet modulating panel quadrant on the inlet modulating
panel shaft. A lug on the shoulder of the arm assembly fits into a cutout in the shoulder of the quadrant. A
cam link and torsion spring allows additional movement of the quadrant for modulating the inlet panel after
the deflector linkage permits the continued movement of the quadrant to the full extend-position, should the
deflector fail to extend.
The ram air modulation torque shaft quadrant assembly and control cables may be reached by opening the
ram air duct access door. Access to the deflector linkage and the ram air inlet modulation panel quadrant
requires removing the air conditioning fairing panel below the ram air inlet.
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Pack/Zone Temperature Control Module
The pack/zone temperature control module electrically controls the ram air actuator to position the inlet
modulation panel and the exhaust louvers during flight when flaps are up. The two pack/zone temperature
control modules are located in the electronic equipment compartment on the E2-3 rack. A temperature sensor
is installed in the air cycle machine compressor discharge duct.
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A
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Turbofan
The turbofan is a turbine powered fan located between sections of the ram air exhaust ducts. Air from the
pneumatic system is directed through the turbofan case to a small two-stage turbine centrally located inside
the case. A larger diameter fan is located forward of the turbine and is shaft-connected to the turbine. The
turbofan normally operates only during ground air conditioning operation or in flight when the flaps are
extended. Operation is controlled by a turbofan valve.
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Turbofan Valve
The turbofan valve is a solenoid-actuated shutoff and regulating valve requiring 28-volt DC current and is
spring-loaded to the closed position. A closed limit switch in the valve completes a circuit to the ram air
controller when the valve is closed. A manually controlled rod on the solenoid will permit the opening or
closing of the valve. Two test ports are provided for checking valve operation under pressure. The left
turbofan valve is located in the left equipment bay inboard of the turbofan. The right turbofan valve is located
in the right pack cold air supply duct.
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Ram Air Exhaust Louvers
Louvers are installed at the ram air outlet to restrict airflow through the ram air system during flight. The
louvers are installed parallel to each other and are supported at either end by a support angle. Individual arms
are splined to mate with the outboard end of each louver and are linked together at the other end of the arm to
obtain simultaneous movement of each. The forward arm mates with a torque shaft which extends from the
arm to the ram air actuator located in the ram air duct cavity. As the actuator moves, the louvers rotate to
reduce or increase the exhaust area. Since the torque shaft is connected to the crank which operates the ram
air inlet modulation panel control cables, movement of the exhaust louvers and the inlet modulation panel is
obtained at the same time. The exhaust louvers are the primary restriction to ram airflow while the inlet panel
reduces the possibility of aerodynamic resonance in the ram air ducts.
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Inspection Doors
Two inspection doors in each ram air system permit visually checking for foreign material in the ram air ducts
or heat exchangers. One inspection door is located on the bottom of the ram air duct just outboard of the
secondary heat exchanger. The other door is located on the bottom of the duct outboard of the primary heat
exchanger. Open the ram air duct access door to gain access to either inspection door.
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Ram Air System Turbofan - Servicing
Access: Location Zones
212
213

Left Air Conditioning Equipment Bay
Right Air Conditioning Equipment Bay

Access Panels
3303L Air Conditioning Access Panel
3403R Air Conditioning Access Panel
Open the access doors to the air conditioning bay to get access to the turbofan for the ram air system.

Remove the dipstick from the fitting on the turbofan.
Examine the dipstick for oil discoloration.
NOTE: If the oil has contamination it will turn a white or yellow color.
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Replace the oil in the drain sump if there is oil discoloration on the dipstick.
Add the oil to the overflow holes in the dipstick fitting.
Install the dipstick and then remove it to do a check of the oil level.
Make sure the oil level is above the ADD line on the dipstick.
Install the dipstick.
Close the access doors to the air conditioning bay.
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Overview
The air conditioning distribution system distributes conditioned air into the passenger and control cabins.
Individual air (Gasper) is supplied to each seat area adjustable outlets.
Conditioned air distribution starts with the main distribution manifold which divides into two separate systems,
control cabin conditioned air and passenger cabin conditioned air.
The control cabin air distribution system receives air from the left pack supply duct upstream from the main
distribution manifold and releases it into the control cabin from several outlets. Outlets are located to provide
optimum flow patterns in the cabin.
The passenger cabin conditioned air distribution system takes the remainder of air supplied to the main
distribution manifold and delivers it to the passenger cabin. Air is released directly into the cabin from an
overhead duct and from diffuser outlets at alternate window bays.
The main distribution manifold is a container where conditioned air from the packs and re-circulated cabin air
mix. On 737-400 airplanes, the manifold includes a ground service connection and two recirculation fans. On
737-300 and 737-500 airplanes, the manifold includes a ground service connection, and one recirculation fan.
The manifold also has sensors, bulbs, and thermal switches required to operate and monitor the temperature
control systems.
Conditioned air supply ducts to the manifold, and distribution ducts from the manifold, are positioned to
provide control cabin conditioned air from the left pack and passenger cabin conditioned air from the right
pack during normal operation. Either pack will provide conditioned air to both systems when the other pack is
off. Since the control cabin does not require all air provided by the left pack during normal operation, part of
its output will be mixed with the right pack supply before going to the passenger cabin.
The main distribution manifold is located aft of the forward cargo compartment aft bulkhead in a pressurized
area.
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Ground Service Conditioned Air Connection B737-300/400/500
A ground service connection is provided to allow use of a ground service cart for conditioned air to the cabin
when airplane air conditioning is off. A check valve in the duct prevents loss of air when airplane air
conditioning is on.
The connection is a short duct section. This is fastened to the pressure skin and the duct and check valve
assembly at its upper flange and it has two slotted holes in its lower flange to match fasteners on the ground
service cart. An access door must be opened to make the connection.
A swing check valve in the duct and check valve assembly opens with pressure from the ground service cart
and closes when air is being supplied from the airplane air conditioning system.
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Recirculation Fan
On 737-300 and 737-500 airplanes, the recirculation fan uses a filter and a check valve. On 737-400 airplanes,
each of the two recirculation fans uses a filter and a check valve. On 737-300, 737-400, and 737-500 airplanes,
the recirculation fan(s) are used to maintain proper ventilation to the airplane. Airplane control logic and
switch settings on the air-conditioning control module control the fan(s) operation.
On 737-400 airplanes, one check valve is positioned in each duct connecting a recirculation fan to the
manifold. On 737-300 and 737-500 airplanes, a check valve is positioned in the duct connecting the
recirculation fan to the manifold. The check valve is installed to prevent the loss of airflow when the
recirculation fan is not operating.
Filters prevent the ingestion of dust and debris into the air conditioning distribution system.
Each filter assembly is outboard of the recirculation fan(s), and contains either a high efficiency one-piece
filter, or a two-piece filter (a pre-filter and a particulate HEPA filter).
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CONTROL CABIN CONDITIONED AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Overview
The control cabin conditioned air distribution system consists of a series of ducts originating just upstream of
the main distribution manifold and leading forward under the floor, on the left side of the airplane, to the
control cabin, where it branches off into several risers which end at the ceiling, floor and foot level outlets.
Orifices in the system balance the flow. An acoustical muffler is installed in the supply duct to reduce control
cabin duct airflow noise. A small duct is tapped from the mix muff to add warm air to the control cabin
conditioned air supply.
Air from the control cabin is exhausted through miscellaneous openings and grilles in the floor, and is drawn
into the electronic equipment compartment to provide electrical/electronic equipment cooling and forward
cargo compartment heating.
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Control Cabin Conditioned Air Outlets
The control cabin conditioned air distribution duct branches into several risers which feed outlets in the
control cabin. The outlets are located to provide optimum flow patterns in the cabin.
The control cabin outlets consist of overhead diffusers, under-seat diffusers, foot air outlets, windshield
outlets and an individual (gasper) air outlet for each pilot. A small muffler is located between the under seat
outlets to reduce air noise.
The overhead diffusers are located on the cabin ceiling, just above and aft of window No. 3. Each of these
outlets can be opened or closed to any desired extent by turning a slotted adjusting screw. Directional control
of airflow is provided by a movable external baffle. An individual (gasper) air outlet is located by the left
overhead diffuser.
The captain's and first officer's diffusers are on the floor, directly under each seat. These outlets cannot be
manually controlled and air flows continuously as long as the distribution system is pressurized.

Muffler
A muffler is provided in the control cabin conditioned air distribution system to minimize airflow noise. A
restrictor located immediately upstream of the muffler ensures balanced airflow from the control cabin outlets,
and must be retained if the muffler is replaced. The muffler is located in the duct which extends from the
distribution bay to the control cabin, below the passenger cabin floor outboard of the nose wheel well. For
access remove the left side aft access panel in nose wheel well.
The small muffler between the under seat outlets is accessed through the forward access door, forward of the
nose wheel well.
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Windshield Air and Foot Control
There is a dual purpose valve at the end of the distribution duct behind the rudder pedals for the captain and
one for the first officer. Two cable controlled knobs marked FOOT AIR and WINDSHIELD AIR are fastened on
a bracket below the captain's and first officer's instrument panel. Pulling either knob moves a baffle plate
attached to a lever allowing a choice between no conditioned air and full capacity conditioned air to either the
foot outlets, the windshield duct, or both.
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PASSENGER CABIN CONDITIONED AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Overview
The passenger cabin conditioned air distribution system consists of the main distribution manifold,
distribution manifold duct assembly, riser ducts, overhead distribution duct, and diffuser outlets.
Conditioned air for the passenger cabin originates in the main distribution manifold. From the mixing
chamber, conditioned air is ducted through the distribution manifold duct to both sides of the airplane to riser
ducts in the cabin sidewall. The riser ducts supply conditioned air to the overhead distribution duct.
The overhead distribution duct is mounted along the center line of the airplane, extending forward and aft the
full length of the passenger cabin. Air is directed into the passenger cabin through a nozzle which extends the
length of the overhead duct and from diffuser outlets located in alternate window bays. Temperature of the
conditioned air is automatically controlled.
Passenger cabin exhaust air flows around the walls of the cargo compartments and is discharged overboard
through the pressurization control system outflow valves. A small amount of air is exhausted directly
overboard from the galley and lavatory vents.
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Overhead Supply Riser Ducts
Attached to the distribution manifold duct in the distribution bay, riser ducts go up both walls to supply
conditioned air to the overhead distribution duct. Flexible ducts connect to the distribution manifold duct
assembly and the overhead distribution duct. The flexible ducts are attached to the overhead supply riser
ducts with tape or a clamp.

Overhead Distribution Duct and Diffusers
The overhead distribution duct extends from the forward to the aft end of the curved ceiling along the airplane
centerline. Brackets on the upper surface of the duct attach it to the airplane structure. On the upper surface
of the overhead duct at approximately mid-cabin position is a flexible duct panel. The flexible panel provides
easy access to the upper beacon light.
Conditioned air is directed into the passenger cabin through a nozzle which extends the length of the overhead
duct and from diffuser outlets below the PSUs at alternate window bays.
On some airplanes, at the aft end of the cabin, air enters the cabin through grilles on either side of the ceiling
light fixture.
Acoustic baffles are installed the full length of the overhead duct to decrease air noise.

Passenger Cabin Air Exhaust
Air from the passenger cabin is exhausted through foot level grilles in the main cabin sidewall and is
discharged overboard through cabin pressurization and forward outflow valves.
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Galley Vent System
The galley is ventilated by a system consisting of flexible ducts which connect an inlet vent at the galley
ceiling to an exhaust nozzle in the airplane skin. The nozzle incorporates a flow limit-venturi. An acoustic
muffler is incorporated in the ducts to reduce noise from the system. The muffler is attached to the ducts and
to structure by clamps.
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CONDITIONED AIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM B737-300 & 500
Overview
Conditioned air temperature control covers that portion of the air conditioning system which starts, regulates,
and shuts down air conditioning equipment to provide a selected temperature in the control and passenger
cabins. Two sets of controls are provided. One set controls the left mix valve for control cabin temperature
regulation. The other controls the right mix-valve and provides for the passenger cabin. Normally each system
functions automatically according to selections made on the forward overhead panel. Separate manual control
systems are provided as an alternate method for raising or lowering control and passenger cabin temperature.
Controlling the temperature in the cabins is accomplished by controlling the temperature of air entering the
cabins. Air conditioning operation begins when the pack switches are turned on. The switches open the pack
valves permitting bleed air from the pneumatic system to enter the air conditioning system.
When the pack valve is opened, the pack valve closed limit switch opens to de-energize the pack valve closed
relay. When the relay is de-energized, contacts within the relay will close to initiate all temperature control
and overheat protection circuits in the air conditioning system.
Downstream of the pack valves part of the air branches off and passes forward to the mixing chamber and the
remainder passes through the air cycle system to be cooled before going to the mixing chamber. The
proportioning of air through the system depends on the position of the air mix valve. The mix valve regulates
hot air bypassing the air cycle system and air going through the air cycle system. This air is recombined later
in proper proportions at the mix chamber. The position of the valve depends on signals from the temperature
control system controller according to the temperature of the air in the control cabin or passenger cabin
compared with that requested by the temperature selector.
During automatic operation, a regulation system continuously monitors cabin temperature, duct temperature,
and changes in cabin supply air temperature to keep the cabins at the selected temperature level. During
manual operation, the mix valve changes position as a result of direct electrical control. The indicating system
permits monitoring of cabin temperature, cabin supply duct temperature, and mix valve position.
Each temperature control system includes an air mix (temperature control) valve, a 190°F (88°C) duct overheat
thermal switch, a 250°F (121°C) duct overheat thermal switch, a pack switch, and both manual and automatic
temperature regulating circuits.
The manual temperature regulating components consists of two switches located in the temperature selector
assembly, which are electrically connected to the mix valve actuator. The automatic temperature regulating
components include a temperature selector assembly, a controller, cabin temperature sensor, anticipator
sensor, and a duct temperature limiting sensor.
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Air Mix Valve
The mix valve consists of two butterfly valves operated by the same actuator through a common shaft. The
115-volt AC actuator mounts on a flange of the hot valve to drive the common shaft. When the hot valve
butterfly is full open the cold valve is full closed and vice versa. As the hot valve moves toward close, the
cold valve moves proportionally toward open. A position potentiometer is connected to the opposite end of the
shaft from the actuator to permit monitoring the valve position from the control cabin. A visual indicator is
also located at the actuator between the potentiometer and the cold valve body.
Limit switches in the actuator housing interrupt current to the actuator monitor at either extremity of travel.
The mix valve is located in the air conditioning equipment bay inboard of the heat exchangers.
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Thermal Sensing Units
Thermal sensing units in the temperature control system consist of thermal switches, temperature bulbs, and
temperature sensors. Thermal switches are used to protect against duct overheat, temperature bulbs are used
in conjunction with indicators for monitoring passenger cabin temperature and passenger cabin supply duct
temperature, and temperature sensors are used with the automatic temperature regulation systems to
automatically position the mix valves in obtaining selected temperatures for the cabins.
The thermal switches consist essentially of a bimetal element enclosed in a steel probe. The thermal switch
contacts are normally open. At a predetermined temperature the contacts will close. A 190°F (88°C)
passenger cabin duct overheat thermal switch and a 250°F (121°C) passenger cabin duct overheat thermal
switch are used in each control system. The switches are mounted in the main distribution manifold and in
the overhead distribution manifold adjacent to its union with the RH riser duct.
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Temperature bulbs
Temperature bulbs consist of a temperature sensitive resistance element within a tube. As the temperature of
the element changes, its resistance changes accordingly to cause movement of an indicator pointer.
The passenger cabin temperature bulb is installed with the passenger cabin temperature sensor inside a duct
located below the stowage compartment. An in-line fan downstream of the bulb and sensor draws air from the
cabin across the bulb and sensor.
The passenger cabin temperature bulbs are installed with the passenger cabin temperature sensor inside a
duct located below the stowage compartment. An in-line fan downstream of the bulb and sensor draws air
from the cabin across the bulb and sensor.
The passenger cabin supply duct temperature bulb is mounted in the main distribution manifold.
The temperature sensors also utilize variable resistance type elements. As temperature increases their
resistance decreases and vice versa. The sensors form a part of the automatic regulation system network to
maintain selected temperatures in the control and passenger cabin. A duct limit temperature sensor,
anticipator sensor, and cabin temperature sensor are used with each regulation system. The duct limit
sensors and anticipator sensors are mounted in the main distribution manifold and in the overhead
distribution manifold. The control cabin temperature sensor is located behind a screened opening in the
ceiling, approximately 4 inches left of center, at station 259. The passenger cabin temperature sensor is
installed in the same duct which encloses the passenger cabin temperature bulb.
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Temperature Selectors
The control and passenger cabin temperature selectors are identical units mounted on the forward overhead
panel. The face dial is divided into an automatic and MANUAL range. Three switches inside the selector are
provided to direct 115-volts AC to the mix valve. Two cams on a cam plate, fixed to the selector knob, close
each switch separately as the knob is turned.
In MANUAL, turning the knob clockwise to COOL causes one of the cams to close a switch connected to the
mix valve actuator motor, and operate the valve to increase the proportion of cold air passing through the
valve. Turning the knob counterclockwise to WARM causes the cam to close a switch that is connected to the
mix valve actuator and operate the valve to increase the proportion of warm air passing through the valve.
When the knob is returned to OFF, both switches are open and the mix valve remains in the position to which
it was last driven.
When the temperature selector knob is turned past the MANUAL range into AUTO, the second cam on the knob
shaft closes a switch which directs power to the automatic temperature control circuit. The cam keeps the
switch closed through the automatic range. In the AUTO range, the knob also drives a potentiometer which
forms one leg of a cabin temperature control bridge circuit.
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Temperature Controller
Control and passenger cabin automatic temperature regulation is obtained from a single unit located in the
electronic compartment. This unit contains all parts of each regulation system which are not required to be
mounted remotely. Separate identical networks are enclosed for each cabin.
A built-in test circuit in the temperature controller provides a quick electrical check of temperature control
system components. A rotary test switch, two sets of GO, NO GO lights and a test instruction decal are
provided on the face of the controller. When the temperature control system is not being tested the switch
must be returned to START position.
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CONDITIONED AIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM B737-400
Overview
Conditioned air temperature control covers that portion of the air conditioning system which starts, regulates,
and shuts down air conditioning equipment to provide a selected temperature in the passenger and flight
compartments. The system functions automatically according to selections made on the P5 overhead panel.
The temperature control system is configured in such a way that under normal operation, the airplane is
divided into three zones. These zones are the control cabin (flight deck) zone, forward passenger cabin zone,
and aft passenger cabin zone.
Controlling the temperature in the cabins is accomplished by controlling the temperature of the air entering the
cabins. Air conditioning operation begins when the pack switches are positioned to AUTO or HIGH. This
commands the respective pack valve(s) to open allowing bleed air into the pack.
When the pack valve is opened, the pack valve closed limit switch opens. This de-energizes the pack closed
relay switch, which causes contacts within the relay to open, enabling temperature control by the pack/zone
temperature controller.
During normal operation, the pack/zone temperature controller determines cabin (or zone) temperature
requirements. The temperature demand of the zone requiring the most cooling is used to set the pack
discharge temperature. The remaining zones temperature demands are satisfied by a Trim Air System.
The Trim Air System is composed of a trim air pressure regulating and shut off valve, two trim air check
valves, and three trim air modulating valves.
An indicating system permits monitoring of zone temperature for the two-passenger and supply duct
temperature for any zone. The temperature may be read from the temperature indicator on the P5 overhead
panel by using the AIR TEMP source selector.
Each zone of the system is equipped with a trim air modulating valve, 190°F (88°C) zone duct thermal
overheat switch, a duct temperature sensor, a temperature selector switch, a zone temperature sensor, and a
zone/duct temperature bulb.
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Trim Air Pressure Regulating and Shut Off Valve
The trim air pressure regulating and shut off valve is an electrically controlled, pneumatically actuated,
pressure regulating valve. The primary components of the valve are a pneumatic actuator assembly, a servo
regulator, a non-latching solenoid assembly, a manual override position indicator, a relief valve, and the valve
body assembly. The valve is spring loaded to a closed position.
The solenoid valve is energized open when the TRIM AIR switch on the P5 overhead panel is positioned to the
ON. Bleed air is ported to the open side of the pneumatic actuator to overcome the actuator spring force. The
servo regulator senses the differential pressure between the bleed air and the cabin to regulate the trim air to
(+) 4.0 PSI above the cabin pressure. The trim air pressure regulating valve is located in the right equipment
bay.
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Trim Air Modulating Valves
The trim air modulating valves port hot bleed air into the control cabin (flight deck) and passenger cabin zone
ducts to meet zone temperature requirements. The trim air modulating valves are controlled by the pack/zone
temperature controllers. The aft passenger cabin zone modulating valve receives its signals from the left
controller. The forward passenger cabin and control cabin (flight deck) modulating valves receive positioning
signals from the right controller. The left controller serves as backup to position the control cabin (flight
deck) trim air modulating valve . The passenger compartment valves are located forward in the right
equipment bay. The control cabin (flight deck) valve is located forward in the left air conditioning bay.
The modulating valve operates on 115-volts AC, single-phase power. An electromechanical actuator drives an
output shaft through a slip clutch. A butterfly, visual position indicator, and a cam are connected to the output
shaft. The cam contacts a set of limit switches to provide feedback to the pack/zone temperature controllers.
A manual override drives the output shaft through the slip clutch.
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Pack/Zone Temperature Controller
Two identical and interchangeable pack/zone temperature controllers control the cooling pack discharge
temperature and form a three zone temperature control system. Each controller includes a primary and
standby pack control and two zone controls: one for the control cabin (flight deck) and one for passenger
cabins.
The right pack/zone temperature controller controls the control cabin (flight deck) and forward passenger
cabin temperatures. The left pack/zone controller controls the aft passenger cabin temperature and has a
backup temperature control for the control (flight deck).
For zone temperature control, each pack/zone temperature controller controls the position of the trim air
modulating valve necessary to provide the required zone temperature. The pack/zone temperature controller
also has the capability to operate the opposite packs functions in the event the standby mode of operation is
activated.
The pack/zone temperature controller processes signals received from various sensors and temperature
selectors to determine heating and/or cooling requirements for each zone. The pack/zone temperature
controller controls the pack discharge temperature to satisfy the zone requiring the most cooling. The zone
temperatures are satisfied by allowing small amounts of trim air into the supply ducts leading to the zones.
The trim air passes through a trim air modulating valve which is controlled by the pack/zone temperature
controller.
Each pack/zone temperature controller contains full built-in test equipment circuitry (BITE) which enables the
controller to fault isolate and identify components associated with the respective controller. The BITE will
continuously test the components and pack/zone temperature controller for faults in operation. If faults are
identified, the pack/zone temperature controller will take corrective steps to inhibit faulty items from
controlling. The pack/zone temperature controllers will reconfigure to satisfy the cooling and/or heating
requirements.
The pack/zone temperature controllers are located in the electronic equipment compartment on the E2-3 rack.
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Trim Air Check Valves
Two trim air check valves are located upstream of the trim air pressure regulating and shut off valve. The two
check valves are used to prevent bleed air from back-flowing into a pack when single pack conditions exist.
The check valves are located in the aft inboard section of the right air conditioning bay.
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Thermal Sensing Units
Thermal sensing units in the temperature control system consist of zone temperature sensors, zone duct
overheat switches, zone/duct temperature bulbs, and duct temperature sensors. Zone duct overheat switches
are used to protect ducts against thermal damage. Zone/duct temperature bulbs provide temperature
information to the temperature gage on the P5 overhead panel. The zone duct temperature bulbs are also
used to monitor supply duct temperatures of the flight deck and passenger cabins. Duct and cabin zone
temperature sensors are used to provide information to the pack/zone temperature controllers.
The zone duct overheat switch consists of a bimetal element enclosed in a steel probe. The zone duct
overheat switch contacts are normally open but a predetermined temperature will close the switch. A zone
duct overheat switch is used in each supply duct to the passenger cabins and control cabin (flight deck) zone.
The zone duct overheat switch activates at 190°F (88°C). If the switch is activated, airplane control logic will
instruct the appropriate trim air modulating valve to close.
Zone/duct temperature bulbs consist of a temperature sensitive resistance element within a tube. As the
temperature changes, the resistance changes accordingly in order to cause movement of an indicator pointer.
Zone/duct temperature bulbs are used in the distribution risers and control cabin (flight deck) distribution
duct. Zone/duct temperature bulbs are also used for temperature indication in the forward and aft passenger
cabin zones.
The temperature sensors also utilize variable resistance type elements. As temperature increases, their
resistance decreases and vice versa. The forward passenger cabin and control cabin (flight deck) zone duct
temperature sensors provide information to the right pack/zone temperature controller. The aft passenger
cabin zone duct temperature sensor provides information to the left pack/zone temperature controller.
Each passenger cabin zone has a zone duct overheat switch, a zone/duct temperature bulb, and a duct
temperature sensor installed in the overhead riser. The switch, bulb and sensor are installed on the right side
of the centerline at the point where the riser joins the overhead distribution duct.
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Zone Temperature Sensors
The zone temperature sensors provide compartment temperature information to the pack/zone temperature
controllers. The zone/duct temperature bulbs provide forward and aft cabin temperature information to the
P5 temperature gage on the overhead panel. The zone temperature sensor fans provide a constant air flow
across the zone temperature sensors and the bulbs.
The control cabin (flight deck) zone temperature sensor assembly is located to the left side of the P5 overhead
panel. The passenger compartment zone temperature sensor assemblies are mounted in the bullnose area
below the passenger service units. Both assemblies are on the right side of the airplane.
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Temperature Selectors
Air conditioning begins when one or both of the pack switches on the P5 overhead panel is positioned to AUTO
or HIGH. This commands the respective pack valve(s) to open allowing bleed air to enter the pack.
The primary control for the trim air system is an ON/OFF switch on the P5 overhead panel. The ON/OFF
switch is the only control for the trim air pressure regulating and shut off valve.
The right pack/zone temperature controller controls the control cabin (flight deck) and forward passenger
cabin trim air modulating valves. The left pack/zone temperature controller controls the aft passenger cabin
trim air modulating valve and has backup control for the control cabin (flight deck).
The cooling packs satisfy the zone requiring the most cooling. The trim air modulating valves are positioned
to satisfy the other zones temperature demands.
The ZONE TEMP light on the P5 overhead panel will illuminate and also the master caution and AIR COND
light will illuminate. If the temperature at the switch drops below the switch set point, the zone trim system
will resume operation and the ZONE TEMP light will extinguish when the RESET switch is pressed.
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PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
Overview
The pressurization control system is an electrically operated and electronically controlled system, which
meters the exhaust of ventilating air to provide controlled pressurization of the passenger and control cabins,
the electronic compartment, both cargo compartments, and the lower nose compartment. The pressurization
control system consists of a pressure control panel, a pressure controller, and a cabin pressurization outflow
valve.
The system has four operating modes; automatic, standby, AC manual and DC manual. Automatic is the
normal operating mode. Standby is a semiautomatic backup. The AC manual and DC manual modes are
backups for automatic and standby modes. Normal operation is automatic and normally requires no
adjustment by the flight crew throughout the flight except for barometric correction.
Both the AC manual mode and the dc manual mode provide direct control to the outflow valve through
separate electrical actuators. The manual modes back up the automatic and standby systems.
In the automatic mode, the system accepts manual inputs of planned flight altitude and landing altitude before
takeoff. It then determines the lowest possible cabin pressure that can be maintained during airplane high
altitude flight and schedules any necessary change in cabin pressure during the flight without any action by the
crew. The system can also be reset if a change in planned flight altitude or landing field altitude is made.
Cabin pressure rate of change is automatically controlled in AUTO. Rate of change may be manually controlled
in STBY.
Barometric correction for automatic and standby pressure control assures that cabin pressure and landing field
pressure are approximately the same at landing.
A mode selector switch on the control panel permits selection of four modes of operation plus a check position
for system test.
The STANDBY system automatically takes over to control cabin pressure according to cabin altitude and rate
of cabin pressure change settings if certain limits are exceeded in AUTO. In addition, a manual transfer can
be made from AUTO to STBY, if desired, by use of the mode selector switch.
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Pressure Control Panel
The pressure control panel includes four groupings of dials, switches, and indicators used in the operation of
the pressurization control system. One grouping is for the automatic (AUTO) mode of operation, another is for
the semiautomatic or standby mode, the third is for the manual mode, and the fourth is to allow choosing the
desired mode of control and function available.
For the AUTO mode there is an adjusting knob and indicator (LAND ALT) for setting destination landing field
altitude and another knob and indicator (FLT ALT) for setting cruise altitude.
Instruments for STANDBY consist of a cabin altitude adjusting knob (CAB ALT) and indicator and a cabin rate
of pressure change (CAB RATE) knob. There is an index mark on the panel for the CAB RATE knob which
marks the setting for approximately 300 feet per minute rate of change. CAB RATE range is from 50 to 2000
sea level ft/min.
The manual mode utilizes a three-position self-centering toggle switch for controlling the position of the
outflow valve. The switch has momentary contacts for driving the outflow valve open or closed. Releasing the
switch opens the contacts, stopping outflow valve movement. A position indicator is provided for monitoring
outflow valve position in all modes.
The fourth section of the panel includes a five-position mode selector switch, CHECK, AUTO, STBY, AC and DC
MAN; and a two-position FLT-GRD toggle switch. The FLT-GRD switch is used in conjunction with the mode
selector switch and landing gear sensor switch to control minimum cabin pressurization on the ground when
the mode selector is in AUTO or STBY, and to check the rate limit fault detector of the auto transfer when the
mode selector is in the CHECK position. When the mode selector is in MAN AC or DC position, cabin
pressurization is controlled directly by the use of the manual OPEN-CLOSE switch to actuate the outflow valve
under ac or dc control, depending on the position of the selector switch.
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Pressure Controller
The pressure controller is an electronic unit which receives inputs from the pressurization control panel,
airplane ambient pressure and cabin pressure, then positions the outflow valve to maintain proper differential
pressure.
Two completely independent pressure control system networks are contained within the pressure controller.
The automatic system operates as a function of destination landing field altitude and cruise altitude while the
standby system operates according to the selected cabin altitude and selected rate of cabin pressure change.
All outputs from the pressure controller operate the cabin pressurization outflow valve. The controller will
operate either under the automatic system or the standby system, but never both systems simultaneously. The
FLT-GRD switch is used to modify both outputs for cabin pressurization control on the ground. When the
switch is moved to FLT position with the mode selector in AUTO the valve will move to a position which will
cause cabin pressure to rise slightly above (approximately 0.1 PSI) that of the takeoff field. With the selector
in STBY the valve will be positioned to control the pressure to the selected standby cabin altitude. With mode
selector switch in either AUTO or STBY and FLT-GRD switch is moved to GRD (airplane on ground), the
outflow valve will move to the full open position at the rate required to completely depressurize the airplane at
rate limit.
On the front of the controller, there are test points under a cover which are used for trouble shooting the
pressurization control system. On the rear of the controller, the upper connection is used only for bench test.
The pressure controller is installed in the electronic equipment compartment on the forward top shelf. There
is a delta P module installed adjacent to the pressure controller, which provides a maximum of 7.45 PSI with
the pressurization mode selector in AUTO and 28,000 ft. or below selected with the FLT ALT selector. A 7.80
D P is provided when FLT ALT above 28,000 ft. is selected with the pressurization mode selector in AUTO.
STANDBY maximum pressure differential is 7.8 PSI.

PRESSURE CONTROLLER

E1 RACK (REF)
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Cabin Pressurization Outflow Valve
The outflow valve is a thrust recovery, rotating gate valve which is driven by either a rotary DC electrical
actuator or a rotary AC electrical actuator. Each actuator connects to the gate shaft with an electrically
operated spring-loaded clutch. AUTO and AC MANUAL modes operate the AC actuator. STANDBY and DC
MANUAL modes operate the dc actuator. When either actuator is in operation the clutch to the other actuator
is disengaged.
WARNING:

OUTFLOW VALVE IS MOTOR-OPERATED. DO NOT INSERT HAND OR TOOLS IN
OUTLET DURING ANY GROUND OPERATION OR INJURY TO PERSONNEL MAY
OCCUR.

The outflow valve is installed so its outlet is flush with the body skin. The valve is located to the right of the
airplane centerline, at the underside of the airplane, approximately below the aft right service door.
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Forward Outflow Valve
The forward outflow valve is located at the forward left side of the forward cargo compartment. The forward
outflow valve is a component of the cargo heating system and does not affect the cabin pressurization control
system. This is assured by an electrical circuit that closes the forward outflow valve whenever the cabin
pressurization outflow valve is nearly closed. There is a limit switch installed in each actuator of the cabin
pressurization outflow valve. The forward outflow valve will close when the cabin pressurization outflow valve
is within 0.5 degrees of closed and will open when the pressurization outflow valve opens approximately 4.5
degrees. An electrical circuit also closes the forward outflow valve any time the cabin air recirculation fan is
operating.
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Safety Relief Valves
Two safety relief valves acting independently of each other and all other systems prevent the cabin-to-ambient
pressure differential from exceeding 8.50 PSI.
The safety relief valves are installed under the fuselage approximately below the aft right service door. One
safety relief valve is installed on each side of the outflow valve.
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PRESSURIZATION INDICATION AND WARNING
Overview
The pressurization indication and warning system, which consists of lights, indicators and a cabin altitude
warning system, permits monitoring of the cabin pressurization control system during its operation and
provides aural and visual warning in case of pressurization system malfunction.
The following indicator lights are installed on the forward overhead panel and obtain power through 28-volt DC
Bus No. 1.
The AUTO FAIL light indicates a failure in the automatic pressurization control mode. STANDBY light
illuminated indicates automatic transfer to STBY mode.
The OFF SCHED DESCENT light indicates that the airplane is descending prior to obtaining the cruise altitude
selected, with mode selector in AUTO.
The STANDBY light indicates that the pressurization control system is operating in the standby mode.
The MANUAL light indicates that the pressurization control system is operating in the manual AC or DC mode.
The outflow valve position indicator is installed on the forward overhead panel and is powered from the
precision 20-volt supply in the pressure controller.
The cabin altimeter and differential pressure indicator are combined in one instrument on the forward
overhead panel, and powered directly by sensed pressure changes. The altimeter and differential pressure
indicator registers cabin altitude and pressure difference between cabin and ambient.
The cabin rate of climb indicator is installed on the forward overhead panel and registers rate of pressure
change in the airplane.
The cabin altitude warning system is activated by a pressure switch which is connected to the aural warning
devices box. The system provides an intermittent sound signal when cabin altitude exceeds approximately
10,000 feet.
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CARGO COMPARTMENT HEATING
Overview
Cargo compartment heating is accomplished by exhausting passenger cabin air around the compartment walls.
Air from the passenger cabin, after picking up heat from the passenger cabin, is exhausted through foot level
grilles in the passenger cabin sidewall. This air then flows around the walls to keep the cargo compartment
from becoming cold as a result of outside air temperature. Air is induced through the walls of the aft cargo
compartment by exhausting the air through the cabin pressurization outflow valve located to the right of the
airplane centerline, at the underside of the airplane, approximately below the aft right service door.

Forward Cargo Compartment Heat Distribution
Control cabin air is drawn through ducts located in the P6 circuit breaker panel, behind the instrument panels
and is utilized for equipment cooling. This duct, on the right side of the airplane connects into a system of
ducts and manifolds that lead to an inlet plenum. Blowers are installed in the inlet plenum to act as air
movers. During ground operation or when the airplane is un-pressurized, air is drawn through the ducts past
a flow control valve, and is discharged overboard through the exhaust port.
In flight, normal operation of the pressurization system will cause the automatic flow control valve to go
closed. As a result all air passing through and around the equipment will be discharged under the cargo
compartment floor. From under the floor the air, heated from passing through and around the equipment,
travels up the sidewalls and circulates between the outer skin insulation and the cargo compartment lining,
heating the cargo compartment. This air is then collected in collector shrouds and is exhausted overboard
through the forward outflow valve or recirculated in the airplane by the recirculation fan. The forward outflow
valve is closed when the cabin air recirculation fan is operating.
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EQUIPMENT COOLING SYSTEM
Overview
The EFIS Cooling System cools the Captain's and First Officer's EHSI and EADI in the control cabin and the
IRUs (Inertial Reference Units) in the E/E compartment.
Cabin air from the E/E compartment is the cooling medium. Air is drawn through a filter by one of two fans
through a check valve and delivered to the using units over a low flow sensor. A portion of the fan air is
discharged into the open area beside the wheel well through a fixed orifice.
Air passes through the EHSI, EADI and is discharged below the floor to prevent smoke incursion into the
control cabin in the event of an electrical problem with the fans or with units in the E/E compartment.
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Normal and Alternate Cooling Fans
The normal and alternate cooling fans are single stage vaneaxial fans integrating the motor into the fan. The
fan contains an inner housing which encases the three-phase motor. The rotating impeller pushes air over the
motor housing and through de-swirl vanes before exiting the fan. Three miniature thermostats serve as
thermal protective devices for the fan. The thermostats are connected in series with one located over a coil in
each phase.
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Normal and Alternate Check Valves
A two section swing check valve, spring loaded closed, is located down stream of each fan to prevent back
flow of air through the fan that is not operating.
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Low Flow Sensor
The low flow sensor provides warning when the EFIS cooling system is not supplying enough cooling air for
safe electronic equipment operation. The airflow detection system consists of an equipment cooling supply OFF
warning light and an airflow sensor. Electrical power for operation of the airflow sensor and OFF light pressto-test circuit is taken from the 28-volt DC bus on circuit breaker panel P18. The OFF light is also connected
to the master test circuit.
The low flow sensor is a heated probe with associated electronic circuitry to measure the current required to
heat the probe when the proper amount of cooling air flows past. Loss of air flow will change the current
required to heat the probe, triggering the transistorized monitoring circuit which supplies a ground to the EFIS
indication control relay.
Actuation of EFIS indication control relay sends a discrete signal to the EFIS system to downgrade the picture
enhancement.
On the ground with either IRU powered, loss of supply cooling will actuate the crew call horn in the nose wheel
well.
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Filter Assembly
The filter assembly is a box containing a cleanable, centrifugal element. Air flowing through the filter is
swirled with the denser particles being thrown to the outside and purged through a line connected to the
equipment cooling exhaust port.
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The Flight Management System (FMS) is
a combined flight control, guidance, navigation, and Built In Test Equipment
(BITE) system. It provides integrated
operation and control of five independent
subsystems to provide automatic vertical
navigation (VNAV) and lateral navigation
(LNAV) for optimum flight profiles and
performance management. System integration for data exchange, control, and
testing using BITE is provided by ARINC
429 digital data busses. There is no single
component or control panel that can be
labeled as the Flight Management System.
The FMS is comprised of, and formed by,
the integration of five independent subsystems mentioned below. Included are
the Maintenance Manual chapters to be
consulted for more detail:
* Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS) see Ch. 34
* Digital Flight Control System (DFCS)
see Ch 22
* Autothrottle (AT) see Ch 22
* Inertial Reference System (IRS)
see Ch 34
* Electronic Flight Instrument System
(EFIS) see Ch 34
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The FMS is designed to decrease workload and increase fuel efficiency and
safety. This can mean simply using the
Control Display Units (CDU) to provide
reference information during manual
flight, using the AP Flight Director System (AFDS), or selecting full FMS operation for completely automatic flight. On
the 737-300/500, the AFDS is known as
the Digital Flight Control System (DFCS).
The crew may select any degree of automation desired. This automation versatility of operating modes provides the crew
with the tools to obtain optimum performance in most regimes of flight. Even
with full FMS operation, management and
operation is always under the total control
of the flight crew. Certain functions can
only be implemented by the crew. These
are: brake release, thrust initiation, airplane steering and rotation during takeoff
roll, speed brake, flap, and landing gear
operation, altitude selection, ILS tuning,
thrust reversal, and landing rollout steering.
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FMS Built-In Test Equipment (BITE)
Self-contained in-flight monitoring and
ground test capabilities are provided for
the FMS subsystems: FMCS, DFCS, AT,
IRS and EFIS. The FMC coordinates the
BITE testing of each subsystem and must
be functional for access to any subsystems' BITE. BITE for the five FMS
subsystems is accessed from either Control Display Unit (CDU) in the flight deck.
Each major FMS subsystem runs its own
system tests, including comprehensive
tests for its own computer, its sensor
inputs, and other interfaces. In Flight Fault
data is automatically stored for analysis on
the ground, accessed through the BITE
system. FMS system integration for data
exchange, control, and testing using BITE
is provided by ARINC 429 digital data
busses.
FMS Subsystems BITE Locations
These FMS subsystems have BITE run by
and In Flight Faults stored in that systems'
major box, as follows:
BOX:
SYSTEM:
FMCS
FMC
DFCS
FCC
AT
AT Computer
IRS
DAA
EFIS
Symbol Generator
Pin Programming
Pin programming is a changeable orientation of hard wiring in the E & E compartment radio rack connectors. Pin
programming defines the system's operational configuration. Configuration is
established by Standard Option Pins and
other wiring changes called out by Change
Order Authorizations (COA's). Be sure to
stay aware of aircraft effectivity when
considering the status of the ships wiring.
NOTE: -500's have some pin programming done with high density Burndy
22-4
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blocks in the E&E compartment. These
connections are much easier to configure
than the -300's radio rack connectors.
Standard Option Pins
Pin programming options to determine airplane configurations most frequently
ordered by customers are grouped into
Standard Option Pins (SOP's). Several
SOP's are displayed using CDU BITE.
Check Wiring Diagram Manual for current configurations.
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Engineering Codes
The following codes may be entered on the CDU followed by pressing Line Select Key
(LSK) 6R, following BITE failure, for each of the FMS subsytems shown.

Engineering Codes
The following codes may be entered on the CDU followed by pressing Line Select Key
(LSK) 6R, following BITE failure in the system shown.

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

100

FMCS
DFCS
AT

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

100

FMCS
DFCS
AT

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

300

FMCS
DFCS
AT

Access to inflight faults engineering
data

300

FMCS
DFCS
AT

Access to inflight faults engineering
data

200

DFCS

Access to memory locations used for
discrete input words storage

200

DFCS

Access to memory locations used for
discrete input words storage

27E

DFCS

Access to non-volatile memory used
for In Flight Faults storage of LRU
UNKNOWN or WRAP messages

27E

DFCS

Access to non-volatile memory used
for In Flight Faults storage of LRU
UNKNOWN or WRAP messages

900

DFCS

Delete recorded inflight faults

900

DFCS

Delete recorded inflight faults

CLR/ALL

AT

Delete recorded inflight faults

CLR/ALL

AT

Delete recorded inflight faults

Table 1: Engineering Codes
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AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The Automatic Flight Control System
(AFCS), also known as Auto Flight System (AFS), consists of three independent
systems:
* A single Yaw Damper system (YD)
* A dual Digital Flight Control System
(DFCS)
* A single Autothrottle system (AT)

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
These systems provide automatic airplane stabilization about the pitch, roll,
and yaw axis. The DFCS and AT systems control the airplane with selected
Mode Control Panel guidance from N1,
radio, heading, Flight Management
Computer, Inertial Reference System,
and Air Data Computer inputs. These
three subsystems are in ATA chapter 22
and comprise the content of this chapter.
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* A single Autothrottle system (AT)

Category

Decision
Height

Alert Height

Minimum RVR

I

200 ft.

0 ft.

2600 ft.

II Restricted

150 ft

0 ft

1600 ft.

II

100 ft

0 ft

1200 ft.

II Autoland

100 ft

0 ft

1200 ft.

IIIa

50 ft

100 ft

700 ft.

IIIb

0 ft

100 ft

300 ft.

Category

Decision
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I
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0 ft.

2600 ft.
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150 ft
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1600 ft.

II

100 ft

0 ft

1200 ft.
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100 ft

0 ft

1200 ft.

IIIa

50 ft

100 ft

700 ft.

IIIb

0 ft

100 ft

300 ft.

Table 2: LOW WEATHER MINIMUMS - All Fleets
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and yaw axis. The DFCS and AT systems control the airplane with selected
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radio, heading, Flight Management
Computer, Inertial Reference System,
and Air Data Computer inputs. These
three subsystems are in ATA chapter 22
and comprise the content of this chapter.
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Weather
category
shown on
placard

# of A/P
Channels

CAT IIIa

2

# of Axis
controlled
by each
channel

2 Axis AP,
Pitch &
Roll

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

Type of
Approach
/ Landing

Coupled
Approach /
Autoland
with Autothrottle

Turn
Coordinati
on, Nose
whell
Steering
for Rollout
Mode,
Pretouchdow
n Crab
Angle
Correction

Decision
height

None

50 ft.

Fail Mode

Fail Passive

Weather
category
shown on
placard

# of A/P
Channels

CAT IIIa

2

Table
B737
3: B737
- 322/522
- 322/522
AFCS
AFCS
CAPABILITIES
CAPABILITIES
CAT IIIb

3

3 Axis AP,
Pitch Roll
& Yaw

Coupled
Approach /
Autoland
with Autothrottle

All of the
above

None.
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# of Axis
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by each
channel

2 Axis AP,
Pitch &
Roll

Type of
Approach
/ Landing

Coupled
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Autoland
with Autothrottle

Turn
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whell
Steering
for Rollout
Mode,
Pretouchdow
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Angle
Correction

Decision
height
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50 ft.

Fail Mode
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Table 3: B737 - 322/522 AFCS CAPABILITIES
Fail Operational

Table
OTHER
4: OTHER
GLASS
GLASS
COCKPIT
COCKPIT
AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT
AFCS
AFCS
CAPABILITIES
CAPABILITIES
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CAT IIIb

3

3 Axis AP,
Pitch Roll
& Yaw

Coupled
Approach /
Autoland
with Autothrottle

All of the
above

None.

Fail Operational

Table 4: OTHER GLASS COCKPIT AIRCRAFT AFCS CAPABILITIES
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CAT II/CAT III EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
CAT II Equipment Requirements
Per the Minimum Equipment List (MEL),
in order for the airplane to operate to
CATEGORY II weather minimums, the
following equipment must be operational:
* One AP in CMD
* Both Flight Directors
* Both EFIS Systems, displaying:
- Attitude
- Glideslope & LOC Deviation
- Radio Altitude
- Decision Height
- AP Status Engaged Pitch & Roll
modes
- Both ILS systems
- Both Radio Altimeter systems
- Both Inertial Reference systems
- Marker Beacon
* Two Generators
* Both Air Data Systems
* Both Windshield Wipers
CAT IIIa Equipment Requirements
In order for the airplane to operate to
CATEGORY IIIa weather minimums, all
of the equipment listed above for CAT II
must be operational, plus:
* Both Autopilots
* The Autothrottle
* Both Hydraulic Systems
YAW DAMPER SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Introduction
The purpose of the Yaw Damper System
is to reduce airplane periodic oscillations
of the yaw axis that are associated with
Dutch roll. The rudder deflects as required
in proportion to, and opposite direction of,
the yaw rate. It is a full-time stability augmentation system, providing yaw axis
damping available for the complete flight
22-8
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profile, including takeoff and landing. It is
series connected, being connected to the
actuator so that no rudder feedback is
applied to the pedals. This allows the Yaw
Damper system to operate independently
without interfering with crew initiated
rudder commands. The yaw direction and
rate are detected with a rate sensor in a
Yaw Damper coupler. The rudder is displaced at the proper time to dampen out
any Dutch roll before it can significantly
affect the flight path of the airplane. The
Yaw Damper authority is plus and minus 3
degrees rudder deflection. The yaw axis
has no runway tracking. The Yaw Damper
actuator gets no turning commands from
the roll axis autopilot (AP). This aircraft
does not have a three axis AP, only pitch
and roll axis control. There is no turn
coordination on this aircraft. A roll command causing aircraft banking sends a
crossfeed signal, in proportion to bank
angle, to the Yaw Damper to prevent
undesirable opposition to roll attitude.
System Components
The Yaw Damper System consists of Yaw
Damper engage switch, Warning annunciator, Yaw Damper coupler, AFC accessory unit, Yaw Damper engage solenoid,
transfer valve and position transducer on
the rudder Power Control Unit, and a Yaw
Damper position indicator.
CAUTION: The Yaw Damper Coupler
is an Electrostatic Discharge Sensitive
unit (ESDS). Observe proper precautions. Do not remove Yaw Damper Coupler for at least 3 minutes after
removing power to allow the rate gyro
to spin down without damage.
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OPERATING MODES
Operation is confined to synchronization
mode, engaged mode interlocks and logic,
and engaged mode operation. Prior to yaw
axis engagement, the Yaw Damper coupler is in the synchronization mode for 2
seconds. The purpose of synchronization
is to provide a null output to the electrohydraulic transfer valve to prevent Yaw
Damper coupler engage transients. Synchronization is accomplished by routing
the controlled signal back to the output
amplifier. The valve amplifier output is
reduced to a null as the integrator output
increases and cancels the signal. Prior to
Yaw Damper engagement, the Yaw
Damper actuator remains centered which
nulls the position feedback to the Yaw
Damper coupler. The Yaw Damper System is engaged by placing the Yaw
Damper switch on the flight control module to ON. The "B" flight control switch
must be ON, and "B" system hydraulic
power must be available, to power the
Yaw Damper actuator portion of the rudder PCU (Ref Chapter 27). Two seconds
after the Yaw Damper is ON, the YAW
DAMPER Light extinguishes. The Automatic Flight Control accessory unit (AFC
accessory unit on -300's, or Integrated
Flight Systems Accessory Unit (IFSAU
on -500's); contain the logic to engage the
Yaw Damper system, monitor engagement, and illuminate the amber Yaw
Damper disengaged annunciator light. If
ac power is lost for over 2 seconds, the
YAW DAMPER Light illuminates and the
Yaw Damper switch returns to OFF. The
Yaw rate gyro, located inside the Yaw
Damper Coupler, senses oscillations in the
yaw axis. The coupler responds only to
those yaw rates that produce Dutch roll.
Command signals are filtered, amplified,
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then applied to the transfer valve, located
inside the Yaw Damper actuator. The
transfer valve ports hydraulic pressure to
deflect the rudder and reduce the yaw
oscillation. The Yaw Damper actuator
output is summed with rudder pedal manual input to move the main rudder PCU
actuator which controls the rudder. As the
Yaw Damper actuator moves, the LVDT
supplies the position feedback signal to
cancel the signal from the yaw rate gyro.
When the yaw oscillation stops, the feedback signal returns the rudder to the original position. The feedback signal is also
applied to the Yaw Damper position indicator, located on the P2 panel. However,
during normal operation, the signals are of
insufficient value to be monitored by the
position indicator. The Yaw Damper position indicator shows LVDT position, not
rudder position.
NOTE: -500's use flap position from
switch S245 on the flap control unit in
the right wheel well to set part of its YD
gain. Flaps must be not up in order for
the YD BITE to pass all tests.
System Testing
System testing includes Yaw Damper
indicator lights, Yaw Damper interlock,
flight control switches interlock, Yaw
Damper continuity, self-test switches and
warning lights, and Yaw Damper self-test
(BITE). The Yaw Damper system components can be tested at the Yaw Damper
coupler. AP P/RST (AP Disengage) Light
will be steady red (no horn) if the Yaw
Damper system is under TEST, or if the
Yaw Damper coupler switch is left in the
BITE ARM position.
Yaw Damper BITE Operation
The BITE system simultaneously checks
the overall operation of each electronic
unit and its interface with other systems'
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components. BITE is performed at the
Yaw Damper coupler in the E & E compartment. Each series of tests can be completed in spite of individual test failures.
The BITE portion utilizes both analog and
digital circuitry to test a high percentage
of the computation and logic circuits.

Manually initiated automatic go/no-go
testing checks dynamic circuits for gain
and frequency and mode sensors for
proper threshold levels. Each test is initiated with a single push button switch and
evaluated by one of two colored PASS or
FAIL indicators. These indicators provide
the status of each test without requiring
any meter movement interpretation.
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DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Introduction
The model SP300 DFCS system is part of
the Flight Management System (FMS).
The DFCS consists of five subsystems,
and integrates and coordinates their operation. Each subsystem has dual channels, A
and B. The five subsystems are:
* Autopilot (AP)
* Flight director (FD)
* Mach trim
* Speed trim
* Altitude alert
System A of all DFCS subsystems is
inside FCC A. System B of all DFCS subsystems is inside FCC B. Two independent Flight Control Computers (FCC's)
and a single Mode Control Panel (MCP),
receive crew requests and airplane sensor
inputs. The DFCS system uses these to
generate FD displays, mode annunciations, various warnings, AP flight control
surface commands, AP stabilizer trim,
Mach trim, and Speed trim operation. The
MCP provides a centralized location for
AP and FD control selections. Each AP
channel has its own AP aileron and elevator actuators. Each FCC commands its AP
pitch and roll actuators when the MCP is
selected to Command (CMD) or Control
Wheel Steering (CWS). The computer
sends control signals to a transfer valve on
each of its actuators. The AP actuators
then drive the flight controls through both
the A and B flight control PCU's. For FD
operation, each system is turned on by its
two position, ON-OFF, FD switch, on the
MCP. Each FCC then positions the FD
command bars on the respective ADI. The
airplane is manually guided according to
FCC computations that satisfy the MCP
selected mode of operation. The crew may
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hand fly the airplane, following these FD
commands, with the AP and AP actuators
selected to OFF, or with the AP and AP
actuators selected to Control Wheel Steering (CWS). AP and FD share roll and
pitch sensors, MCP, BITE, and compute
similar commands. These two DFCS subsystems are referred to as the Autopilot
Flight Director System (AFDS). Mach
trim system provides automatic nose up
elevator trim commands, to maintain the
correct attitude, when high cruise speeds
cause airplane Mach tuck (nose down).
The Speed Trim system ensures that the
aircraft maintains positive speed stability
during low speed, high thrust flight conditions with the AP OFF. This is during
Take Off, Go Around, and occasionally
Approach, if a higher than normal engine
speed is used. The FCC's drive the AP stabilizer trim actuator to maintain the correct airspeed, based on the flap speed
schedule. The Altitude Alert function provides visual and aural warning to the crew
when the airplane baro corrected altitude
from the DADC is approaching or deviating from the selected altitude on the MCP.
System Components
The DFCS components are Flight Control
Computers (FCC), Mode Control Panel
(MCP), Automatic Flight Control (AFC)
Accessory Unit, and Control Wheel Steering (CWS) Force Transducers, an Aileron
Force Limiter, and Autopilot Actuators. It
also contains A/P Surface Position Sensors, Auto Stabilizer Trim Servo, and
Mach Trim Actuator (MTA). Other parts
include Autopilot Disengage Switches and
Bar, Auto Stab Trim Cutout Switch, and
Annunciators for STAB OUT OF TRIM,
ALTITUDE ALERT, SPEED TRIM fail,
MACH TRIM fail, and Autopilot disconnect. Many other systems interface with
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the DFCS, sending information to or
receiving commands from the DFCS.
OPERATING MODES
Mode Control Panel
The MCP provides a centralized location
for AP and FD control mode selections.
LNAV, VNAV, heading, VOR/LOC, altitude, vertical speed, airspeed/Mach, and
takeoff modes are available. Roll, pitch,
and thrust are automatically controlled in
a
compatible
fashion.
Automatic
Approach, dual channel CAT III autoland,
and Go Around modes are provided for
terminal area operations. Automatic control of the FMCS flight plan guidance
commands is initiated on this panel. The
DFCS normally selects the AT mode. Two
course selectors and course windows, for
use in the VOR/LOC or APP modes, are
located on the MCP. Rotating the Captain's course selector sets the desired
course in the display window, and provides selected course information to the
Captain's HSI course pointer. The First
Officer's course selector sets the desired
course in the display window, and provides selected course information to the
First Officer's HSI course pointer. The
ALTITUDE display and control provides
altitude data for use by AFDS, altitude
alert, and FMCS systems. The display
readout is from 0 to 50,000' and is
adjusted by the control knob in increments
of 100'. The altitude window reads the
altitude knob setting at initial system turn
on. The MCP IAS/MACH display and
select knob consist of the speed display
window, the rotary speed control knob and
the following pushbutton switches: C/O
(changeover), N1 (engine speed), SPEED
(Selected air speed or FMC speed), LVL
CHG (Level Change), and VNAV (vertical navigation from the FMC). IAS/
22-14
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MACH selection is from 110 kts. to 399
kts. or 0.60M to 0.89M, in movements of
1 kt. to 0.01M. IAS/MACH display is limited to the existing VMO or MMO do not
exceed speeds. These controls and displays are used for DFCS and AT system
control. The command mode selector
switches are pushed to select desired command modes for the AFDS and AT.
Speed, heading, altitude, vertical speed
and mode selections to both FCC's are
made from the MCP. Roll modes use
inputs such as attitude, heading, VOR or
Localizer radio deviation, or FMC latitude
and longitude, and radio altitude. Pitch
modes use inputs such as attitude, DADC
or FMC altitude, FMC speed or selected
MCP speed, Glide Slope radio deviation,
radio altitude. The mode switch legends
use mode engaged digital data to operate
the respective engaged legend (ON) when
the mode is engaged. Pressing the mode
switch again deselects the mode. Modes
may be also be disengaged by selecting
another command mode, or by disconnecting the AP and switching both FD's off. It
is not necessary to disengage an active
mode prior to selecting another mode.
Mode Annunciation
Active AT, AP and FD modes are displayed at the bottom of both ADI's. This
area of the ADI is referred to as the Flight
Mode Annunciator (FMA). The armed
modes always appear in white, while the
engaged modes are green. When an AT,
FD or an AP command mode is first
engaged, a green rectangle appears around
the mode annunciator for 10 seconds, as
an attention highlight symbol. The picture
of the FMA on the ADI, is in the Controls
and Indication section of this chapter.
NOTE: The FMA is only on the ADI bottom on -300/500's before COA 9-2657 has
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been accomplished. This COA changes
the ADI displays. Started in Summer of
1996, the FMA, Glideslope scales, Radio
Altitude, and Decision Height have been
moved. The FMA is moved to the top of
the ADI. The Fast Slow indicator / throttle
director has been removed. An Airspeed
scale has been added. The ground speed
and True airspeed have been moved to the
HSI. The picture of the new ADI displays,
is in the Controls and Indication section of
this chapter. Sometimes, a mode is active,
but manual disengagement is inhibited.
This is indicated by the MCP switch light
going off, even though the FMA mode is
still active (green). The Altitude Hold and
Approach modes may be engaged, even
though the associated mode switch is not
illuminated. Therefore, the FMA, not the
MCP, is the primary reference for mode
annunciation of AP, FD, CMD and CWS
status, and active (engaged) or armed AT,
AP and FD modes.
FLIGHT SELECTABLE MODES
Flight mode selection is made with
momentary push-buttons located on the
MCP and throttles. Annunciation of the
current mode of operation is shown on the
Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA) on the
ADI. Command modes may be selected
only when an AP is engaged to CMD and/
or one or both FD switches are ON. The
AP and/or FD CMD modes, as determined
by the FCC and MCP, are:
-V/S - Vertical Speed
-ALT HOLD - Altitude Hold
-V NAV - Vertical Navigation
-LVL CHG - Level Change
-HDG SEL - Heading Select
-L NAV - Lateral Navigation
-VOR/LOC - VOR, Localizer
-APP - Approach
-SPEED - Aircraft forward speed in
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knots. Controlled by the AT or the
FMC, if either is compatible with the
current FCC mode of operation, or the
FCC. This may control AP, FD, and/or
AT operation.
- TOGA - Take Off, Go Around - Take
Off Mode is a FD and AT mode only,
Autothrottle-only mode selections:
-N1 - Engine speed. Controlled by the
AT computer. Only available if the AT
is armed.
AP-only mode selections:
- CWS - Control Wheel Steering
Roll CWS
The roll AP FMA annunciates CWS
ROLL when one of the following three
conditions occur.
* A CWS switch is pushed and illuminated.
* A CMD switch is pressed and illuminated, and a roll command mode has not
been selected or was deselected.
* A CMD switch is pressed and illuminated, a roll command mode has been
selected, and more than 80 inch pounds
(high detent) of control wheel force is
applied. This is called CWS Override. AP
CMD mode reverts to CWS ROLL. The
AP CMD switch stays ON and the FMA
annunciation shows CMD and CWS
ROLL. Roll CWS override is inhibited
during APP mode.
When a CWS mode is annunciated, the
roll AP can be operating in one of three
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detent pressure of 3 pounds. This is called
CWS OD (Out of Detent). Roll attitude
changes until transducer forces are less
than 3 pounds.
Roll Attitude Hold
If the AP is engaged to CMD with no
command mode selected, or CWS with
more than 6 degrees of bank angle, roll
Attitude Hold mode is engaged. This
remains the active roll AP mode as long as
control wheel pressure stays less than low
detent.
Heading Hold
If the AP is engaged to CMD or CWS
with less than 6 degrees of bank angle,
Heading Hold mode is engaged. The AP
initiates a wings leveling command, by
using the existing residual bank angle, at
the time the control wheel is returned to
less than low detent pressure. The residual
bank angle is reduced linearly to zero over
a three second period, rolling the wings
level. After the three second delay, the
Heading Hold mode is established using
the airplane heading as the reference. This
remains the active roll AP mode as long as
control wheel pressure stays less than low
detent, even if the bank angle exceeds 6
degrees. Heading Hold mode is inhibited
when any of the following conditions
exist: Below 1,500' Radio Altitude, with
the landing gear down. After FD VOR
capture, with TAS 250 knots or less. After
FD LOC capture in the APP mode.
NOTE: There is no HDG HOLD or
ATT HOLD mode annunciation on this
airplane. For these conditions, the roll
AP mode annunciation will be CWS
ROLL mode as annunciated on the
FMA, even though the AP Engage
Switch may be in CMD or CWS.
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Pitch CWS
The pitch AP annunciates CWS PITCH
when one of the following three conditions occur. A CWS switch is pushed and
illuminated. A CMD switch is pressed and
illuminated, and a pitch command mode
has not been selected or was deselected. A
CMD switch is pressed and illuminated, a
pitch command mode has been selected,
and less than 21 pounds (high detent) of
control wheel force is applied. This is
called Pitch CWS Override. The AP CMD
switch stays ON and the FMA annunciation shows CMD and CWS PITCH. Pitch
CWS override is effective in APP mode
until dual AP engage. When a CWS mode
is annunciated, the pitch AP can be operating in one of two modes; CWS or Attitude
Hold. The mode is determined by control
column pressure and pitch attitude.
Although the AP may annunciate CWS
PITCH, the AP is not operating in CWS
mode, (changing pitch attitude) until control column pressure, as sensed by both
pitch force transducers, is greater than the
low detent pressure of 5 pounds. This is
called CWS OD (Out of Detent). Pitch
attitude changes until transducer forces are
less than 5 pounds.
Pitch Attitude Hold
If the AP is engaged to CMD or CWS,
pitch Attitude Hold mode is engaged. This
remains the active pitch AP mode as long
as control column pressure stays less than
detent.
NOTE: There is no ATT HOLD mode
annunciation on this airplane. For these
conditions, the pitch AP mode annunciation will be CWS PITCH mode, as
annunciated on the FMA, even though
the AP Engage Switch may be in CMD
or CWS.
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Roll Command Modes
The AP roll command modes are heading
select, VOR/Localizer, LNAV, and
Approach.
Heading Select Mode
Pressing the Heading Select switch activates the Heading Select mode. Engagement is indicated by the switch being
illuminated, and by HDG SEL appearing
on the FMA. Rotating the round Heading
Select knob while in the Heading Select
mode provides AFDS roll commands to
turn to and maintain the desired set heading shown in the MCP heading window.
VOR/LOC Mode
The VOR mode provides AFDS roll commands to capture and track the selected
VOR course. The LOC mode provides
AFDS roll commands to capture and track
the selected Localizer inbound front
course. A back course approach has no
Glideslope capabilities, and neither the AP
or FD do back course tracking. Pushing
the VOR/LOC switch selects the VOR
mode if a VOR frequency is manually
tuned, or the LOC mode if a Localizer frequency is manually tuned. The VOR/LOC
switch illuminates, and VOR/LOC armed
is annunciated. The VOR/LOC mode button is inhibited if the associated VHF
NAV receiver is selected to AUTO tuning
Lateral Navigation (LNAV) Mode
When the LNAV mode is engaged, the
FMC provides roll steering commands to
the AFDS to intercept and track the active
FMC flight plan route entered into the
FMC. The flight plan route is entered,
activated or modified through either of the
two FMC Computer Display Units
(CDU's). The FMC supplies the AP, ED,
and various flight instrument displays
when in the LNAV mode. There is no
armed state for the LNAV mode; it is
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either engaged, or not engaged. If the airplane position or heading is within the
LNAV capture criteria, LNAV will
engage when the switch is pressed, and the
LNAV switch will illuminate. The LNAV
mode is engaged when airborne, and
clearance to fly the active route has been
received. If conditions satisfy LNAV capture criteria, and one AP is engaged in
CMD or one or both FD's turned ON,
pressing the LNAV switch engages the
LNAV mode. Mode engagement is indicated by the LNAV switch coming ON,
and the FMC roll commands then turn the
airplane to intercept and track the active
route. The FMA shows LNAV.
Pitch Command Modes
The pitch command modes are Altitude
Hold, Altitude Select, Vertical Speed,
Level Change, Vertical Navigation and
Approach.
Altitude Hold Mode
The Altitude Hold mode engages for
either of two conditions; it holds the pressure altitude at which the ALT HOLD
switch was pushed, or holds the altitude
selected on the MCP. If the Altitude Hold
mode switch is pressed while climbing or
descending, the airplane will level-off, and
then return to the altitude at which the
Altitude Hold switch was pressed. The
altitude selected on the MCP is referenced
to the Captain's barometric altimeter setting for the AP A, and to the F/O barometric setting for the AP B. After ALT HOLD
engages, changing the altimeter barometric setting does not change the selected
altitude reference. The ALTITUDE SEL
control is used to set the altitude to which
Air Traffic Control has cleared the airplane to fly. Rotating the knob will change
the displayed altitude in 100 foot incre-
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ments. MCP ALTITUDE SEL knob has a
synchro with mechanical stops at 0 and
50,000'. Once the aircraft gets to the
selected altitude, it goes to Altitude Hold
mode. Changing the selected altitude
resets the altitude reference for the altitude
alert system.
NOTE: Due to a COA, do not push in
on the knob, or force rotation past the
mechanical stops.
Altitude Acquire Mode
The Altitude Acquire mode is a transitional maneuver from a climb or descent
to an automatic level-off at the altitude set
on the MCP. There is no way to manually
select the ALT ACQ mode. When nearing
a selected altitude from either a climb or
descent, the AP will automatically engage
in Altitude Acquire and level-off at the
selected altitude. This mode is indicated
by the ALT ACQ annunciation. To prevent altitude overshoot, the point of Altitude Acquire engagement is variable, as a
function of vertical speed. After level-off
at the selected altitude, Altitude Acquire is
deactivated and Altitude Hold is automatically engaged. If armed, the AT will operate in the MCP SPEED mode.
Vertical Speed (VS) Mode
The VS mode gives pitch commands to
hold the selected vertical speed. The VERTICAL SPEED (VS) display and control
provides climb and crescent reference by
synchronizing the VS thumbwheel to the
current vertical speed prior to mode
engagement, or by manually adjusting the
VS thumbwheel control after engagement.
A vertical speed can be selected which
climbs or descends toward or away from
the MCP selected altitude. The VS can
display between plus 6000'/minute and
minus 7900'/minute in increments of
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1000'/minute above 1000'/minute and
increments of 50'/minute below 1000'/
minute. The display is blank when VS
mode is neither engaged or armed. The VS
mode becomes armed automatically if
while in the ALT HOLD mode at the
MCP selected altitude, a new altitude is
selected which is more than 100' different
than the previously selected altitude. VS
armed (in white) is annunciated. The Altitude Hold switch comes ON, because the
AP is now in the Altitude Hold mode, but
the airplane is not at the altitude selected
on the MCP. The vertical speed display
window will remain blanked at this time.
Selecting the Vertical Speed mode will
automatically engage the AT in the MCP
SPEED mode, if the AT is armed. The AT
will then adjust the throttles to maintain
the selected airspeed or Mach. This is a
mode where speed is controlled by the
throttles. This is known as a "speed on
throttles" mode.
Level Change Mode
The Level Change mode executes a climb
or descent to a newly selected altitude, and
levels off at the altitude selected on the
MCP. Pitch and thrust are coordinated to
maintain the MCP selected airspeed or
Mach. A LVL CHG climb or descent is
initiated by selecting a new altitude on the
MCP, then engaging the LVL CHG mode
by pushing the LVL CHG switch. The AP
will hold the MCP selected speed by varying the pitch attitude. The AP annunciates
MCP SPEED, and the light in the Level
Change switch will come ON. This is a
mode where speed is controlled by the elevators. This is known as a "speed on elevators" mode. When making a Level
Change climb or descent, the AP will
automatically engage in Altitude Acquire
when nearing the selected altitude. Upon
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reaching the selected altitude, the AP will
engage in Altitude Hold. If the AT is
armed, it will automatically engage in
MCP SPEED, and will then maintain the
selected airspeed or Mach.
Vertical Navigation (VNAV) Mode
The VNAV mode controls AP/FD pitch,
AT thrust and various flight instrument
displays to guide the airplane through the
vertical profile speed and altitude entered
into the FMC. This profile can include the
flight segments of departure, climb,
cruise, descent, altitude constraints at
specified waypoints, and terminal area
arrival. The profile is not used past the ILS
final approach fix to the destination airport. The possible FMA displays in
VNAV mode are VNAV SPD or VNAV
PATH for AFDS pitch, and FMC SPD,
N1, RETARD or ARM for the AT. To
engage VNAV, an AP must be engaged in
CMD or a FD turned ON. The AT should
be armed, and completion of the FMC
Preflight including Position Initialization,
Route and Performance pages must be
completed. VNAV climbs and descents
are constrained by the selected MCP altitude; i.e., the AFDS will level-off when
the altitude set on the MCP is reached.
The AP will not fly through the selected
MCP altitude. Two exceptions are during
approach, when the AP will begin descent
away from MCP altitude upon Glideslope
capture, and AP GA, if the stab hasn't finished trimming for single AP cruise operation before reaching the missed approach
altitude selected on the MCP. VNAV
commanded speeds may be changed
through either CDU. After takeoff, and
when cleared to fly the planned route, the
next altitude is first selected in the MCP
altitude window to match the FMC altitude, the Altitude Hold switch light illumi22-20
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nates. VNAV mode is engaged by pushing
the VNAV mode switch. The VNAV
switch illuminates and the MCP speed
window blanks (this indicates that speed
commands are being provided by the
FMC). The FMC commands a programmed climb schedule of 250 knots to
10,000', then economy climb speed to
cruise altitude. The airspeed target cursors
on the Mach/airspeed indicators are positioned by the FCC, using FMC commanded airspeed. The AT engages in N1
mode, VNAV SPEED is annunciated for
AFDS pitch (a "speed on elevators"
mode), and the N1 limit on the TMA
changes to CLIMB. Approaching the
level-off altitude, during a VNAV climb
to a FMC altitude, Altitude Acquire is not
annunciated, and the engaged pitch annunciation is VNAV PATH. Instead, the AT
mode annunciation changes from N1 to
FMC SPEED. The TMA annunciation N1
limit remains CLIMB. Upon leveling off
at the FMC altitude, the N1 limit changes
from CLIMB to CRUISE. Note that
VNAV PATH is annunciated instead of
ALT HOLD, and the AP flies the airplane
along the FMC vertical profile. The AT is
maintaining the FMC SPEED (a speed on
throttles mode). This speed may be
changed with entries into the FMC CDU.
During a VNAV PATH descent, VNAV
remains engaged until one of the following four conditions occur; Glideslope capture, another pitch mode is selected, flaps
are extended beyond 15, or LNAV is disengaged without Localizer capture.
Approach (APP) Mode
The Approach mode is used to fly an ILS
approach, and can be used with either a
single or dual AP engaged. The AT, if
used, will maintain a selected airspeed in
MCP SPD mode. This is a speed on throtOCT 99
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tles mode. The AT and both AP's must be
used for automatic landings. After touchdown, the AP's must be manually disengaged, the AT disengages automatically.
Sometimes, a mode may be engaged,
while the respective mode switch is not
illuminated. When APP is engaged, the
APP switch light goes out after Glideslope
has captured, indicating that the mode
may not be disengaged by pressing the
switch. For this reason, the Flight Mode
Annunciator on the ADI, not the Mode
Control Panel, is the primary reference for
mode engagement and current operating
mode. The VHF NAV control panel automanual switch, respective to the AP which
is in command operation, must be in the
Manual (MAN) position before the
Approach mode can be selected, (NAV 1
for AP A, NAV 2 for AP B). One NAV
receiver must be manually tuned to an ILS
frequency before the Approach mode may
be selected. Pressing the APP button
selects the Approach mode. The Approach
mode arms the AFDS to capture and track
the Localizer and Glideslope. It may be
engaged for dual or single AP operation.
Either the LOC or Glideslope may be captured first. Upon capture of the second
radio signal, an automatic transition is
made to the ILS APP mode and continuing
through Autoland.
NOTE: When operating in the APP
mode, the local course selection must be
within 90 degrees of the aircraft heading in order to keep the Glideslope
pointer in view on the ADI and HSI.
Autoland Dual Channel Approach
The airport is under low visibility conditions if the weather is below the standard
ILS minimums (generally 200' ceiling and
1/2 mile visibility). This requires a Cate-
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gory III, or Autoland approach, known to
the flight crews as the "Low Visibility
Autoland Approach" procedure. The lowest weather minimums certified for this
airplane is Category IIIa, with a Runway
Visual Range (RVR) of 700'. This dictates
that both AP channels of the DFCS must
be engaged in Command (CMD) status, in
the APP mode, and perform the approach,
flare and autolanding. Only use of AT and
dual AP's provides for automatic landing
and automatic go around capabilities. The
crew sets the airplane up for a dual channel AP approach. They may not disconnect the AP and hand fly the approach
until the runway environment comes into
view. This must occur before a decision
height of 50' is reached, or else a GA is
initiated. The Approach mode (APP)
allows both AP's to be engaged at the
same time. Dual AP operation provides
fail passive control through landing flare
and touchdown or an automatic go around.
During "fail passive" operation, the flight
controls respond to the AP system that
commands the lesser control movement,
and both disconnect if a single channel
failure occurs, or either AP sees a difference between its command and actuator
output.
Localizer and Glideslope Armed
To start a dual channel approach, engage
one AP by pressing CMD status switch,
and press the APP switch on the MCP to
select the Approach mode. When APP is
selected, the ILS UP/LT, DN/RT tests are
inhibited. The APP switch light comes
ON, and VOR/LOC and GS annunciate
armed. LOC receivers switch from the aft
VOR antenna assembly in the vertical fin
tip, to the forward dual LOC antenna
under the nose radome. One AP must be
engaged to CMD and be in the Approach
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mode, before engaging the second AP.
Remember that if the APP mode is not
engaged, pressing the second AP engage
button will engage the second AP and disconnect the first AP. This is called channel swap. The only time both AP's will
remain engaged is when the APP or GA
modes are engaged. Pushing the second
AP CMD switch causes the light in that
switch to come ON, arming the second AP
for automatic capture and engagement.
Engage the second AP to CMD prior to
descending to 800' Radio Altitude, to
allow dual channel approach. Roll CWS is
inhibited when in APP, and both AP's
engaged to CMD. This only occurs after
FLARE mode is annunciated armed. For
Localizer back course, the course selection is set to the front course to provide
proper sensing on the course bar. The
AFDS will not track a back course in
VOR/LOC or APP modes. The crews
would use HDG SEL and VS modes. This
is a non precision approach, not Cat II or
III.
Localizer Capture
At Localizer capture, LNAV is disengaged and the LNAV mode switch extinguishes. The FMA no longer annunciates
LNAV and changes from VOR/LOC
armed to VOR/LOC captured. The AP
turns the aircraft onto the Localizer
course. The AP tracks the Localizer and
maintains the VNAV PATH altitude. The
AT continues to hold the FMC command
speed. The VNAV and APP mode
switches remain illuminated and the FMA
annunciates VOR/LOC captured, G/S
armed, and VNAV.
Glideslope Capture
The Glideslope may be captured from
above or below. Either ALT HOLD,
VERT SPD, CWS, or VNAV mode could
22-22
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have been used to capture Glideslope. At
Glideslope captured, the VNAV mode disengages, the VNAV and APP mode
switches extinguish, indicating that the
APP mode may no longer be deselected by
pressing the APP mode switch again.
After LOC and Glideslope are both captured, the APP mode may be disengaged
only by pushing a TOGA switch, or disengaging the AP and turning OFF both FD
switches. The FMA annunciates VOR/
LOC captured, and G/S captured for
DFCS. The pitch AP commands a descent
to make a smooth transition to intercept,
then track the Glideslope. The IAS/
MACH display is activated on the MCP,
changing from blank to the current airspeed. Command speed for the remainder
of the approach may now be controlled
from the MCP. The AT holds the MCP
speed. The published missed approach
altitude is selected on the MCP in case go
around is necessary.
Autoland Dual Channel Approach
Sequence
Sequence by Radio Altitude (RA) for FCC
Internal Discretes:
-Above 2,000 Feet Radio Altitude
One AP is engaged, and the APP mode
switch pushed. The second AP may be
selected to CMD now, but must be
selected prior to descending to 800'
RA.
-Below 2,000 Feet Radio Altitude
The AT and FD GA modes are now
available. Pressing either TOGA
switch puts the AT into the GA mode,
sets thrust to a reduced GA level, puts
the FD into GA, and causes the
engaged channel of the AP to
disconnect.
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-1500 Feet Radio Altitude
-Approach On Course (AOC) occurs.
Both FCC's, only if both are in CMD,
perform an internal and cross channel
BITE test. This test is indicated by the
LOC and Glideslope deviation scales
on the ADI turning yellow and
flashing for approximately 3 seconds
(this occurs twice; once for the test of
each system). If the tests are
successful, both FCC's are equalized
by transferring system information
from the first AP to CMD, to the other
FCC. The 2nd AP's roll and pitch
actuators are synchronized to the first
AP, then detent pistons are
pressurized, fully engaging the 2nd AP
to the flight controls. The FMA
annunciates VOR/LOC captured, GS
captured and FLARE armed. FLARE
armed is annunciated only after both
AP's pass self tests. AP GA is only
possible after FLARE armed is
annunciated. The FCC monitors
during dual channel are activated 5
seconds after the second AP is
engaged, called "monitors active".
One monitor compares AP actuator
position against surface position. A
second monitor compares surface
position against AP command. A third
compares internal command
computations against a model
computation. During the remainder of
the Autoland, an equalization circuit
cancels any small differences in
command from the FCC's. This circuit
utilizes any difference between the
actuator as an addition feedback for
the equalization. The mechanical
design of the AP actuators output
crank prevent large differences from
being reflected in surface movement.
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Any system test failure, large error, or
if any monitor detects a failure, will
result in FLARE not armed, and both
AP's disengage. This is Fail Passive
operation.
-800 Feet Radio Altitude
-The airplane should be stabilized on
the ILS in the landing configuration
before reaching 800'. The second AP
must be engaged in CMD by this
point. If not, the second CMD engage
switch becomes inhibited and a dual
channel approach is not possible. If a
disconnect occurs above 800', both
channels can be reengaged if the
normal engage logic is satisfied.
Below 800' only a single channel can
be reengaged. The AP Warning light
on each FMS Warning annunciator
illuminates steady red whenever the
AP is unable to trim the stabilizer, if
this out of trim condition exists for 10
seconds, below 800' RA, and in a dual
channel approach. The AP disengage
lights go out when the out of trim
condition no longer exists, or when the
AP's are disengaged.
-400 Feet Radio Altitude
-The stabilizer is automatically
trimmed an additional amount nose up
(Flare Spring Bias) in preparation for
the flare maneuver, or in case a go
around is necessary. To counteract
this, the AP applies down elevator to
maintain tracking of the Glideslope.
(In all other modes of operation, this
constant displacement of the elevator
would be considered an out of trim
condition. The Approach mode
expects this for a dual approach,
however, and at this time the airplane
is not considered to be out of trim.)
Part of this trim is added gradually at
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400' RA. The remainder is added as
Flare mode engages. Should an AP
fault occur, the AP's subsequently
disengage, and the elevator would
return to neutral. Forward control
column force will be required to hold
the desired pitch attitude and
Glideslope path due to the nose up
stab trim.
-350 Feet Radio Altitude
-If FLARE arm does not occur before
descending to 350' RA, both AP's will
disengage. The AP cannot be
reengaged.
-50 Feet Radio Altitude
-This is the CAT IIIa Decision Height.
The crew must decide if the runway
environment is in view, in order to
allow the AP to Autoland. The AP
FLARE maneuver begins. The FMA
annunciates VOR/LOC and FLARE
engaged. There is no FLARE mode for
FD, the command bars are biased out
of view from the ADI. Localizer
signals are not used during the flare
maneuver. The AP will control roll to
maintain the current ground track.
Glideslope signals are not used during
the flare maneuver. The AP raises the
nose of the airplane, the goal being to
achieve a descent rate of 2 1/2' per
second (150' per minute) at
touchdown.
-27 Feet Radio Altitude
-At 27' RA or 2.5 seconds after flare
(whichever comes first), the AT enters
the Retard mode, the FMA
annunciates RETARD. The SPEED
mode switch extinguishes. The AT
begins closing the throttles,
programmed to reduce power from the
current setting to the idle stop in 6
seconds. This should result in idle
22-24
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power and touchdown simultaneously.
-Touchdown
-At squat, the AT transitions to ARM
and is annunciated on the FMA. At
squat plus 2 seconds, as sensed by the
air/ground relay, the AT disconnects
and the FMA displays blanks for AT.
There is no warning for AT disconnect
at touchdown. When on the ground,
after disengagement, and the ground
speed is reduced to less than 20 knots,
the FMA and the Thrust Mode
Annunciator (TMA) blank. This
airplane has no AP runway tracking
rollout guidance, (no AP servo on the
rudder, only a Yaw Damper). After
touchdown, the AP must be manually
disengaged, by pressing the AP
disconnect switch on either control
wheel, the disengage bar on the MCP,
or by pressing a TOGA switch on
either throttle. The flight crew must
manually control the rollout steering
(Category IIIa). The AP red warning
light on the FMA flashes and an aural
warning is heard. Press either control
wheel disconnect switch a second time
or either AP Warning light assembly to
reset the warning. The FD switches are
turned off, removing the VOR/LOC
and GS annunciation and FD status.
-Go Around Mode
-A missed approach is required if the
Captain cannot determine that the
touchdown will occur in the
touchdown zone. When less than
2,000' RA and prior to dual channel
Flare mode armed, the Go Around
(GA) mode is available only for AT
and FD operation. Pressing either
TOGA switch, located on each
throttle, gives AT reduced Go Around
thrust and the FMA shows GA mode.
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Pressing a TOGA switch a second
time gives AT full Go Around thrust
and the FMA shows N1 mode. The
AFDS annunciates TOGA. Pressing a
TOGA switch when above 2,000' RA
will result in no change in FD or AT
operation, but will cause AP
disconnect. If the RA is invalid, FD
and AT GA is possible below 15,000'
baro altitude. The AP GA mode
requires dual AP operation, and is
available only after FLARE armed is
annunciated. FLARE armed is
annunciated only after successful FCC
self tests and cross channel checks.
This test begins after descending
through 1,500' RA, if both AP
switches are in CMD before reaching
800' RA.
-AP Go Around Roll Control
-With the GA mode engaged, the AP's
control roll to maintain the airplane
ground track existing at GA
engagement. Other AP roll modes are
available above 400' RA.
-AP Go Around Pitch Control
-During AP GA, the AP will initially
command 15 degrees nose up, and the
MCP speed window will blank. After
a positive climb is established, the AP
will maintain a maneuvering speed
schedule based upon manually
retracted flap positions. With pitch
engaged in GA, and the stabilizer
position satisfactory for single AP
operation, ALT ACQ engages when
approaching the previously selected
missed approach altitude. The 2nd AP
engaged into CMD will disengage. At
altitude acquisition, the current
airspeed will appear in the MCP speed
window. The AP will annunciate ALT
ACQ, and then ALT HOLD. If
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stabilizer trim is not satisfactory for
single AP operation, ALT ACQ is
inhibited, the STAB OUT OF TRIM
light on the Captain's instrument panel
will illuminate, the AP disengage
lights come on steady red, and pitch
AP will remain in GA. This is one of
only two conditions in which the
AFDS will fly through the MCP
selected altitude. The other is at
Glideslope capture. No other AP
modes will be available until auto stab
trimming takes out the Flare Spring
Bias, or both AP's are disconnected.
The warning lights can be turned off
by manually disconnecting the AP's,
or by selecting a higher altitude on the
MCP.
-AT Go Around Control
-The AT, if engaged, will advance the
throttles to reduced Go Around N1
limit, based on airplane weight and
altitude, calculated by the AT
computer. Maximum Go Around
thrust may be selected by pushing
either Take Off Go Around (TOGA)
switch a second time. This maximum
N1 limit is calculated by the FMC. If
the AT is armed at the point of altitude
acquisition, the AT will engage in
MCP SPD, and will hold the current
airspeed displayed on the MCP.
-Leaving the GA mode
-If a TOGA switch is pressed when
below 2,000', but before FLARE
armed is annunciated (at or below
1,500'), the AT will enter the TOGA
mode, and set thrust to a reduced Go
Around level. The AP, if engaged, will
disconnect, because the AP GA mode
is inhibited before FLARE armed is
annunciated, or if 2 seconds has
elapsed since touchdown, as sensed by
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wheel spin up of more than 60 knots.
When the Approach mode is engaged
with one AP, pushing either TOGA
switch will cause the AP to
disconnect. When a new pitch mode is
selected, the 2nd AP engaged into
command will automatically
disconnect. If another roll mode has
not been selected, the remaining AP
will revert to CWS roll. The light in
the CMD switch will remain ON
because the first AP to CMD remains
engaged. If the roll mode is changed
first, roll control reverts to single
channel authority. Pitch control is still
under dual channel operation, in the
Go Around mode.
-Approach (APP) Mode - Single AP
-The lowest weather minimums
allowable for a single channel, or
Category II approach, is a RVR of at
least 1,200'. A CAT II, or single
channel AP approach, is not normally
used by the crew. Single AP
approaches are limited to Category II
operations only, known to the crews as
"Monitored Approach Manual Land".
The only time the crew is allowed to
plan for and execute a single channel
approach is when either the crew,
airplane or airport is certified only for
CAT II operations. An example of this
would be if one AP is inoperative.
This would place the airplane in CAT
II-only status. During single channel
AP approach, use of Auto-Manual
switch, ILS tuning, Course selection,
use of APP switch, LOC and GS
capture, and FD operation are the
same as for dual AP APP. At CAT II
Decision Height of 100', the AP
manual disconnect point is reached.
By now the crew must have
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disconnected the AP to manually fly
the landing. If a TOGA switch is
pressed during a single channel
approach, the AP disconnects. FD Go
Around mode is armed for
engagement when below 2,000', both
FD's on, and not in the takeoff mode.
Single AP approach operation is the
same as dual, with the following
exceptions:
-Full automatic flare and touchdown
capability is not available. FLARE is
not annunciated.
-The stabilizer Flare Spring Bias is not
applied during approach.
-If the AP disconnects above 400', the
AP can be reengaged if engage criteria
are met. Below 400', the AP cannot be
reengaged.
-An AP Go Around is not available. If
a TOGA switch is pressed when only
one AP is engaged, the AP will
disconnect.
-The AP is manually disconnected at
or before reaching 100' RA. The
remainder of the approach and landing
or Go Around is flown by the crew.
-Flight Director Go Around Mode
-Several criteria must be met before
the FD will engage in the Go Around
mode:
-In flight, below 2,000' RA, and not in
the takeoff mode.
-One or neither AP engaged to CMD.
-TOGA switch pressed.
-FD switches may be ON or OFF. If
OFF, the FD bars come into view
automatically, (called a pop-up
feature). TOGA is annunciated for the
FD pitch mode, the MCP Speed
window blanks, and the Mach/
Airspeed indicator cursors are
positioned to the maneuvering speed
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for the existing flap setting.
-Flight Director Takeoff Mode
-Both FD's must be ON to engage the
takeoff mode prior to starting the
takeoff. The FD Takeoff mode is
engaged by pressing the TOGA switch
on either throttle. The AFDS
annunciation is TOGA. Initial FD
commands are 10 degrees nose-down
for pitch, and wings level for roll. At
60 knots IAS, the FD pitch command
changes to 15 degrees nose-up and roll
remains wings level. If the FD
switches are OFF, the FD bars come
into view automatically during the
takeoff roll, (called a pop-up feature).
The FD provides pitch commands
after lift-off. It continues to command
15 degrees pitch up until a positive
climb rate is achieved. It then
commands pitch to maintain 20 knots
above the MCP speed (V2+20). FD
roll commands after takeoff are to hold
the wings level or go to HDG SEL
mode. To terminate the takeoff mode
when below 400' RA, both FD
switches must be turned OFF. Above
400' RA, the takeoff mode may be
terminated by selecting other pitch
modes.
COMMAND SPEED LIMITING AND
REVERSION MODES
AFCS command limiting and reversion is
designed to prevent the AFCS from creating an overspeed or underspeed condition.
The MCP IAS/MACH window has flashing warning flags for underspeed and
overspeed in the left most LCD position.
Underspeed (A) is displayed if the airplane speed is decreased to the minimum
speed except in TO or GA. The "A"
remains until the speed has been increased
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to 15 knots above the minimum speed.
Overspeed is displayed when the airplane
speed is greater than the VMO limit or
speed is within 2 knots of the flap or gear
placard.
NOTE: Operation is independent of the
stall warning and Mach airspeed warning systems.
Command Speed Limiting
The AFCS provides pitch and thrust speed
commands to avoid exceeding the VMO/
MMO limit speeds, wing flap placard
speeds, landing gear placard speed, and
minimum speed (maximum angle of
attack). The command speed may be equal
to, but will not exceed, a limit speed. Different flap settings have different placard
speed limits. Minimum speed is based on
angle of attack and is approximately 1.3
times the stalling speed for the current flap
configuration. It is sensed by the angle of
attack (alpha) vanes. If a speed greater
than a placard speed, or less than minimum speed is selected, the AFCS allows
acceleration or deceleration to slightly
short of the limit, then commands the limit
speed. The overspeed or underspeed symbol, as appropriate, appears in the MCP
speed window. Either pitch or thrust,
whichever is engaged in a speed mode,
attempts to hold the limit speed.
Reversion Modes
During some flight situations, speed control by the AFDS or AT alone may be
insufficient to prevent exceeding a limit
speed. If this occurs, AFDS and/or AT
modes automatically revert to a more
effective combination. The reversion
modes are either placard limit reversion,
performance limit reversion, or minimum
airspeed reversion. Mode reversion occurs
slightly before reaching the limit speed.
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Both the AFDS and the AT have reversion
modes which activate according to the
condition causing the reversion.
ROLL AND PITCH CHANNEL
OPERATION
System A interfaces with the #1 electrical
power system, system A hydraulic power
and the Captain's instruments, compass,
air data and navigation systems. System B
interfaces #2 electrical power system, system B hydraulic power and the First
Officer's instruments, compass, air data
and navigation systems. Both DFCS systems receive L and R IRS attitude and
heading sources. Although the operation
of the AP's and FD's are highly integrated,
they may be used separately. The systems
A & B are isolated to provide two completely independent systems. Independence of each system channel is assured
by isolation of power supplies, sensors,
computers, airplane wire bundles and
shelf wiring harnesses. Each FCC interfaces with analog, discrete, and digital
data signals, digitally processed to provide
guidance commands for the AP and FD
systems. Analog to digital (A/D) and digital to analog (D/A) converters within the
computer provide system analog sensor
compatibility with the digital computer.
The computer internally processes mode
control and command computations using
ARINC 429 digital data.
NOTE: FCC's in -300's and -500's are
not interchangeable. Part number -912
and -913 may only be used on -300’s. 914 may only be used on -500’s.
Mode Control Panel Logic
Mode selection is determined as a function of both the FCC and the MCP. The
MCP provides for mode selection control
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and control parameter selection for altitude alert, AP, FD, AT, and to a limited
extent, the FMCS. All FCC signals to or
from the FMC and AT pass through the
MCP. The master FCC, selected by the
MCP, controls the mode for the AFDS
active mode. An FCC's AP and FD capture logic is the same, but each FCC initiates its own mode capture. Two course
selectors and course windows, for use in
the VOR/LOC or APP modes, are located
on the MCP. Rotating the Captain's course
selector sets the desired course in the display window, and provides selected
course information to FCC A, the No. 1
VHF NAV receiver and the Captain's HSI
course pointer. The First Officer's course
selector sets the desired course in the display window, and provides selected
course information to FCC B, the No. 2
VHF NAV receiver and to the First
Officer's HSI course pointer. The HEADING control knob provides 360 degrees of
heading setting per revolution. The
smaller concentric knob selects the
HEADING and the larger knob selects the
BANK LIMIT. Each knob detent provides
1 degree of heading setting. Both HSI
heading bugs display the selected heading.
The BANK LIMIT control is a 5 position
switch for selection of desired bank angle
limit in 5 degree steps between 10 and 30
degrees, used in the Heading Select or
VOR mode. The MCP utilizes both analog
and digital means for signal interface. An
ARINC 429 data bus sends digital FCC
and MCP mode annunciation information
directly to both EFIS Symbol Generators
for display on the respective side ADI's.
The MCP pushbutton switches each contain two replaceable lamps. The pushbutton switches have hinged lens caps that
can be opened to replace the lamps. Lamp
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replacement tool, Honeywell part number
4066608, may be used to replace the
lamps. Insert the flat bladed screwdriver
end of the tool into the top or bottom of
the pushbutton switch lens cap and pull
switch lamp assembly out of the MCP.
CAUTION: Remove electrical power to
the MCP before replacing the lamps.
See the MM for circuit breaker location. Use correct pushbutton switch
lamps, part number #6839, to avoid
MCP damage. See MM 22-11-34. Use
correct lamps for the MCP FD MASTER
lights,
part
number
#
OL7182BPE, to avoid MCP damage.
See MM 22-11-79. Don't scratch MCP
face as cracks or light leaks may occur.
Autopilot System
For AP operation, separate hydraulic systems supply pressure for the AP actuators
as well as the flight control Power Control
Units (PCU's). AP "A" is powered by
hydraulic system A, and AP "B" by
hydraulic system B. AP actuators for pitch
and roll are connected to the appropriate
control system linkage. Either AP A and/
or AP B can be engaged for AP control of
the airplane to crew selected guidance
commands on the Mode Control Panel
(MCP). The autopilots operate in one of
two status modes: COMMAND or CONTROL WHEEL STEERING. The CMD
and CWS switches are push/light type
switches, illuminated when pressed, indicating AP engage status. This status is
shown on the FMA as either CWS, or
CMD. Pressing the switch again deselects
engagement. If a CMD switch is pressed
after one or both FD systems are operating
in a roll and/or pitch command mode, that
AP engages into the same mode as the FD,
if the existing FD command is small. In
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any mode except dual channel Approach
or Go Around, only one AP may be
engaged at one time. If the second AP is
selected to CMD or CWS during any
modes but APP or GA, it will synchronize
through the cross channel data bus linking
both FCC's, to the mode and flight conditions of the first AP. The first AP will disengage. The second AP remains engaged.
This channel swap is inhibited during APP
mode. Both AP channels may be engaged
simultaneously to accomplish automatic
approaches, Autoland and Go Around.
During dual channel operation, the ILS
Localizer deviation from left and right
navigation receivers is brought into both
FCC's to be averaged. This decreases nuisance disengagements due to ILS receiver
tolerances. The CWS transducers are used
by the FCC's for low detent forces (to
determine engage interlock or initiation of
CWS attitude changes) and high detent
forces (to determine CWS override of a
CMD mode). The roll and pitch transducers are physically interchangeable but they
have different part numbers.
Control Wheel Steering (CWS)
Control Wheel Steering (CWS) is used for
manual control of the airplane through the
AP system. Pushing a CWS switch
engages the respective AP to the CWS
mode, and displays CWS PITCH and
CWS ROLL on the FMA's. The AP
maneuvers the airplane to select new pitch
and roll attitudes, in response to control
wheel or control column forces applied by
either crew, and sensed by roll or pitch
transducers. The control pressures
required to change attitude are similar to
that required for manual flight. When control pressure is released, the AP holds the
existing roll attitude or holds the heading,
and holds pitch attitude. Pushing a CMD
22-29
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switch engages the respective AP to the
CWS mode, until an roll or pitch command mode switch is pressed. Roll AP can
be in CWS while the pitch AP can be in a
command mode, or vice versa. Pressing a
command mode switch on the MCP
engages the AP into that roll or pitch command mode. Then the AP maneuvers the
airplane to fly according to computations
needed to satisfy the selected flight roll or
pitch mode conditions. Pushing the roll or
pitch command mode switch again will
disengage the command mode and return
the AP to CWS ROLL or CWS PITCH,

respectively.
Flight Director System
Each FCC processes its own FD commands. If command roll and/or pitch
modes are engaged and the FD switch is
ON, roll and/or pitch command bars,
respectively, display the FCC command
on the local ADI. The master FCC controls the mode display on both FMA's.
Both FMA's annunciate the same status.
When the pitch or roll AP is operating in a
command mode, the FD, if ON, operates
in the same pitch or roll mode as the AP,
except the Takeoff mode. No AP TO is
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possible, it is only a FD and AT mode.
The FD's may be operated with or without
the AP and AT. FD command modes may
be used when an AP is operating in CWS.
In this case, the FMA will display FD,
CWS PITCH and CWS ROLL, and the
selected command modes are being used
by the FD. The crew may fly the airplane
manually using the FD with LNAV and
VNAV modes selected. In these modes,
all FMS optimization data are available
through the CDU and EHSI, with appropriate bugs on the airspeed and thrust setting indicators, and FD guidance
commands on the EADI. The FD has no
FLARE mode. FD command bars are
removed from view at approximately 50'
RA on an ILS approach.
NOTE: When operating in the VOR/
LOC mode, if both crew's VHF NAV
frequencies and/or courses have not
been set the same, their FD commands
will not agree.
Master FCC
The master FCC is indicated by the MCP
local master (MA) light on. It performs the
following:
-Drives MCP IAS/MACH and vertical
speed displays.
-Selects both A & B FD cruise modes
and either AP's mode. The master FCC
drives both FMA's to annunciate the
same AFDS status.
-Enables the AT fast/slow output,
computed by the AT computer and
shown on the ADI.
-Sends information to and from the
FMC and AT.
The master FCC is determined by the FCC
bus select as follows:
-With no FD or AP on, FCC A is
master by default.
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-With neither AP engaged in CMD,
the FCC for the first FD turned ON is
the master.
-With one or both AP's engaged in
CMD, the FCC for the first AP in
CMD is the master FCC, regardless of
which FD is turned on first.
-FCC failure causes the other FCC to
be master.
-DADC failure causes its foreign FCC
to be master.
Independent FCC
Upon glide slope capture, the FCC's start
independent pitch operation with each
FCC controlling its respective FMA. The
Flight Directors may operate independently under certain conditions. Independent FD operation is indicated by both FD
MA (master) lights coming on. This independent FD operation occurs when:
-Neither AP is engaged in CMD
-Both FD switches are on
-And one of the following conditions
exist:
- 1) APP mode engaged with LOC and
G/S captured, or
- 2) GA mode engaged and below 400'
RA, or
- 3) T/O mode engaged and below 400'
RA.
When independent operation is terminated, the FD light goes OFF on the non
master side. Normally, both FD's must be
ON to engage the Takeoff or Go Around
mode. If a generator is lost during a FD
takeoff or go around, the FCC on the unaffected side positions the FD command
bars on both ADI's. If the FD master light
on the affected side had been on, it goes
off upon electrical bus transfer.
FCC Cross Channel Bus
Four ARINC 429 digital data buses carry
information directly between both FCC's.
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These perform functions such as single AP
engaged channel swap, FLARE mode self
tests for 2nd engaged AP, ground maintenance BITE, continuous monitoring, and
maintenance monitoring for Inflight
Faults.
Radio Altimeter
The radio altimeter (RA) drive signal is
used during final approach for AP and AT
gain control, flare control, GA logic, and
dual channel engage logic. A valid local
RA signal is required to engage the FCC
into the APP mode.
AP Actuator Operation
The output cranks of both AP aileron actuators are linked together and connected to
the aileron input torque tube and upper
power control unit crank on the aileron
quadrant assembly shaft. They control
both aileron PCU's input rods. The AP elevator actuators are linked together to the
lower elevator torque tube and control
input rods to both elevator PCU's. An AP
actuator, via the transfer valve, converts
an electrical signal from the FCC to a
hydraulic signal which drives the main
piston. The actuator position transducer
(LVDT), provides a feedback signal to the
FCC. Prior to AP engage, the actuator
solenoid and the detent solenoid are deenergized. Without hydraulic pressure available, the detent piston springs keep the
detent pistons away from the output crank.
The crank is free to move as the flight control system moves. Actuator engagement
is in two stages. When the CWS or CMD
AP switch is pushed, that switch light
assembly illuminates. This energizes the
actuator solenoid valve, pressurizes the
transfer servo valve and the pressure port
of the detent solenoid. A flow restrictor
located between the engage solenoids provides protection against overpressure by
22-32
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limiting the maximum flow to the pressure
regulator, and provides a time delay during synchronization. The AP surface position sensor is switched into the FCC servo
amplifier/transfer valve loop. This sensor
sees the position of the output crank. The
FCC tells the transfer valve to move the
main piston to a position that coincides
with the position of the AP surface position sensor. The FCC gets main actuator
piston position from the LVDT. Second,
after a short delay during this synchronization, the detent solenoid is energized. This
pressurizes the detent pistons and move
them into contact with the internal crank.
Since the main piston is synchronized to
the output crank prior to engagement,
rapid movement of the surface (kick) is
prevented when the AP is engaged. The
hydraulic pressure to the detent pistons is
maintained greater than 615 psi by a pressure regulator. The detent pressure switch
now sees this pressure, completing the
required FCC engage hold circuit. Now
the AP is fully engaged. If hydraulic
switch pressure is lost, the AP will disengage. Any command to the transfer valve
positions a jetpipe. The jetpipe then positions a control spool to direct the hydraulic
pressure to operate the main piston. This
rotates the output crank. The rate orifices
limit the rate of movement of the main pistons. LVDT gives a position feedback signal to the FCC. Linkage connects the
output from either AP actuator to the input
torque tube at both PCU's. The crew can
physically override the AP, with force
applied through the detent piston via the
output crank. The relief valve opens, routing fluid from the detent piston to return.
Two shear pins on each AP actuator crank
allows the crew to override a jammed
actuator by applying extra force to the
OCT 99
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control wheel. During dual channel operation, both channels normally produce
identical commands and move the control
surface. If the commands differ, the actuator override feature prevents hardover
maneuvers by limiting surface movement
to the channel with the smaller command.
This is called "fail-passive" operation. For
example, if channel A commands 5

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
degrees of aileron and B commands 20
degrees, the two AP actuators, move the
surface 5 degrees. When B tries to move
the surface the extra 15 degrees, it cannot
overcome the feel force and the detent
pressure in the A actuator. Therefore, the
detent piston pressure in channel AP B
actuator is relieved through the pressure
relief valve and the control surface posi-
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tion remains at 5 degrees. The main piston
in the B actuator moves to a position representing 20 degrees. The dual channel
monitor circuits compare the surface position of 5 degrees with the AP B actuator
LVDT of 20 degrees. This is a camout
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condition and results in dual channel disconnect. The monitor circuit is discussed
further in the engage and warning monitors section.
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ROLL CHANNEL OPERATION
The purpose of both FCC's roll control, is
to provide lateral axis, flight directed control, using manual operated flight controls
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with the AP not engaged or engaged in
CWS. The FCC also provides AP commands to automatically operate the flight
controls using the AP in CMD. The "A"
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and "B" FCC's have separate AP command signal processing to operate their
respective system aileron AP actuator.
Either provides the same mechanical input
to both aileron PCU's. The FCC uses both
input and output signals. The analog
inputs to the FCC originate from the roll
force transducer, VHF navigation receiver
and Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA).
These are connected to an analog to digital
(A/D) converter inside the FCC for internal processing. The signals for all computation processing, gain control, AP and FD
commands, from the IRU, FMC, DADC,
MCP, are digital processed by ARINC
429 receivers, within the FCC, for internal
use. Roll attitude and roll acceleration are
normally from the local IRU for FD operation, and from the foreign IRU for AP
operation. The system uses both digital
and analog inputs for operating mode control. Digital outputs are sent to an EFIS
Symbol Generator for EADI Flight Director (FD) roll command bar movement and
to visually inform the crew of the mode
and status of the DFCS system. An interlock signal is sent to the Autoflight Status
Annunciator, to visually display for AP
warning, failed, or BITE conditions. AP
engage logic is processed both in the MCP
and the FCC, to determine mode selection.
Hydraulic solenoids in the AP actuator are
energized to activate AP control. The aileron position sensor is used prior to engaging the AP, to allow the FCC to
synchronize the AP actuator to the surface
position. Once engaged, the digital roll AP
command, computed to satisfy engaged
mode requirements, is converted to an
analog command. The signal is then
amplified and applied to the aileron AP
actuator transfer/servo valve. The transfer
valve converts the electrical signal to a
22-36
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hydraulic signal. This is used in the AP
actuator to drive an output arm, to
mechanically move the input torque tube
of both PCU's. Aileron actuator position
transducer (LVDT) feedback signal tells
the FCC that the actuator answered the AP
command. The aileron surface position
sensor signal tells the FCC when the ailerons are faired, and how much to move the
ailerons to get them back to faired, once
the mode required corrections are accomplished. Operation from this point is the
same as manual flight control operation.
The AP roll command computer determines the roll command and roll rate,
using spoiler position signals at flaps
greater than 27 units. An Aileron Force
Limiter is installed on -300's to reduce the
AP aileron output when the flaps are full
up, to prevent over control. This unit also
can prevent AP from engaging, even when
BITE says a flap switch is bad.
NOTE: -500's have no Aileron Force
Limiter. -500's perform this function
with internal FCC software. This is one
reason why only the part number -914
FCC may go into -500’s.
The FD signal processing is very similar
to the AP signal processing. AP Command
mode logic is used, but the FD command
processing is accomplished as a separate
control. The digital output is transmitted
to the EFIS Symbol Generator where it is
processed to be displayed on the EADI.
Each FCC provides an output to its
selected EADI. However, in TOGA, or in
an approach below 800', if a bus transfer
takes place, the FD command is relayed
from the other FCC. This information is
transmitted over the cross channel bus,
received by the local FCC, and then converted to analog to be used as the FD command.
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Autopilot Stabilizer Trim System
The autopilot stabilizer trim system maintains proper airplane trim with the AP stab
trim actuator, under varying flight conditions. These commands are provided by
the FCC using the speed trim system with
AP disengaged, or the AP automatic trim
used at all times that the AP is engaged.
The AP provides AP Stab Trim System
inputs to the stabilizer at any time that it is
engaged. Different trim detection circuits
are used depending on the mode of operation. A STAB OUT OF TRIM Warning
light is illuminated if the stabilizer is out
of trim while the AP is engaged. When the
elevator is at neutral, it is usually not
faired to the stabilizer. Neutral has been
shifted away from a faired position with
the stabilizer. This shifted neutral is used
in the design of this airplane to allow a
smaller horizontal stabilizer, creating a
lighter airframe. This system will automatically trim the horizontal stabilizer to
maintain a neutral position of the elevator.
If the flaps are up, the FCC monitors the
AP pitch command to the AP elevator
actuator. If the flaps are not up, the FCC
compares the elevator position sensor
against the neutral shift sensor. These
inputs are used to determine the amount of
standing error command that is being sent
to the stabilizer. Regardless of flap configuration, the FCC strives to keep the elevator in a neutral position, with regard to the
stabilizer. If the AP displaces the elevator,
the FCC controls the AP stabilizer trim
servo to drive the stabilizer nose up or
nose down to bring the elevator back to
neutral. A flare spring bias is added. This
signal is used to provide a nose up trim in
the event that the AP is disconnected during a dual approach. The flap position
input is used to vary the bias as a function
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of the flap position. Auto stab trim is
inhibited if the pitch force transducer
senses Out of Detent (PCWS OD). AP
stab trim authority is 0.25-14.0 units. The
stab trim (AP) cutout switch, located on
the control stand, disconnects power to the
AP stabilizer trim servo motor. The AP is
disengaged and AP engage is inhibited, if
the auto stab trim cutout switch is placed
to the CUTOUT position. The trim valid
logic monitor is used in the engage interlock circuit. If a trim up and trim down
exist at the same time, the AP disengages.
This logic is effective at all times; however, the main use is during dual channel
operation. During dual channel operation
stabilizer trim commands are paralleled.
Therefore, if one unit commands trim up
and the other trim down, both AP’s disengage.
Stabilizer Trim Systems Warning
Lights
The FCC's provide an output to warning
light circuits based on operational status of
FCC controlled stabilizer trim systems.
The SPEED TRIM FAIL caution annunciator, on the overhead P5 panel, only illuminates when both FCC's provide fault
logic to speed trim light circuits. Warning
light logic is based on input sensors being
valid. This includes N1 inputs, stabilizer
position, computed airspeed and altitude
rate. There must not be a simultaneous
trim up and trim down command. Stab
trim clutch wrap around must be present.
The amber STAB OUT OF TRIM caution
light on the Captain's instrument panel
will illuminate, if the FCC is unable to
maintain proper AP stabilizer trim. The
light goes off if trim is reestablished. The
Stabilizer Out of Trim Light is illuminated
by any of three different detectors. A
delay of 10 seconds prevents nuisance
22-37
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will illuminate, if the FCC is unable to
maintain proper AP stabilizer trim. The
light goes off if trim is reestablished. The
Stabilizer Out of Trim Light is illuminated
by any of three different detectors. A
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warnings. The stabilizer warning detector
conditions are:
-Detector 1. This unit detects a
difference of 3 degrees between the
elevator position and elevator AP
actuator. This detector also activates a
holding circuit which requires that the
elevator AP actuator commands be
reduced to within 0.5 degrees of the
neutral shift position.
-Detector 2. This unit detects
movement of the stabilizer after the
command is initiated. A stabilizer
movement of greater than 0.5 degrees
in 10 seconds is required to prevent a
warning.
-Detector 3. This unit detects an
elevator AP actuator position of
greater than 0.5 degrees from the
neutral shift position.
If the STAB OUT OF TRIM Light illuminates with both pitch channels engaged in
APP mode, and descended below 800' but
prior to 100', a parallel circuit also turns
on the AP Warning light steady red. If the
AP red light is ON when descending
below 100', the AP Warning light remains
ON unless the STAB OUT OF TRIM
Light is extinguished. The STAB OUT OF
TRIM Light is inhibited when both
Glideslope and FLARE mode are engaged
(50' RA). However, this inhibit logic does
not extinguish the light if illuminated prior
to flare. The stabilizer trim warning light
is only for a fault in AP stabilizer trim. It
does not indicate a problem with the
Speed Trim system, or with the Main
Electric trim.
SPEED TRIM SYSTEM
The purpose of the Speed Trim system is
to ensure that during manually controlled
flight (AP off), the aircraft maintains positive speed stability during low speed, high
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thrust flight conditions. This is during
takeoff, go around, and occasionally
approach if a higher than normal engine
speed is used. The FCC's provides servo
command signals to the AP stab trim actuator, to position the stabilizer. This maintains the correct airspeed, based on the
flap speed schedule. Positive speed stability is achieved when the combination of
angle of attack, thrust, altitude and airspeed rate, flap and stabilizer position.
The FCC's contain a Speed Trim schedule
which determines the incremental stabilizer deviation from the stabilizer's last
trimmed position as a function of airspeed
and rate parameters. If required, the stabilizer is then retrimmed, leading edge UP
or DOWN, using the AP stabilizer trim
servo. If the system trims the stabilizer
leading edge UP, the aircraft pitches nose
down, increasing airspeed for the pitch
profile. If the system trims the stabilizer
leading edge DOWN, the aircraft pitches
nose up, decreasing airspeed for the pitch
profile.
Speed Trim Activation Requirements (all
must be met):
-AP NOT engaged (not in CMD or
CWS)
-N1 above 60%
-Flaps not up (737-322), Flaps up or
not up (737-522)
-Airspeed 90 to 250 Knots IAS (737322) Airspeed 90 Knots to 0.6 Mach
(737-522)
-At lease 1 IRU aligned (737-522)
-FCC speed trim circuit valid
-10 seconds have elapsed since liftoff
-5 seconds have elapsed since release
of the main electric trim switches
-Sensing of a trim requirement
The Speed Trim function is performed by
FCC A or B, only one channel is operaOCT 99
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tional at any one time. If both FCC's are
operational and keep a continuous D.C.
power source, the system select will alternate between FCC's on each flight leg, as
a function of the squat switch input. That
is, FCC A will handle Speed Trim on one
flight leg, and FCC B will perform this
function on the next flight.
Single Channel Fault
If one Speed Trim system senses a fault,
the Speed Trim function will be automatically handed off to the other FCC. This
single-channel fault is transparent to the
flight crew until a Master Caution recall is
accomplished. At that point, the MASTER
CAUTION light and the FLIGHT CONTROLS annunciator on the Captain's
glareshield will remain illuminated. In
addition, the SPEED TRIM light on the
Flight Controls module (on the overhead
P5 panel) will illuminate.
NOTE: The airplane may be dispatched
with one Speed Trim system inoperative. Check the MEL.
Dual Channel Fault
In the event of a dual channel fault, the
Master Caution light, FLIGHT CONTROLS annunciator, and SPEED TRIM
light will all illuminate immediately.
These lights can be reset with the MASTER CAUTION light switch. The MCP
recall can be pressed to verify that a Speed
trim failure remains. If so, the SPEED
TRIM light again illuminates.
NOTE: The airplane cannot be dispatched with both Speed Trim systems
inoperative. Check the MEL.
NOTE: Flight crews have occasionally
written up uncommanded stabilizer
trim in the aircraft nose up direction
during climbout. Crews have also witnessed uncommanded stabilizer trim22-40
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ming in the aircraft nose down direction
while on descent. The system is normally inactive during this phase of
flight, because N1 is usually less than 60
percent. However, if N1 was greater
than 60 percent during descent, uncommanded stabilizer trim positioning may
be experienced. The system may trim in
either direction, depending upon its
computation of the examined flight
parameters. These occurrences may be
normal operation of the system. Consult
MM service tips.
MACH TRIM SYSTEM (MTS)
The FCC provides automatic nose up elevator trim commands, to maintain the correct attitude, when high cruise speeds
cause airplane Mach tuck (nose down).
Displacement of the Mach Trim Actuator
(MTA) is a function of the FCC computed
signal, based on Mach data from the
DADC. This changes the position of the
control column neutral point (neutral
shift), without altering feel and force characteristics. The MTA retrims the elevator
through the elevator feel and centering
unit, the elevator lower torque tube, then
the elevator PCU's. The elevator PCU's
position the upper torque tube to move the
elevator. Mach trim is functional whether
the AP is engaged or not. A nose up command output is provided proportionally to
the MTA from 0.615 Mach until the max
input of 0.83M. The output passes through
the AFC accessory unit (or IFSAU on 500's) to the MTA. FCC A or B controls
the Mach trim system, only one channel is
operational at any one time. The MTS
SEL (select) logic is used to determine
which FCC provides the Mach trim control. When the FCC's are first powered up,
channel A will be selected to provide
Mach trim. If both FCC's are operational
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and keep a continuous D.C. power source,
an input from the squat switch after landing provides a toggle input which selects
B, if A was used on the last flight, and
vice versa. If the local MTS valid logic is
not true, then the foreign channel provides
Mach trim.
Single Channel Fault
If one Mach Trim system senses a fault,
the Mach Trim function will be automatically handed off to the other FCC. The P53 Flight Control Module contains the light
for indicating a Mach trim failure. The
ground for the MACH TRIM fail light
passes through the two relaxed contacts of
relays K1 and K2. If either FCC Mach
trim system fails, the respective relay (K1
or K2) relaxes. This single channel failure
is annunciated only when the Master Caution recall is pushed. Then the MACH
TRIM light illuminates, showing the
Mach trim failure status.
NOTE: The airplane may be dispatched
with one Mach Trim system inoperative. Check the MEL.
Dual Channel Fault
Both Mach trim system failures are
required to illuminate the MACH TRIM
light without pressing the Recall Switch.
This failure indication will also cause the
MASTER CAUTION and FLIGHT CONTROLS annunciator lights to illuminate.
These lights can be reset with the MASTER CAUTION light switch. The MCP
recall can be pressed to verify that a Mach
trim failure remains. If so, the MACH
TRIM light again illuminates.
NOTE: The airplane may be dispatched
with both Mach Trim systems inoperative, provided elevator position is verified. The airplane will have a speed
restriction. Check the MEL.
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ALTITUDE ALERT SYSTEM
The altitude alert function provides visual
and aural warning to the crew when the
airplane baro corrected altitude from the
FCC computed altitude is approaching or
deviating the selected altitude on the
MCP. An FCC altitude accumulator computes altitude developed from DADC
information. The FCC sends a discrete
that illuminates visual altitude alert lights
on the P1 and P2 panels, adjacent to each
primary altimeter. It also gives an aural
warning tone to the Remote Electronics
Unit, to be sent to the flight deck speakers.
No warnings are issued while the airplane
is within prescribed limits from the
selected altitude. The altitude alert function is inhibited when making an approach
to land as sensed by the Glideslope mode
captured, or by the flaps being lowered to
20 units or greater. Loss of valid selected
baro corrected altitude, with neither
Glideslope captured nor Go Around mode
engaged, will cause that channel's AP to
disengage if in the CMD position. Also,
that channel's FD bars will Bias Out Of
View and reset all modes. This is to
emphasize to the crew that the automatic
MCP Altitude Acquire mode and the local
altitude alert will not operate and that he is
now required to control and maintain the
clearance altitude.
Failure of the MCP, FCC, data bus, or
both DADC's while in the air, may cause
any of the following:
-Altitude alert aural warning to sound
every 10 seconds (Reset by rotating
the altitude select knob)
-Altitude alert lights to flash every 10
seconds (Reset by rotating the altitude
select knob)
-Selected Altitude display window to
stay at 50,000'.
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When approaching to within 900' of the
altitude selected on the MCP, both amber
altitude alert lights come on steady, and a
one second tone sounds. When approaching to within 300' of the selected altitude,
both alert lights go off.
Upon deviating from the selected altitude
by more than 300', a momentary tone
sounds, and the altitude alert lights flash.
The lights continue to flash until one of the
following occurs:
-Altitude deviation is less than 300',
or;
-Altitude deviation is greater than 900',
or;
-A new altitude is selected on the
MCP.
The bus select allows only FCC A to operate this system unless both of the following are true:
-FD A is OFF
-FD B is ON
PITCH CHANNEL OPERATION
The purpose of both Flight Control Computers (FCC's) pitch control, is to provide
longitudinal axis, flight directed control,
using manual operated flight controls with
the AP not engaged or engaged in CWS.
The FCC also provides AP commands to
automatically operate the flight controls
using the AP in CMD. The "A" and "B"
FCC's have separate AP command signal
processing to operate their respective system elevator AP actuator. Either actuator
provides the same mechanical input to
both elevator PCU's. The FCC uses both
input and output signals. The analog
inputs to the FCC originate from the pitch
force transducers, alpha vane sensor (angle
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of airflow), flap position sensor, VHF
NAV receiver, MCP, and LRRA. In addition, inputs from the elevator position sensor, and neutral shift sensor provide
command feedback for AP elevator control. An input from the stabilizer position
sensor provides stabilizer information for
stab trim commands. These are connected
to an analog to digital (A/D) converter
inside the FCC for internal processing.
The signals for all computation processing, gain control, AP and FD commands,
from the IRU, FMC, DADC, MCP, are
digital processed by ARINC 429 receivers, within the FCC, for internal use. Pitch
attitude and pitch acceleration are normally from the local IRU, for AP and FD
operation. Digital outputs are sent to an
EFIS Symbol Generator for EADI FD
pitch command bar movement, and to
visually inform the crew of the mode and
status of the DFCS system. An interlock
signal is sent to the Autoflight Status
Annunciator, for AP warning, failed, or
BITE conditions, to be visually displayed.
Analog outputs are sent to the AP actuator,
the stabilizer trim servo, and the Mach
trim actuator. AP engage logic is processed both in the MCP and the FCC, to
determine mode selection. Hydraulic solenoids in the AP actuator are energized to
activate AP control. The elevator position
sensor is used prior to engaging the AP, to
allow the FCC to synchronize the AP actuator to the surface position. Once engaged,
the digital pitch AP command, computed
to satisfy engaged mode requirements, is
converted to an analog command. The signal is then amplified and applied to the
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elevator AP actuator transfer/servo valve.
AP elevator authority is 6 degrees max at
low speeds, 2.5 degrees at high speeds,
based on the FCC inputs of elevator feel,
using airspeed vs. stabilizer position, and
DADC airspeed. The DADC provides
total and static pressure inputs which are
combined to generate differential pressure. This signal is combined with tabular
feel pressure calculated as a result of stabilizer position and used to calculate total
elevator authority. The transfer valve converts the electrical signal to a hydraulic
signal. This is used in the AP actuator to
drive an output arm, to mechanically
move the input torque tube of both PCU's.
Elevator actuator position transducer
(LVDT) feedback signal tells the FCC,
whether the actuator answered the AP
command. The elevator surface position
sensor signal tells the FCC when the elevators are at neutral, and how much to
move the elevators to get them back to
neutral, once the mode required corrections are accomplished. Either actuator, as
selected, may be used for single channel
operation or both are used for dual channel
operation. Operation from this point is the
same as manual flight control operation.
The FCC also provides outputs to the stabilizer for maintaining proper pitch attitude. A combination of stabilizer position
and elevator output command is used to
determine when the stabilizer should be
repositioned. The output to the Mach trim
actuator is used to reposition the elevators
as a function of Mach number. This is
accomplished by mechanical connections
to the elevator feel and centering unit. The
neutral shift sensor provides feedback to
determine the elevator neutral position,
based on the sum of stabilizer and Mach
trim positions. The FD signal processing
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for the EADI command bars is very similar to the AP signal processing. AP command mode logic is used, but the FD
command processing is accomplished as a
separate control.
IAS/MACH Display
The MCP IAS/MACH display is initialized or blanked as modes are changed.
The initial display is 110 knots when
power is first applied to the FCC. The display is changed by the IAS/MACH select
knob. When preparing for takeoff, this is
normally V2. A movement of the select
knob after liftoff or a selection of a pitch
mode other than VNAV, results in the
IAS/MACH display adding 20 knots.
When a speed is displayed, the value may
be manually changed using the IAS/
MACH selector knob. Selection between
IAS and Mach is made by the C/O
(changeover) pushbutton switch on the
MCP, if above 26,000’. A change is automatic from IAS to MACH at an altitude of
26,250' when climbing, and a return to
IAS when descending at an altitude of
25,750'. A symbol in the first block of the
display warns of underspeed or overspeed
conditions. The Electric Mach Airspeed
Indicator (MASI) provides an indication
of computed airspeed and target airspeed.
This target speed is displayed on the IAS/
MACH display and, in normal operation,
the Mach Airspeed Indicator (MASI) IAS
target cursor. The target airspeed cursor,
cursor inop flag, and manual mode flag
are controlled by the FCC. When the
MASI knob is normally pushed in, the
cursor is driven automatically from the
FCC, using FMC or FCC signals. The target airspeed is supplied by the FMC in the
VNAV mode, and computed by the DFCS
using MCP selected speed, in all other
modes. The cursor inop flag is in view
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whether the actuator answered the AP
command. The elevator surface position
sensor signal tells the FCC when the elevators are at neutral, and how much to
move the elevators to get them back to
neutral, once the mode required corrections are accomplished. Either actuator, as
selected, may be used for single channel
operation or both are used for dual channel
operation. Operation from this point is the
same as manual flight control operation.
The FCC also provides outputs to the stabilizer for maintaining proper pitch attitude. A combination of stabilizer position
and elevator output command is used to
determine when the stabilizer should be
repositioned. The output to the Mach trim
actuator is used to reposition the elevators
as a function of Mach number. This is
accomplished by mechanical connections
to the elevator feel and centering unit. The
neutral shift sensor provides feedback to
determine the elevator neutral position,
based on the sum of stabilizer and Mach
trim positions. The FD signal processing
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for the EADI command bars is very similar to the AP signal processing. AP command mode logic is used, but the FD
command processing is accomplished as a
separate control.
IAS/MACH Display
The MCP IAS/MACH display is initialized or blanked as modes are changed.
The initial display is 110 knots when
power is first applied to the FCC. The display is changed by the IAS/MACH select
knob. When preparing for takeoff, this is
normally V2. A movement of the select
knob after liftoff or a selection of a pitch
mode other than VNAV, results in the
IAS/MACH display adding 20 knots.
When a speed is displayed, the value may
be manually changed using the IAS/
MACH selector knob. Selection between
IAS and Mach is made by the C/O
(changeover) pushbutton switch on the
MCP, if above 26,000’. A change is automatic from IAS to MACH at an altitude of
26,250' when climbing, and a return to
IAS when descending at an altitude of
25,750'. A symbol in the first block of the
display warns of underspeed or overspeed
conditions. The Electric Mach Airspeed
Indicator (MASI) provides an indication
of computed airspeed and target airspeed.
This target speed is displayed on the IAS/
MACH display and, in normal operation,
the Mach Airspeed Indicator (MASI) IAS
target cursor. The target airspeed cursor,
cursor inop flag, and manual mode flag
are controlled by the FCC. When the
MASI knob is normally pushed in, the
cursor is driven automatically from the
FCC, using FMC or FCC signals. The target airspeed is supplied by the FMC in the
VNAV mode, and computed by the DFCS
using MCP selected speed, in all other
modes. The cursor inop flag is in view
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when the target airspeed cursor drive circuits are inoperative or when operating
DFCS BITE. The MASI cursor knob controls the target airspeed cursor when the
knob is pulled out and manually rotated.
The Manual mode flag is in view whenever
the knob is pulled out.
ENGAGE AND WARNING MONITORS
AP Engage Interlock Operation
Engage and warning monitor circuits in the
FCC's monitor vital DFCS functions and
provide a warning if the functions are not
valid. The two AP's, "A" and "B", each
have 2 pushbutton engage switches,
labeled CWS (Control Wheel Steering) and
CMD (Command). An AP is engaged by
pressing one of the 2 pushbutton engage
switches (CMD or CWS). The switches
can only be selected if certain conditions
are satisfied, and no system failures exist.
A switch may be in one of four states:
-Locked out:
-Selection of CWS or CMD engage
inhibited (light in the switch won't
come on when pressed). One or more
conditions required for unlock are not
satisfied.
-Unlocked:
-Selection of the CWS or CMD engage
permitted (light in the switch comes
ON when pressed). All unlock
conditions must be satisfied.
-Hold:
- AP engages into CWS or CMD (light
in the switch stays ON after released).
The engaged switch(es) remain lit and
the operational status remains in CWS
or CMD, if all hold interlocks are
maintained and no disengage discrete is
present.
-Disengaged:
-Electrically released from CWS or
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CMD position (light in the switch goes
off). Any loss of the engage hold logic
or presence of a disengage discrete
causes the light to go off and the AP to
disengage.
Typical AP Engagement Criteria
Some of the crew controlled conditions
required to allow selection of CWS or
CMD:
-Less than 3# of force is applied to the
control wheel. (Low Detent; this
insures that the airplane is in trim in the
roll axis.)
-Less than 5# of force applied to the
control column. (Low Detent; this
insures that the airplane is in trim in the
pitch axis.)
-The AP stabilizer trim cutout switch is
NORMAL.
-The Main Electric Trim switch is not
pressed.
-The MCP DISENGAGE bar is full UP.
Note: A common write-up is bumping
upon engagement or porpoising after
engaged. This may be caused by defective actuators or misadjusted actuator
or actuator position sensor linkages. See
MM 22-01-11, pg 14 for starters. Do not
adjust the AP surface position sensors or
actuators unless you use the MM, first
check the flight controls rig.
AP Roll/Pitch Mode Disengage General
Information
The pushbutton AP engage switch light
illuminates ON to indicate that the switch
has been engaged. Each switch may be disengaged by pressing the switch again. Loss
of 28v power or ground to the relay will
cause it to deenergize and the pushbutton
switch light will go out. If CWS or CMD is
pressed while either power or ground for
the relay is not provided, the relay will not
22-47

when the target airspeed cursor drive circuits are inoperative or when operating
DFCS BITE. The MASI cursor knob controls the target airspeed cursor when the
knob is pulled out and manually rotated.
The Manual mode flag is in view whenever
the knob is pulled out.
ENGAGE AND WARNING MONITORS
AP Engage Interlock Operation
Engage and warning monitor circuits in the
FCC's monitor vital DFCS functions and
provide a warning if the functions are not
valid. The two AP's, "A" and "B", each
have 2 pushbutton engage switches,
labeled CWS (Control Wheel Steering)
and CMD (Command). An AP is engaged
by pressing one of the 2 pushbutton engage
switches (CMD or CWS). The switches
can only be selected if certain conditions
are satisfied, and no system failures exist.
A switch may be in one of four states:
-Locked out:
-Selection of CWS or CMD engage
inhibited (light in the switch won't
come on when pressed). One or more
conditions required for unlock are not
satisfied.
-Unlocked:
-Selection of the CWS or CMD engage
permitted (light in the switch comes
ON when pressed). All unlock
conditions must be satisfied.
-Hold:
- AP engages into CWS or CMD (light
in the switch stays ON after released).
The engaged switch(es) remain lit and
the operational status remains in CWS
or CMD, if all hold interlocks are
maintained and no disengage discrete
is present.
-Disengaged:
-Electrically released from CWS or
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CMD position (light in the switch goes
off). Any loss of the engage hold logic
or presence of a disengage discrete
causes the light to go off and the AP to
disengage.
Typical AP Engagement Criteria
Some of the crew controlled conditions
required to allow selection of CWS or
CMD:
-Less than 3# of force is applied to the
control wheel. (Low Detent; this
insures that the airplane is in trim in the
roll axis.)
-Less than 5# of force applied to the
control column. (Low Detent; this
insures that the airplane is in trim in the
pitch axis.)
-The AP stabilizer trim cutout switch is
NORMAL.
-The Main Electric Trim switch is not
pressed.
-The MCP DISENGAGE bar is full
UP.
Note: A common write-up is bumping
upon engagement or porpoising after
engaged. This may be caused by defective actuators or misadjusted actuator
or actuator position sensor linkages. See
MM 22-01-11, pg 14 for starters. Do not
adjust the AP surface position sensors or
actuators unless you use the MM, first
check the flight controls rig.
AP Roll/Pitch Mode Disengage General
Information
The pushbutton AP engage switch light
illuminates ON to indicate that the switch
has been engaged. Each switch may be disengaged by pressing the switch again. Loss
of 28v power or ground to the relay will
cause it to deenergize and the pushbutton
switch light will go out. If CWS or CMD is
pressed while either power or ground for
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energize and the pushbutton light will not
illuminate. AP engagement is inhibited.
An additional means for disengaging the
AP is provided by the disengage bar,
located at the bottom of the MCP. Pulling
the disengage bar down will disconnect
the AP's. When pressed down, they will
operate switches for both channel A and
channel B. These switches disconnect the

solenoid from the relay and connect it to a
ground thus preventing the relay from
energizing or the switches from engaging.
Operating the disengage bar will expose
an orange light behind the bar, indicating
it is in the disengaged position. The disengage bar must be pushed up before reengaging the AP's.
NOTE: The disengage bar must be full
up before the AP's will reengage.
AP Disengagement Criteria:

the relay is not provided, the relay will not
energize and the pushbutton light will not
illuminate. AP engagement is inhibited.
An additional means for disengaging the
AP is provided by the disengage bar,
located at the bottom of the MCP. Pulling
the disengage bar down will disconnect
the AP's. When pressed down, they will
operate switches for both channel A and
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Here is a partial list of reasons for AP disconnects:
-FCC failure
-Pushing the AP disengage switch on
either control wheel.
-Depressing the AP disengage switch
on the MCP.
-Pushing either TOGA switch with a
single AP engaged in CMD.
-Pressing either TOGA switch before
the flare mode is armed.
-Pressing either TOGA switch after
touchdown, with both AP's engaged in
CMD.
-Activating either crew's control wheel
main electric stabilizer trim switch.
-Moving the AP stabilizer trim cutout
switch to CUTOUT.
-Loss of local hydraulic system
pressure.
-Loss or transfer of local ac transfer
bus. AP may be reengaged except in
APP mode with foreign in CMD.
-Loss of a sensor input to the FCC,
which prevents proper operation of the
engaged AP mode.
-Excessive signal difference between
navigation receivers, in the Approach
mode.
-Loss of DADC uncorrected Baro
altitude, except in GS capture or GA
mode, with offside FCC in CMD.
-A valid local RA signal is required to
engage the FCC into the LOC and GS
modes. Both required for dual channel
monitors active, (FLARE mode
armed).
-Use of IRS or EFIS transfer switch on
the flight deck overhead panel.
-The following conditions will cause
disconnect, but the AP may be
reengaged upon use of IRS or EFIS
transfer switch.
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-Selected IRU roll angle failure
(normally from foreign IRU).
-Selected IRU pitch angle failure
(normally from local IRU).
Electrical Power Loss
Each FCC uses its own electrical ac and
D.C. busses. Dual channel AP (APP
mode) operation is possible only when
separate generators power the ac transfer
busses. Power interruption or loss will
operate an automatic switch over to the
good AC transfer bus, causing disengagement of the AFDS. Dual channel reengagement is possible after isolated power
sources are restored.
AP Red Warning Lights Operation
The AP Warning light is one of three FMS
warning lights on each of two FMS Warning Annunciators on the P1 and P2 panels.
The AP Warning lights shows the fail or
warning status of the AP. The light circuit
is armed when the AP switch is in the
CWS or CMD position. The AP Warning
lights are connected in parallel.
Press To Test
One test switch on each FMS Warning
Annunciator self tests its lights, including
the AP Warning light. Each light has separate press to reset capability. In position
one, amber is tested; in position two, red is
tested.
AP Warning Light Illuminates Flashing
Red
Both AP Warning lights flash red and an
aural warning horn sounds if either AP is
automatically or manually disengaged.
The AP engage switch changes from
CMD or CWS to OFF. One way to manually disengage the AP's is to push down
the disengage bar. An orange light is then
visible above the bar. The disengage bar
must be pushed up before reengaging the
AP's. The AP may be manually disen22-49

AP Disengagement Criteria:
Here is a partial list of reasons for AP disconnects:
-FCC failure
-Pushing the AP disengage switch on
either control wheel.
-Depressing the AP disengage switch
on the MCP.
-Pushing either TOGA switch with a
single AP engaged in CMD.
-Pressing either TOGA switch before
the flare mode is armed.
-Pressing either TOGA switch after
touchdown, with both AP's engaged in
CMD.
-Activating either crew's control wheel
main electric stabilizer trim switch.
-Moving the AP stabilizer trim cutout
switch to CUTOUT.
-Loss of local hydraulic system
pressure.
-Loss or transfer of local ac transfer
bus. AP may be reengaged except in
APP mode with foreign in CMD.
-Loss of a sensor input to the FCC,
which prevents proper operation of the
engaged AP mode.
-Excessive signal difference between
navigation receivers, in the Approach
mode.
-Loss of DADC uncorrected Baro
altitude, except in GS capture or GA
mode, with offside FCC in CMD.
-A valid local RA signal is required to
engage the FCC into the LOC and GS
modes. Both required for dual channel
monitors active, (FLARE mode
armed).
-Use of IRS or EFIS transfer switch on
the flight deck overhead panel.
-The following conditions will cause
disconnect, but the AP may be
reengaged upon use of IRS or EFIS
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transfer switch.
-Selected IRU roll angle failure
(normally from foreign IRU).
-Selected IRU pitch angle failure
(normally from local IRU).
Electrical Power Loss
Each FCC uses its own electrical ac and
D.C. busses. Dual channel AP (APP
mode) operation is possible only when
separate generators power the ac transfer
busses. Power interruption or loss will
operate an automatic switch over to the
good AC transfer bus, causing disengagement of the AFDS. Dual channel reengagement is possible after isolated power
sources are restored.
AP Red Warning Lights Operation
The AP Warning light is one of three FMS
warning lights on each of two FMS Warning Annunciators on the P1 and P2 panels.
The AP Warning lights shows the fail or
warning status of the AP. The light circuit
is armed when the AP switch is in the
CWS or CMD position. The AP Warning
lights are connected in parallel.
Press To Test
One test switch on each FMS Warning
Annunciator self tests its lights, including
the AP Warning light. Each light has separate press to reset capability. In position
one, amber is tested; in position two, red is
tested.
AP Warning Light Illuminates Flashing
Red
Both AP Warning lights flash red and an
aural warning horn sounds if either AP is
automatically or manually disengaged.
The AP engage switch changes from
CMD or CWS to OFF. One way to manually disengage the AP's is to push down
the disengage bar. An orange light is then
visible above the bar. The disengage bar
must be pushed up before reengaging the
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gaged by pushing and releasing the AP
release switch on either yoke, the warnings will also activate. The flashing lights
and intermittent warning horn can be reset
after 2 seconds, by pushing either control
wheel AP release switch, or by pressing
either crew's AP Warning light.
AP Warning Light Illuminates Steady
Red
The steady red AP Warning light indicates
BITE is in progress or an AP Warning
from the master FCC, alerting the crew
that they should manually disconnect the
AP. The AP Warning light illuminates
steady red for one of the following:
-DFCS BITE in progress.
-Yaw Damper armed for BITE.
-When on the ground and the FCC
power up test fails.
-If the STAB OUT TRIM Light
illuminates when on a dual approach
with both pitch channels engaged, and
descended below 800' but prior to
100'.
-If the AP red light is on when
descending below 100', the light
remains on unless the STAB TRIM
WARN Light is extinguished. If an AP
Go Around is at greater than 400' RA,
transition to Altitude Acquire is
inhibited. This inhibit is due to the
elevator position exceeding the single
channel authority. The AP will not
have time to retrim the stabilizer to
take out the flare spring bias added
below 400' RA. The AP's remain
engaged. The warning lights are reset
by manually disconnecting the AP's,
or by selecting a higher altitude on the
MCP.
-Loss of valid selected baro corrected
altitude in the master FCC (1st to
CMD) during dual channel AP Go
22-50
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Around will result in a steady
illumination of the red AP disengage
warning light.
FD Warning Flag and Bars Out Of
View
When the local (LCL) FD switch is ON,
the local side FD commands are normally
supplied to the local EFIS Symbol Generator (SG). This information is displayed
by the EADI command bars. The foreign
(FGN) commands are sent to the local SG
if an AC bus transfer is made during FD
approach, with no AP, while G/S and LOC
are engaged, and a RA of less than 800', or
TO or GA modes. However, if a roll or
pitch bar Bias Out Of View (RBOV or
PBOV) occurs, because of such reasons as
loss of a pitch or roll mode, is received by
the SG, the respective command bar is
removed. FD has a comparator that produces BOV if the A and B systems FD
commands are too far apart during TO,
GA, or APP modes. The FD flag is in
view on the ADI if the FCC fails or is in
BITE. FCC A gives RBOV and PBOV if
the EFIS transfer switch is BOTH ON 2,
no AP in CMD, and both FD's ON.
SYSTEM TESTING
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AP's. The AP may be manually disengaged by pushing and releasing the AP
release switch on either yoke, the warnings will also activate. The flashing lights
and intermittent warning horn can be reset
after 2 seconds, by pushing either control
wheel AP release switch, or by pressing
either crew's AP Warning light.
AP Warning Light Illuminates Steady
Red
The steady red AP Warning light indicates
BITE is in progress or an AP Warning
from the master FCC, alerting the crew
that they should manually disconnect the
AP. The AP Warning light illuminates
steady red for one of the following:
-DFCS BITE in progress.
-Yaw Damper armed for BITE.
-When on the ground and the FCC
power up test fails.
-If the STAB OUT TRIM Light
illuminates when on a dual approach
with both pitch channels engaged, and
descended below 800' but prior to
100'.
-If the AP red light is on when
descending below 100', the light
remains on unless the STAB TRIM
WARN Light is extinguished. If an AP
Go Around is at greater than 400' RA,
transition to Altitude Acquire is
inhibited. This inhibit is due to the
elevator position exceeding the single
channel authority. The AP will not
have time to retrim the stabilizer to
take out the flare spring bias added
below 400' RA. The AP's remain
engaged. The warning lights are reset
by manually disconnecting the AP's,
or by selecting a higher altitude on the
MCP.
-Loss of valid selected baro corrected
altitude in the master FCC (1st to
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CMD) during dual channel AP Go
Around will result in a steady
illumination of the red AP disengage
warning light.
FD Warning Flag and Bars Out Of
View
When the local (LCL) FD switch is ON,
the local side FD commands are normally
supplied to the local EFIS Symbol Generator (SG). This information is displayed
by the EADI command bars. The foreign
(FGN) commands are sent to the local SG
if an AC bus transfer is made during FD
approach, with no AP, while G/S and LOC
are engaged, and a RA of less than 800', or
TO or GA modes. However, if a roll or
pitch bar Bias Out Of View (RBOV or
PBOV) occurs, because of such reasons as
loss of a pitch or roll mode, is received by
the SG, the respective command bar is
removed. FD has a comparator that produces BOV if the A and B systems FD
commands are too far apart during TO,
GA, or APP modes. The FD flag is in
view on the ADI if the FCC fails or is in
BITE. FCC A gives RBOV and PBOV if
the EFIS transfer switch is BOTH ON 2,
no AP in CMD, and both FD's ON.
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DFCS Built-In Maintenance Features
The DFCS has three built-in maintenance
features:
• Ground Maintenance, using extensiveBITE capability embedded within the
DFCS, for on-ground system checkout.
BITE is primarily intended for line maintenance fault isolation to a single Line
Replaceable Unit (LRU) within 5 minutes. Fast and accurate diagnostics mean
fewer delays and smaller spares inventories. With BITE, line maintenance
becomes a one person operation from the
CDU on the flight deck. All system BITE
communicates to the technician, via the
CDU, in English. No additional test
equipment is required. The technician
simply selects from a menu of test
options, and supplies interactive operator
responses via the CDU. BITE runs the
tests and provides corrective action diagnostics. BITE utilizes software and circuitry which is not flight critical (i.e., does
not influence in-flight system DFCS operation).
• Continuous monitoring, for system verification. The continuous monitor provides
on-line monitoring to determine the health
of the FCC's and system input/output
operation. When a fault is detected, a fault
reaction occurs, either a mode dropout, an
AP disconnect, or FD bars bias out of
view. In the DFCS, this monitoring covers
the computation, the RAM/ROM memories and partly the power supplies. Continuous system monitoring is also provided
to detect failures on incoming digital signals, and in the actuator position feedback
loops. If power-up test fails 7 times, the
MCP displays will go inactive and the
altitude window will display 50,000'.
• Maintenance monitoring, for In Flight
Fault storage The maintenance monitor
22-52
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records the causes of DFCS related Flight
Deck Effects (FDE). These include online faults detected by the continuous
monitor and system failures. Some failures are FD Flag, AP disconnect, prevent
AP engagement, FD bar out-of-view bias,
or Mach trim/speed trim failures. The system records the Flight Deck Effect (FDE),
the LRU diagnostic, the monitor that
tripped, and if the fault is repeated in the
flight segment. This data is retrieved on
the ground through ground maintenance
BITE by selecting Inflight Faults. Up to
10 flights of information is available. A
new flight number is created when both
FD switches are ON and TOGA switch is
operated, the aircraft is in the air for 6 seconds, or IRS ground speed is greater than
100 knots. See 22-03-10 and 22-03-11 for
complete details of the DFCS BITE operation.
DFCS BITE - Overview
referenced to MM 22-03-10, Page 110,
figure 101)
Group test and library test numbers are
shown in the top right corner of the CDU
as the tests are running. All library tests
are grouped into one of three categories,
Quick, Interactive, or Surface. Letter in
parenthesis is abbreviation of each library
test category seen during use of engineering codes. These are used following test
failures, accessed by code 100 and Line
Select Key 6R.
-Quick (Q) is a manually initiated auto
test.
-Interactive (I) does tests that prompt
the mechanic to move aircraft
switches and controls during the tests.
-Surface (S) tests uses hydraulics
applied to cause flight control surface
movement. Follow safety procedures.
Overnight Maintenance tests are run for
OCT 99

SYSTEM TESTING
DFCS Built-In Maintenance Features
The DFCS has three built-in maintenance
features:
• Ground Maintenance, using extensiveBITE capability embedded within the
DFCS, for on-ground system checkout.
BITE is primarily intended for line maintenance fault isolation to a single Line
Replaceable Unit (LRU) within 5 minutes.
Fast and accurate diagnostics mean fewer
delays and smaller spares inventories.
With BITE, line maintenance becomes a
one person operation from the CDU on the
flight deck. All system BITE communicates to the technician, via the CDU, in
English. No additional test equipment is
required. The technician simply selects
from a menu of test options, and supplies
interactive operator responses via the
CDU. BITE runs the tests and provides
corrective action diagnostics. BITE utilizes software and circuitry which is not
flight critical (i.e., does not influence inflight system DFCS operation).
• Continuous monitoring, for system verification. The continuous monitor provides on-line monitoring to determine the
health of the FCC's and system input/output operation. When a fault is detected, a
fault reaction occurs, either a mode dropout, an AP disconnect, or FD bars bias out
of view. In the DFCS, this monitoring
covers the computation, the RAM/ROM
memories and partly the power supplies.
Continuous system monitoring is also provided to detect failures on incoming digital signals, and in the actuator position
feedback loops. If power-up test fails 7
times, the MCP displays will go inactive
and the altitude window will display
50,000'.
• Maintenance monitoring, for In Flight
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Fault storage The maintenance monitor
records the causes of DFCS related Flight
Deck Effects (FDE). These include online faults detected by the continuous
monitor and system failures. Some failures are FD Flag, AP disconnect, prevent
AP engagement, FD bar out-of-view bias,
or Mach trim/speed trim failures. The system records the Flight Deck Effect (FDE),
the LRU diagnostic, the monitor that
tripped, and if the fault is repeated in the
flight segment. This data is retrieved on
the ground through ground maintenance
BITE by selecting Inflight Faults. Up to
10 flights of information is available. A
new flight number is created when both
FD switches are ON and TOGA switch is
operated, the aircraft is in the air for 6 seconds, or IRS ground speed is greater than
100 knots. See 22-03-10 and 22-03-11 for
complete details of the DFCS BITE operation.
DFCS BITE - Overview
referenced to MM 22-03-10, Page 110,
figure 101)
Group test and library test numbers are
shown in the top right corner of the CDU
as the tests are running. All library tests
are grouped into one of three categories,
Quick, Interactive, or Surface. Letter in
parenthesis is abbreviation of each library
test category seen during use of engineering codes. These are used following test
failures, accessed by code 100 and Line
Select Key 6R.
-Quick (Q) is a manually initiated auto
test.
-Interactive (I) does tests that prompt
the mechanic to move aircraft
switches and controls during the tests.
-Surface (S) tests uses hydraulics
applied to cause flight control surface
movement. Follow safety procedures.
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Line Mainenance group tests are run to
quickly troubleshoot writeups and test the
system following a box change. These are
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Line Mainenance group tests are run to
quickly troubleshoot writeups and test the
system following a box change. These are
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extensive group tests, engineering investigating, trouble shooting, or when a CAT
III test is performed. These are Ground
Functional Test, Rigging, and Sensor Values.
BITE Fault Isolation
After considering crew reports and flight
deck evidence, fault isolation is accomplished through BITE. BITE enables you
to troubleshoot and locate the defective
part. The BITE submenus are:
-Current status, Group 10 - Performs
all Q tests. Some failures are real time
and other failures are the status at test
initiation. If Q tests pass, you may
select I tests for each of the five DFCS
subsystem groups, 11 - 15. If I tests
pass, BITE starts S tests automatically.
Tailor the tests to those needed for the
reported fault. This saves time over the
Ground Functional Test. Altitude alert
Group 15 has no surface test.
-In Flight Faults, Group 20 - This tests
are run by the maintenance monitor
continuously, storing all Flight Deck
Effects (FDE) in non-volatile memory.
Access to flights 2-10 are with use of
Code 300 and Line Select Key 6R.
-Ground Functional Test, Group 60 GFT runs all Q, I, and S tests. This is
the CAT III test. Select COMPLETE
TEST and SYS A&B for the CAT III
test. This can be run as a group test
following a box change. Test Deletion
and Test Selection runs fewer tests
that save time during troubleshooting.
BITE Verification Tests
Verification tests check box interfaces,
performed following replacement of LRU
or wire repair. The BITE submenu’s are:
-LRU Interface, Group 30 - Performs
some Q and some I. This checks
discretes, analog, and digital interfaces
22-54
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and outputs between Flight
Management System subsystems
(DFCS, AT, EFIS, etc.) and associated
LRU's.
-Land Verify, Group 49 - A land
mode verification feature is available
for autoland reinstatement after system
LRU replacement. Performs all Q, I,
and S tests for autoland critical sensors
and dual channel operation and
functions.
-Rigging, Group 50 - While adjusting
sensors, a "-" may be displayed on the
CDU. This refers to the phase of the
AC signal from the sensor. If the
signal phase is +, it is not shown.
Adjust the sensor to correct position
by phase AND amplitude of signal.
This checks that sensors are properly
adjusted by checking flight controls
response to test signals.
-Sensor Values, Group 56 - "Options
(SOP)" verify Standard Options
Programming to the FCC. Discrete
Input Words check FCC input
discretes to assist in troubleshooting
bad component and wiring paths.
Standard Option Pins
Airplane compatibility to the FCC's is
determined by the three Standard Option
Pins (SOP) in the FCC radio rack connectors. These pins are used to compare
against the SOP allowable combinations
of FCC and the airplane. The failure to
pass the compatibility check shall result in
the computer failing the power up test.
The airplane compatibility is displayed on
the CDU in the Sensor Value Group of
DFCS BITE. Many other SOP's are utilized. Check Wiring Diagram 22-11-75
for current configurations.
Engineering Codes
OCT 99

Overnight Maintenance tests are run for
extensive group tests, engineering investigating, trouble shooting, or when a CAT
III test is performed. These are Ground
Functional Test, Rigging, and Sensor Values.
BITE Fault Isolation
After considering crew reports and flight
deck evidence, fault isolation is accomplished through BITE. BITE enables you
to troubleshoot and locate the defective
part. The BITE submenus are:
-Current status, Group 10 - Performs
all Q tests. Some failures are real time
and other failures are the status at test
initiation. If Q tests pass, you may
select I tests for each of the five DFCS
subsystem groups, 11 - 15. If I tests
pass, BITE starts S tests automatically.
Tailor the tests to those needed for the
reported fault. This saves time over the
Ground Functional Test. Altitude alert
Group 15 has no surface test.
-In Flight Faults, Group 20 - This tests
are run by the maintenance monitor
continuously, storing all Flight Deck
Effects (FDE) in non-volatile memory.
Access to flights 2-10 are with use of
Code 300 and Line Select Key 6R.
-Ground Functional Test, Group 60 GFT runs all Q, I, and S tests. This is
the CAT III test. Select COMPLETE
TEST and SYS A&B for the CAT III
test. This can be run as a group test
following a box change. Test Deletion
and Test Selection runs fewer tests
that save time during troubleshooting.
BITE Verification Tests
Verification tests check box interfaces,
performed following replacement of LRU
or wire repair. The BITE submenu’s are:
-LRU Interface, Group 30 - Performs
some Q and some I. This checks
22-54

discretes, analog, and digital interfaces
and outputs between Flight
Management System subsystems
(DFCS, AT, EFIS, etc.) and associated
LRU's.
-Land Verify, Group 49 - A land
mode verification feature is available
for autoland reinstatement after system
LRU replacement. Performs all Q, I,
and S tests for autoland critical sensors
and dual channel operation and
functions.
-Rigging, Group 50 - While adjusting
sensors, a "-" may be displayed on the
CDU. This refers to the phase of the
AC signal from the sensor. If the
signal phase is +, it is not shown.
Adjust the sensor to correct position
by phase AND amplitude of signal.
This checks that sensors are properly
adjusted by checking flight controls
response to test signals.
-Sensor Values, Group 56 - "Options
(SOP)" verify Standard Options
Programming to the FCC. Discrete
Input Words check FCC input
discretes to assist in troubleshooting
bad component and wiring paths.
Standard Option Pins
Airplane compatibility to the FCC's is
determined by the three Standard Option
Pins (SOP) in the FCC radio rack connectors. These pins are used to compare
against the SOP allowable combinations
of FCC and the airplane. The failure to
pass the compatibility check shall result in
the computer failing the power up test.
The airplane compatibility is displayed on
the CDU in the Sensor Value Group of
DFCS BITE. Many other SOP's are utilized. Check Wiring Diagram 22-11-75
for current configurations.
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The following codes may be entered on
the CDU followed by pressing Line Select
Key (LSK) 6R, following BITE failure,
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for each of the FMS subsytems shown.
System Troubleshooting

Engineering Codes
The following codes may be entered on
the CDU followed by pressing Line Select

Key (LSK) 6R, following BITE failure,
for each of the FMS subsytems shown.

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

100

FMCS
AT
DFCS

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

100

FMCS
AT
DFCS

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

300

DFCS
FMCS

Access to in-flight faults engineering data

300

DFCS
FMCS

Access to in-flight faults engineering data

200

DFCS

Access to memory locations used for
discrete input words storage

200

DFCS

Access to memory locations used for
discrete input words storage

27E

DFCS

Access to non-volatile memory used
for in-flight faults storage

27E

DFCS

Access to non-volatile memory used
for in-flight faults storage

900

DFCS

Delete recorded in-flight faults

900

DFCS

Delete recorded in-flight faults

For troubleshooting information, see:
-Autoflight System Troubleshooting,
MM 22-11-01
-Digital Flight Control System-Built
In Test Equipment, Troubleshooting,
MM 22-03-10 (CAT IIIa test)
-Remember to consult service tips
located in many places throughout the
MM. These are predominately in Ch.
22 for AFCS systems.
Note: Some service tips for DFCS are in
Ch. 34, navigation; others are in Ch. 27,
flight controls.
Note: When permanently interchanging
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FCC's between two channels, or when
replacing an FCC with a robbed unit, a
message ERROR FCC A (B) may be
displayed on the CDU Inflight Faults
page. The message pertains to faults
stored while the FCC was in the opposite channel (or other aircraft). The In
Flight Fault history should be deleted
from the computer by performing the
following steps: Select DFCS BITE
Select In Flight Faults Access engineering code 900, (Enter 900 in scratch pad
and press Line Select Key 6R) Clear the

22-55

System Troubleshooting
For troubleshooting information, see:
-Autoflight System Troubleshooting,
MM 22-11-01
-Digital Flight Control System-Built
In Test Equipment, Troubleshooting,
MM 22-03-10 (CAT IIIa test)
-Remember to consult service tips
located in many places throughout the
MM. These are predominately in Ch.
22 for AFCS systems.
Note: Some service tips for DFCS are in
Ch. 34, navigation; others are in Ch. 27,
flight controls.
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Note: When permanently interchanging
FCC's between two channels, or when
replacing an FCC with a robbed unit, a
message ERROR FCC A (B) may be
displayed on the CDU Inflight Faults
page. The message pertains to faults
stored while the FCC was in the opposite channel (or other aircraft). The In
Flight Fault history should be deleted
from the computer by performing the
following steps: Select DFCS BITE
Select In Flight Faults Access engineering code 900, (Enter 900 in scratch pad
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PILOT REPORT (PIREP)

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

ALL WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND ABNORMALITIES OF
A. AUTOPILOT AND/OR FLIGHT DIRECTOR
B. MACH AND/OR SPEED TRIM (STABILIZER)
C. ALTITUDE ALERT

ACCESS INFLIGHT FAULTS ON CDU SCREEN DISPLAY
CHECK FOR LRU FAULTS ON FLIGHT CORRESPONDING
TO PIREP
PERFORM CURRENT STATUS BITE TESTS

PREFERRED
ORDER OF FMS
BITE TESTS

FLIGHT DECK EFFECT

FLIGHT DECK EVIDENCE

SELECT MOST APPROPRIATE SUBSYSTEM BITE

B737-322/522
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AUTOFLIGHT

1. DFCS
2. FMCS
3. A/T
4. EFIS

{

DADC - 1

A/P DISC

DADC - 1

ENG ATT

FLIGHT DECK EVIDENCE

SELECT MOST APPROPRIATE SUBSYSTEM BITE

ALL WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND ABNORMALITIES OF
A. AUTOPILOT AND/OR FLIGHT DIRECTOR
B. MACH AND/OR SPEED TRIM (STABILIZER)
C. ALTITUDE ALERT

ACCESS INFLIGHT FAULTS ON CDU SCREEN DISPLAY
CHECK FOR LRU FAULTS ON FLIGHT CORRESPONDING
TO PIREP

DFCS BITE TEST
LAST FLIGHT - A / -B 20.
PROBABLE
LRU

PILOT REPORT (PIREP)

DECK
{ FLIGHT
EFFECT

PERFORM CURRENT STATUS BITE TESTS

PREFERRED
ORDER OF FMS
BITE TESTS

FLIGHT DECK EFFECT

DFCS BITE TEST
LAST FLIGHT - A / -B 20.
PROBABLE
LRU

{

DADC - 1

A/P DISC

DADC - 1

ENG ATT

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CURRENT
STATUS
FAILURES

LIBRARY
TEST
NAME

WAS
INFLIGHT
FAULT
CONFIRMED

INFLIGHT FAULTS

OPERATE SELF-TEST ON LRU, OR TEST LRU ON OTHER
SUBSYSTEM BITE

CURRENT
STATUS
FAILURES

GROUP NUMBER

DFCS BITE TEST
-CHAN A 10.03
* TEST FAILED *
MOST PROBABLE CAUSE(S):
DADC-1

CONTINUE

YES

LIBRARY
TEST
NAME

YES

LIBRARY TEST
NUMBER

WAS
INFLIGHT
FAULT
CONFIRMED

TEST PASSED

NO

INDEX

OPERATE SELF-TEST ON LRU, OR TEST LRU ON OTHER
SUBSYSTEM BITE

CURRENT STATUS RESULTS

INFLIGHT FAULTS

GROUP NUMBER

DFCS BITE TEST
DADC
-CHAN A 10.03
* TEST FAILED *
MOST PROBABLE CAUSE(S):
DADC-1

CONTINUE

YES

INDEX

LIBRARY TEST
NUMBER

INDEX

CURRENT STATUS RESULTS

DFCS BITE TEST
SUMMARY
-CHAN A 44.

DFCS BITE TEST
SUMMARY
-CHAN A 44.

YES

DECK
{ FLIGHT
EFFECT

INDEX

DADC

YES

1. DFCS
2. FMCS
3. A/T
4. EFIS

YES

* DFCS TEST PASSED *

TEST PASSED

NO

* DFCS TEST PASSED *
* CONTINUE TO INIT A/C *

* CONTINUE TO INIT A/C *
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

INTERCHANGE LRU (IF POSSIBLE)
WITH LRU ON OTHER CHANNEL/
SYSTEM. THEN REVERIFY
INTERFACE
OR
IF LRU HAS ELECTRICAL CONN:
OPEN LRU CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
REMATE LRU IN ELECTRICAL CONN.
CLOSE LRU CIRCUIT BREAKERS
REVERIFY INTERFACE

REPLACE LRU
REVERIFY INTERFACE

INTERCHANGE LRU (IF POSSIBLE)
WITH LRU ON OTHER CHANNEL/
SYSTEM. THEN REVERIFY
INTERFACE
OR
IF LRU HAS ELECTRICAL CONN:
OPEN LRU CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
REMATE LRU IN ELECTRICAL CONN.
CLOSE LRU CIRCUIT BREAKERS
REVERIFY INTERFACE

LRU INTERFACE

and Systems Introduction

LRU INTERFACE

Using the DFCS BITE Flow Chart

Using the DFCS BITE Flow Chart
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REPLACE LRU
REVERIFY INTERFACE
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computer non-volatile memory per the
menu driven instructions. Exit engineering code 900.
Note: Code 27E is used after seeing
fault history that shows LRU
UNKNOWN or DISC WRAP messages.
If the message is LRU UNKNOWN go
to a engineering book available from
our Engineering or Boeing. If the message is DISC WRAP go to troubleshooting procedure MM 22-03-10, pg 111,
and use chart on pg 116 to get LRU wiring pinouts.
Note: When troubleshooting a suspected AP actuator, power down the
system, pull the DFCS CB's, and connect both AP actuator connectors from
the suspect system into the good system.
In order to reach the other system's
aileron or elevator actuator, manufacture actuator jumper assy per drawing
3SF6519.
Note: All the engage logic is bypassed in
DFCS BITE. If the autopilot does not
engage in DFCS BITE, it indicates a
problem with the hardware. The MCP,
the FCC, or the airplane wiring are
possible problems.
AUTOTHROTTLE SYSTEM
Introduction
The AT system is part of the Flight Management System (FMS). It is designed to
operate primarily in conjunction with the
Digital Flight Control System (DFCS),
and the Flight Management Computer
(FMC). AT operation is controlled
through the DFCS Mode Control Panel
(MCP). The DFCS normally selects the
AT mode. Interfacing also takes place
with the IRS and several other systems
and components. The AT system is
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designed for maximum fuel conservation,
operational and cost benefits, reducing
crew workload, and ease of maintenance.
The AT system achieves these goals
through automatic, smooth, and precise
thrust control and optimum performance
from each engine, for all flight regimes
from takeoff to touchdown. It is tailored
specifically for use with any intermix of
CFM56-3B1, -3B-2, and -3C-1 engines. It
computes the necessary throttle position
and drives both servo assemblies to position the engine thrust levers. The AT computer will command a maximum throttle
levers split of 8 degrees in an attempt to
match N1 of both engines. Throttle lever
position is controlled to maintain either
the engine N1 speed (MCP N1 mode), the
aircraft IAS/Mach forward speed (MCP
SPD mode), or RETARD mode. The AT
maintains a minimum safe airspeed; and
retards the thrust levers during automatic
landing flare. The AT provides mode
annunciation on the EADI's via the EFIS
Symbol Generators, and AT disengage
warning on the FMS Warning Annunciators. AT status and data is provided to the
FCC's and FMC.
System Components
The AT system consists of a digital AT
computer, which controls the thrust levers
individually through two independent AT
servo-mechanisms, an AT engage switch,
AT disengage and Takeoff/Go Around
switches. The AT system also contains a
Thrust Mode Annunciator (TMA), one AT
warning light on each Autoflight Status
Annunciator, mode annunciation on each
EADI, and two Power Lever Angle (PLA)
synchros.
NOTE: The AT computer has an alpha
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and press Line Select Key 6R) Clear the
computer non-volatile memory per the
menu driven instructions. Exit engineering code 900.
Note: Code 27E is used after seeing
fault history that shows LRU
UNKNOWN or DISC WRAP messages.
If the message is LRU UNKNOWN go
to a engineering book available from
our Engineering or Boeing. If the message is DISC WRAP go to troubleshooting procedure MM 22-03-10, pg 111,
and use chart on pg 116 to get LRU wiring pinouts.
Note: When troubleshooting a suspected AP actuator, power down the
system, pull the DFCS CB's, and connect both AP actuator connectors from
the suspect system into the good system.
In order to reach the other system's
aileron or elevator actuator, manufacture actuator jumper assy per drawing
3SF6519.
Note: All the engage logic is bypassed in
DFCS BITE. If the autopilot does not
engage in DFCS BITE, it indicates a
problem with the hardware. The MCP,
the FCC, or the airplane wiring are
possible problems.
AUTOTHROTTLE SYSTEM
Introduction
The AT system is part of the Flight Management System (FMS). It is designed to
operate primarily in conjunction with the
Digital Flight Control System (DFCS),
and the Flight Management Computer
(FMC). AT operation is controlled
through the DFCS Mode Control Panel
(MCP). The DFCS normally selects the
AT mode. Interfacing also takes place
with the IRS and several other systems
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and components. The AT system is
designed for maximum fuel conservation,
operational and cost benefits, reducing
crew workload, and ease of maintenance.
The AT system achieves these goals
through automatic, smooth, and precise
thrust control and optimum performance
from each engine, for all flight regimes
from takeoff to touchdown. It is tailored
specifically for use with any intermix of
CFM56-3B1, -3B-2, and -3C-1 engines. It
computes the necessary throttle position
and drives both servo assemblies to position the engine thrust levers. The AT computer will command a maximum throttle
levers split of 8 degrees in an attempt to
match N1 of both engines. Throttle lever
position is controlled to maintain either
the engine N1 speed (MCP N1 mode), the
aircraft IAS/Mach forward speed (MCP
SPD mode), or RETARD mode. The AT
maintains a minimum safe airspeed; and
retards the thrust levers during automatic
landing flare. The AT provides mode
annunciation on the EADI's via the EFIS
Symbol Generators, and AT disengage
warning on the FMS Warning Annunciators. AT status and data is provided to the
FCC's and FMC.
System Components
The AT system consists of a digital AT
computer, which controls the thrust levers
individually through two independent AT
servo-mechanisms, an AT engage switch,
AT disengage and Takeoff/Go Around
switches. The AT system also contains a
Thrust Mode Annunciator (TMA), one AT
warning light on each Autoflight Status
Annunciator, mode annunciation on each
EADI, and two Power Lever Angle (PLA)
synchros.
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numeric readout on its front face,
intended for bench (not flightline level)
troubleshooting only. The AT Computer
has a front mounted circuit breaker for
PLA synchros excitation.
OPERATING MODES
Mode Control
The desired mode of AT operation is manually selected on the MCP. The FCC
allows the AT to go into a mode that is
compatible with the pitch mose of operation. During Take Off and Go Around
modes, and during certain abnormal conditions, the AT mode is controlled by
mode logic within the AT computer. The
engaged AT mode is displayed on the
FMA of both EADI's.
The engine thrust limit is automatically
selected by the FMC.
Automatic AT Operating Limits and
Control Modes Minimum Speed
A minimum speed command is provided
to prevent the airspeed command from
producing a low airspeed or an excessive
angle of attack. The minimum speed
value, computed within the AT, is used
when the AP is in any mode other than
VNAV. When the AP is in VNAV, a minimum speed value computed by the FMC
is used.
Reversion Mode
If the AT detects a failure in FMC data, or
if the selected N1 limit or target is invalid
or exceeds the maximum N1 limit, the AT
will transfer to the reversion mode. In the
reversion mode, the AT computer reverts
to calculating the maximum N1 authority
and commands a forward throttle position
limit of between 36 and 57 degrees,
depending on altitude, temperature, and
PMC status. AT LIM is annunciated on
the TMA. If the AT attempts to enter the
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reversion mode during the takeoff mode,
the AT will disengage.
Flight Selectable Modes
AT mode selection must be compatible
with the DFCS mode engaged. If the FD is
OFF, and the AP is OFF or PCWS, either
N1 or SPEED can be selected for the AT.
As a basic rule, with a DFCS pitch mode
selected, and the AT in ARM, airspeed is
directly controlled by either engine thrust
(N1 modes) or DFCS controlled elevators,
but never by both at the same time. During
FD controlled Take Off and FD or AP Go
Around modes, the AFDS is controlling
the forward speed of the aircraft. This is
referred to as a "speed on elevators" mode.
The AT system is controlling the rotational speed of the engines, by automatically positioning both thrust levers within
engine design parameters, as calculated by
the FMCS, to maintain computed engine
thrust level (N1) limits. When the FD or
AP controls the vertical flight profile
(path); in Vertical Speed, Altitude Hold,
or Glideslope modes, the AT system controls the forward speed of the aircraft. This
is referred to as a "speed on throttles"
mode. The thrust levers follow a manually
selected (via the DFCS Mode Control
Panel) or FMC computed airspeed (IAS or
Mach). During climb or descent, the
AFDS can be in either a vertical speed or
airspeed mode. If the AFDS is in a vertical
speed mode, the AT is in an airspeed
mode. If the AFDS is in an airspeed mode,
the AT is in a N1 mode while in a climb,
or RETARD mode while in a descent.
TAKEOFF - airspeed is maintained by
following the FD pitch commands, and
the AT sets engine thrust (N1), either
full or reduced.
CLIMB - when the DFCS is maintaining
airspeed (MCP SPD or VNAV SPD), the
22-59

NOTE: The AT computer has an alpha
numeric readout on its front face,
intended for bench (not flightline level)
troubleshooting only. The AT Computer
has a front mounted circuit breaker for
PLA synchros excitation.
OPERATING MODES
Mode Control
The desired mode of AT operation is manually selected on the MCP. The FCC
allows the AT to go into a mode that is
compatible with the pitch mose of operation. During Take Off and Go Around
modes, and during certain abnormal conditions, the AT mode is controlled by
mode logic within the AT computer. The
engaged AT mode is displayed on the
FMA of both EADI's.
The engine thrust limit is automatically
selected by the FMC.
Automatic AT Operating Limits and
Control Modes Minimum Speed
A minimum speed command is provided
to prevent the airspeed command from
producing a low airspeed or an excessive
angle of attack. The minimum speed
value, computed within the AT, is used
when the AP is in any mode other than
VNAV. When the AP is in VNAV, a minimum speed value computed by the FMC
is used.
Reversion Mode
If the AT detects a failure in FMC data, or
if the selected N1 limit or target is invalid
or exceeds the maximum N1 limit, the AT
will transfer to the reversion mode. In the
reversion mode, the AT computer reverts
to calculating the maximum N1 authority
and commands a forward throttle position
limit of between 36 and 57 degrees,
depending on altitude, temperature, and
PMC status. AT LIM is annunciated on
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the TMA. If the AT attempts to enter the
reversion mode during the takeoff mode,
the AT will disengage.
Flight Selectable Modes
AT mode selection must be compatible
with the DFCS mode engaged. If the FD is
OFF, and the AP is OFF or PCWS, either
N1 or SPEED can be selected for the AT.
As a basic rule, with a DFCS pitch mode
selected, and the AT in ARM, airspeed is
directly controlled by either engine thrust
(N1 modes) or DFCS controlled elevators,
but never by both at the same time. During
FD controlled Take Off and FD or AP Go
Around modes, the AFDS is controlling
the forward speed of the aircraft. This is
referred to as a "speed on elevators" mode.
The AT system is controlling the rotational speed of the engines, by automatically positioning both thrust levers within
engine design parameters, as calculated by
the FMCS, to maintain computed engine
thrust level (N1) limits. When the FD or
AP controls the vertical flight profile
(path); in Vertical Speed, Altitude Hold,
or Glideslope modes, the AT system controls the forward speed of the aircraft. This
is referred to as a "speed on throttles"
mode. The thrust levers follow a manually
selected (via the DFCS Mode Control
Panel) or FMC computed airspeed (IAS or
Mach). During climb or descent, the
AFDS can be in either a vertical speed or
airspeed mode. If the AFDS is in a vertical
speed mode, the AT is in an airspeed
mode. If the AFDS is in an airspeed mode,
the AT is in a N1 mode while in a climb,
or RETARD mode while in a descent.
TAKEOFF - airspeed is maintained by
following the FD pitch commands, and
the AT sets engine thrust (N1), either
full or reduced.
CLIMB - when the DFCS is maintaining
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AT maintains N1 to the CLIMB N1
limit. When the DFCS maintains vertical
speed, the AT maintains MCP SPD.
ALT ACQ - the DFCS acquires the
selected altitude, and the AT maintains
either MCP SPD, or if the DFCS climb
is accomplished in VNAV SPD, the AT
maintains FMC SPD.
CRUISE - the DFCS maintains the
selected altitude, and the AT maintains
MCP SPD or FMC SPD.
DESCENT - with the DFCS controlling
vertical speed, the AT maintains MCP
SPD. If the DFCS is in a speed mode
(MCP SPD or VNAV PATH), the AT
retards the throttle levers towards the aft
stop and annunciates RETARD. It then
inhibits throttle control after reaching the
aft stop and annunciates ARM
APPROACH - after G/S engage, the
DFCS controls the descent rate to maintain the glide slope, and the AT maintains the selected approach airspeed
(MCP SPD). At less than 27' RA, the AT
retards the throttles to the aft stop
(RETARD, then ARM), then disengages
2 seconds after touchdown.
GO AROUND - the DFCS controls airspeed, and the AT maintains either
reduced or full GA N1. Reduced Go
Around thrust is engaged by pressing the
TOGA switch one time. The FMA
shows GA mode. A second push of the
TOGA switch engages full Go Around
thrust. The FMA shows N1 mode. Other
modes can be selected after engines have
achieved the selected N1 limit and RA is
greater than 100'.
N1 Mode
During N1 mode, the AT controls throttle
position to maintain the selected N1 target
or limit. The N1 mode may be selected
through the DFCS Mode Control Panel or
22-60
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automatically selected by the DFCS when
the DFCS is controlling airspeed and the
flight segment is such that engine thrust is
required.
Speed/Mach Modes
The speed mode may be selected through
the MCP or it is automatically selected by
the DFCS when the DFCS is not in a
speed mode. The speed target is set and
displayed through the MCP (MCP SPD
mode). When VNAV is selected for DFCS
operation the speed target is provided by
the FMC (FMC SPD mode) through the
AFDS.
AT Mode Annunciation
Seven of eight possible engaged AT mode
annunciations are displayed on both the
Captain's and the First Officer's FMA, on
the EADI's, to indicate current mode of
AT operation. These N1 limits are provided by the FMC, and shown on both N1
indicators. When the AT is engaged, and
no modes are selected, the ARM annunciation is displayed. The annunciation is
MCP SPEED, when the AT is maintaining
a target airspeed generated by the MCP.
When the AP mode is VNAV, the annunciation is FMC SPEED, and the AT maintains a target airspeed generated by the
FMC. THR HOLD is annunciated during
takeoff after CAS reaches 84 knots. THR
HOLD terminates 17.5 seconds after liftoff. GA is annunciated during reduced Go
Around operation, following the first press
of the TOGA switch. N1 is the annunciation during maximum Go Around, following the second press of the TOGA.
RETARD mode is the active mode when
throttles are driven aft at a predetermined
rate. The throttles retard to the aft limit
and the mode transitions to ARM. This
occurs during landing flare, or when AP
descent is engaged with speed on the eleOCT 99

airspeed (MCP SPD or VNAV SPD), the
AT maintains N1 to the CLIMB N1
limit. When the DFCS maintains vertical
speed, the AT maintains MCP SPD.
ALT ACQ - the DFCS acquires the
selected altitude, and the AT maintains
either MCP SPD, or if the DFCS climb
is accomplished in VNAV SPD, the AT
maintains FMC SPD.
CRUISE - the DFCS maintains the
selected altitude, and the AT maintains
MCP SPD or FMC SPD.
DESCENT - with the DFCS controlling
vertical speed, the AT maintains MCP
SPD. If the DFCS is in a speed mode
(MCP SPD or VNAV PATH), the AT
retards the throttle levers towards the aft
stop and annunciates RETARD. It then
inhibits throttle control after reaching the
aft stop and annunciates ARM
APPROACH - after G/S engage, the
DFCS controls the descent rate to maintain the glide slope, and the AT maintains the selected approach airspeed
(MCP SPD). At less than 27' RA, the AT
retards the throttles to the aft stop
(RETARD, then ARM), then disengages
2 seconds after touchdown.
GO AROUND - the DFCS controls airspeed, and the AT maintains either
reduced or full GA N1. Reduced Go
Around thrust is engaged by pressing the
TOGA switch one time. The FMA
shows GA mode. A second push of the
TOGA switch engages full Go Around
thrust. The FMA shows N1 mode. Other
modes can be selected after engines have
achieved the selected N1 limit and RA is
greater than 100'.
N1 Mode
During N1 mode, the AT controls throttle
position to maintain the selected N1 target
or limit. The N1 mode may be selected
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through the DFCS Mode Control Panel or
automatically selected by the DFCS when
the DFCS is controlling airspeed and the
flight segment is such that engine thrust is
required.
Speed/Mach Modes
The speed mode may be selected through
the MCP or it is automatically selected by
the DFCS when the DFCS is not in a
speed mode. The speed target is set and
displayed through the MCP (MCP SPD
mode). When VNAV is selected for DFCS
operation the speed target is provided by
the FMC (FMC SPD mode) through the
AFDS.
AT Mode Annunciation
Seven of eight possible engaged AT mode
annunciations are displayed on both the
Captain's and the First Officer's FMA, on
the EADI's, to indicate current mode of
AT operation. These N1 limits are provided by the FMC, and shown on both N1
indicators. When the AT is engaged, and
no modes are selected, the ARM annunciation is displayed. The annunciation is
MCP SPEED, when the AT is maintaining
a target airspeed generated by the MCP.
When the AP mode is VNAV, the annunciation is FMC SPEED, and the AT maintains a target airspeed generated by the
FMC. THR HOLD is annunciated during
takeoff after CAS reaches 84 knots. THR
HOLD terminates 17.5 seconds after liftoff. GA is annunciated during reduced Go
Around operation, following the first press
of the TOGA switch. N1 is the annunciation during maximum Go Around, following the second press of the TOGA.
RETARD mode is the active mode when
throttles are driven aft at a predetermined
rate. The throttles retard to the aft limit
and the mode transitions to ARM. This
occurs during landing flare, or when AP
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vators. The eighth mode, AT Limit, is the
N1 limit, if the throttle limit becomes a
throttle lever position limit established by

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
the AT. This reversion mode occurs if the
selected N1 limit from the FMC is invalid,
or the AT is engaged and actual N1 is

descent is engaged with speed on the elevators. The eighth mode, AT Limit, is the
N1 limit, if the throttle limit becomes a

Autothrottle Flight Modes Scenario
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throttle lever position limit established by
the AT. This reversion mode occurs if the
selected N1 limit from the FMC is invalid,
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invalid.
NOTE: AT Limit mode is shown as A/T
LIM, on the Thrust Mode Annunciator
(TMA), installed on the first 50 -300's,
and as an A/T LIM light above the
Engine Instrument System (EIS),
installed on all other -300's and all 500's. See Controls and Indications section for the MASI and EIS indicators,
and FMA and TMA displays.
SYSTEM OPERATION
Input Interface Signals
The AT computer is provided with signals
for mode control and commands, from its
system sensors and interfacing systems.
The AT computer receives input signals in
analog, discrete, digital and digital discrete words format.
Analog Inputs
Analog inputs are provided to the AT
computer as follows:
• Servo rate generators in both AT servo
actuator assemblies provide servo rate
feedback.
• Low Range Radio Altimeter No. 1
provides radio altitude.
• Left angle of airflow ALPHA vane
provides for maximum angle of attack
and minimum safe speed
• Left flap position transmitter provides
for maximum angle of attack and minimum safe speed.
• N1 transmitter provide N1 tach speed
signals from each engine.
• Power Lever Angle (PLA) synchros
provide engine power lever position
feedback.
Discrete Logic Inputs
Discrete logic is provided to the AT computer as follows:
• Torque switch assembly provides
torque switch logic.
• Radio Altimeter No. 1 provides RA
22-62
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valid logic for take-off and Approach.
• Landing gear lever position switch
gives gear lever position up/down logic,
logic 0 = handle down.
• Flare logic comes from both Flight
Control Computers (FCC's).
• Power Management Computer (PMC)
on/off logic sent from flight deck overhead switch panel.
• Type of engines intermix installed on
the airplane, established by pin programming.
• Thrust reverser not stowed and idle
logic provided by the engine accessory
unit.
AT Computer Mode Logic Inputs
The following are discrete input signals
which are used for mode logic in the AT
computer:
• Air/Gnd Relay - Indicates when the
airplane is on the ground (high). The
relay is operated from a teleflex cable on
the right main gear. Logic in the landing
gear accessory unit provides an in-air/
on-ground discrete.
• AT disengage switch is located on
each throttle - These switches provide
disengagement and AT warning light
reset.
• DFCS Mode Control Panel - An AT
ARM switch on the MCP allows engaging the AT.
• Air Data Computer - An ADC air
speed valid logic discrete is provided for
use in the takeoff mode.
• PMC operational - Two discretes from
engine module (P5) provide a high logic
if the PMC switch is ON and operational. This allows 65 degrees of forward
throttle limit with the PMC ON and 55
degrees of forward throttle limit with the
PMC OFF.
• Low Idle (engine idle speed decreases
OCT 99

or the AT is engaged and actual N1 is
invalid.
NOTE: AT Limit mode is shown as A/T
LIM, on the Thrust Mode Annunciator
(TMA), installed on the first 50 -300's,
and as an A/T LIM light above the
Engine Instrument System (EIS),
installed on all other -300's and all 500's. See Controls and Indications section for the MASI and EIS indicators,
and FMA and TMA displays.
SYSTEM OPERATION
Input Interface Signals
The AT computer is provided with signals
for mode control and commands, from its
system sensors and interfacing systems.
The AT computer receives input signals in
analog, discrete, digital and digital discrete words format.
Analog Inputs
Analog inputs are provided to the AT
computer as follows:
• Servo rate generators in both AT servo
actuator assemblies provide servo rate
feedback.
• Low Range Radio Altimeter No. 1
provides radio altitude.
• Left angle of airflow ALPHA vane
provides for maximum angle of attack
and minimum safe speed
• Left flap position transmitter provides
for maximum angle of attack and minimum safe speed.
• N1 transmitter provide N1 tach speed
signals from each engine.
• Power Lever Angle (PLA) synchros
provide engine power lever position
feedback.
Discrete Logic Inputs
Discrete logic is provided to the AT computer as follows:
• Torque switch assembly provides
torque switch logic.
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• Radio Altimeter No. 1 provides RA
valid logic for take-off and Approach.
• Landing gear lever position switch
gives gear lever position up/down logic,
logic 0 = handle down.
• Flare logic comes from both Flight
Control Computers (FCC's).
• Power Management Computer (PMC)
on/off logic sent from flight deck overhead switch panel.
• Type of engines intermix installed on
the airplane, established by pin programming.
• Thrust reverser not stowed and idle
logic provided by the engine accessory
unit.
AT Computer Mode Logic Inputs
The following are discrete input signals
which are used for mode logic in the AT
computer:
• Air/Gnd Relay - Indicates when the
airplane is on the ground (high). The
relay is operated from a teleflex cable on
the right main gear. Logic in the landing
gear accessory unit provides an in-air/
on-ground discrete.
• AT disengage switch is located on
each throttle - These switches provide
disengagement and AT warning light
reset.
• DFCS Mode Control Panel - An AT
ARM switch on the MCP allows engaging the AT.
• Air Data Computer - An ADC air
speed valid logic discrete is provided for
use in the takeoff mode.
• PMC operational - Two discretes from
engine module (P5) provide a high logic
if the PMC switch is ON and operational. This allows 65 degrees of forward
throttle limit with the PMC ON and 55
degrees of forward throttle limit with the
PMC OFF.
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to approximately 23 percent N1) - This
discrete is provided four seconds after
on the ground or if the flaps are between
0 to 15 units and the cowling anti-ice
switches are in the OFF position.
• TOGA Switches - These switches
located on each throttle provide discrete
logic to enter the Takeoff or Go Around
mode.
Digital Inputs
The Autothrottle system receives digital
inputs from the MCP, FMC, DADC 1&2,
and IRS 1&2.
Interface Outputs
• Clutch control is provided to the AT
servo actuator. A detailed schematic of
this circuit is shown on the AT servo
actuator control schematic.
• EFIS Symbol Generators - the throttle
hold mode discrete is provided to the
EFIS Symbol Generators. Also a discrete is provided to the Symbol Generators to show that an AT is installed by
sensing a ground. This logic is provided
for BITE diagnostic capability of the
Symbol Generator.
• FMS Warning Annunciators, also
known as Autoflight Status Annunciators (ASA) - AT Warning discretes are
provided to the ASA.
Thrust Mode Annunciator (TMA)
The TMA shows one of seven different
thrust levels of FMC calculated N1 limit.
These modes are used by the AT. Only if
the FMC fails or gets invalid sensor data,
will the AT control the N1 limit as a
backup. This condition is called AT Limit
mode and annunciates A/T LIM on the
TMA in place of a FMC N1 limit modes.
N1 Limit gives less power than a FMC
mode, due to loss of FMC calculated N1
information necessary to ensure conservative operation of the engines.
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NOTE: -300's, Ship # 's -1 through -50,
have conventional engine instruments
on the P2 panel. The TMA is a separate
indicator above the engine instruments.
-300's, Ship # 's -51 and higher, and all 500's, have CRT's for engine instruments, called Engine Instrument System (EIS). These incorporate the TMA
into the top of the EIS display. On these
aircraft, one of the seven FMC calculated N1 limits shows on EIS. A/T LIM
shows as a separate light above the EIS.
N1 Indicator
N1 limits for each flight profile and an N1
target are provided by the FMC. The AT is
provided with N1 limit select logic from
the DFCS or the FMC. The limits in use
are displayed by a N1 target cursor on
each N1 indicator. Actual N1 feedback is
provided by a N1 transmitter on each
engine. See Controls and Indications section for the EIS indicator, and FMA and
TMA displays.
Servo Drive
Airspeed and N1 command errors are
computed by their respective command
functions. The servo drive function generates the throttle commands, then drives the
throttle servo until the Power Lever Angle
synchros (PLA) position feedback agrees
with the command. The PLA's are
mounted on the engines. Next the operating mode (SPEED or N1) is satisfied.
Next throttle position monitors look at
both N1's. If a throttle position error
exists, the servo drive repositions the
throttles. Throttle rate feedback is provided by generators in the servo assemblies. The difference between each
throttle's position commands is limited.
With PMC ON, or 20 seconds after
Glideslope captured during a dual channel
22-63

• Low Idle (engine idle speed decreases

to approximately 23 percent N1) - This
discrete is provided four seconds after
on the ground or if the flaps are between
0 to 15 units and the cowling anti-ice
switches are in the OFF position.
• TOGA Switches - These switches
located on each throttle provide discrete
logic to enter the Takeoff or Go Around
mode.
Digital Inputs
The Autothrottle system receives digital
inputs from the MCP, FMC, DADC 1&2,
and IRS 1&2.
Interface Outputs
• Clutch control is provided to the AT
servo actuator. A detailed schematic of
this circuit is shown on the AT servo
actuator control schematic.
• EFIS Symbol Generators - the throttle
hold mode discrete is provided to the
EFIS Symbol Generators. Also a discrete is provided to the Symbol Generators to show that an AT is installed by
sensing a ground. This logic is provided
for BITE diagnostic capability of the
Symbol Generator.
• FMS Warning Annunciators, also
known as Autoflight Status Annunciators (ASA) - AT Warning discretes are
provided to the ASA.
Thrust Mode Annunciator (TMA)
The TMA shows one of seven different
thrust levels of FMC calculated N1 limit.
These modes are used by the AT. Only if
the FMC fails or gets invalid sensor data,
will the AT control the N1 limit as a
backup. This condition is called AT Limit
mode and annunciates A/T LIM on the
TMA in place of a FMC N1 limit modes.
N1 Limit gives less power than a FMC
mode, due to loss of FMC calculated N1
information necessary to ensure conservaOCT 99

tive operation of the engines.
NOTE: -300's, Ship # 's -1 through -50,
have conventional engine instruments
on the P2 panel. The TMA is a separate
indicator above the engine instruments.
-300's, Ship # 's -51 and higher, and all 500's, have CRT's for engine instruments, called Engine Instrument System (EIS). These incorporate the TMA
into the top of the EIS display. On these
aircraft, one of the seven FMC calculated N1 limits shows on EIS. A/T LIM
shows as a separate light above the EIS.
N1 Indicator
N1 limits for each flight profile and an N1
target are provided by the FMC. The AT is
provided with N1 limit select logic from
the DFCS or the FMC. The limits in use
are displayed by a N1 target cursor on
each N1 indicator. Actual N1 feedback is
provided by a N1 transmitter on each
engine. See Controls and Indications section for the EIS indicator, and FMA and
TMA displays.
Servo Drive
Airspeed and N1 command errors are
computed by their respective command
functions. The servo drive function generates the throttle commands, then drives the
throttle servo until the Power Lever Angle
synchros (PLA) position feedback agrees
with the command. The PLA's are
mounted on the engines. Next the operating mode (SPEED or N1) is satisfied.
Next throttle position monitors look at
both N1's. If a throttle position error
exists, the servo drive repositions the
throttles. Throttle rate feedback is provided by generators in the servo assemblies. The difference between each
throttle's position commands is limited.
With PMC ON, or 20 seconds after
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approach, the command split is limited to
8 degrees. This prevents disengagement
due to differing commands, as would
occur during an engine failure. AT disconnect occurs if the throttle levers split by 10
degrees, and less during a high split rate.
Electromagnetic Clutch Control
The AT servo actuator is connected to the
throttle cables through an electromagnetic
clutch. When the AT is engaged, the
clutch is energized unless the thrust levers
are restrained, or during throttle hold
mode. Restraint may result from the thrust
levers being driven into the aft stop or by
action of the crew. Restraint is detected by
the torque switches.
Torque Limiter Switch
If approximately 5 #'s torque is sensed
through the torque switch mechanism, the
torque switch opens. When the torque
switch opens, the clutch is deenergized.
When the AT is ready to drive the throttle
levers away from the aft stop, the torque
switch, if open, must be bypassed to permit clutch engagement.
Torque Limiter Switch Bypass
If the throttles are aft of 6 degrees (thrust
lever angle) when the torque switch is
open, the AT mode is ARM. This allows
an automatic advance of the throttles upon
AT command.
Torque Switch Mechanism
The torque switch mechanism is mounted
between the AT servo and torque limiter
switch. With 18 #'s of force, the crew is
able to override a jammed servo motor
mechanism. It is connected to the throttle
cables and requires rigging of the cables
upon replacement.
ADI Fast/Slow Indicators
The Fast/Slow (FS) indications on the
ADI's are enabled by the master FCC and
computed by the AT computer. The FS
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indicators are referenced to the command
speed shown by the airspeed cursors on
the Mach/Airspeed indicators. This reference airspeed is limited by the AT minimum, maximum and placard speed
monitoring, and may be data from either
the MCP speed selector, or the FMC. The
FS indicators display the difference
between actual airspeed and commanded
airspeed. The display is centered when the
actual airspeed agrees with the commanded airspeed. The upper and lower
limits of the display are 10 knots. If the
airplane is 10 knots below the commanded
airspeed, the FS cursor will be at the lower
diamond, marked "S". Conversely, if the
cursor is on the upper, "F" diamond, the
airspeed is 10 knots higher than the commanded airspeed. If the AT is engaged in a
speed mode (FMC SPD or MCP SPD), the
FS is enabled. The AT need not be
engaged to display the FS indicators. For
example, with the AT OFF, both FD's
OFF, and neither AP engaged in CMD, the
fast-slow indicators are in view and are
referenced to the speed manually selected
in the MCP speed window. The FS pointer
is not displayed when the AT is engaged
in the N1 mode or RETARD mode, the
pitch axis controlling airspeed (TAKEOFF, GO AROUND, LVL CHG or
VNAV SPD modes), or if the AT or
AFDS has failed.
Throttle Director Operation
When speed is being held with manual
throttle control, the FS indicator operation
provides a slightly different type of display. With the AT OFF or ARM and the
AFDS not engaged in a speed mode (not
in TOGA, MCP SPD or VNAV SPD), the
FS indicators give anticipatory indications, and the throttles should be moved to
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Glideslope captured during a dual channel
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an automatic advance of the throttles upon
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between the AT servo and torque limiter
switch. With 18 #'s of force, the crew is
able to override a jammed servo motor
mechanism. It is connected to the throttle
cables and requires rigging of the cables
upon replacement.
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speed shown by the airspeed cursors on
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the MCP speed selector, or the FMC. The
FS indicators display the difference
between actual airspeed and commanded
airspeed. The display is centered when the
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limits of the display are 10 knots. If the
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airspeed, the FS cursor will be at the lower
diamond, marked "S". Conversely, if the
cursor is on the upper, "F" diamond, the
airspeed is 10 knots higher than the commanded airspeed. If the AT is engaged in a
speed mode (FMC SPD or MCP SPD), the
FS is enabled. The AT need not be
engaged to display the FS indicators. For
example, with the AT OFF, both FD's
OFF, and neither AP engaged in CMD, the
fast-slow indicators are in view and are
referenced to the speed manually selected
in the MCP speed window. The FS pointer
is not displayed when the AT is engaged
in the N1 mode or RETARD mode, the
pitch axis controlling airspeed (TAKEOFF, GO AROUND, LVL CHG or
VNAV SPD modes), or if the AT or
AFDS has failed.
Throttle Director Operation
When speed is being held with manual
throttle control, the FS indicator operation
provides a slightly different type of display. With the AT OFF or ARM and the
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in TOGA, MCP SPD or VNAV SPD), the
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keep the fast-slow indicators centered.
The indicators center when airspeed is
changing with proper direction and rate to
capture the commanded speed, even
though actual speed does not yet equal
commanded speed. Excessive or insufficient thrust settings are shown as fast or
slow indications. A SPEED flag covers
each FS scale to indicate power loss or
system failure.
NOTE: The ADI FS indicator and
throttle director only operate on -300/
500's before COA 9-2657 has been
accomplished. This COA changes the
ADI displays. Started in Summer of
1996, the FS indicator and throttle
director are removed. An Airspeed
scale is added. The Flight Mode Annunciator, glideslope scales, Radio altitude,
and Decision Height are moved. The
ground speed and true airspeed have
been moved to the HSI. A graphic of the
new ADI displays, is in the Controls and
Indication section of this chapter.
ENGAGE AND WARNING MONITORS
Interlock Monitors
Various AT interlocks must be satisfied
before the AT ARM-OFF switch will
latch in the ARM position. Also, Outside
Air Temperature must be entered into the
Computer Display Unit. The AT will only
stay engaged in ARM or another mode if
all required conditions are satisfied.
Arm Mode Logic
The AT is engaged by placing the solenoid held AT switch to the ARM position.
To engage the AT on the ground, the FMC
must have temperature added to the CDU
Takeoff page, or AT BITE in progress.
AT engagement on the ground is inhibited
if the ADC, N1, or N1 target is invalid.
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The AT ARM mode is enabled when the
AT is engaged and no AT mode has been
selected and Throttle Hold mode is not set.
The AT is engaged and ready to control
the throttles; however, no active made has
been selected. The output to the servos is
inhibited.
Disengage
If a disengage event occurs, the AT computer opens the engage interlock circuit.
The AT switch returns to OFF, and flashing red AT Disengage lights alternately
flash. The AT system will disengage if:
• The AT computer fails or loses internal circuitry valid or logic valid signal.
• Loss of interfacing system valid. The
input sensor signals in use become
invalid. Loss of N1 during takeoff mode.
• Loss of both DADC's. #1 DADC is
normally used. If it fails, #2 DADC is
automatically used.
• Loss of both IRU's. If one IRU fails,
the other is automatically used.
• Pressing either AT disengage switch
on the forward thrust levers.
• Disengage also occurs if the AT
ARM-OFF switch is moved to OFF.
• Throttle lever monitor - Rate compensated throttle positions split by more
than 10 degrees with dual AP after
FLARE armed.
• The interlock circuit automatically
disengages the AT two seconds after
touchdown, if not in Go Around mode.
This function is inhibited when less than
60 knots and the FMC is in the Takeoff
mode.
• N1 maximum speed limit N1 seen by
an overspeed monitor, used with the
PMC OFF.
• Validity inhibit - if the engaged mode
becomes invalid, the AT disengages.
The necessary valids are: Mach, TAT
22-67
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if the ADC, N1, or N1 target is invalid.
The AT ARM mode is enabled when the
AT is engaged and no AT mode has been
selected and Throttle Hold mode is not set.
The AT is engaged and ready to control
the throttles; however, no active made has
been selected. The output to the servos is
inhibited.
Disengage
If a disengage event occurs, the AT computer opens the engage interlock circuit.
The AT switch returns to OFF, and flashing red AT Disengage lights alternately
flash. The AT system will disengage if:
• The AT computer fails or loses internal circuitry valid or logic valid signal.
• Loss of interfacing system valid. The
input sensor signals in use become
invalid. Loss of N1 during takeoff mode.
• Loss of both DADC's. #1 DADC is
normally used. If it fails, #2 DADC is
automatically used.
• Loss of both IRU's. If one IRU fails,
the other is automatically used.
• Pressing either AT disengage switch
on the forward thrust levers.
• Disengage also occurs if the AT
ARM-OFF switch is moved to OFF.
• Throttle lever monitor - Rate compensated throttle positions split by more
than 10 degrees with dual AP after
FLARE armed.
• The interlock circuit automatically
disengages the AT two seconds after
touchdown, if not in Go Around mode.
This function is inhibited when less than
60 knots and the FMC is in the Takeoff
mode.
• N1 maximum speed limit N1 seen by
an overspeed monitor, used with the
PMC OFF.
• Validity inhibit - if the engaged mode
becomes invalid, the AT disengages.
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(except TO mode) barometric altitude
and CAS (both). Loss of these valids
will not cause a disconnect during
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of the processor, or the relative position
of the thrust levers.
AT Red Warning Lights Operation
The AT Warning light is one of three
warning lights on each of two FMS Warning Annunciators, on the P1 and P2 panels. The light circuit is armed when the AT
switch is in the ARM position. The AT
Warning lights are connected in parallel,
and shows the fail or warning status of the
AT. A disengage warning circuit provides
red alternating flashing AT Warning
lights, if the disengagement is due to an
invalid condition. The warning light is
reset by pressing either AT Warning light,
either AT disengage switch, or positioning
the AT ARM switch to ARM.
Press To Test
One test switch on each FMS Warning
Annunciator self tests its lights. Each light
has separate press to reset capability. The
Test switch on the Autoflight Status
Annunciator tests the AT warning lights.
In position one, amber is tested; in position two, red is tested.
SYSTEM TESTING
System BITE
The AT Built In Test Equipment (BITE)
provides for the ground maintenance testing of the AT system. AT BITE is contained in the AT computer, and is accessed
through the Flight Management Computer
System CDU. As the BITE routines,
stored in the AT computer, are accessed,
instructions and test results are displayed
on the FMC CDU. In order to minimize
ground test time, the BITE computer program is divided into three fault isolation
routines: Current Status, LRU Interface
tests, and In Flight Faults storage and display.
Current Status Tests
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This routine provides quick tests of the
computer and its interfaces. It provides
fault identification, and enables the interactive tests.
In Flight Faults
The AT computer records the fault history
for the last 10 flights, in non-volatile
memory. This routine provides access to
the record. In addition to the fault isolation
routines described above, the AT BITE
program contains routines for the rigging
of the throttle system. The rigging routines
consist of the AT range check and AT rigging adjust.
LRU Interface Tests
This test routine provides the evaluation of
test data from interfacing systems and sensors. The routines do not test the interfacing systems, only the electrical interface.
AT Range Check
This routine provides instructions to perform the throttle range check, and displays
the corresponding throttle position values.
AT Rigging Adjust
This routine provides instructions to set up
and adjust for the correct rigging positions; and displays the Power Lever Angle
synchro output. Consult the MM for complete details of the AT BITE operation.
Engineering Codes
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• Circuit monitor sees poor update rate

of the processor, or the relative position
of the thrust levers.
AT Red Warning Lights Operation
The AT Warning light is one of three
warning lights on each of two FMS Warning Annunciators, on the P1 and P2 panels. The light circuit is armed when the AT
switch is in the ARM position. The AT
Warning lights are connected in parallel,
and shows the fail or warning status of the
AT. A disengage warning circuit provides
red alternating flashing AT Warning
lights, if the disengagement is due to an
invalid condition. The warning light is
reset by pressing either AT Warning light,
either AT disengage switch, or positioning
the AT ARM switch to ARM.
Press To Test
One test switch on each FMS Warning
Annunciator self tests its lights. Each light
has separate press to reset capability. The
Test switch on the Autoflight Status
Annunciator tests the AT warning lights.
In position one, amber is tested; in position two, red is tested.
SYSTEM TESTING
System BITE
The AT Built In Test Equipment (BITE)
provides for the ground maintenance testing of the AT system. AT BITE is contained in the AT computer, and is accessed
through the Flight Management Computer
System CDU. As the BITE routines,
stored in the AT computer, are accessed,
instructions and test results are displayed
on the FMC CDU. In order to minimize
ground test time, the BITE computer program is divided into three fault isolation
routines: Current Status, LRU Interface
tests, and In Flight Faults storage and display.
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Current Status Tests
This routine provides quick tests of the
computer and its interfaces. It provides
fault identification, and enables the interactive tests.
In Flight Faults
The AT computer records the fault history
for the last 10 flights, in non-volatile
memory. This routine provides access to
the record. In addition to the fault isolation
routines described above, the AT BITE
program contains routines for the rigging
of the throttle system. The rigging routines
consist of the AT range check and AT rigging adjust.
LRU Interface Tests
This test routine provides the evaluation of
test data from interfacing systems and sensors. The routines do not test the interfacing systems, only the electrical interface.
AT Range Check
This routine provides instructions to perform the throttle range check, and displays
the corresponding throttle position values.
AT Rigging Adjust
This routine provides instructions to set up
and adjust for the correct rigging positions; and displays the Power Lever Angle
synchro output. Consult the MM for complete details of the AT BITE operation.
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the CDU followed by pressing Line Select
Key (LSK) 6R, following BITE failure,
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for each of the FMS subsytems shown.

Engineering Codes
The following codes may be entered on
the CDU followed by pressing Line Select

Key (LSK) 6R, following BITE failure,
for each of the FMS subsytems shown.

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

CODE

SYSTEM

PURPOSE

100

FMCS
AT
DFCS

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

100

FMCS
AT
DFCS

Access to current status diagnostic
failures

300

DFCS
FMCS

Access to inflight faults engineering
data

300

DFCS
FMCS

Access to inflight faults engineering
data

CLR/ALL

AT

Delete recorded inflight faults

CLR/ALL

AT

Delete recorded inflight faults

System Troubleshooting
For troubleshooting information, see: AT
System Troubleshooting, MM 22-31-00
AT-Built In Test Equipment, MM 22-04-
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System Troubleshooting, MM 22-31-00
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AT-Built In Test Equipment, MM 22-0410. Remember to consult service tips
located in many places throughout the
MM.
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MCP SPD

G/S

VOR/LOC

B737-322/522
AIRCRAFT REFERENCE GUIDE

AUTOFLIGHT

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EADI - Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator
Location: Captains and First Officer’s Forward Instrument Panels

CMD

MCP SPD

G/S

VOR/LOC

DH100

DH100

1700
180

1700

20

20

180

F

160

CMD

10

20

20

F

160

10

10
10

140
9

140
9

120

10

100

120

10
DH200
1700

S
100

10

10
DH200
1700

S

1ST LINE - A/T ENGAGED
N1 (G)
GA (G)
RETARD (G)
FMC SPD (G)
MCP SPD (G)
THR HLD (G)
ARM (W)

1ST LINE - A/P STATS
CMD (G)
PFD (G)

1ST LINE - A/T ENGAGED
N1 (G)
GA (G)
RETARD (G)
FMC SPD (G)
MCP SPD (G)
THR HLD (G)
ARM (W)

1ST LINE - A/P STATS
CMD (G)
PFD (G)

2ND LINE - PITCH ARMED
G/S (W)
V/S (W)
FLARE (W)

2ND LINE - ROLL ARMED
VOR/LOC (W)

2ND LINE - PITCH ARMED
G/S (W)
V/S (W)
FLARE (W)

2ND LINE - ROLL ARMED
VOR/LOC (W)

3RD LINE - PITCH ENGAGED
TO/GA (G)
V/S (G)
ALT ACQ (G)
ALT HOL (G)
VNAV SPD (G)
VNAV PATH (G)
MCP SPD (G)
G/S (G)
FLARE (G)

3RD LINE - ROLL ENGAGED
HDG SEL (G)
VOR/LOC (G)
LNAV (G)

3RD LINE - PITCH ENGAGED
TO/GA (G)
V/S (G)
ALT ACQ (G)
ALT HOL (G)
VNAV SPD (G)
VNAV PATH (G)
MCP SPD (G)
G/S (G)
FLARE (G)

3RD LINE - ROLL ENGAGED
HDG SEL (G)
VOR/LOC (G)
LNAV (G)

4TH LINE - CWS PITCH ENGAGED
CWS PITCH (A)

4TH LINE - CWS ROLL ENGAGED
CWS ROLL (A)

4TH LINE - CWS PITCH ENGAGED
CWS PITCH (A)

4TH LINE - CWS ROLL ENGAGED
CWS ROLL (A)
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FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATIONS (FMA)

FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATIONS (FMA)

ADI

ADI

Mode Change Highlight Symbol
A mode change highlight symbol(rectangle)
is drawn around esch pitch, roll, CWS, and
thrust engaged mode annunciation for a
period of 10 seconds after each engagement.

Mode Change Highlight Symbol
A mode change highlight symbol(rectangle)
is drawn around esch pitch, roll, CWS, and
thrust engaged mode annunciation for a
period of 10 seconds after each engagement.

The color of the rectangle corresponds to the
color of the displayed annunciation.

The color of the rectangle corresponds to the
color of the displayed annunciation.

A/T ENGAGED
N1
(G)
GA
(G)
RETARD (G)
FMC SPD (G)
MCP SPD (G)
THR HLD (G)
ARM
(W)
PITCH ARMED
(W)
G/S
(W)
V/S
(W)
G/S V/S
(W)
FLARE

A/P STATUS
DH150

ALT
GS347
TAS322

1780
20
20

(G)
(G)
(G)

CMD
FD
TEST

10
10

ROLL ARMED
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

VOR/LOC

10

FMC SPD
G/S
VNAV SPD
CWS PITCH

10

(W)

FD
VOR/LOC
HGD SEL
CWS ROLL

A/T ENGAGED
N1
(G)
GA
(G)
RETARD (G)
FMC SPD (G)
MCP SPD (G)
THR HLD (G)
ARM
(W)
PITCH ARMED
(W)
G/S
(W)
V/S
(W)
G/S V/S
(W)
FLARE

A/P STATUS
DH150

ALT
GS347
TAS322

1780
20
20

10
10

ROLL ARMED
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

VOR/LOC

10

FMC SPD
G/S
VNAV SPD
CWS PITCH

10

CWS PITCH ENGAGED
CWS PITCH

HDG SEL
VOR/LOC
LNAV

ROLL ENGAGED
(G)
(G)
(G)

CWS ROLL ENGAGED
(Y)
CWS ROLL
(G) - GREEN
(W)- WHITE
(Y) - YELLOW

and Systems Introduction

PITCH ENGAGED
TO/GA
(G)
V/S
(G)
ALT ACQ
(G)
ALT HOLD
(G)
VNAV SPD
(G)
VNAV PATH (G)
MCP SPD
(G)
G/S
(G)
FLARE
(G)
CWS PITCH ENGAGED

(Y)

CWS PITCH

Location: Lower Corners of each ADI

22-74

(W)

FD
VOR/LOC
HGD SEL
CWS ROLL

ROLL ENGAGED
PITCH ENGAGED
TO/GA
(G)
V/S
(G)
ALT ACQ
(G)
ALT HOLD
(G)
VNAV SPD
(G)
VNAV PATH (G)
MCP SPD
(G)
G/S
(G)
FLARE
(G)

(G)
(G)
(G)

CMD
FD
TEST

HDG SEL
VOR/LOC
LNAV

(G)
(G)
(G)

CWS ROLL ENGAGED
(Y)
CWS ROLL
(G) - GREEN
(W)- WHITE
(Y) - YELLOW

(Y)

Location: Lower Corners of each ADI
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EHSI - Electronic Horizontal
Situation Indicator
Location: Captains and First Officer’s Forward Instrument Panels

HDG

DME 13.5

127

12

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EHSI - Electronic Horizontal
Situation Indicator
Location: Captains and First Officer’s Forward Instrument Panels

SELECTED HDG

M

B737-322/522
AIRCRAFT REFERENCE GUIDE

AUTOFLIGHT

DME 13.5

HDG

127

12

15

9

SELECTED HDG

M

15

9
SELECTED

SELECTED

COURSE

COURSE

40

40
VOR

VOR

DEVIATION

DEVIATION

TO/FROM
0

120 /20
VOR 2

TO
116.80

TO/FROM
0

ANNUNCIATION

120 /20
VOR 2

VOR FREQUENCY
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AIRSPEED
CURSOR
INOP FLAG

AIRSPEED
CURSOR
INOP FLAG

MANUAL MODE FLAG

MANUAL MODE FLAG

M 0

M 0

60
TARGET
AIRSPEED
CURSOR

400

MACH

8
7

7
MACH
350

V MO
300
250

1
A/S0
27
KNOTS
0

60

80

TARGET
AIRSPEED
CURSOR

400
350

IN
OP

120

V MO
300

140
250

8
7

1
A/S0
27
KNOTS
0

100
IN
OP

120

140

160
200 180

PULL TO SET

PULL TO SET

TARGET AIRSPEED
CURSOR KNOB MANUAL
SET (PULL OUT)

TARGET AIRSPEED
CURSOR KNOB MANUAL
SET (PULL OUT)

EXTERNAL SOURSE - AUTO (PUSHED IN)

EXTERNAL SOURSE - AUTO (PUSHED IN)

ELECTRIC MACH AIRSPEED INDICATOR (FMCS)

and Systems Introduction

80

7
MACH

100

160
200 180
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MACH

ELECTRIC MACH AIRSPEED INDICATOR (FMCS)
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ALTITUDE ALERTING SYSTEM

ALTITUDE ALERTING SYSTEM

ALTITUDE

ALTITUDE
ALTITUDE SEL
Selects reference altitude for altitude
alerting and autopilot altitude acquisition.

ALTITUDE SEL
Selects reference altitude for altitude
alerting and autopilot altitude acquisition.

SEL

SEL

a)

a)

ALTITUDE ALERT Light

ALTITUDE ALERT Light

ON- Indicates approach to within 900
feet of selected altitude.
OFF- Indicates approach is within 300
feet of selected altitude.

ON- Indicates approach to within 900
feet of selected altitude.
OFF- Indicates approach is within 300
feet of selected altitude.

ALTITUDE
ALERT

ALTITUDE
ALERT

b)

b)

Location:a) Glareshield
b) Captian and F/O's Instrument Panel
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AFDS

AFDS

Autopilot disengage switch (2)
Disengages both A/Ps when pushed. A/P disengage
lights flash and A/P disengage warnig tone sounds
for a minimum of two seconds. Second push causes
disengage lights to go off and silences disengage
warning tone. A/P disengage lights go off and A/P
warning tone is silenced after automatic A/P
disengagement.

a)

Autopilot disengage switch (2)
Disengages both A/Ps when pushed. A/P disengage
lights flash and A/P disengage warnig tone sounds
for a minimum of two seconds. Second push causes
disengage lights to go off and silences disengage
warning tone. A/P disengage lights go off and A/P
warning tone is silenced after automatic A/P
disengagement.

a)

Autothrottle disengage switches
disengages A/T when pushed. A/T disengage lights
flash and A/T ARM awitch trips OFF. A/T disengage
lights go off on the second push. A/T disengage
lights go off after automatic A/T disengagement.

Autothrottle disengage switches
disengages A/T when pushed. A/T disengage lights
flash and A/T ARM awitch trips OFF. A/T disengage
lights go off on the second push. A/T disengage
lights go off after automatic A/T disengagement.

Takeoff/ Go-Around switches
engages AFDS and A/t in takeoff or go-around
mode if previously armed.

b)

Takeoff/ Go-Around switches
engages AFDS and A/t in takeoff or go-around
mode if previously armed.

b)

Thrust Mode Annunciator Panel
Displays active N

c)

R-TO R-CLB
CRZ G/A CON
A/T LIM

Location: a) Captain and F/Os control column
b) Center Pedestal
c) Center Instrument Panel

22-78
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Thrust Mode Annunciator Panel
Displays active N

1 limit reference mode.

R
- Reduced. Can appear with TO and CLB.
TO - Takeoff
CLB - Climb
CRZ - Cruise
G/A - Go-around
CON - Continuious
A/T LIM - Autothrottle limit. Indicates that A/T
computer is calculating thrust limit modes instead of
FMC.

OCT 99

c)

R-TO R-CLB
CRZ G/A CON
A/T LIM

Location: a) Captain and F/Os control column
b) Center Pedestal
c) Center Instrument Panel

22-78

1 limit reference mode.

R
- Reduced. Can appear with TO and CLB.
TO - Takeoff
CLB - Climb
CRZ - Cruise
G/A - Go-around
CON - Continuious
A/T LIM - Autothrottle limit. Indicates that A/T
computer is calculating thrust limit modes instead of
FMC.
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AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE DISENGAGE LIGHTS

1

A/P

A/T FMC

P/RST

P/RST

P/RST

2

AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE DISENGAGE LIGHTS

TEST 1
Lights come on steady amber with
TEST switch in position 1.
TEST Switch
Spring loaded to the center position

TEST

1

A/P

A/T FMC

P/RST

P/RST

P/RST

2

P/RST

A/T
P/RST

TEST 2
A/P and A/T lights come on steady
red and FMC light comes on steady
amber with TEST switch in position 2.

A/P P/RST(Autopilot Disengage) Light(red/
amber)(2)
FLASHES RED AND TONE SOUNDSIndicates autopilot has disengaged. Can
be reset by pushing either disengage light
or eiher A/P disengage switch.

A/P
P/RST

STEADY RED-Indicates stabilizer is out of
trim below 800 feet on a dual channel approach
or go-around. Altitude acquire mode is inhibited
during an A/P go-around.

STEADY RED-Indicates stabilizer is out of
trim below 800 feet on a dual channel approach
or go-around. Altitude acquire mode is inhibited
during an A/P go-around.
Test switch is held in position 2.

STEADY AMBER- Indicates flight mode
annunciator test switch held at position 1.

STEADY AMBER- Indicates flight mode
annunciator test switch held at position 1.

FLASHES ABER- Indicates A/P automatically
reverted to CWS pitch or roll while in CMD.
Resets when either light is pushed or another
mode engaged.

FLASHES ABER- Indicates A/P automatically
reverted to CWS pitch or roll while in CMD.
Resets when either light is pushed or another
mode engaged.

A/T P/RST(Autothrottle Disengage) Light
(red/amber) (2)

A/T P/RST(Autothrottle Disengage) Light
(red/amber) (2)

FLASHING RED-Indicates autothrottle has
disengaged.

FLASHING RED-Indicates autothrottle has
disengaged.

A/T

STEADY RED-Indicates when flight mode
annunciator test switch is held at position 2.

Location: Captain and F/O's Instrument Panel

Introduction

A/P P/RST(Autopilot Disengage) Light(red/
amber)(2)
FLASHES RED AND TONE SOUNDSIndicates autopilot has disengaged. Can
be reset by pushing either disengage light
or eiher A/P disengage switch.

Test switch is held in position 2.

P/RST

STEADY AMBER- Indicates when flight mode
annunciator test switch is held at position 1.
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TEST Switch
Spring loaded to the center position

TEST

TEST 2
A/P and A/T lights come on steady
red and FMC light comes on steady
amber with TEST switch in position 2.

A/P

TEST 1
Lights come on steady amber with
TEST switch in position 1.

STEADY RED-Indicates when flight mode
annunciator test switch is held at position 2.
STEADY AMBER- Indicates when flight mode
annunciator test switch is held at position 1.

Location: Captain and F/O's Instrument Panel
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NORMAL

0

0
5

STAB TRIM

10

NORMAL

10

5

TAKE-OFF
CG -% MAC
30 20 10

STAB TRIM

TAKE-OFF
CG -% MAC
30 20 10

5

APL
NOSE
DOWN

15

MAIN
ELECT

10

APL
NOSE UP

CUT
OUT
MAIN
ELECT

OVERRIDE

STABILIZER
TRIM INDICATORS

AUTO
PILOT

OVERRIDE
MANUAL
STABILIZER
TRIM WHEELS

MANUAL
STABILIZER
TRIM WHEELS

NORMAL

NORMAL

STABILIZER
TRIM CUTOUT
SWITCHES

STABILIZER
TRIM CUTOUT
SWITCHES

CONTROL STAND

22-80

5

15

STABILIZER
TRIM INDICATORS

AUTO
PILOT

0

APL
NOSE UP

15

APL
NOSE UP

CUT
OUT

APL
NOSE
DOWN

10

APL
NOSE UP

15

STAB
TRIM

10 20 30

0

STAB
TRIM

APL
NOSE
DOWN

10 20 30

APL
NOSE
DOWN

STAB
TRIM

TAKE-OFF
CG -% MAC

STAB
TRIM

TAKE-OFF
CG -% MAC

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
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FLT CONTROL

A

STANDBY
HYD

B

STBY
RUD
OFF

STBY
RUD
OFF

A ON

B ON

FLT CONTROL

A

LOW
QUANTITY
LOW
PRESSURE

STANDBY
HYD

B

STBY
RUD
OFF

STBY
RUD
OFF

A ON

B ON

ALTERNATE FLAPS

LOW
QUANTITY
LOW
PRESSURE

ALTERNATE FLAPS

OFF
LOW
PRESSURE

OFF
UP

LOW
PRESSURE

LOW
PRESSURE

UP

LOW
PRESSURE

OFF

SPOILER

A

B

OFF

YAW DAMPER
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

ARM

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

SPOILER

DOWN

A

SPEED TRIM
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

FEEL DIFF
PRESS
SPEED TRIM
FAIL

YAW DAMPER

MACH TRIM
FAIL

YAW
DAMPER

AUTO SLAT
FAIL

OFF

YAW DAMPER
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

MACH TRIM
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

ON

YAW
DAMPER

AUTO SLAT
FAIL

MASTER
CAUTION

STAB
OUT OF
TRIM
FLT CONT

ELEC

IRS

APU

FUEL

OVHT/DET

MASTER CAUTION
ANNUNCIATOR

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
WARNING ANNUNCIATOR

FLT CONT

ELEC

IRS

APU

FUEL

OVHT/DET

STABILIZER OUT OF TRIM
ANNUNCIATOR (P1)
MASTER CAUTION ANNINCIATORS (P7)

Introduction

MACH TRIM
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

FLIGHT CONTROL MODULE (P5)

PUSH TO RESET

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
WARNING ANNUNCIATOR

SPEED TRIM
FAIL

YAW DAMPER

ON

SPEED TRIM
FAIL ANNUNCIATOR

FEEL DIFF
PRESS

MACH TRIM
FAIL

ON

STABILIZER OUT OF TRIM
ANNUNCIATOR (P1)
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ON

OFF

MASTER CAUTION
ANNUNCIATOR

ARM

OFF

OFF

FLIGHT CONTROL MODULE (P5)

STAB
OUT OF
TRIM

B

DOWN

22-81

MASTER CAUTION ANNINCIATORS (P7)
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22-82
AUTOTHROTTLE
SPEED MODE
SELECT

AUTOTHROTTLE
N 1 MODE SELECT

SPEED

OCT 99
22-82
AUTOTHROTTLE
SPEED MODE
SELECT

AUTOTHROTTLE
N 1 MODE SELECT

SPEED

DFCS MODE CONTROL PANEL

COURSE
SELECT 1
CONTROL

N1

OFF

CAPT F/D
SWITCH

OFF

F/D
ON

A/T
ARM

30

10

HEADING

1

OPTIONS

HEADING
SELECT
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

LEVEL CHANGE
MODE DELECT
SWITCH

APP

VOR LOC

L NAV

ALT HOLD

SEL

ALTITUDE

2

HEADING
SELECT RADIO
CONTROL NAV MODE
SELECT
1
SWITCHES

10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

V NAV

SPEED
SELECT
CONTROL

C/O

IAS/MACH

2

UP

B

OFF

F/D
ON

VERT SPEED

UP

DN

DISENGAGE

CWS

CMD

A/P ENGAGE

B

OFF

F/D
ON

- VMO/MMO, V GAER, V FLAPS AND V NAV OVERSPEED

- ALPHA AND PERFORMANCE LIMIT

COURSE
SELECT 2
CONTROL

COURSE

F/O F/D
SWITCH
VERTICAL
SPEED
CONTROL

A/P ENGAGE
SWITCHES

A

LIGHT
SENSOR

COURSE 2
INDICATOR

MASTER
LIGHT

WARNING FLAGS IN LEFT POSITION

ALTITUDE HOLD
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

VERTICAL
SPEED
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

V/S

+

VERTICAL
SPEED
INDICATOR

- VMO/MMO, V GAER, V FLAPS AND V NAV OVERSPEED

- ALPHA AND PERFORMANCE LIMIT

COURSE
SELECT 2
CONTROL

COURSE

F/O F/D
SWITCH
VERTICAL
SPEED
CONTROL

A/P ENGAGE
SWITCHES

DISENGAGE

CWS

CMD

A/P ENGAGE

WARNING FLAGS IN LEFT POSITION

ALTITUDE HOLD
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

VERTICAL
SPEED
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

V/S

DN

A

LIGHT
SENSOR

AUTOFLIGHT

LIGHT
SENSOR

COURSE

OPTIONS

VERT SPEED
+

L NAV MODE
SELECT
HEADING
SWITCH
INDICATOR
VARIABLE
ALTITUDE SELECT
V NAV
BANK ANGLE
CONTROL AND
MODE
SELECTOR
INDICATOR
SELECT
SWITCH

IAS MACH
INDICATOR
2

1

ALT HOLD

SEL

ALTITUDE

HEADING
SELECT RADIO
CONTROL NAV MODE
SELECT
1
SWITCHES

APP

VOR LOC

HEADING
SELECT
MODE SELECT
SWITCH

LEVEL CHANGE
MODE DELECT
SWITCH

AUTOTHROTTLE
ARM LIGHT
IAS/MACH
CHANGE/OVER
SWITCH

10

L NAV

MASTER
LIGHT

COURSE 2
INDICATOR

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

COURSE 1
INDICATOR
MASTER
LIGHT

30

HEADING

10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

V NAV

SPEED
SELECT
CONTROL

C/O

IAS/MACH

VERTICAL
SPEED
INDICATOR

B737-322/522
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AUTOTHROTTLE
ARM SWITCH
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DFCS MODE CONTROL PANEL

COURSE
SELECT 1
CONTROL

N1

OFF

CAPT F/D
SWITCH

OFF

F/D
ON

A/T
ARM

L NAV MODE
SELECT
HEADING
SWITCH
INDICATOR
VARIABLE
ALTITUDE SELECT
V NAV
BANK ANGLE
CONTROL AND
MODE
SELECTOR
INDICATOR
SELECT
SWITCH

FAMILIARIZATION COURSE
AUTOFLIGHT

LIGHT
SENSOR

COURSE

COURSE 1
INDICATOR
MASTER
LIGHT

AUTOTHROTTLE
ARM LIGHT
IAS/MACH
CHANGE/OVER
SWITCH

AUTOTHROTTLE
ARM SWITCH

IASB737
MACH GENERAL
INDICATOR
2

UNITED AIRLINES
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MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

HEADING Indicator
Displays selected heading or
same heading as HSI heading
markers.

HEADING Indicator
Displays selected heading or
same heading as HSI heading
markers.
ALTITUDE Indicator
displays selected altitudes from 0
to 50,000 feet in 100 foot incrementes
Displayed altitude is reference for
altitude alerting and automatic leveloffs.

Bank Angle Selector
Sets maximum bank angle for
AFDS operation in HDG SEL
and VOR modes.

L NAV

ALTITUDE

VERT SPEED
A

+
30

10

ALT HOLD

V/S

HEADING

L NAV

ALTITUDE

B

Altitude Selector
When rotated, sets altitude in
altitude indicator, in either 100
foot units with selector pushed in
or 1,000 foot units with selector
out. Arms vertical speed mode if
rotated while in ALT HOLD at
selected altitude.

30

10

A

DISENGAGE

APP

CMD

B

CWS

SEL
10
30
HDG SEL

A/P ENGAGE

DN

VOR LOC

ALT HOLD

V/S

DISENGAGE
UP

Heading Selector
When rotated, sets heading in
heading indicator and positions
heading markers on both HSI's.

Disengage Bar
UP - Arms autopilot
DOWN - Disengages A/P
if engaged, yellow stripe is
exposed when bar is down.

Location: Glareshield
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VERT SPEED
+

UP

Heading Selector
When rotated, sets heading in
heading indicator and positions
heading markers on both HSI's.

Indicates 10,000 feet when power
is first applied.

Bank angles of 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 can be selected.

CWS

SEL
APP

CMD

DN

VOR LOC

10
30
HDG SEL

A/P ENGAGE

Displayed altitude is reference for
altitude alerting and automatic leveloffs.

Bank Angle Selector
Sets maximum bank angle for
AFDS operation in HDG SEL
and VOR modes.

Indicates 10,000 feet when power
is first applied.

Bank angles of 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 can be selected.

HEADING

ALTITUDE Indicator
displays selected altitudes from 0
to 50,000 feet in 100 foot incrementes

Altitude Selector
When rotated, sets altitude in
altitude indicator, in either 100
foot units with selector pushed in
or 1,000 foot units with selector
out. Arms vertical speed mode if
rotated while in ALT HOLD at
selected altitude.

Disengage Bar
UP - Arms autopilot
DOWN - Disengages A/P
if engaged, yellow stripe is
exposed when bar is down.

Location: Glareshield
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MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

Vertical Speed Selector
UP/DN - Sets vertical speed in
VERT SPEED display.

HEADING

L NAV

ALTITUDE

VERT SPEED
A

+
30

10

HEADING

ALT HOLD

V/S

L NAV

30

10
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A

10
30
HDG SEL

APP

CMD

B

CWS

SEL

DISENGAGE

A/P ENGAGE

DN

VOR LOC

ALT HOLD

V/S

DISENGAGE
UP

A/P ENGAGE Switches(PUSH TO ENGAGE)
Engage the switches one at a time, or both can be
engaged in CMD while in APP mode. Selecting
second switch disengages first if not in APP mode.
CMD - Enables all command modes for AFDS in
addition to CWS. With no pitch or roll commanded
mode active, autopilot pitch and roll will be in CWS.

VERICAL SPEED Indicator
Displays selected vertical speeds
from-7900 to +6000 fpm.Blank
when V/S mode not active.
Present when V/S mode is
engaged with V/S mode switch.
Indicates 50 fpm units if less
than 1,000 fpm or 100 fpm units
if 1,000 fpm or greater.

A/P ENGAGE Switches(PUSH TO ENGAGE)
Engage the switches one at a time, or both can be
engaged in CMD while in APP mode. Selecting
second switch disengages first if not in APP mode.
CMD - Enables all command modes for AFDS in
addition to CWS. With no pitch or roll commanded
mode active, autopilot pitch and roll will be in CWS.

CWS - Controls autopilot pitch and roll through
control wheel and column pressures.

CWS - Controls autopilot pitch and roll through
control wheel and column pressures.

If attitudes acquired exceed autopilot limits, autopilot
returns to attitude limits when control force is released.

If attitudes acquired exceed autopilot limits, autopilot
returns to attitude limits when control force is released.

If roll control force is released with less than 6
degrees of bank, autopilot rolls wing level and holds
existing heading.

If roll control force is released with less than 6
degrees of bank, autopilot rolls wing level and holds
existing heading.

Command modes are available for F/O operation
through the mode selector switches.

Command modes are available for F/O operation
through the mode selector switches.

OFF - Disengages respective autopilot.

OFF - Disengages respective autopilot.

Location: Glareshield

22-84

VERT SPEED
+

UP

VERICAL SPEED Indicator
Displays selected vertical speeds
from-7900 to +6000 fpm.Blank
when V/S mode not active.
Present when V/S mode is
engaged with V/S mode switch.
Indicates 50 fpm units if less
than 1,000 fpm or 100 fpm units
if 1,000 fpm or greater.

ALTITUDE

B

CWS

SEL
APP

CMD

DN

VOR LOC

10
30
HDG SEL

A/P ENGAGE

Vertical Speed Selector
UP/DN - Sets vertical speed in
VERT SPEED display.

Location: Glareshield
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MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

A/T ARM Switch
ARM- Arms A/T for engagement.
Solenoid held at ARM.

MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

A/T ARM Switch
ARM- Arms A/T for engagement.
Solenoid held at ARM.

Autothrottle Indicator Light (Green)
ON - A/T ARM switch in ARM position.

OFF - Disengages A/T and prevents
A/T engagement.

IAS/MACH Indicator
Displays selected speed when speed selector
is controlling airspeed cursors.

Master FCC F/D Lights
ON - Indicates which FCC is controlling F/D modes.

Displays 110 knots when first powered on
ground.

BOTH LIGHTS ON - ach FCC is
controlling modes for respective F/D.

Indicator is blank when V NAV mode
engaged, or during a 2 engine AFDS goaround or when A/T engaged in FMC SPD
mode.

OFF - Indcates F/D modes are controlled from opposite FCC.

IAS/MACH

A/T
ARM

COURSE

F/D
ON

OFF
N1

OFF - Disengages A/T and prevents
A/T engagement.

Displays 110 knots when first powered on
ground.

BOTH LIGHTS ON - ach FCC is
controlling modes for respective F/D.

Indicator is blank when V NAV mode
engaged, or during a 2 engine AFDS goaround or when A/T engaged in FMC SPD
mode.

OFF - Indcates F/D modes are controlled from opposite FCC.

V NAV

F/D
ON

OFF

LVL CHG

N1

OFF - Retracts command bars from respective
pilot's ADI.

Course Selector
Sets course in course indicator for
respective VHF NAV receiver, AFDS
and HSI.

Speed Selector
Sets speed in IAS/MACH indicator and
positions airspeed cursors.

Not operative when IAS/MACH indicator is
blank.
C/O (Change Over) Switch
Push - Changes IAS/MACH indicator between IAS and MACH.
Automatic changeover occurs at approximately FL260.

Location: Glareshield
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V NAV

C/O
SPEED

LVL CHG

OFF

Selected speed is reference speed for AFDS
and A/T.
Flight Director Switch
ON - Activates command bar display on respective
pilot's ADI. Both pitch and roll command must be
active before respective command bars can appear.
Command bars are postioned from the respective
FCC.

IAS/MACH

A/T
ARM

COURSE

OFF

Course Selector
Sets course in course indicator for
respective VHF NAV receiver, AFDS
and HSI.

IAS/MACH Indicator
Displays selected speed when speed selector
is controlling airspeed cursors.

Master FCC F/D Lights
ON - Indicates which FCC is controlling F/D modes.

C/O
SPEED

Autothrottle Indicator Light (Green)
ON - A/T ARM switch in ARM position.

Speed Selector
Sets speed in IAS/MACH indicator and
positions airspeed cursors.
Selected speed is reference speed for AFDS
and A/T.

Flight Director Switch
ON - Activates command bar display on respective
pilot's ADI. Both pitch and roll command must be
active before respective command bars can appear.
Command bars are postioned from the respective
FCC.
OFF - Retracts command bars from respective
pilot's ADI.

Not operative when IAS/MACH indicator is
blank.
C/O (Change Over) Switch
Push - Changes IAS/MACH indicator between IAS and MACH.
Automatic changeover occurs at approximately FL260.

Location: Glareshield
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MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

IAS/MACH

A/T
ARM

V NAV

HEADING

L NAV

MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

ALTITUDE

VERT SPEED

30

10

N1

APP

ALT HOLD

Push - Selects mode.
Mode switch light comes on to indicate the
mode can be deactivated by pushing mode
switch a second time.
Pushing a lighted mode switch disengages
the mode and the light goes off..
Switch lights do not indicate operating modes.
Mode ststus is shown on the FMA panels.
N1
Holds A/T N 1 limit(TO, GA, CLB, CRZ or CON)
sent from the FMC.N 1 is displayed for A/T mode.
SPEED
Holds A/T speed shown in IAS/MACH indicator
or a performance or limit speed.
NOTE
N1 and SPEED mode switches select A/T
modes only.These modes cannot engage
if incompatible with AFDS modes atready
engaged. They will engage automatically
with selection of certain pitch modes.

V/S

N1

V NAV
Permits AFDS and A/T to follow thrust and
speed commands from the FMC.
In V NAV climb, A/T holds FMC thrust limit,
and AFDS holds FMC target speed.
During V NAV SPD descent,A/T retards
thrust to idle and AFDS holdsFMC target
speed.
During V NAV PATH descent, AFDS tracks
FMC descent path. A/T starts with idle-ARM,
but can be commanded to FMC SPD if
actual speed becames too slow.
During a V NAV speed climb or a V NAV
PATH descent, automatic level off occurs
at MCP selected altitude or at V NAV altitude,
which ever is reached first. During a V NAV
speed descent, automatic level off occurs
only at the MCP selected altitude.

10

DN
SEL

C/O
SPEED

10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

Mode Selector Switches
All mode selector switches are momentary
contactswitches.
Push - Selects mode.
Mode switch light comes on to indicate the
mode can be deactivated by pushing mode
switch a second time.
Pushing a lighted mode switch disengages
the mode and the light goes off..
Switch lights do not indicate operating modes.
Mode ststus is shown on the FMA panels.
N1
Holds A/T N 1 limit(TO, GA, CLB, CRZ or CON)
sent from the FMC.N 1 is displayed for A/T mode.
SPEED
Holds A/T speed shown in IAS/MACH indicator
or a performance or limit speed.

In V NAV cruise, AFDS holds altitude, and
A/T holds FMC target speed.
V NAV can be terminated by selecting a
different pitch mode, selecting N 1 or SPEED
mode G/S capture, or extending wing flaps
beyond 15 with APP mode engaged.
LVL CHG
Permits AFDS and A/T to execute automatic climbs and descents to MCP selected
altitude at selected airspeed.

Location: Glareshield

NOTE
N1 and SPEED mode switches select A/T
modes only.These modes cannot engage
if incompatible with AFDS modes atready
engaged. They will engage automatically
with selection of certain pitch modes.

APP

ALT HOLD

V/S

V NAV
Permits AFDS and A/T to follow thrust and
speed commands from the FMC.
In V NAV climb, A/T holds FMC thrust limit,
and AFDS holds FMC target speed.
During V NAV SPD descent,A/T retards
thrust to idle and AFDS holdsFMC target
speed.
During V NAV PATH descent, AFDS tracks
FMC descent path. A/T starts with idle-ARM,
but can be commanded to FMC SPD if
actual speed becames too slow.
During a V NAV speed climb or a V NAV
PATH descent, automatic level off occurs
at MCP selected altitude or at V NAV altitude,
which ever is reached first. During a V NAV
speed descent, automatic level off occurs
only at the MCP selected altitude.
In V NAV cruise, AFDS holds altitude, and
A/T holds FMC target speed.
V NAV can be terminated by selecting a
different pitch mode, selecting N 1 or SPEED
mode G/S capture, or extending wing flaps
beyond 15 with APP mode engaged.
LVL CHG
Permits AFDS and A/T to execute automatic climbs and descents to MCP selected
altitude at selected airspeed.
AFDS holds selected airspeed. A/T holds
limit thrust for climbs and idle thrust for
descents.

Location: Glareshield
Airspeed can be changed with speed selector.
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VERT SPEED

UP

AFDS holds selected airspeed. A/T holds
limit thrust for climbs and idle thrust for
descents.

22-86

ALTITUDE

VOR LOC

UP

Mode Selector Switches
All mode selector switches are momentary
contactswitches.

L NAV

+

OFF

C/O
10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

HEADING

30

SEL
SPEED

V NAV

DN

VOR LOC
OFF

IAS/MACH

A/T
ARM

+
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Airspeed can be changed with speed selector.
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MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)
IAS/MACH

V NAV

HEADING

L NAV

MODE CONTROL PANEL (MCP)

ALTITUDE

VERT SPEED

IAS/MACH

V NAV

HEADING

L NAV

ALTITUDE

+
30

10

30

DN

VOR LOC

10

DN

VOR LOC

SEL

SEL

C/O
SPEED

VERT SPEED
+

C/O
10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

APP

ALT HOLD

V/S

SPEED

10
30
LVL CHG HDG SEL

APP

ALT HOLD

V/S

UP

UP

Mode Selector Switches

Mode Selector Switches

HDG SEL
Permits AFDS to turn to and maintain
heading set in the heading indicator.
Is effective in any radio mode prior to
radio course capture, is automatically
deactivated at radio course capture,and
bank is limited by bank angle selector.
VOR LOC
Permits AFDS to intercept selected VOR
or localizer course in either heading select
mode or in CMD CWS.
Course capture point varies depending on
course deviation, closure rate and intercept
angle.
V/S
Permits activation by pushing the V/S
mode switch or when a new altitude is
selected while ALT ACQ is annunciated.
Armed if a new altitude is selected while
ALT HOLD mode is active at previously
selected altitude.
Moving V/S selector then activates V/S
mode, starting at zero fpm rate.
Is not selectable while ALT HOLD mode is
active at selected altitude or after glide
slope capture in APP mode.
LNAV
Permits AFDS to follow FMC roll commands
to intercept and track the active FMC route.
LNAV mode terminates when HDG SEL mode
is engaged or upon VOR or LOC capture.
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APP
Permits single or dual operation.

HDG SEL
Permits AFDS to turn to and maintain
heading set in the heading indicator.

Allows pushing second A/P CMD switch
for arming and subsequent engagement.

Is effective in any radio mode prior to
radio course capture, is automatically
deactivated at radio course capture,and
bank is limited by bank angle selector.

Selectable after LOC frequency tuned.
LOC or GS can be captured first.

VOR LOC
Permits AFDS to intercept selected VOR
or localizer course in either heading select
mode or in CMD CWS.

AFDS intercepts and captures LOC as in
VOR LOC mode.
AFDS captures GS at 2/5 dot,then
commands a descent rate and tracks GS.
After LOC and GS captured and below
1500 feet RA, second A/P engages, FLARE
armed annunciates and APP mode switch
light goes off.
APP mode remains active until A/Ps are disengaged and both F/Ds turn OFF of a TO/GA
switch is pushed.
Additionally, if in single A/P operation, CWS
can be engaged by manually overriding
pitch or roll.
ALT HOLD
Permits AFDS to command pitch to hold MCP
selected altitude.
AFDS holds altitude at which switch is pushed.
Mode selector switch goes off if altitude being
held is within 100 feet of selected altitude.ALT
HOLD is annunciated at all times mode is active. Inhibied after GS captured.
Location: Glareshield

22-87

Course capture point varies depending on
course deviation, closure rate and intercept
angle.
V/S
Permits activation by pushing the V/S
mode switch or when a new altitude is
selected while ALT ACQ is annunciated.
Armed if a new altitude is selected while
ALT HOLD mode is active at previously
selected altitude.
Moving V/S selector then activates V/S
mode, starting at zero fpm rate.
Is not selectable while ALT HOLD mode is
active at selected altitude or after glide
slope capture in APP mode.
LNAV
Permits AFDS to follow FMC roll commands
to intercept and track the active FMC route.
LNAV mode terminates when HDG SEL mode
is engaged or upon VOR or LOC capture.

OCT 99

APP
Permits single or dual operation.
Allows pushing second A/P CMD switch
for arming and subsequent engagement.
Selectable after LOC frequency tuned.
LOC or GS can be captured first.
AFDS intercepts and captures LOC as in
VOR LOC mode.
AFDS captures GS at 2/5 dot,then
commands a descent rate and tracks GS.
After LOC and GS captured and below
1500 feet RA, second A/P engages, FLARE
armed annunciates and APP mode switch
light goes off.
APP mode remains active until A/Ps are disengaged and both F/Ds turn OFF of a TO/GA
switch is pushed.
Additionally, if in single A/P operation, CWS
can be engaged by manually overriding
pitch or roll.
ALT HOLD
Permits AFDS to command pitch to hold MCP
selected altitude.
AFDS holds altitude at which switch is pushed.
Mode selector switch goes off if altitude being
held is within 100 feet of selected altitude.ALT
HOLD is annunciated at all times mode is active. Inhibied after GS captured.
Location: Glareshield
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THRUST MODE ANNUNCIATOR
Shown on the Primary Engine Display (PFD)
Annunciates the FMC limit in use by the A/T computer.
Annunciations are
- TO - Takeoff
- R-TO - Reduced Takeoff
- CLB - Climb
- R-Climb - Reduced Climb
- CRZ - Cruise
- GA - Go Around
- CON - Continuous
A/T LIMIT
The A/T LIM light above the PED
LIGHT
turns on if the A?T Computer limit
is bsing used instead of the FMC
limit.
Pushing the PED Bite switch
turns on all 16 segments of each
character. The units are also tested
A/T LIM
during the FMC Bite.

THRUST MODE ANNUNCIATOR
Shown on the Primary Engine Display (PFD)
Annunciates the FMC limit in use by the A/T computer.
Annunciations are
- TO - Takeoff
- R-TO - Reduced Takeoff
- CLB - Climb
- R-Climb - Reduced Climb
- CRZ - Cruise
- GA - Go Around
- CON - Continuous
A/T LIMIT
The A/T LIM light above the PED
LIGHT
turns on if the A?T Computer limit
is bsing used instead of the FMC
limit.
Pushing the PED Bite switch
turns on all 16 segments of each
character. The units are also tested
A/T LIM
during the FMC Bite.

THRUST MODE
ANNUNCIATION
----NCD
TO
R-TO
CLB
R-CLB
CRZ
CON
GA

MAN SET

N1 LIMIT OR
MANUAL SET
POINTER
(AMBER)

% RPM

0

12

6

0

12
2

10
8

B737-322/522
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AUTOFLIGHT

2

10

4

8

6

MAN SET

N1 LIMIT OR
MANUAL SET
POINTER
(AMBER)

% RPM

0

12

8

6

0

12
2

10

4

2

10

4

8

N1

6

4

N1

N1 TACHOMETER
POINTER
(YELLOW-GREEN)

N1 TACHOMETER
POINTER
(YELLOW-GREEN)

PULL
TO
SET
N1

6

8
FF/FU

PPH
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6

4

PUSH
LB

PULL
TO
SET
N1

PULL
TO
SET
N1

FUEL USED
RESET

6

Location: P2 Center Instrument Panel
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2

10
8

4

6

4

FF/FU

PPH

BITE-TEST
SWITCH

0

12
2

10
8

x 1000

0

12
2

10

4

Location: P2 Center Instrument Panel

0

12
2

10
8

x 1000

0

12

22-88

THRUST MODE
ANNUNCIATION
----NCD
TO
R-TO
CLB
R-CLB
CRZ
CON
GA

PUSH
LB

PULL
TO
SET
N1

FUEL USED
RESET

BITE-TEST
SWITCH
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LOWER CABIN AREA
- CONTROL WHEEL STEERING
PITCH FORCE TRANSDUCERS
- CONTROL WHEEL STEERING
ROLL FORCE TRANSDUCERS
- AILERON FORCE LIMITER
- COLUMN SWITCHING MODULE

LOWER CABIN AREA
- CONTROL WHEEL STEERING
PITCH FORCE TRANSDUCERS
- CONTROL WHEEL STEERING
ROLL FORCE TRANSDUCERS
- AILERON FORCE LIMITER
- COLUMN SWITCHING MODULE
SPOILER POSITION
SESNOR

ANGLE OF
ATTACK AIRFLOW
SENSORS

SPOILER POSITION
SESNOR

ANGLE OF
ATTACK AIRFLOW
SENSORS

FLAP POSITION
TRANSMITTER

FLAP POSITION
TRANSMITTER

WHEEL WELL
- AILERON A/P
ACTUATORS
- AILERON
POSITION
SENSOR

WHEEL WELL
- AILERON A/P
ACTUATORS
- AILERON
POSITION
SENSOR

MACH TRIM
ACTUATOR

MACH TRIM
ACTUATOR

ELEVATOR
POSITION
SENSORS
FLIGHT
CONTROL
COMPUETRS
A/P ACCY.
UNIT

STAB POS
SENSORS
(2)

ELEVATOR
POSITION
SENSORS
FLIGHT
CONTROL
COMPUETRS
A/P ACCY.
UNIT

STAB POS
SENSORS
(2)

FLAP
SWITCHES
SPOILER
POSITION
SENSOR
FLAP
POSITION
TRANSMITTER

AUTOPILOT
STABILIZER
TRIM
SERVOMOTOR

FLAP
SWITCHES
PITCH A/P
ACTUATORS (2)

SPOILER
POSITION
SENSOR

ELEVATOR
NEUTRAL
SHIFT SENSOR
STAB TRIM
LIMIT
SWITCHES

FLAP
POSITION
TRANSMITTER

DFCS Control Component Locations
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AUTOPILOT
STABILIZER
TRIM
SERVOMOTOR

PITCH A/P
ACTUATORS (2)
ELEVATOR
NEUTRAL
SHIFT SENSOR
STAB TRIM
LIMIT
SWITCHES

DFCS Control Component Locations
22-89
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AUTOFLIGHT
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P18-1 CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
* YAW DAMPER AC
* YAW ADMPER DC

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
RACK E1

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
RACK E1

1

TEST

1

TEST

2

P18-1
NAV

PASS

FAIL

GO

LAMP TEST

2

2
1

BITE
OFF

P18-1
NAV

1

3

ARM

PASS

FAIL

GO

LAMP TEST

1

3

2

3

1

BITE

4

OFF

2

ARM

3

4

4

SPERRY

YAW DAMPER COUPLER

YAW DAMPER COUPLER

TEST POINTS

TEST POINTS

YAW
DAMPER
COUPLER
P6-1
AURAL WARNING
CIRCUIT BREAKER

YAW
DAMPER
COUPLER
P6-1
AURAL WARNING
CIRCUIT BREAKER

P6-3 LANDING GEAR
SAFETY RELAY
AND LIGHTS
CIRCUIT BREAKER

INTEGRATED
FLIGHT SYSTEM
ACCESSORY UNIT

ACTUATOR
SOLENOID

A/P

A/T FMC

P/RST

P/RST

P/RST

P6-3 LANDING GEAR
SAFETY RELAY
AND LIGHTS
CIRCUIT BREAKER

INTEGRATED
FLIGHT SYSTEM
ACCESSORY UNIT

ACTUATOR
SOLENOID

1
2
TEST

AUTOFLIGHT
STATUS
ANNUNCIATORS

TRANSFER
VALVE
POSITION
TRANSDUCER
RUDDER
ATTACHMENT
FLT CONTROL

A

STBY
RUD
OFF

A ON

B ON

FLT CONTROL

A

YAW DAMPER
WARNING
ANNUNCIATOR

ALTERNATE FLAPS
OFF
LOW
PRESSURE

UP

LOW
PRESSURE

A

B

ARM

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

DOWN

FEEL DIFF
PRESS

STBY
RUD
OFF

YAW DAMPER
YAW
DAMPER

AUTO SLAT
FAIL

2

A ON

B ON

YAW DAMPER
WARNING
ANNUNCIATOR

OFF
LOW
PRESSURE

UP

LOW
PRESSURE

OFF

YAW DAMPER
ENGAGE
SWITCH

SPOILER

A

YAW DAMPER
INDICATOR

ON

ARM

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

DOWN

FEEL DIFF
PRESS

YAW DAMPER
ENGAGE
SWITCH

YAW DAMPER

SPEED TRIM
FAIL

YAW DAMPER

MACH TRIM
FAIL

YAW
DAMPER

AUTO SLAT
FAIL

YAW DAMPER
INDICATOR

OFF
ON

Yaw Damper Components
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B

YAW DAMPER

OFF
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1
TEST

LOW
QUANTITY
LOW
PRESSURE

ALTERNATE FLAPS

SPEED TRIM
FAIL
MACH TRIM
FAIL

P/RST

STANDBY
HYD

B

STBY
RUD
OFF

OFF

SPOILER

A/T FMC
P/RST

TRANSFER
VALVE
POSITION
TRANSDUCER
RUDDER
ATTACHMENT

LOW
QUANTITY
LOW
PRESSURE

A/P
P/RST

AUTOFLIGHT
STATUS
ANNUNCIATORS

STANDBY
HYD

B

STBY
RUD
OFF

4

2

3
SPERRY

3

Yaw Damper Components
OCT 99
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B

SEE

B

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
RACK E1
C

SEE

SEE

ELECTRONIC
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The aircraft has systems for transmitting
and receiving voice and data communications with ground stations or voice communications with other airplanes,
additionally systems are provided for
communication within the airplane. Static
dischargers are installed at the trailing
edge extremities of the airplane to reduce
radio interference by static buildup.
The Flight Interphone system provides
facilities for interphone communication
among flight compartment crewmembers
and also ground crew, and provides the
means for the pilots to key, transmit, and
receive on communication radio systems
and to receive the audio from navigation
radio systems.
The Ground Crew Call system provides a
signaling capability (through the ground
crew call horn) between the flight compartment and nose landing gear area. The
crew call system allows signaling capability between the flight deck and passenger
cabin.
The Attendant/Service Interphone system
provides the ground crew with interior and
exterior communication capability. Circuits in the system connect service interphone jacks with the flight deck and flight
attendant's stations.
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The PA (passenger address) system provides the pilots and flight attendants with a
way to send announcements and boarding
music to passengers over cabin speakers.
The system is also used to produce chime
signals over the cabin speakers.
The Passenger Audio Entertainment system provides the means for the passengers
to select a music program to listen to during the flight. The music is from a tape
reproducer to the individual seats and is
multiplexed. The passengers listen to the
music on a set of headphones.
The VHF communications systems provide short range(radio line-of-sight) voice
communication. The systems are designated No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3. The Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) provides a means
for transferring data between an airplane
and our ground-based computer systems.
Data may be transmitted automatically or
manually by the pilot. The VHF No. 3
transceiver is used for the data transmission.
The Voice Recorder system records flight
compartment communications and conversations. The latest 30 minutes of
recorded conversation is available on tape.
Overwater aircraft are equipped with HF
Communications and SELCAL. The HF
Communications system is used for long
range two way communication for over
water operations. Only the No. 1 HF system is operational.
They also are
equipped with Selective Calling (SELCAL) for communications signaling.
There are many components that are common to several different communications
systems. There are also many interfaces
between the communication system and
other systems of the aircraft.
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Speakers
Interphone speakers are installed in the
flight compartment ceiling over the Captain's and First Officer's seats. Each unit
contains a speaker. They are usually
referred to as the Overhead Speakers. The
volume control for each speaker is located
on the Audio Selector Panel (ASP) for the
corresponding pilot position. The speakers receive audio signals from the Remote
Electronics Unit (REU). The speakers are
muted whenever a PTT switch is pushed at
the Captain's or First Officer's station for
transmission using the boom microphone. There is no speaker muting when
the oxygen mask microphone is keyed .
The Passenger Address (PA) speakers for
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the cabin are 6.5 inch diameter speakers
with matching transformer is installed in
the Passenger Service Unit (PSU) assembly for approximately every other row of
seats.
These speakers provide PA
announcements and boarding music to the
passengers. A five inch diameter speaker
and matching transformer is mounted in
the ceiling of each lavatory. The speakers
at the Flight Attendant stations are muted
when a PA announcement is made from
that particular station.
Note: There are several terminal connections on the speakers for impedance
matching. Be sure to attach the wires to
the correct terminal on installation.
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Handheld PA Microphones
The handheld microphones contain PushTo-Talk (PTT) switches which complete
audio circuits and provide a ground for
control circuits.
Attendant microphones are located in the
passenger cabin at the forward and aft
attendant stations. The pilots' microphone
is located at the aft end of the pedestal.
All microphones are identical. The PTT
switch on the microphone must be pressed
to complete microphone audio and control
circuits to the PA system. Each microphone is equipped with a plug connector
so that it may be easily replaced or used at
another station having a PA microphone
receptacle.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Boom Microphones
The boom microphones are part of a small
headset with a earphone and microphone.
The microphone is placed in front of the
mouth by means of a boom connected to
the headset. A control wheel, pendant, or
Audio Selector Panel PTT switch must be
pushed before transmission can take place.
The boom microphone headset is plugged
into jacks at each flight crew member's
station. They are sometimes referred to as
Mini-Tel headsets.
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to complete microphone audio and control
circuits to the PA system. Each microphone is equipped with a plug connector
so that it may be easily replaced or used at
another station having a PA microphone
receptacle.
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Oxygen Mask Microphones
The oxygen mask has a microphone built
into the mask. Each mask is equipped
with an oxygen connection and a microphone plug. A control wheel, pendant, or
Audio Selector Panel PTT switch must be
pushed before transmission can take place.
The mask microphone is plugged into
jacks at each flight crew member's station.
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Control Wheel Push-To-Talk Switch
The Push-To-Talk (PTT) switch on the
control wheel provides PTT input from the
boom or oxygen mask microphones. The
PTT switch is a three position switch on
the outboard horn of the Captain's and the
First Officer's control wheel. In the MIC
(up)position, microphone audio is directed
to the selected communication system. In
the INT (down) position, microphone
audio is connected directly to the Flight
Interphone system without making microphone selection on the Audio Selector
Panel. The switch is spring loaded to the
center "OFF" position.

Oxygen Mask Microphones
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The oxygen mask has a microphone built
into the mask. Each mask is equipped
with an oxygen connection and a microphone plug. A control wheel, pendant, or
Audio Selector Panel PTT switch must be
pushed before transmission can take place.
The mask microphone is plugged into
jacks at each flight crew member's station.
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Pendant PTT Switch
The pendant PTT switch is a clip-on hand
held Push-To-Talk switch at each of the
pilots positions and is plugged into a jack
at each pilot position.
Handsets
The Attendant/Service Interphone handsets are located at each flight attendant
position and at the aft end of the pedestal
for the pilots. The handset may be of the
press-to-use or press-to-talk type. The
button on a press-to-use type handset
completes both microphone and receiver
audio circuits when the handset button is
pressed. The button on a press-to-talk
type handset completes only the microphone circuits when it is pressed, receiver
circuits are connected directly to the system. The service interphone amplifier
provides the necessary voltage for operation of carbon or transistorized handsets.
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Static Discharge Wicks
As the airplane flies through moisture,
corona discharge from precipitation static
and engine charging is emitted from the
airplane extremities. The precipitation
static is the result of an electric charge
accumulated by the airplane striking
charged air and moisture particles. Static
usually discharges at the wing and tail
extremities, and may be coupled into the
radio receiver antennas, causing radio
interference.
Static dischargers are installed on the airplane to reduce radio receiver interference. The static discharges are designed
to discharge the static at points which are a
critical distance away from the wing and
tail extremities, where there is little or no
coupling into the radio receiver antennas.
The vertical fin and each wing have tip
dischargers and three trailing edge dischargers. Each side of the horizontal stabilizer has a tip discharger and two trailing
edge dischargers.
Tip dischargers are smaller than the trailing edge dischargers, but have the same
general construction and are attached in
the same way. Each discharger consists of
a carbon fiber tip at the end of a slender
rod. The rod incorporates a resistive (conductive) material and is attached to a metal
base. The base is fastened and bonded to
the skin of the airplane. It should be noted
that the entire airplane must be electrically
bonded to reduce static interference
Note: A broken or poorly connected
bonding strap to a component or flight
control surface may cause radio static,
even when all static dischargers are
intact and functioning normally.
Note: The minimum number of static
discharge wicks is determined by the
Configuration Deviation List (CDL).
OCT 99
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Interfaces
The various communications systems
interface with each other and with other
systems of the aircraft. The Flight Data
Recorder receives Key Event signals from
the VHF communications system. The
air/ground sensing circuits and parking
brake system provide signals for the Voice
Recorder. Navigation radio systems have
their audio controlled by the Audio Selector Panels. The ACARS unit receives
information from various aircraft systems
such as, doors, gear, engine and others.
LRU Box Removal & Replacement
Proper installation of rack mounted LRU
boxes is important for their proper operation and reliability. Some malfunctions
have been attributed to improper maintenance practices.
When removing or installing a box, follow
the procedures set forth in MM20-10-07
p201. Inspect the pins and sockets of the
connectors of the box and receptacle of
the rack. Corrosion, pitting and bent pins
can cause malfunctioning or intermittent
operation of the systems.
Caution: Many boxes are Electro Static
Discharge Sensitive (ESDS). Do not
touch the pins of these boxes.
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ESDS
Many boxes installed in the aircraft are
Electro Static Discharge Sensitive
(ESDS). These boxes are placarded with
black on yellow stickers. Proper handling
of these boxes is essential. The damage
from ESD cannot be seen or noticed when
it occurs. Follow the procedures in
MM20-40-12 p201.
Safety
Antennas and static wicks can be a safety
hazard if personnel are not aware of their
positions when working around the aircraft or moving equipment. These protrusions are hard to see in any lighting
condition.
Warning: Transmitting on the HF Communications system should not be done
when fueling operations are in progress.
Warning: Transmitting on the HF Communications system should not be done
when personnel are in close proximity
to the antenna or antenna coupler area.
Caution: Transmitting of the HF Communications system should not be done
when another aircraft in close proximity with its HF Communications system
receiving.
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Troubleshooting
Many Maintenance Manual procedures
have troubleshooting information. Some
communication radio problems have been
attributed to improper installation of the
antennas, not maintaining the bonding
wires of the control surfaces per MM2700-99 p201, kinked or damaged antenna
cables, corrosion of the antenna connectors, and forgetting to reattach the antenna
connectors.
Since there are multiple systems and multiple components, isolating the cause of
the problem can be accomplished by
checking the faulty system against another
system or swapping components of a system.
Note: Be sure to return components to
their original positions or complete the
proper documentation for recording the
new positions of components.
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AUDIO INTEGRATION
The integration of all the audio in the
flight deck is done by the flight interphone
system. The system consists of the Audio
Selector Panels (ASP), the Remote Electronics Unit (REU), jack panels, push-totalk (PTT) switches, mics, headsets, oxygen mask mics and overhead speakers.
The equipment located on the E2-1 rack in
the E&E compartment is referred to as the
Audio Integration Shelf .

AUDIO SELECTOR PANEL
The Audio Selector Panels (ASP) enable
the flight crew members to transmit or
receive on the VHF or the HF radio communication systems, communicate using
the flight and service interphone systems,
or make announcements over the PA system. Airplane VHF navigation, DME,
marker beacon, and ADF receivers may
also be monitored.
Audio selector panels are located in the
flight compartment. Two Audio Selector
Panels are on the P8 aft control stand for
the Captain and the First Officer, and one
on the P5 aft overhead panel for the first
observer.
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The front panel of the Audio Selector
Panel has the following switches:
Microphone Selector Switches
The microphone selector switches are
used to connect the boom, oxygen mask,
or hand microphone to the interphone,
passenger address (PA), or any of the
selectable transmitters. The microphone
selector switches are momentary contact
switches. The switches are mechanically
and electronically interlocked to permit
only one switch to be selected at a time. A
light in each switch comes on when the
switch is selected, and the related receive
audio channel will become active.
Volume Control Switches
The volume control switches are located
directly below each microphone selector
switch. The switches are turned ON/OFF
by moving the lever in a fully up or fully
down position. The control switches
move up for increasing volume and down
for decreasing volume.
PTT Switch
The Push-To-Talk (PTT) switch is a system keying switch. When pushed, the
switch will key the communication system
as selected by the microphone selector
switch. The PTT switch on the ASP is
connected in parallel to the PTT switch on
the control wheel and pendant switch,
which serve a similar function. The flight
deck speakers are muted when the microphone, with the exception of the oxygen
mask microphone, is keyed at the Audio
Selector Panel, at the control wheels, or at
the hand microphone.
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BOOM/MASK Switch
The BOOM/MASK select switch is a twoposition toggle switch. The switch connects the boom mic (headset) or the mask
(oxygen mask) to the input. When the
oxygen mask is selected, the flight deck
speakers cannot be muted.
EMER/NORM Switch
The EMER/NORM switch is normally
placed in the NORM position. In the
EMER position, the MIC selection
assumes a fixed configuration consistent
with an emergency mode regardless of the
selection made.
The Captain's or
observer's PTT will then key VHF-1 and
the First Officer's PTT will key VHF-2.
V-B-R Filter Switch
The V-B-R filter switch controls filtering
of the received navigation system audio.
In the V (Voice) position, only voice
audio will be heard. In the R (Range)
position, only range audio (Morse code
identifier) will be heard. In the B (Both)
position, both voice and range audio will
be heard.
SPKR switches
The SPKR switch is the off-on/volume
control for the interphone speaker. This
control is not used on the observer Audio
Selector Panel.
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REMOTE ELECTRONICS UNIT
The Remote Electronic Unit (REU)
is a digitally controlled, multiplexer
audio management unit. The REU
manages
the
communication
between the flight deck stations, service and flight interphone, and all
related communication, radio, navigation, and recorder system. The
REU determines which selections
have been made on the ASP, and
then sends appropriate signals to the
selected systems.
The REU contains:
Three identical station cards for Captain, First Officer and observer. The
station cards provide response to
inputs from three Audio Selector
Panels.
One Audio Accessory Unit (AAU)
card which contains circuitry for an
altitude alert warning tone, flight and
service interphone, and various
audio accessory functions.
One mother board which contains
and provides interconnection for the
Captain's, First Officer's and
observer's station cards and AAU
card.
One connector card which provides
an interconnection between the
external connector and the mother
board.
The outside of the REU case contains several screw adjustments.
Note: These are designed for inshop test station adjustment only
and should not be adjusted on the
airplane.
Power to the REU is 28V dc dual
power sources (battery bus and Bus
No. 2). The REU provides dc power
to the ASPs.
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Operation
All audio inputs from the flight interphone
system, service interphone system, radio
communication systems, and radio navigation systems are connected directly to
the Remote Electronic Unit where they are
processed into multiplex channels. The
flight crew can then use their Audio Selector Panels to select the multiplex channel
they wish to hear on their headphones or
headsets. They can also connect the PA
channel to the PA amplifier.
The flight interphone system handheld,
boom, and oxygen mask microphones
provide the microphone audio inputs from
the flight crew to the Remote Electronic
Unit. The MIC SELECTOR switches on
each Audio Selector Panel determine
which one of the communication or interphone systems will receive the microphone input for transmission. All Audio
Selector Panels functions are connected in
parallel to the REU. The same communications are monitored by all flight crew
members.
The REU accepts boom microphone, oxygen mask microphone, and handheld
microphone inputs, and provides output to
the flight compartment headphones and
speakers. The REU contains service interphone, flight interphone and speaker
amplifiers to provide the necessary audio
amplification between stations. The REU
routes ground proximity warnings and
internally generated altitude alert tones to
the speakers. Any audio selected on the
ASP will be recorded on the voice
recorder for each crew member. In the
event of a loss of REU power, an ALT/
NORM relay de-energizes, thus providing back-up VHF communications.
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Radio Inputs
Audio inputs are provided from each of
the communication radio receivers and
from each of the navigation radio receivers.
Microphone Inputs
An input is wired from each flight crew
member's boom, mask or hand microphone to the Remote Electronic Unit.
Additional inputs are connected from the
service interphone system, and from the
external power panel.
Audio Outputs
Audio outputs from the Remote Electronic
Unit are provided to each flight crew station and to the external power panel. One
output is for the boom microphone/headsets and one output is for the headphone
jacks.
Two audio outputs are used to drive the
pilots' overhead speakers.
An audio output is provided to the No. 1
input of the PA amplifier when a pilot has
selected PA and keys his boom/microphone headset.
Amplifiers in the Remote Electronic Unit
provide the drive for the audio outputs.
There are two audio amplifiers in the
Remote Electronic Unit; one used with the
flight interphone and one used with the
service interphone. External volume control adjustments are installed for each of
the amplifiers.
Muting
The pilot overhead speaker is muted
whenever a microphone is keyed from the
same pilot position (left or right) except
when the pilot Audio Selector Panel
MASK/BOOM switch is in the MASK
position.
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Synthesized Audio
A voice synthesizer will provide the attitude alert audio messages when so inputted by the altitude alert system. A two
wire input is provided to receive the audio
warning tone from the Ground Proximity
Warning System.
Microphone Selection (Normal Mode)
Selection of which system will receive the
microphone input from each flight crew
station is made at the Audio Selector
Panel. The last MIC SELECTOR pushbutton which is pushed will determine the
communication system to be keyed by a
PTT switch at that flight crew station.
Flight crew members can access the flight
interphone system by pressing the control
wheel PTT switch to the INT position.
Flight crew members key a selected airplane radio system from an ASP by pushing the system MIC SELECTOR switch.
This connects the boom or oxygen mask
microphone and a control line to the
selected radio system. The PTT function
can also be completed at either pilot's station by holding the control wheel PTT
switch to the MIC position. All flight
compartment PTT switches are connected
to a speaker mute line so both cockpit
speakers will be muted when a PTT switch
is actuated, except when the MASK/
BOOM switch is in the MASK position or
oxygen mask is in use. This prevents
audio feedback from the speakers to the
microphones.
All audio warning messages from ground
proximity and altitude alert are heard by
all flight crew members without being
selected on the Audio Selector Panel.
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Oxygen Mask Microphone selection
The oxygen mask microphone can be
selected by setting the BOOM/MASK to
MASK position on the ASP. Flight Deck
speakers cannot be muted when oxygen
mask is selected.
Verification of Radio Navigation Identification
Identification of navigation ground station
is accomplished by selecting the appropriate navigation selector, switch, pushing
and turning the switch to adjust the volume.
Selecting the Voice-Both-Range (V-B-R)
filter switch connects audio filters for the
NAV and ADF radio received signals. In
Voice (V), the 1020 Hz coded identification signals are filtered out leaving the
broader voice spectrum essentially
unchanged. In Range (R), the 1020 Hz
coded identification signals are passed
while the remaining audio is attenuated.
In Both (B), no filters are used.
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Oxygen Mask Microphone selection
The oxygen mask microphone can be
selected by setting the BOOM/MASK to
MASK position on the ASP. Flight Deck
speakers cannot be muted when oxygen
mask is selected.
Verification of Radio Navigation Identification
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is accomplished by selecting the appropriate navigation selector, switch, pushing
and turning the switch to adjust the volume.
Selecting the Voice-Both-Range (V-B-R)
filter switch connects audio filters for the
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Voice (V), the 1020 Hz coded identification signals are filtered out leaving the
broader voice spectrum essentially
unchanged. In Range (R), the 1020 Hz
coded identification signals are passed
while the remaining audio is attenuated.
In Both (B), no filters are used.
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Alternate Mode
All selections on all Audio Selector Panels
are made with the EMER/NORM switch
in the NORM position.
When power has lost to the REU or ASPs,
the EMER/NORM can be switched to
EMER position on the ASP. This will set
the REU is a back-up mode of operation.
This mode is intended only as a backup
operating mode to be used in the event of
failure of the normal operating mode.
When in the EMER (backup) mode, only
one VHF communications radio is usable
at any crew station with the Audio Selector Panel positioned to EMER. In the case
of the Captain or observer station the VHF
radio is VHF No. 1. In the case of the
First Officer station the VHF radio is No.
2. Only earphone audio, sidetone or
receiver from the designated VHF radio,
would be available at this crew member
station. Only the communications at the
flight crew member's position switched to
EMER are affected.
The VHF 1 (VHF 2 for First Officer) MIC
SEL button will turn on regardless of the
selection made at that crew station and the
only audio received at that station will be
to the earphones from the working VHF
radio.
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Interfaces
The Flight Data recorder receives mike
keying inputs from the communications
system. The navigation radio receivers
provide audio to the REU.
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FLIGHT INTERPHONE
The Flight Interphone system provides the
flight crew with capabilities to communicate with each other and provides the
means for them to transmit and receive on
airplane communication radio systems,
receive on airplane navigation radio systems and communicate with ground crew
personnel.
The Flight Interphone system consists of
Audio Selector Panels (ASP), a Remote
Electronic Unit (REU), jack panels, pushto-talk (PTT) switches on the control
wheel, handheld microphones, headsets,
boom microphone/headsets, oxygen mask
microphones, and overhead speakers.
The Captain and First Officer each have
an Audio Selector Panel, a Flight Deck
speaker, a control wheel PTT switch, a
pendant switch, a boom microphone headset and oxygen mask microphone, plus

EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
jacks for a headset and a handheld microphone.
The first observer has an Audio Selector
Panel, an oxygen mask microphone, a
handheld microphone and a headphone.
The second observer has a headphone
jack. The audio selected by the first
observer is heard at both observer stations.
The Flight Interphone system receives
power from the dual power source of 28v
dc battery bus and 28v dc bus No. 2,
through circuit breakers and diodes to
allow either bus to power all circuits on
load control center P6.
Operation
Ground crew personnel access the Flight
Interphone system by plugging a headset
into the FLIGHT INTERPHONE jack on
external power receptacle panel P19. This
allows the ground crew to communicate
with the flight crew.
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The Flight Interphone may be monitored
on the flight deck by raising the Flight
Interphone volume lever. To talk on the
Flight Interphone, push the F-INPH mic
selector button on the Audio Selector
Panel, then press any PTT switch.

Control Wheel PTT Switch
A rocker type mic switch on each control
wheel will also allow communications on
the Flight Interphone. The switch has
three positions: MIC-OFF-INT. It is
spring loaded to the OFF position. In the
INT position, the ASP is bypassed and
either the oxygen mic or the boom mic is
keyed on the Flight Interphone. In the
MIC position, the mic switch keys either
the oxygen mic or boom mic as selected
on the Audio Selector Panel.
Note: Be sure to plug into the Flight
Interphone jack and not the Service
Interphone jack at the External Power
Receptacle panel when communicating
with the flight crew.
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Maintenance Practices
Adjustments and tests of the Flight Interphone system should be accomplished per
MM23-51-00 p501
Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting the Flight Interphone
system is easy due to the duplication of
components within the system. Interchanging suspected faulty components
with known good components will quickly
isolate the faulty components. If the
Flight Interphone system is completely
inoperable, the Remote Electronics Unit is
faulty.
Interphone speaker failure can usually be
detected by comparison between headphone audio and the speaker audio. If
audio is not available to either one, the
audio selector panel is faulty.
Isolation of a faulty control wheel PTT
switch can be determined by first making
a comparison with the PTT switch on the
Audio Selector Panel or the PTT switch on
the handheld microphone. If microphone
can be keyed using the control panel PTT
switch and the handheld microphone PTT
switch but not when using the control
wheel PTT switch, the control wheel PTT
switch is defective.
Bleed through problems of the Flight
Interphone system can be addressed with
MM23-51-00 p200.
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The Flight Interphone may be monitored
on the flight deck by raising the Flight
Interphone volume lever. To talk on the
Flight Interphone, push the F-INPH mic
selector button on the Audio Selector
Panel, then press any PTT switch.

Control Wheel PTT Switch
A rocker type mic switch on each control
wheel will also allow communications on
the Flight Interphone. The switch has
three positions: MIC-OFF-INT. It is
spring loaded to the OFF position. In the
INT position, the ASP is bypassed and
either the oxygen mic or the boom mic is
keyed on the Flight Interphone. In the
MIC position, the mic switch keys either
the oxygen mic or boom mic as selected
on the Audio Selector Panel.
Note: Be sure to plug into the Flight
Interphone jack and not the Service
Interphone jack at the External Power
Receptacle panel when communicating
with the flight crew.
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Maintenance Practices
Adjustments and tests of the Flight Interphone system should be accomplished per
MM23-51-00 p501
Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting the Flight Interphone
system is easy due to the duplication of
components within the system. Interchanging suspected faulty components
with known good components will
quickly isolate the faulty components. If
the Flight Interphone system is completely
inoperable, the Remote Electronics Unit is
faulty.
Interphone speaker failure can usually be
detected by comparison between headphone audio and the speaker audio. If
audio is not available to either one, the
audio selector panel is faulty.
Isolation of a faulty control wheel PTT
switch can be determined by first making
a comparison with the PTT switch on the
Audio Selector Panel or the PTT switch
on the handheld microphone. If microphone can be keyed using the control
panel PTT switch and the handheld microphone PTT switch but not when using the
control wheel PTT switch, the control
wheel PTT switch is defective.
Bleed through problems of the Flight
Interphone system can be addressed with
MM23-51-00 p200.
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CREW CALL SYSTEM
The flight and ground crew call system
provides for call signals between the flight
deck and cabin attendant stations, between
the flight deck and ground crew, and
between cabin attendant stations. The system is used to signal personnel that they
are wanted on the interphone system.

The system includes the call switches on
the pilots' call panel, on the attendant panels, and on the external power receptacle.
It also includes the ground crew call horn
in the nose wheel well, the attendant call
lights on the cabin exit signs and attendant
panels. The flight and ground crew call
system is powered by the PASS & CREW
CALL or PASS & CREW CALL/LAV
SMK DET circuit breaker on P18. Power
to the circuit breaker comes from the 28v
dc bus No. 1. The CREW CALL HORN
circuit breaker on the P6 panel powers the
ground crew horn in the nose wheel well
area.

CREW CALL SYSTEM
The flight and ground crew call system
provides for call signals between the flight
deck and cabin attendant stations, between
the flight deck and ground crew, and
between cabin attendant stations. The system is used to signal personnel that they
are wanted on the interphone system.

FLIGHT
COMPARTMENT

The system includes the call switches on
the pilots' call panel, on the attendant panels, and on the external power receptacle.
It also includes the ground crew call horn
in the nose wheel well, the attendant call
lights on the cabin exit signs and attendant
panels. The flight and ground crew call
system is powered by the PASS & CREW
CALL or PASS & CREW CALL/LAV
SMK DET circuit breaker on P18. Power
to the circuit breaker comes from the 28v
dc bus No. 1. The CREW CALL HORN
circuit breaker on the P6 panel powers the
ground crew horn in the nose wheel well
area.

FLIGHT
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CABIN CREW

CABIN CREW

GROUND
CREW

GROUND
CREW
FWD ATTN
PANEL

AFT ATTN
PANEL
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Crew Call Block
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Pilots' Call Panel
The flight deck, forward overhead panel
(P5) contains an ATTEND CALL switch,
a GRD CALL switch, and a Captain's Call
Light. The ATTEND CALL switch signals the flight attendants and the GRD
CALL switch signals the ground crew.
The blue CALL light illuminates when the
flight crew is called by either the flight
attendants or the ground crew.

Pilots' Call Panel
The flight deck, forward overhead panel
(P5) contains an ATTEND CALL switch,
a GRD CALL switch, and a Captain's Call
Light. The ATTEND CALL switch signals the flight attendants and the GRD
CALL switch signals the ground crew.
The blue CALL light illuminates when the
flight crew is called by either the flight
attendants or the ground crew.
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Flight Attendant's Panel
The forward attendant panel (Pl3) and the
aft attendant panel (Pl4) are located near
the entry doors. Each panel contains a
CAPTAIN, ATTENDANT, and RESET
momentary push-button switch.
The
CAPTAIN call switch is used to signal the
flight deck crew, the ATTENDANT call
switch signals the flight attendants, and
the RESET switch turns off the attendant
call lights.

Flight Attendant Call Lights
The forward and aft attendant call lights
are located on the underside of the exit
locator signs. The Attendant Call Lights
are pink.

Flight Attendant's Panel
The forward attendant panel (Pl3) and the
aft attendant panel (Pl4) are located near
the entry doors. Each panel contains a
CAPTAIN, ATTENDANT, and RESET
momentary push-button switch.
The
CAPTAIN call switch is used to signal the
flight deck crew, the ATTENDANT call
switch signals the flight attendants, and
the RESET switch turns off the attendant
call lights.
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Flight Attendant Call Lights
The forward and aft attendant call lights
are located on the underside of the exit
locator signs. The Attendant Call Lights
are pink.
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Pilot Call Switch
The PILOT CALL momentary push-button switch is located in the external power
receptacle panel, P19. The PILOT CALL
switch is used by the ground crew to signal the flight crew.
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Ground Crew Call Horn
The ground crew call horn is an electromechanical device located in the nose
wheel well, station 230. The flight crew
uses the horn to signal the ground crew to
use the interphone system. The ground
crew call horn also serves as an audible
warning device for the IRU (Inertial Reference Unit). With the air-ground relay
set to ground, the horn sounds whenever
the IRU is powered by its battery, or
whenever the IRU is on and the equipment
cooling fan is not operating (Ref 34-28-01
Honeywell IRU or 34-28-02 Litton IRU).

Pilot Call Switch
The PILOT CALL momentary push-button switch is located in the external power
receptacle panel, P19. The PILOT CALL
switch is used by the ground crew to signal the flight crew.
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Ground Crew Call Horn
The ground crew call horn is an electromechanical device located in the nose
wheel well, station 230. The flight crew
uses the horn to signal the ground crew to
use the interphone system. The ground
crew call horn also serves as an audible
warning device for the IRU (Inertial Reference Unit). With the air-ground relay
set to ground, the horn sounds whenever
the IRU is powered by its battery, or
whenever the IRU is on and the equipment
cooling fan is not operating (Ref 34-28-01
Honeywell IRU or 34-28-02 Litton IRU).
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Interfaces
The Crew Call system interfaces with the
P.A. amplifier, and the aural warning
devices unit in the flight deck.
Operation
Pressing the PILOT CALL switch on the
P19 external power receptacle panel, or
the CAPTAIN call switch on either flight
attendant panel, applies 28v dc power to
the pilots' CALL light and to the aural
warning devices unit. The blue CALL
light comes on and stays on only while the
call switch is pressed. The aural warning
devices unit sounds a single chime.
Pressing the ATTEND call switch on the
forward overhead panel P5, or the
ATTENDANT call switch on either of the
flight attendant panels, applies 28v dc
power to the attendant pink call lights, to
the attendant call relay, and to the chime
in the P.A. amplifier. The PA amplifier
sounds a two tone chime over the PA system. Also, the attendant call relay holds
the call lights on until reset with the
RESET switch on either flight attendant
panel. The RESET switches on the attendant panels are connected in series, pressing one removes power from the attendant
relay and the call lights go off.
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Pressing the GRD CALL switch on the
forward overhead panel P5 applies 28v dc
power to the ground crew call horn. The
horn will sound as long as the switch is
pressed.
When a passenger presses the Flight
Attendant Call button on the Passenger
Service Unit (PSU), the P.A. amplifier
will sound a single chime in the cabin, and
the flight attendant blue call lights will
illuminate. The lights go out when the call
switch on the PSU is pressed a second
time. An amber light indicates a lavatory
call.
Testing
To test the Flight and Ground Crew Call
system, an operational test is done per
MM 23-43-00 p501.
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Interfaces
The Crew Call system interfaces with the
P.A. amplifier, and the aural warning
devices unit in the flight deck.
Operation
Pressing the PILOT CALL switch on the
P19 external power receptacle panel, or
the CAPTAIN call switch on either flight
attendant panel, applies 28v dc power to
the pilots' CALL light and to the aural
warning devices unit. The blue CALL
light comes on and stays on only while the
call switch is pressed. The aural warning
devices unit sounds a single chime.
Pressing the ATTEND call switch on the
forward overhead panel P5, or the
ATTENDANT call switch on either of the
flight attendant panels, applies 28v dc
power to the attendant pink call lights, to
the attendant call relay, and to the chime
in the P.A. amplifier. The PA amplifier
sounds a two tone chime over the PA system. Also, the attendant call relay holds
the call lights on until reset with the
RESET switch on either flight attendant
panel. The RESET switches on the attendant panels are connected in series, pressing one removes power from the attendant
relay and the call lights go off.
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Pressing the GRD CALL switch on the
forward overhead panel P5 applies 28v dc
power to the ground crew call horn. The
horn will sound as long as the switch is
pressed.
When a passenger presses the Flight
Attendant Call button on the Passenger
Service Unit (PSU), the P.A. amplifier
will sound a single chime in the cabin, and
the flight attendant blue call lights will
illuminate. The lights go out when the call
switch on the PSU is pressed a second
time. An amber light indicates a lavatory
call.
Testing
To test the Flight and Ground Crew Call
system, an operational test is done per
MM 23-43-00 p501.
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Troubleshooting
If there is a write-up or discrepancy found
during the operational check, reference
MM 23-43-00 p101.

Troubleshooting
If there is a write-up or discrepancy found
during the operational check, reference
MM 23-43-00 p101.

PROBLEM

CAUSE

PROCEDURE

Pilot’s CALL
light and chime
do not operate.

CAPTAIN call
switch on that
panel.

Call from a different
station. If both the
call light & chime
operate--

Pilot’s chime does
not operate from
any station.

Aural warning unit
module, M315.

CALL light does
not operate from
any station .

CALL light

CORRECTION

CAUSE

PROCEDURE

CORRECTION

Pilot’s CALL
light and chime
do not operate.

CAPTAIN call
switch on that
panel.

Call from a different
station. If both the
call light & chime
operate--

Replace the module
Remove connector
from module, check
for voltage, if present--

Pilot’s chime does
not operate from
any station.

Aural warning unit
module, M315.

Replace the module
Remove connector
from module, check
for voltage, if present--

Push MASTER
DIM & TEST, if no
light--

Replace CALL
light bulbs

CALL light does
not operate from
any station .

CALL light

Push MASTER
DIM & TEST, if no
light--

Replace CALL
light bulbs

Attendant call
ATTENDANT call
lights & chime inop. switch at station.

Call from another
station, if chime &
lights are OK--

Replace
ATTENDANT
call switch

Attendant call
ATTENDANT call
lights & chime inop. switch at station.

Call from another
station, if chime &
lights are OK--

Replace
ATTENDANT
call switch

Call lights stay
on only as long as
you push the
ATTENDANT
call switch.

RESET switch
in attendant panel.

Push & hold the P5
ATTEND call switch.
If same result--

Replace the
RESET switch on
the inop attendant
panel. They are
wired in series.

Call lights stay
on only as long as
you push the
ATTENDANT
call switch.

RESET switch
in attendant panel.

Push & hold the P5
ATTEND call switch.
If same result--

Replace the
RESET switch on
the inop attendant
panel. They are
wired in series.

Attendant call
lights do not
come on.

Diode M54

Push the
ATTENDANT call
switch. If chime
sounds, but lights
don’t--

Replace M54 in
P13 fwd attendant
panel.

Attendant call
lights do not
come on.

Diode M54

Push the
ATTENDANT call
switch. If chime
sounds, but lights
don’t--

Replace M54 in
P13 fwd attendant
panel.

Call lights stay
lit only as long
as you push the
ATTENDANT
call switch.

R400 attendant
call relay.

Push & release the
ATTENDANT call
switch. If light comes
on then goes off--

Replace the R400
relay In the P13,
fwd attendant panel.

Call lights stay
lit only as long
as you push the
ATTENDANT
call switch.

R400 attendant
call relay.

Push & release the
ATTENDANT call
switch. If light comes
on then goes off--

Replace the R400
relay In the P13,
fwd attendant panel.

The chime in
cabin does not
sound when
making attendant
call.

PA amplifier, M63.

Push ATTEND
and ATTENDANT
call switches. If light
comes on, but no
chime--

Replace the PA
amplifier.

The chime in
cabin does not
sound when
making attendant
call.

PA amplifier, M63.

Push ATTEND
and ATTENDANT
call switches. If light
comes on, but no
chime--

Replace the PA
amplifier.
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Replace the
CAPTAIN call
switch at the inop
station.

PROBLEM
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PROBLEM
Ground crew call
horn does not
sound when you
push the GRD
CALL switch on
the P5.

CAUSE

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

PROCEDURE

CORRECTION

PROBLEM
Ground crew call
horn does not
sound when you
push the GRD
CALL switch on
the P5.

GRD CALL
switch, S32.

Check switch for
continuity when
pushed. If open--

Replace switch, S32.

Ground crew
call horn, M53

Check voltage at
horn when pushing
switch. If voltage--

CREW CALL
HORN C/B
on P6-1.

Integrated flight
instrument
accessory unit,
M1474 or flight
instrument
accessory unit,
M160.

Introduction

CAUSE

PROCEDURE

CORRECTION

GRD CALL
switch, S32.

Check switch for
continuity when
pushed. If open--

Replace switch, S32.

Replace horn, M53.

Ground crew
call horn, M53

Check voltage at
horn when pushing
switch. If voltage--

Replace horn, M53.

If no voltage at horn--

Check breaker,
replace if necessary.

CREW CALL
HORN C/B
on P6-1.

If no voltage at horn--

Check breaker,
replace if necessary.

If no voltage at horn--

Replace
unserviceable
unit, M1474 or
M160 as
applicable.

Integrated flight
instrument
accessory unit,
M1474 or flight
instrument
accessory unit,
M160.

If no voltage at horn--

Replace
unserviceable
unit, M1474 or
M160 as
applicable.

See MM 23-43-00 p102-105
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SERVICE INTERPHONE
The Service Interphone system provides
interphone communications between the
flight crew, the attendants, and ground
crew personnel. The system includes: the
Remote Electronics Unit (REU), the Service Interphone switch, the attendants
handsets, the control cabin handset and
the Service Interphone jacks. Handsets are
installed in the forward and aft attendant

panels, and the control cabin for communication between attendants and the flight
crew. Switched Service Interphone jacks
located throughout the airplane are for use
by ground crew personnel during servicing and maintenance. The flight crew can
communicate with the attendants or
ground crew personnel through the Audio
Selector Panels and the headphones and
microphones of the flight interphone system.

SERVICE INTERPHONE
The Service Interphone system provides
interphone communications between the
flight crew, the attendants, and ground
crew personnel. The system includes: the
Remote Electronics Unit (REU), the Service Interphone switch, the attendants
handsets, the control cabin handset and the
Service Interphone jacks. Handsets are
installed in the forward and aft attendant
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CONTROL STAND (PROV)
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AND
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AUDIO
CONNECTIONS
AND
AMPLIFIER
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PANELS
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Service Interphone System

Service Interphone System
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panels, and the control cabin for communication between attendants and the flight
crew. Switched Service Interphone jacks
located throughout the airplane are for use
by ground crew personnel during servicing and maintenance. The flight crew can
communicate with the attendants or
ground crew personnel through the Audio
Selector Panels and the headphones and
microphones of the flight interphone system.
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Service Interphone Switch
The Service Interphone switch is located
on the aft overhead panel P5. In the ON
position, the switch connects the microphone lines from the external Service
Interphone jacks to the input of the interphone amplifiers. The OFF position disconnects the microphone lines to isolate
the external Service Interphone jacks during flight.

SERVICE
INTERPHONE
OFF

ON

Service Interphone Switch
Functional Description
The INTPH AND WARNING circuit
breaker on load control center P6 controls
power to the system. The system is on
whenever power is provided to one of the
buses. The Service Interphone system gets
power from the 28v dc battery bus and
also the unswitched electronics bus No. 2.
Setting the SERVICE INTERPHONE
switch (on the aft overhead panel P5) to
ON connects the microphone circuits from
the external Service Interphone jacks to
the interphone amplifier. This allows
ground crew at the various maintenance
locations to talk with each other.
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Flight attendants may communicate with
each other, with the flight crew, and with
the ground crew, by using the handsets
installed at their stations.
The flight crew can signal and communicate with the attendants and with crew at
maintenance locations by pushing the
ATTEND call switch and SERV INT
audio listen switch on the Pilots' overhead
panel P5.
Operation
To communicate on the Service Interphone system, lift up the handset at the
flight deck or Flight Attendant stations.
Press the PTT switch on the handset to
talk. For the other position jacks, the P5
SERVICE INTERPHONE switch must be
on. Connect a ground headset to the jack
and push the PTT switch to talk. The control cabin handset overrides the selection
of the Audio Selector Panel. To talk on
the Service Interphone system using the
boom mic, press the INPH-S selector
switch and move the volume slider switch
forward.
Maintenance Practices
NOTE: Clean all handset plugs before
you put the plug into the jack. Dirt can
cause the jack to operate intermittently.
Dirty jacks are a common problem of
intermittent or weak communication on
the system.
Gain adjustments of the system may be
done on the REU; SVC INT EXT sets the
volume level of the audio heard at the
switched service jacks, SVC INT ATT
sets the volume level of the audio for the
unswitched jacks.
Testing
Testing of the Service Interphone system
is accomplished by an operational check.
Reference MM 23-41-00 p501.
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Service Interphone Switch
The Service Interphone switch is located
on the aft overhead panel P5. In the ON
position, the switch connects the microphone lines from the external Service
Interphone jacks to the input of the interphone amplifiers. The OFF position disconnects the microphone lines to isolate
the external Service Interphone jacks during flight.

SERVICE
INTERPHONE
OFF

ON

Service Interphone Switch
Functional Description
The INTPH AND WARNING circuit
breaker on load control center P6 controls
power to the system. The system is on
whenever power is provided to one of the
buses. The Service Interphone system gets
power from the 28v dc battery bus and
also the unswitched electronics bus No. 2.
Setting the SERVICE INTERPHONE
switch (on the aft overhead panel P5) to
ON connects the microphone circuits from
the external Service Interphone jacks to
the interphone amplifier. This allows
ground crew at the various maintenance
locations to talk with each other.
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Flight attendants may communicate with
each other, with the flight crew, and with
the ground crew, by using the handsets
installed at their stations.
The flight crew can signal and communicate with the attendants and with crew at
maintenance locations by pushing the
ATTEND call switch and SERV INT
audio listen switch on the Pilots' overhead
panel P5.
Operation
To communicate on the Service Interphone system, lift up the handset at the
flight deck or Flight Attendant stations.
Press the PTT switch on the handset to
talk. For the other position jacks, the P5
SERVICE INTERPHONE switch must be
on. Connect a ground headset to the jack
and push the PTT switch to talk. The control cabin handset overrides the selection
of the Audio Selector Panel. To talk on
the Service Interphone system using the
boom mic, press the INPH-S selector
switch and move the volume slider switch
forward.
Maintenance Practices
NOTE: Clean all handset plugs before
you put the plug into the jack. Dirt can
cause the jack to operate intermittently.
Dirty jacks are a common problem of
intermittent or weak communication on
the system.
Gain adjustments of the system may be
done on the REU; SVC INT EXT sets the
volume level of the audio heard at the
switched service jacks, SVC INT ATT
sets the volume level of the audio for the
unswitched jacks.
Testing
Testing of the Service Interphone system
is accomplished by an operational check.
Reference MM 23-41-00 p501.
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Troubleshooting
The Service Interphone system is made up
of attendants' handsets and a control stand
handset jack. Each component is directly
connected to the Remote Electronic Unit.
If nothing is heard at a given station,
Remote Electronics Unit failure is apparent. If only the interphone jacks connected through the Service Interphone
switch are not working then the jack or
handset can be found when a handset is
moved from station to station If the Service Interphone system is not working at
all, check that power is available and the
INTPH AND WARNING circuit breaker
on the load control center P6 is closed. If
power is available, replace the Remote
Electronic Unit.
Intermittent problems at the flight attendant stations can be caused by broken
wires in the handset cord. Moving the
cord while communicating will usually
find the problem. Intermittent problems at
the external positions can be due to dirty
jacks, clean the jack and retry.
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connected to the Remote Electronic Unit.
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Remote Electronics Unit failure is apparent. If only the interphone jacks connected through the Service Interphone
switch are not working then the jack or
handset can be found when a handset is
moved from station to station If the Service Interphone system is not working at
all, check that power is available and the
INTPH AND WARNING circuit breaker
on the load control center P6 is closed. If
power is available, replace the Remote
Electronic Unit.
Intermittent problems at the flight attendant stations can be caused by broken
wires in the handset cord. Moving the
cord while communicating will usually
find the problem. Intermittent problems at
the external positions can be due to dirty
jacks, clean the jack and retry.
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INPH AMPL
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C560
INPH PWR
F/O NO. 2 BUS

H2

FLIGHT CREW
AUDIO

M544

ATTENDANT/SERVICE
INTERPHONE STATIONS

CODE

SERVICE
INTERPHONE
EXTERNAL
AUDIO

TYPE

EXTERNAL POWER PANEL

A

POWER
SUPPLY

JACK
JACK

WING REFUELING STATION

JACK

FORWARD OF RIGHT WHEEL WELL

JACK

E

FORWARD OF LEFT WHEEL WELL

JACK

F

AFT CABIN CEILLING

JACK

G

APU ACCESS PANEL

JACK

H

FORWARD ATTENDANT'S PANEL

HANDSET

J

AFT ATTENDANT'S PANEL

HANDSET

K

CONTROL STAND

JACK

D7

T
R
S

D6057
RIGHT WHEEL WELL
(STA 655)

T
R
S

D6011
LEFT WHEEL WELL
(STA 655)

T
R
S

D6017
APU
(STA 1040)

T
R
S

D6015
AFT CABIN
(STA 1004)
D6025
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT RACK
(STA 350)

T
R
S

G8
G9

D6007
SERVICE
INTERPHONE

T
R
S

SERVICE
INTERPHONE
ATTENDANT'S
AUDIO
F7

P19 EXTERNAL POWER
RECEPTACLE PANEL

D6

TO SERVICE
INTERPHONE
LEVEL
CONTROL

PHONE HI
PHONE LO
MIC HI
MIC LO

1
2
3
4

AAU CARD
C

P13 FWD ATTTENDANTS
PANEL

M1353 REMOTE ELECTRONICS UNIT (E2-1)
A

D

K
B

SERVICE
INTERPHONE

PHONE HI

OFF

PHONE LO

F

MIC HI

E

H

J

MIC LO

ON

1
2
3
4
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PANEL
S50 SERVICE
INTERPHONE SWITCH (P5 AFT)
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2
3
4

F

P8 CONTROL STAND
AFT FACE

J
K H
A

G

B
D,E
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PASSENGER ADDRESS SYSTEM
The Passenger Address (PA) system provides prioritized voice announcements to
the passengers over the cabin and lavatory
speakers. It provides chime signals for the
flight attendants and passengers. It also
provides boarding music from the tape
reproducer. The system consists of the PA
microphones at the flight attendant and
pilot stations, PA amplifier, and the various
speakers in the cabin and lavatories.

PASSENGER ADDRESS SYSTEM
The Passenger Address (PA) system provides prioritized voice announcements to
the passengers over the cabin and lavatory
speakers. It provides chime signals for the
flight attendants and passengers. It also
provides boarding music from the tape
reproducer. The system consists of the PA
microphones at the flight attendant and
pilot stations, PA amplifier, and the various speakers in the cabin and lavatories.
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Power to the system is provided by the
115v ac and 28v dc systems. Circuit
breakers are located on the P6 panel.
The highest priority of announcements is
from the flight deck crew. The second priority of announcements is from the flight
attendant stations. The lowest priority is
the boarding music.
Chime signals are superimposed over the
announcement audio.
A low chime
sounds when the Fasten Seatbelt or No
Smoking signs are switched on or off. A
high chime sounds when a passenger
pushes an Attendant Call button from a
seat or lavatory. A high/low chime sounds
when the flight crew uses the Attendant
Call system.
Boarding music is controlled by the
MUSIC CHANNEL/ON/OFF/VOLUME
selectors on the forward flight attendant's
panel, these are two concentric knobs.
The On/Off/Volume inner knob turns on
power to the tape reproducer and controls
the volume of the cabin speakers. The
outer knob selects the tape supplying the
boarding music. Positions 1 & 2 use the
same tape and positions 3 & 4 use the
same tape.
Note: The ON/OFF/VOLUME control
and the IFE switch on the forward
flight attendant panel operate independently of each other.
When the No. 1 engine is started and the
oil pressure switch senses pressure, a
ground is removed from the PA amplifier
which increases the amplifier gain by 6db
to compensate for engine noise.
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PA Amplifier
The PA amplifier unit contains the circuits
for amplifying and generating chime
tones. It is located on the E2-1 rack.
There are three LEDs and a three position
rotary selector on the front of the unit.
Note: The selector switch should always
be returned to the NORM position
when finished with any calibration or
test of the system. This position is
required for proper system operation.
There is a MASTER GAIN adjustment at
the lower left corner of the front of the
unit.
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0 db

TEST

+1

NORM
CAL

Power to the system is provided by the
115v ac and 28v dc systems. Circuit
breakers are located on the P6 panel.
The highest priority of announcements is
from the flight deck crew. The second priority of announcements is from the flight
attendant stations. The lowest priority is
the boarding music.
Chime signals are superimposed over the
announcement audio.
A low chime
sounds when the Fasten Seatbelt or No
Smoking signs are switched on or off. A
high chime sounds when a passenger
pushes an Attendant Call button from a
seat or lavatory. A high/low chime sounds
when the flight crew uses the Attendant
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Boarding music is controlled by the
MUSIC CHANNEL/ON/OFF/VOLUME
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panel, these are two concentric knobs.
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the volume of the cabin speakers. The
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Note: The ON/OFF/VOLUME control
and the IFE switch on the forward
flight attendant panel operate independently of each other.
When the No. 1 engine is started and the
oil pressure switch senses pressure, a
ground is removed from the PA amplifier
which increases the amplifier gain by 6db
to compensate for engine noise.
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Speakers
The Passenger Address (PA) speakers for
the cabin are 6.5 inch diameter speakers
with matching transformer is installed in
the Passenger Service Unit (PSU) assembly in approximately every other row of
seats.
These speakers provide PA
announcements and boarding music to the
passengers.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
A five inch diameter speaker and matching transformer is mounted in the ceiling
of each lavatory. The speakers at the
Flight Attendant stations are muted when
a PA announcement is made from that particular station.
Note: There are several terminal connections on the speakers for impedance
matching. Be sure to attach the wires to
the correct terminal on installation.

Speakers
The Passenger Address (PA) speakers for
the cabin are 6.5 inch diameter speakers
with matching transformer is installed in
the Passenger Service Unit (PSU) assembly in approximately every other row of
seats.
These speakers provide PA
announcements and boarding music to the
passengers.
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A five inch diameter speaker and matching transformer is mounted in the ceiling
of each lavatory. The speakers at the
Flight Attendant stations are muted when
a PA announcement is made from that
particular station.
Note: There are several terminal connections on the speakers for impedance
matching. Be sure to attach the wires to
the correct terminal on installation.
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Interfaces
The PA system interfaces with the Passenger Entertainment system and the engine
oil pressure system.
Operation
PA announcements can be made from the
flight deck or either flight attendant panel.
From the flight deck, press the PA MIC
Select button on the Adio Selector Panel
and use a PTT switch to make an
announcement. The PA microphone at the
aft end of the pedestal can also be used, it
bypasses the ASP.
PA announcements can be made from the
flight attendant stations from their respective PA microphone. When an announcement is made from a flight attendant
station, that set of speakers is muted to
prevent feedback.
Maintenance Practices
Replacements of the cabin speakers is
accomplished per MM23-31-11 p401.
Note: When replacing an speaker be sure
to attach the wires to the proper terminals.
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Testing
Testing can be performed by the procedures in MM23-31-00 p501. Turning the
TEST/NORM/CAL selector to the TEST
position sounds a high chime on all the PA
system speakers. Turning the selector to
the CAL position applies a load to the system. The -1 and 0 db LEDs should come
on. If they do not come on, adjust the
MASTER GAIN potentiometer until they
do.
Note: Return the TEST/NORM/CAL
selector to the NORM position to allow
normal functioning of the system.
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Troubleshooting
Many reports of intermittent PA
announcements can be caused by broken
wires in the microphone cords. This is
easily identified by shaking the cord while
making an announcement.
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Other problems can be identified by making announcements from other positions
and by swapping microphones. Note: The
IFE switch on the forward flight attendant
panel does not test the PA system. Reference MM23-31-00 p101 for troubleshooting procedures.

Troubleshooting
Many reports of intermittent PA
announcements can be caused by broken
wires in the microphone cords. This is
easily identified by shaking the cord while
making an announcement.

Other problems can be identified by making announcements from other positions
and by swapping microphones. Note: The
IFE switch on the forward flight attendant
panel does not test the PA system. Reference MM23-31-00 p101 for troubleshooting procedures.

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN PA SYSTEM OPERATIED FROM
ATTENDANTS STATION - Operate PA system using control stand PA mike. IF -

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN PA SYSTEM OPERATIED FROM
ATTENDANTS STATION - Operate PA system using control stand PA mike. IF -

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
attendant’s PA mike and test system
from attendant’s station. IF -

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
attendant’s PA mike and test system
from attendant’s station. IF -

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace PA amplifier.

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace PA amplifier.

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN PA SYSTEM OPERATIED FROM
CONTROL STAND PA MIKE - Operate PA system thru audio selector panel. IF -

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN PA SYSTEM OPERATIED FROM
CONTROL STAND PA MIKE - Operate PA system thru audio selector panel. IF -

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
control stand PA mike.

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
control stand PA mike.

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN TAPE REPRODUCER IS TURNED
ON - Operate PA system using attendants PA mike. IF -

POOR OR NO AUDIO FROM PA SPEAKERS WHEN TAPE REPRODUCER IS TURNED
ON - Operate PA system using attendants PA mike. IF -

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

NO AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
PA amplifier.

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
tape reproducer. IF -

AUDIO AVAILABLE - Replace
tape reproducer. IF -

NO MUSIC AVAILABLE - Replace PA amplifier. IF -

NO MUSIC AVAILABLE - Replace PA amplifier. IF -

NO MUSIC AVAILABLE - Repair or replace defective wiring.

NO MUSIC AVAILABLE - Repair or replace defective wiring.
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PASSENGER ENTERTAINMENT
The Passenger Entertainment provides
each passenger the capabilities of 12 channels of audio entertainment. The airplanes
are configured to provide entertainment on
8 channels. Mono audio is provided on
channels 6, 7, 8 and 9. Stereo entertainment is provided on channels 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The remaining channels are blank. Tape
audio is only provided on PCU channels 2,
3, 4, 5, and 9. PCU channel 9 audio is
switchable between observer's audio and
tape audio.
Each passenger has a connection for a
stethoscope headset, electrical headset and

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
controls for volume and channel selection.
PA announcements will automatically
interrupt the selected program. When the
announcement is completed the entertainment program will resume.
The mono channels are also selectable as
boarding music.
The Passenger Entertainment system consists of a tape reproducer, a multiplexer,
Seat Electronics Units (SEU) for each seat
group, a Passenger Control Unit (PCU) for
each seat, two terminator plugs, an IFE
test switch on the forward flight attendant
panel and the associated wiring for the
system.
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Tape Reproducer
The entertainment tape reproducer is a
shelf mounted unit on the E2-3 equipment
rack in the main equipment center.
The tape reproducer uses six C90 cassettes
for its programs. The six cassettes are
mounted on tape drives on the sides of the
reproducer, three on each side. A fold
down door on each side of the reproducer
provides access to the cassettes. Each cassette has two channels recorded on four
tracks using a special format. Two of the
tracks will play when the cassette is driven

B737-322/522
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in the forward direction and the other two
tracks play in the reverse direction. The
cassettes are self reversing whenever a
tape end is reached. Thus each cassette
will play two channels of continuous
entertainment. Each complete program
will last approximately 90 minutes and
then be repeated. Each mono program
plays off of one tape track and each stereo
program from two tape tracks. Thus, each
cassette can provide two mono programs
or one stereo program.

Tape Reproducer
The entertainment tape reproducer is a
shelf mounted unit on the E2-3 equipment
rack in the main equipment center.
The tape reproducer uses six C90 cassettes
for its programs. The six cassettes are
mounted on tape drives on the sides of the
reproducer, three on each side. A fold
down door on each side of the reproducer
provides access to the cassettes. Each cassette has two channels recorded on four
tracks using a special format. Two of the
tracks will play when the cassette is driven

in the forward direction and the other two
tracks play in the reverse direction. The
cassettes are self reversing whenever a
tape end is reached. Thus each cassette
will play two channels of continuous
entertainment. Each complete program
will last approximately 90 minutes and
then be repeated. Each mono program
plays off of one tape track and each stereo
program from two tape tracks. Thus, each
cassette can provide two mono programs
or one stereo program.
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Multiplexer
The main multiplexer is mounted on the
E2-3 equipment rack in the main equipment center next to the tape reproducer.
The main multiplexer formats the music
channel programs from the tape reproducer to serial digital data for transmission
by coaxial cable. There are two outputs
from the multiplexer; one for the right side
passenger seats and the other for the left
seats. All seat electronic units on each side
are connected in parallel to one of the multiplexer outputs.
Terminations are
installed on the output of the last seat electronic unit on each side.
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CCT BRKR

LEFT

RIGHT

SEAT
ELECTRONICS
BOX
CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Seat Electronics Unit (SEU)
A seat electronic unit is fastened to the
under side of each seat group. Each unit
can provide up to 12 audio programs to
three passenger control units. The seat
electronic units are connected in parallel
to a coaxial output from the main multiplexer. The last seat group in each series
contains the terminating resistor for multiplexer output. The seat electronics unit
contains the demultiplexing electronics for
the passenger entertainment system. The
seat electronics unit has coaxial connectors that provide signal interface with
adjacent units. The other connectors interface with the passenger control units in the
seat group. The audio from the multiplexer is serial digital and is demultiplexed to analog audio as selected by the
passenger control unit for each seat.
Interseat cabling connects each seat electronics unit to the seats fore and aft, except
for the last unit which holds the termination. Seat to seat cables are laid in the
raceways adjacent to the seat tracks.

Multiplexer
The main multiplexer is mounted on the
E2-3 equipment rack in the main equipment center next to the tape reproducer.
The main multiplexer formats the music
channel programs from the tape reproducer to serial digital data for transmission
by coaxial cable. There are two outputs
from the multiplexer; one for the right side
passenger seats and the other for the left
seats. All seat electronic units on each side
are connected in parallel to one of the multiplexer outputs.
Terminations are
installed on the output of the last seat electronic unit on each side.
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Seat Electronics Unit (SEU)
A seat electronic unit is fastened to the
under side of each seat group. Each unit
can provide up to 12 audio programs to
three passenger control units. The seat
electronic units are connected in parallel
to a coaxial output from the main multiplexer. The last seat group in each series
contains the terminating resistor for multiplexer output. The seat electronics unit
contains the demultiplexing electronics for
the passenger entertainment system. The
seat electronics unit has coaxial connectors that provide signal interface with
adjacent units. The other connectors interface with the passenger control units in the
seat group. The audio from the multiplexer is serial digital and is demultiplexed to analog audio as selected by the
passenger control unit for each seat.
Interseat cabling connects each seat electronics unit to the seats fore and aft, except
for the last unit which holds the termination. Seat to seat cables are laid in the
raceways adjacent to the seat tracks.
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Terminators
Terminators erminator plugs are installed
at the last position of the two rows of seat
electronics units. They contain a 100
ohm, 1/4 watt resistor and must be
installed for proper operation of the system.
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Passenger Control Units (PCU)
Each seat is equipped with a passenger
control unit (PCU) for each passenger to
make the desired channel selection and
adjust volume. Each control unit has a
connection for a stethoscope or an electrical headset, an up and a down volume
adjust, and an up and down channel control for up to 12 channels.
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Interfaces
The Passenger Entertainment system
interfaces with the Passenger Address
(PA) system.
Operation
The only operator control is the In Flight
Entertainment (IFE) switch on the forward
attendant panel to provide the ON, OFF,
or TEST mode of operation. The boarding
MUSIC program selector is also on the
forward attendant panel. The four selections for boarding music are the four
mono entertainment programs.
The entertainment tape reproducer can be
powered by placing either the MUSIC
control or the IFE switch on the forward
attendant panel to ON. The music control
operates R365 and the IFE switch R364
on the E2-3 rack. R364 also powers the
multiplexer which is not required for
boarding music.
A switch on the aft overhead panel (OBS
AUDIO ENTMT) allows passengers to
listen to the Observers audio system.
Anything heard on the Observer's audio is
sent to the passenger entertainment system
when the OBS AUDIO ENTMT switch is
turned ON. When this switch is turned
ON, the crew normally leaves the
Observer's Audio Selector Panel MIC
selector in the F-INPH position, and raise
the VHF-1 volume lever. To hear this
audio, passengers must select channel 9
on their seat control unit
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Note: On airplanes with an observer's
oxygen mask containing a microphone,
flight deck conversation will be heard
on channel 9, if the OBS AUDIO
ENTMT switch is ON and the MASK/
BOOM switch on the Observer's audio
selector panel is in the MASK position.
This occurs even when all volume controls on the observer's audio selector
panel are turned down.
Testing
The IFE switch on the forward flight
attendant panel in the TEST position will
produce a 400 Hz tone at each headset
connection and illuminate the channel 12
indicator or dashes at each passenger control unit to validate the test. The test
switch position is spring loaded to ON.
On 737-500s, the IFE TEST switch will
make the PCU TEST LED come on.
Adjustments and testing of the systems
should be done per MM23-34-00 p501.
Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting should be accomplished
per MM23-34-00 p101. Many problems
of the passenger entertainment system are
due to SEU connectors and terminators
being kicked loose. Half-splitting may be
used to isolate the cause of the problem.
Note: The flight attendant panel IFE
switch must be out of the TEST position
for the system to operate normally.
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VHF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The VHF (Very High Frequency) Communication system provides short-range
(radio line-of-sight) two-way voice and
data communication in the frequency
range of 118.000 through 136.975 MHz.
The VHF communication system (referred
to as the VHF Comm system) receives
VHF radio signals, processes them, and
sends the resulting audio to the Remote
Electronics Unit (REU). During transmission, microphone audio from the REU is
processed and transmitted by the VHF
system. There are three VHF systems
installed in the airplane. The communication (comm) equipment for each VHF system includes a VHF transceiver, a VHF
control panel, and a VHF antenna. VHF

control panels on the P8 panel provide the
controls for frequency selection. VHF No.
3 transceiver interfaces with and is dedicated to ACARS (ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System).
Each VHF system interfaces with the
SELCAL (selective calling) system on
overwater aircraft. The VHF system uses
28-volt power obtained from circuit breakers on load control centers P18 and P6.
VHF No. 1 system power is obtained from
the hot battery bus on load control center
P18. VHF No. 2 system power is obtained
from switched electronics bus No. 2 on
load control center P6. VHF No. 3 system
power is obtained from bus No. 1 on load
control center P18.

VHF ANTENNA
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Frequency Selection
The frequency selection data originates in
the VHF control panel, formatted into an
ARINC 429 word and transmitted to the
VHF transceiver over an ARINC 429 data
bus.
Transmit
Transmission is initiated by grounding the
PTT line in the voice mode. This activates the antenna switch and switches the
frequency synthesizer output to the transmitter section. The frequency synthesizer
output is amplitude modulated by audio
from the interphone system and amplified
for transmission. The forward power output is sampled to generate a feed-back signal to generate sidetone audio for the
voice audio output. The rf output is then
routed through the antenna switch to the
VHF antenna.
The PTT signal is also routed out of the
VHF transceiver as a key event signal.
This is used by the Digital Flight Data
Recorder system to record the times during which the VHF transceiver is keyed.
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Receive
When the VHF transceiver is not keyed,
the output from the frequency synthesizer
is connected to the receiver mixer and the
VHF antenna is connected to the receiver
input. With no signal input, the receiver
noise output from the detector is filtered
and compared to a squelch threshold voltage in the squelch comparator. The comparator output turns off the voice audio
output to the flight interphone system.
When a signal is received, it is amplified
in the rf section and fed to the first mixer.
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VHF Control Panel
The VHF Control Panel provides frequency selection and frequency transfer of
the associated VHF transceiver. The two
VHF control panels are located on P8 pedestal, the left panel is for the No. 1 VHF
Comm system and the right is for the No.
2 system. The VHF control panel provides frequency selection and frequency
indication. Each VHF control panel contains a dual set of frequency select knobs,
two LCD frequency displays, two frequency-in-use lights, and a transfer (TFR)
switch. Each set of two concentric knobs
are used to select a desired frequency.
The outer knob selects ones, tens, and
hundreds units; the inner knob selects
tenths and hundredths units. The TFR
switch allows selection of either displayed
frequency. When set, the selected frequency display is illuminated and the frequency-in-use light above the display
comes on.
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VHF Transceiver
The VHF Comm Transceiver generates,
transmits, receives, and demodulates rf
signals for voice and data transmission.
The VHF transceivers are located on the
E2-1 rack. The solid state VHF transceiver provides two-way voice and data
communications in the 118.000-through
136.975-MHz frequency range.
The front panel of the VHF transceiver
contains a PHONE and MIC jack, a TEST
switch, a SQL/LAMP TEST switch, two
status LEDS, a three position (RFL/FWD/
OFF) switch, and a two-digit digital display.

The PHONE and MlC jack allow a headphone and microphone to be connected
directly to the VHF transceiver. The
TEST switch enables a self-test of the critical circuits in the VHF system. The SQL/
LAMP TEST switch disables the squelch
circuits and tests the front panel LEDS.
The two status LEDs indicate LRU PASS
and frequency CONTROL INPUT FAIL.
The RFL (reflected)/FWD (forward)/OFF
(normal) switch checks rf power to the
VHF antennas and displays the result in
watts on the two-digit display.
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VHF Antenna
The VHF antenna is a blade-type antenna
with an omnidirectional radiation pattern.
The purpose of the VHF antenna is to
transmit and receive radio signals in the
VHF frequency range. Each VHF antenna
is impedance-matched to the coaxial transmission line. A coaxial cable connector on
the VHF antenna provides interconnection
between the VHF antenna and VHF transceiver.
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Interfaces
The VHF Communication system interfaces with the ACARS, Flight Data
Recorder, Voice Recorder, and SELCAL
systems on overwater aircraft.
Operation
VHF No. 1 and 2 systems are identical for
voice communication. The VHF No. 3
system is dedicated to ACARS and is normally used for data transmission and
reception. Receiving and transmitting are
completed on the same frequency.
Note: Always monitor a frequency
before attempting to transmit to avoid
interference with communications
already in progress.
Note: Two frequencies can be set in the
control panel, but only the one selected
by the TFR switch is the active one.
To receive, adjust the volume control on
the audio selector panel to obtain a comfortable listening level and select the
appropriate frequency on the Comm Tuning Panel To transmit over the VHF systems, the mic selector switch on the audio
selector panel must be pressed in for the
desired VHF system. Pressing the microphone PTT (push-to-talk) button of the
fight interphone system will operate control circuits in the VHF transceiver which
disconnect the receiver circuits and connect the transmitter circuits to the VHF
antenna. Amplitude modulated transmission will begin when audio signals are
present on the microphone circuits.
Sidetone is rectified from the modulated rf
to the VHF antenna and returned to the
headphones of the flight interphone system to indicate proper operation of the
transmitter. The audio selector panel volume control may be used to adjust the
sidetone audio to a comfortable listening
level. When the PTT button is released,
23-46
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the system will return to the receive condition.
Maintenance Practices
The VHF Comm antenna should be
installed per MM23-21-11 p401. Sealant
should not be used between the antenna
base and aircraft structure. It should be
applied after the mounting screws. Note:
Do not let the connector fall when replacing the No. 1 antenna on top of the fuselage.
Self-Test
The VHF transceiver has a built in self test
system that is initiated by push-to-test
switches in the front panel of the VHF
transceiver.
The SQL/LAMP TEST switch is used to
disable transceiver squelch, and to check
the front panel lights prior to system selftesting.
The red CONTROL INPUT FAIL and
green LRU PASS lights come on when the
SQL/LAMP TEST switch is pushed.
The TEST switch is used to initiate the
CONTROL INPUT FAIL and LRU PASS
tests. The CONTROL INPUT FAIL test
checks that the VHF transceiver is receiving valid frequency tuning data from the
VHF control panel. If the tuning data is
not valid, the red CONTROL INPUT
FAIL light comes on indicating a VHF
Control panel failure. The light remains
on for about four seconds after TEST
switch is pressed.
The LRU PASS test identifies a failure on
the VHF transceiver. After pressing the
TEST switch, the green LRU PASS
should light for approximately one to four
seconds. At the same time, the digital display should show a value of less than 2.1.
This value is the voltage standing wave
ratio (VSWR). After the CONTROL
INPUT FAIL/LRU PASS tests are comOCT 99
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pleted, turning the power test switch to
FWD or RFL displays the forward or
reflected power values on the digital. display. The FWD position should display a
minimum value of 25. The RFL position
should display 11 percent or less of the
forward power value.
Follow the procedures of MM23-21-01
p501 to perform adjustments or tests of the
VHF Comm system.
Troubleshooting
For troubleshooting the VHF Comm system, reference MM23-21-01 p101. Each
VHF Comm system uses a different power
source.
Sometimes large metal structures or
ground equipment near the antennas
affects the reception and transmission of
the VHF Comm system. You can use
equivalent components from a different
VHF system to perform trouble-shooting
of the defective VHF system.
Change the possibly defective component
with the equivalent component from a different VHF system. If the system operates
correctly after the component is changed,
you have found the defective component.
If a VHF system does not operate, make
sure the proper voltages are available to
the system. Make sure all VHF circuit
breakers on load control centers P6 and
P18 are closed (pushed in). Make sure the
power is supplied.
To prevent troubleshooting that is not necessary, make sure the specified problem
continues to occur. If the flight report
says that a VHF system does not operate
on one or two specific frequencies, try to
operate the VHF system at those frequencies. Airplane location or other conditions
in the area at the time possibly caused the
problem to occur. Make sure the problem
occurs at your location. Also make sure
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the flight interphone system operates correctly. A problem with the VHF system
can be a result of a defective component in
an Audio Selector Panel. Some checks to
make before you change components in
the VHF system are: A loose coaxial connector will cause intermittent operation
and noise in the system. Make sure all
connectors are tight.
Frequency Check
Set the frequency several times from
above and below the problem frequency.
Wafer switch contacts in the VHF control
panel are possibly bent. Compare the
operation of the problem VHF system
with the operation of another VHF system
in the airplane.
Transmit Check
The transmitter sidetone is demodulated
RF output. If the sidetone is good, the
transmitter modulated output is usually
also good. Do this procedure to do a
check of the frequency when the VHF system transmits: transmit the frequency on
one VHF system while you receive the
same frequency on a different VHF system.
Receive Check
Do this procedure to do a check of the frequency and operation when the VHF system receives: listen to the received voice
from ground stations, other airplanes, or
from a different VHF system. For VHF-3,
use the ACARS interactive display unit to
transmit and receive.
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VHF system to perform trouble-shooting
of the defective VHF system.
Change the possibly defective component
with the equivalent component from a different VHF system. If the system operates
correctly after the component is changed,
you have found the defective component.
If a VHF system does not operate, make
sure the proper voltages are available to
the system. Make sure all VHF circuit
breakers on load control centers P6 and
P18 are closed (pushed in). Make sure the
power is supplied.
To prevent troubleshooting that is not necessary, make sure the specified problem
continues to occur. If the flight report
says that a VHF system does not operate
on one or two specific frequencies, try to
operate the VHF system at those frequencies. Airplane location or other conditions
in the area at the time possibly caused the
problem to occur. Make sure the problem
occurs at your location. Also make sure
OCT 99

the flight interphone system operates correctly. A problem with the VHF system
can be a result of a defective component in
an Audio Selector Panel. Some checks to
make before you change components in
the VHF system are: A loose coaxial connector will cause intermittent operation
and noise in the system. Make sure all
connectors are tight.
Frequency Check
Set the frequency several times from
above and below the problem frequency.
Wafer switch contacts in the VHF control
panel are possibly bent. Compare the
operation of the problem VHF system
with the operation of another VHF system
in the airplane.
Transmit Check
The transmitter sidetone is demodulated
RF output. If the sidetone is good, the
transmitter modulated output is usually
also good. Do this procedure to do a
check of the frequency when the VHF system transmits: transmit the frequency on
one VHF system while you receive the
same frequency on a different VHF system.
Receive Check
Do this procedure to do a check of the frequency and operation when the VHF system receives: listen to the received voice
from ground stations, other airplanes, or
from a different VHF system. For VHF-3,
use the ACARS interactive display unit to
transmit and receive.
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THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY ON
VHF-1 - Operate the VHF-2 system from
the same audio selector panel that you
used for VHF-1. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED OR RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY ON
VHF-2 OR VHF-3 - Do troubleshooting
equivalent to VHF-1.

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY ON
VHF-1 - Operate the VHF-2 system from
the same audio selector panel that you
used for VHF-1. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED OR RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY ON
VHF-2 OR VHF-3 - Do troubleshooting
equivalent to VHF-1.

THE VHF-2 TRANSMITTED AND
RECEIVED VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY - Do troubleshooting of the key
and audio circuits of the flight interphone
system.

VHF-2 IS OK - Remove the VHF-1 and
VHF-2 transceivers. Install the VHF-2
transceiver for the VHF-1 system. IF --

THE VHF-2 TRANSMITTED AND
RECEIVED VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY - Do troubleshooting of the key
and audio circuits of the flight interphone
system.

VHF-2 IS OK - Remove the VHF-1 and
VHF-2 transceivers. Install the VHF-2
transceiver for the VHF-1 system. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS OK - Replace the defective
VHF transceiver.

THE TRANSMITTED OR RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY Remove the VHF-2 control panels.
Install the VHF-2 control panel for the
VHF-1 system. Open the VHF-1 circuit
breaker. Then close the VHF-1 circuit
breaker. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS OK - Replace the defective
VHF transceiver.

THE TRANSMITTED OR RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATIFACTORY Remove the VHF-2 control panels.
Install the VHF-2 control panel for the
VHF-1 system. Open the VHF-1 circuit
breaker. Then close the VHF-1 circuit
breaker. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS OK - Replace the defective
VHF control panel.

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATISFACTORY - Do a
check of the cozxial cable for continuity
between the VHF-1 transceiver and the
VHF-1 antenna. IF --

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS OK - Replace the defective
VHF control panel.

THE TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED
VOICE IS UNSATISFACTORY - Do a
check of the cozxial cable for continuity
between the VHF-1 transceiver and the
VHF-1 antenna. IF --

THE CONTINUITY IS OK - Replace
the defective VHF antenna.

THE CONTINUITY IS UNSATISFACTORY - Repair or replace the coaxial
cable.

THE CONTINUITY IS OK - Replace
the defective VHF antenna.

THE CONTINUITY IS UNSATISFACTORY - Repair or replace the coaxial
cable.
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AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
ADDRESSING AND REPORTING
SYSTEM (ACARS)
The Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) transmits
and receives digital messages in conjunction with a ground station. Messages are
received and transmitted via the No. 3
VHF Communication system. By automatically transmitting such data as departure station, destination, estimated time of
arrival, crew payroll numbers, material
requests, fuel, engine data and flight number, the crew workload is lessened.
ACARS consists of a management unit
(MU) and an interactive display unit
(IDU).

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
ADDRESSING AND REPORTING
SYSTEM (ACARS)
The Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) transmits
and receives digital messages in conjunction with a ground station. Messages are
received and transmitted via the No. 3
VHF Communication system. By automatically transmitting such data as departure station, destination, estimated time of
arrival, crew payroll numbers, material
requests, fuel, engine data and flight number, the crew workload is lessened.
ACARS consists of a management unit
(MU) and an interactive display unit
(IDU).
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The system consists of a Management
Unit (MU), an interactive display unit
(IDU) a digital flight data acquisition unit
(DFDAU), and the No. 3 VHF COMM
radio.
The MU performs data processing and
message management functions and contains the system memory, a UTC clock
and transmission logic.
The IDU provides for crew input and control of ACARS, and consists of a touch
sensitive screen. IDU display functions
include system status annunciation,
uplinked messages, and display pages.
The DFDAU automatically gathers
selected information relating to flight
parameters and airplane system operation
for downlink transmission via ACARS.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The No. 3 VHF COMM radio is dedicated
to ACARS, and is used to transmit air-toground (down link), and receive groundto-air (uplink) digital messages.
ACARS transmits selected company
reports, system and flight data at high
speed using a discrete VHF frequency.
ACARS transmission occurs:
-automatically for OUT, OFF, ON and
IN reports.
-when SEND is selected.
-during a link test.
-when ENT is selected for certain
reports.

The system consists of a Management
Unit (MU), an interactive display unit
(IDU) a digital flight data acquisition unit
(DFDAU), and the No. 3 VHF COMM
radio.
The MU performs data processing and
message management functions and contains the system memory, a UTC clock
and transmission logic.
The IDU provides for crew input and control of ACARS, and consists of a touch
sensitive screen. IDU display functions
include system status annunciation,
uplinked messages, and display pages.
The DFDAU automatically gathers
selected information relating to flight
parameters and airplane system operation
for downlink transmission via ACARS.
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The No. 3 VHF COMM radio is dedicated
to ACARS, and is used to transmit air-toground (down link), and receive groundto-air (uplink) digital messages.
ACARS transmits selected company
reports, system and flight data at high
speed using a discrete VHF frequency.
ACARS transmission occurs:
-automatically for OUT, OFF, ON and
IN reports.
-when SEND is selected.
-during a link test.
-when ENT is selected for certain
reports.
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Whenever a message is received by either
ACARS or a ground station, a reply is sent
to acknowledge that the message was
received. Any message not acknowledged
by a ground station remains in the ACARS
memory and is sent again with the next
transmission.
Some items are always transmitted automatically, but only after certain entries are
made on the initialization page of
ACARS. The minimum requirement for
automatic transmission is entry of the destination station. The airplane number is
programmed into the management unit
wiring programming pins at the MU bench
plug. Time comes from the UTC clock
which is synchronized with ARINC time
during a link test, or when the CLK
UPDATE prompt on the UTC TIME page
is pushed. OUT, OFF, ON and IN reports
are automatically transmitted using signals
from landing gear air/ground sensing, the
parking brake, and cabin doors. The OUT
time sent is the time of first parking brake
release, after all cabin entry and service
doors are closed. If the parking brake is
released before all cabin entry and service
doors, a letter replaces the first digit of the
OUT time, and ARINC may request verification of the OUT time by voice.
If fuel on board and boarded fuel have not
been entered, the OUT report is delayed
up to two minutes to allow fuel entries. If
the fuel entries are not made during the
two minute period, the OUT report is
transmitted without this information.
Entry of fuel information at a later time is
not possible.
The OFF time is sensed by air/ground
relays, recorded at liftoff, and transmitted
shortly thereafter. The ON time is sensed
by air/ground relays, recorded at touchdown, and transmitted shortly thereafter.
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The IN time reported is the last time the
parking brake is set, prior to opening any
cabin entry or service door. If any cabin
entry or service door is opened before the
parking brake is set, a letter replaces the
first digit of the IN time, and ARINC may
request verification of the IN time by
voice. Transmission of the IN report is
delayed up to two minutes to allow entry
of the fuel on board and pilot landing. If
the entries are not made during this two
minute period, the IN report is transmitted
without this information. After the IN
report is transmitted, the previously
entered destination station automatically
becomes new the departure station. Until
a new destination station is entered,
ACARS cannot record or transmit automatic reports.
If an OFF or IN time has not been transmitted by ACARS within 15 minutes of
the transmission of an OUT time, a
DELAY advisory is displayed on the CU
to prompt the crew to send a departure
ground delay report.
Interactive Display
Unit The IDU uses an infrared LED
matrix to detect touches on the screen.
There are no hard keys on the IDU. Display pages and keyboards are shown on
the IDU. Menu pages act as an index to
function pages or other menu pages.
When a area is touched on the IDU, the
selection will highlight in reverse video.
Moving the finger to another area without
breaking contact with the screen will
return the first selection touched back to
normal and will then highlight the new
selection being touched. Releasing the
selectionwhen it is highlighted, activates
the selection.
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Whenever a message is received by either
ACARS or a ground station, a reply is sent
to acknowledge that the message was
received. Any message not acknowledged
by a ground station remains in the ACARS
memory and is sent again with the next
transmission.
Some items are always transmitted automatically, but only after certain entries are
made on the initialization page of
ACARS. The minimum requirement for
automatic transmission is entry of the destination station. The airplane number is
programmed into the management unit
wiring programming pins at the MU bench
plug. Time comes from the UTC clock
which is synchronized with ARINC time
during a link test, or when the CLK
UPDATE prompt on the UTC TIME page
is pushed. OUT, OFF, ON and IN reports
are automatically transmitted using signals
from landing gear air/ground sensing, the
parking brake, and cabin doors. The OUT
time sent is the time of first parking brake
release, after all cabin entry and service
doors are closed. If the parking brake is
released before all cabin entry and service
doors, a letter replaces the first digit of the
OUT time, and ARINC may request verification of the OUT time by voice.
If fuel on board and boarded fuel have not
been entered, the OUT report is delayed
up to two minutes to allow fuel entries. If
the fuel entries are not made during the
two minute period, the OUT report is
transmitted without this information.
Entry of fuel information at a later time is
not possible.
The OFF time is sensed by air/ground
relays, recorded at liftoff, and transmitted
shortly thereafter. The ON time is sensed
by air/ground relays, recorded at touchdown, and transmitted shortly thereafter.
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The IN time reported is the last time the
parking brake is set, prior to opening any
cabin entry or service door. If any cabin
entry or service door is opened before the
parking brake is set, a letter replaces the
first digit of the IN time, and ARINC may
request verification of the IN time by
voice. Transmission of the IN report is
delayed up to two minutes to allow entry
of the fuel on board and pilot landing. If
the entries are not made during this two
minute period, the IN report is transmitted
without this information. After the IN
report is transmitted, the previously
entered destination station automatically
becomes new the departure station. Until
a new destination station is entered,
ACARS cannot record or transmit automatic reports.
If an OFF or IN time has not been transmitted by ACARS within 15 minutes of
the transmission of an OUT time, a
DELAY advisory is displayed on the CU
to prompt the crew to send a departure
ground delay report.
Interactive Display
Unit The IDU uses an infrared LED
matrix to detect touches on the screen.
There are no hard keys on the IDU. Display pages and keyboards are shown on
the IDU. Menu pages act as an index to
function pages or other menu pages.
When a area is touched on the IDU, the
selection will highlight in reverse video.
Moving the finger to another area without
breaking contact with the screen will
return the first selection touched back to
normal and will then highlight the new
selection being touched. Releasing the
selectionwhen it is highlighted, activates
the selection.
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There are several keys on the various
pages which always perform the same
function:
- The MENU key returns the display
back to the main menu page.
- The RTN key returns the display back
to the last active main page.
- The ENT key will store all the display
contents of an underlined entry and
move the underline cursor to the next
entry required.
- If the entry is the last on a page, the
next page of a multi-entry page format
will appear, or it will display the SUMMARY/SEND page if it was the last
entry of the message
- The CLR key will clear the last entry to
the fight of the cursor
- The SEND key, on appropriate function pages, queues the indicated message
for transmission and returns to the last
menu page used
- The RE-DO key on the data summary
page returns back to the first data entry
page, for the summarized data, to allow
changes to be made
The VOX key calls up the VOICE MODE
page and places ACARS in the voice
mode. The second key from the left at the
bottom of each display is reserved for the
advisory key.
Advisory keys in order of priority are:
- FAIL - Failure detected. Touching the
keys displays the maintenance menu
page.
- SEND (Flashing) - A message is ready
to send. Touching the key queues the
message for transmission.
- SEND (Steady) - A message has been
sent and is awaiting acknowledgment.
No response when key is touched.
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- PWR - Loss of data due to power interruption. Touching the key displays the
initialization page.
- MSG - SELCAL chime sounds.
Touching the key displays the page that
initiated the advisory.
- SELCAL - An uplink message has
been received. Touching the key displays the CALL COMPANY page. MSG (Flashing)
- An uplink message has not been displayed. Touching the key will display
the oldest message not displayed.
- DATA - A downlink message has not
been sent because the system is in the
voice mode, or the system has been in
the voice mode for 2 minutes. Touching
the key puts ACARS in the data mode. NOCOMM
- A message has been sent the required
number of times but no acknowledgment
received. Touching the key activates retransmission of the message.
- VOICE - ACARS is in the voice mode
but has no messages to send. Touching
the key displays the voice mode page.
The ACARS time display is normally
updated while the airplane is at the gate.
ACARS furnishes trip and gate information to the airplane's flight recorder.
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There are several keys on the various
pages which always perform the same
function:
- The MENU key returns the display
back to the main menu page.
- The RTN key returns the display back
to the last active main page.
- The ENT key will store all the display
contents of an underlined entry and
move the underline cursor to the next
entry required.
- If the entry is the last on a page, the
next page of a multi-entry page format
will appear, or it will display the SUMMARY/SEND page if it was the last
entry of the message
- The CLR key will clear the last entry to
the fight of the cursor
- The SEND key, on appropriate function pages, queues the indicated message
for transmission and returns to the last
menu page used
- The RE-DO key on the data summary
page returns back to the first data entry
page, for the summarized data, to allow
changes to be made
The VOX key calls up the VOICE MODE
page and places ACARS in the voice
mode. The second key from the left at the
bottom of each display is reserved for the
advisory key.
Advisory keys in order of priority are:
- FAIL - Failure detected. Touching the
keys displays the maintenance menu
page.
- SEND (Flashing) - A message is ready
to send. Touching the key queues the
message for transmission.
- SEND (Steady) - A message has been
sent and is awaiting acknowledgment.
No response when key is touched.
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- PWR - Loss of data due to power interruption. Touching the key displays the
initialization page.
- MSG - SELCAL chime sounds.
Touching the key displays the page that
initiated the advisory.
- SELCAL - An uplink message has
been received. Touching the key displays the CALL COMPANY page. MSG (Flashing)
- An uplink message has not been displayed. Touching the key will display
the oldest message not displayed.
- DATA - A downlink message has not
been sent because the system is in the
voice mode, or the system has been in
the voice mode for 2 minutes. Touching
the key puts ACARS in the data mode. NOCOMM
- A message has been sent the required
number of times but no acknowledgment
received. Touching the key activates retransmission of the message.
- VOICE - ACARS is in the voice mode
but has no messages to send. Touching
the key displays the voice mode page.
The ACARS time display is normally
updated while the airplane is at the gate.
ACARS furnishes trip and gate information to the airplane's flight recorder.
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ACARS DATA PRINTER
A printer for use with ACARS is installed
on the right side of the aft control pedestal
printer can provide hard copy printouts of
messages received through ACARS.
Interfaces
The ACARS system interfaces with the
No. 3 VHF Comm system, parking brake,
entry door and air/ground sensing systems.
Troubleshooting
When the ACARS system is inoperative, a
component failure is usually the cause.
Replace the component that you think is
failed and make sure the system operates
correctly. If the ground-based supplier of
the ACARS/AIRCOM data-link service
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TEST

has a problem, the aircraft ACARS may
not operate correctly. A NO COMM indicator will be present in this situation.
Also, other aircraft which try to use the
same ground station will have the same
problem. A display of NO COMM does
not necessarily indicate an aircraft failure. It does indicate that the data-link air/
ground network was not completed. This
can be the result of ground station problems or aircraft failures. The ACARS
transmits over the VHF-3 system. If this
system is inoperative, or the VHF path
between the airplane and the ground station receiving antennas is blocked, the
system will go NO COMM.
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ACARS DATA PRINTER
A printer for use with ACARS is installed
on the right side of the aft control pedestal
printer can provide hard copy printouts of
messages received through ACARS.
Interfaces
The ACARS system interfaces with the
No. 3 VHF Comm system, parking brake,
entry door and air/ground sensing systems.
Troubleshooting
When the ACARS system is inoperative, a
component failure is usually the cause.
Replace the component that you think is
failed and make sure the system operates
correctly. If the ground-based supplier of
the ACARS/AIRCOM data-link service
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has a problem, the aircraft ACARS may
not operate correctly. A NO COMM indicator will be present in this situation.
Also, other aircraft which try to use the
same ground station will have the same
problem. A display of NO COMM does
not necessarily indicate an aircraft failure. It does indicate that the data-link air/
ground network was not completed. This
can be the result of ground station problems or aircraft failures. The ACARS
transmits over the VHF-3 system. If this
system is inoperative, or the VHF path
between the airplane and the ground station receiving antennas is blocked, the
system will go NO COMM.
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MU failure

Open and then close the
ACARS AC circuit breaker.

Replace the MU

LRU FAIL
light is on
*[2]
CU FAIL
light is on
*[1]

23-54

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE ISOLATION PROCEDURE CORRECTION
MU FAIL
light is on
*[1]

MU failure

Open and then close the
ACARS AC circuit breaker.

Replace the MU

IDU failure

Open and then close the
ACARS AC circuit breaker.

Replace the IDU

VHF Multipath
distortion or dead
spot

Transmit from a different
location.

Change the
location of the
airplane. Tell the
ground station
about the dead
spot.

LRU FAIL
light is on
*[2]
IDU failure

Open and then close the
ACARS AC circuit breaker.

Replace the IDU

CONTROL
FAIL light is
on *[2]
NO COMM
is shown
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PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE ISOLATION PROCEDURE CORRECTION
MU FAIL
light is on
*[1]

COMMUNICATIONS

CU FAIL
light is on
*[1]
CONTROL
FAIL light is
on *[2]

VHF Multipath
distortion or dead
spot

Transmit from a different
location.

Change the
location of the
airplane. Tell the
ground station
about the dead
spot.

Failed transmission
from the ground
station.

Make sure the ground
station’s transceivers are
operational. If the ground
station has a problem with
their equipment, many
other aircraft that use the
data link will have the same
symptoms.

Advise the
ground station
if necessary.
This is not an
aircraft problem.

Failed transmission
from the ground
station.

Make sure the ground
station’s transceivers are
operational. If the ground
station has a problem with
their equipment, many
other aircraft that use the
data link will have the same
symptoms.

Advise the
ground station
if necessary.
This is not an
aircraft problem.

Failed VHF
transceiver

Make sure the VHF-3
transceiver is powered and
is keyed when the MU
tranmits. Another procedure
is to tune a second VHF
transceiver (VHF 1 or 2) to
the dataa frequency
(131.725 MHz, Europe or
131.550 MHz, USA and
listen when you push SEND.
If the data is transmitted you
will hear the usual data link
"chirp" sound. You can also
temporarily replace the
VHF-3 transceiver with one
of the other transceivers.

Replace the
VHF transceiver

Failed VHF
transceiver

Make sure the VHF-3
transceiver is powered and
is keyed when the MU
tranmits. Another procedure
is to tune a second VHF
transceiver (VHF 1 or 2) to
the dataa frequency
(131.725 MHz, Europe or
131.550 MHz, USA and
listen when you push SEND.
If the data is transmitted you
will hear the usual data link
"chirp" sound. You can also
temporarily replace the
VHF-3 transceiver with one
of the other transceivers.

Replace the
VHF transceiver
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PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE ISOLATION PROCEDURE CORRECTION
Make sure that the ACARS
VHF transceiver is
is set to the correct data link
not tuned to the
local data frequency. frequency. Refer to vendor
infomation.

Do a test of the 000I sensors. Replace failed
Refer to 23-27-00.501.
switch.
Make sure that the sensor
circuits on the aircraft are
O.K. (see above).

Replace MU

Cannot do
Aircraft not in the
GMT auto
"IN" configuration.
update and
NO COMM
is not shown.

Make sure that a door is
open and the parking brake
is set

Loss of all
data during
airplane
power
transfer

Remove the MU. Close the
ACARS DC circuit breaker.
Make suree +28VDC is
available at pin 10 on
connector D1967C (pin 11
is ground).
Note: Due to the very low
current, the DC circuit
circuit breaker can become
contaminated.

Introduction

Make sure that the ACARS
VHF transceiver is
is set to the correct data link
not tuned to the
local data frequency. frequency. Refer to vendor
infomation.

Set the correct
frequency.

OUT/OFF/IN Failed sensor
event(s) did circuit on aircraft.
not register.
Failed sensor
circuits in the MU.

Do a test of the 000I sensors. Replace failed
Refer to 23-27-00.501.
switch.
Make sure that the sensor
circuits on the aircraft are
O.K. (see above).

Replace MU

Open a door
and set the
parking brake.

Cannot do
Aircraft not in the
GMT auto
"IN" configuration.
update and
NO COMM
is not shown.

Make sure that a door is
open and the parking brake
is set

Open a door
and set the
parking brake.

Replace circuit
breaker.

Loss of all
data during
airplane
power
transfer

Remove the MU. Close the
ACARS DC circuit breaker.
Make suree +28VDC is
available at pin 10 on
connector D1967C (pin 11
is ground).
Note: Due to the very low
current, the DC circuit
circuit breaker can become
contaminated.

Replace circuit
breaker.

*[1] AIRPLANES WITH TELEDYNE ACARS
*[2] AIRPLANES WITH COLLINS ACARS
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Set the correct
frequency.

OUT/OFF/IN Failed sensor
event(s) did circuit on aircraft.
not register.
Failed sensor
circuits in the MU.

Failed circuit
breaker.
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COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER
The cockpit voice recorder uses four independent channels to record flight deck
audio on a 30 minute continuous loop
tape, recordings older than 30 minutes are
automatically erased.
One channel
records flight deck area conversations
using the area microphone located on the
Voice Recorder panel. The other 3 channels record individual Audio Selector

Panel output (headset audio) and transmissions (microphone audio) from the Captain, First Officer and Observer. Hot mic
recording is used, any audio picked up by
the boom microphones is recorded on the
tape, even without keying a PTT. The system consists of the voice recorder, located
in the aft baggage compartment, and a
control panel, located on the forward overhead panel.

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER
The cockpit voice recorder uses four independent channels to record flight deck
audio on a 30 minute continuous loop
tape, recordings older than 30 minutes are
automatically erased.
One channel
records flight deck area conversations
using the area microphone located on the
Voice Recorder panel. The other 3 channels record individual Audio Selector

VOICE RCDR

Panel output (headset audio) and transmissions (microphone audio) from the Captain, First Officer and Observer. Hot mic
recording is used, any audio picked up by
the boom microphones is recorded on the
tape, even without keying a PTT. The system consists of the voice recorder, located
in the aft baggage compartment, and a
control panel, located on the forward overhead panel.

VOICE RCDR

115V AC
ELEX BUS-1

115V AC
ELEX BUS-1

POWER INPUT
ALL CHANNEL AUDIO
MONITOR
TEST OUTPUT
TEST INTPUT
CHANNEL 4
BULK ERASE

TEST SWITCH
TEST METER
AUDIO JACK
AREA MIC

FLIGHT
COMPARTMENT
AREA SOUND
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GROUND
SENSING &
PARKING
BRAKE
INTERLOCK

BULK
ERASE
SWITCH

ERASE VOLTAGE

FROM AUDIO
INTEGRATING
SYSTEM

CAPT
F/O
1 OBS

ALL CHANNEL AUDIO
MONITOR
TEST OUTPUT
TEST INTPUT
CHANNEL 4
BULK ERASE

TEST SWITCH
TEST METER
AUDIO JACK
AREA MIC

FLIGHT
COMPARTMENT
AREA SOUND

LANDING GEAR
ACCY UNIT

VOICE RECORDER
CONTROL PANEL

POWER INPUT

GROUND
SENSING &
PARKING
BRAKE
INTERLOCK

BULK
ERASE
SWITCH

VOICE RECORDER
CONTROL PANEL
CHANNEL 3
CHANNEL 2
CHANNEL 1

LANDING GEAR
ACCY UNIT
FROM AUDIO
INTEGRATING
SYSTEM

CAPT
F/O
1 OBS

VOICE RECORDER
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CHANNEL 3
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CHANNEL 1
VOICE RECORDER

Voice Recorder System
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Voice Recorder Unit
The voice recorder is installed in the E6
equipment shelf on the right side of the aft
cargo compartment, aft of the cargo door.
In addition to the tape drive mechanism
and tape, the tape transport contains the
recording heads, the erase head, the monitor head, and the bulk erase coil. The erase
head in the recorder automatically erases

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
previously recorded information prior to
recording. A 30-minute length of closed
loop magnetic tape provides a record of
the previous 30 minutes of conversation.
An internal monitoring circuit ensures
proper operation of the recording mechanism and circuits.
A monitor jack is located on the front
panel of the recorder.

UNDERWATER
LOCATING
DEVICE (ULD)

Voice Recorder Unit
The voice recorder is installed in the E6
equipment shelf on the right side of the aft
cargo compartment, aft of the cargo door.
In addition to the tape drive mechanism
and tape, the tape transport contains the
recording heads, the erase head, the monitor head, and the bulk erase coil. The erase
head in the recorder automatically erases

previously recorded information prior to
recording. A 30-minute length of closed
loop magnetic tape provides a record of
the previous 30 minutes of conversation.
An internal monitoring circuit ensures
proper operation of the recording mechanism and circuits.
A monitor jack is located on the front
panel of the recorder.

UNDERWATER
LOCATING
DEVICE (ULD)
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Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB)
Attached to the front panel of the Voice
Recorder is an Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB). This device is also known as
an Underwater Locator Device, or (ULD).
The ULB is an acoustic beacon that energizes when it is immersed in water,
thereby assisting with location of the
recorder in case of an accident in water.
The ULB has no external connections, and
is powered by an internal battery. The
battery has a definite shelf life, and the
expiration date of the battery is printed on
a sticker on the ULB. If the date on the
sticker shows that the battery is out of
date, the entire ULB is removed from the
voice recorder, and a new one is installed.
The ULB on the Voice Recorder is the
same part as that installed on the Flight
Data Recorder.

23-58
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Voice Recorder Control Panel
The voice recorder control panel is located
in the pilots' overhead panel P5. It contains a microphone and preamplifier, a
meter, a test push-button, a headphone
jack, and an erase push-button. It allows
remote monitoring and testing of the
Voice Recorder Unit, detects flight compartment sounds and conversations, and
controls bulk erasure of the recording
tape.
Audible and visible indications derived
from the monitoring circuits are presented
at a meter and a jack on the control panel
when the test switch on the control panel
is pushed. The microphone and the preamplifier pick up the conversation in the
flight compartment and supply audio to
channel four of the voice recorder. When
the TEST push-button is pushed, it activates a test circuit in the recorder. If all
channels are recording properly, the meter
needle indicates in the green area and a
600-Hz test tone is supplied to the HEADSET jack.
The ERASE push-button will erase the
entire tape in the recorder if held for a
minimum of two seconds. However, the
bulk erase circuit will operate only with
the airplane on the ground, power applied
to the airplane, and the parking brake set.
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Attached to the front panel of the Voice
Recorder is an Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB). This device is also known as
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expiration date of the battery is printed on
a sticker on the ULB. If the date on the
sticker shows that the battery is out of
date, the entire ULB is removed from the
voice recorder, and a new one is installed.
The ULB on the Voice Recorder is the
same part as that installed on the Flight
Data Recorder.
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when the test switch on the control panel
is pushed. The microphone and the preamplifier pick up the conversation in the
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needle indicates in the green area and a
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GO
O

GO
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D

D

TEST

ERASE

TEST

HEADSET
600OHMS

HEADSET
600OHMS

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER

Interfaces
The Voice recorder system interfaces with
the flight interphone system, the air/
ground sensing and parking brake systems.
Operation
The voice recorder system automatically
records the latest 30 minutes of communications and conversation in the flight compartment. The system is in operation
whenever 115-volt ac power is applied to
ac bus No. 1. Communications and interphone audio from the first observer's, the
First Officer's and the Captain's microphones are applied to channels 1 through 3
respectively of the Voice Recorder. Conversation in the flight compartment is
picked up and amplified by the microphone and preamplifier in the voice
recorder control panel and applied to
channel 4.
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ERASE

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER

NOTE: Hot microphone recording is
used, audio from the Captain's, First
Officer's, and Observer's boom or oxygen mask microphone will be recorded
even with all control wheel, pendant,
and Audio Selector Panel PTT switches
in the off positions.
The playback head and monitor amplifier
are used to monitor information recorded
on all tracks of the tape. The audio output
of the monitor amplifier is available at the
MONITOR jack on the front panel of the
voice recorder and at the HEADSET jack
on the voice recorder control panel. This
audio is also supplied to the test meter on
the voice recorder control panel.
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Interfaces
The Voice recorder system interfaces with
the flight interphone system, the air/
ground sensing and parking brake systems.
Operation
The voice recorder system automatically
records the latest 30 minutes of communications and conversation in the flight compartment. The system is in operation
whenever 115-volt ac power is applied to
ac bus No. 1. Communications and interphone audio from the first observer's, the
First Officer's and the Captain's microphones are applied to channels 1 through 3
respectively of the Voice Recorder. Conversation in the flight compartment is
picked up and amplified by the microphone and preamplifier in the voice
recorder control panel and applied to
channel 4.
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Officer's, and Observer's boom or oxygen mask microphone will be recorded
even with all control wheel, pendant,
and Audio Selector Panel PTT switches
in the off positions.
The playback head and monitor amplifier
are used to monitor information recorded
on all tracks of the tape. The audio output
of the monitor amplifier is available at the
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the voice recorder control panel.
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Erasure
The bulk erase module contains timing,
relays, and erase circuits which apply 115
volts, 400 Hz ac to the erase coil in the
tape transport. A 400 Hz tone can be
heard on the monitoring jacks on the voice
recorder control panel and the Voice
Recorder Unit. The bulk erase circuits
erase all audio on the recorder tape within
ten seconds after the ERASE button on the
control panel is released. The bulk erase
circuits will function only when the airplane is on the ground and the parking
brake is set. The ERASE button should be
pushed for at least ten seconds to erase all
audio recorded on the tape.
Self Test
Pushing the TEST push-button on the
voice recorder control panel causes the
test module to apply a 600-Hz signal to
each channel in sequence, thereby testing
all channels. If they are functioning properly, the control panel meter reads in the
green area, but fluctuates, and the 600-Hz
tone is present at the jack on the panel and
the Voice Recorder Unit. The tone will
be in intervals of 0.8 seconds.

23-60
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Operational Testing
To perform an operational test of the
Voice Recorder system, reference MM
23-71-00 p501. When listening to the
audio through the control panel, a half to
two second delay will be noticed, this is
normal due to the placement of the record
and playback heads.
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Troubleshooting
Reference MM23-71-00 p101 when troubleshooting the Voice Recorder System.
Since there is only one system and no
redundant circuits. Replacement of the
specified unit, then retesting is the troubleshooting technique utilized.

Troubleshooting
Reference MM23-71-00 p101 when troubleshooting the Voice Recorder System.
Since there is only one system and no
redundant circuits. Replacement of the
specified unit, then retesting is the troubleshooting technique utilized.

Prepare the system for troubleshooting as described in paragraph 2. Plug a headset into the HEADSET jack on the voice recorder control panel, push the TEST
pushbutton for at least 5 seconds, listen for a 600-Hz tone at intervals of 0.8
second and observe that the meter needle remains in the green area but fluctuates.
IF --

Prepare the system for troubleshooting as described in paragraph 2. Plug a headset into the HEADSET jack on the voice recorder control panel, push the TEST
pushbutton for at least 5 seconds, listen for a 600-Hz tone at intervals of 0.8
second and observe that the meter needle remains in the green area but fluctuates.
IF --

THERE IS NO TONE
AND THE METER IS
NOT IN THE GREEN
AREA - Replace the
voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and
do the specified test.

THERE IS NO TONE
AND THE METER IS
NOT IN THE GREEN
AREA - Replace the
voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and
do the specified test.

THE TONE IS PRESENT AT UNEQUAL
INTERVALS - Replace
the voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and
do the specified test.

THE TONE IS PRESENT AND THE METER
IS OUT OF THE
GREEN AREA.
Replace the voice recorder (MM 23-71-11/401)
and do the specified
test.

THE TONE IS PRESENT AT UNEQUAL
INTERVALS - Replace
the voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and
do the specified test.

THE TONE IS PRESENT AND THE METER
IS OUT OF THE
GREEN AREA.
Replace the voice recorder (MM 23-71-11/401)
and do the specified
test.

THE TONE IS PRESENT AND THE METER REMAINS IN THE GREEN
AREA - Push the ERASE pushbutton on the voice recorder control panel for 3
seconds, release and listen for a 400-Hz tone present for 5 to10 seconds. IF --

THE TONE IS PRESENT AND THE METER REMAINS IN THE GREEN
AREA - Push the ERASE pushbutton on the voice recorder control panel for 3
seconds, release and listen for a 400-Hz tone present for 5 to10 seconds. IF --

THE TONE IS PRESENT - Push
the ERASE pushbutton on the
voice recorder control panel for one
half second, release it and make sure
that a 400-Hz tone is not present
after release of the pushbutton. IF --

THE TONE IS PRESENT - Push
the ERASE pushbutton on the
voice recorder control panel for one
half second, release it and make sure
that a 400-Hz tone is not present
after release of the pushbutton. IF --

THE TONE IS NOT PRESENT Replace the voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and do the
specified test.

CONTINUED ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGE
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THE TONE IS NOT PRESENT Replace the voice recorder
(MM 23-71-11/401) and do the
specified test.

CONTINUED ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM
PRECEDING PAGE

CONTINUED FROM
PRECEDING PAGE

THE TONE IS NOT PRESENT Continue to monitor the voice recorder
audio with a headset, speak in a normal
voice in the flight compartment, and
make sure that the spoken audio is
played back by the voice recoreder
after a one half second delay. IF --

THE TONE IS PRESENT -Replace
the voice recorder (MM 23-71-11/401)
and do the specified test.

THE TONE IS NOT PRESENT Continue to monitor the voice recorder
audio with a headset, speak in a normal
voice in the flight compartment, and
make sure that the spoken audio is
played back by the voice recoreder
after a one half second delay. IF --

THE TONE IS PRESENT -Replace
the voice recorder (MM 23-71-11/401)
and do the specified test.

THE AUDIO IS PLAYED BACK
AFTER A ONE HALF SECOND
DELAY - Cover the area microphone
on the voice recorder control panel to
prevent pickup of any sound. In turn,
do a check of the captain’s, the first
officer’s, and the observers recorder
channels as follows:
1.On the audio selector panel, select
the flight interphone operation.
2.While monitoring the voice recorder audio, transmit a test message
using a handheld microphone.
3.Make sure that the test message is
played back by the voice recorder
after a one half second delay.
IF --

THE AUDIO IS NOT PRESENT Replace the voice recorder control
panel (MM 23-71-11/401) and do the
specified test

THE AUDIO IS PLAYED BACK
AFTER A ONE HALF SECOND
DELAY - Cover the area microphone
on the voice recorder control panel to
prevent pickup of any sound. In turn,
do a check of the captain’s, the first
officer’s, and the observers recorder
channels as follows:
1.On the audio selector panel, select
the flight interphone operation.
2.While monitoring the voice recorder audio, transmit a test message
using a handheld microphone.
3.Make sure that the test message is
played back by the voice recorder
after a one half second delay.
IF --

THE AUDIO IS NOT PRESENT Replace the voice recorder control
panel (MM 23-71-11/401) and do the
specified test

THE MESSAGE IS PLAYED BACK
BY ALL THE CHANNELS - The
system is OK.

THE TEST MESSAGE IS NOT
PLAYED BACK - Replace the voice
recorder (MM 23-71-11/401) and do
the specifiec test.

THE MESSAGE IS PLAYED BACK
BY ALL THE CHANNELS - The
system is OK.

THE TEST MESSAGE IS NOT
PLAYED BACK - Replace the voice
recorder (MM 23-71-11/401) and do
the specifiec test.
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HF COMMUNICATIONS
For long-range communications, one HF
Communications system is found on airplanes equipped for overwater operation.
It is controlled by a single HF COMM
control panel located in the forward center
pedestal.
The HF Communication system consists
of a transceiver unit, a control panel, an
antenna coupler, and an antenna.
The HF transceiver is powered by the No.
1 ac transfer bus. The usable frequency
range is 2.8 MHz to 24.0 MHz.
The HF Communication systems uses the
antenna coupler to match the antenna to
the frequency selected. The antenna coupler requires tuning whenever a new frequency is selected.
Warning: Do not operate the HF Communication system while fuel operations are being accomplished. The fire
hazard can cause injury to personnel or
damage to equipment.
Warning: Do not operate the HF Communication system with personnel in
close proximity to the antenna or
antenna coupler. HF transmission can
cause an electrical shock and injure
personnel.
Caution: Do not transmit on the HF
Communication system with another
aircraft in close proximity with its HF
Communication system in the receive
mode. This can damage the receiver in
the other aircraft.
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HF Comm Tuning Panel
The HF Communication Control Panel is
located on the P9 forward electronic panel
between the CDUs. It has two sets of frequency selector knobs to set the desired
frequency in the single frequency window.
The Mode selector knob has three positions. OFF turns the transceiver off. USB
selects Upper Side Band operation, this is
the usual mode used for HF Communications. AM selects Amplitude Modulation
mode of operation. The RF SENS knob
controls the receiver squelch to eliminate
static noise.
HF Comm Transceiver
The HF Communication system transceiver unit is located in the E3-4 rack.
The unit has a jack for mic and headphone
connections. There is a SQL/LAMP
TEST button and three status lights on the
front of the unit. The status lights are;
LRU FAIL, KEY INTERLOCK and
CONTROL OUTPUT FAIL. There is an
internal blower fan installed.
Note: The internal blower fan should be
operating whenever the transceiver unit
is powered.
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Antenna Coupler
The antenna coupler is located near the
base of the vertical stabilizer. It is
accessed through panels near the base of
the horizontal stabilizer. The antenna coupler is housed in an HF coupler tray. The
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coupler is attached to the antenna by a
feedline assembly. The unit is pressurized
with 5-7 psig of dry air. It has several
covered connectors on the front of the
unit.
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Interfaces
The HF Communications system interfaces with the Selective Calling (SELCAL) system.
Operation
Whenever a new frequency is selected, the
antenna coupler must be re-tuned. This is
required whether transmitting or receiving
on the newly selected frequency. There
will be a 1000 Hz tone heard as the coupler is tuning. When the tone stops, the
coupler is tuned.
Note: It may take as long as 15 seconds for
the coupler to re-tune itself.
Basic operation of the HF Communications consists of:
Selecting either USB or AM mode of
operation.
Tune to the desired HF frequency. Sliding the ASP 1-HF volume switch forward.
Adjusting the squelch with the RF SENS
knob.
Pressing 1-HF MIC selector button on
the ASP.
Pressing a PTT to tune the coupler. Follow the procedures and cautions in
MM23-10-99 p501.
Maintenance Practices
Adjustments and testing of the HF Communications system can be found in
MM23-10-99 p501. Removal and installation of the tuning panel can be found in
MM23-14-99 p201. Information on the
antenna coupler and feedline assembly can
be found in MM23-15-99 and MM23-1598.
If the rain erosion coating on the antenna
requires restoring, reference SRM55-3001 p108.
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Warning: Do not operate the HF Communication system while fuel operations
are being accomplished. The fire hazard can cause injury to personnel or
damage to equipment.
Warning: Do not operate the HF Communication system with personnel in
close proximity to the antenna or
antenna coupler. HF transmission can
cause an electrical shock and injure
personnel.
Caution: Do not transmit on the HF
Communication system with another
aircraft in close proximity with its HF
Communication system in the receive
mode. This can damage the receiver in
the other aircraft.
Testing
Testing of the HF Communication system
is accomplished per MM23-10-99 p501.
Pressing the SQL/LAMP TEST button on
the front of the transceiver unit should
illuminate the three status lights on the
unit. When releasing the button the lights
should go out. If a light stays on, it indicates the fault condition.
Troubleshooting
Problems with the HF Communication
system that are static interference related
or reported as weak can be caused by
faulty electrical connections and bonding
of the antenna and coupler system. Corrosion has occurred at the connections at the
antenna coupler and feedline assembly.
Reference MM23-15-99 p200.
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SELCAL
The Selective Calling (SELCAL) system
allows a ground station, with tone transmitting equipment, to call a specific airplane.
The system eliminates the
necessity of continuous monitoring of the
communications systems by the flight
crew. It consists of a SELCAL Decoder
Unit and a SELCAL panel. The 4 letter
SELCAL code for the aircraft is usually
placarded on the front instrument panel.
The SELCAL system receives 28v dc
from the DC Essential bus. Circuit breakers are located on the P18-2 panel.
Each SELCAL equipped airplane is
assigned its own specified 4 tone identifier. When the correct tone combination
is received from the ground station, the
airplane SELCAL decoder unit alerts the
flight crew with a chime and an annuncia-

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
tor light on the SELCAL panel.
The SELCAL alert may be canceled by
the crew by pressing the illuminated SELCAL panel annunciator, or by keying the
appropriate comm transmitter.
The SELCAL system is integrated with
the VHF 1, VHF 2, VHF 3 and HF
COMM Systems, and is installed only on
airplanes equipped for overwater operation. Airplane calling is handled by
ACARS for domestic operations. SELCAL is generally needed only when the
airplane is operated out of the range of the
VHF COMM system.
SELCAL Decoder
The SELCAL Decoder Unit is installed in
the E2-4 rack. The specific SELCAL
code for the aircraft is determined by the
aircraft wiring.

SELCAL
The Selective Calling (SELCAL) system
allows a ground station, with tone transmitting equipment, to call a specific airplane.
The system eliminates the
necessity of continuous monitoring of the
communications systems by the flight
crew. It consists of a SELCAL Decoder
Unit and a SELCAL panel. The 4 letter
SELCAL code for the aircraft is usually
placarded on the front instrument panel.
The SELCAL system receives 28v dc
from the DC Essential bus. Circuit breakers are located on the P18-2 panel.
Each SELCAL equipped airplane is
assigned its own specified 4 tone identifier. When the correct tone combination is
received from the ground station, the airplane SELCAL decoder unit alerts the
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tor light on the SELCAL panel.
The SELCAL alert may be canceled by
the crew by pressing the illuminated SELCAL panel annunciator, or by keying the
appropriate comm transmitter.
The SELCAL system is integrated with
the VHF 1, VHF 2, VHF 3 and HF
COMM Systems, and is installed only on
airplanes equipped for overwater operation. Airplane calling is handled by
ACARS for domestic operations. SELCAL is generally needed only when the
airplane is operated out of the range of the
VHF COMM system.
SELCAL Decoder
The SELCAL Decoder Unit is installed in
the E2-4 rack. The specific SELCAL
code for the aircraft is determined by the
aircraft wiring.
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SELCAL Panel
The SELCAL Panel is located on the P9
forward electronic panel, just aft of the HF
Comm Tuning panel. It contains the
annunciators for which communication
radio has received a SELCAL. The
annunciator switch/light is also used for
resetting the system.
Interfaces
The SELCAL system interfaces with the
VHF Comm system, HF Comm System
and the Aural Warning System.

Operation
A ground station sends the four tone code
over the VHF or HF communication system. The communication radio system
sends the signal to the SELCAL decoder.
If the four tones match the aircraft's code,
the decoder sends signals to illuminate the
appropriate annunciator light on the SELCAL Panel and the Aural Warning system
sounds a chime. The SELCAL Panel light
is reset by pressing the appropriate button
or keying the appropriate communication
system.
Testing
To perform a test of the SELCAL system,
follow the procedures in MM23-24-99
p201.

SELCAL Panel
The SELCAL Panel is located on the P9
forward electronic panel, just aft of the HF
Comm Tuning panel. It contains the
annunciators for which communication
radio has received a SELCAL. The
annunciator switch/light is also used for
resetting the system.
Interfaces
The SELCAL system interfaces with the
VHF Comm system, HF Comm System
and the Aural Warning System.
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Operation
A ground station sends the four tone code
over the VHF or HF communication system. The communication radio system
sends the signal to the SELCAL decoder.
If the four tones match the aircraft's code,
the decoder sends signals to illuminate the
appropriate annunciator light on the SELCAL Panel and the Aural Warning system
sounds a chime. The SELCAL Panel light
is reset by pressing the appropriate button
or keying the appropriate communication
system.
Testing
To perform a test of the SELCAL system,
follow the procedures in MM23-24-99
p201.
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AIRFONE
The Airfone System operates in the 900
KHz band using comparable single side
band. The Airfone Aircraft System works
in conjunction with a network of approximately 60 ground stations. Each ground
station has a pilot channel and as many as
31 sub-channels.
The pilot channel
enables the Airfone Aircraft System to
search and, using the doppler technique,
select the best ground station relative to
the aircraft's present position and the
direction of flight.
Airborne telephone handsets are installed
in various seatbacks throughout the cabin.
Each outgoing call requires a receiver/
transmitter. With four receiver/transmitters installed on the airplane, a maximum
of four simultaneous phone calls may be
made. The telephone system may be deactivated by pulling a circuit breaker located
behind the First Officer's seat.
All AIRFONE equipment is maintained
by GTE and should not be serviced by
UAL personnel. When a problem is noted
with the AIRFONE system, call AIRFONE service at 1-800-323-7641(708575-1405 in Illinois), and report the airplane number, station code, number and
location of inoperative units, and the serial
number of the logbook write-up. The Airfone Aircraft System is comprised of the
following units: (Ref. Figure 1).
Cabin Handset Holder (CHH)
The Cabin Handset Holder reads customer
credit cards, sends the card information to
the Airborne Control Unit (ACU) for evaluation and releases the handset at the
ACU's command. When the handset is
returned to the holder, the ACU notes the
duration of the call (for billing purposes)
and commands the Cabin Handset Holder
to release the customer's credit card. The
23-70
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Cabin Handset Holder also keeps the batteries charged in the
Cordless handset (CH)
The Cordless Handset is powered by a
rechargeable battery. After the handset is
released by the Cabin Handset Holder, it
can be carried back to a customer's seat.
When a customer makes a call, the handset transmits through the ceiling antenna
to the Airborne Control Unit. The call is
transmitted through the L-Band Antenna
down to a ground station, where it is
interconnected to local telephone company lines. The call follows the same
path in reverse to be received by the
Cordless Handset. The Cordless Handset
4's turned on and off by means of the
"Dial- Tone" and "Hang Up" buttons.
Airborne Control Unit (ACU)
The Airborne Control Unit (ACU) controls all of the Airfone equipment
installed in an aircraft by means of a
built-in microprocessor. If functions as a
base station for the Cordless Handsets
and communicates with the Cabin Handset Holders through those handsets.
The ACU evaluates credit card data sent
by the Cabin Handset Holder will determine whether to release a handset or to
reject the credit card. The ACU matches
the handset to an available radio transceiver. When a call is completed, the
ACU notes the length of the call for billing purposes.
Common Unit (CMN)
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The Air Common Unit (CMN) contains
the power supply for all of the Airfone
equipment installed in the aircraft, except
for the Cabin Handset Holder and the
Cordless Handset. The CMN operates off
115 volt AC power from the 115v AC Bus
No. 1. The CMN power supply is internally fused to prevent damage to the aircraft's power system.
The Airfone
equipment consumes 120 to 400 watts of
power, dependent on the load.
Radio Transceiver (R/T)
The Radio Transceiver (R/T) is installed
in the Airfone tray assembly located in the
E & E bay. The R/T's operate using compatible single sideband transmission. The
transmitter transmits at 900 MHz and is
connected to the antenna through an
antenna combining network.
L-Band Antenna (ANT)
Two aluminum L-Band antennas are is
used to transmit and receive air-to-ground.
These are standard DME, ATC type of
antenna which have been modified electrically to Airfone frequencies.
Matching Assembly (MA)
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The Matching Assembly is mounted in the
ceiling of the aircraft (Sta 375) with the
Ceiling Antennas. The Matching Assembly is tuned to match the impedances of
the Feeder Cables and the Ceiling
Antenna. Matching Assemblies are pretuned by Airfone for the lengths of feeder
cables and ceiling antenna in each particular type of aircraft.
Ceiling Antennas
The Ceiling Antennas extends the whole
length of the aircraft cabin. The Ceiling
Antennas receives the 49 MHz signal from
the Cordless Handset and transmits the 1.7
MHz signal from the Airborne Control
Unit back to the Cordless Handset.
Wired Tray Assembly (TRAY)
The tray assembly is wired to receive the
Airborne Control Unit (ACU), the Airborne Common Unit (CMN) the Radio
Transceivers (R/T's), the APLC and the
cavity filler The Airfone tray assembly is
installed in the E & E bay. It is attached to
the cabin floor beams just forward of the
E3 rack. It has been designated as the E3-6
shelf.
Maintenance Practices
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All Airfone/Seatfone equipment is maintained by GTE Airfone and should not be
serviced by UAL personnel. Maintenance
of seat assemblies, seat backs, and other
cabin furnishings are still the responsibility of UAL and should be accomplished
per the applicable Maintenance Manuals.
When an airplane arrives at a line station
with an open logbook report that one or
more Airfone/Seatfone units are inoperative, accomplish the following:
(1) Call Airfone service (In Illinois 708575-1405, all other locations 1-800-3237641) and report the following:
- (a) Airplane number
- (b) Station code of the station
making the call
- (c) Number of inoperative unit(s)
- (d) Location of inoperative unit(s)
- (e) Serial number of the logbook
write-up
(2) Place an Airfone Out of Service placard on the inoperative unit(s).
(3) If Airfone technicians are not available
to correct the defect, defer logbook entry
write-up. Include date and time that problem was reported to Airfone.
(4) When Airfone completes the repair(s),
it will be their responsibility to remove the
Airfone Out of Service placard(s) from the
unit(s) and provide documentation to
UAL maintenance personnel.
(5) UAL maintenance personnel clear
deferred item after documentation is
received from Airfone.
NOTE: Airfone personnel may replace
Airfone unique components only. They
may not replace antennas, circuit
breakers, do aircraft system wiring
repairs or perform maintenance on any
other parts of the airplane (Ref. BKl 20-25-1).

All Airfone/Seatfone equipment is maintained by GTE Airfone and should not be
serviced by UAL personnel. Maintenance
of seat assemblies, seat backs, and other
cabin furnishings are still the responsibility of UAL and should be accomplished
per the applicable Maintenance Manuals.
When an airplane arrives at a line station
with an open logbook report that one or
more Airfone/Seatfone units are inoperative, accomplish the following:
(1) Call Airfone service (In Illinois 708575-1405, all other locations 1-800-3237641) and report the following:
- (a) Airplane number
- (b) Station code of the station
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- (c) Number of inoperative unit(s)
- (d) Location of inoperative unit(s)
- (e) Serial number of the logbook
write-up
(2) Place an Airfone Out of Service placard on the inoperative unit(s).
(3) If Airfone technicians are not available
to correct the defect, defer logbook entry
write-up. Include date and time that problem was reported to Airfone.
(4) When Airfone completes the repair(s),
it will be their responsibility to remove the
Airfone Out of Service placard(s) from the
unit(s) and provide documentation to UAL
maintenance personnel.
(5) UAL maintenance personnel clear
deferred item after documentation is
received from Airfone.
NOTE: Airfone personnel may replace
Airfone unique components only. They
may not replace antennas, circuit
breakers, do aircraft system wiring
repairs or perform maintenance on any
other parts of the airplane (Ref. BKl 20-25-1).
AUDIO SELECTOR PANEL
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Location: Center Pedestal

Location: Center Pedestal

Transmit
MIC
Selector
Switches
Selects desired transmit channel.
Only one channel can be selected
at a time. When selected channel
switch light comes on.
PTT (Push-To-Talk) Switch

channel as switch is moved forward. Any
or all channels can be monitored.
MASK/BOOM Switch
Selects which microphone (boom or oxy-
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Transmit
MIC
Selector
Switches
Selects desired transmit channel. Only one channel can be
selected at a time. When
selected channel switch light
comes on.
PTT (Push-To-Talk) Switch

channel as switch is moved forward. Any
or all channels can be monitored.
MASK/BOOM Switch
Selects which microphone (boom or oxy-

MIC SELECTOR

Keys boom or oxygen
mask
microphone
(based on the position of
the
MASK/BOOM
switch) and transmits
via channel selected by
the mic selector switch.
Performs same function
as the pendant switch
and mic position of the
control wheel mic/interphone switch
Filter Switch
Controls the reception

1 - VHF -2 - VHF - 3

PTT

1- NAV -2

INOP

INOP

INOP ADF -2

F - INPH - S

MKR

SPKR

Keys boom or oxygen
mask microphone (based
on the position of the
MASK/BOOM switch)
and transmits via channel selected by the mic
selector switch. Performs same function as
the pendant switch and
mic position of the control wheel mic/interphone switch
Filter Switch
Controls the reception

PA

MASK

BOOM
EMER

V
B
R

NORM

gen mask) is used when the mic
position of the control wheel
mic/interphone switch, the PTT
switch, or the pendant switch is
pushed.
from the NAV and ADF radios.
The following identifies the type
of audio received in the positions available:
V: Voice only
B: Both voice and station identifier range code
R: Station identifier range code
only
Volume Control Switches
Increases volume of respective
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MIC SELECTOR

1 - VHF -2 - VHF - 3

PTT

1- NAV -2

INOP

INOP

INOP ADF -2

F - INPH - S

MKR

SPKR

PA

MASK

BOOM
EMER

V
B
R

NORM

gen mask) is used when the mic
position of the control wheel
mic/interphone switch, the PTT
switch, or the pendant switch is
pushed.

Emergency Degrade Switch

NORM - Allows the REU to automatically
revert to the degrade mode if the respective ASP fails.
EMER - Manually degrades respective
ASP.
PA MICROPHONE AND SERVICE
INTERPHONE HANDSET
23-73
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Location: Aft Pedestal
Passenger Address Microphone
Provides communication to the cabin via

Location: Aft Pedestal
Passenger Address Microphone
Provides communication to the cabin via

the PA system. Overrides the flight attendant PA microphones. Bypasses the ASP
EXTERNAL INTERPHONE PANEL
Location: External Power Receptacle,

the PA system. Overrides the flight attendant PA microphones. Bypasses the ASP
EXTERNAL INTERPHONE PANEL
Location: External Power Receptacle,

Right Forward Fuselage
PILOT CALL Button
Sounds single chime in cockpit. Blue
EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

INTERPHONE

FLIGHT
PILOT

SERVICE
NOSE
WHEEL WELL
ON
NORM

CALL
NOT
IN USE

LIGHT

CALL light on overhead panel is illuminated while button is pushed.

Attendants or ground personnel vial the
service interphone system. Cannot be used
for PA announcements. Bypasses the
ASP.
FLIGHT INTERPHONE Jack
Connects headset or hand-held mic to

flight interphone system. This is
normal source of communication
for pushback.
SERVICE
INTERPHONE
Jack
Connects headset or had-held
mic to service interphone system. SERVICE INTERPHONE
switch on overhead panel must
bo ON to allow two-way communication.
COCKPIT VOICE
RECORER

AIR LINK MICROPHONE
Location: Cockpit
Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF)
Keypad
Allows dialing of ground based telephone
interconnect system and CALSEL calling
of LDOC facilities.
Handset
Provides communication with Flight
23-74
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

Location: Forward Overhead Panel
MICROPHONE
Picks up cockpit are conversations
(one of the four channels) any time
115V AC is applied to the airplane.
Monitor Indicator

GO

HEADSET
600OHMS

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER

Pointer deflects to the right when recording or erasing all four channels. Pointer
points to green band while TEST button is
held in.
FLIGHT ATTENDANT AND
GROUND CREW CALL
Location: Forward Overhead Panel
TEST Button

ATTEND

GRD
CALL

CALL
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ERASE Button
Erases recorder tape when the airplane is on the ground and the
parking brake is set. Must be held
in approximately 10 seconds; all
four channels are simultaneously
erased.
HEADSET Jack
Allows headset to be plugged in
to monitor tone during test, or to
monitor playback of voice
recorder.

ATTENDANT CALL Button
PUSH - Sounds a two tone chime
in the passenger cabin and both
pink master call lights come on.
GROUND CALL Button
PUSH - Sounds a horn in the nose
wheel well until released.

Location: Forward Overhead Panel
MICROPHONE
Picks up cockpit are conversations
(one of the four channels) any time
115V AC is applied to the airplane.
Monitor Indicator

GO
D

D

ERASE

PUSH (and hold) - Tests operation of all four channels. A tone is
audible through the headset when
plugged into the headset jack.
Monitor indicator pointer should
point to green band.

O

O

TEST
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TEST

HEADSET
600OHMS

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER

Pointer deflects to the right when recording or erasing all four channels. Pointer
points to green band while TEST button is
held in.
FLIGHT ATTENDANT AND
GROUND CREW CALL
Location: Forward Overhead Panel
TEST Button

ATTEND

COCKPIT CALL Light (blue)
When illuminated, indicates cockpit is being called by the fight
attendants or ground personnel.
Remains illuminated until the
Captan Call or Pilot Call switch is
released.
HF COMM CONTROL
23-75

ERASE

CALL

OCT 99

GRD
CALL

PUSH (and hold) - Tests operation of all four channels. A tone is
audible through the headset when
plugged into the headset jack.
Monitor indicator pointer should
point to green band.
ERASE Button
Erases recorder tape when the airplane is on the ground and the
parking brake is set. Must be held
in approximately 10 seconds; all
four channels are simultaneously
erased.
HEADSET Jack
Allows headset to be plugged in
to monitor tone during test, or to
monitor playback of voice
recorder.

ATTENDANT CALL Button
PUSH - Sounds a two tone chime
in the passenger cabin and both
pink master call lights come on.
GROUND CALL Button
PUSH - Sounds a horn in the nose
wheel well until released.
COCKPIT CALL Light (blue)
When illuminated, indicates
cockpit is being called by the
fight attendants or ground personnel. Remains illuminated until the
Captan Call or Pilot Call switch is
released.
HF COMM CONTROL
23-75
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PANEL
Location: Aft Control Pedastal

PANEL
Location: Aft Control Pedastal

Frequency Indicator
Indicates frequency selected with
frequency selectors.
Frequency Selector (Left)

Controls receiver squelch to eliminate
static.
Frequency Selector (Right)

Frequency Indicator
Indicates frequency selected with
frequency selectors.
Frequency Selector (Left)

Controls receiver squelch to eliminate
static.
Frequency Selector (Right)

RF SENS

RF SENS

H
F

H
F
OFF

Outer Knob selects whole MHz.
Inner knob selects 100 kHz.
RF SENS Knob

23-76

USB

OFF

AM

Outer knob selects 10 kHz.
Inner knob selcts 1 kHz.
Mode Selector

Outer Knob selects whole MHz.
Inner knob selects 100 kHz.
RF SENS Knob

USB

AM

Outer knob selects 10 kHz.
Inner knob selcts 1 kHz.
Mode Selector

OFF - Removes all power from unit.
USB - Selects single (upper) side band mode.
AM - Selects amplitude modulation mode.

OFF - Removes all power from unit.
USB - Selects single (upper) side band mode.
AM - Selects amplitude modulation mode.

SELCAL CONTROL PANEL

SELCAL CONTROL PANEL
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Location: Aft of HF radio control panel on
center pedestal.

Location: Aft of HF radio control panel on
center pedestal.

SELCAL Control Panel
Illuminates appropriate switch and sounds a
chime to alert crew to incoming messages.
Press switch to reset system.
HF-2 position is inoperative.
Refer to International Supplement in FOM
for SELCAL testing procedure.
OBS AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT

SELCAL Control Panel
Illuminates appropriate switch and sounds
a chime to alert crew to incoming messages.
Press switch to reset system.
HF-2 position is inoperative.
Refer to International Supplement in FOM
for SELCAL testing procedure.
OBS AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT

SELCAL

VHF-1

VHF-2

VHF-3
PRESS TO RESET

SWITCH
Location: Aft Overhead Panel
ON - Allows passengers to monitor
any or all channels selected on the
observer ASP.
Note: System not available if the forward flilght attendant Passenger Entertainment switch is in TEST position
Electronic Equipment Racks
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SELCAL

HF-1

HF-2

VHF-1

VHF-2

VHF-3
PRESS TO RESET

SWITCH
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

OFF

ON - Allows passengers to monitor
any or all channels selected on the
observer ASP.
Note: System not available if the forward flilght attendant Passenger Entertainment switch is in TEST position
Electronic Equipment Racks

OBS
AUDIO
ENTMT
ON

23-77
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
Overview
The electrical power system consists of 28-volt DC, 28-volt AC, and 115-volt AC systems.

AC Electrical Power
Three isolated generators supply 115/200-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz power. These generators are the primary
sources of power for the main ac buses and the whole electrical power system. Two generators are driven by
the engines and one generator is driven by the auxiliary power unit (APU).
External power, provided via the external power receptacle, supplies 115/200-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz power.
Transformers provide power to the 28-volt AC buses by reducing 115-volt AC power to 28-volt AC power.
Transformers are on shields J4 and J5.
A static inverter converts 28-volt DC battery power to 115-volt AC power. It supplies the flight critical loads on
the AC standby bus when the primary power sources are off. The static inverter is in the electronics
compartment on the electrical equipment shelf.

DC Electrical Power
Three transformer-rectifier (T-R) units provide 28-volt DC power by converting 115-volt AC power to 28-volt
DC power. T-R units are on electrical equipment shelf E3-1.
A battery provides 28-volt DC power to start the APU. Loads on the battery bus are powered by the battery
when other power sources are de-energized. The battery is in electrical equipment area near the electrical
equipment shelves.
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AC EXTERNAL POWER
Overview
AC external power, when provided to the external power receptacle, can power the entire electrical power
system or only the ground service buses. The components of the AC external power system are the external
power panel, bus protection panel, external power contactors, external power relay, ground service relay, and
manual control devices.

External Power Panel
The external power panel P19 is forward and right of the nose wheel well. The external power receptacle and
EXTERNAL POWER CONN and NOT IN USE lights are in the external power panel.
The external power receptacle has four long pins, for connecting phases A, B, C, and N, and two short pins, for
connecting the DC control interlock. If external power is removed from the receptacle while energized, the
interlock is opened and the electrical system is de-energized, preventing arcing at panel P19.
External Power Distribution
External power provides 115-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz power to airplane power system when the GRD PWR switch
is set to ON or to the ground service buses when the GROUND SERVICE switch is set to ON.
External power provides power directly to the lavatory mirror lights and the refueling power select relay R10.
Relay, contactor, and switch settings do not control this power distribution.
Power to refueling power select relay is from the external power T-R and ground to the relay is from the BPP.
When external power is connected to the receptacle and there are no faults, the relay is energized. The closed
relay completes the circuit to power the fuel quantity gages and opens the battery charger mode control.
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Bus Protection Panel (BPP)
The bus protection panel (BPP) is in the P6 panel. The BPP provides control and protection for the external
power system. The external power T-R, in the BPP, changes 115-volt AC external power to 28-volt DC power.
The BPP protects against over-voltage (130 ±3 volts), under-voltage (100 ±3 volts), and negative sequence
voltage. The BPP trips the external power contactors when a fault is detected. The BPP also has anti-cycling
protection, which prevents the external power system from cycling when a fault exists and a manual control
device is held to ON.
EXTERNAL
GROUND
POWER SW
100
50

0

GRD POWER
AVAILABLE

150

AC
A M P E R E S200

GRD
PWR
ON

100
50

0

150

AC
A M P E R E S200

OFF

GRD PWR Switch
The GRD PWR switch is three-position, momentary, and spring-loaded to the center position. Setting the
switch to ON opens GBs closes EPCs, and deactivates GROUND SERVICE switch. Setting the switch to OFF
opens EPCs.

GROUND SERVICE Switch
The GROUND SERVICE switch is two-position, solenoid-held to ON, and spring-loaded to OFF. Setting the
switch to ON closes the ground service relay and activates the solenoid, holding the switch to ON. The switch
cannot be held to ON if the GRD PWR switch is set to ON. Setting the switch to OFF will open the solenoid
and ground service relay. The switch automatically trips to OFF when the BPP signals EPCs to close or when
the EPCs close.
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APPLYING ELECTRICAL POWER
Overview
We will be covering the fowling procedures:
•

Supply external power to the buses

•

Remove external power from the buses

•

Supply power to the ground service buses only

•

Remove power from the ground service buses only

•

Supply the APU generator power to the buses

•

Remove the APU generator power from the buses

Each procedure that removes power gives instructions to move the BAT switch to the OFF position. If you let
the BAT switch stay in the ON position without ac power, the electrical power of the battery will decrease. The
electrical power of the battery can decrease at a rate of 30 to 40 amps. At this rate, the battery will have no
electrical power after one to two hours.
When the external air temperature is more than 100°F (37.8°C), electrical equipment can become too hot. If
you supply electrical power for more than 20 minutes, you should supply conditioned air to keep the electrical
equipment cool.

Supply External Power to the Buses
The airplane has an external power receptacle near the nose wheel well. You will connect external AC power
to the receptacle to connect electrical power to the buses.
Access Location Zone - Lower Nose Compartment, Access Panel External, Power Receptacle Door
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WARNING:

MAKE SURE THE EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY OPERATES CORRECTLY BEFORE YOU
SUPPLY EXTERNAL POWER TO THE AIRPLANE. IF THE EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
HAS AN EARTH GROUNDED NEUTRAL, THERE MUST NOT BE AN OPEN OR
FLOATING GROUND IN THE NEUTRAL CIRCUIT WIRING OF THE SUPPLY OR THE
AIRPLANE. IF AN OPEN OR FLOATING GROUND IS PRESENT, THE AIRPLANE CAN
BE PUT AT AN ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL ABOVE THE EARTH GROUND. THIS
ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL CAN RESULT IN ELECTRIC SHOCK WITH POSSIBLE SEVERE
INJURY TO PERSONNEL WHO CONTACT THE AIRPLANE. IF THE GROUND RETURN
(NEUTRAL) CIRCUIT ON THE EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY, OR THE EXTERNAL POWER
RECEPTACLE, DOES NOT OPERATE CORRECTLY, REPAIR THE EXTERNAL POWER
SUPPLY OR INSPECT THE EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE NEUTRAL GROUND.

WARNING:

MAKE SURE THAT THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IS CLEAR OF OTHER PERSONS
BEFORE YOU SUPPLY POWER TO THE AIRPLANE. HIGH VOLTAGES CAN CAUSE
INJURIES.

Open the door for the external power receptacle.
Examine the external power supply cord and the airplane external power supply receptacle before you connect
the external power supply to the receptacle. If you find excessive arc erosion, corrosion and heat damage or
discoloration to the pins or receptacles, repair the problems that you find.
WARNING:

REMOVE THE ELECTRICAL POWER FROM THE POWER CABLE BEFORE YOU PUT THE
POWER CABLE INTO THE EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE. ELECTRICAL ARCS CAN
CAUSE INJURIES.

Put the connector of the power cable into the external power receptacle on the P19 panel.
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Energize the power cable.
Make sure the EXTERNAL POWER CONN light on the P19 panel comes on.
NOTE: The NOT IN USE light will not come on if the refuel panel door is open.
EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

INTERPHONE

FLIGHT

PILOT

NOT
IN USE

CALL

SERVICE

NOSE
WHEEL WELL
ON
NORM
LIGHT

Make sure that the GRD POWER AVAILABLE light on the P5 panel comes on.
Make sure that the BUS TRANS switch on the P5 panel is in the AUTO position.
Make sure that the STANDBY POWER switch on the P5 panel is in the AUTO position.
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Move the BAT switch on the P5 panel to
the ON position.
Make sure that these lights above the GEN 1
and GEN 2 switches on the P5 panel come on:
TRANSFER BUS OFF light
BUS OFF light
GEN OFF BUS light
Supply power to the buses:
Move the AC meter selector switch on the
P5 panel to the GRD PWR position.
Make sure that the voltmeter shows 115 ±5 volts AC.
Make sure that the frequency meter shows 400 ± 5 Hz.
Supply power to 115-volt AC generator bus 1
and 115-volt AC generator bus 2:
Move the GRD PWR switch on the P5 panel
to the ON position.
Make sure that the NOT IN USE light on the P19 go off.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF and
BUS OFF lights on the P5 panel go off.

Remove External Power from the Buses
Move the GRD PWR switch on the P5 panel to
the OFF position.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF
and BUS OFF lights on the P5 panel come on.
Move the BAT switch on the P5 panel to
the OFF position.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF
and BUS OFF lights on the P5 panel go off.
B737-300/400/500 General Familiarization
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Make sure that the NOT IN USE light on the P19 panel comes on.
EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

INTERPHONE

FLIGHT

PILOT

NOT
IN USE

CALL

SERVICE

NOSE
WHEEL WELL
ON
NORM
LIGHT

Turn the DC meter switch on the P5-13 panel to the TR1 position.
NOTE:

The electrical power of the battery will decrease, if the DC meter switch stays in the
BAT position for too much time.

WARNING:

REMOVE THE ELECTRICAL POWER FROM THE POWER CABLE BEFORE YOU REMOVE
THE POWER CABLE FROM THE EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE. ELECTRICAL ARCS
CAN CAUSE INJURIES.

Remove power from the external power cable.
Remove the power cable from the external power receptacle.
Make sure that the EXTERNAL POWER CONN and NOT IN USE lights on the P19 panel go off.
Make sure that the GRD POWER AVAILABLE light on the P5 panel goes off.
Close the door for the external power receptacle.
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Supply External Power to the Ground Service Buses Only
Ground service buses energize ground service circuits (such as ceiling lights and service outlets). This
procedure energizes only the ground service buses.
The airplane has an external power receptacle near the nose wheel well. You will connect external AC power
to the receptacle to connect electrical power to the ground service buses.
Access Lower Nose Compartment, External Power Receptacle Door
WARNING:

MAKE SURE THAT THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IS CLEAR OF OTHER PERSONS
BEFORE YOU SUPPLY POWER TO THE AIRPLANE. HIGH VOLTAGES CAN CAUSE
INJURIES.

Open the door for the external power receptacle.
WARNING:

REMOVE THE ELECTRICAL POWER FROM THE POWER CABLE BEFORE YOU PUT THE
POWER CABLE INTO THE EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE. ELECTRICAL ARCS CAN
CAUSE INJURIES.

Install the power cable.
Energize the power cable.
Make sure the EXTERNAL POWER CONN light on the P19 panel come on.

EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

INTERPHONE

FLIGHT

PILOT

NOT
IN USE

CALL

SERVICE

NOSE
WHEEL WELL
ON
NORM
LIGHT

NOTE: The NOT IN USE light will not come on if the re-fuel panel door is open.
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Make sure that the GRD POWER AVAILABLE
light on the P5 panel come on.
Make sure that the BUS TRANS switch on the
P5 panel is in the AUTO position.
Make sure the GRD PWR switch on the P5 panel
is in the OFF position.
NOTE:

When the GRD PWR switch
is in the ON position, the
GROUND SERVICE switch
does not operate.

Move the GROUND SERVICE switch on the forward attendant's panel (P13) to the ON position.

NNECTED

NLY ON
GRD

10 RISE 20
0
40

LIGHTS

30

80 IN 120

ON

BRT
160

GEN DRIVE
OIL TEMP
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OFF
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OFF

OFF

WORK
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OFF

WINDOW
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Remove External Power from the Ground Service Buses Only
Move the GROUND SERVICE switch on the forward attendant's panel (P13) to the OFF position.

GROUND
SERVICE
SWITCH

LIGHTS
ON

BRT

OFF
BRT NIGHT

ON

DIM

DIM
OFF

ENTRY

OFF

OFF

WORK

GROUND
SERVICE

DIM
BRT

OFF

WINDOW

CEILING

MUSIC

CALL SYSTEM
OFF
CAPTAIN

WARNING:

ATTENDANT

RESET

REMOVE THE ELECTRICAL POWER FROM THE POWER CABLE BEFORE YOU REMOVE
THE POWER CABLE FROM THE EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE. ELECTRICAL ARCS
CAN CAUSE INJURIES.

Remove power from the external power cable.
Remove the power cable from the external power receptacle.
Make sure that the EXTERNAL POWER CONN and NOT IN USE lights on the P19 panel go off.

Make sure that the GRD POWER AVAILABLE light on the P5 panel goes off.
Close the door for the external power receptacle.

EXTERNAL
POWER

CONN

INTERPHONE

FLIGHT

PILOT

NOT
IN USE
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Supply APU Generator Power to the Buses
You can use APU power for these (if the airplane is on the ground):
1. 115-volt AC generator bus 1
2. 115-volt AC generator bus 2
WARNING:

MAKE SURE THAT THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IS CLEAR OF OTHER PERSONS BEFORE
YOU SUPPLY POWER TO THE AIRPLANE. HIGH VOLTAGES CAN CAUSE INJURIES.

CAUTION:

KEEP TO A LIMIT THE CONTINUOUS CURRENT DRAIN FROM THE GENERATOR TO 150
AMPS. TOO MUCH CURRENT CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE GENERATOR.

Turn the BAT switch on the electrical systems control panel, P5,
to ON.
Make sure that the BUS TRANS switch on the P5-4 panel is in
the AUTO position.
Make sure that the STANDBY POWER switch on the P5-5 panel
is in the AUTO position.
Push the APU GEN No. 1 or No. 2 switch momentarily to ON.
Start the APU.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF, BUS OFF,
and GEN OFF BUS lights on the panel P5 come on.
NOTE: The lights are above the GEN 1 and GEN 2 switches.
Make sure that the APU GEN OFF BUS light on the panel P5
comes on after 15-30 seconds.
NOTE: The APU will have usual speed in 15-30 seconds.
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Turn the AC meter selector switch on the panel P5 to APU GEN.
Make sure that the voltmeter shows 115 ± 5 volts AC.
Make sure the CPS FREQ meter shows:
GTCP85-129 APU; UNLOADED 405-410 Hz, LOADED 397-417 Hz. GTCP36-280 APU; UNLOADED 395-405 Hz,
LOADED 395-405 Hz. APS2000 APU; UNLOADED 395-405 Hz, LOADED 395-405 Hz.

OLDER AIRCRAFT

NEWER AIRCRAFT

Put the APU GEN No. 1 switch on the panel P5 to ON.
NOTE: This will supply power to the AC generator bus 1.
Put the APU GEN No. 2 switch on the panel P5 to ON.
NOTE: This will supply power to the AC generator bus 2.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF, BUS OFF, and APU GEN OFF BUS lights on the panel P5 go off.
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Remove APU Generator Power from the Buses Fig. 201
WARNING:

MAKE SURE THAT THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IS CLEAR OF OTHER PERSONS BEFORE YOU
SUPPLY POWER TO THE AIRPLANE. HIGH VOLTAGES CAN CAUSE INJURIES.

Put the two APU GEN switches to OFF.
Make sure that the TRANSFER BUS OFF, BUS OFF,
and APU GEN OFF BUS lights on the panel P5 come on.
Stop the APU.
Turn the BAT switch on the panel P5 to the OFF position.
Turn the DC meter switch on the P5-13 panel to the TR1 position.

OLDER AIRCRAFT
NOTE:
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AC GENERATOR DRIVE SYSTEM
Overview (Configuration 1 Constant Speed Drives CSD)
The two engine-driven generators are driven by constant speed drives to obtain a generator speed of 6000
RPM. The drive is a mechanical, differential, hydraulically controlled unit attached to the engine accessory
gearbox. The drive supports the ac generator.
Manual control, monitoring lights and dial indicators for the drives are on the forward overhead panel in the
control cabin. Lights indicate drive low oil pressure and high oil temperature. Dial indicator show drive oil-in
temperature or drive oil-rise temperature, which is determined by DRIVE TEMP switch setting. Charge
pressure, oil-in temperature, and oil-out temperature sensors are in the drive. A disconnect switch controls an
electrical solenoid-operated mechanical disconnect in the drive unit.
The oil in the drive unit absorbs heat, lubricates, and transmits torque as the hydraulic medium. The normal
temperature rise of the oil through the drive unit is about 10°C at continuous full load with an inlet oil
temperature of 120°C at normal input speeds.
The input shaft accepts torque supplied by the engine at various speeds and delivers torque to the input end
of the planetary differential gear unit in the drive. Depending on the difference between output speed and
6000 RPM, the variable displacement hydraulic unit will boost or retard the speed of the planetary differential
output gear to maintain a 6000 RPM output speed, as required by the governor.
Each engine-driven generator is supported by and driven through an in-line, variable ratio drive unit which
transmits the torque to drive the generator at a constant speed from the variable speed accessory drive pad on
the airplane engine. The drive unit or constant speed drive (CSD) is attached to the engine with a quickattach-detach (QAD) device consisting of three interlocking threaded rings. The CSD output end attaches to
the AC generator by means of 12 studs. The generator mounting nuts only need to be loosened to remove the
generator. The accessory mounted ring of the QAD device is attached to the drive unit with screws. The
engine-mounted ring is fastened to the accessory drive pad on the engine with screws.
Heat generated within the drive causes the drive oil temperature to rise. The scavenge pump forces the heated
oil through the scavenge or line oil filter then through the external oil cooler and into the all-attitude reservoir.
The oil is cooled by fan air from the engine passing over the inside portion of the cooler. A line oil filter,
which filters scavenge oil, is in the oil out line between the drive unit and the CSD oil cooler. The filter
prevents contamination of the oil cooler in the event of drive failure.
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Generator Drive Disconnect
The CSD disconnect is an electrically-actuated device which disconnects the input shaft from the input spline
shaft. When the disconnect solenoid is activated, a spring-loaded pawl moves into contact with threads on the
input shaft.
The input shaft acts as a screw in a threaded hole, and input rotation causes the input shaft to move away
from the input spline shaft, separating the driving dogs on the two shafts. When the driving dogs have been
separated, the input spline shaft, which is still being driven by the aircraft engine, spins freely in the
transmission without causing transmission rotation. Reset may be accomplished only on the ground, following
engine shutdown, by pulling out on the reset handle until the solenoid nose pin snaps into position.

DOG TOOTH CLUTCH
SEPARATION POINT
RESET SPRING

INPUT SHAFT

INPUT SPLINE
SHAFT
THREADED PAWL

INPUT GEAR

NOSE PIN

SOLENOID

PAWL
SPRING

HANDLE
SPRING

TRANSMISSION CASE

RESET HANDLE
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Overview (Configuration 2 Variable Speed Constant Frequency Generator/Converters VSCF)
The AC generator drive system changes shaft energy from the engine to electrical power for the airplane.
These are the components of the AC generator drive system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) generator/converter
The oil cooler
The line oil filter
The quick attach-detach (QAD) ring
The oil overheat switch

Variable Speed Constant Frequency Generator/Converter changes mechanical energy from a variable speed
shaft on the accessory gearbox to constant frequency electrical power.
The VSCF is on the left side of the engine at the 8 o'clock position. A quick attach-detatch (QAD) adapter kit
holds the VSCF to the front of the accessory gearbox.
The VSCF is interchangeable with the constant speed drive and generator assembly.
The VSCF weighs approximately 140 pounds (63.5 kg).
There is a sight glass on the gearbox. The sight glass lets you see the oil level in the VSCF.
The heat exchanger lets cool air from the engine fan remove the heat from the oil in the VSCF.
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Generator Manual Controls
Manual controls and monitoring devices for the electrical power system are on the forward overhead panel P5.
The switches for latching contactors are momentary. There is an AC ammeter for each engine. The DC
ammeter, DC voltmeter, AC voltmeter, and frequency meter monitor various systems as determined by the
selector switches below the meters.

OLDER AIRCRAFT
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Generator Control Relay (GCR)
The generator field control relay (GCR), in the generator control unit (GCU), energizes the generator field. The
GCR and the generator field circuit are normally closed. The GCRs may be opened or closed by the GEN
switches on the pilot's forward overhead panel or opened by signals from the GCU protective circuits.
With the GCR closed, the generator voltage will build up with engine or APU speed and the voltmeter and
frequency meter will read approximately 115-volts and 400 Hz at normal speed. The GCR trips with the
generator breaker (GB) from differential fault or abnormal voltage and any time the generator switch is moved
to OFF.
If an engine or APU is started with the GCR tripped or open, the generator voltage will not build up with engine
speed, the voltmeter will not indicate at normal engine speed, and the frequency meter will read low. Moving
the generator switch to ON before engine start will close a tripped GCR and ensure voltage buildup during
engine acceleration. Moving the generator switch to ON after the engine is running will close a tripped GCR,
causing the voltage to build up and the generator breaker to close, connecting the generator to the bus.

BUS TRANS
A
U
T
O

O
F
F

TRANSFER
BUS OFF

TRANSFER
BUS OFF

BUS
OFF

BUS
OFF

GEN OFF

APU GEN
OFF BUS

BUS

BUS

OFF

OFF

ON
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GEN 1
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Generator Control Unit (GCU)
The generator control unit (GCU) provides automatic operation of the control functions for each generator
system and provides signals to open the generator field by tripping the GCR and to trip the generator breaker.
The GCU controls the DC voltage indicator, generator breaker, field relay, bus voltage, and underspeed
conditions.
The GCU protects the generator system from overvoltage, undervoltage, overfrequency, underfrequency, and
feeder faults (differential and overcurrent).
Overvoltage, undervoltage, and feeder faults are indicated on the M238 annunciator panel.

Test Module and Annunciator Lights Module
The power system test module M400 is a switch panel for testing the airplane power system with current
transformer selecting relays and portable meter jacks. It permits measuring DC voltages and current values,
and AC voltages, current values and frequency at various electrical system component connections throughout
the electrical system. The module is at the top of the load control center panel P6. Calibrated portable meters
may be connected to check the accuracy of meters on the pilots' overhead panel P5.
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DC GENERATION SYSTEM
Overview
115-volt AC power is converted to 28-volt DC power by three transformer-rectifier (T-R) units. A battery is
used as a standby power supply for certain essential circuits and for short period DC loads when no basic
power source is available. Other components of the DC generation system are the battery charger, DC system
meters, DC annunciator lights, and the DC external power receptacle.
T-R 1 provides power to 28-volt DC bus 1 and T-R 2 provides power to 28-volt DC bus 2. T-R 3 provides
power to 28-volt DC bat bus through bat bus relay R1 and bat bus relay manual R326; T-R 3 also provides
power to 28-volt DC bus 1 through diode M1220 and energized contact of T-R 3 disconnect relay R9; and T-R 3
provides power to 28-volt DC bus 2 through diode M1220.
When the battery switch, located on the P5 panel, is set to the ON position, the GEN POWER CONTROL relay
closes connecting the battery to the HOT SWITCHED BATTERY BUS.
When the STANDBY POWER switch is set to BAT, relay R326 is energized, and the battery provides power to
the 28-volt DC bat bus.
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Transformer - Rectifier (T-R) Units
The three T-R units are in the electronic compartment on shelf E3-1. T-R 1 and 2 receive 3-phase, 115-volt AC
power from transfer buses 1 and 2, respectively. T-R 3 is fed from main bus 2, and provides power through
DC tie bus to 28-volt DC buses 1 and 2. The three T-R units each have an output rating of 50 amps at 28-volts
DC.
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Storage Battery
A 40 amp-hour nickel-cadmium storage battery is in the lower forward compartment outboard of the electronic
compartment access door. The battery is charged from a charger adjacent to T-R 3 on shelf E3-1 of the
electrical rack.
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Battery Charger
The battery charger is a regulated system to charge nickel-cadmium storage batteries. It operates from 115volt, 400-Hz, 3-phase power.
The battery charger is on shelf E3-1 in the electronic compartment. The battery charger is capable of charging
a completely discharged battery to 100 percent charge state within 75 minutes. The battery charger operates
in the charge mode or in the transformer-rectifier (T-R) mode.
In the transformer-rectifier (T-R) mode, the charge provides 28-volts DC to maintain battery charge, and meets
load demands on the battery bus. Internal current limiting circuitry reduces the output voltage to limit current
to 60 amps.
In the charge mode, the battery charger delivers a constant current of 38 amps to the battery. The output
voltage will vary with battery state-of-charge and load resistance. When battery voltage reaches a threshold
voltage, charging stops. The threshold voltage is automatically temperature adjusted by a temperature sensor
in the battery.
Input power to the battery charger is from the 115-volt AC ground service bus or, if this bus loses power, from
the 115-volt AC main bus 2.
The APU start interlock relay R39 is used to lock the battery charger in TR (constant voltage) mode while the
APU starter motor is turning.
The battery overheat function is contained in the battery charger. The battery charger monitors the temperature
sensor in the battery. If the battery temperature exceeds 145°F the battery charger will stop supplying 28-volts
DC to the battery. When the battery temperature drops below 130°F, the battery charger will automatically
begin supplying 28-volts DC to the battery.
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DC System Meters
A dc ammeter and voltmeter are on the forward overhead panel P5. The ammeter operates in conjunction with
shunts in the output circuits of the three T-R units. The ammeter may be used to determine current drain on
the battery and to observe the performance of the battery charger.
The meters display amps and volts of the standby power, battery bus (volts only), battery, T-R 1, T-R 2, and
T-R 3, which is determined by the setting of S956 DC selector switch on panel P5. Setting the switch to TEST
connects the voltmeter to the M400 Power System Test Module.

DC Annunciator Lights
Lights on the Annunciator Lights Module M238 will illuminate when power is on the 28-volt DC bus 1, 28-volt
DC bus 2, 28-volt DC standby bus, and 28-volt DC bat bus; when the external power T-R is energized; and
when T-R 3 has output power. The INDICATE/TEST switch S2 on the module must be set to INDICATE in
order for the lights to illuminate.
When the INDICATE-TEST switch is set to TEST, all the lights except EXT PWR TR are grounded and
connected to the 28-volt DC bat bus. The EXT PWR TR light, which is always connected to 28-volt DC hot bat
bus, is grounded. This verifies that all lamps in the M238 module are operable.

OLDER AIRCRAFT

NEWER AIRCRAFT
DC METERS
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DC ANNUNCIATOR LIGHTS
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STANDBY POWER SYSTEM
Overview
The standby system is used to supply power to essential AC and DC systems. Under normal conditions (in
flight), the standby power switch is in the AUTO position, the standby AC bus is energized from the 115-volt
transfer bus No. 1, and the standby DC bus is energized from DC bus No. 1. In the event of losing either the
AC or DC normal power, the auto standby power relay (R37) is deactivated, connecting the DC standby bus to
the battery bus and connecting the AC standby bus to the static inverter.
During checkout of the system on the ground, or refueling the aircraft on battery power only, the standby
system is activated by placing the standby power switch in the BAT position. This activates the manual
standby power relay (R328) which connects the DC standby bus to the battery bus and the AC standby bus to
the static inverter.
The AC standby power bus is a single-phase, 115-volt AC power source which is used to supply 400-Hz power
to essential AC systems. A static inverter, energized by 28 volts DC from the storage battery through the
battery bus, is the alternate source of single-phase, 400-Hz, 115-volt power to the AC standby bus. The power
is used for essential communication and navigation equipment, so that the pilot's essential flight instruments
will not be deactivated in the event all 400-Hz generated power becomes unavailable during flight.
Components of the standby power system are the voltage sensor module, static inverter, standby power switch,
battery switch, standby power relays, and the standby power off light.
Power to the AC standby power bus is received from 115-volt AC transfer bus 1 through energized relay R37
and relaxed relay R328. Relay R37 receives power from the 28-volt DC bus 1 and is grounded through
transistor Q1 and standby power switch in AUTO position. Transistor Q1 is biased to ground when the voltage
of 115-volt AC transfer bus 1 is 100 volts or more.
When the DC bus 1 loses power or the 115-volt AC transfer bus 1 voltage is less than 100 volts AC, Q1 is
unbiased, R37 relaxes and connects the inverter output through normally closed contacts in R37 and R328 to
the 115-volt AC standby bus.
With the STANDBY POWER switch the BAT position, R328 is energized by the hot battery bus and connects the
inverter output to the AC standby bus.
The standby power off light L5 comes on when standby power indication light relay R330 relaxes, indicating the
loss of power on the standby bus.
With the STANDBY POWER switch in the OFF position the system is de-energized.
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Static Inverter
The static inverter converts 28-volt DC power to 115-volt AC power. It can supply 1000 watts of power to the
AC standby bus. The static inverter is energized whenever the battery switch is set to ON. The static inverter
is on electrical equipment shelf E3-1.

Voltage Sensor Module
The voltage sensor module receives power from 28-volt DC bus 1 and senses power from 115-volt AC transfer
bus 1. When either power source fails, the voltage sensor signals standby power relay auto R37 to deenergize, which connects static inverter output to 115-volt AC standby power bus. The voltage sensor module
is in panel P6.

Standby Power Switch
The standby power switch on panel P5 arms the standby power system when set to AUTO, activates the
standby power system when set to BAT, and deactivates the system when set to OFF.

Battery Switch
The battery switch on panel P5, when set to ON, energizes the battery bus, which provides power to the
standby power system, and provides power to the standby power off light.

Standby Power Relays
Standby power relay auto R37, standby power relay manual R328, auxiliary power standby auto relay R397 (if
installed), standby power off relay R356, and standby power IND light relay R330 are in panel P6. Standby
power relay manual directs static inverter output power to the115-volt AC standby power bus. Standby power
relay auto directs either static inverter output power or the 115-volt AC transfer bus power to the 115-volt AC
standby power bus. When the airplane is on the ground with the standby power switch in AUTO, ground
sensing relay R38 is energized, providing a ground path to energize the standby power off relay (R356). With
the standby power off relay energized, and the standby power switch in the AUTO or OFF position, the
connection between the DC standby bus and the battery bus is broken, and the static inverter will not turn on
because the turn-on signal path is disabled. Standby power IND light relay directs power to the standby power
off light.

Standby Power OFF Light
The standby power off light on panel P5 illuminates whenever the standby power bus is de-energized.
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EQUIPMENT/FURNISHINGS
Equipment and furnishings provide for the
comfort and convenience of passengers
and crew members, for handling and stowing cargo, and for ensuring passenger and
crew safety in an emergency.
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FLIGHT COMPARTMENT
Flight compartment equipment includes
flight crew seats, furnishings at each crew
station, instrument panels, circuit breaker
panels, lightshield, lining, insulation, drip
pan, oxygen equipment, fire extinguishers,
smoke goggles, crash axe, escape and lanyards.
There are provisions for stowage of hats,
coats, flight crew kits, manuals, map holders, cups, refuse bags and note pads.

There are two cuneiforms of green transparent plastic at each pilots station. They
attach above the no. 1 and no. 2 left and
right windows or fit into the eyebrow windows.
CAUTION: Sunvisor should not be
placed between window and thermal
switch, as overheating may result.
Certificate and licence holders are attached
to the forward side of the control cabin
door.
The compartment floor, where exposed,
has a nonskid paint finish.

AFT OVERHEAD PANEL
MAP LIGHT
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right windows or fit into the eyebrow windows.
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The compartment floor, where exposed,
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Captain’s and First Officer’s Seats
The captain’s and first officer’s seats are
opposite assemblies. The main components are a base, bottom, back and safety
harness.
Four bogie units retain the seat base to the
seat track. Bogie rollers enable easy fore
and aft adjustment.
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ARMREST
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Manual seat adjustments include release
for fore and aft adjustment, seat height,
thigh pad height, with automatic override
of spring tension when seat occupant uses
foot operated flight controls, seat back recline, armrest height and foldback, and
back cushion height and lumbar adjustment.
The seat has inertia shoulder harness with
manual lock, crotch strap and lap belt.
NOTE: Stop bracket prevents inadvertent actuation of switches by Captain’s
seat back.

SHOULDER HARNESS
SEAT BACK
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CONTROL KNOB
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Pilot Seat Adjustment
Seat adjustment is required for proper
brake pedal operation and correct line of
sight when ever aircraft is moved (taxi or
tow).
Adjust the seat position with the appropriate controls to obtain the optimum eye reference position. The handhold above the
forward window is used to assist.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The following sight references are used to
establish an appropriate eye reference position:
- Sight along the upper surface of the
glareshield with a small amount of the
airplane nose structure visible.
- Sight under the lightshield to view the
A/P-A/T-FMC lights panel.
- Sight over the control column until the
bottom of the EHSI is visible.

EYE REFERENCE POSITION

A/P—A/T—FMC LIGHTS PANEL

Pilot Seat Adjustment
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First Observer’s Seat
The first observer’s seat when used is in
front of the cockpit door.
The seat bottom is hinged at the right side.
Pins at the left side engage latch plates at
the adjacent wall.
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The seat back is hinged to the seat bottom.
An upper cushion can slide up and down
with respect to lower cushion. The seat
back has pins at left and right which engage catch plates at adjacent walls.
The seat has a fixed shoulder harness,
crotch strap and lap belt.

SEAT BEING
UNFOLDED
(OUT OF RECESS)

First Observer’s Seat
The first observer’s seat when used is in
front of the cockpit door.
The seat bottom is hinged at the right side.
Pins at the left side engage latch plates at
the adjacent wall.

The seat back is hinged to the seat bottom.
An upper cushion can slide up and down
with respect to lower cushion. The seat
back has pins at left and right which engage catch plates at adjacent walls.
The seat has a fixed shoulder harness,
crotch strap and lap belt.

SEAT BEING
UNFOLDED
(OUT OF RECESS)

SEAT BACK
FOLDED DOWN

SEAT BACK
FOLDED DOWN

HEADREST
WITH HANDLE

HEADREST
WITH HANDLE
FWD

FWD

RETRACTABLE
PINS

RETRACTABLE
PINS
FIRST OBSERVER’S
SEAT

FIRST OBSERVER’S
SEAT

VIEW LOOKING AFT

VIEW LOOKING AFT
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Lining and Insulation
Lining panels cover wall and ceiling areas,
except areas covered by instrument panels,
circuit breaker panels and the flight compartment bulkhead.
Insulation is provided by fiberglass blankets, some of which are part of a drip pan
assembly.

The drip pan is an assembly which is bolted to structure above the overhead instrument panel to insulate the area and insure
drainage. Condensation collected on the
outboard side of the drip pan drains thru
tubing into the airplane drain system.

NOTE:
AFT EDGE OF GLARESHIELD
HAS CRASH PAD

The drip pan is an assembly which is bolted to structure above the overhead instrument panel to insulate the area and insure
drainage. Condensation collected on the
outboard side of the drip pan drains thru
tubing into the airplane drain system.

NOTE:
AFT EDGE OF GLARESHIELD
HAS CRASH PAD

AFT CENTER
CEILING PANEL
MID CENTER
CEILING PANEL

UPPER FWD
CEILING PANEL

Lining and Insulation
Lining panels cover wall and ceiling areas,
except areas covered by instrument panels,
circuit breaker panels and the flight compartment bulkhead.
Insulation is provided by fiberglass blankets, some of which are part of a drip pan
assembly.

AFT CENTER
CEILING PANEL
MID CENTER
CEILING PANEL

UPPER FWD
CEILING PANEL
LOWER FWD
CEILING PANEL

LOWER FWD
CEILING PANEL

DELTA
PANEL

DELTA
PANEL
UPPER SIDEWALL
PANEL

UPPER SIDEWALL
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CONTROL
STAND
PANEL

CONTROL
STAND
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FWD
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LINING PANELS
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PADDING
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LOWER SIDEWALL PANEL
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SIDEWALLS AND CEILING
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PASSENGER COMPARTMENT
Equipment and furnishings are in the passenger compartment for passenger and attendant comfort and utility. Sidewall
panels line the sidewalls of the passenger
compartment. Lowered ceiling, moveable
ceiling panels, and sculptured ceiling panels line the ceiling.

Service units are at all seats, attendant panels and in all lavatories. Closets store coats
during flight. Seats are provided for passengers and attendants. Full height stowage partitions store miscellaneous
equipment. Overhead stowage bins store
luggage. Service outlets provide 115V AC
power and 28V DC power.
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Passenger Compartment Arrangement
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ATTENDA N T
PANEL

Service units are at all seats, attendant panels and in all lavatories. Closets store coats
during flight. Seats are provided for passengers and attendants. Full height stowage partitions store miscellaneous
equipment. Overhead stowage bins store
luggage. Service outlets provide 115V AC
power and 28V DC power.

8 F IRS T CLASS/1 2 0 TOURIST PASSENGERS

LAVATOR Y

ATTENDA N T
PANEL

PASSENGER COMPARTMENT
Equipment and furnishings are in the passenger compartment for passenger and attendant comfort and utility. Sidewall
panels line the sidewalls of the passenger
compartment. Lowered ceiling, moveable
ceiling panels, and sculptured ceiling panels line the ceiling.
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Sidewall Panels
The sidewall panels are fire-resistant fiberglass-fabric covered. The window lights fit
through a cutout near the top of the panel.
Passenger reveal assemblies mount in the
cutouts near the middle of each panel and
are removeable with the panel and seats in
place. The sidewall panels attach to structure with support brackets on each panel
retainer along the vertical sides. Decorative trim strips fit in grooves in the panel
retainer and cover the fasteners. The inboard edge of the panel slides into the air
conditioning extrusion.

STA
270

Fiberglass blankets with moisture impervious coverings are in the sidewall. The blankets thermally and acoustically insulate the
compartment.
To remove the panel, pull the decorative
strip down and out of each side of the panel
to be removed. Release the five fasteners
on each side securing the panel to the airplane structure. The panel can now be lifted to clear the bottom retaining spring clips
then pull out and down to slip the top out of
the channel in the air conditioning extrusion. Disconnect all window light electrical connections.
AFT
CENTERLINE
STOWAGE
CLOSET

GALLEY SERVICE DOOR

GALLEY SERVICE DOOR
GALLEY No.2
GALLEY
No.1
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GALLEY No.3

Sidewall Panels
The sidewall panels are fire-resistant fiberglass-fabric covered. The window lights fit
through a cutout near the top of the panel.
Passenger reveal assemblies mount in the
cutouts near the middle of each panel and
are removeable with the panel and seats in
place. The sidewall panels attach to structure with support brackets on each panel
retainer along the vertical sides. Decorative trim strips fit in grooves in the panel
retainer and cover the fasteners. The inboard edge of the panel slides into the air
conditioning extrusion.
INSULATION
BLANKETS

Fiberglass blankets with moisture impervious coverings are in the sidewall. The blankets thermally and acoustically insulate the
compartment.
To remove the panel, pull the decorative
strip down and out of each side of the panel
to be removed. Release the five fasteners
on each side securing the panel to the airplane structure. The panel can now be lifted to clear the bottom retaining spring clips
then pull out and down to slip the top out of
the channel tin the air conditioning extrusion. Disconnect all window light electrical connections.
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Window Reveal Assembly
The window reveal assembly consist of the
trim ring, shade, inner pane and reveal. It
can be removed without removing the
sidewall panel. Normally, there are two
window reveal assemblies per sidewall
panel.

INSULATION
BLANKETS
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To remove the reveal assembly, insert
latch release tool (3/32 inch rod) downward into the hole on the bottom of the trim
ring. Push down firmly to release the latch.
With the latch released, pull the window
shade full down. Lower the assembly
enough to clear the two top securing stops
from the sidewall panel.
To install the reveal, use the reverse procedure.

Window Reveal Assembly
The window reveal assembly consist of the
trim ring, shade, inner pane and reveal. It
can be removed without removing the
sidewall panel. Normally, there are two
window reveal assemblies per sidewall
panel.

To remove the reveal assembly, insert
latch release tool (3/32 inch rod) downward into the hole on the bottom of the trim
ring. Push down firmly to release the latch.
With the latch released, pull the window
shade full down. Lower the assembly
enough to clear the two top securing stops
from the sidewall panel.
To install the reveal, use the reverse procedure.
SHADE

WINDOW LIGHT CUTOUT
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AIR
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TOOL HOLE
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INBD

OUTBD
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TRIM STRIP
FASTENER/WASHER
(RETAINED AT BOTTOM)

(END VIEW) WINDOW LIGHT CUTOUT
(WITH LIGHT ASSEMBLY)
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SUPPORT BRACKET INSTALLATION
(TOP VIEW — LOOKING DOWN)
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Sidewall Riser Panels and Air Grilles
The riser panel is a honeycomb panel with
the exposed surface covered with carpet.
The panel is secured to the airplane structure with two screws at each circumferential.
Air grilles are located in the majority of the
riser panels. They permit air from the passenger compartment to circulate around
the cargo compartment. The back of the air
grille is covered with a screen to prevent
lint and debris from being drawn through
into the space between the fuselage and the
cargo compartment.

To remove the panel, remove the carpet to
expose the screws, the panel is lifted slightly to clear the floor carpet. Pull the bottom
out and lower the panel to free it from the
spring clips on the lower edge of the sidewall panel. The panel is replaced in reverse
order. The grille is removed by two pushpush fasteners.

Sidewall Riser Panels and Air Grilles
The riser panel is a honeycomb panel with
the exposed surface covered with carpet.
The panel is secured to the airplane structure with two screws at each circumferential.
Air grilles are located in the majority of the
riser panels. They permit air from the passenger compartment to circulate around
the cargo compartment. The back of the air
grille is covered with a screen to prevent
lint and debris from being drawn through
into the space between the fuselage and the
cargo compartment.

To remove the panel, remove the carpet to
expose the screws, the panel is lifted slightly to clear the floor carpet. Pull the bottom
out and lower the panel to free it from the
spring clips on the lower edge of the sidewall panel. The panel is replaced in reverse
order. The grille is removed by two pushpush fasteners.
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Sculptured Ceiling Panels
Sculptured panels line the ceiling over the
passsenger compartment aisles. The panels
pivot on releasable hinge mechanisms on
the two outboard corners. The inboard
edge slides into and is secured by a groove
in the conditioned air outlet extrusion.

A lanyard connected between the airplane
structrue and the panel limits downward
movement when opened. The panel can be
removed by disconnecting the lanyard and
releasing the two hinges.
To lower the sculptured ceiling panels release the hinge by pressing down on the
release lever.

Sculptured Ceiling Panels
Sculptured panels line the ceiling over the
passsenger compartment aisles. The panels
pivot on releasable hinge mechanisms on
the two outboard corners. The inboard
edge slides into and is secured by a groove
in the conditioned air outlet extrusion.

A lanyard connected between the airplane
structrue and the panel limits downward
movement when opened. The panel can be
removed by disconnecting the lanyard and
releasing the two hinges.
To lower the sculptured ceiling panels release the hinge by pressing down on the
release lever.
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Passenger Seats
Passenger seats are attached to seat tracks
in the floor and may be rearranged for different configurations by moving the seats
froward or aft on the seat tracks. Seat
tracks are beams of special cross section
and are bolted to the floor structure. Tracks
are provided with circular cutouts for seat
studs and lock pins, which lock the seats in
position. Cutouts in the tracks are spaced
one inch apart.
The passenger seat provides seats on a
common seat base. The seat consists of reclinable seat back, seat cushions, safety
belts, and armrests. The seats are also
equipped with integral tables. There are
double and triple seat assemblies. Every
seat is equipped with plug-in sockets. Ashtrays and escutcheons are located in the inboard and removeable armrests only.

TURN
LATCH TO
RELEASE
TABLE

The back and bottom dress cover assemblies are seperate and can be removed independently.
Seat
backs
recline
individually and can be returned to full up
position without use of the recline mechanism. Seat bottom cushions or supports are
not articulated and will not move when the
back rest is reclined. The recline control is
located on the side of the armrest. Push
pull linkage connects the recline control
with the recline mechanism.
Attendant Seats
An attendant seat is mounted on the aft
wall structure of the forward lavatory. One
seat mounts on the forward side of each aft
lavatory.
The seat bottom folds vertically when
stowed. Each attendant seat has a shoulder
harness and a lap belt, flashlight and life
vest stowage is in a compartment below
the seat bottom. The headrest can be used
as a flotation device. A communication
handset is installed adjacent to the
headrest.

Passenger Seats
Passenger seats are attached to seat tracks
in the floor and may be rearranged for different configurations by moving the seats
froward or aft on the seat tracks. Seat
tracks are beams of special cross section
and are bolted to the floor structure. Tracks
are provided with circular cutouts for seat
studs and lock pins, which lock the seats in
position. Cutouts in the tracks are spaced
one inch apart.
The passenger seat provides seats on a
common seat base. The seat consists of reclinable seat back, seat cushions, safety
belts, and armrests. The seats are also
equipped with integral tables. There are
double and triple seat assemblies. Every
seat is equipped with plug-in sockets. Ashtrays and escutcheons are located in the inboard and removeable armrests only.

TURN
LATCH TO
RELEASE
TABLE
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The back and bottom dress cover assemblies are seperate and can be removed independently.
Seat
backs
recline
individually and can be returned to full up
position without use of the recline mechanism. Seat bottom cushions or supports are
not articulated and will not move when the
back rest is reclined. The recline control is
located on the side of the armrest. Push
pull linkage connects the recline control
with the recline mechanism.
Attendant Seats
An attendant seat is mounted on the aft
wall structure of the forward lavatory. One
seat mounts on the forward side of each aft
lavatory.
The seat bottom folds vertically when
stowed. Each attendant seat has a shoulder
harness and a lap belt, flashlight and life
vest stowage is in a compartment below
the seat bottom. The headrest can be used
as a flotation device. A communication
handset is installed adjacent to the
headrest.
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Passenger Service Units
Passenger service units (PSU) are above
each passenger seat row. Each PSU contains emergency oxygen equipment,
speaker, reading lights, air outlets, and information signs.
The PSU panel assembly is hinged outboard and has a lanyard to limit the lowering distance when opened. The latches are
on the inboard side and are released by inserting a small round rod through the two
small holes in the panel and pushing up on
the latch. The speaker, information sings
(NO SMOKING, FASTEN SEAT BELT),
air outlet and reading light assemblies are
all on one panel.
1 I N C H SP A CE D
INDEX HOLES

FRAME
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The PSU can be positioned longitudinally
in one inch increments. PSUs are interchangeable only forward and aft, not form
left to right sides.
Individual reading lights are controlled by
switches on the PSU. An attendant call
light and switch is located between the
reading lights.
There are also attendant service units
(ASU) located in the lowered ceiling panels at entryways containing emergency
equipment.
Lavatory service units (LSU) have emergency oxygen only and are mounted on the
ceiling. The passenger advisory lights and
speakers are separately mounted.

OVERHEAD STOWAGE
C O M P A RT M E N T

Passenger Service Units
Passenger service units (PSU) are above
each passenger seat row. Each PSU contains emergency oxygen equipment,
speaker, reading lights, air outlets, and information signs.
The PSU panel assembly is hinged outboard and has a lanyard to limit the lowering distance when opened. The latches are
on the inboard side and are released by inserting a small round rod through the two
small holes in the panel and pushing up on
the latch. The speaker, information sings
(NO SMOKING, FASTEN SEAT BELT),
air outlet and reading light assemblies are
all on one panel.
1 I N C H SPAC E D
I N D E X HOL E S

FRAME

The PSU can be positioned longitudinally
in one inch increments. PSUs are interchangeable only forward and aft, not form
left to right sides.
Individual reading lights are controlled by
switches on the PSU. An attendant call
light and switch is located between the
reading lights.
There are also attendant service units
(ASU) located in the lowered ceiling panels at entryways containing emergency
equipment.
Lavatory service units (LSU) have emergency oxygen only and are mounted on the
ceiling. The passenger advisory lights and
speakers are separately mounted.
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Overhead Stowage Bins
The overhead stowage compartments extend the length of the passenger compartment above the seats. They vary in length
and width depending on the installation locations.
The compartments are secured to structure
with turnbuckles. A diagonal turnbuckle
prevents forward and aft movement. The
bins are correctly positioned with alignment pins.

The door is attached by hinges to the bin.
The latch handle, when pressed, rotates a
torque tube that releases the latches at both
ends of the door. A mechanical actuator on
each hinge assembly assists in door
opening and maintains the door in the
open position.

Overhead Stowage Bins
The overhead stowage compartments extend the length of the passenger compartment above the seats. They vary in length
and width depending on the installation locations.
The compartments are secured to structure
with turnbuckles. A diagonal turnbuckle
prevents forward and aft movement. The
bins are correctly positioned with alignment pins.

The door is attached by hinges to the bin.
The latch handle, when pressed, rotates a
torque tube that releases the latches at both
ends of the door. A mechanical actuator on
each hinge assembly assists in door
opening and maintains the door in the
open position.
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GALLEYS
Galleys are located in the passenger cabin
so as to provide convenient and rapid service to the passengers. They are installed
in the cabin adjacent to the forward and aft
galley service doors.
In general the equipment of the galley unit
consists of the following main items: high
speed ovens, hot beverage containers, hot
cup receptacles, refrigeration and main
storage compartments. Electrical control
panel switches and circuit breakers to operate the above equipment are conveniently located. Storage space, miscellaneous
drawers and waste containers are also integrated in the galley units.

Electrical Service
Electricity for the galleys is 115V AC 400
Hz supplied from the airplane generator
busses and controlled by a switch on the
overhead panel in the cockpit. Circuit
breakers are located on the galleys and on
the P-6 circuit breaker panel.
Water Service
Water is supplied to the galleys from the
airplane pressurized water system and, in
an emergency, may be shutoff at the galleys (see chapter 38).

GALLEYS
Galleys are located in the passenger cabin
so as to provide convenient and rapid service to the passengers. They are installed in
the cabin adjacent to the forward and aft
galley service doors.
In general the equipment of the galley unit
consists of the following main items: high
speed ovens, hot beverage containers, hot
cup receptacles, refrigeration and main
storage compartments. Electrical control
panel switches and circuit breakers to operate the above equipment are conveniently
located. Storage space, miscellaneous
drawers and waste containers are also integrated in the galley units.
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Electrical Service
Electricity for the galleys is 115V AC 400
Hz supplied from the airplane generator
busses and controlled by a switch on the
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the P-6 circuit breaker panel.
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airplane pressurized water system and, in
an emergency, may be shutoff at the galleys (see chapter 38).
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LAVATORIES
Lavatories are located in the forward and
aft ends of the passenger compartment.
Each lavatory contains a toilet, wash basin,
mirror, and all the necessary vanity items
and disposal units. Ventilation is provided
through the service unit.
DOME
LIGHT
SP E A K E R
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PAPER
CU P S

Air exhausts through overboard vents in
each lavatory. Structure in the lavatory
area is painted with a protective coating to
prevent corrosion.
Water is supplied from the potable water
system. Water and waste systems will be
discussed in detail in chapter 38.
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through the service unit.
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CARGO COMPARTMENTS
The lower cargo compartments provide
space for carrying luggage, freight, equipment, and cargo.
The cargo compartments are located below
the passenger compartment. One compartment is forward of the center wing section,
and the other is aft of the main wheel well.
The compartments are designed to completely confine a fire without endangering
the safety of the airplane or its occupants.
The compartments are sealed and pressurized but do not have fresh air circulation
and temperature control.
BULKHEAD
BLOWOUT
PANEL
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A pressure equalization valve is in the aft
bulkhead of each compartment. The valves
let only enough air flow into or out of the
cargo compartment to keep the pressures
nearly the same as the cabin pressure.
Blowout panels in the lower cargo compartments provide pressure relief at a
greater rate than the pressure equalization
valve in case the airplane should suddenly
lose pressurization.
Tiedown tracks, anchorplates, and webbing are provided to secure the cargo from
shifting.

COMPARTMENT ACCESS PANEL

CEILING BLOWOUT PANEL

CARGO COMPARTMENTS
The lower cargo compartments provide
space for carrying luggage, freight, equipment, and cargo.
The cargo compartments are located below
the passenger compartment. One compartment is forward of the center wing section,
and the other is aft of the main wheel well.
The compartments are designed to completely confine a fire without endangering
the safety of the airplane or its occupants.
The compartments are sealed and pressurized but do not have fresh air circulation
and temperature control.
BULKHEAD
BLOWOUT
PANEL

A pressure equalization valve is in the aft
bulkhead of each compartment. The valves
let only enough air flow into or out of the
cargo compartment to keep the pressures
nearly the same as the cabin pressure.
Blowout panels in the lower cargo compartments provide pressure relief at a
greater rate than the pressure equalization
valve in case the airplane should suddenly
lose pressurization.
Tiedown tracks, anchorplates, and webbing are provided to secure the cargo from
shifting.
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Anchorplates
Anchorplates are on the sidewalls of both
cargo compartments and on the aft compartment ceiling. Each anchorplate has a
flat mounting surface on one side and slot
and lips on the other side. The anchorplates
hold outboard edges of webbing when
webbing is in place. Each anchorplate is
fastened to body structure by screws.
Tiedown Tracks
A pair of tiedown tracks run fore and aft
for the full length of the compartment. The
upper surfaces of the tracks are nearly
flush with the deck panels and are fastened
to airplane body by lockbolts.
Upper surface of each track has stanchion
sockets and tiedown holes. Lower ends of
cargo net stanchions fit in tiedown holes or
stanchion sockets in the upper surface of
the track. Quick release fasteners can also
be held by retraining slots in spaces between tiedown holes.
Stanchions
The forward compartment has four stanchions and the aft compartment has six.
The stanchions stand upright when they
are in place and reach between deck or
sidewall and the ceiling.
An aluminum tube forms the main part of
the stanchion. A latch mechanism is at the
upper end of the tube has a pistion which
can slide in or out along the axis of the
tube. A spring pushes the piston to the extended position. The upper end of the piston matches a ceiling fitting. The lower
end of the stanchion has an indexing pin
which fits tiedown track holes. Loop fittings provide places suitable for attaching
webbing.
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The upper ends of the stanchions are held
in place by fittings on the ceiling. The lower ends of the stanchions are held in place
by the tiedown tracks or by fittings on the
sidewalls.
Some of the webbing straps are attached to
the stanchions when the webbing is in
place. A stanchion can be removed by retracting the piston at its upper end.
Webbing
Sections of webbing can be suspended between the anchorplates and a stanchion or
between two stanchions. Each compartment has door net which reaches from the
doorsill to the ceiling and is approximately
the width of the door.
Fabric straps are sewed together to form
the webbing. Solid cloth panels are sewed
to the straps is some areas to fill the openings between straps. Quick release tiedown
fasteners are sewed to the strap end in
some placed on the outboard edges of the
nets. Other strap ends have snap latches or
buckles.
Lining and Insulation
Ceilings and sidewalls are lined with fiberglass panels sealed at the edges with fiberglass tape. Bulkheads are lined with
aluminum or fiberglass panels.
Insulation blankets are outboard of the
sidewall lining and below the compartmeant deck. Plastic studs and clips and
"velcro" tape are used to secure the
blankets.
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Anchorplates
Anchorplates are on the sidewalls of both
cargo compartments and on the aft compartment ceiling. Each anchorplate has a
flat mounting surface on one side and slot
and lips on the other side. The anchorplates
hold outboard edges of webbing when
webbing is in place. Each anchorplate is
fastened to body structure by screws.
Tiedown Tracks
A pair of tiedown tracks run fore and aft for
the full length of the compartment. The upper surfaces of the tracks are nearly flush
with the deck panels and are fastened to
airplane body by lockbolts.
Upper surface of each track has stanchion
sockets and tiedown holes. Lower ends of
cargo net stanchions fit in tiedown holes or
stanchion sockets in the upper surface of
the track. Quick release fasteners can also
be held by retraining slots in spaces between tiedown holes.
Stanchions
The forward compartment has four stanchions and the aft compartment has six.
The stanchions stand upright when they are
in place and reach between deck or sidewall and the ceiling.
An aluminum tube forms the main part of
the stanchion. A latch mechanism is at the
upper end of the tube has a pistion which
can slide in or out along the axis of the
tube. A spring pushes the piston to the extended position. The upper end of the piston matches a ceiling fitting. The lower end
of the stanchion has an indexing pin which
fits tiedown track holes. Loop fittings
provide places suitable for attaching
webbing.
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The upper ends of the stanchions are held
in place by fittings on the ceiling. The lower ends of the stanchions are held in place
by the tiedown tracks or by fittings on the
sidewalls.
Some of the webbing straps are attached to
the stanchions when the webbing is in
place. A stanchion can be removed by retracting the piston at its upper end.
Webbing
Sections of webbing can be suspended between the anchorplates and a stanchion or
between two stanchions. Each compartment has door net which reaches from the
doorsill to the ceiling and is approximately
the width of the door.
Fabric straps are sewed together to form
the webbing. Solid cloth panels are sewed
to the straps is some areas to fill the openings between straps. Quick release tiedown
fasteners are sewed to the strap end in
some placed on the outboard edges of the
nets. Other strap ends have snap latches or
buckles.
Lining and Insulation
Ceilings and sidewalls are lined with fiberglass panels sealed at the edges with fiberglass tape. Bulkheads are lined with
aluminum or fiberglass panels.
Insulation blankets are outboard of the
sidewall lining and below the compartmeant deck. Plastic studs and clips and
"velcro" tape are used to secure the
blankets.
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EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
The emergency equipment provides a
means for the flight attendants to assist the
passengers and passengers to assist themselves in the event of an emergency.
Escape Slides
One door mounted escape slide is on the
lower inboard face of each entry and galley
door.
The escape slides provide a means of
emergency egress from the airplane.
Each escape slide assembly consists of an
escape slide package, an escape slide compartment, and two floor brackets. The escape slide package is stowed in the escape
slide cmpartment which is fastened to the
lower inboard face of each entry and service door. The floor brackets are located at
the forward and aft ends fo the doorways,
inboard of the sill.

ESCAPE SLIDE
GIRT

DOOR

LATCH
CABLE

The escape slide package consists of an escape slide, a detachable girt, girt bar, gas
cylinder, and valise. The gas cylinder contains high pressure gas for inflating the
slide. The valise holds the slide in the
stowed position, and opens to deploy the
slide.
The escape slide girt bar is stowed in retainers on the compartment cover. To
make a slide ready for use, the girt bar is removed from the retainers and installed in
the floor brackets. Opening the door will
then pull the slide package out of the comparment, to deploy while inflating automatically. A manual inflation handle is
furnished, which can by used if the automatic inflation system should fail.
NOTE: To ensure the slide is ready for
use, bottle pressure is checked at regular intervals by reading the pressure
gage that can be seen through the slide
compartmet window. Gage needle
should be in the green band. (Pressures
will vary with temperature).
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Escape Straps/Lanyards
Escape straps are stowed above each of the
overwing emergency exits in the passenger
cabin. Escape lanyards are above the Captain’s and First Officer’s sliding windows
in the control cabin.
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Miscellaneous Emergency Equipment
There is also miscellaneous equipment
(life vests,smoke goggles, first aid kits,
flashlights, extinguishers, megaphone) installed throughout the interior.
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FIRE PROTECTION
Overview
Fire protection consists of fire extinguishing and fire/overheat detection.
The detection systems warn of fire or overheat in each engine, auxiliary power unit (APU), main wheel well,
wings, lower aft body and lavatories (airplanes with lavatory smoke detection system). Lights on the engine
and APU fire control module, master warning lights on the lightshield module, and an alarm bell provide fire
indication. On some airplanes, there is a light on the overhead panel in the control cabin which provides fire
indication. Additional indications for the APU are a fire warning light on APU ground control panel and a
warning horn in the right main wheel well. Lights on the air conditioning module and master caution lights on
the lightshield module provide wing/body overheat indication. Lights on the light shield module and on the
overhead panel provide lavatory smoke indication (airplanes with lavatory smoke detection system).
The extinguishing systems are a fixed engine fire extinguishing system, a fixed APU fire extinguishing system,
a fixed lavatory fire extinguishing system, and portable fire extinguishers.
The fixed engine fire extinguishing system consists of two fire extinguisher bottles, providing two-shot
extinguishing at either engine. The bottles are connected to each engine by manifolds and tubing. A discharge
switch for each engine is on the engine and APU fire control module.
The fixed APU fire extinguishing system consists of an extinguisher bottle connected by tubing to the APU
shroud. The APU discharge switches are on the engine and APU fire control module and on the APU ground
control panel.
The fixed lavatory fire extinguishing system consists of a heat activated fire extinguisher bottle in each lavatory
to extinguish fires under the sink counter and in the towel chute.
Portable fire extinguishers are located in various positions in the crew and passenger cabins. They provide
fire extinguishing capability in these cabins and other areas accessible from them.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Module
The engine and APU fire control module P8-1 contains components to monitor the fire and overheat detection
systems and to control and test the fire extinguishing system. The engine and APU fire control module is on
the control stand aft electronic control panel P8.
The front of the module contains the following components for extinguishing and detection: fire switch
handles with fire warning lights for each engine and the APU, discharge lights for each engine and APU,
overheat lights for each engine, wheel well overheat light, engine detector fault light, fire/overheat detector
selector switch for each engine, an APU detector inoperative light, a bell cutout switch, test switches, and three
fire extinguisher test lights. Master caution lights control circuits and fire extinguisher bottle test circuits are
on cards in the module.
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Lightshield Module
The lightshield module P7 contains master fire warning, master caution, and annunciator lights.
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APU Ground Control Panel
The APU ground control panel P28 contains a fire warning light, a handle to arm the APU fire extinguishing
system, and bottle discharge and bell cutout switches. The panel is on the aft bulkhead of the right main
wheel well.
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Air Conditioning Module
The air conditioning module P5-10 on the forward overhead panel has overheat lights and a test switch for the
wing and lower aft body detection system.
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FIRE/OVERHEAT DETECTION SYSTEM
Overview
Fire and overheat detection systems provide aural and visual alerts when overheat or fire are detected.

Engine Fire Detection
Dual-loop fire and overheat detection systems are in each engine area. Both loops of a system must sense fire
in order for a fire alarm to be given. If one loop is inoperative, then the system may be set to operate on the
operative loop.

APU Fire Detection
A single-loop fire detection system is in the APU compartment.
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Wheel Well Fire Detection
A single-loop fire detection system is in the main landing gear wheel well.
Wing and Lower Aft Body Overheat Detection
Two single-loop overheat detection systems are located in the wings, the air conditioning bays, the aft cargo
compartment, the keel beam, and the APU area.
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ENGINE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM
Engine Fire/Overheat Detectors
The engine fire detection system monitors engine and nacelle temperature for fire and overheat conditions.
Dual-loop fire/overheat detectors are located in each engine area.
The system uses power from the 28-volt DC battery bus. The circuit breakers are on panel P6.
Engine fire detection system components are fire detectors, engine and APU fire detection accessory unit, and
engine and APU fire control panel.
A detector consists of two identical sensing elements attached to a support tube by quick-release mounting
clamps.
Each sensing element contains an inert gas and gas-emitting core, and has a responder on one end. The
responder contains three pressure switches for sensing fire, overheat, and integrity (fault).
The inert gas in a sensing element expands as a function of average gas temperature. The gas-emitting core
expels gas due to high localized temperatures. Both actions cause an increase in pressure in the element,
which causes an alarm pressure switch in the responder to close, activating an alarm signal. Both actions are
completely reversible - as the temperature decreases, the pressure decreases, and the alarm switch
deactivates. When a sensing element is damaged allowing the inert gas to leak, the integrity pressure switch
opens, activating a fault signal. The pressure switches provide alarm and integrity signals to the appropriate
detector control card.
The detectors are identical except for length, temperature trip and reset settings of the pressure switches.
Each engine has four Engine Fire Detector Elements; one detector is located on the right side of the strut above
the fan case, one detector is located on the upper left side of the fan case, one detector is located on the
underside of the fan case, and one detector is located around the engine core. You can access the three
detectors in the fan area by opening the fan cowl panel. You can access the core detector by opening the fan
duct cowl and thrust reviser halves.
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Engine and APU Fire Detection Accessory Unit
Engine fire detection system components of the engine and APU fire detection accessory unit are engine 1 and
2 control cards and accessory control card. The unit is on shelf E3-3 of the electronics rack.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Panel
Engine fire detection system components of the engine and APU fire control panel are two fire/overheat
detector selector switches, test switch, engine 1 and 2 overheat lights, engine fault light, and engine 1 and 2
fire switch handles. The panel is on the aft electronics panel of the control stand.
There is one fire/overheat detector selector switch for each engine. Setting the switch to NORMAL enables
both loops to operate in AND - logic. Setting the switch to A or B enables the indicated loop and disables the
other.
Setting the TEST switch to OVHT/FIRE checks the integrity of the sensing and warning circuits. The engine
fire switch handle lights, OVERHEAT lights, master FIRE WARN lights, and bell activate.
Setting the TEST switch to FAULT/INOP checks the fault discrimination circuit. The FAULT and MASTER
CAUTION lights illuminate.
The fire, overheat and fault lights illuminate when the appropriate signals from the accessory unit are sent.
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APU FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM
APU Fire Detector Elements
Detector elements are located in the engine and exhaust areas of the APU. Detector elements are located in the
engine compartment, exhaust heat shield, and muffler assembly.
The sensing elements are attached to a support tube by quick-release mounting clamps. Each sensing
element contains an inert gas, a gas-emitting core material, and has a responder on one end. The responder
contains two pressure switches, alarm and integrity, and provides the electrical interface with the airplane
wiring.
The inert gas in a sensing element expands as temperature increases. The gas-emitting core material expels
gas due to high localized temperature. Both actions cause a pressure increase in the element, which causes
the alarm pressure switch to close, activating an alarm signal. When the temperature decreases, the pressure
decreases, and the alarm switch opens. If a sensing element is damaged and the inert gas leaks, the integrity
pressure switch opens, activating a fault signal. The pressure switches provide alarm and integrity signals to
the APU fire detection card.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Panel
The engine and APU fire control panel P8-1 is on the pilots' control stand. Components of P8-1 applicable to
APU fire detection are APU DET INOP light, fire switch handle warning light, TEST switch, and BELL CUTOUT
switch.
The DET INOP light provides an indication of a wiring fault or sensor loss of pressure. The DET INOP-light
circuitry is also connected to the master caution lights.
A fire warning light in the APU fire switch handle provides APU area fire warning. The APU fire warning light
is connected to the APU fire detection card. A fire or overheat condition in the APU area will cause steady
illumination of the warning light. The fire warning light consists of several bulbs covered by a red translucent
plastic lens cap in the fire switch handle.
The TEST switch has three positions:
FAULT/INOP-off-FIRE/OVHT; the switch is spring-loaded to the off position. The switch permits testing of the
APU fire detection system by checking sensor continuity and simulating a fire condition when positioned to
FIRE/OVHT. During fire/overheat test the APU automatic shutdown circuitry is inhibited. When in the
FAULT/INOP position, the fault discrimination circuit of the APU fire detection card is tested and the
inoperative light will illuminate.
A switch is provided for alarm bell control. Pressing the switch provides 28-volts DC to the signal condition
control card in the fire detection accessory unit. The control circuit silences the bell and extinguishes the
master fire warning lights on P7.
Master Fire Warning Lights
The master fire warning lights are on lightshield module P7. When a fire condition occurs, the fire warning
lights illuminate.
The master fire warning lights are controlled by the signal condition control card of the engine and APU fire
detection accessory unit. Either light may be pressed for bell or remote horn cutout and for extinguishing the
lights.
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Engine and APU Fire Detection Accessory Unit M279
The engine and APU fire detection accessory unit M279 is on electronic equipment rack E3. Components of
M279 applicable to APU fire detection are the APU fire detection card and the accessory control card.
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APU Ground Control Panel
The remote horn warns of a fire or overheat in the APU. The remote horn is in the right main wheel well
adjacent to the APU ground control panel. The horn is turned on and off by the signal condition control card of
the engine and APU fire detection accessory unit. The horn will operate only when the airplane is on the
ground.
The APU ground control panel P28 contains APU fire warning light and the horn cutout switch.
The horn cutout switch can be used to extinguish the master fire warning lights and cut off the fire warning
horn and bell.
A fire in the APU will cause pulsating illumination of the fire warning light. The warning light is controlled
through the accessory control card. When a bell or horn cutout switch is pressed, the light illuminates
continuously until the fire warning signal is gone.
P28 is on the right side of the main wheel well.
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SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEM - CARGO COMPARTMENT
Overview
The cargo compartment smoke detection system is used to monitor smoke in the forward and aft cargo
compartments.
The system includes these parts:
1. Smoke Detectors
2. Cargo Electronic Units (CEU)
3. Cargo Fire Control Panel
The cargo compartment smoke detection system uses 28-volts DC power. The power is supplied through the
circuit breakers on the P6 or P18 panel.
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Cargo Smoke Detector
Cargo Smoke detectors are installed in the ceiling of the forward and aft cargo compartment. A screen is
installed over the smoke detector to keep it from being damaged. The smoke detectors are controlled and
monitored by the Cargo Electronic Units (CEUs). The smoke detectors send alarm signals and status signals
to the CEUs.
The smoke detectors monitor the air for presence of smoke or equivalent contaminants. When the
concentration of smoke gets to a preset threshold, the detector sends a signal to the applicable CEU.
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Cargo Electronic Unit (CEU)
One Cargo Electronic Unit (CEU) is installed in the ceiling of each cargo compartment. An access panel is
installed over the CEU to keep it from being damaged. The CEU in the aft cargo compartment controls and
monitors the smoke detectors in the aft cargo compartment. The CEU in the forward cargo compartment
controls and monitors the smoke detectors in the forward cargo compartment.
The CEU has two test buttons. The LAMP TEST button will make sure that all the indication lamps on the
CEU will come on. The PRESS TO TEST button will initiate a signal to do a test of all the smoke detectors in
its cargo compartment.
The CEU has lamps for each smoke detector in its cargo compartment. If a smoke detector fails or a smoke
alarm is initiated by a smoke detector, then the lamp for that smoke detector will come on.
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Cargo Fire Control Panel
The Cargo Fire Control Panel is installed in the P5 or P8 panel in the Flight Compartment. The control panel
is used to initiate a test of the cargo smoke detection system and to indicate when a failure or a smoke alarm
has been initiated.
The TEST switch, on the control panel, will initiate a test of the cargo smoke detection system. The test will
make sure that the Cargo Electronic Unit and the smoke detectors are operating correctly.
The DETECTOR FAULT light will come on whenever a smoke detector or a CEU has a power failure. The light
will also come on if a detector fails to respond to the test.
The DET SELECT switches control whether the system will operate in dual loop mode or single loop mode.
When the switch is in the NORM position, the system will operate in the dual loop mode. When the switch is
in the A position or the B position, then the system will operate in the single loop mode.
The applicable FWD or AFT warning light (red) will come on when smoke is sensed in one of the cargo
compartments.
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WHEEL WELL OVERHEAT DETECTION SYSTEM
Overheat
The wheel well overheat detection system provides overheat detection in the main wheel well area. The
detection system is an electrical, heat sensing system that responds to overheat by activating fire warning
lights and an alarm bell.
The wheel well overheat detection system consists of the engine and APU fire control module P8-1,
compartment overheat accessory unit M237, alarm bell, master fire warning lights, and a sensing element.
The sensing element is connected to the compartment overheat accessory unit, which monitors the resistance
of the sensing element. When a temperature rise causes the element resistance to drop to the value
corresponding to the alarm temperature, the compartment overheat accessory unit will provide a signal to the
wheel well warning light and alarm bell and a ground to the master fire warning lights.
The overheat detection system can be tested by operation of the TEST switch on the engine and APU fire
control module. The switch tests continuity through the wheel well system by simulating an overheat condition
and energizing the alarm bell and warning lights.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Module
Wheel Well Warning Light
A warning light indicates overheat in the wheel well area.
Test Switch
Holding the switch to the fire position operates control circuits in the accessory unit which simulate overheat
in the wheel well. The wheel well overheat warning components are then energized.
Bell Cutout Switch
The switch can be pressed to silence the fire alarm bell and extinguish the master fire warning lights.
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Compartment Overheat Accessory Unit Components
(Airplanes with Boeing M237 compartment overheat accessory unit)
The compartment overheat accessory unit is on electronic equipment rack E3 in the electronic compartment.
The temperature control unit contains circuitry to continuously monitor the sensing element resistance and
provide an alarm signal when the element resistance drops to the trip level. When the overheat condition has
passed, the system returns to its standby condition.
The compartment overheat unit is a printed circuit card which plugs into the compartment overheat accessory
unit and is held in place by screws. The card provides turn-on and cutout control of the alarm bell and master
fire warning lights.
A wheel well overheat test relay is in the wheel well test circuit. When the test circuit is operated, the relay
closes and connects a resistor and ground to the sensing circuits, thus simulating a fire condition.
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Compartment Overheat Accessory Unit Components
(Airplanes with Fenwal electronic compartment overheat accessory unit)
The compartment overheat accessory unit is on electronic equipment rack E3-2 in the electronic compartment.
The compartment overheat accessory unit has a cover plate which contains a numeric LED display, a
maintenance advisory LED, and four BITE pushbutton controls identified as; MEM READ, MEM CLEAR, LOC
TEST, DISP TEST.
The compartment overheat accessory unit contains a power supply card, a control card and a relay card. The
compartment overheat accessory unit also serves the functions of the wing and lower aft body overheat
detection system.
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Sensing Element
A sensing element provides overheat detection in the main wheel well. The sensing element is attached to
structure in the ceiling of the wheel well. The element is attached by quick-release fasteners.
The sensing element is a thermistor type with resistance inversely proportional to temperature. As the
element temperature rises, its resistance is lowered. The sensing element consists of a single nickel wire
embedded in insulation, which is impregnated with a salt compound and is sheathed in an Inconel tube.
If any portion of the sensing element is heated above alarm temperature, the element resistance drops sharply
from a relatively high to an extremely low level. The single wire that is embedded in the center of the core is
the power lead and the outside tubing is grounded. The insulating resistance of the core material decreases
abruptly at the alarm temperature. Current flows through the core material to ground when alarm temperature
is sensed.
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WING AND LOWER AFT BODY OVERHEAT DETECTION SYSTEM
Overview
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system provides overheat detection for the wings and lower aft
body. The detection system is an electrical, heat sensing system that responds to overheat by activating
warning lights.
Airplanes with Boeing M237 compartment overheat accessory unit:
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system consists of an overheat test switch and overheat lights
on air conditioning module P5-10, compartment overheat accessory unit, master caution lights, and sensing
elements. The sensing elements are connected to the compartment overheat accessory unit. The accessory
unit contains left and right temperature control units and test circuits. The temperature control units monitor
the resistance of the sensing elements. When a temperature rise causes the resistance to drop to value
corresponding to the alarm temperature, the temperature control unit will provide a signal to the applicable
warning light and the master caution light control section in the air conditioning module.
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system is divided into left and right sections. The right
overheat section consists of sensing elements that are connected in series with the right temperature control
unit and overheat test relay K1 to form a closed circuit sensing loop. The left overheat section consists of
sensing elements connected in series through three test switches to the left and APU overheat temperature
unit to form a closed circuit sensing loop. Test switches on the compartment overheat accessory unit enable a
malfunction in the left overheat section to be isolated.
The overheat detection system can be tested by an overheat test switch on the air conditioning module. The
overheat test switch tests continuity through the sensing loops by simulating an overheat condition. If the left
detection system fails to test, the area of the malfunction can be isolated by operating the switches on the
compartment overheat accessory unit.
The right sensing loop elements are at engine 2 strut cavity, right wing bleed air duct, right wing leading edge,
and right air conditioning packs. The left sensing loop elements are at engine 1 strut cavity, left wing bleed
air duct, left wing leading edge, left air conditioning packs, keel beam, aft cargo compartment, and APU cavity.
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Airplanes with electronic Fenwal M237 compartment overheat accessory unit:
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system consists of an overheat test switch and overheat lights
on air conditioning module P5-10, compartment overheat accessory unit, master caution lights, and sensing
elements. The sensing elements are connected to the compartment overheat accessory unit. The accessory
unit contains a control card which has a microprocessor and a relay board which monitor the resistance of the
sensing elements. When a temperature rise causes the resistance to drop to a value corresponding to the
alarm temperature, the compartment overheat accessory unit will provide a signal to the applicable warning
light and the master caution light control section in the air conditioning module. When an alarm/fault
condition is found, the condition is stored in the non-volatile memory of the Fenwal compartment overheat
accessory unit. The MAINT ADV light will illuminate when a condition is stored in memory. The MAINT ADV
light will not extinguish until the condition is corrected and the memory is cleared.
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system is divided into left and right sections. The right
overheat section consists of a single detector loop with sensing elements connected in series. The left overheat
section consists of four separate detector loops with sensing elements connected in series. All five loops are
monitored by the control card in the compartment overheat accessory unit. The compartment overheat
accessory unit can isolate an alarm/fault condition to each of the five loops, which can be displayed as a code
on the LED display. The codes, as defined on the compartment overheat accessory unit cover plate; isolate the
condition to the specific location and condition; an alarm, an open loop fault, or a short circuit loop fault.
The right sensing loop elements are at the engine 2 strut cavity, right wing bleed air duct, right wing leading
edge, and right air conditioning packs. The left sensing loop elements are at engine 1 strut cavity, left wing
bleed air duct, left wing leading edge, left air conditioning packs, keel beam, aft cargo compartment, and APU
cavity.
The wing and lower aft body overheat detection system can be tested by an overheat test switch on the air
conditioning module. The overheat test switch tests continuity through the sensing loops by simulating an
overheat condition.
NOTE:

With the Fenwal compartment overheat accessory unit, the alarm indications require
approximately 4 seconds to appear during wing and aft body overheat test.
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Air Conditioning Module
Overheat Warning Lights
Two overheat warning lights are on the air conditioning module. Overheat will cause either the left or right
overheat warning light and the master caution lights to illuminate.
The warning lights may be tested individually by a press-to-test feature or are tested when the master caution
test switch is closed.
Test Switch
A switch is provided for testing the wing and lower aft body-overheat detection system. Pressing the test
switch grounds the sensing elements. If all circuits are operating correctly, the overheat warning lights will
illuminate.
NOTE:

On airplanes with the Fenwal M237 compartment overheat accessory unit, the
overheat warning indications require holding the test switch for approximately 4
seconds.
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Master Caution Lights Control Section
The master caution lights control section provides control of the master caution lights and air condition
annunciator light on the lightshield module P7.
When an overheat warning occurs, the compartment overheat accessory unit provides a ground to the control
section. The ground completes switching circuits which allows the master caution lights and master caution
air conditioning annunciator light on P7 to illuminate. Either master caution light may be pressed to reset the
master caution lights and annunciator lights.
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Compartment Overheat Accessory Unit Components
(Airplanes with Boeing M237 compartment overheat accessory unit)
The compartment overheat accessory unit is on electronic equipment rack E3 in the electronic compartment.
Each control unit contains circuitry to continuously monitor sensing element resistance and provide an alarm
signal when the element resistance drops to the trip level. When the overheat condition has passed, the
system returns to its standby condition.
The overheat light is controlled by the left and APU temperature control unit. Either an overheat or simulated
overheat condition in the left overheat section will energize the output relay of the left and APU overheat
control unit and provide a signal for the steady illumination of the light. The light has a press-to-test feature.
The test light will also illuminate whenever the left overheat light on the air conditioning module illuminates.
Test Switches
Three switches in the left sensing loop facilitate isolating and locating a malfunction. Each switch has three
positions and is spring-loaded to center position.
The test switches are in series with the sensing elements. Each test switch may be actuated in turn to
determine which section of the detection system has malfunctioned. When a test switch is pushed up, the
applicable part of the detector circuit is tested for a ground fault (fault alarm). The overheat light will
illuminate if a sensor circuit is grounded. The overheat light will remain off if the sensor circuit is broken.
Pushing a test switch down checks the applicable part of the detector circuit for continuity.
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Compartment Overheat Accessory Unit Components (Airplanes with Fenwal M237 compartment
overheat accessory unit)
The compartment overheat accessory unit is on electronic equipment rack E3 in the electronic compartment.
The cover plate of the M237 compartment overheat accessory unit contains an LED display, a MAINT ADV
light, and four BITE pushbutton controls as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

MEM READ
MEM CLEAR
LOC TEST
DISP TEST

- Accesses the non-volatile memory.
- Clears the non-volatile memory.
- Initiates self-test of the control circuits and sensing elements.
- Initiates self-test of the control circuits and the LED display.
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Sensing Elements
The sensing element is a thermistor type device with a resistance inversely proportional to the alarm
temperature. As the element temperature rises above the alarm temperature, its resistance is lowered. The
sensing element consists of a single nickel wire embedded in insulation, impregnated with a salt compound
and sheathed in an Inconel tube. Elements actuate at approximately 255°F for aft cargo compartment, right
and left A/C pack, forward and aft keelbeam, sec 56 and sec 58, left and right wing leading edge bleed
airducts, and left and right wing inboards, and 310°F for left and right engine strut cavities, leading edge
overheat detectors.
If any portion of the sensing element is heated above alarm temperature, the element resistance drops sharply
from a relatively high to an extremely low level. The single wire embedded in the center of the core is the
power lead and the outside tubing is grounded. The insulating resistance of the core material decreases
abruptly at the alarm temperature. Current flows through the core material to ground when an alarm
temperature is sensed.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
Overview
Fire extinguishing consists of engine fire extinguishing, APU fire extinguishing, portable fire extinguishing, and
lavatory fire extinguishing.
Engine Fire Extinguishing
Two fire extinguishing bottles distribute extinguishing agent to either engine. Both bottles are in the main
wheel well.
APU Fire Extinguishing
One fire extinguishing bottle distributes extinguishing agent to the APU. The bottle is on the lower right side
of the empennage section.
Portable Fire Extinguishing
Portable fire extinguishers are located throughout the flight and passenger compartment areas.
Lavatory Fire Extinguishing
The lavatory fire extinguishing system consists of a heat-activated fire extinguisher bottle in each lavatory to
extinguish fires under the sink counter and in the towel chute.
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ENGINE FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
Overview
The engine fire extinguishing system has controls that release one or two applications of fire extinguishing
agent to either engine.
The engine fire extinguishing system consists of two engine fire extinguisher bottles and an engine and APU
fire control panel.
The engine fire extinguishing system receives power from the 28-volt DC hot battery bus through L FIRE EXT
BOTTLE (2 places) and R FIRE EXT BOTTLE (2 places) circuit breakers on panel P6.
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Engine Fire Extinguisher Bottle
Engine fire extinguisher bottles are in the main landing gear wheel well. The extinguisher bottle includes two
squib cartridges, a pressure switch, a pressure gauge, two discharge ports, and a filling port.
One squib cartridge is on the discharge port of each extinguisher bottle. Plumbing from each discharge port to
either engine is direct. When detonated, the cartridge ruptures a retaining disc in the port releasing the
extinguishing agent.
The pressure switch closes and activates the bottle discharge lights when the bottle is discharged or bottle
pressure decreases.
The filling port is plugged by a stainless steel disc that acts as the primary safety relief device. The disc
ruptures when bottle pressure is 2050 to 2150 PSIG at 70°F.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Panel
Engine fire extinguishing system components of the engine and APU fire control panel are engine 1 and 2 fire
switch handles, left and right bottle discharge lights, test switch, and left and right bottle test light. The
engine and APU fire control panel is on the aft electronics panel of the control stand.
Engine Fire Switches
When an engine fire is detected, the engine fire switch handle light comes on. A solenoid energizes, releasing
a mechanical interlock on the fire switch handle shaft. When the mechanical interlock is released, the fire
switch handle can be operated by pulling the handle out and rotating it. Rotating the handle releases the
extinguishing agent from the indicated bottle. To push the handle back in, it must be in the center position.
The fire switch handle can be manually unlocked by pressing the button behind the handle.
Bottle Discharge Lights
The bottle discharge lights are activated by the pressure switches. When the bottle discharges or bottle
pressure decreases, the pressure switch closes and the bottle discharge light comes on.
Test Switch and Test Lights
The test switch checks extinguisher bottle squib continuity and bottle pressure switch continuity. When set to
1 or 2, the test switch checks circuit continuity through the squib and the L and R test lights and L and R
BOTTLE DISCHARGE lights come on for a successful test.
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APU FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
Overview
The APU fire extinguishing system has controls in two locations that release one application of fire
extinguishing agent in the APU compartment.
The APU fire extinguishing system includes the fire extinguisher bottle, the engine and APU fire control panel,
and the APU ground control panel.
The APU fire extinguishing system receives power from the 28-volt DC hot battery bus through APU FIRE EXT
BOTTLE circuit breaker on main power distribution panel P6.
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APU Fire Extinguisher Bottle
The APU fire extinguisher bottle is on the lower right side of empennage section. The extinguisher bottle
includes a squib, pressure switch, pressure gage, filling port and discharge port.
The squib, when detonated, ruptures a retaining disc in the discharge port releasing the extinguishing agent.
The fire extinguishing agent is non-corrosive and will not damage the APU. There are no special inspections or
cleaning procedures required if the agent is discharged in the APU compartment when there is no fire.
The pressure gage indicates pressure in the extinguisher bottle. The gage also contains a pressure switch that
will close and activate the bottle discharge lights when the bottle is discharged or pressure drops.
The filling port plug is a metal plug with a fusible metal core which acts as a safety relief valve. From the
safety relief valve on the bottle, a tube leads to the lower fuselage skin near the bottle where it is capped with
a red indicator disk. If the bottle temperature rises to approximately 266°F, the fusible core will melt and the
bottle pressure will rupture the indicator disk, dumping the extinguishing agent overboard.
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Engine and APU Fire Control Panel
The APU fire extinguishing system components of the engine and APU fire control panel are; the APU fire
switch handle, extinguisher test switch, APU bottle discharge light, and APU extinguisher test light. The engine
and APU fire control panel is on the aft electronics panel of the pilots' control stand.
When a fire is detected in the APU compartment, the APU fire switch handle light comes on. A solenoid
energizes, releasing a mechanical interlock on the fire switch handle shaft. When the interlock is released, the
fire switch handle can be operated by pulling the handle out and rotating it. Rotating the handle releases the
extinguishing agent. The fire switch handle can be manually unlocked by pressing the button behind the
handle.
The extinguisher test switch, when set to either 1 or 2, checks squib and pressure switch continuity. The APU
extinguisher test light illuminates if there is continuity to the squib. The fire extinguisher discharge light
illuminates if there is continuity to the pressure switch.
The APU bottle discharge light is connected to pressure switch. When the bottle pressure drops, the pressure
switch closes, and the APU bottle discharge light illuminates.
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APU Ground Control Panel
The APU ground control panel is in the right wheel well. Components of the APU ground control panel are the
APU fire light, fire switch, and bottle discharge switch. When a fire is detected in the APU compartment, the
APU fire light comes on and a warning horn sounds. Pulling the fire switch shuts down the APU and arms the
bottle discharge switch. Pressing the bottle discharge switch discharges the APU fire bottle.
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EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM - CARGO COMPARTMENT FIRE
Overview
The cargo compartment fire extinguishing system is used to control or extinguish fires that occur in the
forward or aft cargo compartments. The system uses Halon as the extinguishing agent. The system includes
these parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fire Extinguishing Bottle - which has squibs and a pressure indication switch
Tubing - to distribute the Halon to the applicable area
Nozzles - to release the Halon efficiently
Cargo Fire Control Panel - to test the system and control the release of the Halon

The cargo compartment fire extinguishing system uses 28-volts DC power. The power is supplied through the
circuit breaker CARGO FIRE EXTINGUISHING, installed on the P6 or P18 panel.
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Cargo Fire Extinguishing Bottle
One cargo fire extinguishing bottle is installed in the Mix Manifold Bay, located in the aft end of the forward
cargo compartment. The bottle is a hermetically sealed container which is filled with bromotriflouromethane
(Halon) and nitrogen. The nitrogen is added to increase the pressure in the bottle. The bottle includes two
discharge heads, a temperature compensated pressure switch, and a filler/safety port.
Two Discharge Heads are installed on the bottle to release the Halon to the applicable areas. The FWD head
will release Halon into the tubing that goes to the forward cargo compartment. The AFT head will release
Halon into the tubing that goes to the aft cargo compartment. The FWD discharge port is a different size than
the AFT discharge port to prevent cross connecting the tubing. Also, the electrical receptacle on the FWD and
AFT squib are different sizes to prevent cross connection of the wiring. The discharge heads contain a disc
that holds the Halon in the bottle. When the disc is broken, then the Halon from the bottle is released through
the discharge ports into the tubing. The disc is ruptured by an electrically stimulated squib. The squib breaks
the disc using shock wave propagation (a small explosion) not a mechanical cutting device.
The Pressure Switch monitors the pressure in the bottle. The switch will be open when the bottle is fully
charged. If the pressure in the bottle is below 300 PSIG (at 70°F), then the switch will close and will send a
signal to the flight compartment that the pressure in the bottle is too low. The pressure switch compensates
for the temperature of the bottle to maintain an accurate pressure indication.
The Safety Port will break off of the bottle and release the contents of the bottle if the pressure in the bottle
gets too high. The safety port is also used to fill the bottle.
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Cargo Fire Control Panel
The Cargo Fire Control Panel is installed in the flight compartment in the P8 panel. The components on the
panel that control and monitor the cargo fire extinguishing system are the TEST switch, the ARM switches, the
DISCH switch and the EXT lights.
The TEST switch is used to initiate a test of the squib circuit and the cargo smoke detection system. When
the TEST switch is pushed, a low circuit (1 amp) signal is sent through the FWD and AFT squibs to check for
continuity. If the squib circuit is continuous, then the FWD EXT and AFT EXT lights will come on.
When smoke is detected in the forward or aft cargo compartments, then the applicable ARM light will come on.
The ARM switch must be pushed to the ARMED position before the bottles can be discharged. When the
ARMED switch is pushed and the DISCH switch is pushed, then a signal is sent to the applicable squib to fire
the squib and release the Halon to the applicable area.
When the cargo fire extinguishing bottle is discharged, or the pressure in the bottle is too low, then the DISCH
light will come on. The DISCH light is only tested by the Master Dim and Test switch.
The DISCH switch is a guarded, momentary action switch. The ARMED switch is an alternate (latched) action
switch.
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LAVATORY FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
Overview
The lavatory fire extinguishing system provides fire extinguishing for the lavatory waste compartment by
flooding the compartment with inert gas.
The fire extinguishing agent is non-corrosive. There are no special inspection sor cleaning procedures
required if the agent is discharged when there is no fire in the lavatory.
The system is a heat-activated extinguisher bottle and a temperature indicator.
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Fire Extinguisher Bottle
The bottle is a steel container, about 2.5 inches in diameter with volume of approximately 10 cubic inches,
with discharge tubes, fusible tips, and mounting bracket. The container is filled with Freon.
The fire extinguisher bottle is mounted inside the lavatory cabinet.

Temperature Indicator
The temperature indicator is a thin vinyl plate containing four heat sensitive patches. Each patch changes
color from grey to black when exposed to temperatures from 180 to 250°F.
The temperature indicator is inside the lavatory cabinet.
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PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Overview
Portable fire extinguishers are installed in several general locations in the passenger compartment. If the
extinguisher is not easy to see, the location will be identified with a placard. The extinguishers are usually
installed in one or more of these areas: galley or lavatory stowage areas, closets, doghouses, or near
attendant seats. A fire extinguisher is also installed in the flight compartment.
The portable extinguishers are attached to wall-mounted brackets by quick-release mounting straps.

Halon Extinguishers
Halon extinguishers are used to extinguish electrical and flammable liquid fires.
The Halon extinguisher is rechargeable. A pressure gage shows when you must recharge or replace the fire
extinguisher.
To operate the extinguisher, pull the handle locking pin. Hold the extinguisher upright and squeeze the handle
and lever together. Point the nozzle flow at the base of the fire. The Halon extinguishing agent leaves no
residue after discharge.

Pressurized Water Extinguishers
Pressurized water extinguishers are used to extinguish non-electrical fires.
The water extinguisher is rechargeable. Antifreeze is added to the water to prevent freezing.
A carbon dioxide cartridge is mounted on the handle of the extinguisher. To operate the extinguisher, turn the
cartridge. This punctures the cartridge and pressurizes the water container. Push the trigger and aim the
nozzle flow at the base of the fire.
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FLIGHT CONTROLS
Overview
The primary flight controls are the ailerons, elevators, and rudder. These hydraulically-powered control
surfaces provide flight control in roll, pitch, and yaw. The auxiliary flight controls are the trailing edge flaps,
leading edge flaps and slats, the spoilers, and an adjustable horizontal stabilizer.
Lateral (roll) trim is provided by repositioning the aileron null detent to deflect the ailerons. Longitudinal
(pitch) trim is provided by positioning the adjustable horizontal stabilizer. Directional (yaw) trim is provided
by repositioning rudder neutral to deflect the rudder.
Roll Control System
The roll (lateral) control surfaces consist of the two ailerons and the four flight spoilers. These surfaces are
controlled by rotation of the captain's and first officer's control wheels. With hydraulic power on, the control
wheel forces are provided by an artificial feel mechanism as all these surfaces are fully hydraulic powered.
Balance tabs and balance panels aerodynamically reduce the forces required for aileron movement. In the
event of hydraulic failure, motion of the pilots' control wheels mechanically positions the ailerons.
Lateral (roll) trim is accomplished by the aileron trim control switches located on the control stand.
Flight spoilers and ground spoilers are located on the upper surface of the wing. Two flight spoilers are
outboard of each nacelle. Two ground spoilers are outboard of the flight spoilers, and one ground spoiler is
inboard of each nacelle. The flight spoilers are hydraulically actuated in response to inputs from the aileron
control system. All flight spoilers may also be used as speed brakes by aft movement of the speed brake
control lever. The speed brake control lever actuates the spoiler control system, which causes all the flight
spoiler panels to be raised in unison.
Pitch Control System
The elevators provide primary response of the airplane in pitch control. Fore and aft movement of the captain's
and first officer's control columns positions the elevators. Balance panels and tabs aerodynamically reduce
the forces required for elevator movement. In the event of hydraulic failure, motion of the pilots' control
columns mechanically positions the elevators. Also, the elevator balance tabs reduce the forces required to
operate the elevator.
The adjustable horizontal stabilizer provides pitch (longitudinal) trim. The stabilizer is controlled by stabilizer
trim control switches located on the outboard horn of both the captain's and first officer's control wheels.
Manual operation of the stabilizer is accomplished by rotating the stabilizer trim control wheels located on the
control stand.
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Rudder Control
The hydraulically-powered rudder is controlled by the captain's and first officer's rudder pedals. In the event
of hydraulic system A or B failure, the standby hydraulic system will drive a rudder standby power unit to
move the rudder.
Rudder trim is controlled by a rudder trim control switch located on the control stand. Motion from the trim
control unit shifts rudder control system neutral providing trim correction by positioning the rudder.
Lift Devices
The lift devices consist of two pairs of triple slotted trailing edge flaps, three pairs of leading edge slats, and
two pairs of leading edge flaps. Fore and aft movement of the flap control lever on the control stand sets the
position of the trailing edge flaps. The trailing edge flap system is protected from excessive airloads by a flap
load limiter system. The load limiter system automatically retracts the flaps from 40 to 30 units at airspeeds
in excess of 162 knots.
The leading edge slats are located outboard of the engines and extend forward from the wing leading edge.
The leading edge flaps are located inboard of the engines and extend by rotating downward from the lower
surface of the wing leading edge. The motion of the trailing edge flap drive system actuates the leading edge
flaps. In the event of system B hydraulic failure, the leading edge flaps and slats may be driven to the fully
extended position using power from the standby hydraulic system. An autoslat system automatically extends
the leading edge slats from the intermediate position to the fully extended position at a predetermined angle of
attack. The slats automatically retract to the intermediate position when angle of attack is reduced.
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AILERON AND AILERON TRIM CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The aileron and aileron trim control system provides airplane lateral control. The ailerons are assisted by the
flight spoilers. There is one aileron and balance tab on each wing. The rotation of either aileron control wheel
will result in movement of the ailerons and movement of the flight spoilers. The ailerons are powered by two
independent hydraulic power control units connected to separate hydraulic systems. Either power unit is
capable of providing full power control response to aileron control system inputs. In the event of total
hydraulic failure, lateral control is maintained manually. Manual control forces are minimized by aileron
balance tabs and hinged balance panels. The balance tabs are mechanically connected by rods to the wing
structure.
The aileron control system is actuated by rotation of either the captain's or first officer's aileron control wheel.
The control wheels rotate the control wheel drum and aileron control bus drums. Aileron control bus cables
(ACBA and ACBB) between the aileron control bus drums provide an interconnect between the captain's and
the first officer's aileron control wheels. Aileron control cables (AA and AB) from the captain's control wheel
drum attach to an aileron control quadrant, which, through a shaft, drives two cranks and two input rods. Each
input rod connects to a power control unit. A cam is mounted on the control quadrant shaft to engage with a
spring-loaded roller for the purpose of centering and trim. Each aileron power control unit is connected to a
crank on a bus drum to which aileron bus system cables are fastened. The aileron bus system cables (ABSA
and ABSB) lead to left and right aileron wing quadrants. The ailerons are actuated through a control rod by
the aileron wing quadrants. During manual operation, the ailerons are manually operated by pilot effort. The
forces are transmitted from the control wheel through the power unit input linkage stops. This establishes a
direct mechanical link from the control wheel to effect aileron displacement.
Hydraulic power is furnished to the aileron control system by two functionally independent 3000 PSI systems.
Hydraulic power from both systems is controlled by the flight control shutoff valves in the flight control
hydraulic modular packages. The modular packages are located in the left and right main wheel wells where
the absence of wheel well doors assures quick and convenient access. Two FLT CONTROLS shutoff valve
switches together with two low pressure warning lights are located on the overhead panel.
The ailerons are constructed of graphite/epoxy over a nomex honeycomb core for weight savings. The
ailerons with aileron balance tabs are mounted outboard of the outboard flaps behind the rear spar of each
wing.
The base of the first officer's control column is equipped with a transfer mechanism. The transfer mechanism
allows normal control wheel motion to be transmitted through the cables on the captain's control column only.
If a malfunction occurs which jams the aileron control system, lateral control is achieved by the spoiler system
operated directly by cables from the first officer's control column. When this occurs, the first officer will have
to exert a maximum force of 117 pounds to overcome the spring in the transfer mechanism and operate the
spoilers.
The aileron trim system repositions the ailerons and control wheels electrically to a neutral or trimmed (wings
level) position. The trim indicator on the control wheels shows the amount of trim in trim units.
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Aileron
The ailerons are of graphite/epoxy construction with upper and lower skins of graphite/epoxy tape and nomex
honeycomb core. An aileron balance tab is attached to the rear spar of the aileron by four hinge bearings.
The aileron is provided with four hinge bearings attached to the front spar. Access panels are provided for
each hinge bearing. Individual bearings may be replaced without removing the aileron. The leading edge of the
aileron extends forward between the hinge bearings and is connected to one balance panel in bay No. 3.
The aileron control rod connects the aileron to the aileron wing quadrant. Dual pushrods that connect the
balance tab to the wing structure pass through the aileron.
The aileron and balance tab are independently balanced. The aileron is statically balanced as a component.
The balance tab is statically balanced by adding or installing weights to the balance panel. The number of
weights required is subject to the weight of the balance tab.
In No. 1, 2, and 4 bays, the aileron leading edge extension does not have a balance panel, but has a polyamide
nylon seal mounted upon the nose extension coming into contact with a seal baffle. The seals, along with a
similar seal on the balance panel, control the airflow around the front of the aileron. A clearance between the
aileron leading edge and the wing structure provides the controlled airflow area necessary for balance panel
operation.
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Aileron Balance Tab
The aileron balance tab functions to reduce the force required to position the aileron. Motion of the tab is
controlled by dual tab pushrods which provide attachment between tab and wing structure. Balance tab travel
is opposite to aileron travel, that is, a downward movement of the aileron produces an upward movement of
the balance tab.
The aileron balance tab is a thin tapered light weight control surface attached to the aileron rear spar by four
hinge bearings. The balance tab is of graphite/epoxy construction with a nomex honeycomb core. Left and
right balance tabs are identical except for mounting of the mast fittings and related fairing.
The aileron balance tab may be replaced without rebalancing the aileron. Each tab is furnished with adjust
weights that bolt to the balance panel. The required number of adjust weights is stamped on a data plate
attached to each balance tab.
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Aileron Balance Panels and Seals
Aileron balance panels reduce the force required to position the ailerons in flight. Each aileron has one
balance panel located at No. 3 bay. The balance panel is connected to the aileron leading edge by a
continuous hinge at the aft edge. The forward edge of each balance panel is attached to the wing structure by
an idler hinge which provides the necessary articulation of movement of the balance panel. Seals are installed
along the inboard and outboard edges of the balance panel.
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Aileron Trim Control System
Aileron Trim Switches: The aileron trim switches are located on the aft electronic control panel (P8). The
trim switches must be operated simultaneously to provide electrical input to the trim actuator.
Aileron Trim Actuator: The aileron trim actuator connected to the feel and centering mechanism receives
electrical signals from the trim switches. The trim actuator extends or retracts, repositioning the feel and
centering mechanism null detent.
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Aileron Artificial Feel, Centering and Trim Mechanism
The aileron artificial feel, centering, and trim mechanism provides aileron control system centering, trim, and
artificial feel. The aileron centering mechanism consists of a cam, roller arm support, and two springs. The
centering cam is bolted to the control quadrant shaft. The roller is mounted on the roller arm and the roller
arm is mounted on the support. Two springs are attached between the roller arm and the support to provide
the force necessary to hold the roller against the cam; thus providing aileron control system centering and
artificial feel.
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Aileron Transfer Mechanism
A transfer mechanism is located in the base of the first officer's column. The mechanism incorporates both
the transfer mechanism and the lost motion device. The transfer device consists of a preloaded torsion spring
whose ends are held against two identical halves of a spring container. The two halves of the spring container
are locked to preload the spring.
The aileron control bus drum is attached to the upper half of the spring container and the spoiler control drum
is attached to the lower half of the spring container. In normal operation, motion is transmitted between the
two drums through the preloaded torsion spring. If a malfunction occurs, the other system can be operated
independently by jamming either the aileron, or the spoiler control system. In this case, the captain or the
first officer, depending on the jammed system, will have to exert a maximum force of 117 pounds to overcome
the spring preload in the transfer mechanism and operate the other system to maintain lateral control of the
airplane. In case the aileron cables are jammed, the first officer will have to exert a force to overcome the
spring preload in the transfer mechanism and operate the spoilers. When the first officer's control wheel
starts turning, it will turn through 12 degrees before motion is picked up by the spoiler control drum through
the lost motion device. The control drum then operates the spoilers through the right hand aileron control
cables AA and AB to the spoiler mixer.
In case the spoiler cables are jammed, the captain will, similarly, have to exert a force to overcome the spring
preload in the transfer mechanism and operate the ailerons
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Aileron Power Control Unit
Two aileron power control units provide actuation of the ailerons in response to manual inputs from the
control columns. The power control units are mounted horizontally in the main wheel well. The two power
control units operate independently from separate hydraulic systems; the lower unit from hydraulic system A
pressure and the upper unit from hydraulic system B pressure. Failure of either hydraulic system will render
one power control unit inoperative. The remaining unit will continue to operate both ailerons through full
range of travel.
The upper power control unit and autopilot share the same input rod crank on the aileron control shaft
assembly.
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RUDDER AND RUDDER TRIM CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
Yaw control of the airplane is provided by a single conventional rudder without tab. There are two separate
hydraulic systems powering one main power control unit. Rudder control backup is provided by a standby
power unit, which is driven by a third hydraulic system. Any one of the three hydraulic systems will provide
effective rudder control. Rudder trim is accomplished by operating a trim control knob which repositions the
rudder centering unit.
The rudder control system is pedal operated by the captain or the first officer. Pedal movement rotates the
forward quadrants, which are cable connected to the aft quadrant. Rotation of the aft quadrant moves a
control rod connected to a torque tube. Rotation of the torque tube moves a crank connected to the rudder
power control unit linkage. This admits hydraulic fluid to the actuating cylinder, which moves the rudder.
The rudder trim is initiated by the rudder trim knob located on the aisle stand. The rudder trim knob activates
arming and control switches which direct electrical input to the rudder trim actuator motor. Rotating the trim
knob arms the trim motor circuit and selects either the extend mode for left rudder trim or the retract mode
for right trim. Extension or retraction of the trim actuator jackscrew causes the feel unit frames to rotate. This
moves linkages which rotate the torque tube, causing rudder power control unit input.
Rudder feel is provided by a rudder feel unit. The feel unit is connected to the rudder control torque tube,
which connects through linkage and cables to the rudder pedals.
The rudder is fully power operated through the entire travel. The rudder power control unit is hydraulically
operated by hydraulic systems A and B simultaneously. The A and B systems can be independently activated
by switches located on the overhead panel. Either of the A and B switches can be used to activate the standby
hydraulic system and supply pressure to the standby actuator. The standby hydraulic system is automatically
activated in the event of the loss of the A or B hydraulic system on takeoff.
System A and system B pressure is supplied by engine-driven hydraulic pumps on each engine and electric
motor driven hydraulic pumps (one for each system). A and B flight control hydraulic modular units are
identical in components and operation. Pressurized hydraulic fluid flows through the modular unit which
consists of a spoiler shutoff valve, a flight controls shutoff valve, low pressure warning switch, compensator,
and check valve. The flight controls shutoff valve controls the flow of hydraulic fluid to the ailerons, elevator,
and rudder. When either the A or B flight control switch on the overhead panel is moved to STBY RUD, or if
the automatic standby function is activated, the standby hydraulic system pump will start. The standby rudder
actuator shutoff valve located in the standby hydraulic module will also open, porting hydraulic fluid to the
standby actuator.
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Overview (Continued):
A rudder isolation shutoff valve is installed in the system A and the system B hydraulic lines between the
respective system A and system B flight controls hydraulic modular units and the rudder power unit. The
valve is part of the hydraulic isolation shutoff valve module, which consists of six hydraulic isolation valves.
The valves are individually operated and provide a means of isolating individual hydraulic components for
ground leakage and flow tests.
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Rudder
The rudder provides yaw control for the airplane. The rudder is of graphite/composite construction. The skin
is made of graphite reinforced epoxy. There is no rudder tab. There are seven rudder hinges, the bottom one
being a thrust hinge. Balance weights are fastened to the rudder nose. The balance weights are made of
tungsten. There is a body seal attached to the bottom rib of the rudder. The body seal is made of honeycomb
nomex core material. This seals the gap between the rudder and the body.
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Rudder Pedals
The captain and first officer are each provided with a pair of rudder pedals used for controlling the airplane
about the vertical axis. Each pair of pedals consists of right and left pedals mounted on a shaft. The pedal
shaft is attached to the upper end of the pedal arm assembly. The lower end of the pedal arm assembly is
mounted on a support shaft attached to the structure below the floor. The rudder pedals are located below the
captain's and first officer's instrument panel. Rudder pedal support and quadrant assemblies are accessible
through the lower nose compartment.
Fore and aft movement of the pedals is transmitted by the two pushrods to the jackshaft yoke. The rotary
motion of the jackshaft yoke is passed to the forward quadrant by means of the jackshaft. The two sets of
rudder pedals are bussed together by means of a bus pushrod connecting the two jackshaft assemblies. Toe
pressure on the rudder pedals causes pedals to rotate about the shafts and initiate braking action.
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Rudder Pedal Adjustment Crank
The two pairs of rudder pedals can be adjusted independently to suit the captain and first officer. This is
accomplished by means of the rudder pedal adjust shaft. The rudder pedal adjustment mechanism consists of
an adjustment crank, adjustment shaft, a jackscrew, and pedal adjustment nut attached to the jackshaft
assembly.
The adjustment crank is located on the instrument panel forward of the control wheel. The crank is connected
to a flexshaft that is routed forward under the instrument panel, then down under the floor, and aft to the
universal joint in the rudder control jackshaft assembly. Rotation of the rudder pedal adjustment crank
actuates the jackscrew which causes the yoke, containing the pedal adjustment nut, to move fore and aft.
Rudder pedal adjustment crank and crank handle stops are installed to prevent the rudder pedal adjustment
screw from being backdriven by heavy foot pressure simultaneously applied to both rudder pedals. The crank
incorporates a spring-loaded pin within the knob. The stops are incorporated into the crank housing bearing
retainer. Rotation of the crank handle is prevented in either direction beyond the stop blocks, by contact of the
spring-loaded pin that protrudes from the crank handle. To permit crank rotation for rudder pedal adjustment,
the knob must be pulled aft so the pin clears the stops.
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Rudder Aft Control Quadrant
The rudder aft control quadrant transmits the motion of the rudder control cables to the dual path torque tube.
The assembly consists of a quadrant bolted to a shaft. The shaft is mounted horizontally in the vertical
stabilizer.
Rotation of the quadrant pushes or pulls the quadrant input rod attached to a crank on the rudder control
torque tube.

Rudder Control Torque Tube
The rudder control torque tube provides a dual load path for rudder control linkage inputs. The tube is
mounted in a vertical position in the vertical fin. Three cranks are bolted to the tube. The lower crank is
connected to the input rod from the aft control quadrant and to the feel and centering mechanism. The center
crank is connected to the main rudder power control unit linkage. The upper crank is connected to the
standby power unit control linkage. The cranks are of dual construction with the two halves bonded and
riveted together.
Rudder pedal input causes the torque tube and cranks to rotate. This provides input to the rudder power unit,
the feel and centering unit, and the standby actuator.
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Rudder Trim Control Mechanism
The rudder trim control mechanism provides a means for controlling the directional trim of the airplane and
indicates the units of rudder trim. The control mechanism consists of a rudder trim knob and rudder trim
indicator on the aft end of the control stand.
The trim indicator is driven electrically by a transmitter in the rudder trim actuator on the feel and centering
mechanism. The indicator shows up to 17 units of left or right trim. Each unit represents approximately one
degree of rudder trim. The indicator is located on panel P8 next to the rudder trim knob and is powered by
115-volts AC from bus XFR BUS-1. The RUDDER TRIM control circuit breaker is located on circuit breaker
panel P6.
The rudder trim knob is located on center console panel P8 and activates arming and control switches which
direct electrical input to the rudder trim actuator motor. The knob is spring-loaded to return to neutral. The
RUDDER TRIM circuit breaker is located on circuit breaker panel P6.

Rudder Trim Actuator
The rudder trim actuator consists of an acme screw driven ram, coupled to a motor-brake and position sensor
(RVDT) through a gear reduction, and limit switches enclosed by aluminum housing. The motor drive is
controlled by the rudder trim knob or by activation of an internal limit switch. An electromagnetic brake
prevents actuator overrun and internal mechanical stops prevent overtravel in case of a limit switch
malfunction.
Trim commands from the trim knob cause the actuator to extend or retract, which rotates the feel and
centering mechanism. This provides a new zero force pedal position corresponding to the trimmed rudder
position. The actuator provides the ground point for the feel and centering mechanism.
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Rudder Feel and Centering Mechanism
The rudder feel and centering mechanism consists of the feel and centering unit which provides artificial feel
to the pilots' pedals and centers the rudder. The feel and centering unit is located below the rudder power
unit in the vertical fin. The feel and centering unit has a support shaft, a feel and centering crank, two
frames, an arm and roller with a spring assembly, and a cam. When the rudder pedals are displaced, the
torque tube rotates causing offset of the trim and feel rod and in turn rotation of the feel and centering crank,
the support shaft, and the cam. As the cam rotates, the arm and roller are displaced out of the detent position
to extend the spring assembly and provide artificial feel. Rudder trim input through the rudder trim actuator
rotates the two frames with the arm and roller and spring assembly. The force of the spring assembly holds
the arm and roller in the cam detent and causes the cam to rotate. Rotation of the cam causes subsequent
motion of the support shaft, the feel and centering crank, the trim and feel rod, the lower crank and the torque
tube which then causes input to the rudder power unit, repositioning the rudder. At the same time, the lower
crank causes input to the rudder control system with movement of the pilots' pedals.
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Rudder Power Control Unit
The rudder power control unit moves the rudder right or left when actuated by rudder pedal input and provides
wind gust snubbing when the airplane is parked. The unit is located in the vertical fin. The body is fixed to fin
structure and the power head to the rudder. The control unit is separately powered by hydraulic systems A
and B. Either system acting alone will provide full rudder control.
Power control unit yaw damper function is to minimize Dutch roll during manually and automatically controlled
flight. The yaw damper provides rudder displacement proportional to the yaw rate, and opposing the yaw
direction of the airplane. The yaw damper input is in series with the pilots' input and is not felt at the rudder
pedals.
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Standby Rudder Actuator Shutoff Valve
The standby rudder actuator shutoff valve is located on the aft bulkhead of the main wheel well. The unit is
mounted on the standby system modular unit by four bolts. The valve is electrically operated from a 28-volt
DC source. The valve is equipped with a manual override lever and position indicator. The manual override
allows the valve to be positioned with electrical power off. The valve is off when the lever is in position 1, and
on when the lever is in position 2.
If hydraulic systems A and B are not available to power the rudder, standby power may be turned on, and the
rudder operated with the standby actuator. The rudder will also operate automatically on standby power when
all of these conditions occur: system A or B hydraulic pressure drops below 1200 PSI, the flaps are extended,
and the wheel speed is greater than 60 knots or the airplane is in the air.
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Standby Rudder Actuator
The standby rudder actuator positions the rudder when hydraulic system A and B are not available. The
actuator consists of a bypass valve, control valve, and the actuating cylinder. Standby hydraulic power for the
standby actuator is controlled by system A and B switches on the overhead flight controls panel or by
activation of the automatic standby function.
Hydraulic pressure supplied from the standby system operates the actuator. Rotation of the input crank will
position the control valve to port fluid to the actuating cylinder.
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ELEVATOR AND TAB CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The elevators provide primary pitch control of the airplane about the airplane lateral axis and respond to
control column inputs through two independent hydraulic systems. In the event of dual hydraulic failure, a
manual reversion mode will allow the elevators to be driven directly through a mechanical control system.
Aerodynamic elevator tabs are provided to assist elevator movement. Air loads on the system are further
reduced by aerodynamic balance panels attached to each elevator.
The elevator control system is activated by fore and aft motion of the captain's and first officer's control
columns. A torque tube, with a forward control quadrant mounted at each end, interconnects the control
columns. A pair of elevator control cables attach to each forward control quadrant. The elevator up cables
(EB) are secured at the quadrants and then routed aft under the floor to the aft control quadrants. The
elevator down cables (EA) are routed forward from the control quadrants, around a pair of pulleys, then aft
along the fuselage to the aft control quadrants. The control cables are rigged over pulleys to minimize flexing
and prevent chafing. The aft quadrants are mounted on the input torque tube in the empennage aft of the
stabilizer rear spar. The elevator hydraulic power control units for left and right elevators are linked between
the input torque tube and the output torque tube and provide power to rotate the elevators during power mode.
The elevator control system is also activated by the autopilot.
Hydraulic power is supplied to the elevator control system from hydraulic systems A and B at a pressure of
3000 PSI. Hydraulic fluid flow is controlled by flight control shutoff valves located in the flight controls
modular packages in the main wheel well.
Elevator feel is provided by a feel computer and a feel and centering unit. The feel computer provides varying
hydraulic system A and hydraulic system B pressure inputs to the feel and centering unit. The feel and
centering unit then applies a resistance at the aft control quadrants to simulate elevator aerodynamic forces.
The power control units respond to control system inputs to rotate the elevators. The control units provide the
stops which limit elevator rotation and tab displacement and also provide snubbing action on the ground to
protect the elevators from wind gust damage.
A tab control mechanism acts to assist elevator movement with a different gear ratio.
A flight controls hydraulic low pressure warning system provides an indication of elevator, aileron, and rudder
low pressure. Common warning lights are displayed on the forward overhead control panel and on the
lightshield. A feel pressure differential amber light is provided on the forward overhead control panel. The
light will come on when an undesirable pressure difference exists between the feel computer output pressures.
A stall warning shaker is fitted to the control columns.
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Additional reliability is provided by duplication of certain mechanical and hydraulic components within the
elevator and tab control system.
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Elevator
Each elevator is a honeycomb structure consisting of leading and trailing edge spars, ribs, and a
graphite/epoxy skin. A rectangular cutout is provided toward the inboard portion of the elevator trailing edge
for installation of the tab. A balance horn is incorporated forward of the hinge line at the outboard tip of each
elevator for the purpose of installing balance weights.
Each elevator is attached to the stabilizer by means of six hinge fittings, the first and second hinge from
inboard serving as a thrust hinge. The leading edge of each elevator extends forward between the hinge
fittings and connects to the three balance panels. The two elevators are physically linked together through the
output torque tube.
The elevator and elevator tab are independently balanced. The elevator is statically balanced as a component.
The elevator tab is balanced into the elevator by adding or removing tab-adjust weights on the elevator nose.
The number of weights required is a function of the weight of the elevator tab.
Seals are situated along each elevator inboard rib, between the elevator and tail cone. The seals are a Dacron
and silicone rubber composition and are used to minimize airflow between the upper and lower surfaces of the
elevator.
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Elevator Tabs
The elevator tabs are of honeycomb construction with a graphite/epoxy skin. No balancing is required for the
tab.
The elevator tab may be replaced without rebalancing the elevator. Each tab is furnished with adjust weights
that bolt to the elevator nose. The required number of tab adjust weights is stamped on a data plate attached
to each elevator tab. The number of weights required is a function of the weight of the elevator tab.
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Control Columns
The two control columns provide primary control of the airplane about the pitch and roll axes. Forward and aft
motion of either control column actuates the elevators to provide control of the airplane about the lateral axis.
Rotating a control wheel on either column operates the ailerons and spoilers to provide control about the
longitudinal axis.
The control columns are mounted at each end of the quadrant torque tube. Motion is transmitted from the
column to the torque tube through mating face splines. Inside each column outer housing, the lower end of a
shaft is connected to the aileron and spoiler control systems through a spade universal. A bevel gear, located
at the upper end of this shaft, is driven by a mating bevel gear connected to the control wheel. The control
column wiring harness originates at a terminal block in the lower nose section and is routed up through a
conduit inside the control column outer housing. At the top of the column, the wires for the stabilizer trim
control switch, autopilot disengage switch, and microphone switch are routed to the outboard horn of the
control wheel. At the outboard horn, the wires are then connected to the appropriate switches. A stall warning
shaker is mounted on the forward face of the captain's and first officer's control columns. Wiring provisions
for the stall warning shaker are also included in the control column. Felt dust seals are fastened to the control
cabin floor. A spherical dust cover fastened to the column, contacts these seals to restrict airflow around the
base of the control column.

Elevator Forward Control Quadrants
The elevator forward control quadrants are aluminum alloy forgings suspended from the quadrant torque tube
and located in the lower nose section. The elevator control cables are located in grooves along the lower
surface of each forward control quadrant. Each cable is secured at the quadrant. A pitch transducer is
installed in each forward control quadrant. Access to the forward control quadrants is through the forward
access door at station 211, just forward of the nose wheel well door.
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Elevator Aft Control Quadrants
The elevator aft control quadrants are four individual segments mounted on the input torque tube in the
empennage. The two upper segments are connected to the elevator up cables (EB) and the lower segments to
the elevator down cables (EA). Aft movement of the control column will displace the elevator up cables (EB)
forward, and forward movement of the control column will displace the elevator down cables (EA) forward.
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Elevator Feel Computer
The elevator feel computer supplies controlled system A and system B hydraulic pressure to the elevator feel
control unit. The feel computer is mounted to structure within the empennage adjacent to the stabilizer front
spar. The computer is a dual unit, the housing divided to accommodate identical components for system A as
for system B.
Inputs to the feel computer are hydraulic system A and hydraulic system B pressure at 3000 PSI, pitot
pressure, static pressure, and a stabilizer position mechanical input. Pitot pressures are directed to each
system from individual pitot tubes on the vertical fin. The outputs from the feel computer are two controlled
hydraulic pressures, 200 to 2100 PSI, to the feel control unit. The internal feel differential pressure switch
turns on an amber light on the overhead panel when an undesirable pressure difference exists between the two
feel computer output pressures.
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Elevator Feel and Centering Unit
The elevator feel and centering unit provides artificial feel to the pilot and centering for the elevator control
system. The feel and centering unit is mounted to structure aft of the stabilizer rear spar and pivots about a
lateral axis. The unit consists of a centering cam and roller assembly, centering linkage, and an externally
mounted dual feel actuator. The feel and centering unit receives two hydraulic inputs from the feel computer.
The inputs act upon pistons within the free-floating dual feel actuator. A rod from one piston attaches to the
feel and centering unit body. A rod from the opposing piston attaches, by means of centering linkage, to the
feel control centering cam and roller assembly. The feel and centering unit neutral position changes as
stabilizer attitude varies.
Actuation of the control columns in either direction will rotate the centering cam and force the roller up the
face of the cam. A change in stabilizer position with the control columns held fixed, will rotate the feel and
centering unit body and force the roller up the face of the cam. Either action places a load on the control
system and artificially provides feel at the control columns. The resulting load is removed by rotating the
control columns forward or aft to run the roller back into the cam detent. A change in stabilizer position with
the control columns free to move will allow the roller to remain in the cam detent and cause the control
columns to move to the new neutral position.
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Elevator Power Control Unit
The elevator power control units provide actuation of the elevators in response to manual inputs from the
control columns. The control units are mounted vertically in the empennage above the aft elevator control
quadrant torque tube. The two control units operate independently from separate hydraulic systems, the left
unit from hydraulic system A pressure and the right unit from hydraulic system B pressure. The upper
mounting terminals attach to lugs on the output torque tube, which is directly linked by pushrods to each
elevator. Failure of either hydraulic system will render one control unit inoperable. The remaining unit will
then drive both elevators through the full range of travel.
Two autopilot actuators drive the elevator input torque tube, which then provides an input to the power control
unit input cranks.
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Elevator Tab Control Mechanism
The elevator tab control linkage provides tab-assisted elevator movement when the elevators are operated.
There are two tab control linkage mechanisms, one for each elevator, consisting of a pushrod and crank
mechanism. The mechanism is located inside the horizontal stabilizer aft of the stabilizer rear spar. The
mechanism is attached at the forward end to the inside upper surface structure of the stabilizer and at the aft
end to the elevator front spar. The forces are transmitted by the bellcranks and pushrods to the elevator tab.
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HORIZONTAL STABILIZER TRIM CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The horizontal stabilizer trim control system provides longitudinal trim of the airplane by varying the angle of
attack of the horizontal stabilizer. The horizontal stabilizer is moved through 17 degrees of travel by means of
a jackscrew with ball nut. The main electric actuator or the primary stabilizer trim actuator and the cable
drum on the jackscrew gearbox provide for trim control from three separate control systems. The normal
control is an electrical system, which actuates the jackscrew through the main electrical actuator or primary
stabilizer trim actuator. For airplanes with the main electric actuator and autopilot actuator, autopilot control
is provided by the autopilot actuator on the gearbox. For airplanes with the primary stabilizer trim actuator,
autopilot control is provided by the primary stabilizer trim actuator. A manual control system drives through
cables to the cable drum on the jackscrew gearbox. The manual system remains engaged at all times and is
therefore back-driven by the main electric actuator or autopilot actuator during normal operation. Manual
system operation will disengage both the normal electrical and autopilot actuators if these systems become
jammed. A continuous indication of stabilizer position is provided by trim position indicators adjacent to trim
wheels on the control stand. The indicators are positioned by the manual system. A takeoff warning system
indicates any unsafe stabilizer position for takeoff. The control column actuated cutout switch located under
the cockpit floor, stops electric trimming of the stabilizer when opposed by the motion of the elevator control.
Normal electric trimming of the stabilizer is done at one of two rates as controlled by flap position. Trim rate
with flaps retracted is 1/3 the trim rate with flaps extended. The autopilot actuator also trims at one of two
rates as controlled by flap position. High speed autopilot rate is equal to the normal electric low speed rate.
The low speed autopilot rate is 1/2 the rate of the high speed autopilot rate.
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Horizontal Stabilizer
The horizontal stabilizer assembly consists of a left and a right section attached to a center section. The
center section jackscrew support, hinge supports, front spar, and rear spar members are all truss-type
forgings. Good accessibility for maintenance is provided by the use of a star-shaped pattern of beams for the
center section.
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Stabilizer Forward Control Mechanism
The stabilizer forward control mechanism provides the means of manual control for the stabilizer in the event
of electrical malfunction. The forward control mechanism extends from a stabilizer trim wheel on each side of
the control stand to a forward trim mechanism in the lower nose compartment. The stabilizer trim wheels and
a sprocket are splined to a control wheel shaft that extends through the control stand. Rotation of the
stabilizer trim wheels transmits motion to a forward trim mechanism spocket by a chain assembly. The
forward trim mechanism spocket drives the forward cable drum which is cable-connected to the stabilizer
jackscrew gearbox cable drum. The stabilizer jackscrew gearbox cable drum drives the jackscrew to position
the stabilizer. The forward trim mechanism is attached to the lower nose compartment by support linkages
which can be adjusted to align the trim mechanism and obtain proper chain and cable tension.
Stabilizer Position Indicator
A stabilizer position indicator provides continuous indication of stabilizer trim. The stabilizer position
indicator operates through a flexible shaft connected to the forward trim mechanism, a jackshaft, and a linkage
to the indicator. The flexible shaft transmits motion to the indicator linkage through the jackshaft and
positions the indicator. During normal electrical operation, the stabilizer trim cables drive the forward trim
mechanism which operates the trim position indicator and rotates the trim wheels. A scale on the control
stand is calibrated in units of trim to indicate the proper takeoff stabilizer range and is referred to as the
GREEN BAND.
Column Actuated Cutout Switch
A column actuated cutout switch assembly stops powered stabilizer trim when either control column is moved
in the direction opposing the stabilizer trim. The assembly located below the cockpit floor contains a set of
cam operated switches which de-energizes the main trim actuator clutches and the main control relay which
interrupts motor power. The assembly also contains switches which will interrupt power to the autopilot
actuator motor and clutch when column motion input opposes the trim direction. The switches are wired so
that when column motion input is the same as the trim direction, either main electric or autopilot trim will
continue.
A shear out lever on the input shaft of the assembly prevents a jammed switch assembly from jamming the
control columns.
A column actuated stab trim switch override located on the aisle stand will bypass the column actuated switch
assembly. When this switch is placed in this override position, the main electric trim will operate when
commanded regardless of control column position. This switch is guarded to ensure normal operation of the
column actuated cutout switch.
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Stabilizer Jackscrew and Gearbox Assembly
The stabilizer jackscrew and gearbox assembly positions the stabilizer by converting electric actuator, autopilot
actuator, or cable drum rotary motion to linear motion. The stabilizer jackscrew and gearbox assembly
consists of a ball nut and jackscrew, a gimbal assembly, a cable drum, and the gearbox consisting of gearing
and brakes. The gearbox is connected to a bulkhead in the fuselage by a lower gimbal which allows fore and
aft angular motion as the stabilizer is positioned. An upper gimbal connects the ball nut to the stabilizer front
spar fitting. This gimbal prevents any binding of the screw while the ball nut positions the stabilizer. A safety
rod is installed in the jackscrew shaft to support the stabilizer in the event of jackscrew failure.
The primary brake system in the stabilizer trim gearbox prevents any aerodynamic loads on the stabilizer from
rotating the jackscrew when the control system is not being operated. When the jackscrew shaft is driven by
the jackscrew gearbox in a direction which increases the airloads on the stabilizer, a brake plate rotates
through a ratchet producing a clicking sound in the assembly.
The auxiliary brake system is provided in case of primary brake system failure. When the jackscrew is turned
by the jackscrew gearbox, the auxiliary brake system is released through a gear driven by the gearbox. If the
primary brake system fails, the jackscrew shaft rotation applies the auxiliary brake to prevent any additional
shaft rotation.
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Electric Actuator Trim Actuator or Primary Stabilizer Trim Actuator
The main electric actuator or the primary stabilizer trim actuator provides power to actuate the stabilizer
during normal operation. Actuator consists of a two speed, three phase induction motor, two electromagnetic
clutches, a speed change relay and a torque limiting clutch. The trim motor is powered by 115-volt, three
phase, 400 cycle power and is capable of emergency operation on two phase power supply. Electromagnetic
clutches control the direction of rotation of the output shaft and are powered by 28-volts DC. The speed
change relay, is also powered by 28-volts DC, determines output shaft speed as a function of flap position.
High speed (with flaps extended beyond zero degrees) is three times faster than low speed (for flaps
retracted). A mechanical clutch on the output shaft limits the maximum output torque to protect components
in jackscrew gearbox.
Airplanes with primary stabilizer trim actuator: The primary stabilizer trim actuator also provides an
electrical means for actuating the stabilizer. Control is provided by the autopilot.
The autopilot actuator or primary stabilizer trim actuator provides an electrical means for actuating the
stabilizer. Control is provided by the autopilot. The autopilot actuator consists of a three-phase reversible two
speed induction servomotor, an electromagnetic clutch, a mechanical torque limiting clutch output shaft to
drive the jackscrew gearbox. The servomotor is energized by 115-volt, three phase, 400-Hz AC power and is
capable of emergency operation by a two-phase supply. Reversing is accomplished by phase reversing through
the use of a direction relay. Separate servomotor windings provide a speed change ratio of two to one.
Selection of the servomotor speed is by a speed change relay. The high speed mode is selected when an input
signal is received from the flap switches and the low speed mode is selected with no flap switch input. The
flap switches are actuated when flaps are extended beyond zero degrees. The electromagnetic clutch and the
control relays are energized by 28-volt DC power. A mechanical clutch on the output shaft limits maximum
output torque to protect the main electric trim actuator.
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Stabilizer Trim Limit Switches
Stabilizer trim limit switches limit the up and down travel of the horizontal stabilizer leading edge during
either normal electric actuator trimming operation or autopilot trimming operation of the horizontal stabilizer.
The lever operated microswitches are mounted in a vertical row on brackets on the stabilizer jackscrew
compartment aft bulkhead.
All switches are operated by the same cam. The cam is mounted by a support tube to the horizontal stabilizer
center section jackscrew attach fitting. The cam moves with the stabilizer to actuate the limit switches to the
open position at the desired stabilizer travel limits. Opening of the switches removes power to the respective
actuator to terminate stabilizer travel.
Main electric nose down travel is limited by one of two limit switches as selected by flap position.
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TRAILING EDGE FLAP SYSTEM
Overview
The trailing edge flap system provides additional lift during takeoff and landing by increasing the camber of
the wing. This is accomplished with four triple-slotted trailing edge flaps operating in conjunction with four
leading edge flaps and six leading edge slats.
Each trailing edge flap is a triple-slotted structure consisting of a foreflap, a midflap, and an aftflap. Each
midflap is connected to two flap carriages which travel on tracks attached to the lower wing surface. The flaps
are faired with the wing when retracted and are mechanically separated to form slots when extended. The
slots provide increased lift by reducing stagnation of air flowing over the flap surface. With the flaps
extended, the area of the flaps is greatly increased.
The trailing edge flaps are actuated either hydraulically or electrically by one drive system. During normal
operation, the flap drive system is hydraulically powered. During alternate flap operation, the drive system is
electrically powered. Each trailing edge flap is actuated by two flap transmission assemblies. A friction brake
installed in the inboard transmission assembly on each flap prevents flap retraction due to airloads. Eight
transmission assemblies are connected through torque tubes and gearboxes to a flap power unit. Both the
hydraulic and electric drive motors are attached to the power unit. The flap system is normally controlled by a
manually operated flap control lever on the pilots' control stand. The lever operates a cable system connected
to a quadrant on a control valve mechanism. The control valve supplies system B hydraulic fluid to the flap
hydraulic motor to drive the flap system. A priority valve installed upstream of the control valve regulates the
speed of the hydraulic motor by limiting fluid flow. A flap control lever cable failure shutoff switch is located
near the control valve quadrant. A cable failure will activate the switch and provide electrical power to the
bypass valve which will shut off hydraulic power to the flap drive motor. A flap load limiter system partially
retracts the trailing edge flaps when airspeed becomes excessive. Mechanical follow-up is incorporated in the
flap system to close the control valve when the flaps reach the desired position.
The flap alternate drive system may be used if the flaps cannot be operated hydraulically. The flap alternate
system operation is controlled by the alternate flaps arm switch and the control switch on the overhead panel.
Energizing the alternate flaps arm switch supplies power to actuate a motor-operated bypass valve. Actuating
the valve to the bypass position interconnects the inlet ports on the flap hydraulic motor. This allows fluid to
circulate within the motor, thus preventing a hydraulic lock opposing alternate flap operation. The alternate
flaps control switch is used to actuate the flaps down and up electrically.
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Trailing Edge Flap
Each trailing edge flap consists of a midflap with an attached hinged exhaust gate segment, a foreflap, and an
aftflap. The three flap segments are mechanically separated during flap extension. Each trailing edge flap is
supported by two flap carriages which travel on tracks mounted under the wing. The trailing edge flap is
driven by two transmission assemblies attached to the midflap.
Inboard Midflap
The inboard midflap consists of ribs, three spars, a honeycomb trailing edge, and clad aluminum skins. A
hinged exhaust gate segment is attached to the outboard aft edge of the midflap. Four tracks mounted on the
rear spar of the midflap support the aftflap. A drive mechanism for the aftflap is contained in the midflap. An
actuation mechanism for the exhaust gate is contained in the midflap.
The exhaust gate actuation mechanism is installed on the outboard end of the inboard midflap. As the midflap
and the foreflap separate between the 25 and 40 Unit position, the actuation mechanism opens the exhaust
gate.
The midflap is supported by two flap carriages which ride on the main flap tracks.
Outboard Midflap
The outboard midflap consists of ribs, two spars, a trailing edge beam, two honeycomb trailing edge panels,
and clad aluminum skins. A hinged exhaust gate segment is attached to the inboard aft edge of the midflap.
Four tracks mounted on the rear spar protrude through the trailing edge beam to support the aftflap.
The exhaust gate actuation mechanism installed on the inboard end of the outboard midflap. As the midflap
and the foreflap separate between the 25 and 40 Unit position, the actuation mechanism opens the exhaust
gate.
The foreflap is a monospar structure with a honeycomb trailing edge panel and clad aluminum skins. Three
curved support beams extend through the lower surface and connect to three foreflap tracks. The foreflap
tracks slide on roller bearings mounted to midflap structure.
The aftflap is a monospar structure with a honeycomb trailing edge panel and clad aluminum skins. Four
carriages are installed on the leading edge of the aftflap.
Each trailing edge flap is driven by two transmission assemblies attached to the midflap. As the flaps extend,
the aftflap immediately moves relative to the midflap to form a slot between the two segments. The inboard aft
flap is actuated by the drive mechanism contained in the midflap. Midflap extension rotates the aftflap drive
mechanism cable drum. Rotation of the cable drum moves the bellcranks to which the aftflap pushrods are
attached, thus positioning the aftflap.
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Flap Tracks
The flap tracks are curved forged steel beams mounted on the lower surface of the wing. A flap transmission
assembly is mounted on each flap track. The tracks and the transmission assemblies are housed in
aerodynamic fairings.
Each outboard flap track is contained in a two piece fairing made from aluminum frames covered with graphite
reinforced Kevlar skins. The forward section of the fairing is rigidly attached to the wing. The aft fairing
section rotates about a hinge support mounted on the main flap track. Two fairing actuator tracks and an aft
flap sequencing track are mounted in the aft fairing section. Rollers on a support arm on the midflap carriage
engage in the two fairing actuator tracks. The tracks act as cams to rotate the aft fairing downward as the
outboard flap extends. A retractable landing light mounted in the aft outboard fairing extends as the fairing
rotates downward. The aftflap sequencing track is used as a cam for the aftflap actuating mechanism. The
rear portion of the aft fairing is detachable.
The tracks for the inboard flap are contained in fixed fairings. The inboard flap outboard track is contained in
the flap track fairing. The inboard flap inboard track is contained in the wing-to-body fairing. Torque tubes
between the midflap carriages and the midflap pass through openings in the fairings. The openings are curved
slots which allow fore and aft motion of the midflap. The inboard flap outboard track fairing has a closure
door to seal the opening when the flaps are retracted. The door is located at the aft end of the opening. The
door is opened by pressure from the carriage torque tube when the flaps are extended.
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Flap Control Lever
A flap control lever located on the upper right side of the control stand regulates the position of the trailing
edge flaps. The lever assembly consists of a spring-loaded telescoping handle and a cable drum. The cable
drum rotates around a shaft in the control stand. A flap control cable attaches to the cable drum. The lever
rotates around a quadrant which has detents at the flap positions. The lever is spring loaded to lock in each
detent. Lifting the lever about 1/4 of an inch releases the lock and allows rotation. The quadrant contains
gates at the 1- and 15-unit detents which prevent inadvertent lever movement past the detent position. The
lever must be lowered into the detent and passed under the gate before further rotation can occur. The flap
control lever actuates the cable system to drive a cable drum and flap control quadrant in the right wheel well.
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Flap Control Unit
The flap control unit contains the mechanical linkage that operates the flap control valves. The control unit
consists of an input linkage, two cams connected by a shaft, and a cable drum.
A flap control quadrant located directly above the flap control unit transfers cable motion through a shaft, a
link, and a bellcrank to position the trailing edge flap control valve slide. Pressurized fluid from the control
valve drives the flap hydraulic motor. As the hydraulic motor drives the flap system, it also drives the power
unit follow-up drum. Follow-up motion is transmitted by flap follow-up cables (WFFA and WFFB) to the
control valve follow-up drum. Rotation of the control valve follow-up drum transmits motion through a cam,
cam roller, and link to the bellcrank. Rotary motion from the bellcrank returns the control valve to the neutral
position preventing fluid flow to the flap hydraulic motor. The control valve follow-up drum also transmits
motion through a second cam and cam roller to control the leading edge flap control valve.
The flap control unit is mounted on the right wheel well ceiling near the aft bulkhead. Mounted on the forward
end of the follow-up shaft is an actuating cam for the flap limit switches, the landing gear warning horn
switches, the takeoff warning switch, the mach trim switch, and the flap 10-degree switch.

Flap Control Valve
The flap control valve is a mechanically-operated slide valve used to control directional movement of the
trailing edge flaps. The valve is attached to the flap control unit located in the right wheel well. The control
valve is driven by the control unit linkage.
The control valve includes a hydraulic solenoid valve activated by the flap load limiter system. The solenoid
valve, when energized, repositions the flap control valve to the 30-unit position from the 40-unit position.
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Priority Valve
The operating speed of the trailing edge flaps is controlled by a flow limiting valve installed in the pressure
line to the flap control valve upstream from the control valve. A priority valve controls the rate of fluid flow to
the flap hydraulic motor. The priority valve reduces the flow of hydraulic fluid to flaps when pressure drops
below the level required to maintain all airplane systems. At normal temperatures with hydraulic pressure
between 2700 and 3000 PSI fluid flow to the motor is regulated at 10.0 GPM. When pressure drops to 2400 to
2700 PSI, fluid flow is rapidly decreased. Below 2400 PSI, the flow of the hydraulic fluid drops to 0.7 GPM.
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Flap Bypass Valve
The flap bypass valve is a motor-operated two position valve which interconnects the flap hydraulic motor
pressure and return ports during operation of the flap alternate drive system. The valve is mounted on the aft
bulkhead in the right wheel well. The valve contains three ports from which hydraulic lines extend to the flap
control valve and flap hydraulic motor. The valve is controlled by the alternate flaps arm switch which, when
moved to ARM, supplies 28-volt DC power to move the valve to the bypass position. In this position, the down
line from the flap control valve is blocked and the flap hydraulic motor ports are connected together to allow
fluid circulation within the motor. Moving the alternate flaps arm switch to OFF moves the bypass valve to the
normal position and restores hydraulic operation of the flap system.
The bypass valve is also controlled by the flap asymmetry shutoff relay which moves the valve to the bypass
position to stop flap movement when left and right wing flap extension or retraction is not symmetrical.
The bypass valve is also controlled by the flap control cable tension switch system which moves the valve to
the bypass position to stop flap movement if the control cable breaks.
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Flap Hydraulic Motor
A reversible hydraulic motor attached to the flap power unit drives the flap system during normal operation.
The nine cylinder piston-type motor converts hydraulic pressure to mechanical energy. The externally splined
motor driveshaft mates with the power unit input shaft. Two hydraulic lines from the flap control valve
connect to inlet ports on the motor. A case drain line connecting the motor to the hydraulic fluid return
system through a check valve allows lubrication of the motor. The flow of pressurized fluid through the motor
actuates the pistons and rotates the output shaft. Rotation of the output shaft drives the power unit.
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Flap Power Unit
The flap power unit transfers mechanical energy from the flap hydraulic motor and alternate drive unit to the
flap drive system. The power unit is an aluminum housing containing a reduction gear, two pinion gears, an
output shaft with a worm gear, a worm wheel, and a worm wheel shaft. The reduction gear is splined to the
output shaft. The flap hydraulic motor and the flap alternate drive unit are attached to the power unit.
During normal flap system operation, power from the hydraulic motor is transmitted through a pinion gear to
the reduction gear. During flap alternate drive operation, power from the alternate drive unit is transmitted
through a second pinion gear to the reduction gear. Rotation of the reduction gear drives the flap system
through the power unit output shaft.
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Flap Transmission Assembly
The flap transmission assembly converts flap torque tube rotation into linear motion to extend or retract the
trailing edge flaps. Each transmission assembly consists of a transmission gearbox, a universal joint, and a
ball nut and screw actuator.
The transmission assemblies are mounted on the flap tracks just aft of the landing gear support beam and the
wing rear spar. Each transmission assembly is enclosed in a flap track fairing. Flap drive system torque
tubes attach to the input shafts on the transmission gearbox.
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Flap Alternate Drive Unit
The flap alternate drive unit uses electric power to drive the flap system if a failure prevents normal hydraulic
operation of the flap system. The unit is mounted on the flap power unit located on the aft bulkhead in the
right wheel well. The alternate drive unit is energized by actuating the alternate flaps arm switch and the
control switch located on the overhead panel. A 115/200-volt AC motor and a gearbox are the primary
alternate drive unit components. The gearbox incorporates a double planetary reduction gear train and a
disconnect and overload clutch.
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TRAILING EDGE FLAP POSITION INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The trailing edge flap position indicating system provides visible indication of the angular position of the
trailing edge flaps. The synchro-type system consists of two position transmitter assemblies and one flap
position indicator. The flap position indicator shows angular position of the two outboard trailing edge flaps.
Each position transmitter installation consists of a gearbox and a synchro-type transmitter. The gearbox is
driven by the flap torque tubes and, in turn, rotates the transmitter shaft. This varies the electrical signal to
the flap position indicator.

Flap Position Indicator
A flap position indicator shows the position of the trailing edge flaps. It is a dual synchro-type indicator which
registers flap position in units. The indicator receives 3-phase electrical signals from the two flap position
transmitters and moves two pointers to indicate flap position. The flap position indicator is mounted on the
center instrument panel in the control cabin.

Flap Position Transmitter Assembly
A flap position transmitter assembly relays the angular position of each outboard trailing edge flap to a
position indicator in the cabin. The position transmitter assembly consists of a synchro-type transmitter
mounted on a gearbox. The gearbox contains a pair of spur gears driven by the outboard flap torque tubes.
The pinion gear has splines at each end which are assembled with torque tube coupling halves. The output
gear has an internal spline which drives the flap position transmitter mounted on the gearbox housing.
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FLIGHT SPOILER CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The flight spoiler control system supplements the ailerons in providing lateral control. The spoilers are
numbered 0 thru 9 from left to right. The flight spoilers, 2, 3, 6, and 7 are located outboard of the engines.
The ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are located farthest outboard on the wings. The ground spoilers, No. 4 and
5, are located inboard of the engines. The spoilers lie flush with the upper wing surface when not in use, and
can be raised to various angles when in use. The flight spoilers may also act as speed brakes. Spoiler
position sensors are installed on spoilers No. 2 and 7 to provide an electrical signal to indicate spoiler
position.
When functioning as spoilers, the flight spoiler panels raise on the wing on which the aileron rotates up. The
spoiler panels on the down aileron wing remain faired. When used as speed brakes, the spoiler panels on
both wings raise. With speed brakes on, the spoiler panels on the up aileron wing will be raised more than
those on the down aileron wing. This allows the flight spoilers to provide lateral control and speed brake
operation simultaneously.
A spoiler ratio changer reduces the magnitude of the lateral control input to the spoiler control system when
speed brakes are used. The amount of reduction depends upon the speed brake lever position, with zero
speed brakes giving maximum input. A spoiler mixer combines the lateral control inputs with speed brake
inputs to move control cables routed along the rear spars of the wings to spoiler actuator quadrants. The
spoiler actuator quadrants position control valves in spoiler actuators and allow hydraulic pressure to position
the spoilers.
An auxiliary set of control cables runs from a transfer mechanism at the base of the first officer's control
column to a spoiler control quadrant which also drives the spoiler ratio changer. If a malfunction occurs to
restrict operation of the aileron control system, the first officer may transmit lateral control signals to the ratio
changer through these cables. When spoiler control is obtained in this manner, the first officer is required to
override a spring in the transfer mechanism. If a malfunction occurs to restrict operation of the spoiler
control system, the captain may override the spring in the transfer mechanism to provide aileron control.
Each spoiler is operated by its own actuator. Hydraulic power to operate the spoilers is obtained from
hydraulic system B for the outboard flight spoiler on each wing, and from hydraulic system A for the inboard
flight spoiler on each wing. Maximum hinge moment on the spoilers is limited by a check valve in each
actuator, permitting the spoiler panels to blow down if limiting speed is exceeded with spoilers up.
Electric motor-driven shutoff valves, located in the flight controls hydraulic modular packages, allow the flight
crew to shut off spoiler hydraulic power from system A, system B, or both systems. The system A flight
controls hydraulic modular package is in the left wheel well and the system B flight controls hydraulic modular
package is in the right wheel well. Control switches for these two shutoff valves are on the pilots' overhead
panel.
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Flight Spoilers
The spoilers are constructed of graphite epoxy over a nomex honeycomb core for weight saving. A continuous
phenolic rub strip is bonded to the lower surface at the trailing edge. Dacron covered silicone rubber seals are
installed at each end and at the forward edge. The seals at each end are adjustable. The flight spoilers (No.
2, 3, 6, and 7) and the outboard ground spoilers (No. 0, 1, 8, and 9 are interchangeable among themselves).
Spoilers are attached to the wing structure by four hinge fittings equipped with self-aligning bearings. The
flight spoilers are located forward of the outboard flaps and are attached to wing structure aft of the rear spar.
The four flight spoiler actuators are attached between the spoilers and wing structure at the spanwise center
of each spoiler. Bonding jumpers provide an electrical bond between spoilers and wing structure. On some
airplanes, a blade seal along the bottom length of the spoiler acts as a dam to limit excessive air leakage
through the flaps.
When the spoilers are down, the down limit is provided by bottoming the piston in the actuator. In this
position, a clearance is maintained between the spoilers and the outboard flap. In flight, the flap will move up
due to airloads, and the phenolic rub strip may contact the abrasion resistant finish on the upper surface of
the flap.
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Spoiler Ratio Changer
The spoiler ratio changer is a mechanical device which receives an input from the aileron control system and
transfers the input to the spoiler mixer to initiate spoiler action. For a given magnitude of input from the
aileron system, the ratio changer varies the magnitude of the output to the spoiler mixer, depending on speed
brake lever setting. The output decreases as speed brakes are raised.
The spoiler ratio changer is mounted on the forward bulkhead of the right wheel well. The ratio changer case
supports spoiler output quadrants and a speed brake quadrant.
In the event that the ratio changer should jamb, the bungee will allow the two part link to become longer as
the speed brake quadrant is rotated in the down direction. The speed brake quadrant has a fixed stop in the
speed brake down position and an adjustable stop in the speed brake up direction.

Spoiler Mixer
The spoiler mixer combines aileron input from the spoiler ratio changer with speed brake lever position. The
mixer allows the flight spoilers to augment lateral control of the airplane even when simultaneously being used
as speed brakes. The spoiler mixer contains a no-back device to ensure that spoiler authority for lateral
control is maintained if speed brake cable failure occurs.
The spoiler mixer assembly is mounted on the spoiler ratio changer located on the forward bulkhead of the
right wheel well.
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Flight Spoiler Actuators
A spoiler actuator is used to position each of the flight spoilers. Each actuator is trunnion mounted to a
support fitting on the wing rear spar. An actuator link provides control inputs to the actuator from a spoiler
control quadrant mounted on the support fitting. Hydraulic power is directed to the actuator through trunnion
fittings. The piston rod end of the actuator is attached to the spoiler. Rotation of the spoiler control quadrant
displaces an actuator input lever and the control valve, allowing hydraulic fluid at 3000 PSI to be ported to one
side of the piston and rod assembly. The input lever remains stationary after the initial displacement, but the
actuator rotates on its trunnion as it positions the spoiler. Rotation of the actuator returns the control valve to
the neutral position, stopping hydraulic fluid flow as the desired spoiler position.
Hydraulic power to the flight spoiler power control units is controlled by spoiler shutoff valves in the flight
controls hydraulic modular packages. Switches for these electrically-operated valves are located on the pilots'
forward overhead panel. Hydraulic system A powers flight spoilers 3 and 6. Hydraulic system B powers flight
spoilers 2 and 7.
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Spoiler Control Quadrant
The spoiler control quadrant located in the floor beam space above the main wheel well provides a control
path from the first officer's control column to the ratio changer. The quadrant shaft projects through the wheel
well ceiling to connect, by two cranks, to the aileron spring cartridge and the spoiler ratio changer input rod.
The quadrant is connected by cables to the transfer mechanism at the base of the first officer's control
column. The quadrant shaft rotates on two ball bearings. The upper bearing is enclosed in a ball fitting
which incorporates a rotary air pressure seal. The lower crank, to which the aileron spring cartridge connects,
is secured to the quadrant shaft by four shear rivets.
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SPEED BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The speed brake control system actuates the flight and ground spoilers on both wings to increase drag and
reduce lift. The ground spoilers are used only on the ground to aid braking after touchdown. The flight
spoilers are used for lateral control, reducing airspeed and to aid braking after touchdown. The spoiler panels
are numbered 0 thru 9 from left to right. The flight spoilers 2, 3, 6, and 7 are located outboard of the engines.
Ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are located outboard of the flight spoilers. Ground spoilers 4 and 5 are located
inboard of the engines. With lateral controls in neutral, application of speed brakes will cause the
corresponding flight spoilers on both wings to be raised equally. When speed brakes are applied on the
ground, the ground spoilers will also raise.
System control is applied to a speed brake control lever located on the captain's side of the control stand.
Moving the speed brake control lever operates control rods which rotate a speed brake forward drum
mechanism. The forward drum mechanism is connected by cables to a speed brake quadrant in the right
wheel well. The speed brake quadrant operates a ratio changer and provides an input to a spoiler mixer. The
spoiler mixer directs the speed brake signals to a ground spoiler control valve and to flight spoiler actuators.
A ground spoiler interlock valve is installed in the hydraulic line between the up ports of the ground spoiler
actuators and the ground spoiler control valve. The interlock valve is operated by a push-pull cable from the
right main gear upper torsion link. With the airplane airborne, the shock strut is extended and the upper
torsion link positions the push-pull cable to close the valve. When the airplane touches down, the shock strut
is compressed and the push-pull cable opens the valve to actuate the ground spoilers.
System control also may be applied by a speed brake lever actuator. The actuator electrically drives the speed
brake control lever to cause the speed brakes to raise or lower. Placing the speed brake control lever in an
ARMED detent will prepare the actuator for operation. When the main gear wheels begin rotation at
touchdown, the actuator will move the speed brake control lever to full up position raising the ground and
flight spoilers. If either engine thrust lever is positioned 25 degrees forward from engine idle position, the
actuator will move the speed brake control lever into the DOWN detent, lowering the ground and flight spoilers.
Indicator lights are provided on the center instrument panel to verify that the system is properly armed. On
airplanes with speed brake test switches three pushbutton test switches are provided on the center instrument
panel. Actuating the switches will test the indicator light control circuit and the actuator circuit.
The ground spoilers have two positions, fully retracted or fully raised. The fully raised position for all the
ground spoilers is 60 degrees. Ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are each actuated directly by a single locking
actuator. Ground spoilers 4 and 5 are each actuated by two locking actuators which drive individual linkages.
Hydraulic power for all ground spoilers is from hydraulic system A. This ground spoiler hydraulic pressure
does not pass through the spoiler valves on the flight controls hydraulic modular package. Thus, the spoiler
switches which control these valves have no effect on ground spoiler operation.
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The flight spoilers will be positioned between 0 degrees and full up depending on speed brake lever position.
The full up position for all flight spoilers is 40 degrees.
A speed brake warning system provides an aural warning to prevent takeoff with the speed brakes raised or
speed brake control lever in ARMED position.
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Ground Spoiler Panel
Ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are located outboard of the flight spoilers. Ground spoilers 4 and 5 are located
inboard of the engines. The ground spoilers are constructed of graphite/epoxy over a nomex honeycomb core
for weight savings. A continuous phenolic rub strip is bonded to the lower surface at the trailing edge.
Dacron covered silicon rubber seals are installed at each end and at the forward edge. The seals at each end
are adjustable. Ground spoilers 4 and 5 are interchangeable between themselves. Ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and
9 are interchangeable between themselves.
The ground spoilers are attached to wing structure by four hinge fittings equipped with self-aligning bearings.
Ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are located forward of the outboard flaps and are attached to wing structure aft
of the rear spar. Ground spoilers 4 and 5 are located forward of the inboard flaps and are attached to wing
structure aft of the rear spar and landing gear support beam. The actuators for ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9
are attached directly to the spoilers and wing structure at the center of each spoiler. The actuators for ground
spoilers 4 and 5 are attached directly to wing structure and through an actuator linkage to the spoilers.
Bonding jumpers provide an electrical bond between the ground spoilers and wing structure.
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Speed Brake Control Lever
Manual control signals to the speed brake control system are applied at a speed brake control lever. The
speed brake control lever is located on the left side of the control stand. The control lever handle extends
above the control stand through a cutout in the cover. An indicator on the lever follows a plate on the stand.
The plate is marked at the DOWN and UP positions with additional markings at the ARMED detent and FLIGHT
detent.
AIRPLANES WITH SPEED BRAKE LEVER POSITION SENSOR: a speed brake lever position sensor,
mechanically linked to the forward drum quadrant by an adjustable control rod provides lever handle position
information to the flight data recorder for continuous monitoring of the lever and to a test connector for use
during automatic testing of the speed brake system.
The speed brake control lever has a compression spring in the telescoping handle. A small latch lug projects
inward from the control lever. Lever movement aft of the DOWN position is prevented until the handle is lifted
to raise the latch lug out of a detent. During a refused takeoff (RTO), application of the reverse thrust levers
mechanically lifts the speed brake lever out of the down and locked detent.

Speed Brake Forward Drum Mechanism
A speed brake forward drum mechanism in the fuselage lower nose compartment transfers speed brake lever
motion and speed brake lever actuator motion into cable motion. Speed brake lever input to the mechanism is
through two control rods and an idler link. The mechanism also provides control lever braking, a speed brake
armed detent, and a speed brake inflight detent. It consists of a lever brake mechanism, a speed brake lever
actuator, a speed brake forward drum, a detent roller arm, and three switches.
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Ground Spoiler Control Valve
A ground spoiler control valve controls hydraulic pressure to ground spoiler actuators. The valve is located in
the right main wheel well and is bolted to a bracket on the outboard part of the wheel well forward bulkhead.
Moving the speed brake control lever causes the speed brake crank on the spoiler mixer to transmit motion
through the pushrod and lever to position the valve piston.
When the speed brake control lever is in the DOWN position, the ground spoiler control valve directs hydraulic
pressure directly to the down port of the ground spoiler actuator. As the speed brake control lever is moved
aft, the control valve moves through a neutral position where pressure is blocked and all other ports connected
to return. As the speed brake lever is moved further aft, the control valve applies hydraulic pressure to the up
ports of the ground spoiler actuators through the ground spoiler interlock valve. The down port of the ground
spoiler actuator is connected to return through the ground spoiler control valve.

Ground Spoiler Interlock Valve
A ground spoiler interlock valve limits use of the ground spoilers to ground operation. The valve is located
above the right main gear trunnion and is secured to a bracket on the aft side of the wing rear spar.
With the landing gear in the retracted position, the shock strut inner cylinder is fully extended. This positions
the upper torsion link to cause the valve to block hydraulic pressure to the ground spoiler actuator up ports.
With the landing gear in the extended position, the hydraulic pressure remains blocked until the airplane
touches the ground and the right main landing gear shock strut is compressed. As the shock strut inner
cylinder is compressed, the upper torsion link moves the push-pull cable to open the interlock valve. The
interlock valve then connects hydraulic pressure from the ground spoiler control valve with the up ports of the
ground spoiler actuators.
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Ground Spoiler Actuator
All ground spoilers are positioned by actuators powered by hydraulic system A. The actuators used on ground
spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are identical as are ground spoiler 4 and 5 actuators. However, the actuators used on
ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9 are not identical with the actuators used on ground spoilers 4 and 5.
No. 0, 1, 8, and 9 Ground Spoiler Actuators
The actuators are attached at the piston rod end to the spoiler and at the cylinder end to a support on the wing
rear spar.
The actuator contains a locking mechanism which locks the actuator in the retract position. The locking
mechanism consists of a spring-loaded tapered locking piston and two locking segments or keys. When the
actuator reaches the retract position, the spring-loaded piston is forced downward by hydraulic pressure. This
forces the locking segments in a radial direction into a cavity whose diameter is slightly larger than the
cylinder inside diameter, thus locking the actuator. If hydraulic pressure is lost, the spring will hold the piston
in the locked position. Directing hydraulic pressure to cause reverse actuation provides a force on the piston
greater than the spring force thus moving the piston inward. This allows the locking segments to move inward
to unlock the actuator.
Swivel joints in the hydraulic lines allow the actuators to rotate as the spoilers are raised.
No. 4 and 5 Ground Spoiler Actuators
Two identical actuators and actuator linkages are used to position each ground spoiler. The actuators are
attached at the cylinder end to a support on the wing rear spar. The actuator piston rod end is attached to the
ground spoiler actuator linkage.
The actuators for ground spoilers 4 and 5 are similar to the actuators used on ground spoilers 0, 1, 8, and 9
except the locking mechanism locks the actuator in the extend position.
No. 4 and 5 Ground Spoiler Actuator Linkage
A ground spoiler actuator linkage connects each ground spoiler actuator to the ground spoiler. The actuator
linkage consists of an idler crank and pushrod. The idler crank is pivoted in the actuator support. The
actuator piston rod end is attached to one end of the idler crank and the pushrod to the other end. The ground
spoiler is attached to the end of the pushrod.
When the actuator is retracted, the idler crank pivots pushing the pushrod to move the ground spoiler to the
raised position.
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Spoiler Control Quadrant
The spoiler control quadrant located in the floor beam space above the main wheel well provides a control
path from the first officer's control column to the ratio changer. The quadrant shaft projects through the wheel
well ceiling to connect, by two cranks, to the aileron spring cartridge and the spoiler ratio changer input rod.
The quadrant is connected by cables to the transfer mechanism at the base of the first officer's control
column. The quadrant shaft rotates on two ball bearings. The upper bearing is enclosed in a ball fitting which
incorporates a rotary air pressure seal. The lower crank, to which the aileron spring cartridge connects, is
secured to the quadrant shaft by four shear rivets.
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LEADING EDGE FLAP AND SLAT CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
High lift leading edge devices are used in combination with the trailing edge flaps to allow airplane operation
from short runways. The use of leading edge devices allows a change in wing camber which greatly increases
lift. The leading edge lift devices consist of four Krueger flaps and six slats.
Three leading edge slats are installed outboard of the engine and two leading edge flaps are installed inboard
of the engine on each wing. The slats and flaps are numbered from left to right. Leading edge slats 1 thru 6
are actuated by a three-position hydraulic actuator. If hydraulic pressure is low, a blocking valve will create a
hydraulic lock to prevent actuator movement. This locking action will hold the slat in the position at which the
loss of hydraulic pressure occurs. Each leading edge flap is actuated by a two-position hydraulic actuator.
The flap actuator will also lock in position if hydraulic pressure is low. Locking the actuators prevents
blowback of the flaps and slats if hydraulic pressure is lost during takeoff or landing. Restrictors installed in
the flap and slat actuator hydraulic pressure lines limit the actuating speed of the leading edge devices.
The leading edge flaps and slats are normally powered by hydraulic system B. A three-position spool-type
control valve is operated by the flap control unit. The control valve ports hydraulic fluid to the leading edge
flap and slat actuators. When the trailing edge flaps are between 1 and 5 units, the control valve ports
pressure to fully extend the leading edge flaps and extend all leading edge slats to the intermediate position.
When the trailing edge flaps are positioned to 10 units or more, the control valve ports pressure to fully extend
all leading edge slats.
On flap retraction, all leading edge flaps and slats remain fully extended until the trailing edge flaps are
retracted to less than 10-unit extension. Between 10 units and 5 units, all leading edge slats retract to
intermediate positions, and all leading edge flaps remain fully extended. As the trailing edge flaps move from
1 unit to fully retracted position, all leading edge flaps and slats move to the fully retracted position. Control
lever movement toward the UP detent is stopped momentarily at the 1-unit position by a gate on the flap
control quadrant.
A standby hydraulic system is provided to extend the leading edge flaps and slats in the event hydraulic
system B fails. The system is controlled by the alternate trailing edge flap switches on the overhead panel.
Actuating the switches automatically pressurizes the standby hydraulic system. Pressurized fluid from the
standby system is directed to the flap and slat actuators by a motor-operated shutoff valve in the standby
system modular package. Fluid flow to the actuators is regulated by a flow limiting valve and a hydraulic fuse.
An autoslat system is provided to automatically extend the leading edge slats from the intermediate position to
the fully extended position at a predetermined angle of attack. The slats automatically retract to the
intermediate position when the angle of attack is reduced.
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Leading Edge Flaps
Two Krueger-type leading edge flaps are installed on each wing. The flaps are numbered 1 thru 4. Each flap
is a machined aluminum casting containing integral ribs and stiffeners. Flaps 1 and 4 each have three
gooseneck hinges and flaps 2 and 3 each have five gooseneck hinges attached to fittings in the leading edge of
the wing. A fitting is also provided on each flap for connecting the flap to a hydraulic actuator. A seal door
and a hinged door are installed on the outboard end of flaps 1 and 4. The seal door and hinge door open to
provide space for the thrust reverser to move aft. The seal door and hinge door are spring loaded and
actuated by contact with the moving thrust reverser. A hinged tailgate is installed on the trailing edge of flaps
1 and 4 and two tailgates are installed on the trailing edge of flaps 2 and 3. A single linkage rotates the
hinged tailgate as the leading edge flap 1 and 4 extend. Three linkages rotate the two hinged tailgates as the
leading edge flaps 2 and 3 extend. Each linkage consists of two pushrods and a differential bar attached to a
bracket on the flap casting. One pushrod extends from the tailgate to the differential bar and the other
pushrod connects the bar to the fixed leading edge of the wing. When the leading edge flap retracts, the
linkage folds the tailgate inward against the flap. When the leading edge flap extends, the tailgate also
extends, allowing air to flow smoothly over the surface of the flap.
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Leading Edge Slats
Three leading edge slats are installed on each wing outboard of the engine. The slats are numbered 1 thru 6.
The slats consist of ribs attached to a beam, inner and outer clad aluminum skins, and a honeycomb trailing
edge. A void between the inner and outer skins provides a path for thermal anti-icing. Anti-icing ducts
installed in the slat leading edge connect with hot air supply lines through a telescoping tube. A three-position
hydraulic actuator is attached at the center of all leading edge slats (1 thru 6). Each slat has two main tracks
and two auxiliary tracks which ride on rollers in the wing leading edge. A third auxiliary track is installed at
the outboard end of slats number 1 and 6. Structural stops are provided in both the extended and retracted
slat positions. The downstops are attached to the slat tracks and contact with track guides in the extended
position. The upstops consist of three adjustable plates which contact with the slat beam when the slats are
retracted. All slats (1 thru 6) are stabilized at the intermediate position by a torsion rod and support arm
assembly attached to the front spar between the auxiliary slat tracks. In the fully extended position, the
number 1 and 6 slats do not extend as far as the other four slats.
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Leading Edge Flap and Slat Control Valve
A three-position control valve regulates operation of the leading edge flaps and slats. The control valve is
mounted on the trailing edge flap follow-up mechanism located in the right wheel well. The valve consists of a
sliding piston enclosed in a valve housing. Drilled passages are provided in the valve housing for a pressure
port, a return port, and two cylinder ports. A pushrod connects the control valve to the trailing edge flap
follow-up mechanism. With the trailing edge flaps retracted, the control valve slide blocks pressure to the
leading edge flap and slat actuator extend ports. When the trailing edge flaps extend to the 1- to 5-unit
position, pressurized fluid is ported through one of the cylinder ports to extend the leading edge flaps and to
extend the leading edge slats to the intermediate position. When the trailing edge flaps reach the 10-unit
position, pressurized fluid is ported through both control valve cylinder ports to fully extend all leading edge
slats.
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Leading Edge Flap Actuator
A two-position hydraulic actuator mounted on the front spar of the wing is used to extend and retract each
leading edge flap. A blocking valve will hydraulically lock the actuator pistons in position if hydraulic pressure
drops below 2000 PSI. If a loss of pressure occurs, a compression spring moves the blocking valve slide to
prevent flow of hydraulic fluid through the valve. One blocking valve is used for hydraulic system B while the
second blocking valve is used for the standby hydraulic system.
During standby hydraulic system extension, the standby blocking valve is opened by standby pressure to
pressurize both extend and retract sides of piston. Standby pressure is also applied to close the B system
blocking valve preventing loss of fluid to normal system. The actuator will remain in the fully extended
position until system B hydraulic pressure is restored.
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Leading Edge Slat Actuator
A three-position hydraulic actuator mounted on the front spar of the wing is used to extend and retract leading
edge slats 1 thru 6. The three actuator positions are retracted, intermediate extension, and full extension.
Each actuator housing contains two blocking valves, an internal mechanical locking mechanism, an outer
piston, and an inner piston and rod assembly. A reed switch is installed in the actuator inner piston rod and
is actuated by movement of the locking piston within the inner rod. The actuator outer piston slides within the
actuator housing and the inner piston slides within the outer piston. The internal mechanical locking
mechanism consists of a spring-loaded piston and locking segments. The mechanism locks the actuator in the
retracted position in the absence of extend pressure. When extend pressure is applied, the locking piston
moves against spring force to retract the locking segments and allow the actuator to extend. The blocking
valves hydraulically lock the actuator pistons in position if hydraulic pressure drops below 2000 PSI. If a loss
of pressure occurs, a compression spring moves the blocking valve slide to prevent flow of hydraulic fluid
through the valve. One blocking valve is used for hydraulic system B while the second blocking valve is used
for the standby hydraulic system.
During standby system operation, the actuator blocking valves port standby hydraulic pressure to the
intermediate actuator piston and to the fully extend actuator piston. The actuator will remain in the extended
position until system B hydraulic pressure is restored.
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Flow Limiting Valve
A flow limiting valve is installed in the standby system hydraulic line downstream of the standby system
modular package. The valve is located on the keel beam in the left wheel well just below the standby
hydraulic system reservoir. The flow limiting valve controls the rate of standby system fluid flow to the
leading edge flap and slat actuators. At normal temperatures with a hydraulic pressure of 200 to 3000 PSI,
fluid flow to the actuators is regulated at 1.35 to 1.58 gallons per minute.
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Leading Edge Standby Drive Shutoff Valve
Operation of the leading edge flap and slat alternate hydraulic system is controlled by the standby drive
shutoff valve. The motor-operated, two-position valve is contained in the standby modular package. The valve
is located on the wheel well aft bulkhead above the keel beam. The standby drive shutoff valve connects the
standby system pressure line to the leading edge flap and slat actuators. The shutoff valve is actuated by
arming the alternate flap master switch and by moving the alternate flap drive control switch to DOWN. This
positions the standby drive shutoff valve to allow standby pressure to extend the leading edge flaps and slats.
Moving the alternate flap master switch to OFF closes the standby drive shutoff valve, thus connecting the
leading edge flap and slat actuator standby pressure lines to standby return. However, the leading edge flap
and slat actuators will remain extended until system B hydraulic pressure is restored.
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POSITION INDICATING SYSTEM - LEADING EDGE FLAP AND SLAT
Overview
A position indicating system provides visible indication of the position of the leading edge flaps and slats. The
system includes system indicator lights on the center instrument panel and individual flap and slat indicator
lights on an annunciator panel in the aft overhead panel. This provides indication of normal operation on the
center panel and enables the pilots to easily determine which flap or slat is not in the proper position when
normal indications do not appear. The indicating system consists of reed switches in the slat actuator or the
bullnose, proximity sensors, a leading edge flap and slat position indication module, the pilots' indicator light
panel, and the annunciator panel.

Proximity Sensors
Proximity sensors indicate the position of each leading edge flap and slat. Each proximity sensor consists of
an induction coil and an actuating bar. Each sensor coil is connected electrically to a transistorized switch
card (switch) in the leading edge flap and slat position indication module (module). Each sensor coil is
mounted on fixed leading edge structure and each actuating bar moves with a flap or slat. When the system is
on, a constant current flow exists through each coil to ground. When an actuating bar is brought into position
adjacent to the coil, the current flow is increased and a switch in the module is triggered. Two sensor coils
are mounted adjacent to the inboard hinges of the leading edge flaps. The actuation bars are mounted on the
inboard hinges. One sensor coil is installed adjacent to each leading edge slat inboard auxiliary track and an
actuation bar is mounted on each inboard auxiliary track arm. At slats 1 thru 6, a sensor coil and actuation
bar is mounted at the middle auxiliary track.

Leading Edge Flap and Slat Position Indicator
The leading edge flap and slat position indicator provides an indication of normal flap and slat operation. The
position indicator is located on the pilots' center instrument panel and consists of an amber LE FLAPS
TRANSIT light and a green LE FLAPS EXT light. Each light includes a fuse and a press-to-test switch. The
indicators receive 28-volt DC power from the airplane lighting system. Individual lamp circuits are completed
in the transistorized control circuitry in the module.
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Leading Edge Flap and Slat Position Indication Module
A leading edge flap and slat position indication module controls the operation of the position indicating
system. The module consists primarily of plug-in switch and logic cards in the LE DEVICES annunciator panel
light circuits, additional transistor circuits that work with the plug-in cards to control the pilots' indicating
lights, and interconnecting circuitry. The module receives 28-volt AC power from the 28-volt AC transfer bus
and 28-volt DC power from the No. 1 DC bus and provides a reduced DC voltage to the proximity sensor coils.
The module is located on equipment rack shelf E3-2.
The flap and slat position indication module with the built-in-test equipment (BITE) will help you with the
trouble shooting, test the proximity sensor, and test the system configuration.
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FUEL SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel system stores fuel and delivers fuel to the engines and APU. Additional components and controls in
the system provide rapid fueling and defueling capabilities. The tanks, lines, fittings, and operating
components in the system are compatible with all fuels meeting the engine and APU manufacturer's
specifications.
All fuel is stored within vented areas of the wings and wing center section. The fuel storage area is divided
into three integral fuel tanks that comprise a three-cavity center tank and two wing tanks (tanks No. 1 and 2).
All three tanks utilize a sealed-wing structure to retain the fuel. The center tank has a secondary fuel barrier
coating on the outer surfaces of the upper panel and front spar for additional protection against fuel leaks into
pressurized areas of the airplane.
Fuel is loaded on airplane from a ground source through a fueling receptacle in the pressure fueling station.
The tanks can be filled simultaneously or separately. Fuel can also be loaded into tanks No. 1 and 2 through
overwing fueling ports.
Electric motor-driven boost pumps and fuel lines deliver fuel from any tank to one or both engines.
Electrically-operated valves control fuel crossfeed and engine fuel shutoff. Pump and valve controls, along
with instruments and indicating lights for monitoring the system, are arranged on a system control panel
located on the forward overhead panel.
Fuel from boost pumps can also be delivered through a defueling valve into fueling manifold for removal from
the airplane.
Fuel scavenge pumps energize after the center tank is emptied by boost pumps during defueling or engine fuel
feed. The scavenge pumps reduce the quantity of unusable fuel in the center tank.
Fuel quantity indicators, in the flight compartment, and fueling quantity indicators, at the pressure fueling
station, indicate the quantity of fuel on the airplane. Measuring sticks, installed on the underside of each
integral tank, can also be used to determine fuel quantity.
Fuel feed low pressure indicating lights, on the forward overhead panel, indicate low engine boost pump outlet
pressure.
A fuel temperature indicator, (on the forward overhead panel), indicates fuel temperature in tank No. 1.
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Overview (Continued):
Fuel is delivered to the APU from tank No. 1 either through an independent fuel inlet or through a connection
to the engine fuel feed system. The engine AC boost pumps can be used to pressurize the APU fuel feed
system. A check valve in each inlet line prevents reverse flow through the inactive inlet line. An electricallyoperated shutoff valve, downstream from the inlet tee, prevents pressurization of the APU fuel line during APU
shutdown.
All fuel to be used by the engines and the auxiliary power unit is kept in the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks in the wing
and the center tank.
No. 1 and No. 2 Tanks
The No. 1 and No. 2 tanks are found in the wings between the front and rear spars from the wingtip surge
tank inboard to the tank end rib just inboard and forward of the main landing gear.
Center Tank
The center tank is found in the airplane fuselage, between LBBL 70.54, RBBL 70.59 and the extension of the
front and rear wing spar. Two beams are along the span between the No. 1 and No. 2 tank ends and supply
three cavities to keep the fuel. The three cavities are interconnected at the top and bottom of the beams along
the span by fuel flow equalizing holes.
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Integral Fuel Tanks
Integral fuel tanks, No. 1, No. 2, and center, keep fuel that is necessary to operate the engines and the
auxiliary power unit. A surge tank, outboard of the No. 1 and No. 2 tank, collects fuel overflow and includes
equipment to vent the fuel tanks overboard.
The fuel tanks hold the necessary equipment for the refuel operation, defueling, and engine fuel feed.
Equipment necessary for fuel quantity indicating system is also contained in the fuel tank structure.
Fuel Tank Construction
Primary wing structure is used for the airplane fuel tanks. The tanks are found between the front and rear
wing spars and between the upper and lower wing skin. Solid "tank end" ribs close the ends of each tank,
while all other wing ribs act as fuel baffles to minimize fuel slosh.
The wing structure let fuel flow inboard. Fuel sump areas are found at the lowest point of each tank. Sump
drain valves at these sump areas allow contaminants to be drained from the fuel tank. The sump drain valves
also lets all fuel that remains after a tank is defueled to be removed.
All fuel tanks are fluid tight. Close metal-to-metal fit of all parts forms the basic seal. Sealing compounds
and sealed fasteners are used on all joints to complete the fluid tight seal.
No. 1 and No. 2 Tanks
The No. 1 tank (left wing) and the No. 2 tank (right wing) are found in the interspar area of each wing. Two
of the wing ribs contain a series of baffle check valves to prevent fuel flow away from the boost pumps.
Access panels on the wing lower surface supply access to each tank. Access openings in the tank ribs are
supplied for areas not accessible directly through the access panels.
An overwing fill port, found on the upper wing surface, permits gravity-feed fueling if pressure fueling
equipment is not available.
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Center Tank
The center tank is contained in the fuselage. It is divided into three cavities by spanwise beams. The cavities
are numbered 1, 2 and 3 starting with the forward cavity. The spanwise beams contain fuel flow equalizing
holes to permit flow of fuel between the beams.
An access panel in the lower left surface of cavity No. 1 supplies access to the center tank. Man-size
openings in the spanwise beams supply access between the cavities.
The center tank has a secondary external barrier coating on the upper panel and front spar to prevent fuel
vapor from entering the pressurized section of the fuselage.
Surge Tank
A surge tank found outboard of each fuel tank in the wing contains any fuel overflow from the tanks and
supplies tank venting. A surge tank drain check valve lets the fuel overflow drain back into the center tank but
prevents fuel flow from the center tank to the surge tank.
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Fuel Tank Access Panels
Access panels permit entry into the airplane fuel tanks for inspection or component repair. The access panels
in positions No. 1 and 2 are molded aluminum honeycomb. All other wing tank access panels are cast
aluminum. The access panels are installed in the tank. The panels are installed by inserting screws through a
clamp ring on the outside, flush with wing panel and threading the screws into captive nuts in the access
panel. A molded rubber seal ring, fitted into a groove in the panel seal face, supplies a static-type fluid seal
between the access panel and the wing skin. Fuel tank access panels are electrically bonded to the wing
structure by coating the gasket and clamp ring with anticorrosion grease.
The center tank has one access panel. Each surge tank has two access panels. The No. 1 and No. 2 tanks
have 12 access panels each. In addition, two smaller panels in each wing supply access to the fuel boost
pumps.
Rib and Beam Access Openings
Access to some equipment in the fuel tanks is not directly possible through the access panels. For the wing
tanks, rib access openings are supplied for the areas either side of access panel No. 1. For the center tank,
spanwise beam access openings are supplied for access to aft cavities.
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Overwing Fill Ports
An overwing fill port is supplied for No. 1 and No. 2 tanks. Each port is found on the upper wing surface. The
ports permit an alternate way of fueling the wing tanks if pressure fueling equipment is not available.
Each overwing fill port contains an adapter, seal ring, two O-rings, a retaining nut, and a quick release filler
cap. Lift and turn the handle on the filler cap in the counter-clockwise direction to unlock the filler cap. It is
then lifted from the adapter. Installation reverses the procedure and the downward turn of the handle locks
and seals the filler cap against the adapter.
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Fuel Sump Drain Valves
Fuel sump drain valves are installed at the low points of the fuel and surge tanks to drain accumulated
moisture or to drain trapped fuel remaining after defueling.
The sump drain valves for the No. 1 and No. 2 tank are spring-loaded closed, poppet-type valves flushmounted in the wing lower skin. A screen over each valve inlet protects the unit from contaminants which can
block the drain passages. The valve primary seal can be replaced without draining or entering the fuel tank by
placing the valve in the seal service position. Removal of valve assembly requires draining and entering of
tank. To drain the fuel sump, the poppet is pushed up to open the valve and let fuel drain through the drain
hole in the center of the valve.
The sump drain valve for the center tank is a spring-loaded closed, flapper-type check valve installed in the
wing lower skin in the center section. A sump drain assembly connects the valve upper housing with the lower
body section of the airplane through the keel beam area. Access to the valve is through an access door
stenciled SUMP DRAIN on the lower body section.
The sump is drained as follows:
•

If the sump drain valve does not have an actuating rod, insert a broad-bladed screwdriver in slot, turn
clockwise and push up on the plunger. To close, release the plunger, let the slot align fore and aft,
and close the access door.

•

If the sump drain valve has an actuating rod, pull on the actuating rod. To close, release the rod and
close the access door.

•

The sump drain valves for the surge tanks are spring-loaded closed, poppet-type valves flush-mounted
in the wing lower skin. A screen over each valve inlet protects the unit from contaminants which can
block the drain passages. The valve has a flapper valve which lets the poppet assembly be removed
without draining the fuel tank. To drain a surge tank fuel sump, the poppet is pushed up to open the
valve and let fuel drain through the drain hole in the center of the valve.
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Baffle Check Valves
Baffle check valves are found on the bottom of wing ribs at wing buttock line 157.0, 227.0 and 557.0. The
baffle check valves prevent fuel flow in the outboard direction but permit fuel flow in the inboard direction.
Thus, the baffle check valves prevent the boost pump inlets from being uncovered and improve airplane
stability.
Each baffle check valve is a free swinging flow actuated valve. Inboard fuel flow opens the baffle check valves
and outboard flow forces the baffle check valves closed.
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FUEL VENT SYSTEM
Overview
Air and fuel vapors flow in and out of the fuel tanks through the fuel vent system. This prevents excess
pressure or vacuum from developing within the fuel tanks. Two parallel vent channels extend into the main
and center tanks from the surge tanks. Two stringers attached to the wing upper skin form each hat section
channel. The channels open into each surge tank. The aft channel terminates near the wing root in the wing
tanks and is connected to a vent tube. The forward channel passes through the center tank and forms a
continuous channel connecting the left and right surge tanks. The center tank is vented by tubing runs
connected to the forward channel in cavity No. 2.
A vent tube is mounted to the inboard channel in tanks No. 1 and 2. In the center tank, venting tubing is
mounted to the forward channel at two places. The vent tubes provide venting when the float valves open.
Two drain check valves are installed in the center tank vent tubing to drain the tubing/channel/surge tanks.
A surge tank, located at the end of each wing, collects any overflow fuel passed through the vent channels.
The overflow fuel will flow through a surge tank drain line into the center tank vent channel and into the
center tank. A vent scoop on the wing lower surface creates a positive pressure during flight.

Fuel Vent Float Valves
A fuel vent float valve allows fuel tank venting while preventing fuel from entering the vent channels/tubing.
The valve opens and closes corresponding to the fuel level in the tanks and airplane attitude changes. As the
fuel level rises to support the float the valves begin to close. The valves close fully when fuel covers the float.
As the fuel level lowers during defueling or normal airplane attitude change, the float is exposed and the valve
begins to open. The valve opens fully when no fuel supports the float. A float stop supports the float in its
fully open position.
Tank No. 1 and 2 float valves are located in the outboard channel of the wing tanks. The center tank float
valve is in the vent tubing in cavity No. 3.

Fuel Vent Scoop
The fuel vent scoops, located in the outboard half of the vent surge tanks, are the overboard vents for the vent
system. Each scoop consists of a recessed ram air scoop mounted in a lower wing surface access panel and a
five inch standpipe assembly. The diverging walls of the standpipe act as a plenum chamber ensuring that
ram air will be applied to the vent system during all flight attitudes of the airplane. A stainless steel, cellularcore flame arrester is installed at the top of the standpipe to suppress flame transmission into the tanks and
vent system from an external ignition source. The flame arrester also serves as a debris screen which may be
subject to airflow restriction caused by debris or severe icing conditions. A surge tank flame arrester pressure
relief valve is used to provide the necessary venting when airflow through the flame arrester is restricted.
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Surge Tank Flame Arrester Pressure Relief Valve
A positive and negative pressure relief valve is used to bypass the fuel vent scoop for fuel system venting if
the surge tank flame arrester core cells are plugged such as from severe icing conditions. The relief valve is
installed on the access panel for the inboard half of the surge tank.
A spring-loaded poppet, on the relief valve, with outer surface flush with the wing lower skin is triggered open
through a latching mechanism by a pressure or vacuum force acting on a diaphragm. The upper chamber of
the diaphragm is vented to the atmosphere through three ambient air holes in the lower outer surface of the
valve while the lower chamber is vented to the interior of the surge tank. When the poppet opens, it is raised
about 1 inch above the wing lower skin surface which causes a manual reset knob and stem to protrude about
the same distance downward out of the center of the poppet. Once actuated open, the poppet must be
manually reset to the closed position at the conclusion of the flight. Manual reset is accomplished by pulling
reset knob downward until the poppet is relatched in the closed position. The relief valve is designed to open
at 2.0 to 2.7 PSI increasing positive pressure and -4 to -10 inches of water increasing negative pressure or
vacuum.

Shroud Drain Line
A shroud drain line is provided to prevent an accumulation of fluid from condensation or leakage in the APU
fuel line shroud. The drain line contains a flame arrester and terminates at a drain mast located in the left
wing-body fillet fairing (Fig. 2). A drain cock is provided in the wheel well to check for and drain any fluid
while on ground. The drain cock must be closed for flight.
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CENTER TANK FUEL SCAVENGE SYSTEM
Overview
A fuel scavenge system is installed to decrease the quantity of fuel that you cannot use in the center tank by
approximately 15 gallons. A fuel scavenge shutoff valve, a fuel scavenge jet pump and a fuel scavenge flow
indicator/check valve (not installed on all airplanes) are installed on the front spar of the No. 1 tank. A fuel
scavenge transfer line goes along into the center tank. On airplanes without a fuel scavenge flow
indicator/check valve, a flapper check valve is installed on the fuel scavenge transfer line in the center tank.

Fuel Scavenge Shutoff Valve
An electrically controlled fuel scavenge shutoff valve controls the flow of fuel from the fuel boost pumps for
the No. 1 tank to the fuel scavenge jet pump to drain fuel from the center tank.

Fuel Scavenge Jet Pump
The fuel scavenge jet pump causes a low pressure in the fuel scavenge transfer line when the fuel boost
pumps for the No. 1 tank puts fuel through the fuel scavenge jet pump. The fuel scavenge jet pump drains
fuel from the center tank into the No. 1 tank.

Fuel Scavenge Flow Indicator/Check Valve (Not on all airplanes)
The fuel scavenge flow indicator/check valve has a window that you can see from out of the No. 1 tank. The
indicator needle in the blue band shows no fuel flow. The indicator needle in the green band shows usual fuel
flow. The indicator needle in the red band shows marginal fuel flow. Marginal fuel flow condition will occur
when either the center tank fuel level is below the fuel scavenge pickup (air in the fuel scavenge transfer line),
or when there is a component failure.
AIRPLANES WITHOUT FUEL SCAVENGE FLOW INDICATOR/CHECK VALVE (Fuel Scavenge Flapper
Check Valve)
The flapper check valve installed in the fuel scavenge transfer line in the center tank has a flapper gate which
prevents the transfer of fuel back into the center tank.
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PRESSURE FUELING SYSTEM
Overview
The pressure fueling system supplies a fast procedure to fill the fuel tanks in the airplane.
The refuel station, which is found on the right wing leading edge, has a refuel panel, fueling receptacle
manifold, fueling power control switch, and a fueling receptacle. Three panel lights are installed to supply
lighting for the fueling bay, one on each side of the control panel, and one outboard of the fueling receptacle.
Pressure fueling shutoff valves are installed between the fueling manifold and its branch lines. The branch
lines direct fuel into each fuel tank. The pressure fueling shutoff valves control the flow of fuel from the
fueling manifold to its branch lines. A defueling valve connects the engine fuel feed manifold with the
pressure fueling manifold.
The refuel panel (P15) controls the fueling system. The refuel panel has all the switches and indicators
necessary to do the refuel operation.
Each fuel tank has a fueling float switch to supply automatic fueling shutoff when the tank is full. The refuel
quantity indicators are used to fill the fuel tanks to a predetermined level when a full fuel load is not
necessary.
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Fueling Shutoff Valve
Fueling shutoff valves are installed in the fueling receptacle manifold to control fuel distribution to the fuel
tanks during the refuel operation. Each valve is an electric, solenoid-actuated, shutoff valve. The fueling
shutoff valve is spring-loaded to the closed position with a manual override pushbutton. The manual override
pushbutton on the valve solenoid supplies a manual procedure to open the fueling shutoff valve when it is not
energized.
The fueling shutoff valves are operated on 28-volt DC power and are controlled by the fueling float switch
when a full tank is sensed, or by individual switches on the refuel panel for fueling control at any fuel level.
Valve position lights installed on the refuel panel come on when the valve solenoid is energized.
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Fueling Receptacle
A single fueling receptacle, installed on a manifold on the forward face of the wing front spar, connects the
fueling hose to the pressure fueling system. The receptacle has a fueling hose adapter connected to the
fueling receptacle manifold and a cap and a spring-loaded valve. The fueling hose adapter has mating lugs
which connect with and attach the fueling hose. When the fueling hose is connected to the fueling hose
adapter, a plunger in the hose nozzle opens the spring-loaded valve to let fuel flow into the fuel tanks.
When not in use, the fueling receptacle is covered and sealed by a cap. The cap connects to the lugs on the
fueling hose adapter like the fueling hose; when the cap is in the position, the seal in the cap is forced against
the fueling hose adapter to seal the inlet to the fueling hose adapter. To prevent loss, the cap is attached to
the fueling hose adapter with a piece of chain.
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Refuel Panel
The refuel panel (P15) is found in the fueling bay and has all the controls necessary for operation of the
pressure fueling system. Components installed on the refuel panel are refuel quantity indicators, fueling
shutoff valve switches, fueling shutoff valve OPEN indicator lights, and a fueling indicator and fueling shutoff
test switch.
The refuel quantity indicators show the fuel quantity in each fuel tank. The fuel quantity indicators are
connected to their corresponding fuel quantity indicators on the P1 panel. The indicators test switch supplies
a check to find if the fuel quantity indicators operate. If you put the switch to TEST GAGES position it will
cause the refuel quantity indicator to count down to zero and then show an error code. The test switch can be
put to AUX FUELING POWER CONTROL to bypass the fueling power control switch should it not operate.
The fueling shutoff valve switches control the operation of the fueling shutoff valves. Valve open lights
installed adjacent to the shutoff valve switches come on when the applicable fueling shutoff valve is open.

Fueling Power Control Switch
The fueling power control switch automatically supplies 28-volt DC electric power to the fueling shutoff valve
switches when the access door for the refuel station is opened. When you close the access door it removes
electric power from the valve switches which lets the fueling shutoff valves close in case the switches were
accidentally left in the valve open position after fueling. The fueling power control switch is found at the
forward, outboard corner of the refuel station and has a fixed sensor and a magnetic actuator which moves
with the hinged access door for the refuel station.

Fueling Receptacle Manifold
The fueling receptacle manifold is installed on the forward surface of the wing front spar and is the collection
and distribution center for the pressure fueling system. The fueling receptacle manifold has a cast aluminum
unit with one inlet and four outlet ports. The inlet port is connected to the fueling receptacle. The inboard
outlet port is connected to the crossfeed line and the three outboard outlet ports are connected to the fueling
lines.

Fueling Float Switch
Fueling float switches, one for each fuel tank, prevent the fuel tanks from being overfilled. During pressure
fueling, with a fueling shutoff valve switch in the OPEN position and the fuel tank less than full, the fueling
float switch closes the fueling circuit to open the fueling shutoff valve and cause the light to come on. When
the fueling float switch senses a full fuel tank, power is removed from the fueling shutoff valve. The fueling
shutoff valve closes and the valve OPEN light goes off.
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ENGINE FUEL FEED SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel feed system supplies fuel to the engines and APU from the fuel tanks. For ground operations only,
the system can be used for transferring fuel from one tank to another or for defueling the tanks.
The fuel feed system consists of two boost pumps in each tank, a check valve downstream of each boost
pump, a boost pump removal valve for each boost pump, a boost pump bypass valve for tanks No. 1 and 2, an
engine fuel shutoff valve for each engine, a fuel crossfeed valve, and an APU fuel valve.
The fuel control panel, on pilot's overhead panel P5, contains the controls and indicators for the fuel feed
system. They are a boost pump control switch and low pressure indicating light for each boost pump, a fuel
shutoff valve position indicating light, filter bypass lights, a fuel temperature indicator, and a fuel crossfeed
valve switch and position indicating light.
Power for the boost pumps is 115-volts AC. The APU fuel, engine shutoff and crossfeed valves require 28volts DC power.
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Engine Fuel Shutoff Valve
Two engine fuel shutoff valves mounted on the wing front spar provide the means of shutting off the fuel
supply to the engines. Each valve is an electric motor-driven slide shutoff valve with a manual override
handle. The manual override handle provides a visual check of the valve position and a manual method of
positioning the valve when the electric motor is not energized. To limit the pressure buildup in the fuel lines,
the valve housing incorporates a thermal relief valve.
The valves are operated by 28-volt DC power and are controlled by the fire switches on the aft electronics
panel and through a mechanically operated switch on the aisle stand. Whenever the engine start lever is in the
cutoff position the mechanically operated switch is actuated to close the shutoff valve. The engine fuel shutoff
valve position light is illuminated bright when valve is in transit. It is dim when valve is closed and
extinguished when valve is open.
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Fuel Crossfeed Valve
The engine fuel feed lines are connected by use of the crossfeed valve. It provides the means of directing fuel
to both engines from any tank. The valve is located on the rear spar of tank No. 2. It is the same design as
the engine fuel shutoff valve.
The crossfeed valve position light is illuminated bright while valve is in transit. It is dim when valve is open
and extinguished when valve is closed.
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Fuel Boost Pump
The fuel boost pumps deliver fuel under pressure from a tank to its respective engine or through the crossfeed
valve to the other engine. Each pump is a centrifugal-type pump driven by an ac motor controlled by a
separate switch on the overhead panel. Each pump is isolated from the fuel tank by being installed in a pump
housing within a tank or on the forward side of the front spar.
Fuel enters the pump through a wire mesh screen at the suction tube inlet then flows through a manually
operated pump removal valve. The pump removal valve allows removal of a pump without draining the tank.
A portion of the fuel being pumped is circulated through the pump to act as a lubricant for the bearings and a
coolant for the motor. Fuel is discharged from the pump through the boost pump check valve. A small vent
valve vents the pump casing to the fuel tank. Boost pump reprime lines prime center tank boost pumps
whenever center tank is refueled.
The low pressure lights for the boost pumps will come on if the boost pump pressure is low and the pump
switch is ON. For the boost pumps in the No. 1 tank and No. 2 tank, the low pressure lights will come on if
the boost pump switch is OFF. For the boost pumps in the center tank, the low pressure lights are off if the
boost pump switch is OFF. Thus, no low pressure lights are on during the usual part of the flight when the
center tank is empty and the boost pumps in the center tank do not operate.
Fuel Boost Pump Check Valve
The fuel boost pump check valve closes the boost pump outlet line when the pressure drops below a
predetermined amount, thus preventing reverse fuel flow to the boost pump. Main tank boost pump check
valves differ from center tank boost pump check valves as the cracking pressure for main tank boost pump
check valves is approximately 12 PSI and cracking pressure for center wing tank boost check valves is
approximately 1.3 PSI. The valve consists of a spring-loaded-closed flapper valve mounted in a housing. The
housing has three ports which comprise fuel in, fuel out and a pressure sensing port. The pressure sensing
port is located upstream of the flapper valve and is connected to the boost pump low pressure switch. The
valves are located inside the fuel tank on the wall of the boost pump housing.
Fuel Boost Pump Removal Valve
The fuel boost pump removal valve permits removing the fuel boost pump without defueling the tank. The
valves are manually operated slide shutoff valves and are located in the inlet line to each fuel boost pump. The
valve control shaft passes through the wall of the boost pump housing so that the valve may be operated from
the outside of the fuel tank.
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Fuel Boost Pump Bypass Valve
A boost pump bypass valve allows the engines to draw fuel from tank No. 1 or 2 by suction in case of
complete boost pump failure in that tank. The valve also allows defueling the tanks by suction through the
manually- operated defueling valve.
Boost pump bypass valves are located at the inboard end of tanks No. 1 and No. 2, installed in-line between
the suction inlet and the crossfeed manifold. Valves are not installed in the center tank.
With boost pump pressure applied, the bypass valve will be closed, preventing fuel in the fuel manifold from
re-entering the fuel tank. With suction applied, the bypass valve will be open, allowing the engine to draw fuel
from the tank.
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APU Fuel Shutoff Valve
The APU fuel valve is mounted on the left wing rear spar and controls delivery of fuel from tank No. 1 to the
APU. The valve is an electric motor-driven rotary gate valve with a manual override handle. The manual
override handle provides a visual check of the valve position and a manual method of positioning the valve
when the electric motor is not energized. To limit pressure buildup in the fuel lines, the valve housing
incorporates a thermal relief valve. The valve is operated by 28 -volt DC power and is controlled by the APU
master switch.
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APU DC Boost Pump
The APU DC boost pump supplies fuel under pressure from tank No. 1 to the APU fuel feed line as necessary
for cold starting or after air has entered the fuel feed line.
The boost pump is mounted on the left lower inboard trailing edge panel and pumps fuel through tube lines
which penetrate the left wing rear spar. The pump operates on 28-volt DC power and will run for
approximately 1 minute during APU ground or in-flight starting.
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DEFUELING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel system is designed to permit complete or partial defueling of one or more tanks, or to permit fuel
transfer to other tanks while the airplane is on the ground. To do the defueling or fuel transfer, parts of the
pressure fueling, engine fuel feed, and defueling systems are used in combination.
The fastest defueling of one or more tanks done if you attach a fuel truck hose nozzle to the fueling station
(right wing) receptacle, put the applicable fuel system valves in position, and operate the fuel truck defueling
pumps and the respective airplane fuel tank boost pumps. Fuel remaining in the tanks (unusable, trapped)
after the pumps stop drawing fuel, is drained into containers when you open the sump drain valves.
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Fuel Tank Defueling
There are four different procedures that you can use to defuel the fuel tanks:
1. Defuel through the pressure fueling receptacle with the airplane boost pumps and the defueling
(suction) pump on the refuel truck. This procedure defuels all of the tanks at the same time. It is the
fastest procedure to defuel the tanks.
2. Defuel through the pressure fueling receptacle with the airplane boost pumps only.
3. Defuel through the pressure fueling receptacle with the defueling (suction) pump on the fuel truck
only. Use this procedure only if it is necessary. It is a very slow procedure.
4. Defuel through the pressure fueling receptacle with the external power control unit (PCU). You must
have special ground support equipment to do this procedure.
With pressure defueling (boost pumps operate), or with pressure and suction together, you can defuel all of
the fuel tanks to the level of the sump drain valves.
The airplane usually must have the correct attitude (0-degree roll, 0.15 degree nose down) to defuel it
correctly.
You can open and close all of the valves manually if it is necessary. To defuel with the external power control
unit, you must open and close all of the valves manually.

Defueling Valve
The defueling valve is manually operated, semi-submerged, slide-type shutoff valve which controls fuel flow
from the engine fuel feed line to the pressure fueling receptacle. It is installed on the wing front spar of the
right wing. The handle of the defueling valve is such that its access door cannot be closed while the defueling
valve is in the open position.
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FUEL QUANTITY INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel quantity indicating system measures the weight of usable fuel in the fuel tanks. Fuel quantity
indicators located on the pilots' instrument panels and at the refuel quantity indicators in the refuel station on
the wing, supply visual indication of the fuel weight in each fuel tank. In addition, a fuel summation unit
found on the first officer's auxiliary panel supplies a continuous summation signal input to an on-board
computer where it is converted to an on-demand display of combined tank total remaining fuel or is used by
the computer in various performance parameters. In the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks, five fuel measuring sticks are
supplied to find the fuel quantity of the applicable fuel tank by mechanical means.
The overall system is has a subsystem for each fuel tank, with components found in the control cabin, in the
fuel tank, and at the refuel station at the wing.
Components in the control cabin include a fuel quantity indicator and a capacitance trimmer for each fuel tank,
an indicator test switch found above the fuel quantity indicators, and a fuel summation unit.
Components at the refuel station on the wing include a refuel quantity indicator for each fuel tank and an
indicator test switch. The refuel quantity indicators repeat the fuel quantity shown by the fuel quantity
indicators in the control cabin. The refuel quantity indicators operate only when the access door for the refuel
station is open.
Fuel and refuel quantity indicators can be interchangeable.
Components in the fuel tanks include a compensator unit and a number of tank units for each fuel tank. Fuel
measuring sticks are installed in the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks. The tank units in each fuel tank are connected in
parallel and positioned so that only usable fuel is measured. Capacitance values of the tank units in each fuel
tank are added to give a single capacitance value, which is transmitted to the fuel quantity indicator.
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Tank Unit
The tank units are cylindrical capacitors which are installed throughout each fuel tank to sense fuel level
variations and, as a result of capacitance change, transmit electrical signals to the fuel quantity indicators.
The tank units have two coaxial cylinders which are rigidly spaced at intervals throughout their length by
insulating centering spacers. The inner electrode is a variable diameter nickel alloy tube and is connected to
the amplifier input. The outer electrode is an aluminum alloy tube of constant diameter and is connected to
the excitation voltage lead. The diameter of the inner electrode is profiled to supply an output signal which is
linear with respect to the volume of fuel in the fuel tank. Openings at the ends of tank units let fuel assume
the same level between the two cylinders as that in the fuel tank.
Changes in airplane attitude can cause errors in the fuel quantity measurement. The tank units are installed
in locations in the fuel tank that keep these errors to a minimum. The large number of tank units in different
locations in the fuel tank also keeps these errors to a minimum.
Tank units are installed on the wing ribs in the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks and to the spanwise beams in the center
tank. Access to the tank units is through fuel tank access openings. Electrical connections to the tank units
are made at the tank unit terminals. Tank unit leads in a given tank, form a harness which terminates at a
receptacle. The receptacles for the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks are found in the applicable wing front spar, and for
the center tank in the left forward bulkhead in the wheel well for the main landing gear. Attached to each
receptacle is a bussing plug assembly. The plug assembly connects the tank units in parallel.

Compensator Unit
The compensator unit in each fuel tank acts as a sensing element to maintain a linear relationship between
fuel dielectric properties and fuel density. Each compensator unit has a low impedance plate and two high
impedance plates, which are protected by a mechanical shield. The compensators are attached to the same
wing structure as tank units and are installed so that they are completely submerged in fuel at all times.
Access to the compensator units is through the fuel tank access openings. Leads from the compensator units
are contained in the same harness used for the tank units
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Fuel Quantity Indicator
Digital fuel quantity indicators show the weight of fuel and percentage of full capacity in each fuel tank. Each
fuel quantity indicator has a single chip microcomputer system and a digital liquid crystal display (LCD). The
microcomputer measures capacitive and resistive current in the tank units. The microcomputer also monitors
the leakage current and other circuit parameters. When a parameter reaches an unacceptable level, the fuel
quantity indicator shows either normal or zero fuel quantity, the word ERR, and an error code between 0 and 9.
The error code can be used to help in troubleshooting the system.
If you push the FUEL QTY TEST switch on the P1-3 panel in the flight compartment, this makes an entry of
error code 4 into the fuel quantity indicators.
To clear any stored error codes, including those stored by activating the self-test switches, cycle indicator
power from ON to OFF to ON again, with the EP GND FUELING and fuel QTY circuit breakers on the P6 panel.
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Refuel Quantity Indication
Refuel quantity indicators on the P15 panel show the weight of fuel in the fuel tanks. The refuel quantity
indicators help the ground crew in refuel or defueling operations. The refuel quantity indicators are
interchangeable with the fuel quantity indicators. The refuel quantity indicators operate only when the access
door for the refuel station is open. When the access door is closed, power to the refuel quantity indicators is
interrupted by a proximity switch.
The fueling quantity indicators monitor the signal received from the fuel quantity indicators and display an
error code if a system malfunction exists.
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Fuel Summation Unit
The fuel summation unit takes the voltage signals from each fuel quantity indicator and sums them for an
output voltage signal representative of the total fuel remaining. This output signal is one of several inputs to a
flight management computer system which has a control display unit (CDU). The flight management computer
converts these inputs into a display of total fuel remaining.
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Capacitance Trimmers
Capacitance trimmers, found on the forward left side of the control stand above the hand mike jack, can be
adjusted to standardize the total tank capacitance. This adjustment permits replacement of fuel quantity
indicators without recalibrating the indicator itself.
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Fuel Measuring Sticks
The fuel measuring sticks are used to measure the fuel quantity in the No. 1 and No. 2 tanks by mechanical
means. Each main tank has five fuel measuring sticks, calibrated in kilograms, found in the tank access doors
No. 1, 4, 6, 8, and 10. The fuel measuring stick unit of calibration is marked on each stick approximately 1
inch from the end.
The value on the fuel measuring stick and the applicable fuel measuring stick conversion document help the
ground crew in refuel operations when electrical power for the fuel quantity indicators is not available. The
fuel measuring sticks are also used to compare the fuel weight shown by the fuel quantity indicators to the
value shown by the fuel measuring sticks to make sure the fuel quantity indicator operates correctly.
AIRPLANES WITH THE OPEN TUBE TYPE OF FUEL MEASURING STICK (DRIPSTICKS); To operate the
fuel measuring stick, apply a slight pressure and turn the fuel measuring stick 90 degrees in the
counterclockwise direction. Slowly lower the fuel measuring stick until fuel appears from the drip hole. Read
the fuel quantity on the fuel measuring stick to find the quantity of fuel in the fuel tank.
AIRPLANES WITH THE MAGNETIC FLOAT TYPE OF FUEL MEASURING STICK; To operate the fuel
measuring stick, it is unlocked from the base by applying a slight pressure and a 90-degree counterclockwise
turn to the end of the stick. When the fuel measuring stick is unlocked, it is lowered to the fully extended
position. Depending on fuel level, a bearing found on top of the stick will magnetically latch onto a magnet in
the float before full extension. In this event, a slight pressure should be applied to assure a full extension. At
the fully extended position, the fuel measuring stick stops against a cushion giving a soft firm feel.
To find the fuel level, the fuel measuring stick is gently raised until the magnetic latch is felt to engage. There
is a positive feel in this position since the magnetic latch is strong and will jerk the fuel measuring stick into
its position. The fuel measuring stick is now read to find the fuel level in the fuel tank.
If the fuel measuring stick is being monitored during a refuel or defueling operation, the float and stick sub
assembly will move with the fuel level. However, since the magnetic attachment between the magnets of the
stick sub assembly and float causes a small friction against the housing, the stick sub assembly and float will
not move up smoothly with the fuel level, but in distinct jumps as the fuel level rises on the float to overcome
the static friction. On declining fuel levels when defueling, friction will occur in the opposite direction.
Calibration marks on the stick sub assembly are set to read on rising fuel levels and the most accurate reading
will be immediately after a jump of the stick sub assembly.
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FUEL FEED LOW PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel feed low-pressure indicating system provides an indication when the output pressure of any fuel
boost pump falls below a preset value. The system consists of six pressure actuated switches and six indicator
lights, one for each fuel boost pump, together with connecting fuel lines. If the outlet fuel pressure of a fuel
boost pump falls to the preset value, its fuel low pressure switch will be actuated; this will illuminate the
appropriate indicator light on the overhead panel.

Fuel Feed Low Pressure Switches
Fuel feed low pressure switches control the fuel low pressure indicating lights on the overhead panel. Each
switch assembly consists of a cylindrical housing containing a diaphragm and a switch. Each switch has one
inlet port for a pressure sensing line coming from a fuel boost pump. The switch is vented to atmosphere.
The fuel feed low pressure switches are located on wing front spar.
The fuel feed low pressure indicating lights for tanks No. 1 and No. 2 will illuminate when the boost pump
output pressure drops to 5 PSI. As the pressure is increased, the indicator light will extinguish at 7 PSI.
The fuel feed low pressure indicating lights for the center tank will illuminate when the boost pump output
pressure drops to 14 PSI. As the pressure is increased, the indicator light will extinguish at 16 PSI.
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FUEL TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel temperature indicating system allows the fuel temperature in tank No. 1 to be read on the indicator
located on the forward overhead panel. A temperature sensing bulb is located in fuel tank No. 1.
The temperature bulb contains a resistance element whose resistance varies in proportion to changes in
temperature. This element controls the current passing through the meter movement of the fuel temperature
indicator. Power is supplied to the system through 28-volt AC bus No. 2 in the P6 panel.

Fuel Temperature Bulb
The temperature bulb is an armored, bayonet locking-type bulb. It has a temperature range of -50°C to
+300°C. The bulb is contained in a housing which projects into tank No. 1 through the rear spar. The
housing is integral with the tank wall, and allows the bulb to be removed without draining the tank.

Fuel Temperature Indicator
The fuel temperature indicator, located on the P5 panel is a resistance ratio meter instrument. The indicator
is operated by the ratio of the currents through two coils in the meter movement. One of these currents is
determined by the resistance of the temperature bulb. The indicator dial is calibrated in degrees centigrade
and reads from -56°C to +56°C. With power off, the pointer remains off scale at the low temperature end.
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HYDRAULIC POWER
Overview
Three separate hydraulic systems provide fluid at 3000 PSI to operate the airplane systems. The hydraulic
systems are identified as system A, system B and standby.
The standby hydraulic system provides reserve power for critical systems, a ground servicing system fills all
hydraulic reservoirs from one location, The indicating systems provide information for crew monitoring of the
operating conditions of each hydraulic system.
Main Hydraulic Systems
The A and B system components are located on each engine and within the main gear wheel well forward
section. The pressure source for each of the A and B systems consists of one engine driven pump (EDP) and
one electric motor driven pump (EMDP). The EDP is directly coupled to the engine accessory gearbox and
runs all the time that the engine is running. When an ELEC pump switch is ON, the respective EMDP runs all
the time.
Each hydraulic system has a fluid reservoir which is pressurized by air from the pneumatic system. Filter
modules clean the fluid after being pressurized or after passing through the pump case drain and after
returning from user systems. Heat exchangers in the fuel tanks cool the pump case drain fluid before it
returns to the reservoir.
Ground hydraulic power connections are provided on the aft bulkhead of the left and right air conditioning
bays.
Standby Hydraulic System
The standby system components are located on the keel beam in the main gear wheel well. The pressure
source for the standby system is an electric motor driven pump (EMDP). The standby EMDP is turned on
automatically if system A or B fails during takeoff or landing, or it can be turned on manually by operating the
FLT CONTROL A, FLT CONTROL B, or the ALTERNATE FLAPS switches on the overhead flight control panel
P5.
Power Transfer Unit
The power transfer unit (PTU) is located on the keel beam just forward of the standby reservoir. The PTU
operates if system B EDP pressure is lost, flaps are not up but less than 15° and airplane is in the air. The
PTU consists of a hydraulic motor connected to a hydraulic pump. The motor is driven by system A hydraulic
pressure and the pump supplies pressure to the leading edge devices using system B hydraulic fluid. There is
no fluid interchange between the A and B hydraulic systems.
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Ground Servicing System
A central ground servicing station is located in the right main gear wheel well on the lower outboard forward
bulkhead. Hydraulic fluid is added to the reservoirs of all three systems from this station. A fill valve selects
which reservoir(s) will receive fluid. Port A selects system A reservoir. Port B selects the standby and
system B reservoirs. Quantity indicators at systems A and B reservoirs show fluid level. Fluid can be added
under pressure from a ground service cart or with the manual fill pump installed at the servicing station.
Indicating Systems
The indicating system consists of warning lights and gages located in the wheel well and on cockpit panels.
Fluid pressure, temperature (overheat) and reservoir quantity are monitored in the cockpit while reservoir
quantity and pressure are indicated in the wheel well.
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS A, B, AND STANDBY
Overview
The main hydraulic system consists of systems A and B. The auxiliary hydraulic system is the standby
system. These systems provide fluid under pressure of 3000 PSI to the flight control, auto flight, landing gear,
and thrust reverser systems.
Each system contains a reservoir, pump(s), pressure module, and appropriate filters. Systems A and B also
have heat exchangers to cool system fluid.
The pressure sources for systems A and B are one engine driven pump (EDP) and one electric motor-driven
pump (EMDP) installed in parallel. The EDP runs all the time that the engine is running. When the ELEC
pump switch is ON, the EMDP runs all the time.
Systems A and B operate in the same manner. The system reservoir supplies fluid under pneumatic pressure
to the pumps. Fluid flows directly to the EMDP, and through the shutoff valve to the EDP. The output of the
pumps flows through filters in the system pressure modules before going to the operating systems. Return
fluid from the operating systems flows through a filter in the return module before entering the reservoir.
If system pressure becomes too high, a pressure relief valve in the system A and B filter modules opens to
route fluid to the system return line.
Fluid flows through the EMDP and EDP cases for cooling and lubrication. This case drain fluid is filtered by
the EMDP or EDP case drain filters and is cooled by the system heat exchanger before its return to the system
reservoir.
The ENG 1 and ENG 2 pump select switch on the hydraulic control panel (P5) controls the on/off condition of
the respective system A or B EDP. With the switch in the ON position, the depressurization valve is deenergized and the pump outlet port is open. The pump supplies fluid flow as demanded by the operating
systems. Placing the switch in the OFF position energizes the valve to block fluid flow from the pump. The
only output is the case drain flow for pump cooling and lubrication. Pulling the engine fire switch on the aft
electronic control panel P8 to the FIRE position closes the EDP supply shutoff valve to block fluid flow to the
pump.
If system B EDP hydraulic power is lost, the PTU pressure switch senses the loss of hydraulic pressure and
causes system A to drive the power transfer unit (PTU) to provide system B pressure for operation of leading
edge flaps/slats.
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Standby System
The pressure source for the standby system is one EMDP.
The standby system reservoir supplies fluid under pneumatic pressure to the EMDP. The pneumatic pressure
is provided through the balance line from system B reservoir. The output of the pump flows through a filter in
the standby system pressure module before going to the operating systems. Fluid from the operating systems
returns directly to the reservoir.
If system pressure becomes too high, a pressure relief valve in the system pressure module opens to allow
fluid to return to the standby reservoir.
Fluid flows through the case of the EMDP for pump cooling and lubrication. This case drain fluid is filtered by
the case drain filter and returned directly to the standby system reservoir.
The standby hydraulic pump relay is of dual coil construction, reacting to the power sensing relay to provide
115-volt, 400 Hz, three phase power to the EMDP from generator 1, or from generator 2 if generator 1 fails.
The standby EMDP runs when:
1. The FLT CONTROL A switch is positioned to STDBY RUD, or
2. The FLT CONTROL B switch is positioned to STDBY RUD, or
3. The ALTERNATE FLAPS switch is positioned to ARM, or
4. Automatically, with the following conditions:
a.

Either FLT CONTROL A or FLT CONTROL B switch positioned to ON, and

b.

Either flight control A or flight control B low pressure switch activated (low pressure in
system), and

c.

A wheel speed of greater than 60 knots, or an AIR mode at AIR SENSING relay (R278, E-11
panel), and

d.

Flaps not up
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Engine Driven Pump (EDP)
The engine driven pumps (EDP) are one of the two pressure sources for each of the A and B hydraulic
systems. An EDP supplies about 22 GPM at 3000 PSI through a variable displacement pump mounted on the
lower left side of the engine. The EDP is driven through a splined shaft by the engine accessory drive gearbox.
A barrel cylinder containing nine pistons is revolved adjacent to a cam plate (and yoke) holding the piston
shoes in a cam track. As the pistons reciprocate traveling in the cam track, they are forced to discharge fluid
at working pressure. This pressure is sensed by a compensator piston calibrated to drive the yoke (cam plate)
to a ramp angle which will maintain a supply of approximately 22 GPM at 3000 PSI. The pump also moves
fluid through its case to lubricate and cool the pump. A case drain port directs this fluid to a heat exchanger
in the fuel tank before returning to the reservoir.
The output of the EDP can be shut off by a depressurization valve on the pump. This valve closes the pump
outlet port when the engine pump switch on the hydraulic control panel is moved to OFF.
The supply line to the EDP is shut off by the EDP supply shut off valve when the engine fire switch is pulled to
the FIRE position.
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Electric Motor-Driven Pump (EMDP)
Systems A and B each have one EMDP. An EMDP supplies 6.0 GPM at 2700 PSI to each A and B hydraulic
system. Each pump assembly is composed of an oil-cooled three phase 115-volt AC motor, a centrifugal pump
and a single stage, variable displacement, pressure-compensated hydraulic pump. The pump assemblies are
attached on vibration absorbing mounts and are located in left and right forward wheel well area. They are
controlled by switches on the P5 panel. The hydraulic fluid enters the pump by way of the electric motor
housing providing cooling to the rotor and stator assemblies, before entering the centrifugal boost cavity.
From the centrifugal boost pump, the fluid is driven into a pump already described as very similar to the EDP.
An acoustic filter is fitted in the pressure line of each EMDP to suppress the noise and vibration of pump
operation.
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Standby Electric Motor-Driven Pump (EMDP)
The motor/pump assembly is mounted behind the standby reservoir on the keel beam.
The standby EMDP supplies a maximum of 3 GPM regulated to a nominal 3000 PSI. The pump is a variable
delivery, positive displacement pump driven by a 3-phase, 115-volt motor and controlled by 28-volt DC relays.
A compensator within the pump reacts to discharge pressures and varies the ratio of fluid delivered to the
system to fluid recirculated within the pump. Case drain fluid for cooling and lubrication is discharged to the
return line through piston bypass holes.
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Hydraulic Reservoir
The hydraulic reservoir for each system supplies hydraulic fluid for the flow demands of the user systems.
The reservoirs for systems A and B are in the center and right main wheel wells, respectively. The standby
system reservoir is mounted on the keel beam between the wheel wells and is attached by a balance line to
the system B reservoir. The balance line permits filling and pressurizing the standby and system B reservoirs.
The three reservoirs are round tanks of the same design but of different size. The system A reservoir holds
4.8 U.S. gallons; the system B reservoir holds 7.2 U.S. gallons; and the standby system reservoir holds 2.8 U.S.
gallons. The reservoirs are pressurized to approximately 45 PSI by the pneumatic system to assure a supply
of fluid to the pumps, to prevent fluid foaming, and to maintain normal return pressure in the hydraulic
system.
Systems A and B reservoirs have a quantity indicator/transmitter on the reservoir, and a quantity indicator at
the P3 panel. Systems A and B reservoirs also have overpressure relief, depressurization, and drain sampling
valves connected to them.
The standby reservoir has a low quantity switch on the reservoir and a light on the P5 panel.
A pressure relief valve is near the top of systems A and B reservoirs. The pressure relief valve opens under
high air or fluid pressure (60 to 65 PSI) to protect the reservoir. The drain/sampling valve is a manual valve
at the bottom of the reservoir.
A common vent line is connected between the systems A and B reservoir pressure relief valves to allow
venting of fluid residue and to prevent fluid backflow into the pneumatic system.
On airplanes not incorporating SB 29-1061, fluid residue from the systems A and B reservoirs is vented in the
wheel well.
On airplanes incorporating SB 29-1061, fluid residue from the systems A and B reservoirs is vented through an
overboard drain mast.
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Return Filter Module
The return filter module in systems A and B filters fluid returning from the user systems to the respective
reservoir. Systems A and B return filter modules are in the wheel well on the lower left and right forward
bulkhead, respectively. The standby system fluid filtration is through the standby system pressure filter
module on the aft center bulkhead.
Each return filter module includes a throw-away filter. A red indicator button mounted on the module reacts to
a differential pressure of 65 ±8 PSI, and pops up to show when the filter is blocked. An internal by-pass valve
routes fluid around a blocked filter. A spring-loaded shutoff poppet in the module prevents fluid loss when the
filter element is removed. Check valves prevent backflow through the filter.
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System Pressure Module
Each system pressure module filters fluid under pressure from its respective pumps.
Systems A and B modules each include two throw-away filters, one for fluid from each pump.
Each system A and B module contains two pump low pressure switches. The module also has two check
valves and the system pressure relief valve.
The standby system pressure module includes two manual/electric motor operated shutoff valves and a
replaceable filter.
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Case Drain Filters
Each EDP and EMDP deliver case drain fluid to separate throw-away filters placed in the line leading from the
pump. The EDP case drain filters are in their respective left and right wing trailing edges, just forward of the
number 4 and 5 spoilers. The systems A and B EMDP case drain filters are mounted directly beneath their
respective EMDP on the left and right wheel well forward wall. The standby EMDP case drain filter is on the
forward wall of the aft wheel well bulkhead. A thermal switch is installed in each system A and B EMDP case
drain line en route to the filter. The included overheat light is on the P5 panel. A check valve is located at
each case drain filter outflow.
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EDP Supply Shutoff Valve
The supply shutoff valve controls fluid supply to the EDP and is normally in the open position. The valve is
operated by a 28-volt DC motor which is controlled by the engine fire switch. A position indicator on the valve
provides a valve CLOSED or OPEN indication. The valve is installed in the EDP supply line in the fairing area
on the aft side of the wheel well forward bulkhead.
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Heat Exchanger
Separate heat exchangers for systems A and B cool pump case drain fluid as the fluid returns to the reservoir.
The two heat exchangers are composed of coils of finned aluminum tubing located in the wing fuel tanks using
fuel as a coolant. The system heat exchangers are at the inboard end of the left and right main fuel tanks,
respectively. The standby system is not fitted with a heat exchanger. A minimum of 250 gallons (1675
pounds/761 kilograms) of fuel is required in each main tank to provide hydraulic fluid cooling.
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Ground Service Disconnect
Hydraulic systems A and B can each be pressurized from a hydraulic test bench that is connected to the
ground service disconnects. Systems A and B disconnects are located on the aft wall of the respective left and
right air conditioning bays, forward of the wheel well forward bulkhead. At each location are quickdisconnects for pressure and return lines, and a filter containing a replaceable element. Each connector is
fitted with a dust cover and retaining chain.
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Hydraulic Control Panels
The control panels are on the P5 panel and contain the pump select switches and system warning lights.
The pump select switch for each EDP and EMDP is an ON/OFF toggle type and is accompanied by a pump low
pressure light. EMDP case drain fluid overheat lights are also mounted.
The P5 panel has warning lights for low pressure and low fluid quantity in the standby system.
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SERVICING HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR
The equipment that is necessary to fill the hydraulic fluid is on the forward bulkhead of the right wheel well.
The equipment includes a hand pump, a pressure fill connection, a filter for the hydraulic fluid, and a selector
valve.
There is a fluid quantity indicator on the system A and B reservoirs. The system B reservoir is filled through
the standby reservoir. When the fluid quantity indicator for system B shows full, the system B reservoir and
the standby reservoir are full.
The fluid chilling at high altitude and the large ambient temperature changes between departure and arrival
locations can result in a decrease in fluid levels. These cold soak effects will not have an impact on the
operation of the systems but it can shrink the fluid sufficiently to indicate a need for servicing, even if you
serviced the reservoirs at a warm location before the previous flight. Under such circumstances, if you service
the airplane "high" at the cold location before the airplane is sent back to the warm location, it is possible that
you will cause an overfill of the reservoir and fluid can overflow from the drain line.
If the ambient temperature on the ground is 20° F or lower at an arrival location and a fluid level is below
"REFILL", service the reservoir to just above "REFILL" to avoid the overflow of fluid at the next warmer location.

Access Location Zones: Right Main Wheel Well
Remove hydraulic power.
NOTE:

It is not necessary to remove the air pressure from the hydraulic reservoirs before you
fill them.

Make sure the flaps and the leading edge devices are up.
Before you fill the system B reservoir, make sure the brake accumulator has a minimum of 2800 PSI of
pressure in it (with the hydraulic pumps off).

Right Main Wheel Well (Continued):
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If you use the hand pump, put the end of the suction hose in the hydraulic fluid container.
NOTE:

All currently qualified BMS 3-11, Type IV hydraulic fluids are interchangeable and
intermixable in any proportion.

CAUTION:

DO NOT SUPPLY HYDRAULIC FLUID AT MORE THAN 75 PSI TO THE PRESSURE FILL
CONNECTION. A PRESSURE OF MORE THAN 75 PSI CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.

If you use a service cart, connect the hose from the service cart to the pressure fill connection.
Turn the selector valve to the reservoir to be filled.
NOTE:
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WARNING:

DO NOT GET HYDRAULIC FLUID ON YOU. HYDRAULIC FLUID, BMS 3-11 CAN CAUSE
INJURY TO PERSONS. IF YOU GET HYDRAULIC FLUID ON YOUR SKIN, FLUSH YOUR
SKIN WITH WATER. IF YOU GET HYDRAULIC FLUID IN YOUR EYES, FLUSH YOUR
EYES WITH WATER AND GET MEDICAL AID. IF YOU EAT OR DRINK HYDRAULIC
FLUID, GET MEDICAL AID.

CAUTION:

USE CLEAN HYDRAULIC FLUID AND CLEAN EQUIPMENT WHEN YOU FILL THE
HYDRAULIC RESERVOIRS. DIRT CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.

Add hydraulic fluid until the indicator on the reservoir shows FULL.

Put the selector valve in the CLOSED position.
Put the handle and the filler hose for the hand pump in their usual positions, or disconnect the pressure cart.
Look at the gages, for the hydraulic fluid quantity, that are in the flight compartment.
Make sure the gages show the hydraulic fluid quantity is above refill.
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POWER TRANSFER UNIT (PTU) - HYDRAULIC
Overview
The power transfer unit (PTU) system provides an alternate power source for autoslat operation if system B
EDP pressure is lost. This alternate power system applies to only the leading edge devices. The PTU uses
system A pressure to drive system B fluid without transferring fluid between the two systems. The PTU
contains in one integral assembly, a hydraulic motor and a hydraulic pump joined by a driveshaft.
An electric motor operated control valve opens to provide system A pressure to drive the motor. The motor
drives the pump which uses system B fluid from the reservoir to provide pressure for extending leading edge
devices between the retract and full extend positions.
A filter, hydraulic fuse, and check valve are placed in the pump pressure line to provide filtration, emergency
shutoff, and back-flow control.
The PTU is an integral motor/pump unit using system A pressure to operate wing leading edge devices upon
loss of system B EDP pressure. The PTU control valve circuit reacts to air/ground, flap and system B EDP
conditions to automatically provide system A pressure to the PTU. The circuit requires the following in order
to provide 28-volts DC current to operate the control valve motor:
1. An air sensing at the NOSE GEAR AIR/GROUND sensing relay
2. A trailing edge flap position indication greater than zero and less than fifteen
3. A system B EDP low pressure sensing below 2350 PSI minimum for at least 0.5 seconds
A reversal of any sensing, except system B EDP low pressure, will cause the PTU control valve to close,
shutting off system A pressure to the PTU motor.
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Power Transfer Unit (PTU)
The power transfer unit consists of a hydraulic motor and a hydraulic pump joined to an integral support
housing. The motor and pump are joined by a driveshaft inside the housing. The hydraulic motor uses 9.8
GPM at 2400 PSI (pounds per square inch differential) to provide a pump output of 6.5 GPM minimum at 2400
PSI minimum. The PTU is mounted on the keel beam forward of the standby reservoir in the center wheel
well.

PTU Pressure Filter Module
The PTU pressurized fluid is filtered upon entering the system B lines. The filter module is mounted forward
of the PTU on the system B EMDP support structure in the right center wheel well. The filter has a disposable
element. Hydraulic fuses and check valves are mounted downstream of the filter in the pressure line.
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PTU Control Valve
The control valve is an electric motor operated shutoff valve in the PTU motor pressure line from the A
system. The valve is on the lower forward wall of the left wheel well. The two-position normally closed valve
is electrically operated to direct system A hydraulic pressure to the PTU. A flow limiter is installed upstream
of the control valve to limit flow to the PTU.
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EDP Pressure Switch
The pressure switch senses the loss of system B EDP pressure and provides one of the electrical signals
necessary to open the control valve. The pressure switch is located on the right side of the wheel well forward
bulkhead.
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HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The hydraulic pressure indicating system shows the pressure that is in the two main hydraulic systems to the
pilots. The pilots see the pressure on the pressure indicators. The pressure indicators get their signals
electrically from the pressure transmitters.
The system uses 28-volt AC electrical power from the transfer bus through the circuit breakers on the P6
panel.

System Pressure Transmitter
There is a pressure transmitter on the left and right side of the forward bulkhead of the main wheel well. The
pressure transmitters are downstream of the A and B system pressure modules, thus they read the system
pressure. The transmitter changes the pressure into an electrical signal and sends the signal to the pressure
indicator.

System Pressure Indicator
The dual needle pressure indicator (gage) is on the lower part of the P3 panel. The pressure indicator shows
from 0 to 4000 PSI. The pressure indicator gets its signals from the pressure transmitters and shows the
system A and B pressures.
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HYDRAULIC FLUID OVERHEAT WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
An overheat warning system is provided to monitor the fluid operating temperatures of each system A and B
EMDP. The standby pump is not fitted with an overtemperature sensing device. A switch placed in each
EMDP case drain line is connected to a respective amber light on the P5 panel. The circuit uses 28-volts DC
power routed through circuit breakers on the P6 panel.
ON AIRPLANES WITH VICKERS ELECTRIC MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMPS (EMDPs); the system A and B
EMDPs have a thermal cut-off switch which stops the pump if the cooling fluid for the pump motor reaches
210--230-F.
ON AIRPLANES WITH ABEX ELECTRIC MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMPS (EMDPs); The system A and B EMDPs
have a built-in temperature switch which operates in parallel with the case drain switch and is connected to
the same OVERHEAT light on the P5 panel.

Overheat Lights
An overheat light for each EMDP is located above its respective control switch and low pressure light on the P5
panel.

Overheat Light Temperature Switches
The temperature switches react to temperatures exceeding 220° ±5° to make contact and turn on the warning
light. When the temperature at the switch drops to 165°F, the switch breaks contact turning off the lights. The
A and B system switches are located in the wheel well adjacent to the EMDPs in their case drain lines leading
to respective case drain filters.
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HYDRAULIC FLUID QUANTITY INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The hydraulic fluid quantity indicating system shows the quantity of fluid in the A and B reservoirs. There are
indicators in the control cabin for the pilots and indicators in the main wheel well (on the side of the
reservoirs) for the ground crew.
The standby reservoir has a low quantity switch that makes a warning light come on.
The indicating systems use 28-volt DC power.

Fluid Quantity Transmitters and Indicators
There is a transmitter on the side of each hydraulic reservoir. It uses a float to find the fluid level in the
reservoir. The float mechanically moves the indicator that is on the transmitter. The float also moves a
synchro which gives a signal equal to the fluid level in the reservoir. The indicator in the control cabin gets the
signal from the transmitter and shows the fluid level.
The transmitters for system A and B are calibrated differently because the capacities of the reservoirs are
different. The mounting holes for the two transmitters are different.

Standby Low Quantity Switch
The standby low quantity switch is on the top of the standby reservoir. It is a probe type unit that uses a
magnet in a float ring to find the fluid level. At a specified level, the magnet operates a reed switch to make
the low quantity light on the P5 panel come on.
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PUMP LOW PRESSURE WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
A low pressure warning system is provided for each hydraulic pump. Low pressure sensing switches are
mounted appropriately on each system pressure module. The switches are connected to amber low pressure
lights on the P5 panel.
Two low pressure warning switches, one for the EDP and one for the EMDP, are installed on each system A
and B pressure module. The standby low pressure warning switch is installed on the standby system pressure
module. Each switch is upstream of the pump check valve.
NOTE:

If you stop an engine driven pump (EDP) when the electric motor driven pump
(EMDP) is on, it is possible the LOW PRESSURE light for the EDP will not come on for
two minutes or more. This is because pressure is caught in the line between the EDP
and the pressure module. With the EMDP in operation, this pressure can only bleed
back through the blocking valve in the EDP.

System A and B low pressure lights are on the P5 panel above the respective control switches. The standby
low pressure light is located on the P5 panel, near the flight control switches.
Each low pressure warning circuit is powered by 28-volt DC power through circuit breakers on the P6 panel.
Circuits from EDP low pressure switches are routed through respective engine fire circuits to deactivate the
circuit with the engine fire switch on FIRE. The standby hydraulic low pressure circuit is not connected until
the standby pump is commanded on.
Activation of a low hydraulic pressure warning circuit will cause the Master Caution and hydraulic annunciator
lights to illuminate on the pilot's lightshield.
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ICE AND RAIN PROTECTION
Overview
The following systems are used to protect the airplane and aid the pilots when operating under ice and rain
conditions:
Thermal anti-icing (TAI) systems using engine bleed air are provided for the wing, engine, and engine cowls.
Electrical anti-icing systems are provided for the control cabin windows, pitot and temperature probe sensors,
and the alpha vanes.
There is also anti-icing provided for the water and toilet drains.
Rain removal is provided for the No. 1 control cabin windows by a windshield wiper system. A rain repellent
system is also provided to be used in conjunction with the wiper system.
Thermal Anti-Icing (TAI) Systems
The wing thermal anti-icing (TAI) system de-ices the leading edge slats. The air for the TAI system is
supplied from engine bleed air (Ref Chapter 36, Engine Bleed Air Distribution System).
The engine thermal anti-ice (TAI) system de-ices the engine nose dome and engine inlet cowl.
Electrical Anti-Icing Systems
The control cabin window anti-icing system de-ices and provides bird proofing of the No. 1, 2, 4, and 5 control
cabin windows on each side of the control cabin. The windows are heated by the use of a transparent
electrical resistance coating incorporated as an integral part of the windows.
The pitot-static and temperature probe anti-icing system de-ices the left and right pitot tubes, the elevator feel
left and right pitot tubes, and the temperature probe. The sensors are heated by electrical resistance elements
installed within the sensing head of the units.
The alpha vane sensors are de-iced by electrical resistance elements installed within the sensor weathervane.
The waste water and toilet drain anti-icing system de-ices the fore and aft toilet drain connectors. The toilet
drain connectors are heated by electrical resistance elements installed as an integral part of the connector
gasket. The heaters are controlled directly by respective circuit breakers and are heated whenever the airplane
has electrical power.
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Rain Removal Systems
The windshield wiper system maintains clear areas on the No. 1 control cabin windows during takeoff,
approach, and landing in rain or snow. The wipers are driven independently by electric motors which are
controlled by a common switch.
The rain repellent system sprays a rain repellent solution on the No. 1 control cabin windows and is used in
conjunction with the windshield wiper system to improve visibility during heavy rain. The repellent solution
for both windows is supplied from a common pressurized container, but is controlled independently by
separate control switches for each window.
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Wing Anti-Ice Ducting
The pneumatic air duct is connected to each of the wing leading edge supply ducts through a control valve
located in the wing leading edge just inboard of the wing strut closure rib on each side of the airplane. The
wing supply ducts are connected to each of the wing leading edge slats by telescoping ducts.
The telescoping ducts consist of two tubes, one of which slides within the other as the slats are extended or
retracted and are sealed by an O-ring between them. The inner telescoping duct is connected to the wing TAI
supply manifold ducts by a swivel T-connection to allow rotational movement of the telescoping duct around
the wing supply duct. The T-connection is sealed by an O-ring between each end of the T and the supply
duct. The outer telescoping duct is connected to a slat anti-icing spray duct by a swivel T-connection to allow
rotational movement of the telescoping duct about the slat anti-icing spray duct. A support bracket in the slat
leading edge supports the ends of the slat spray ducts and the telescoping duct and prevents the TAI air from
flowing back through the telescoping duct cutout in the slat beam. The slat anti-icing spray duct runs the full
length of the slat and has perforations to direct the air towards the slat leading edge. The air then flows
between the slat upper skin and the slat beam where it is exhausted overboard through openings in the slat
lower skin.
To compensate for wing flexing, duct misalignment, and thermal expansion, the ducts inboard of approximate
slat station 175 are rigidly held and duct movement is absorbed by the swivel joints at each telescoping duct
connection and by expansion bends in the duct routing. The ducts outboard of slat station 175 use slip type
expansion joints.
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Wing Anti-Ice Control Valves
The flow of air into the wing TAI system is controlled by a wing TAI shutoff valve for each wing supply duct.
The valves are located in the wing leading edge just inboard of each engine strut outboard seal rib, and are 21/2 inch diameter electric motor-driven butterfly valves which operate on 115-volt AC power. Access to the
valves is through access doors in the lower fixed leading edge. The valves are equipped with limit switches to
prevent overrunning of the motor, and valve position indicator switches which are used in the valve position
indicator circuits. Each valve is also equipped with an external valve position indicator to verify valve position
and have manual override.
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Wing Anti-Ice Control Components
The wing anti-ice control valves are governed by the following electrical control components; a pair of contacts
on the landing gear safety relay, a WING ANTI-ICE control switch, a valve control relay, two overheat thermal
switches, and two transistorized circuit cards.
The safety relay is energized by the main gear safety sensor when the airplane is on the ground. The relay is
used to inhibit operation of the system on the ground.
The WING ANTI-ICE control switch is located on the P5 overhead panel. The switch is a three-position six-pole
toggle switch; two poles are used in the valve control circuit and the other four poles are used in the valve
position indicating circuits. It has an ON position, an OFF position and a momentary GRD TEST position. The
control switch is used to control the operation of the wing anti-ice system.
The valve control relay is located behind the P5 overhead panel. The relay directs 115-volt AC power from the
WING A/I circuit breakers to open the wing anti-ice control valves when energized and to close the valves
when the relay is de-energized. The relay is controlled by the safety relay, the control switch, and the overheat
thermal switches.
The transistorized circuitry is used to control the indicating lights. It also controls the valve control relay in the
event an overheat condition occurs. The system can be tested on the ground and in the air.
The overheat thermal switches are located at the root end of each wing leading edge distribution manifold.
The switch is a temperature sensitive bimetallic type switch with normally open contact points which close at
the correct temperature. Thermal switches with part numbers 975-0062-002 or 3000-46-27 close at 125°C
(257°F). Thermal switches with part numbers 975-0062-001 or 3000-46-28 close at 93°C (200°F). The
actuation of a thermal switch in either wing while the switch is in the TEST or OFF position will complete a
circuit to close both wing anti-ice valves.
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Wing Anti-Ice Indicating Components
The wing anti-ice system is provided with a blue light for each control valve to indicate valve position. The
lights are of the press-to-test type and are located on the overhead panel adjacent to the WING ANTI-ICE
system control switch. The L VALVE OPEN and R VALVE OPEN indicating lights are illuminated dimly
whenever their respective valve is in the open position, and brightly whenever their respective valve position
does not agree with the control switch position due to a system malfunction or during valve transit. The lights
may be tested through the use of the master light test switch.
Each valve indicating light is controlled by a transistorized control switch, two poles of the system control
switch, and the valve position limit switches in its respective control valve. The transistorized control switches
are on printed circuit cards mounted behind the overhead panel. The transistorized light control switches are
supplied 28-volt DC power from the A/I control circuit breaker.
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INLET COWL ANTI-ICING SYSTEM
Overview
The inlet cowl anti-icing system is a thermal system using engine hot bleed air from the 5th and 9th-stages of
the high pressure compressor (HPC) section. The function of the system is to maintain ice free inlet cowl
surfaces during flight and ground operations.
The system consists of ducting, a dual purpose pressure regulating and shutoff valve, a pressure switch and
an overheat switch downstream of the valve, an anti-icing distribution spray ring located in the lip of the inlet
cowl, and an exhaust port located at the 6 o'clock position on the inlet cowl.
Each engine anti-ice system operates independently. Each valve is pneumatically operated and electrically
controlled by a switch located on the pilots' overhead panel. The associated valve position indicator lights and
warning lights are located adjacent to the switches.
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Thermal Anti-Ice (TAI) Valve
The TAI valve, located at the 1:30 o'clock position (aft looking forward) on the fan frame, is line mounted in
the TAI ducting and is secured with V-band couplings. The valve is air operated and is set to regulate outlet
pressure at 50 ±3 PSI. The valve is fully open at inlet pressures of 10 to 47 PSI. The unit consists of a
normally closed butterfly shutoff valve, a normally open pressure regulator butterfly valve, a servo pilot valve
and associated components which form an insulated air duct section. If the pressure regulator valve fails to
regulate the pressure, the shutoff valve will maintain the pressure at 75 ±10 PSI.
A manual override provision is incorporated in the valve for direct mechanical operation and for locking the
valve in a partially open position in the event of system malfunction. The valve is designed to fail in the
closed position. The valve incorporates two position switches to provide valve position indication in the
cockpit.
The pressure regulator valve and shutoff valve both have provisions for manual override by means of external
wrenching flats on the valve position indicators. The pressure regulator may be locked in the open position by
replacing the closed position adjustment setscrew with a locking screw. The shutoff valve may be locked in
either the closed or mid-position by inserting a quick-release pin into the lock hole provided in the valve cover.
To lock the pressure regulator valve in the open position, first the valve clamps must be loosened and the
valve hardware must be removed. Then the valve must be turned until the closed position adjustment setscrew
can be removed and replaced with the locking screw. After the locking screw is installed, the valve must be
aligned and the hardware and clamps installed.
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Thermal Anti-Ice (TAI) Pressure Switch
The TAI pressure switch senses pressure from a pressure tap in the TAI ducting downstream of the valve.
The function of the switch is to act as a check on the operation of the valve to prevent overpressurizaton of the
inlet cowl. The switch is set to activate at 65 ±3 PSI, and provides cowl overpressure warning indication by
illuminating an amber COWL ANTI-ICE warning light in the cockpit.
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Thermal Anti-Ice (TAI) Overheat Switch
The TAI overheat switch senses temperature in the TAI ducting downstream of the valve. The switch is set to
activate at 825 ±20°F and will indicate an overtemperature condition by illuminating the master caution, antiice annunciator lights, and an amber COWL ANTI-ICE warning light in the cockpit. The unit consists of a
thermostatic sensor that actuates a single-pole, single-throw switch.
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PITOT-STATIC TUBES, TEMPERATURE PROBE
AND ALPHA VANE ANTI-ICING SYSTEM
The left and right pitot-static tubes, the elevator feel left and right pitot tubes, the temperature probe, and the
left and right alpha vanes are heated to prevent the formation of ice which could affect sensing accuracy. The
heating is accomplished by electrical heaters installed as an integral part of the units. The heaters consist of
resistance elements which operate on 115-volt AC.
The heaters are controlled by two switches on the P5-9 module in the overhead panel. The control switches
are four-pole two-position (ON-OFF) toggle switches. The system has an indicating circuit consisting of a
current transformer, an electronic switch, and an indicating light for each sensor. The electronic switches and
indicating light circuits are installed on printed cards. The transformer is installed in the line to the heater.
One switch controls the heating of the upper and lower left pitot-static heater, temperature probe heater, left
alpha vane heater, and the left elevator feel pitot heater. The other switch controls the heating of the upper
and lower right pitot-static heaters, right alpha vane heater and the right elevator feel pitot heater. When the
transformer does not sense current flow, the electronic switch provides a ground for the indicating light.
The light circuits receive 28-volt DC power through the master dim relay from the INDICATOR DIM BUS NO. 1
DC and NO. 2 DC circuit breakers on the P6 panel. The lights are of the press-to-test type and may be tested
individually or through the use of the master light test switch. The lights may also be dimmed through the use
of the master dim switch.
The P5-9 module located in the pilots' P5 overhead panel contains the control switches, indicating lights,
transformers, and printed circuit cards. The P5-9 module also contains the switches and indicating lights for
the control cabin window anti-icing system.
The system provides dual level Total Air Temperature Probe heating through Air/Ground logic circuits in the
E-11 Landing Gear Logic shelf and relay K1 in the P5-9 module. When on the ground the system removes the
voltage from the Total Air Temperature Probe thus prolonging probe element life.
When on the ground, testing of the Total Air Temperature Probe Heater is provided by a Total Air Temperature
Probe test switch S8. The switch is located on the P5-9 Module in the overhead panel it is a two pole, two
position (ON-OFF) press to test switch. When the switch is pressed to the test position it controls the heating
of the Total Air Temperature Probe on the ground.
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CONTROL CABIN WINDOW ANTI-ICING SYSTEM
Overview
Windows No. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on each side of the control cabin are provided with electrical heating window
anti-icing and defogging. Heating of the control cabin windows also improves the impact strength of the
windows and is used for bird proofing the windows when flying at altitudes where bird strikes are possible.
Power to the left No. 1, 3, 4, and 5 windows and the right No. 2 window is supplied from the left generator and
the right No. 1, 3, 4, and 5 and left No. 2 window is supplied from the right generator. In the event of a power
failure from one generator, the No. 2 window on that side and the No. 1, 3, 4, and 5 windows on the other side
will still be supplied power from the other generator, thus ensuring that reasonable forward vision from each
side will be maintained.
The forward No. 1 windshield and the No. 2 sliding window on each side of the cabin have a separate control
system for each window. The control system maintains the respective window at the required temperature by
the use of automatic controls. Each system consists of the heated window, a window heat sensor, a control
switch, a heat control unit, a power indicating light, and an overheat indicating light. A power and an overheat
test switch are used in common with all four systems. The No. 3, 4, and 5 windows receive power through the
side window heat switch. Power to windows No. 4 and 5 is regulated by a thermal switch located on the No. 5
window. Power to window No. 3 is regulated by a thermal switch located on the edge of the window. While
the system is in operation, the temperature of the windows is regulated at 107 ±7°F for the No. 1 and 2
windows, from 65 to 105°F for the No. 3 windows, and from 80 to 120°F for the No. 4 and 5 windows. The
control system turns off the power to the No. 1 and 2 windows when an overheat condition of approximately
145°F is detected. When the system is first energized, a ramp function in the heat control unit causes the
power delivered to the No. 1 and No. 2 windows to increase gradually from zero to full power in approximately
3 minutes, unless it is controlled at a lesser level by the window reaching control temperature before the ramp
time runs out. This reduces the thermal shock to the pane when the power is applied to a cold window. A
power interruption of five seconds or more will cause the ramp function to start over from zero, while for
lesser interruptions the ramp will start over a fraction that is proportional to the time off.
The window heat sensor provides a temperature control signal to the heat control unit which in turn modulates
the amount of power to the window to maintain the window at the required operating temperature. The power
indicating light will illuminate OFF when power is not being supplied to the window. If an overheat condition
is detected, the heat control unit will cut off power to the windows, turn off the power indicating light, and
turn on the overheat indicating light and the master caution and anti-ice lights of the master caution system
(Ref Chapter 33, Master Warning and Caution Lights). While the system is in operation, the heat control unit
may be functionally tested by the use of the system test switch. Holding the test switch in the POWER position
will force the control unit to supply power to the window and turn on the power indicating light. If the
operational confidence check is performed under conditions where the window temperature is within the
overheat cutoff range, whether by outside environment or by excessively long testing, an overheat cutoff will
occur. An overheat condition can be simulated by holding the test switch in the OVERHEAT position. The
system is returned to normal by momentarily placing the control switch in the OFF position. The temperature
of the No. 4 and 5 windows is controlled by the thermal switch on the No. 5 window.
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Window Conductive Coating
The control cabin windows are of laminated glass-vinyl construction. Refer to Chapter 56, Control Cabin
Windows, for details of window construction. The No. 1 and 2 windows have a conductive coating between the
outer glass panes and vinyl core where it is most effective for window anti-icing, whereas the No. 3, 4, and 5
windows have the conductive coating between the inner glass pane and the vinyl core where it will be most
effective for window defogging. All five windows have electrical terminals connected to bus bars which are
molded into the upper and lower edges of the window in contact with the conductive coating. The windows are
heated by allowing current to flow through the conductive coating between the upper and lower bus bars. The
resistance of the conductive coating increases with age and higher voltages are required across the bus bars to
maintain equivalent heat output.
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Window Heat Sensor
The No. 1 and 2 windows each have a heat sensor consisting of a filament of non-insulated resistance wire.
The wire is arranged in a single plane coil and imbedded in a thin plastic wafer installed near the lower edge
of the window ( Fig. 1 and 2) between the outer pane and plastic core. The resistance of the wire is sensitive
to temperature and increases as the temperature increases. A change in window temperature causes a
change in sensor resistance, providing a signal for the heat control unit. No. 1 and 2 windows have a spare
heat sensor mounted adjacent to the primary heat sensor. If the primary sensor fails, the spare sensor may be
used.
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Control Switches
There are four window heat control switches, one for each of the No. 1 and 2 windows on each side of the
cabin. The switches are four-pole two position ON-OFF toggle switches and are on the overhead panel. The
No. 3, 4 and 5 windows are controlled by the respective left or right side window heat switch.
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Control Unit
There are four window heat control units, one for each of the window No. 1 and 2 heating systems. The units
are located in the E3-3 electrical rack.
The temperature control unit is a solid state device which performs three functions: overheat control,
temperature control including ramp control and shorted sensor protection, and power indication.
The control unit overheat circuit, when energized, directs 115-volt AC power from the window anti-ice circuit
breaker to the control unit temperature control circuit.
The terminal strip on the E3-3 electrical shelf is provided a selection of voltages from an autotransformer
within the control unit to suit the resistance of the conductive coating on the windows. Selection of voltage is
accomplished by moving the window power lead to the appropriate tap on the terminal strip located on the
outboard end of the control unit tray.
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Indicating Lights
There are two indicating lights for each of the No. 1 and 2 window heating systems; one is for power indication
and the other is for overheat indication. The circuit for the overheat indication also controls a master caution
indicating circuit for the anti-ice (A/I) and master caution annunciators on the pilots' lightshield. Both
indicating lights are located adjacent to the respective control switch on the overhead panel and the master
caution control circuit is on three printed circuit cards mounted behind the pane. The lights receive 28-volt DC
power from the IND LIGHTS circuit breaker on the No. 1 and 2 DC bus, and the master caution control circuit
receives 28-volt DC power from the window heat control circuit breaker on Bus No. 2. The lights are of the
press-to-test type and may be tested individually or through the use of the master light test switch. The
lights may also be dimmed through the use of the master dim switch.
The power indicating light is controlled by the power on lamp driver short circuit protector circuit in the
respective window heat control unit. When 28-volt DC power is available, the light is on whenever the poweron lamp driver circuit in the control unit exceeds approximately 5 watts of power.
The overheat indicating light is controlled by the respective window heat control switch and the auxiliary
contacts of the overheat light relay in the window heat control unit. When 28-volt DC power is available, the
light comes on if the overheat light relay is de-energized while the control switch is in the ON position (switch
on - relay energized, switch off - relay de-energized.)
The master caution warning system consists of four time delay circuits, one for each of the overheat indication
circuits, and a warning latch circuit. The reaction time of the overheat relay may cause a momentary overheat
signal when the control switch is turned on. To avoid nuisance trips of the master caution system, the signal
is directed first to the delay circuit. If the signal persists for approximately one second, the delay circuit
provides an impulse to the latch circuit which then provides a ground for the master caution lights through the
overheat relay. The latch circuit will remain conductive until the power is interrupted either through the use of
the master caution light reset or by resetting the window heat control system. The warning latch circuit may
also be tripped by the master caution light recall switch or master light test switch and complete a circuit to
ground through these switches for the master caution indicating lights.
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Test Switch
The window heat test switch is an eight-pole, double-throw, with center OFF position and momentarily on at
both extremes, toggle actuated switch. The switch has momentary POWER and OVERHEAT positions and is
located between the window heat control switches on the overheat panel. The switch provides a ground for the
power test input on each of the four window heat control units (pin 19) when placed in a POWER position, and
similarly provides a ground for each of the overheat test inputs (pin 12) when placed in the OVERHEAT
position.
Window No. 3 and 5 Thermal Switch
Window No. 3 and 5 thermal switches are temperature sensitive, bimetallic, single pole, snap action switch
with normally closed contact points. The contact points on the No. 3 thermal switch open at 95° ±10°F and
close at 75° ±10°F. The contact points on the No. 5 thermal switch open at 110° ±10°F and close at 90°
±10°F. The switches are spring mounted near the lower edge of each of the No. 5 windows and regulate the
application of power to the No. 4 and 5 windows of the respective side. The No. 3 window thermal switch is
mounted on the lower edge of the number 3 windows and regulates power to the window. On some airplanes,
the No. 3 window thermal switch is mounted on the upper edge of the No. 3 window.
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WINDSHIELD WIPER SYSTEM
Overview
Windshield wipers are provided to maintain a clear area on the pilots' No. 1 windows during takeoff, approach
and landing in rain or snow. Each wiper is operated by a separate system to ensure that clear vision through
one of the windows will be maintained in the event of a system failure. The wiper blades clear a patch
approximately 13-1/2 inches wide through an arc of 84 ±4 degrees.
Both wiper systems are operated by a switch located on the overhead panel. The switch provides selection of
the wiper action speeds. The switch also controls the PARK position when the system is not in use.
Each windshield wiper system consists of these components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drive motor and torque converter assembly
A control switch assembly
Windshield wiper assembly
Resistor box

Speed control is achieved by changing the voltage applied to the windshield wiper motor by means of resistors.
The required resistance is connected into the motor circuit by turning the windshield wiper switch to a
selected position. The rotary motion of the drive motor is transmitted to the converter which reduces the shaft
speed and changes rotary motion to an oscillating motion of the windshield wiper arm.
A second method for maintaining clear windows in heavy rain is by the use of rain repellant.
Operation
The operation of both windshield wiper systems is controlled by turning the windshield wiper control switch
located on the overhead panel to the rate of wiper action desired. When switch position LOW or HIGH is
selected, power will be directed from the respective system bus through the control switch to the motor, back
through the control switch for resistance or speed selection, then to selected resistance to ground (Fig. 2).
The amount of resistance selected determines the motor speed and therefore the rate of wiper action.
When the control switch is turned to the PARK position and the wiper is in any position other than PARK, the
switch completes a circuit through the PARK contacts of the control switch and through the N C contacts of the
cam operated switch in the motor to ground. This will shunt the resistor box out of the control circuit and drive
the motor at high speed until the motor reaches the PARK position of the wiper cycle and the switch cam
moves the switch to close the N O contacts of the cam operated switch. With the cam operated switch in the N
O position, the motor armature is shunted out by the cam operated switch and the circuit is completed to
ground through the PARK contact of the control switch and the full resistor load. With the motor field coil still
energized and the motor armature shorted by the cam operated switch, dynamic braking is provided to stop
the motor from coasting. This stops the motor with the wiper blades in the PARK position.
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Motor-Converter Assembly
The wiper assembly for each system is driven by a motor-converter assembly. The motor-converter assembly
consists of a 28-volt DC variable speed electric motor and torque converter coupled together by a connector
sleeve and assembled on a support fitting. Each assembly is mounted on a bracket on the respective window
sill close to the inner surface of the skin.
Each motor is equipped with two radio noise filters, an automatically resetting thermal overload switch, and a
cam actuated switch. The thermal switch temporarily opens the motor field circuit when the motor
temperature exceeds 300°F, or when the field current exceeds 8 to 10 amps. The cam actuated switch is a
two-pole two-position micro switch. The operating cam is driven by reduction gearing in the motor to coincide
with the wiper cycle. One pole of the switch is closed when the motor is in any part of the wiper cycle other
than PARK. The other pole of the switch is closed only when the motor is in the PARK position of the cycle.
The switch is used in conjunction with the system control switch to stop the motor with the wipers in the
PARK position when the system is not in use.
The converter has a serrated drive shaft which protrudes through the skin just forward of the windshield for
attachment of the wiper assembly. The converter changes the high speed low torque rotary motion of the
motor to a low speed high torque circular oscillating motion for the wiper arm by the use of a worm gear and
eccentric drive mechanism. The motor and converter are synchronized with respect to the wiper cycle before
the units are coupled together.

Wiper Assembly
The windshield wiper assembly consists of a wiper blade and wiper arm. The wiper arm has a serrated sleeve
at the hub to provide angular adjustment between the arm and the converter drive shaft and is attached to the
shaft by a bolt through the hub. The wiper tension of the arm can be adjusted by a tension adjusting nut near
the hub of the arm. The wiper blade is bolted to the end of the wiper arm and the angle between the blade
and the arm can be adjusted by means of a serrated disc attached to each part.
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Control Switch
The windshield wiper control switch is a four-position switch. The switch is located on the overhead panel
and is used to control the action of both windshield wiper motors by changing the motor circuitry.
The switch has a momentary PARK position and three detent positions, OFF, LOW, and HIGH.
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Resistor Box
Each windshield wiper system has a resistor box for the motor. The box contains three resistors which may be
selected by the control switch to be added in series with the motor circuit to control the motor speed.
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RAIN REPELLENT SYSTEM
Overview
A rain repellent system is provided to be used in conjunction with the windshield wiper system to improve
windshield visibility through the pilots' No.1 windshields during heavy rain. The system is controlled
independently for each window by separate control switches located on the overhead panel and, when actuated,
the system sprays a rain repellent solution on the respective window as selected. The maximum quantity of
solution sprayed per system actuation (approx 6cc) is predetermined by the setting on a time delay relay and
cannot be exceeded by extended duration of switch actuation. The solution is spread over almost the entire
window by the rain and air stream, however spreading is enhanced within the wiped area of the windows by
the action of the wiper blades. The length of time that an application remains effective varies inversely with
the rain intensity and will last longer in the wiped area than in the unwiped area. Reapplication is repeated as
required to maintain repellent effectiveness.
The rain repellent system should not be operated on dry windows, as heavy undiluted solution will restrict
window visibility. In the event of inadvertent dry window application, do not operate the windshield wipers as
this tends to increase smearing. Also, the rain repellent residues caused by application in dry weather or very
light rain may cause staining or minor corrosion of the airplane skin. To prevent this, any concentrated
repellent or residue should be removed by a thorough fresh water rinse at the earliest opportunity, preferably
within a few hours after exposure. Repellent residues allowed to dry or "cure" on the surface will require
polishing with an approved aluminum polish to remove the stain. To remove residue from glass windows, use
a repellent remover pad.
The rain repellent system consists of a pressurized container of rain repellent fluid, a container receptacle, a
visual reservoir, a pressure gage, two solenoid valves, two nozzles, associated plumbing, and two electrical
control circuits.
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Container and Receptacle
The rain repellent fluid is packaged in a pressurized disposable-type container (Fig. 1) which is replaced when
empty. Each container has a self-sealing valve with a threaded boss for attaching the container to the system
receptacle.
There are two types of fluid presently in use, type I and type III, which are packaged in different size
containers. Type III is preferred due to longer shelf life and repellent effectiveness. The two types of fluid are
miscible, however when mixed, the resultant solution tends to reflect the properties of the type I fluid.
Therefore, when converting from type I fluid to type III fluid, it is recommended that the system be emptied of
all type I fluid before introducing the type III fluid.
NOTE: The useful service life of type I rain repellent fluid is dependent upon the temperature to
which it is exposed. Stored at room temperature, 65 to 75°F, a service life of about one year
may be expected. Exposure to higher temperatures shortens the service life. The time rain
repellent cans are installed on airplanes must be accredited to the one year useful service life
storage period. Type III rain repellent fluid is not service life limited.
Contact with the rain repellent fluid can cause irritation of the skin or eyes. Precautions should be taken to
prevent contact with the skin or eyes and to avoid breathing the fluid vapors.
The fluid in rain repellent container P/N 65-38196-5 has a citrus scent.
The system receptacle has a valve actuating pin which opens the container valve as the container is attached
to the receptacle. As the pin enters the valve assembly, it is sealed by an O-ring in the valve prior to
unseating of the valve to prevent fluid leakage. The pin is hollow and has inlet ports near the tip of the pin to
allow fluid to enter the system from the container. The container and receptacle are mounted to the left of the
second observer's station.

Visual Reservoir and Plumbing
The container receptacle is connected by an adapter and fittings, through a shutoff valve to a translucent
fiberglass fluid reservoir mounted below the receptacle. The container, receptacle and reservoir are all
supported by a common bracket. The can valve adapter, shutoff valve, and plumbing are enclosed in a plastic
cover with cutouts for access to the shutoff valve and for viewing the reservoir. The reservoir contains a red
float level indicator which is visible through the side of the reservoir. A decal on the cover indicates the fluid
level at which the container should be replaced. Approximately ten individual repellent applications of fluid
are left in the reservoir and plumbing leading to the spray nozzles when the level of the fluid is at the
container replacement level.
From the reservoir connection, a Teflon supply line is routed below the control cabin floor to a stainless steel
T-connection mounted forward of the windshield. The T is connected by stainless steel tubing to a solenoid
control valve for each window.
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Solenoid and Spray Nozzles
The solenoid valves are normally closed electrically operated 28-volt DC valves. The valves control the flow of
the repellent fluid that is released into the spray nozzles and are coupled directly to the nozzles.
The spray nozzles are mounted externally at the base of each No. 1 window inboard of the windshield wiper
drive shaft. Each nozzle has four spray holes which direct the repellent fluid onto the windshield.
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Time Delay Module
Each solenoid valve is controlled by an independent electrical control circuit. The electrical control components
of each circuit consist of a system control switch and a time delay circuit. The control switches are pushbutton
type momentary switches and are located on the overhead panel. The time delay circuit is mounted within the
delay module which is connected to the solenoid valve electrical connector. A resistor in the time delay circuit
is variable and may be adjusted to change the time required to charge a capacitor and thus control the time
delay action. The delay is adjusted to open the circuit to the solenoid valve after the required amount of
repellent has been sprayed on the window, allowing the valve to close.
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WATER AND TOILET DRAIN ANTI-ICING SYSTEM
Toilet Drain Heaters
The aft toilet drain has a heater to stop ice formation. The heater is in the drain gasket. The heater operates
with 115-volts AC current. The DRAIN HEATER circuit breaker on the P18 panel controls the heater.
On some airplanes, the forward toilet drain has a heater in the drain gasket. The DRAIN HEATER circuit
breaker controls the heater. The heater operates with 115-volts AC current.
A ribbon heater tape wrapped around the galley drain line which routes around the forward airstairs
compartment prevents freezing of the drain line. The heater is controlled by the FWD DRAIN HTR circuit
breaker on the P18-4 panel.

Drain Mast Heaters
The forward and aft water drain masts are electrically heated to prevent ice from forming and blocking the
drain. The heating elements operate on either 28-volts AC for low heat ground operation or 115-volts AC for
high heat during airborne operation. Low heat power is supplied from the 28-volt AC main bus No. 2 through
the DRAIN MAST HEATER-GROUND circuit breaker, and high heat power is supplied from the 115-volt AC main
bus No. 1 through the DRAIN MAST HEATER-AIR AIR circuit breaker. Both circuit breakers are located on the
P18 load control center.
For low heat ground operation of the drain masts, 28-volt AC power is provided by two relays, a landing gear
air sensing relay in the landing gear logic shelf, and an external power sensing relay on the bus protection
panel. When the airplane is in the air, 115-volt AC power is used for heating the drain masts; but, upon
landing, the landing gear air sensing relay is de-energized, thereby switching to the 28-volt AC power supply
for low heat ground operation to prevent the heater from overheating and possibly burning out the heating
element. Additional protection against overheating of the drain masts is provided by the external power
sensing relay which prevents inadvertent application of 115-volts AC to the heater during maintenance in the
event the airplane is raised on jacks. The external power sensing relay is energized when external power is
supplied to the airplane.
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CLOCKS
The Captain's and First Officer's instrument panels each contains one electronic
clock. The Captain's clock transmits
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) data to the
flight management computer (FMC). The
clocks receive operating power from the

28 VDC hot battery bus. Power for the
displays comes from the 28VDC battery
bus. Each clock and the display of each
clock operate when the CLOCKS and
CLOCKS DISPLAY circuit breakers on
the P6 load control center are closed.
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bus. Each clock and the display of each
clock operate when the CLOCKS and
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the P6 load control center are closed.
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The Captain's and First Officer's instrument panels each contains one electronic
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CAPTAIN'S CLOCK
P/N 2600-03-1

Clock Displays
Each clock has a display for the GMT, a
display for the Elapsed Time (ET)/Chronograph (CHR) functions, and a sweep
second hand. The upper display on each
clock shows GMT. The bottom display
shows elapsed time and chronograph time.
The sweep second hand shows CHR seconds.
Upper Display
The upper display provides GMT display
continuously from 00 hours 00 minutes to
23 hours 59 minutes. The GMT display is
controlled by the GMT switch located in
the lower right corner of the clock.
GMT Switch
The GMT switch controls the GMT display. The RUN position is the normal
operating position for the clock, the GMT
operates normally while in this mode. The
HLD (hold) position is used to stop the
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CAPTAIN'S CLOCK
P/N 2600-03-1

FIRST OFFICER'S CLOCK
P/N2610-07-1

GMT. Setting the switch to this position
will hold the display at its present indicated value. The internal circuits of the
clock will stop until the switch is set back
to. RUN. The HLD function is useful for
synchronizing the clock with another time
source. The SS (slow slew) setting is used
for slow slew operation. When set to this
position, the minute display advances at a
rate of 1 minute in each second. The hours
display is stopped. The FS (fast slew) setting is used for fast slew operation. When
in this position, the hours display
advances at a rate of 1 hour in each second. The minutes display is stopped.
On airplanes with P/N 2610-07-1 clocks;
The top display also functions as a date
display. When the DATE button on the
clock is pushed, the date will come into
view. When the DATE button is pushed
again, the top display will switch back to

20

Clock Displays
Each clock has a display for the GMT, a
display for the Elapsed Time (ET)/Chronograph (CHR) functions, and a sweep
second hand. The upper display on each
clock shows GMT. The bottom display
shows elapsed time and chronograph time.
The sweep second hand shows CHR seconds.
Upper Display
The upper display provides GMT display
continuously from 00 hours 00 minutes to
23 hours 59 minutes. The GMT display is
controlled by the GMT switch located in
the lower right corner of the clock.
GMT Switch
The GMT switch controls the GMT display. The RUN position is the normal
operating position for the clock, the GMT
operates normally while in this mode. The
HLD (hold) position is used to stop the
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GMT. Setting the switch to this position
will hold the display at its present indicated value. The internal circuits of the
clock will stop until the switch is set back
to. RUN. The HLD function is useful for
synchronizing the clock with another time
source. The SS (slow slew) setting is used
for slow slew operation. When set to this
position, the minute display advances at a
rate of 1 minute in each second. The hours
display is stopped. The FS (fast slew) setting is used for fast slew operation. When
in this position, the hours display
advances at a rate of 1 hour in each second. The minutes display is stopped.
On airplanes with P/N 2610-07-1 clocks;
The top display also functions as a date
display. When the DATE button on the
clock is pushed, the date will come into
view. When the DATE button is pushed
again, the top display will switch back to
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the GMT. When the date is displayed, the
GMT switch controls the setting of the
date. The date control functions are D, M,
and Y, which are in the same position as
the FS, SS, and HLD settings. The D setting is used for changing the day display.
When in this position, the day display
advances at a rate of 1 day in each second.
The M setting is used for changing the
month display. When in this position, the
month display advances at a rate of 1
month in each second up to a maximum
value of 12. The Y setting is used for
changing the year display. When in this
position, the year display advances at a
rate of 1 year in each second up to a maximum value of 99.
Bottom Display
The bottom display provides elapsed time
(ET) from 00 hours 00 minutes to 99 hours
59 minutes and chronographic time (CHR)
from 00 minutes to 99 minutes. (The
sweep second hand shows the seconds for
chronographic time.) control of this display is provided by the ET and CHR
switches.
ET Switch
The elapsed time (ET) control switch is
located in the lower left corner of the
clock. In the RESET position, the ET display is blanked and the elapsed time indication is set to zero. The RESET position
is spring loaded to return the switch to the
HLD position. The HLD (hold) position of
the switch freezes the current ET display.
In the RUN position, time is accumulated
from the last hold or reset condition. The
display advances from this value.
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CHR Switch
The CHR switch is located in the upper
left corner. The first press of the switch
starts the chronograph running. A second
press of the switch stops the chronograph
at the current displayed value. A third
press of the switch resets the CHR accumulator to zero. The contents of the ET
accumulator is then displayed. If the ET
accumulator contains zero, the elapsed
time display is blanked with the sweep
second hand to zero. Chronograph operation replaces the display of the elapsed
time, but does not affect the internal operation of the ET accumulator.
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the GMT. When the date is displayed, the
GMT switch controls the setting of the
date. The date control functions are D, M,
and Y, which are in the same position as
the FS, SS, and HLD settings. The D setting is used for changing the day display.
When in this position, the day display
advances at a rate of 1 day in each second.
The M setting is used for changing the
month display. When in this position, the
month display advances at a rate of 1
month in each second up to a maximum
value of 12. The Y setting is used for
changing the year display. When in this
position, the year display advances at a
rate of 1 year in each second up to a maximum value of 99.
Bottom Display
The bottom display provides elapsed time
(ET) from 00 hours 00 minutes to 99 hours
59 minutes and chronographic time (CHR)
from 00 minutes to 99 minutes. (The
sweep second hand shows the seconds for
chronographic time.) control of this display is provided by the ET and CHR
switches.
ET Switch
The elapsed time (ET) control switch is
located in the lower left corner of the
clock. In the RESET position, the ET display is blanked and the elapsed time indication is set to zero. The RESET position
is spring loaded to return the switch to the
HLD position. The HLD (hold) position of
the switch freezes the current ET display.
In the RUN position, time is accumulated
from the last hold or reset condition. The
display advances from this value.
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CHR Switch
The CHR switch is located in the upper
left corner. The first press of the switch
starts the chronograph running. A second
press of the switch stops the chronograph
at the current displayed value. A third
press of the switch resets the CHR accumulator to zero. The contents of the ET
accumulator is then displayed. If the ET
accumulator contains zero, the elapsed
time display is blanked with the sweep
second hand to zero. Chronograph operation replaces the display of the elapsed
time, but does not affect the internal operation of the ET accumulator.
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AURAL WARNING SYSTEM
The control cabin aural warning system
provides characteristic audio signals to
alert the pilots to; an abnormal takeoff
condition, landing condition, pressurization condition, mach/airspeed condition,
an engine, APU, or wheel well fire, and
calls from the crew call or SELCAL systems. The aural warning and call devices
are installed in an aural warning devices
unit. The unit is on the right side of the
forward section of the control stand in the
control cabin.
NOTE: The aural warning devices unit
is also referred to as the aural warning
devices box.
Inputs to the aural warning devices unit
are from: the flight and ground crew call
and SELCAL systems (Chapter 23), the
mach-airspeed warning system (Chapter
34), the engine, APU and wheel well fire
detection systems (Chapter 26), cabin altitude warning system (Chapter 21), the
takeoff warning system (Chapter 27), and
the landing gear warning system (Chapter
32).
The intermittent takeoff warn horn will
sound when the airplane is in a takeoff
configuration, thrust levers are advanced
into takeoff range, and the parking brakes
are engaged (not released).
Aural Warning Devices Unit
The aural warning devices box contains
solid state horn, chime, logic and oscillator circuits, mounted on a printed circuit
board (module A2), which provide the
horn audio and chime audio to a loudspeaker whenever the appropriate circuits
are keyed. A second printed circuit board
contains the oscillators and solid-state
switching circuits used with a mechanical
bell and clacker (module A1).
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A priority is established within certain circuits to prevent different sounds from
occurring at the same time and becoming
garbled. The clacker and bell are not in the
priority circuits; therefore, they may operate with each other or with any of the other
sounds. Those sounds in the following priority list will be turned off by control circuits of sounds in a higher priority.
Priority Sound
1 Intermittent Horn
2 Steady (Continuous) Horn
3 Wailer
4 Buzzer (if used)

FORWARD ELEX
SECTION CONTROL
STAND

FWD

AURAL WARNING SYSTEM
The control cabin aural warning system
provides characteristic audio signals to
alert the pilots to; an abnormal takeoff
condition, landing condition, pressurization condition, mach/airspeed condition,
an engine, APU, or wheel well fire, and
calls from the crew call or SELCAL systems. The aural warning and call devices
are installed in an aural warning devices
unit. The unit is on the right side of the
forward section of the control stand in the
control cabin.
NOTE: The aural warning devices unit
is also referred to as the aural warning
devices box.
Inputs to the aural warning devices unit
are from: the flight and ground crew call
and SELCAL systems (Chapter 23), the
mach-airspeed warning system (Chapter
34), the engine, APU and wheel well fire
detection systems (Chapter 26), cabin altitude warning system (Chapter 21), the
takeoff warning system (Chapter 27), and
the landing gear warning system (Chapter
32).
The intermittent takeoff warn horn will
sound when the airplane is in a takeoff
configuration, thrust levers are advanced
into takeoff range, and the parking brakes
are engaged (not released).
Aural Warning Devices Unit
The aural warning devices box contains
solid state horn, chime, logic and oscillator circuits, mounted on a printed circuit
board (module A2), which provide the
horn audio and chime audio to a loudspeaker whenever the appropriate circuits
are keyed. A second printed circuit board
contains the oscillators and solid-state
switching circuits used with a mechanical
bell and clacker (module A1).
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A priority is established within certain circuits to prevent different sounds from
occurring at the same time and becoming
garbled. The clacker and bell are not in the
priority circuits; therefore, they may operate with each other or with any of the other
sounds. Those sounds in the following priority list will be turned off by control circuits of sounds in a higher priority.
Priority Sound
1 Intermittent Horn
2 Steady (Continuous) Horn
3 Wailer
4 Buzzer (if used)
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DIGITAL FLIGHT DATA
RECORDER SYSTEM
The flight data recording system digitally
records selected signals received from
various aircraft systems and sensors. The
last 25 hours of aircraft operation are
recorded on magnetic tape in the Flight
Data Recorder (FDR), while the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU) records
the last 50 hours on a diskette.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The system consists of; a Flight Data
Acquisition Unit (FDAU), a Flight Data
Recorder (FDR) with an underwater locator beacon, an accelerometer, and the
Flight Data Recorder and Mach/Airspeed
Warning Test Module.
The system is turned on automatically
when the airplane is in flight or when any
engine is running.

DIGITAL FLIGHT DATA
RECORDER SYSTEM
The flight data recording system digitally
records selected signals received from various aircraft systems and sensors. The last
25 hours of aircraft operation are recorded
on magnetic tape in the Flight Data
Recorder (FDR), while the Flight Data
Acquisition Unit (FDAU) records the last
50 hours on a diskette.
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The system consists of; a Flight Data
Acquisition Unit (FDAU), a Flight Data
Recorder (FDR) with an underwater locator beacon, an accelerometer, and the
Flight Data Recorder and Mach/Airspeed
Warning Test Module.
The system is turned on automatically
when the airplane is in flight or when any
engine is running.
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Flight Data Acquisition Unit
The Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU)
processes and prepares all input signals for
recording by the Flight Data Recorder
(FDR). Electronic circuits, in the FDAU
provide isolation, signal preconditioning,
multiplexing, scaling, synchronization,
and converting the various input signal
forms to a digital format. Selected signals
are then sent to the FDR for recording.
Information is also sent to the ACARS
system. The FDAU is located in the E2-1
rack.
NOTE: The FDAU is also referred to as
the DFDAU (Digital Flight Data Acquisition Unit).

The FDAU may request, receive, and store
data from the ACARS Management Unit
(MU), or may be requested to downlink
data to the ACARS MU.
The front panel has a LED status display,
nameplate, a test set plug, and a self-closing door that provides access for loading
and removing the diskette. The test set
plug is provided for external test equipment connection. The LED status display
provides four BITE indicator lights;
DFDAU BITE, DFDR BITE, AIDS BITE,
and REPLACE DISK. The BITE displays
are actuated by pressing the front panel
STATUS button. Failure indications are
sent to the Flight Recorder and Mach/Airspeed Warning Test Module in the P5
panel.

AIR TUBE

BITE
INDICATOR
PANEL

FDAU DFDR
BITE BITE

AIDS
BITE

DISK
MAINT

Flight Data Acquisition Unit
The Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU)
processes and prepares all input signals for
recording by the Flight Data Recorder
(FDR). Electronic circuits, in the FDAU
provide isolation, signal preconditioning,
multiplexing, scaling, synchronization,
and converting the various input signal
forms to a digital format. Selected signals
are then sent to the FDR for recording.
Information is also sent to the ACARS
system. The FDAU is located in the E2-1
rack.
NOTE: The FDAU is also referred to as
the DFDAU (Digital Flight Data Acquisition Unit).

The FDAU may request, receive, and store
data from the ACARS Management Unit
(MU), or may be requested to downlink
data to the ACARS MU.
The front panel has a LED status display,
nameplate, a test set plug, and a self-closing door that provides access for loading
and removing the diskette. The test set
plug is provided for external test equipment connection. The LED status display
provides four BITE indicator lights;
DFDAU BITE, DFDR BITE, AIDS BITE,
and REPLACE DISK. The BITE displays
are actuated by pressing the front panel
STATUS button. Failure indications are
sent to the Flight Recorder and Mach/Airspeed Warning Test Module in the P5
panel.
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Digital Flight Data Recorder
The Digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
stores data for the last 25 hours of flight
on a 1/4 inch magnetic tape. The front
panel of the FDR has a test connector and
an Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB).
The test connector is for attaching a portable tester or copy recorder. The ULB is a
water activated device used to locate the
FDR underwater. The FDR is located in
the passenger cabin ceiling inboard of the
forward sill of the 2L entry door.

Digital Flight Data Recorder
The Digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
stores data for the last 25 hours of flight on
a 1/4 inch magnetic tape. The front panel
of the FDR has a test connector and an
Underwater Locator Beacon (ULB). The
test connector is for attaching a portable
tester or copy recorder. The ULB is a
water activated device used to locate the
FDR underwater. The FDR is located in
the passenger cabin ceiling inboard of the
forward sill of the 2L entry door.
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Accelerometer
The 3 axis accelerometer senses vertical,
lateral, and longitudinal acceleration
forces. It receives its excitation from the
FDAU. It is a self contained sealed unit
mounted on the aft side of the right wheel
well forward bulkhead, just forward of the
B system reservoir.

Accelerometer
The 3 axis accelerometer senses vertical,
lateral, and longitudinal acceleration
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Flight Recorder & Mach/Airspeed
Warning Test Module
The Flight Recorder test module has a
TEST/NORMAL switch and an amber
OFF light. The switch is guarded in the
NORMAL position. This switch is used to
operate the FDR system without starting
engines. The OFF light will not be illuminated if the FDR is in operation or the
FDR is not installed. The OFF light will
be illuminated if the FDR senses a AC
power loss, the BITE OUT line from the
FDAU senses a BITE failure, or the Master Test switch is in the TEST position.
The module is located in the right side of
the P5 aft overhead panel.
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CLOCK
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

CLOCK
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CHR Button (Chronograph)
Stops, starts and resets the CHR
indicator and sweep second hand
with successive pushes. Overrides
ET indicator.
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ET Selector (Elapsed Time)
RUN - Starts ET indicator. Continues to count from HLD time
when reselected from HLD.
HLD - Stops ET indicator at
existing time.
RESET - Returns the ET display
to zero time.
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Sweep Second Hand
Indicates elapsed time from 1 to 59
seconds when CHR button is pushed
to start timing.

GMT Selector
RUN - Starts GMT indicator. Continues to count
from HLD time when
reselected from HLD.
HLD - Stops GMT indicator and input to FMC
and flight recorder.
SS - Sets seconds to zero
and advances hours.
FS - Freezes minutes and
advances hours
ET/CHR Indicator
ET - Indicates elapsed time from 0
to 99 hours and 59 minutes since ET
selector was moved to RUN.
CHR - Indicates elapsed time from
0 to 99 minutes 59 seconds when
CHR button is pushed to start time.
Overrides ET. ET returns when
CHR is reset
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Allows display and changing of date
in GMT window.
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FLIGHT RECORDER
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

FLIGHT RECORDER
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

FLIGHT RECORDER
TEST

FLIGHT RECORDER

NORMAL

TEST

OFF

Flight Recorder OFF
Light
Indicates recorder power is
off or tape malfunction.I

Flight Recorder Test Switch
TEST - Tests recorder operation by applying electrical power when airplane is on
the ground and neither engine is running.
NORMAL - Allows norma operation of
flight recorder. Recorder is on when either
engine is running or when the airplane is
in flight.
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LANDING GEAR SYSTEM
Overview
The landing gear consists of two main gear and one nose gear (Fig. 1). Each main gear is located aft of the
rear wing spar inboard of the engine nacelles. The nose gear is located below the aft bulkhead of the control
cabin.
The main and nose gear use air-oil type shock struts to absorb impact on landing and vibrations and shock
from movement of the airplane on the ground. Each nose and main gear is equipped with two tire and wheel
assemblies. Each main gear wheel is fitted with disc-type hydraulic brakes modulated by an antiskid system.
The main gear is hydraulically actuated to retract inboard into the fuselage. Each main gear is locked in the
down position by a folding lock strut and in the up position by an uplock hook and mechanism. Shock strut
doors close the opening in the wing for the main gear shock strut and drag strut. A wheel well seal closes
against the main gear tire circumference when the airplane is in flight with gear retracted.
The nose gear is hydraulically actuated to retract forward into the fuselage. A lock strut assembly locks the
nose gear in the up and down positions. The clamshell-type nose gear doors close to fair with the fuselage
contour when the nose gear is retracted, and remains open when the nose gear is extended. The main and
nose gear manual extension systems are cable operated to release each gear from the up and locked position
and allow the gear to free fall to the down and locked position.
Nose wheel steering is provided for aircraft directional control during ground maneuvers. Normal steering is
accomplished by using a steering wheel located at the captain's position. A reduced range of steering by
rudder pedal is available.

Landing Gear Air-Ground Sensing
Certain systems of the airplane require electrical control depending upon the condition of the airplane
(airborne or on the ground). The condition of the airplane is sensed by the landing gear ground and air safety
sensors (proximity switches). The safety sensors transmit signals to circuits and relays in a landing gear
electrical module to provide "air" or "ground" control of the system or components. The landing gear systems
controlled by air-ground sensing are the control lever lock system and the antiskid system. Other airplane
systems and components controlled by air-ground sensing are:
• APU fire horn system
• thrust reverser
• electrical system static inverter
• drain mast heater
• stall warning system
• flight recorder system
• air conditioning turbofans
• takeoff warning system
• cabin pressurization control system
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•
•
•
•
•

voice recorder system
wing anti-ice system
electrical system
flap load limiter system
automatic braking system

An air sensing test switch and a ground sensing test switch on the electrical module are normally used to
simulate airplane-in-air condition. When the airplane is operating in the ground mode, the air sensing test
switch energizes the air sensing relays and the ground sensing test switch de-energizes the ground sensing
relays. Both switches must be pressed and held down to simulate the airplane-in-air condition. When the
switches are released, the systems return to airplane-on-ground condition. When the airplane-in-air condition
is simulated, certain precautions for safety reasons should be observed.

Landing Gear Extension and Retraction
Extension and retraction of the main and nose gear is by hydraulic power with a manual extension system for
lowering the gear when hydraulic power is not available. The landing gear is controlled by a single control
lever mounted on the pilots' center panel. Cables from a drum are actuated by the control lever transfer
motion to a selector valve that directs hydraulic pressure for gear actuation. A safety lock prevents the control
lever from entering the UP position when conditions are not right for gear retraction.
When the control lever is moved to the UP position, the gear retracts. When the main gears are fully retracted,
a seal closes up against the main gear tire circumference. A special hubcap on the outboard wheel fairs the
retracted wheel. The shock strut aperture in wing is closed by a shock strut door. A movable section of the
shock strut doors carries a section of the seal to close off the upper portion of the tire below the shock strut.
Mechanical linkage operates the shock strut door flap as the gear retracts and extends. Doors operated by a
linkage connected to the nose gear close off the nose wheel well when the gear retracts. Moving the control
lever to the DN position extends all gears. On extension, the nose gear doors open and remain open when the
gear is down. With the control lever in OFF position, hydraulic pressure is released from all landing gear
hydraulic lines and actuators. The gears are then held in the extended or retracted position by the mechanical
locks. A tee handle actuates a crank and cable system for manual extension, which unlocks the gears and
allows them to fall to the extended position by gravity. The nose gear doors are opened by mechanical linkage
as the gear extends. When operated by the manual extension system, the gears free fall to the down and
locked position.
When the landing gear is to be retracted with the airplane on the ground, the airplane must be jacked and
electrical and hydraulic power must be available.

Landing Gear Position Indicating and Warning System
In the landing gear position indicating and warning system, a warning horn and indicator and warning lights
provide indication for landing gear down and locked, landing gear not locked, and landing gear position not in
accordance with control lever position.
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TIRES AND WHEELS
Overview
Each gear (nose and main) has two tire and wheel assemblies designed to withstand high rolling speeds. All
wheels have provisions for attaching balance weights for dynamic balance. After takeoff, spinning of main
gear wheels and nose gear wheels is stopped by main gear brakes and nose wheel snubbers respectively.
Each outboard main gear wheel and tire is covered with a fairing attached to the outboard main wheel hubcap.
Each inboard wheel is provided with a small hubcap. The wheel and tire assemblies are designated Nos. 1, 2,
3 and 4, counting from the left looking forward.

Nose Gear Wheel and Tire
The nose gear wheel assembly consists of forged aluminum made in separate halves for ease to mount the
tubeless tires. The inner and outer wheel halves are bolted together and the joint between wheel halves is
sealed with an O-ring. An air valve is located in the outer wheel half to permit inflation of mounted tires. A
safety plug is also fitted in the outboard wheel half to protect the tire from high pressure. The diaphragm
within the safety plug will rupture at a predetermined pressure and vent the pressure to atmosphere. The
wheels are installed with an inner and an outer roller bearing assembly on the tapered axle. The inner and
outer bearings are protected against loss of lubricant and the entrance of dirt by grease seals.
737-300 AIRPLANES; The nose gear tires are 27" x 7.75" -15" tubeless tires rated 10 or 12-ply 225 MPH. 737400 AND 737-500 AIRPLANES; The nose gear tires are 27" x 7.75" - 15" tubeless tires rated 12-ply 225 MPH.

TIRE

AXLE NUT
LOCK BOLT

TIE BOLT
SPACER
AXLE

RETAINING RING
GREASE SEAL
INNER BEARING

OUTER BEARING
GREASE SEAL

SAFETY PLUG AND
LOCKING PLATE DETAILS

RETAINING RING

AXLE NUT
O-RING

INFLATION VALVE
INBD

NOSE GEAR WHEEL
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Nose Wheel Snubber
Two wheel snubbers are located on the ceiling panel in the nose wheel well to stop wheel rotation and the
attending noises. When the nose gear is retracted after a takeoff, nose wheel rotation will be stopped by tire
contact with the snubbers. Each snubber consists of a spring bar attached to wheel well structure with a
snubbing block of brake lining bolted to the forward (contact) end of the bar.
NOSE LANDING
GEAR SNUBBER
SEE

A

FWD

NUT
WASHER

SUPPORT SPRING

SNUBBER BLOCK
SPACER

(2 AT EACH
FASTENER LOCATION)
1

BOLT
(6 LOCATIONS)

1

TWO SPACERS IS THE STANDARD
CONFIGURATION. HOWEVER, SOME
AIRPLANES HAVE EITHER ONE OR
THREE SPACERS THAT SEPARATE
THE PAD AND THE SPRING
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Main Gear Wheel and Tire
The main gear wheel assembly is made of forged aluminum. To facilitate tire installation the assembly
consists of two halves which are bolted together at 18 places around the wheel. The outside half contains a
large bore pneumatic tire valve to service tubeless tires.
A pressure relief valve, which will rupture at 375 to 450 PSI, is provided to protect against over inflation. Air
loss between the wheel halves is prevented by a preformed packing located in an annular groove of the inside
wheel half.
The wheel rotates on tapered roller bearings located in the end of the hubs. A molded rubber grease seal
retains grease in the inside bearing area and keeps out dirt. The outside bearing area is protected by a cover
assembly. Eight rotor drive keys on the inside circumference of the inside wheel half are used to key the
wheel to the rotating elements of the brake. Heat shields consisting of thin steel plates mounted between the
rotor drive keys protect the tire against excessive heat build up during braking. Four thermal fuses located on
the inside wheel half will protect the tire against explosion due to excessive heat build up during abnormal
braking conditions.
The main gear tires are tubeless and are designated H40 x 14.5 -19 rated 24 and/or 26-ply 225 MPH.
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NOSE LANDING GEAR
Overview
The nose gear supports the forward end of the fuselage and provides directional control while the airplane is
on the ground. The nose gear includes a drag brace, shock strut, and torsion links, and is hydraulically
actuated to retract forward and up into a wheel well recessed into the lower nose section of the airplane. The
shock strut consists of inner and outer cylinders. The upper part of the outer cylinder is "Y" shaped with arms
extended to the sidewalls of the wheel well. Trunnion pins connect the gear to airplane structure. The "Y"
arms and pins provide lateral stability. The gear rotates about the trunnion pins during extension and
retraction. Shocks and bumps during taxi, takeoff, and landing are absorbed by the shock strut which contains
oil and is charged with compressed air or nitrogen. Longitudinal stability is provided by a hinged drag brace
which folds upward and aft during gear retraction. For steering, the shock strut inner cylinder turns within the
outer cylinder. Torsion links connected at the upper end to a steering collar and at the lower end to the shock
strut inner cylinder transmit a turning moment supplied by hydraulically actuated steering cylinders.

Nose Gear Steering Collar
The nose gear steering collar is at the middle of the outer cylinder. The collar is held clamped around the
outer cylinder, by a bolt, in an annular recess immediately below the trunnions. Both of the two steering
cylinders are connected to the steering collar and the upper end of the upper torsion link is also connected to
the steering collar. When force is applied to the steering collar, by either steering cylinder, the collar transfers
the force through the torsion links to turn the inner cylinder to the right or left respectively to which cylinder
force is applied to give steering action to the nose wheels.

Nose Gear Torsion Links
The nose gear torsion links allow rotation between the inner and outer shock strut cylinders only when moved
by the steering collar or when disconnected. The upper link is connected to the steering collar, and the lower
link is connected to a lug on the inner cylinder. The upper and lower torsion links are joined together by an
apex pin. This locks the nose wheels in the position assumed by the steering collar without affecting strut
action. Steering forces applied to the steering collar by the nose gear steering system are transmitted to the
inner cylinder by the torsion links.

Nose Gear Drag Brace
The nose gear drag brace, in conjunction with the nose gear lock link assembly, holds the nose gear in the up
or down locked position. The drag brace consists of an upper and lower link. The upper end of the upper link
pivots on pins through support fittings attached to the wheel well sidewalls. During gear retraction, the upper
link rotates upward and aft. The lower end of the lower link pivots about a pin which attaches the lower link
to double lugs on the outer cylinder. These lugs are located just above the steering collar. During gear
retraction, the lower link also rotates upward and aft relative to a pivot point. The upper and lower links are
bolted together forming a hinge.
DRAG LINK
TRUNNION PIN
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Nose Gear Shock Strut
The nose gear shock strut is the main supporting member of the nose gear. The shock strut includes an inner
cylinder and an outer cylinder, metering pin assembly, upper and lower orifice assemblies, and upper and
lower cam assemblies. The shock strut is attached to the nose wheel well structure by trunnions which are
part of the outer cylinder. Pins are inserted through the trunnion ends into bearings attached to the wheel well
structure. A steering collar clamped around the outer cylinder is connected to the upper torsion link and the
upper torsion link is connected to the lower torsion link by an apex pin.
The inner cylinder and nose wheel axles are machined from a single forging. The fixed centering cam attached
to the top of the inner cylinder mates with a similar cam in the outer cylinder when the inner cylinder extends.
As these cams engage, the nose wheels will attain a straight forward position to ensure proper fit in the wheel
well on retraction. This also ensures the nose wheels to be straight forward when landing. Upper and lower
bearings provide sliding surfaces for movement of the inner cylinder in and out the outer cylinder. Annular
grooves in the lower bearing provide space for the storage of two sets of spare seals. These spare seals are
replacements for like seals installed between the inner cylinder and the lower centering cam, and between the
lower centering cam and the outer cylinder.
Shocks to the nose gear shock strut are absorbed by the restricted flow of hydraulic fluid through the annular
space between the orifice and the tapered metering pin and by the restricted flow of fluid through the rebound
valve piston ring. When the inner cylinder is being compressed, the tapered metering pin, which is attached to
the lower support tube in the inner cylinder, moves through the orifice in the upper support tube. This
movement of the metering pin progressively reduces the area of the annular space between the orifice and
metering pin. The reduction in area results in a diminishing rate of hydraulic fluid flow from the inner
cylinder chamber to the upper side of the piston which produces increasing resistance to compression of the
shock strut. Landing shocks and shocks incurred while taxiing are absorbed by the increasing volume of
hydraulic fluid above the piston which further compresses the volume of compressed air or nitrogen in the
upper end of the outer cylinder.
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MAIN GEAR
Overview
Each main gear consists of a trunnion link, a shock strut, a drag strut, torsion links, a damper, a side strut,
and a reaction link. In addition, the right main gear carries ground speed brake operating rods and cable.
The shock strut assembly is attached to the trunnion link by a pin joint and the two are mounted between the
rear wing spar and a trunnion support beam. The shock strut is charged with oil and compressed nitrogen to
provide a shock absorbing medium. The main gear axles and the shock strut inner cylinder are machined
from a one piece forging. Replaceable sleeves are assembled over the axles to provide a mounting for wheel
bearings and to protect the axles from damage. The reaction link is connected to the shock strut and to the
upper end of the side strut.

Main Gear Drag Strut
The main gear drag strut stabilizes the shock strut in a fore and aft direction. The drag strut is in two parts.
The upper drag strut is attached to a lug on the trunnion link at the top end, and to the lower drag strut at the
bottom end. The lower drag strut is connected to the upper torsion link lugs on the outer cylinder, and to the
side strut universal attachment on the shock strut (Fig. 1). A special shear bolt is used for the upper
attachment to minimize damage to structure should landing gear receive a severe impact from the front.
Clamps and attachments on the drag strut support linkage for the shock strut door.

Main Gear Reaction Link
The main gear reaction link forms the upper member of a space frame consisting of the shock strut, the side
strut, and the reaction link. Most of the side loads acting on landing gear are transferred through the reaction
link to the upper end of the shock strut. The outboard end of the reaction link is attached through a universal
joint to the trunnion link connection. The inboard end is attached to structure at the main gear uplock
brackets. All the landing gear lock actuating mechanism is mounted on the reaction link.

Main Gear Trunnion Link
The main gear trunnion link provides the forward pin of the hinge for main gear retraction and transmits
landing gear loads from the drag strut into airplane structure. The trunnion link is mounted between the
shock strut and the rear wing spar. The aft end of the trunnion link is pinned to the shock strut and the
forward end pivots in a spherical bearing mounted in the rear wing spar. The top end of the drag strut is
attached to a lug on the underside of the trunnion link near the spherical bearing. A pushrod from a bracket
on the underside of the trunnion link operates a shock strut door hinged to the wing. The door covers part of
the shock strut aperture in the wing when the gear retracts. A swivel fitting for hydraulic lines is mounted on
top of the trunnion link. The trunnion link is machined from a high tensile steel forging.
The trunnion forward bearing bolt is designed to fail if the landing gear receives a severe impact, thus
minimizing damage to structure.
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Main Gear Torsion Links
The main gear torsion links prevent rotation between shock strut inner and outer cylinders without affected the
reciprocating action during normal operation of strut. The upper torsion link and bottom attachment of the
lower drag strut share the same lugs on the shock strut outer cylinder. The lower torsion link is connected to
lugs on the inner cylinder. Upper and lower torsion links are joined at the forward ends by a single bolt.

Main Gear Drag Strut
The main gear drag strut stabilizes the shock strut in a fore and aft direction. The drag strut is in two parts.
The upper drag strut is attached to a lug on the trunnion link at the top end, and to the lower drag strut at the
bottom end. The lower drag strut is connected to the upper torsion link lugs on the outer cylinder, and to the
side strut universal attachment on the shock strut. A special shear bolt is used for the upper attachment to
minimize damage to structure should landing gear receive a severe impact from the front. Clamps and
attachments on the drag strut support linkage for the shock strut door.

Main Gear Side Strut
The main gear side strut gives lateral support to the shock strut. The side strut consists of an upper and a
lower segment hinged near the center. The upper end of the side strut is connected to a lug on the reaction
link. The bottom end of the lower segment is connected to the universal side brace attachment. A lock strut
is mounted between the reaction link and the side strut hinge. The side strut folds about the hinge when the
gear retracts.
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Main Gear Shock Strut
The main gear shock strut is the primary supporting member of the landing gear. The shock strut is made of
steel and consists of an inner cylinder, an outer cylinder, an orifice support tube, and a metering pin. The
orifice support tube is attached to the top of the outer cylinder. Upper and lower bearings provide sliding
surfaces and locate the inner cylinder concentric with outer cylinder. A snubber valve located below the upper
bearing provides control of shock strut rebound. A packing adaptor with annular grooves is installed between
the lower bearing and a spacer. A channel seal in the packing adaptor is in contact with the inner cylinder.
An O-ring between two backup rings makes contact with the outer cylinder. The channel seal and the O-ring
provide an air-oil seal between the cylinders. Annular grooves in the lower bearing are used to store spare
seals. The spare seals in the lower bearing can be used to replace active seals without removing the inner
cylinder. The shock strut is attached to airplane structure by an extension on the outer cylinder and by the
trunnion link. The lower end of the shock strut is held in position by the side strut and the drag strut.
The outer cylinder is a single piece forging bored to fit the inner cylinder. The upper portion provides an
extension for attachment to airplane structure. A full shock strut width lug on the opposite side provides an
attachment for the trunnion link. Lugs on the lower end provide attachment points for drag strut, torsion links,
and universal side strut attachment. The orifice support tube projects through the top of the outer cylinder
where it is secured by a nut. A charging valve is installed in the top of the orifice support tube.
The inner cylinder, with all lugs and the axle, including brake flanges, is machined from one forging. A
diaphragm integral with the metering pin seals off the inside bore of the inner cylinder. A drain tube attached
to the metering pin is secured by a nut to the underside of the inner cylinder. A check valve is installed at the
bottom of the cylinder for strut servicing. In addition to axles, the lower end of the cylinder has a towing lug
and a jacking pad.
A snubber valve is installed on the inner cylinder just below the upper bearing. The valve consists of an
angular sectioned bronze ring that moves up and down when the shock strut operates to act as a one-way
restrictor. When the shock strut is compressing, the snubber valve allows an unrestricted flow of oil from the
upper chamber into the annular space between inner and outer cylinders. When the shock strut extends, the
snubber valve moves up to close off holes in the upper bearing; this restricts flow from the annular space and
so absorbs shock strut rebound.
With the shock strut compressed and serviced with oil, the outer cylinder contains oil all around the piston rod
and in the space between inner and outer cylinders. The shock strut is then inflated with nitrogen or air to the
specified pressure.
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Main Gear Shock Strut (Continued):
Shocks are absorbed by the flow of hydraulic fluid through the annular space between the orifice and the
tapered metering pin. As the shock strut is compressed, oil flows through the orifice and the movement of the
tapered metering pin through the orifice progressively varies the area of the annular space between orifice and
pin. The variation in area results in an adjusted rate of hydraulic flow from the inner cylinder chamber to the
upper side of the piston, thus providing uniform control of the impact loads on the airplane structure when
landing. Landing and taxi shocks are also cushioned by the increasing volume of hydraulic fluid above the
piston further compressing the volume of compressed air or nitrogen in the upper end of the outer cylinder.
As the shock strut extends, there is a reversal of flow through the orifice. The hydraulic fluid now being
forced from the upper to the lower side of the piston must pass through the space around the metering pin
and through holes in the orifice support tube. Also, fluid in the annular space between the inner and outer
cylinders is forced through the snubber valve restriction and through the upper bearing into the upper
chamber. The resulting resistance to hydraulic flow dampens the return movement of the shock strut.
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Main Gear Damper
The main gear damper prevents excessive vibration buildup in landing gear during high speed taxi and under
heavy braking. The damper is a hydraulic unit containing an actuator, a compensator, and relief and check
valves. The main body of the damper is attached to the forward end of the upper torsion link. The actuator
piston rod passes through the forward ends of both upper and lower links to provide an apex bolt. Rotary
oscillation between the shock strut inner and outer cylinders is absorbed by the actuator piston displacing
hydraulic fluid in the cylinder. The rate of displacement is controlled by the damping orifice in the actuator
piston. The compensator is provided to maintain a pressure of 30 to 70 PSI on the fluid contained in the
actuator. A 3000 PSI relief valve protects the actuator from very high pressures caused by thermal expansion
of hydraulic fluid. A 70 PSI relief valve protects the compensator from thermal expansion damage. Two check
valves are provided to allow hydraulic fluid to enter the actuator and make up for slight leakage or to
compensate for fluid contraction. A third check valve permits fluid to enter the unit from the hydraulic system
A return and so keep the damper fully charged with fluid. Bleeder plugs are provided to enable trapped air to
be cleared after disconnection of the hydraulic line or when filling an empty unit.
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NOSE GEAR DOORS
Overview
The nose gear doors are clamshell type and consist of two doors that fair with the fuselage contour when
closed. The doors close over the nose wheel well in the lower nose section of the fuselage when the gear is
retracted and open when the gear is extended. The doors remain open at all times when the nose gear is in
the down position.

Nose Wheel Well Doors
The nose wheel well doors are of glass and graphite fabric reinforced epoxy laminate faced honeycomb
construction. Three hinge arms extend to the side of each door to engage hinges at the outer edge of the
wheel well. The lower end of a door actuation rod is connected to a raised lug on the middle hinge of each
door. A link and crank assembly connected to an arm protruding from the nose landing gear trunnion work
with the door actuation rods to open and close the doors for extension and retraction.
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MAIN GEAR SHOCK STRUT DOORS
Overview
The main gear shock strut doors close over the opening in the wing for the shock strut and drag strut when
the gear is retracted. The installation consists of three doors. A center door is attached to the shock strut and
the drag strut, an outer door is hinged to the wing, and an inner door is hinged to the inboard edge of the
center door. Linkage from the trunnion link and the universal side strut attachment operate during extension
and retraction to open and close the doors. Shock strut doors remain open when the gear is extended. A
support rod attached to the lowest shock strut clamp prevents center and inner doors from moving out of
adjustment under vibration or heavy air loads.

Center Door
The center door is a built up structure of graphite-reinforced Kevlar and Nomex honeycomb core. Reinforced
points support attachment fittings and the lower edge carries a hinge half for the inner door. The door is
secured by clamps to the shock strut and the drag strut. Adjustable fittings between the door and clamps are
provided to fair the door with the lower surface of the wing. A bulb type seal is mounted along the outboard
edge of the door. A rub strip on the aft edge and an angle riveted on the forward edge contact seals along the
respective edges of the opening in the wing when the door is closed.

Outer Door
The outer door is constructed of graphite-reinforced Kevlar and a Nomex honeycomb core. Two hinge fittings
are bolted between webs on the inner side. The door hinges pivot on the heads of two eyebolts, used to
connect the ends of a stabilizing beam, located between the landing gear beam and the rear wing spar. A bulb
section rubber seal around the door opening in the wing provides an air-tight joint when the door is closed. A
pushrod connects the door to a bracket on the underside of the trunnion link. Trunnion link rotation during
extension and retraction operates the door.

Inner Door
The inner door is a built up structure of graphite-reinforced Kevlar and Nomex honeycomb core. The door is
hinged on the outer edge to the center door. The door is contoured to fair with the body when closed. A light
fairing is attached to the outer skin to line up with the flap track fairing. A pushrod connects the door to the
universal side strut attachment.
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LANDING GEAR CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The landing gear control system is operated by moving a control lever projecting from the pilots' instrument
panel. A cable system transmits the control lever movement to a selector valve in the left wheel well. When
positioned by the control lever, the selector valve directs hydraulic pressure to the actuators for gear retraction
and extension. The control lever is provided with a lock to prevent the lever from being moved into UP
position when the airplane is supported on the gear. An override trigger in the control lever may be used to
bypass the lock for testing or if the lock system should lose electrical power.
When the control lever is pulled, the inner end is raised from a detent to free the lever for movement into
another position. Moving the lever up or down rotates a cable drum to operate cables running from a quadrant
above the left wheel well ceiling. As the quadrant rotates, it operates the landing gear selector valve on the
underside of the ceiling through a shaft, lever, and an adjustable link. Releasing the landing gear lever when
the desired position has been selected allows the lever end to drop into a detent and so hold the lever in
position. In DN position, the lever end operates a control lever position switch for the indicating and warning
system.
When the right main gear shock strut is compressed by airplane weight on the gear, a circuit opens to deenergize the landing gear safety relay. When de-energized, the relay opens contacts, cutting off power to the
lock solenoid. The control lever lock then moves into locked position. When the shock strut extends, the
proximity switch closes and the reverse sequence of operations energizes the lock solenoid to release the lock.
The lock solenoid remains energized when gear is retracted and electrical power is on the airplane. An
override trigger permits the lever to bypass the lock if a malfunction of the system causes the lock to engage.
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Landing Gear Selector Valve
The landing gear selector valve directs hydraulic pressure to the landing gear up and down lines. Return fluid
from the landing gear system passes back through the selector valve and on to the hydraulic system A
reservoir. The selector valve is bolted to the ceiling of the left main wheel well. Linkage connects the selector
valve to the control cable system. When the landing gear control handle is operated, motion from the handle is
transferred through the cable system to a shaft passing through the wheel well ceiling. An arm on the end of
shaft below the ceiling positions the selector valve through an adjustable link.
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Landing Gear Control Cable System
The landing gear control cable system transfers movement from the control lever to the landing gear selector
valve. The control cable system consists of four cables, two short and two long. Short cables run forward and
down from the control lever drum, then aft under the control cabin floor. Long cables run forward from the
selector valve control drum to meet the control lever cables at a point under the control cabin floor where the
cables are joined by turnbuckles.
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Landing Gear Control Lever
The landing gear control lever runs in a guide as the lever is moved up or down. The guide has detents to
hold the control lever in any one of three positions, UP, OFF, or DN. To change the control lever position, it is
necessary to pull out the lever to release a roller on the inner end from the detent.
The lock override mechanism enables the inner end of the control lever to be pulled clear of the lock stop
when the control lever lock is engaged. The override feature is obtained by making the control lever shaft in
two parts, one sliding inside the other. A trigger connected to the inner part projects through a slot in the
underside of the outer shaft. A compression spring between a flange on the inner shaft and the control handle
quadrant holds the trigger against the bottom of the slot. When the control lever is pulled, both the inner and
outer shafts move together through the quadrant until the inner end clears the detent. At this point, a stop
prevents further movement. To retract the inner end of the lever far enough to pass the lock stop, the trigger
must be operated. Pulling the trigger telescopes the inner shaft into the lever, the additional retraction of the
control lever inner end thus obtained, allows the lever to clear the lock stop.
The control lever position switch is mounted in the control lever support channel behind the control lever. The
switch is actuated by the inner end of the control lever as the inner end drops into the detent.
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Landing Gear Control Lever Lock System
The landing gear control lever lock system prevents the control lever moving past OFF position from DN
selection until airplane weight is off landing gear. The control lever lock control consists of a mechanical lock
operated by a lock solenoid. The lock solenoid is controlled by a safety relay operated by solid state circuits
through the air safety sensor. The system operates on 28-volt DC power from a circuit breaker on panel P6.
The control lever is normally released only when the solenoid is energized.
The landing gear safety relay controls the power for the lock solenoid. The relay is installed in the landing gear
electrical module located in the electrical/electronic compartment.
The landing gear air safety proximity switch controls the landing gear relay. When the airplane weight is on
the landing gear, the sensor operates through solid state circuits to de-energize the relay. Spoiler linkage
driven by a Teleflex cable from the extension and compression movement of the shock strut operates the
switch.
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Landing Gear Transfer Valve
The landing gear transfer valve normally ports hydraulic pressure from system A to the landing gear. Should
hydraulic pressure be lost, the valve will automatically connect hydraulic system B to the landing gear.
Hydraulic operation of the gear may thus be accomplished without manual override.
The transfer valve is installed in the wheel well of the right main gear. It is on the keel beam, near the forward
end of the wheel well.
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Flow Limiter Bypass Valve
A flow limiter and a bypass valve are installed in the landing gear hydraulic supply downstream from the
transfer valve. The bypass valve is normally open and permits fluid to bypass the flow limiter. Under certain
air mode conditions with high hydraulic fluid flow requirements, the bypass valve closes to give priority to the
wing leading edge autoslat extension. This limits flow to the landing gear. When the flow requirements
decrease, the bypass valve opens and the landing gear system returns to normal.
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NOSE GEAR EXTENSION AND RETRACTION
Overview
The nose gear retraction and extension system raises and lowers the nose landing gear. The gear retracts or
extends simultaneously with the main gear when the landing gear control handle is moved into the UP or DN
detent. A nose gear actuator applies the force necessary to raise or lower the gear. The nose gear actuator is
attached to airplane structure forward and above the gear and to the lower end of the upper drag brace. A
nose gear lock strut assembly, driven by an actuator and held in position by spring bungees, positively locks
the gear in up or down position. The lock strut consists of a lock link and lock brace assembly located
between the aft bulkhead and the upper drag brace. The lock actuator is mounted on the aft bulkhead
between structure and an extension on the aft end of the lock brace. The spring bungees consist of two
tension springs, one on each side of the lock brace. Bungees are connected to lugs on the lock link and at the
lock brace pivot point on structure.
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Retraction
When the landing gear control lever is moved to the UP position for gear retraction, hydraulic pressure is
directed through the selector valve and the nose gear modular package to the gear and the lock actuators.
Flow to the gear actuator is controlled by a flow limiting valve. Flow leaving the lock actuator is controlled by
a restrictor. The lock actuator starts retracting to apply a downward force to an extension on the lock link.
The downward force pulls the lock link over center and starts both the lock strut and drag brace folding. As
gear retraction proceeds, the lock link assembly swings through 90 degrees from the horizontal to the vertical
position. In so doing, the lock link extension passes across an overcenter position with respect to the lock
actuator. From this point, the lock actuator retracting force is opposed to lock link movement until the gear is
almost retracted. During the opposition period, the larger main gear actuator overpowers the lock actuator.
The unlock force provided by the lock actuator when the gear is down, becomes the locking force when gear is
up. The changeover is caused by the lock link extension moving from the aft to the forward side of the lock
link pivot.

Extension
When the landing gear control lever is moved to DN position, hydraulic pressure is directed to the gear and
lock actuators in the opposite direction to gear retraction and a similar course of events would apply.
However, with the gear up and locked, the weight of the gear applies a high compression load on the lock
strut. The gear load on the lock strut plus the force applied by the pressurized nose gear actuator tends to
make lock release noisy and stiff. Therefore, the transfer cylinder is used to direct down line pressure to the
up side of the nose gear actuator and so equalize pressure on both sides of the piston. The pressure impulse
from the transfer cylinder is supported momentarily by the flow control valves in the modular package. By
this means, the main actuator extension force is reversed during the lock strut unlocking and the initial hinging
of the drag brace. After unlocking, the extension cycle is opposite to retraction.
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Nose Gear Actuator
The nose gear actuator converts hydraulic pressure to the mechanical force required to raise or lower the nose
gear. The actuator is a hydraulic piston type with snubbing action to slow movement when limits of travel are
approached. The cylinder head of the actuator is attached to a heavy bracket in the wheel well ceiling. The
piston rod is attached to the upper drag brace. Hydraulic fluid is directed to both ends of the hydraulic
cylinder through flexible hoses.
The nose gear actuator restricts the rate of extension and retraction of the gear just as the gear approaches the
up or the down position. Snubbing effect is obtained by the action of a spring loaded sliding valve snubbing
assembly. After the actuator has extended 0.65 inch, the snubbing valve opens and hydraulic flow is
unrestricted. When the piston is one inch from the fully extended position, a stop on the piston contacts the
snubber valve sleeve. Further movement of the piston pulls the sleeve against a compression spring to close
ports. During the remainder of piston travel, hydraulic flow must pass through a diminishing number of holes.
The increasing restriction to hydraulic flow steadily slows the actuator extension rate until the piston reaches
the end of travel. The sequence repeats in reverse when the actuator retracts.
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Nose Gear Lock Mechanism
The nose gear lock mechanism locks the gear in the gear up and the gear down positions. The mechanism
also releases the lock just before gear retraction or extension. The mechanism includes a lock actuator, lock
spring bungees, and a lock strut consisting of a lock link and a lock brace assembly. The lock strut is
between structure and the drag brace. When the gear is extended, the lock strut prevents the drag strut from
folding when forces tending to retract the gear are applied. When the gear is retracted, the lock strut and the
upper drag brace form a pair of shear legs from which the gear hangs by the lower drag brace. In up or down
positions, the hinge of the lock strut is overcenter to lock the gear in position. The lock actuator moves the
lock strut across the overcenter position to release the gear. The bungee springs are under tension when the
lock strut is in locked position, holding the hinge overcenter even when the lock actuator is depressurized. A
pin inserted through holes drilled through the lock strut hinge provides a ground lock to prevent inadvertent
gear retraction during ground operations.

Nose Gear Lock Actuator
The nose gear lock actuator locks and unlocks the nose gear in either up or down position. The actuator is a
hydraulic piston type and is mounted on the forward face of the aft bulkhead in the wheel well. The actuator
retracts to move the lock strut over center, start the drag brace folding, and so begin the retraction cycle. For
gear extension, the lock actuator extends to unlock the gears. At the end of gear retraction or extension, the
actuator forces the lock strut into the overcenter locked position against the tension of the lock spring
bungees.

Nose Gear Lock Spring Bungee
The nose gear lock spring bungees are arranged to apply a load to hold the lock strut in overcenter position.
Bungees consist of tension springs, with one end attached to the lock brace pivot on structure, and the other
end to a lock link lug beyond the lock strut hinge. Bungees are tensioned to keep gear locked when hydraulic
pressure is off the actuators.
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Nose Gear Door Linkage
The nose gear door linkage transfers motion from the nose gear to open and close the nose gear wheel well
doors. Doors are open when gear is extended and close as the gear retracts. A link assembly connects a lug
on the shock strut outer cylinder near the trunnion with the short arm of a bellcrank. A pushrod between a
long arm on the crank and a fitting on the door completes the linkage. The lugs on the outer cylinder and the
arms on the crank are positioned to pass over an overcenter position for 80 percent of the gear travel.
Therefore, except for a very slight further opening, the doors barely move during gear retraction. When the
gear is moving over the last few inches of retraction, the long arm on the crank is almost at right angles to the
pushrod connected to door. The doors then rapidly close as gear fully retracts. On gear extension, the initial
extension movement opens the doors wide. At this point, lugs and cranks reach overcenter position and the
doors remain open for the rest of the extension cycle.
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NOSE GEAR MANUAL EXTENSION SYSTEM
Overview
The nose gear manual extension system is used to lower the nose gear when hydraulic system pressure is not
available. Pulling the manual extension handle for the nose gear transmits motion through a drum and cable
to unlock the gear from the up and locked position. When the nose gear is released from the up and locked
position, the gear will free fall to the down and locked position.
Controls for nose gear manual extension are located in the floor of the control cabin immediately aft and to the
right of the aisle stand. Three controls, one for the nose gear and one for each main gear, are installed in the
control cabin floor protected by an access door. The landing gear control handle must be either in neutral or
down position to prevent hydraulic lock during manual extension. A single pull of approximately 80 pounds on
the manual extension handle releases the nose gear lock mechanism to allow the gear to extend. A return
spring attached to the torque tube quadrant assembly and to the structure will return the system to the original
position, when the handle is released. The landing gear position and warning lights function normally during
manual extension operation.
The nose gear manual extension system is operated from the control cabin. To manually extend the nose gear,
proceed as follows:
Place landing gear control lever in neutral or down position.
Open manual extension control access door.
Pull nose gear manual extension handle approximately eight inches and observe that nose gear falls to down
and locked position as indicated by the green light on the pilots' instrument panel.
CAUTION:

DO NOT HOLD MANUAL EXTENSION HANDLE IN ANY EXTENDED POSITION DURING
HYDRAULIC OPERATION OF THE LANDING GEAR.

Release manual extension handle.
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Nose Gear Manual Extension Control Cable
The nose gear manual extension control cable is connected to the manual extension control drum installed
beneath the control cabin floor and routed beneath the cabin floor through pulleys and eyeball-type pressure
seals to the nose gear manual extension release mechanism in the nose gear wheel well. When the manual
extension handle is pulled to release the gear, the motion is transmitted by the control cable to the nose gear
manual extension release mechanism. Motion supplied to the release mechanism unlocks the nose gear lock
mechanism to allow the nose gear to fall to down and locked position.

Nose Gear Manual Extension Release Mechanism
The nose gear manual extension release mechanism is located in the aft ceiling area of the nose gear wheel
well. Motion to release the nose gear is transmitted by a cable to a torque tube. A roller is attached
eccentrically to the torque tube. As the torque tube rotates, the roller contacts an extension of the nose gear
lock link. As the roller is forced against the lock link extension, a force is applied to move the lock strut from
the overcenter (locked) position and the nose gear will free fall to the down and locked position. A stop
attached to the torque tube contacts structure to prevent further control cable movement after the torque tube
has been rotated approximately 100 degrees. A return spring attached to the quadrant assembly and to the
structure will return the system to the original position when the handle is released.
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MAIN GEAR EXTENSION AND RETRACTION
Overview
The main gear extension system raises and lowers the main gear. The main gear retracts or extends
simultaneously with the nose gear when the landing gear control handle is moved into the UP or DN detent. A
main gear actuator applies the force required to raise and lower the gear. The actuator works in conjunction
with a walking beam to apply force to the main gear shock strut and swing the gear inboard. Both the actuator
and the walking beam are connected to lugs on the shock strut. The outboard ends of the actuator and the
walking beam pivot on a beam hanger attached to the airplane structure. A main gear lock mechanism locks
the gear positively in the up or down positions. The lock mechanism is mounted on a reaction link located
between the upper ends of the shock strut and side strut. A lock actuator to engage and disengage the uplock
is mounted on the side strut end of the reaction link. The gear is locked down by a folding lock strut located
between the center of the reaction link and the side strut center hinge. The lock strut is operated by the
downlock actuator, mounted on the shock strut end of the reaction link. Spring bungees between the shock
strut and lock strut serve to hold the lock strut in either the locked or unlocked positions.
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Retraction
When the control lever is moved to UP position, hydraulic pressure is then directed to the modular package
and to the uplock actuator. After passing through the modular package, pressure reaches the up port of the
main actuator and the uplock port of the downlock actuator. Flow to the main actuator is controlled by flow
limiting valves and pressure relief valves. Flow to the downlock actuator is restricted. Flow from the
downlock actuator is unrestricted. Therefore, the downlock actuator quickly unlocks the gear and starts the
side strut folding before full pressure builds up in the main actuator. When the gear retracts, the uplock
actuator has locking pressure but stop links prevent the uplock hook from moving to locked position. On the
final movement to full retraction, the uplock roller strikes a projection on the uplock hook; this triggers stop
links to flip over and release the hook. The pressurized lock actuator then snaps the hook into final locked
position. In the same movement, the stop links engage in locking detents to hold the hook in position.
Extension
When the control lever is moved to DN position, hydraulic pressure is directed to the main gear actuator, the
lock port of the downlock actuator, and to the modular package. After passing through the modular package,
pressure reaches the unlock port of the uplock actuator. Pressure to and from the uplock actuator is
unrestricted and the actuator moves quickly to unlock the gear. After retraction, as soon as retraction
pressure leaves the main actuator, the full weight of the gear hangs on the uplock hook. To prevent the
possibility of main actuator extension force further loading the hook, and so causing noisy disengagement of
the uplock, the transfer cylinder goes into action. On the first surge of pressure in the main actuator down
line, the cylinder transfers pressure to the main actuator up line. Loss of transfer cylinder pressure from the
up line is delayed by the flow limiting valve in the modular package. For a moment, pressure is equal on both
ends of the main actuator, and the piston differential area creates an up force. The uplock actuator extends to
unlock the hook during the up force period and the gear extends. On extension, the locking pressure on the
downlock actuator pulls the lock strut into the overcenter locked position. Spring bungees apply a force to keep
the strut in the locked position.
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Main Gear Actuator
The main gear actuator converts hydraulic pressure into mechanical power for retraction and extension of the
main landing gear. The actuator is a hydraulic piston type, with snubbing action to slow movement when
limits of travel are approached. The cylinder head end of the actuator is attached to the beam hanger. The
piston rod is attached to a lug on the shock strut. The actuator and the walking beam are located in the wing
outboard of the shock strut. Hydraulic fluid is directed to the head end of the actuator through two flexible
hoses. Fluid from one hose flows into the cylinder head. A transfer tube built onto the actuator directs fluid
from the second hose to the rod end of the cylinder.
When the main gear actuator is pressurized to extend, opposing forces from the actuator and walking beam act
to rotate the gear. The gear swings inboard and up into the wheel well. When the actuator is pressurized to
retract, the forces rotate the gear in the opposite direction to extend the gear.
The main gear actuator restricts the rate of extension and retraction of the gear just as it approaches the up or
down position. The snubbing effect is obtained by the action of a spring-loaded sliding valve snubbing
assembly. After the actuator has extended 1.10 inches, the snubbing valve opens and hydraulic flow is
unrestricted. When the piston is 1.30 inches from fully extended, a snubber stop on the piston contacts the
snubber valve sleeve. Further movement of the piston pulls the sleeve against a compression spring to close
off ports. For the remainder of piston travel, hydraulic flow must pass through a diminishing number of holes.
The increasing restriction to hydraulic flow steadily slows the actuator extension rate until the piston reaches
the end of travel. The sequence repeats in reverse, when the actuator retracts.
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Main Gear Actuator Walking Beam
The main gear actuator walking beam works in conjunction with the main gear actuator to retract and lower
the gear. The walking beam serves to reduce the reaction force going into airplane structure from the main
gear actuator. Reaction force from the actuator is transmitted back to the shock strut through the walking
beam. The inboard end of the beam is attached to a lug on the top of the shock strut. The outboard end is
attached to the walking beam hanger. The hanger pivots on a fitting mounted between the landing gear beam
and the rear wing spar. The cylinder end of the actuator is connected to the walking beam. The actuator
piston rod is attached to a lug on the side of the shock strut. On gear retraction, the outboard force from the
actuator piston rod is applied directly to the gear. The inboard reaction force from the cylinder of the actuator
reaches the shock strut through the actuator walking beam. The inboard and outboard forces combined
provide a couple to raise the gear. The resulting reaction to the couple tends to rotate the actuator and
walking beam combination about the gear retraction axis. Force generated by the attempted rotation is taken to
structure through the beam hanger. With the walking beam as a third order lever arm, a much reduced force
reaches structure. The piston rod shock strut movement arm increases as the gear moves up. The walking
beam shock strut movement arm first increases then decreases during retraction.
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Main Gear Lock Mechanism
The main gear lock mechanism positively locks the gear in retracted or extended position. The lock consists
of a hook, two hydraulic actuators, spring bungees, a lock strut, and operating linkage. In the retracted
position, the hook engages a roller mounted on the universal side strut fitting. In the down position, the lock
strut assumes an overcenter position to prevent the side strut from folding. The uplock hook and the lock
strut are connected to individual actuators. The actuators are mounted on the reaction link. Sensors for the
position indicating and warning system proximity switches are located in two places. The downlock sensor is
on the side strut, near the lower end of the lock strut. The uplock sensor is mounted between the uplock hook
and the lower end of the uplock spring bungees.
The normal operation of both up and down locks is by hydraulic pressure directed to the lock actuators.
Provision is made to release the uplock in the absence of hydraulic pressure by means of a manual extension
system. Spring bungees provide a force to hold the locks in the locked or unlocked positions. When the
manual extension system releases the gear, the lock strut will swing into locked position as the gear falls. On
the final extension movement, the spring bungees pull the lock strut into overcenter position.

Main Gear Lock Actuator
The main gear lock actuators operate the main gear lock mechanism to permit retraction or normal extension
of the landing gear (Fig. 5). Actuators are the hydraulic piston type. Two actuators are mounted on the
reaction link of each main gear; one on the inboard end to operate the uplock and one on the outboard end to
operate the downlock. The downlock actuator extends to push the lock strut across the overcenter position and
to start the side strut folding. Retraction of the actuator pulls the lock strut into the overcenter locked position
when the gear extends. The uplock actuator extends to swing the uplock hook away from the uplock roller and
release the gear. Uplock actuator retraction pushes the hook outboard to fully engage the uplock roller.

Main Gear Lock Springs
The main gear lock springs are arranged to apply a load to hold the locks in either engaged or disengaged
positions. Lock springs consist of tension springs with one end attached to a fixed pivot point and the other
end to the appropriate lock mechanism. When the locks operate, the spring ends attached to lock mechanism
swing through an arc the highest point of which is in line with the spring fixed pivot point. Therefore, an
overcenter effect keeps locks in position, fully open or closed.
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MAIN GEAR MANUAL EXTENSION SYSTEM
Overview
The main gear manual extension system is used to lower the main gear when hydraulic system pressure is not
available. Pulling a manual extension handle for the respective gear transmits motion through drums and
cables to unlock the gear from the up and locked position. When the main gear uplock mechanism is released,
the gear will free fall to the down and locked position.
Controls for main gear manual extension are located in the floor of the control cabin immediately aft and to the
right of the aisle stand. Three controls, one for the nose gear and one for each main gear, are installed in the
control cabin floor protected by an access door. The landing gear control handle must be either in neutral or
down position to prevent hydraulic lock during manual extension. A single pull of approximately 60 pounds on
the manual extension handle releases the main gear uplock mechanism to allow the gear to extend. A spring
attached to the manual extension linkage returns the system to the original position. The landing gear position
and warning lights function normally during manual extension operation.
The main gear manual extension system is operated from the control cabin. Each gear is operated ndividually.
To manually extend a main gear, proceed as follows:
Place the landing gear control lever in neutral or down position.
Open manual extension control access door.
Pull the respective main gear manual extension handle approximately 14.4 to 16.1 inches and observe that
main gear falls to down and locked position as indicated by the corresponding green light on the pilots'
instrument panel.
CAUTION:

DO NOT HOLD MANUAL EXTENSION HANDLE IN ANY EXTENDED POSITION DURING
HYDRAULIC OPERATION OF THE LANDING GEAR.

Release the manual extension handle.
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Main Gear Manual Extension Control Cable
The main gear manual extension control cables are connected to the manual extension control drums installed
beneath the control cabin floor and routed beneath the cabin floor through pulleys and eyeball type pressure
seals to the main gear uplock release mechanism in the respective main gear wheel well. When the manual
extension handle is pulled to release the gear, the motion is transmitted by the control cables through the
uplock release mechanism to the main gear uplock assembly. Motion supplied to the uplock assembly from
the manual extension system releases the uplock hook from the uplock roller on the main gear to allow the
main gear to fall to down and locked position.

Main Gear Manual Extension Linkage
The main gear manual extension linkage is located in the main gear wheel well adjacent to the main gear
uplock assembly. Motion to release the main gear is transmitted by a cable MLGEA to a quadrant assembly.
As the quadrant moves, it will push a crank which will move the release rod which is attached to the quadrant
assembly crank. Movement of the release rod will move an arm attached to a cam shaft. Rotation of the cam
shaft causes a two-fingered cam to contact rollers on the uplock links. As the cam rotates the uplock links,
the uplock links pull against the return spring and the stop link to pull outboard on the uplock hook. As the
uplock hook moves outboard, the main gear uplock roller is released and the main gear will free fall to the
down and locked position. Further control cable movement is prevented when the uplock link rollers bottom
out on the cam. The return spring attached to the quadrant assembly will return the main gear manual
extension system to the original position when the manual extension handle is released.
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HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM
Overview
The hydraulic braking system aids airplane control during ground operations. The Brakes hold the airplanes
during parking, mooring, and engine run. They stop the wheel spin after takeoff, shorten the landing run, and
assist in turning when the airplane is taxied.
The brake system is manually controlled by the captain's or first officer's rudder pedals through linkage and
cables to the brake metering valve for each main gear. Each brake metering valve directs B system hydraulic
pressure up to 3000 PSI to the brakes of the main gear it serves. An antiskid system and an automatic
braking system are incorporated into the manual braking system.
The hydraulic brake system consists of system control cables and linkages, alternate brake selector valve,
accumulator isolation valve, brake metering valves, brake feel augmenters, related antiskid/autobrake units,
shuttle valves, hydraulic fuses, main gear brake swivels, disk-type brakes, hydraulic pressure accumulator,
transmitters and gages. Automatic braking system components, autobrake control panel, two shuttle valves,
autobrake digital circuits, an autobrake pressure control module and four pressure switches are installed in
the hydraulic system. The rotating, disk-type brakes are self-adjusting. The hydraulic pressure accumulator
is charged to 3000 PSI in order to provide braking pressure for parking or whenever the main hydraulic
systems are depressurized. The accumulator pressure transmitter provides a brake system hydraulic pressure
indication on a remote gage in the control cabin. The brakes are applied automatically to stop the spinning
main gear wheels when the landing gear is retracted. A snubber is provided in the nose wheel well to stop the
spinning nose wheels.
When the captain or first officer depresses the brake pedals, the brake metering valves are opened and
hydraulic fluid is directed to the brakes through antiskid valves. The intensity of pressure established in the
brakes varies directly with the amount of pedal force maintained. Feel at the brake pedals depends on brake
metering valve return springs, brake pressure diverted to oppose metering valve position, and feel augmenter
feedback. Depressing left or right brake pedals allows independent left or right brake operation on the main
landing gear. When pedal force is reduced, fluid in the brakes is released to the hydraulic system return. The
normal brake system and autobrake system are pressurized by hydraulic system B. In the event that hydraulic
system B is lost, the alternate brake select valve opens to apply hydraulic system A pressure to the alternate
brake system, and the accumulator isolation valve closes to prevent the accumulator from discharging into the
normal brake system. If both hydraulic system A and hydraulic system B are lost the accumulator isolation
valve opens and provides accumulator pressure to the normal brake system. The accumulator is pre-charged
with compressed air or nitrogen and contains sufficient fluid for approximately six full brake applications.
When the automatic braking system is operating, the brake metering valves are bypassed and autobrake
control module modulates brake pressure as commanded by circuit cards in the antiskid control module.
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Alternate Brake Selector Valve
The alternate brake selector valve blocks system A hydraulic pressure to the alternate brake metering valves
when system B pressure is available for normal brake operation. When system B pressure is lost, the valve
will open to apply system A pressure to the alternate brake metering valves.
Under normal operating conditions system B pressure holds the select valve closed preventing system A
pressure from entering the alternate braking system.
Following takeoff when the landing gear is retracted system B pressure continues to hold the selector valve
closed, but landing gear retraction pressure is now available and ported through the selector valve to the
alternate brake metering valves to stop wheel rotation.
When system B pressure is lost the valve opens under system A pressure and simultaneously closes the
alternate braking system to landing gear retraction pressure. At the same time a pressure sensitive switch in
the alternate brake select valve activates when system A pressure to the valve reaches 1900 PSI and sends a
signal to the antiskid control module to annunciate alternate antiskid failures. Autobrake control is not
available to the alternate system.
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Brake Control Linkage
The brake pedals as part of the rudder pedal assemblies actuate brake control linkage below the control cabin
floor. Captain's and first officer's brake pedals are interconnected through linkage below the control cabin
floor, to have identical brake operation from both positions. Connected to the control linkage are two
horizontal quadrants. The quadrants are connected to the brake metering valves by dual control cables.
Movement of either right or left brake pedal will actuate the corresponding right or left main gear brake
metering valve and movement of both brake pedals together will apply both main gear brakes.
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Brake Metering Valve
For each main gear, identical normal and alternate brake metering valves are fitted in an assembly for
simultaneous operation. Each left and right metering valve assembly is mounted on the wheel well ceiling at
LBL 10 and RBL 10 respectively just forward of the junction of the aft wheel well bulkhead. The assembly
consists of a cable quadrant mounted above the ceiling driving a shaft projecting through the wheel well
ceiling on which adjustable cranks are mounted 180° apart. The metering slide of each brake metering valve
is contacted upon rotation of the crank assembly to meter hydraulic pressure. The normal brake metering
valve is rigged to actuate slightly ahead of the alternate valve.
A brake feel augmenter is mounted on each normal brake metering valve and is used to provide increased
brake pedal feel force at low metered pressure to improve brake pressure control during taxi conditions. The
augmenter consists of a slide attached to a plunger. The slide is hydraulically connected to the output
pressure line of the brake metering valve and the plunger is connected by a roller and lever to the shaft of the
metering valve control quadrant. Operation of the brakes will pressurize the brake metering valve output line
causing fluid to push against the augmenter slide and plunger. This generates a resistance to pedal force
proportional to the amount of metered brake pressure. This feature is not available to the alternate braking
system.
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Main Gear Brakes
Tire to surface friction force for stopping the aircraft is controlled through the application of hydraulic pressure
to the multidisc brake. Rotors coupled to wheel/tire assemblies and stators attached to gear structure are
pressed together by the action of hydraulic pistons causing the frictional force required to stop the aircraft.
Automatic adjustment assemblies maintain correct brake element clearances. Wear indicators give visual
warning of time to overhaul brakes. Hydraulic bleed ports are provided to assist in the overhaul.
When the brakes are applied, hydraulic fluid under system pressure enters the inlet port of the brake, through
a disconnect valve, and is distributed to the pistons. As the pistons move out under fluid pressure they push
the pressure plate axially against the stack of stators and rotors so that the stack is compressed between the
pressure plate and the torque tube backing plate, and rotational braking friction is developed.
Separate lining wear indicator pins are provided at two locations. Dimension L is set at brake manufacture or
overhaul. Subsequent lining wear will cause dimension L, with brake pressure applied, to decrease to a point
indicating when the brake must be removed for lining replacement.
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Brake Accumulator System
The brake accumulator stores energy for brake operation and assures instantaneous flow of fluid to the
brakes. When fully charged, the accumulator holds a reserve of fluid under pressure sufficient for
approximately six brake applications and for maintaining parking brake pressure.
The system consists of the following:
1. accumulator, which has:
a) air charging valve
b) air charging gage
c) transmitter and associated wiring to indicator on P2 panel
2. two one way check valves
3. accumulator isolation valve
4. on some airplanes, pressure relief valve
The accumulator is provided with an air or nitrogen charging valve and gage located with the accumulator to
permit pre-charging. The accumulator is located on the lower aft wall of the right wheel well. Also included
with the accumulator is a pressure transmitter connected electrically to the HYD BRAKE PRESS indicator on
the lower P2 panel.
Two one-way check valves allow flow of system B hydraulic fluid into the accumulator but prevent the back
flow of hydraulic pressure.
An accumulator isolation valve is positioned with the check valves to block the flow of hydraulic fluid from the
accumulator when system A pressure is applied to the alternate brake system. Low pressure in system A
opens the accumulator isolation valve to allow accumulator pressure to the normal brake metering valves for
use in an emergency (where System A and B are un-pressurized) or for parking brake operation. System A
pressure would operate the alternate brake system and close the accumulator isolation valve should system B
fail.
On some airplanes, a pressure relief valve is installed between the accumulator and the return line on the left
outboard antiskid valve. This protects the system from pressure build up caused by the warming of a cold
soaked accumulator during airplane descent. The valve opens when pressure in system exceeds 3500 PSI and
passes fluid to the hydraulic system B return lines until pressure drops back to 3500 PSI or below.
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Main Gear Brake Swivel Assemblies
The hydraulic brake lines mounted on the structure and on the landing gear of the airplane are connected by
main gear brake swivel assemblies. The swivel assemblies permit continued flow in the hydraulic lines during
retraction or extension of the landing gear. Swivel assemblies are mounted on the trunnion link of each gear.
The swivel assembly consists of two main parts. One is the rotating part or housing mounted on the trunnion
link and the other is the stationary part or body. There is an individual swivel for each brake line.
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Brake Hydraulic Fuses
A volumetric hydraulic fuse is located on the output line of each antiskid valve. The purpose of the fuse is to
prevent loss of hydraulic fluid in event of a line rupture downstream of the fuse. The fuse will shut off flow
after 40 cubic inches of fluid has passed through.
The fuse contains a bypass valve with a release lever which is lockwired in the closed position. Releasing the
lockwire and holding the lever in the open position will equalize pressure on both sides of the fuse so that it
can reset. It will also allow fluid to flow through to the brakes without setting the fuse during brake bleeding.
AIRPLANES WITH DECOTA HYDRAULIC FUSES; The lever is not lockwired. If you hold the lever in the
open position, the pressure on both sides of the fuse will equalize so the fuse can be reset. Also, this will
allow the fluid to flow through to the brakes during brake bleeding. When the lever is released, it will return
to the closed position.
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Brake Hydraulic Accumulator Servicing
Access is through the left and right Main Wheel Wells.

Accumulator Servicing
Install chocks on the wheels of the main landing gear and release the parking brake.
Push the captain's or the first officer's brake pedals approximately eight times to remove the pressure from
the brake system.
WARNING:

DO NOT LOOSEN THE VALVE BODY. THE INNER PRESSURES CAN BLOW THE VALVE
OUT, WHICH CAN CAUSE INJURIES TO PERSONS.

CHARGING INSTRUCTIONSHYDRAULIC ACCUMULATOR
WITH SYSTEM DEPRESSURIZED
CHARGE WITH DRY NITROGEN
TO APPLICABLE PRESSURE PER

CHART BELOW - ± 50 PSI

PRESSUREPSI GAGE

1400
1200

1000
800
600

-50

-25

0

+25

+50

+75

AMBIENT TEMP - ° CENTIGRADE

Fill the hydraulic accumulator with dry nitrogen (refer to the instructions on the aluminum foil marker near the
pressure gage in the right main wheel well).
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Remove the valve cap.
Loosen the outer hex-swivel nut of the valve and fill to the specified pressure.
Tighten the outer hex-swivel nut of the valve.
Disconnect the pressure source and replace the cap.

Pressurize the applicable hydraulic system.
NOTE:

The pressure gage of the hydraulic system should show approximately 3000 PSI.

After 5 to 10 minutes remove the pressure from the applicable hydraulic system.
NOTE:

The brake pressure gage of the hydraulic system should show approximately 3000
PSI.

Push the brake pedals approximately six times and do a check on the pre-charge of the accumulator.
Fill the accumulator again if it is necessary.
Make sure swivel hexagon nut is tightened and replace the cap on the charge valve.
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PARKING BRAKE SYSTEM
Overview
The parking brake system is used to apply and hold brake pressure through the metering valves when the
airplane is parked or moored.
The parking brake system is composed of:
1. Parking brake lever, holding pawls and lever linkage
2. Parking brake lights, switch and associated wiring
3. Parking brake valve, switch and associated wiring
CAUTION:

PARKING BRAKES SHOULD NOT BE SET FOLLOWING A HIGH ENERGY STOP. HIGH
ENERGY STOPS ARE DEFINED AS A REFUSED TAKE OFF OR ANY STOP OTHER THAN
NORMAL. UNDER STATIC PRESSURE, HOT BRAKE SURFACES TEND TO FUSE
TOGETHER. THEREFORE, AFTER A HIGH ENERGY STOP, OR FOLLOWING TOUCH AND GO
STOPS, A COOLING PERIOD OF 40 TO 60 MINUTES SHOULD BE ALLOWED BEFORE THE
PARKING BRAKE IS SET.

The parking brake uses the existing brake system. Application is made by foot and hand operated linkage and
utilizes pressure from the B hydraulic system or the accumulator (See Fig. 2). A parking brake shutoff valve
located in brake return flow lines prevents the normal decay of pressure through the antiskid valves. A red
light beside the parking brake lever on the center aisle stand and a secondary light located on the external
power electrical panel both illuminate to indicate when the parking brake is applied.
The parking brakes are set by depressing the brake pedals and lifting the parking brake lever and then
releasing the brake pedals. The parking brake lights will come on and remain on as long as battery power is
on. To release the parking brakes, the brake pedals are depressed and released. Antiskid describes the use of
the parking brake circuit to test air-ground sensor circuits related to antiskid operation.
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Parking Brake Linkage
Application of the parking brake requires a full and simultaneous application of left and right foot pedals.
This allows clearance for the parking brake lever linkage to be moved, rotating a lock-shaft fitted with pawls.
The pawls rotate into a pin holding position with brake pedal linkage. Thus positioned, the pawls hold the
brake metering valves open porting pressure to the brakes.
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Parking Brake Light
The red parking brake light on the control stand is illuminated by the closing of a switch caused by the
rotation of an outboard lever on the parking brake jackshaft at parking brake application. The micro-switch
also completes a circuit to actuate the parking brake shutoff valve closed.
The red parking brake repeater light on the external power panel also illuminates when the parking brake
switch is actuated.
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Parking Brake Shutoff Valve
The parking brake shutoff valve is installed in a common return line in the main wheel well between the four
antiskid control valves and a system return line and prevents pressure bleed off when parking brakes are set.
The parking brake shutoff valve is a 28-volt DC motor-operated ball-type valve. When parking brakes are set
or released, the parking brake switch will actuate to energize the shutoff valve to closed or open position.
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ANTISKID SYSTEM
Overview
The antiskid system is an electro-hydraulic subsystem placed in the hydraulic brake system to prevent manual
or automatic braking action that causes skidding. Under any runway condition or selected brake pressure, the
antiskid system will monitor wheel deceleration rates and maintain maximum wheel adhesion. The antiskid
system is programmed to provide touchdown and locked wheel protection from air-ground and wheel speed
sensing. A landing gear lever operated switch provides a disable function for landing gear retraction braking.
An ON-OFF switch gives the crew control of the antiskid system and an annunciator light gives notice of
defective systems. A built-in-test capability provides continuous self test and fault indication. Further manual
testing is provided to detect component faults. The autobrake system shares air-ground and wheel speed
sensing with the antiskid system and requires a fault free antiskid system to operate.
An alternate antiskid system is automatically scheduled to operate from hydraulic system A pressure when
hydraulic system B pressure fails, transferring command by alternate antiskid to the operation of paired
wheels of each gear.
The antiskid system consists of individual wheel speed transducers, an antiskid control unit, six antiskid
control valves, a main gear squat switch, a nose gear squat switch and a landing gear lever switch. The
system also includes an ON-OFF control switch and an INOP annunciator light. Built-in-testing is provided on
an automatic/ continuous basis supplemented with a manual test capability at the antiskid control unit.
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Antiskid Control Panel
The antiskid control panel is located on the P2 panel and is composed of an ANTISKID ON-OFF switch, and an
ANTISKID INOP light.
The ANTISKID ON-OFF switch is of the guarded type controlling the antiskid wheel circuits. The switch acts
as an arming switch to provide power to antiskid circuits in the antiskid control unit.
The ANTISKID INOP light is mounted above the control switch. The light illuminates as a result of built-intest (automatic or manual test) sensing of faults in the antiskid circuits. Faults affecting antiskid control for
the normal brake system will be indicated at all times. Faults affecting antiskid control for the alternate brake
system are only indicated when the alternate system is pressurized. This occurs when the normal brake
system has failed or when the parking brake is set. The INOP light is also used to detect faults in the
touchdown and locked wheel protection circuits when the parking brake is set.
The INOP light is also used in conjunction with the manual built-in-test procedures to troubleshoot at the
antiskid control unit.
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Transducer
The transducer is a wheel driven speed sensing device located inside each main gear wheel axle. The
transducer assembly consists of a stator which is attached to the axle and a rotor mounted inside the stator.
The rotor shaft is attached to a drive coupling which meshes with a spider secured to the inside of the hubcap
of the wheel. This allows the rotor to turn inside the stator at a rate equal to the rotational speed of the
wheel.
The rotor has poles, or lobes, extending outward from its outer circumference. The stator has an equal
number of lobes extending inward. The stator also has a coil around it, which is connected to a controlled
source of dc power. When the stator coil is energized, the stator becomes an electromagnet. When the wheel
is turning, the lobes on the rotor pass by the lobes on the stator, thus changing the distance between them.
The change in distance causes a change in the magnetic field of the stator because of the variation of
magnetic coupling (magnetic reluctance) between the stator and the rotor. This change in magnetic field
generates in the stator coil an ac voltage which is superimposed on the controlled dc energizing voltage. The
frequency of the generated voltage is directly proportional to the rotational speed of the wheel. This ac signal
is fed into the antiskid control unit.
The transducer produces a sine wave having 150 pulses for one complete rotation of the wheel. The AC signal
ranges from an output of 1.5-volts minimum at 150 Hz to an output of 3.0-volts minimum at 5000 Hz.
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Antiskid Control Unit
The antiskid control unit is located in the electrical/electronic equipment compartment. It contains all the
circuits necessary for antiskid control and autobrake functions. The antiskid control unit contains printed
circuits; two dual main wheel control circuits and built-in test circuits, a digital autobrake circuit and a
multilayer interconnect circuit. Circuitry includes individual wheel control in normal antiskid mode. Alternate
antiskid circuitry controls the wheels in pairs.
Built-in-test features incorporate continuous monitoring of antiskid valve and transducer circuits and their
interfaces. The antiskid control unit front panel includes antiskid system fault isolation provision and an
autobrake test capability in the form of test switches and lights to assist in trouble shooting the antiskid
system.
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Antiskid Control Valve
The antiskid control valve is an electrically controlled hydraulic valve which will reduce metered pressure
supplied to the brakes when provided with a signal from the control unit. The amount of pressure reduction is
proportional to the control current provided. Each control valve consists of an electrically controlled 1st-stage
or servo valve, and a hydraulically controlled 2nd-stage spool valve. Each of the normal antiskid control valves
operates independently of the other to control the brake on one wheel. An alternate antiskid control valve
controls paired wheels of each main gear.
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Air-Ground Sensors
Air-ground sensors are located in the right main gear wheel well and the nose gear torsion link to provide
brake release signals to the antiskid control unit for touchdown protection during landing. Main gear sensing
acts on inboard wheels and the nose gear sensing acts on outboard wheels.
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Landing Gear Lever UP Switch
The landing gear lever up switch is located in the lower nose section forward of the nose wheel well. It is a
two pole switch actuated by a cam fastened to the landing gear lever control cable.
One pole of the switch disables the alternate antiskid portion of the antiskid system during the retraction cycle
of the landing gear to allow positive braking action. Disabling prevents antiskid system from sensing a skid
and signaling brake release.
The second pole opens the circuit which senses pressurization of the alternate brake system to prevent a false
antiskid inoperative condition to be registered as landing gear is retracted.
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AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM
Overview
When selected by the pilot the autobrake (automatic braking) system operates in conjunction with the antiskid
system to automatically control hydraulic pressure to the brakes on landing or during a refused takeoff (RTO).
Using information from air/ground and wheel speed sensing systems, a single electromechanical valve
automatically supplies a modulated pressure to all four brakes. The autobrake control panel (P2-2) contains
the controls by which the crew may choose the deceleration rate. Five deceleration rate positions (1, 2, 3,
MAX, and RTO) are available. Shuttle valves react to autobrake pressure, blocking the normal brake metering
system and porting autobrake pressure through the antiskid valves to wheel brake pistons. The antiskid
system monitors autobrake (or normal brake application) in preventing wheel lock-up.
The pilot can override the autobrake system at any time by moving the autobrake selector switch to OFF,
making manual brake application resulting in more than 750 PSI at either left or right autobrake shuttle valve,
or stowing the speed brakes. Go-around protection is provided from throttle actuated switches to deactivate
autobrake operation. Refused takeoff (RTO) can be implemented at takeoff when throttles are retarded. This
causes autobrake to provide full stopping pressure automatically within the operation of antiskid protection.
The autobrake system consists of an autobrake control panel, an autobrake pressure control module, two
hydraulic pressure switches, two shuttle valves, and an autobrake electronic circuit card located in the M162
Antiskid Control Unit (E3-2 shelf). Additional control inputs are furnished by wheel speed switches, air-ground
sensing relay, speed brake arming switch and engine throttle switches. 28-volt DC power for autobrake
operation is supplied through the AUTOBRAKE CONTR circuit breaker on the P6-3 panel. An operational
antiskid system is required for automatic braking.
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Autobrake Control Panel
The autobrake control panel, located directly below the antiskid ON-OFF switch on the pilot's forward
instrument panel P2-2, consists of an AUTO BRAKE selector switch, and amber AUTO BRAKE DISARM light
and two relays, R289 and R290. The relays are located behind the control panel.
The AUTO BRAKE selector switch (S583) is a rotary, six-position switch. The functions provided by the switch
are to arm the system by providing 28-volt DC autobrake power to the antiskid control unit, select a 1, 2, 3,
MAX or RTO airplane deceleration level, and illuminate the AUTO BRAKE DISARM light.
The AUTO BRAKE DISARM indicator light also illuminates when the automatic braking system is turned on to
the RTO position. The light will remain on until a turn-on self-check (TOSC) initiated by the system is
successfully completed in about one second. The AUTO BRAKE DISARM light also illuminates for both failure
detection (including power loss) and crew-initiated disarming. The light can be extinguished by placing the
AUTO BRAKE selector switch to OFF. However, AUTO BRAKE DISARM if light illumination is caused by
autobrake solenoid valve failure, the light will remain on in all switch positions.
The (A/B DISARM) relay R290 provides switching functions for disarming the system when the arming
requirements for landing or RTO operations are not fully met. The relay will reset when the AUTO BRAKE
selector switch is placed to OFF.
The (A/B ON) relay R289 provides switching functions for supplying 28-volt DC autobrake-on power to the
antiskid control unit and to the solenoid shutoff valve in the autobrake pressure control module (V122). Relay
289 energizes when at least one wheel speed on each main gear is greater than 60 knots.
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Autobrake Pressure Control Module
The autobrake pressure control module is connected to system B hydraulic lines, and is located on the center
ceiling of the main gear wheel well just forward of bulkhead station 727. The module consists of an electro
hydraulic pressure control servo valve, a solenoid operated shutoff valve, two hydraulic pressure actuated
switches (one at the output of the solenoid shutoff valve and the other at the output of the pressure control
servo valve), and an inlet pressure fluid filter. The module supplies autobrake pressure to all four of the main
wheel brakes through the autobrake shuttle valves.
The solenoid operated shutoff valve will port hydraulic pressure to the pressure control servo valve when the
autobrake system is armed and then activated by autobrake logic (wheel speed greater than 60 knots and
throttles retarded). With the solenoid valve in the de-energized position pressure is ported to the return line.
The electro hydraulic 2-stage pressure control servo valve receives pressure from the shutoff valve and meters
the output to the brakes. The valve 1st-stage consists of a dc torque motor, a jet pipe and receiver, and a
pressure balance-feedback-piston/spring assembly. The 2nd-stage is a 3-way pressure balance metering
spool that controls pressure to the brakes as modulated by the 1st-stage valve.
The shutoff valve pressure switch is located at the shutoff valve output and monitors the shutoff valve
operation. The switch opens above 1000 PSI to provide a logic "high" with autobrake selected. The switch
goes to the relaxed position to provide a logic "ground" signal when the autobrake selector switch is in any of
the four autobrake selected positions and pressure falls below 1000 PSI. Any incorrect logic will disarm the
autobrake and illuminate the disarm light. The control servo valve pressure switch monitors the servo valve
output pressure to detect control system faults. The switch is connected to the fault monitor logic to indicate
high pressure (above 1000 PSI) with an open circuit and indicates low pressure (below 1000 PSI) with a closed
(logic ground) circuit.
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Autobrake Shuttle Valves
Two shuttle valves, located on the left aft bulkhead of the left gear wheel well, are installed in the autobrake
system, one in each of the two brake pressure lines upstream of the left and right normal antiskid valves. The
valves sense hydraulic pressure from the autobrake pressure control module and from the brake metering
valves. The shuttle valve will port pressure to the antiskid valve from the source (autobrake pressure control
module or brake metering valve) of highest pressure.
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Hydraulic Pressure Switches
Pressure switches (S762 LH, S763 RH), identified as brake pedal pressure switches, sense the B system brake
pressure downstream from the brake metering valves. The switches are attached to respective autobrake
shuttle valves and actuate when manually metered hydraulic BRAKE pressure is greater than 750 PSI. They
provide a ground signal to the autobrake circuit to deactivate auto braking.
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Autobrake Digital Circuits and Test Switch
The autobrake digital circuits are located in the antiskid control unit (located on the E3-2 electrical shelf). The
microprocessor system consists of a central processing unit and counter-timer circuit driven by a crystal
controlled clock, a non-volatile memory (EPROM), a random access memory (RAM), and input/output
circuitry. Supporting components include a transducer input multiplexer, a valve driver, a disarm control
circuit, and a 5-volt DC power supply. Signals from the autobrake circuit operate the autobrake pressure
control module which initiates and controls the brake pressure as required to meet the selected airplane
deceleration rate. The autobrake system performs a self-check each time the system is turned on.
To test the autobrake system, the antiskid control unit has incorporated an amber autobrake test light and an
autobrake test switch, located on the front face of module. The switch functionally tests the autobrake system.
The test is done with the AUTO BRAKE selector switch in any decel position other than OFF.
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NOSE WHEEL STEERING SYSTEM
Overview
Nose wheel steering is provided for airplane directional control during ground maneuvers and taxiing.
Hydraulic power from system A is used to turn the nose wheels to either side from zero to 78 degrees.
Steering is controlled by a wheel on the left side of the control cabin and by an interconnect mechanism from
the rudder pedals. The steering system is spring-loaded to the center position. The airplane can be towed
through turns up to 78 degrees without disconnecting the torsion links or depressurizing the hydraulic system.
Internal cams in the shock strut center the nose gear when the nose gear shock strut is fully extended,
therefore turning the wheels or towing should not be attempted unless the shock strut is compressed more
than two inches.
Normal steering is achieved by using the steering wheel located on the left sidewall forward of the captain's
position. Movement of the steering wheel in either direction is transmitted by cables to a steering metering
valve which directs 3000 PSI hydraulic fluid to the nose wheel steering actuators for turning the portion of the
nose gear which can be steered. A steering wheel movement of 95 degrees will give 78 degrees of nose wheel
turning.
Rudder pedal steering is available during takeoff, landing, and taxiing when small directional changes are
required. Full deflection of the rudder pedals produces about 7 degrees of nose wheel steering. The rudder
pedal steering mechanism is engaged for steering by the squat switch located on the nose gear shock strut.
When the nose gear is compressed, the movement of the torsion link is transmitted to the squat switch. This
causes the actuator motor to reposition the stops mounted on the clutch crank in the rudder pedal steering
mechanism. In this position, any movement of the rudder pedals will be transmitted into ground directional
control of the nose wheel.
Nose wheel steering is available when the nose gear is in the down position and compressed by weight of the
airplane. Positioning the landing gear control lever to down makes system A hydraulic pressure available from
the landing gear down line to the steering metering valve for steering. The nose gear must be compressed
more than two inches before steering is attempted to avoid damage to the centering cams.
When the steering wheel is rotated for a turn, the steering cables move and displace the steering metering
valve piston. Hydraulic fluid is directed by the metering valve through the swivel valves to the steering
actuators. The steering actuators produce a turning moment on the steering collar which is transmitted by the
torsion links to the lower steerable portion of the nose gear. Continued displacement of the metering valve
piston combined with the steering actuator swivel valves produces 78 degrees of wheel turn for 95 degrees of
steering wheel rotation. During a turn, the metering valve piston is displaced until the required degree of nose
wheel turning is reached and then returned to the center position by the follow-up action of the cable.
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Overview (Continued):
Nose wheel steering is also available through the rudder pedals. The rudder pedal steering mechanism is
actuated by the squat switch/electric actuator system when the nose gear is compressed. The compression
movement is transmitted electrically to move the eccentric and reposition the clutch crank and allow the clutch
arm to contact the stops mounted on the steering crank. In this position, any movement of the rudder pedals
is transmitted from the steering arm to the quadrant. The quadrant moves the nose wheel steering cables
displacing the steering metering valve piston for the required turn.
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Steering Metering Valve
The steering metering valve is a piston and sleeve type valve located on the nose gear. A pair of swivel valves
is combined with the metering valve in order to direct hydraulic fluid for turns. The piston and sleeve
assembly is ported to direct 3000 PSI hydraulic fluid through the swivel valves to the steering actuators.
Movement of the control cable positions the valve piston for the required turn. When the wheels reach the
required turn angle, the piston is returned to neutral position by follow-up action of the control cable.
During steering operation, hydraulic fluid is directed by the metering valve to one side of the right actuator
piston and to the opposite side of the left actuator piston producing a push-pull action on the steering collar.
This push-pull action continues as long as the valve piston is displaced or until approximately 33 degrees of
steering. At this point the pulling actuator has reached the end of its stroke and the turning motion of the
actuator has closed off the hydraulic pressure and return lines in the steering actuator swivel valve. Continued
pushing by the other actuator will move the pulling actuator past the null point. Above 33 degrees of steering,
hydraulic pressure for the steering cylinder that is overcenter has been closed off and both ports have been
ported to return. Further turning from 33 degrees to the maximum of 78 degrees is provided by the pushing
actuator only. The steering wheel must be turned 95 degrees to obtain the maximum turning angle of 78
degrees.
Towing may also be accomplished without depressurizing hydraulic system A by actuation of the manually
operated steering depressurization valve. Depressing valve plunger and installing ground lock pin depressurize
the steering valve by blocking pressure and connecting steering valve pressure port to return. After towing is
completed and the tow bar is disconnected, pulling the ground lock pin will allow the valve to open to repressurize the steering valve.
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Nose Gear Steering Collar
The nose gear steering collar is held clamped around the outer cylinder in an annular recess immediately
below the trunnions. Both of the two steering cylinders are connected to the steering collar and the upper end
of the upper torsion link is also connected to the steering collar. When force is applied to the steering collar,
by either steering cylinder, the collar transfers the force through the torsion links to turn the inner cylinder to
the right or left respectively to which cylinder force is applied to give steering action to the nose wheels.
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Rudder Pedal Steering Mechanism
The rudder pedal steering mechanism consists of a steering crank, a clutch arm, a cable drum, an eccentric
mounted in the clutch crank, and a rudder pedal steering quadrant. This mechanism connects the rudder
pedals to the nose wheel steering and is actuated by the weight of the airplane compressing the nose gear
shock strut. The compression of the shock strut actuates the squat switch which causes an electric motor
(actuator) to reposition the clutch crank so that stops, mounted on the clutch crank, do not contact the clutch
arm. In this position, the clutch arm contacts the stops on the steering crank and any movement of the rudder
pedals is transmitted from the steering crank to the rudder pedal steering quadrant. This quadrant is
connected to the nose wheel steering cables and is free to move with the cables whenever nose wheel steering
is used, or drive the cables when positioned by the rudder pedal steering mechanism.
When the nose gear is extended, the squat switch/electric actuator system positions the eccentric to move the
stops mounted on the clutch crank into contact with the clutch arm. This prevents any movement of the
rudder pedals from reaching the clutch arm and moving the quadrant.
A time delay circuit delays the disengagement of the nose wheel steering system for ten seconds after the nose
landing gear strut is fully extended. This prevents rudder pedal steering disengagement during takeoff on
rough runways.
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TAIL SKID
Overview
On airplanes with a tail skid, the tail skid is provided to protect the lower aft fuselage in the event of overrotation during take-off or high nose attitude during landing. The tail skid assembly consists of a frangible
cartridge assembly, a drag link, and a shoe. The tail skid is located aft of the stabilizer trim access door at
BS 1032.
The frangible cartridge assembly is used to absorb loads caused by contact with the runway with the tail skid
shoe. The frangible cartridge is supported by two telescoping rods. The upper rod end is attached to a pivot
link while the lower rod end is attached to the aft end of the drag link.
The drag link is provided as a pivot and as a support for the tail skid. As the frangible cartridge assembly
crushes, the drag link will pivot around the forward drag link bolts and the aft end of the drag link will move
up with the frangible cartridge assembly. The drag link is located at BS 1032, aft of the stabilizer trim access
door 3701.
The tail skid shoe is the part of the tail skid that makes contact with the runway during over-rotation in a takeoff or high nose attitude during landing. The shoe is made out of Inconel and has four wear dimples to warn
when the shoe must be replaced. The shoe is located at BS 1083.58.
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LANDING GEAR POSITION INDICATING AND WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
The landing gear position indicating and warning system provides warning and indication for landing gear
down and locked, landing gear not locked, and landing gear position not in accordance with control lever
position. In addition, the down and locked position of each landing gear can be observed through inspection
viewers. Green indicator lights come on when the landing gear are down and locked and the airplane is safe
to land. Red warning lights come on and a warning horn sounds when the airplane is in a landing configuration
and the landing gear are not down and locked. The landing gear position indicating and warning system
consists of the following:
Three green indicator lights, one for each main gear, and one for the nose gear indicate gear down
and locked. The indicator lights are controlled by the landing gear lock and position sensors, in
conjunction with solid-state circuits, to come on when the respective landing gear is down and
locked. The indicator lights are mounted on the pilots' landing gear panel above the landing gear
control lever. A dimmer switch on the center panel is provided to reduce the indicator light intensity
during night operations.
Three additional green indicator lights, one for each main gear, and one for the nose gear are located on the
aft overhead panel. These lights are controlled by the secondary landing gear lock and position sensors, in
conjunction with solid-state circuits, to come on when the respective landing gear is down and locked.
A LIGHTS test switch which tests the landing gear indicator and warning lights is mounted on the center panel.
Three red warning lights, one for each main gear, and one for the nose gear indicate an unsafe-to-land
condition. The warning lights come on when the landing gear and control lever positions do not coincide,
when any landing gear is unlocked, or when the engine thrust levers are in idle range and the landing gear are
not down and locked. The lights are controlled by the landing gear control lever position switch. Additional
control of the lights is provided by the landing gear lock and position sensors on the landing gear and the
solid-state circuits in the landing gear electrical module. The lights will remain on and cannot be turned off if
the landing gear and control lever positions do not coincide or any landing gear is unlocked. A dimmer switch
on the center panel is provided to reduce the indicator light intensity during night operations.
A warning horn sounds when the landing gear position is incorrect for the current operating conditions.
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Landing Gear Mechanical Downlock Indication
Mechanical downlock indication of the landing gear is provided by observing the alignment of red paint stripes
or arrows located on locking components of the landing gear. The down and locked position of the landing
gear can be observed from inside the airplane through landing gear downlock viewers.
Red paint stripes are applied to the nose gear lock brace and lock link. When the nose gear is down and
locked, the red arrow on the lock link will align with the red arrow on the lock brace.
Red paint stripes are applied to the main gear lower side strut and the lower downlock link. When a main
gear is down and locked, the red paint stripes on the lower side strut will align with the red paint stripe on the
lower downlock link.
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Control Lever Position Switch
The control lever position switch closes to complete a circuit to the landing gear electrical module when the
control lever is moved to DN position. The position switch is mounted within the control lever support
structure. The switch assembly consists of a low-travel micro switch and roller-type switch actuator. The
roller on the actuator contacts the inner end of the control lever to operate the switch when the lever enters the
DN detent.
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Landing Gear Uplock and Downlock Sensors
Six primary lock sensors and four secondary lock sensors provide signals to the landing gear warning system.
These include one primary and one secondary nose gear lock sensor, a primary and secondary nose gear down
sensor, two main gear uplock sensors, two primary main gear downlock sensors and two secondary main gear
downlock sensors.
Each main gear uplock sensor unit is mounted on the forward side of the uplock hook with the actuator
attached to the uplock links. Each main gear downlock sensor unit is mounted on the outboard side of the
side strut and utilizes an actuator fastened to the lock strut. The main landing gear downlock sensors provide
signals to the corresponding solid-state circuits in the landing gear module when the main landing gear is
down and locked. The solid-state circuits will switch to a ground condition when furnished a signal from the
downlock sensor and thus provide a ground to illuminate the green indicator light for the individual main gear.
The downlock and uplock sensors provide signals to the solid-state circuits so that the appropriate circuit will
provide a ground to illuminate the red warning light when the individual main gear is not locked or until the
main gear position agrees with the landing gear control lever position.
Secondary main gear downlock sensors are located beside the primary main gear downlock sensors on the
outboard side of the side strut with actuators fastened to the lock brace.
These sensors provide main gear downlock signals to the aural warning card in the E-11 shelf and the
auxiliary downlock indicator lights on the aft overhead panel through a solid state switch in the M278 module
on the E3-2 shelf.
The nose gear lock sensor is located on the nose gear lock brace assembly with the sensor on one side of the
lock brace hinge pin and the actuator on the other. When the lock brace is fully extended, the sensor is moved
into proximity with the actuator causing the sensor to conduct. This sends a signal to a solid state switch in
the E-11 electrical module, and the switch removes a ground from the nose gear red light turning it off. The
absence of a signal from the sensor will always allow a path to ground for the red light indicating that the nose
gear neither in the up and locked or down and locked position.
It provides a nose gear lock signal to the aural warning card in the E-11 shelf and, in conjunction with the
secondary down sensor, illuminates the auxiliary nose gear downlock light on the aft overhead panel through a
solid state switch in the M278 module in the E3-2 shelf.
The nose gear down sensor is located on a bracket mounted on the side of the nose wheel well above the left
nose gear trunion pin. The actuator is mounted on the trunnion assembly so that the rotation of the trunnion
to the down position brings the actuator into proximity with the sensor causing it to conduct. This, in
conjunction with the nose gear lock sensor, provides a path to ground for the nose gear green light indicating
that the nose gear is in the down and locked position.
The secondary nose gear down sensor is located on the side of the wheel well on a bracket above the right
nose gear trunnion pin.
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ON AIRPLANES WITH A SECONDARY NOSE GEAR DOWN SENSOR; the sensor is located on the side of the
wheel well on a bracket above the right nose gear trunnion pin.
A toggle switch located on the E-11 shelf can be used to switch the signal source for aural warning and
landing gear downlock indicator lights.
When the switch is moved from the NORMAL position to the SECONDARY position, the signal source for the
landing gear downlock indication lights on the P2 panel will change from the primary sensors to the secondary
sensors.
When the switch is moved from the NORMAL to the PRIMARY position, the signal source for aural warning and
auxiliary landing gear downlock lights changes from the secondary sensors to the primary.
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Indicator lights can be tested or illuminated bright or dim by the master dim and
test switch.
Primary electrical power for the flight
compartment lights is 28V AC with 28V
DC and 115V AC also used.
Operation of the various lights is by
switches, mostly of the OFF-BRIGHT
type for autotransformer control of intensity.

CONTROL CABIN LIGHTING
The purpose of the flight compartment
lights is to provide illumination for the
flight compartment, its instruments, controls, and other equipment.
Dome lights supply general illumination
for the cabin. The lightshield provides
background lighting for the pilots. Each
instrument panel has integral lighting. The
control stand is illuminated from an overhead floodlight. Circuit breaker panels are
illuminated by floodlights. There are
lights for the standby compass and for
map lighting.
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On the captains sidewall are the floodlights for circuit breaker illumination,
flight kit lights and controls, and controls
for the map lights; the map lights are
located in the #4 window.

The first officer’s sidewall is similar to the
captain’s with the addition of spare bulb
storage
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flight kit lights and controls, and controls
for the map lights; the map lights are
located in the #4 window.
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MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
A system of lights alerts the crew that a
caution condition exists for selected systems whose caution lights are outside the
normal viewing range of either crew seat
(the forward overhead, aft overhead and
fire control panels). Annunciator lights
(six packs) on the glareshield indicate the
system with the caution condition, and are
accompanied by master caution lights.
Individual lights on the system panel indicate which system has the malfunction.

The master caution system consists of:
Two DC breakers, located on the load control center right (P6-3). The Master Test
Relay (R33), the Auxiliary Master Test
Relay (R87) and the background lights
and diodes module (M580) are located in
the load control center right (P6-4). The
annunciation and dimming module
(M469) located in the forward electronics
panel (P9). The master dim and test switch
located on the center instrument panel
(P2). Individual system annunciators
which provide inputs to the master caution
system located on the forward and aft
overhead panels (P5) and the fire protection panel (P8-1). The master caution
lights, left and right, and the master caution annunciators (six packs), left and
right, are located on each side of the light
shield (P7).
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MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
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Master Caution Lights
The two Master Caution lights are amber
annunciators and consist of a light cap
labeled MASTER CAUTION - PUSH TO
RESET, a bulb and a base with an internal
switch. Each caution lights single incandescent bulb is accessed by pulling the
caution light caps off. The bulb is part of
the panel switch assembly. They both illuminate whenever one of the annunciators
on the Master Caution Annunciators is
illuminated. Pressing either master caution
light extinguishes both master caution
lights and the master caution annunciator
panels; however, the system fault indicator
light on the overhead or fire panel will
remain on until the fault is corrected.
Master Caution Annunciators
The master caution annunciator panel
informs the crew which system has the
fault.
Each Master Caution Annunciator is composed of six sections with two bulbs in
each section, and a light cap divided into
six sections. The light cap sections on the
left are labeled FLT CONT, ELEC, IRS,
APU, FUEL and OVHT/DET. The light
sections on the right side are labeled
ANTI-ICE, ENG, HYD, OVERHEAD,
DOORS, and AIR COND. Each section
operates independently of the other eleven
sections. Each section is tied to selected
system fault annunciators on the overhead
panels or the fire protection panel.
Pressing the light cap operates the
momentary switch which applies a ground
to master caution circuits causing all lights
to illuminate. When released, only those
system(s) with detected faults will have
indicator lights on and the corresponding
system master caution annunciator on.
This is known as the RECALL feature.
The lights are mounted on the removable
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annunciator. There are keying pins on
each annunciator so that they cannot be
installed upside down. The keying for
each Master Caution annunciator is different to eliminate switching the left and
right annunciators.
System Indicator Lights
The majority of the system indicator lights
on the various modules throughout the
control cabin are composed of a light cap,
two bulbs and a base with two diodes, a
fuse and a momentary switch. Pressing the
light cap operates the momentary switch
which causes the light to illuminate (pushto-test)
Annunciation and Dimming Module
The annunciation and dimming module
consists of three printed circuit cards, a
transistor circuit and diodes mounted
within a box. Two electrical connectors
are on the side of the box and a mounting
plate is on the front. The module is
installed with screws on the left side of the
P9 control stand panel.
Master Dim Module
The master caution dim module consists
of a printed circuit card with a relay,
diodes and a transistor circuit. The card is
installed in a card rack in the P6 load control center. The diodes provide isolation
between dual power sources for the master
dim and test circuit. The transistor circuit
is not used.
The six annunciator lights on each side are
connected to six system modules on the
overhead (P5) panels. The left master caution annunciator is also connected to the
P8-1 fire protection panel. Each P5 module contains logic circuits which cause the
master caution light and corresponding
section of the system master caution
annunciator to illuminate when a system
indicator light on the P5 module is turned
33-5
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on by the system fault detection circuit.
Individual system annunciators provide
input to the Master Caution system.
The Master Caution receives inputs form
the various fault annunciators to illuminate two amber Master Caution lights and
one of the twelve sections of the Master
Caution annunciators. Both push to cancel
and push to recall functions are within the
Master Caution System. These cancel and
recall functions do not affect the system
causing the fault.
Power for the Master Caution lights and
annunciators is from a dual power source.
One source is the 28V DC bus number 1
and the other is the 28V DC battery bus.
Isolation diodes in the background lights
and dim module insure power source isolation. Power is then supplied through the
reset switches in the left and right master
caution lights to the annunciator and dimming module. A ground from the auxiliary
master dim relay completes the circuit,
providing 28 V DC to both master caution
lights and to each section of the master
caution annunciators. When the LIGHTS,
DIM, BRT, TEST switch is in the dim
position, the ground is removed from Q1
and the 12 volt zenor diode limits the voltage to the master caution annunciators and
lights to 12 volts.
28V DC
BA T B U S
D I M & TES T
28V DC
BU S 1
D I M & TES T

Seven separate circuit breakers form the
28V DC battery bus provide power to the
fault circuit modules that provide the master caution controls.
Each module senses faults from its various
systems or subsystems to illuminate the
individual fault lights. This same fault signal, ground or power, causes a ground
through the SCR in each module to the
annunciator and dimming module. The
ground is applied to the correct section of
the master caution annunciator and
through a diode to the master caution
lights, Pressing either master caution light
removes power form the master caution
circuit breakers causing the SCRs to stop
conducting.
Pressing either master caution annunciator
(six pack) applies a ground to the recall
input of each module which causes all
master caution annunciators and lights to
illuminate. Releasing the annuciator cause
the lights to exstingtuish except for those
with any module still sensing a fault. The
light test switch has the same affect as the
recall funtion.
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Seven separate circuit breakers form the
28V DC battery bus provide power to the
fault circuit modules that provide the master caution controls.
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through the SCR in each module to the
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input of each module which causes all
master caution annunciators and lights to
illuminate. Releasing the annuciator cause
the lights to exstingtuish except for those
with any module still sensing a fault. The
light test switch has the same affect as the
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lights and separately controlled lights in
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Entry Lights
The forward entry light is installed in the
forward lowered ceiling. In addition, a
threshold light is mounted on the forward
windscreen. The lights are controlled by a
three-position rotary ENTRY switch on
the forward attendant’s panel. In the OFF
position, all lights are off unless external
power is applied. With external power
applied, the dim entry light (incandescent)
is on.
115V AC
GRD SVC
BUS

In the BRIGHT position, the fluorescent
lamps and the threshold light are on. In the
DIM position, the fluorescent lamps are
illuminated with a lower voltage.
The aft entry light is mounted in the aft
lowered ceiling. In addition, a threshold
light is mounted on the aft lavatory wall.
Power and control are identical to the forward entry lights except the switch is on
the aft attendant’s panel.Power is supplied
from the P6 and P18 panels at 115V AC,
28V AC, and 28V DC.
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Ceiling lights are easily relamped by
reaching around the reflector and pressing
the PUSH button which locks the tube in
position at one end.
Night Lights
Night lights are incandescent lamps
mounted on one end of selected ceiling
lights housing. They provide soft low
level illumination throughout the passenger cabin. 28V AC power is supplied
through circuit breakers on the P18-3
panel.
Night lights are operated by placing the
rotary CEILING switch on P13 forward
attendant panel to the NIGHT position.
The other 3 positions of the CEILING
switch do not operate the incandescent
night lights.
Night lights are easily accessed by reaching directly above the ceiling panel
between the fluorescent tubes. The lamp is
released by pressing the miniature bayonet
mount incandescent lamp down then rotating it a quarter turn.

Ceiling Lights
Ceiling lights are fluorescent tubes
mounted on the outboard edge of each
sculptured ceiling panel. The ceiling lights
ballasts are mounted to selected light
assemblies. The ceiling lights provide
indirect illumination throughout the length
of the passenger cabin.
115V AC power is supplied through circuit breakers on the P18-3 panel. For ceiling light operation in the dim mode, 115
volts ac is applied through contacts of
S599 in P13 forward attendants panel to
the light ballast.
For bright light operation, transformers
T131 and T132 in the J10 shield step up
the 115 volts ac to 280 volts ac. In the
DIM position of the CEILING switch only
the II5V AC is applied to the ceiling light
ballast. In the BRT position of the CEILING switch the 280V AC is applied to the
ceiling light ballast in addition to the
115V AC. The first 2 positions of the
CEILING switch do not operate the fluorescent ceiling lights.
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reaching around the reflector and pressing
the PUSH button which locks the tube in
position at one end.
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Night lights are incandescent lamps
mounted on one end of selected ceiling
lights housing. They provide soft low
level illumination throughout the passenger cabin. 28V AC power is supplied
through circuit breakers on the P18-3
panel.
Night lights are operated by placing the
rotary CEILING switch on P13 forward
attendant panel to the NIGHT position.
The other 3 positions of the CEILING
switch do not operate the incandescent
night lights.
Night lights are easily accessed by reaching directly above the ceiling panel
between the fluorescent tubes. The lamp is
released by pressing the miniature bayonet
mount incandescent lamp down then rotating it a quarter turn.

Ceiling Lights
Ceiling lights are fluorescent tubes
mounted on the outboard edge of each
sculptured ceiling panel. The ceiling lights
ballasts are mounted to selected light
assemblies. The ceiling lights provide
indirect illumination throughout the length
of the passenger cabin.
115V AC power is supplied through circuit breakers on the P18-3 panel. For ceiling light operation in the dim mode, 115
volts ac is applied through contacts of
S599 in P13 forward attendants panel to
the light ballast.
For bright light operation, transformers
T131 and T132 in the J10 shield step up
the 115 volts ac to 280 volts ac. In the
DIM position of the CEILING switch only
the II5V AC is applied to the ceiling light
ballast. In the BRT position of the CEILING switch the 280V AC is applied to the
ceiling light ballast in addition to the 115V
AC. The first 2 positions of the CEILING
switch do not operate the fluorescent ceiling lights.
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Window Reveal Lights
Window reveal lights are fluorescent tubes
mounted in each sculptured sidewall panel
above the windows. Dual ballasts are
located on every second light. The lights
provide indirect illumination of the sidewall panels throughout the length of the
passenger cabin.
The window reveal lights will be installed
in either of two places:
- In the sidewall panel at the top of the
window. These lights will be referred to
as integral sidewall mounted.
- In the A/C extrusion, above the sidewall,
between the PSU and the sidewall panel.
These lights will be referred to as above
sidewall mounted.

115V AC
GRD SVC
BUS

Power for light operation and control is
provided from the 115 volt ac ground service bus through circuit breakers on the
P18-3 circuit breaker panel. Two transformers on the J5 shield step-up 115V AC
to 200V AC which is connected to ballasts. The lights are controlled with application of 115V AC by the WINDOW
switch on P13 forward attendant’s panel.
Placing the WINDOW switch to the DIM
position applies 280V AC to all light ballasts causing the lights to illuminate dim.
Placing the WINDOW switch to BRT
applies an additional 115V AC to all light
ballasts causing the lights to illuminate
brighter.
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Power for light operation and control is
provided from the 115 volt ac ground service bus through circuit breakers on the
P18-3 circuit breaker panel. Two transformers on the J5 shield step-up 115V AC
to 200V AC which is connected to ballasts. The lights are controlled with application of 115V AC by the WINDOW
switch on P13 forward attendant’s panel.
Placing the WINDOW switch to the DIM
position applies 280V AC to all light ballasts causing the lights to illuminate dim.
Placing the WINDOW switch to BRT
applies an additional 115V AC to all light
ballasts causing the lights to illuminate
brighter.
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Window Reveal Lights
Window reveal lights are fluorescent tubes
mounted in each sculptured sidewall panel
above the windows. Dual ballasts are
located on every second light. The lights
provide indirect illumination of the sidewall panels throughout the length of the
passenger cabin.
The window reveal lights will be installed
in either of two places:
- In the sidewall panel at the top of the
window. These lights will be referred to
as integral sidewall mounted.
- In the A/C extrusion, above the sidewall,
between the PSU and the sidewall panel.
These lights will be referred to as above
sidewall mounted.
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Reading Lights
The reading lights are located in each of
the PSUs and ASUs. They are controlled
by pushbutton switches located adjacent
to each reading light. Power is supplied by
the 28V AC bus 1 and 2. Circuit breakers
on the P18-3 panel connect power to the
left and right passenger reading light
switches.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The lights are easily relamped by lowering
the PSU or ASU. The reflector assembly
and lamp are released by pushing down
and rotating the reflector assembly.

Reading Lights
The reading lights are located in each of
the PSUs and ASUs. They are controlled
by pushbutton switches located adjacent to
each reading light. Power is supplied by
the 28V AC bus 1 and 2. Circuit breakers
on the P18-3 panel connect power to the
left and right passenger reading light
switches.
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The lights are easily relamped by lowering
the PSU or ASU. The reflector assembly
and lamp are released by pushing down
and rotating the reflector assembly.
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Galley Lights
Each cabin galley have fluorescent area
lights above the galley work area and
counters controlled by 3-position switches
(OFF-DIM-BRT) mounted on the galley
control panel to provide two levels of
brightness. The galley fluorescent lights
are powered by 115V AC from the ground
service bus through a circuit breaker on
the P18-3 panel.

115V AC
GND SVC
BUS

Each cabin galley light has two fluorescent lamps. Each lamp is driven by its own
ballast. Operation of all OFF/DIM/BRT
switches are the same. 115v ac is applied
to one ballast to operate one lamp in the
DIM position, and to both ballasts to operate both lamps in the BRT position.
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Galley Lights
Each cabin galley have fluorescent area
lights above the galley work area and
counters controlled by 3-position switches
(OFF-DIM-BRT) mounted on the galley
control panel to provide two levels of
brightness. The galley fluorescent lights
are powered by 115V AC from the ground
service bus through a circuit breaker on
the P18-3 panel.

115V AC
GND SVC
BUS
GALLEY
LIGHTS

Each cabin galley light has two fluorescent lamps. Each lamp is driven by its own
ballast. Operation of all OFF/DIM/BRT
switches are the same. 115v ac is applied
to one ballast to operate one lamp in the
DIM position, and to both ballasts to operate both lamps in the BRT position.
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LAVATORY LIGHTS
Lavatories are illuminated with incandescent lights in the lavatory ceiling, above
each lavatory door, and fluorescent lights
near the mirrors. The mirror lights illuminate automatically when ground power is
applied to the airplane.
Lavatory Dome Lights
Incandescent dome lights use 28v dc
Power from the battery bus. There are no
ON/OFF switches for these lights. The
lights are illuminated when the battery bus
is powered.
Lavatory Fluorescent Lights
When airplane power is connected and the
forward or aft lavatory door is closed and
latched, power from 115V AC bus No. 1
is applied through the door closed contacts
of the door latch switch, to the fluorescent
light ballast unit in the lavatory mirror
light assembly.

When ground power is connected to the
airplane, 115V AC from the external
power bus is applied through the door
open contacts of the door latch switch to
the mirror lights.
Lavatory Occupied Lights
Each lavatory has a blue occupiedindicator light. The incandescent lamp is powered from the 28V DC battery bus. When
the lavatory door is closed and latched, the
indicator illuminates.
The forward lavatory occupied light is
mounted on a lowered ceiling panel adjacent to the lavatory.
The aft lavatory occupied light is mounted
on the forward face of the lowered ceiling
bullnose.

When ground power is connected to the
airplane, 115V AC from the external
power bus is applied through the door
open contacts of the door latch switch to
the mirror lights.
Lavatory Occupied Lights
Each lavatory has a blue occupiedindicator light. The incandescent lamp is powered from the 28V DC battery bus. When
the lavatory door is closed and latched, the
indicator illuminates.
The forward lavatory occupied light is
mounted on a lowered ceiling panel adjacent to the lavatory.
The aft lavatory occupied light is mounted
on the forward face of the lowered ceiling
bullnose.

LAVATORY LIGHTS
Lavatories are illuminated with incandescent lights in the lavatory ceiling, above
each lavatory door, and fluorescent lights
near the mirrors. The mirror lights illuminate automatically when ground power is
applied to the airplane.
Lavatory Dome Lights
Incandescent dome lights use 28v dc
Power from the battery bus. There are no
ON/OFF switches for these lights. The
lights are illuminated when the battery bus
is powered.
Lavatory Fluorescent Lights
When airplane power is connected and the
forward or aft lavatory door is closed and
latched, power from 115V AC bus No. 1 is
applied through the door closed contacts
of the door latch switch, to the fluorescent
light ballast unit in the lavatory mirror
light assembly.
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Passenger And Lavatory Call Lights
The attendant call lights are located on the
underside of each exit locator sign. The
exit locator signs are in the forward and aft
sections of the airplane. The signs are
mounted to the ceiling in the center of the
aisle. There are four attendant call lights
on each sign and each light is a different
color. Each time a call is made from any
location the call light will come on and a
high tone chime will sound through the
passenger address system. The attendant
call light colors are blue, amber, green and
pink. Each different color alerts the attendant to the type and location of the call.
The color identifications are:
- Blue - a call from a passenger seat.
- Amber - a call from one of the lavatories.
- Green - a call from another attendant
station.
- Pink - a call from the flight crew.

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
Lavatory Call Lights
A lavatory call switch is located in each
lavatory. An amber lavatory light is
installed on the exit locator sign nearest
the lavatory.
When the LAVATORY CALL switch in
any lavatory module is pressed 28 V DC
from bus No. 1 is applied to the amber call
light and28V DC from bus No. 1 is
applied to the passenger address amplifier.
When the LAVATORY CALL switch is
reset power is removed from the amber
lavatory call light.
NOTE: The lavatory call can be reset
from the lavatory making the call or
from the attendants station.
Passenger Call Lights
Passenger call switches are located on
PSUs at each seating group. A blue passenger call light is located on the exit sign
nearest the seat group making the call.
When a PASSENGER CALL switch at
any seat group is pressed 28 V DC from
bus No. 1 is applied to the blue call light.

Passenger And Lavatory Call Lights
The attendant call lights are located on the
underside of each exit locator sign. The
exit locator signs are in the forward and aft
sections of the airplane. The signs are
mounted to the ceiling in the center of the
aisle. There are four attendant call lights
on each sign and each light is a different
color. Each time a call is made from any
location the call light will come on and a
high tone chime will sound through the
passenger address system. The attendant
call light colors are blue, amber, green and
pink. Each different color alerts the attendant to the type and location of the call.
The color identifications are:
- Blue - a call from a passenger seat.
- Amber - a call from one of the lavatories.
- Green - a call from another attendant
station.
- Pink - a call from the flight crew.

1

1

PASS & CREW
CALL
P18 PANEL
1

Lavatory Call Lights
A lavatory call switch is located in each
lavatory. An amber lavatory light is
installed on the exit locator sign nearest
the lavatory.
When the LAVATORY CALL switch in
any lavatory module is pressed 28 V DC
from bus No. 1 is applied to the amber call
light and28V DC from bus No. 1 is
applied to the passenger address amplifier.
When the LAVATORY CALL switch is
reset power is removed from the amber
lavatory call light.
NOTE: The lavatory call can be reset
from the lavatory making the call or
from the attendants station.
Passenger Call Lights
Passenger call switches are located on
PSUs at each seating group. A blue passenger call light is located on the exit sign
nearest the seat group making the call.
When a PASSENGER CALL switch at
any seat group is pressed 28 V DC from
bus No. 1 is applied to the blue call light.
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Passenger Signs
The passenger signs in the cabin, NO
SMOKING, FASTEN SEAT BELT and
RETURN TO SEAT, are operated by a
three position switch on the forward overhead panel. With AUTO selected, the
signs are controlled automatically by reference to landing gear and flap positions.

NO SMOKING signs come on when the
landing gear is extended and off when the
gear is retracted.
FASTEN SEAT BELT and RETURN TO
SEAT signs come on when the flaps or
gear are extended and go off when the
flaps or gear are retracted.
Either sign may be manually operated by
positioning the switch to the desired position, OFF or ON. When either sign
changes, automatically or manually, a low
tone chime sounds over the P.A. system.

28V AC
TRANSFER
BUS 1

Passenger Signs
The passenger signs in the cabin, NO
SMOKING, FASTEN SEAT BELT and
RETURN TO SEAT, are operated by a
three position switch on the forward overhead panel. With AUTO selected, the
signs are controlled automatically by reference to landing gear and flap positions.

NO SMOKING signs come on when the
landing gear is extended and off when the
gear is retracted.
FASTEN SEAT BELT and RETURN TO
SEAT signs come on when the flaps or
gear are extended and go off when the
flaps or gear are retracted.
Either sign may be manually operated by
positioning the switch to the desired position, OFF or ON. When either sign
changes, automatically or manually, a low
tone chime sounds over the P.A. system.
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CARGO AND SERVICE COMPARTMENT LIGHTING
The cargo and service compartment lights
provide the necessary illumination for
cargo handling and for performing service
activities.
Cargo Compartment Lights
The forward and aft cargo compartments
are illuminated by dome lights mounted in
the ceiling and single spotlight in the
upper door frame.

Normal cargo compartment light control is
provided by a switch located adjacent to
the forward edge of each cargo door
frame.. When set to ON with the door
opened, the cargo light switch connects
28V AC through the normally closed contacts of the light relay to turn on the lights.
When the cargo door is closed, the cargo
light relay energizes through the door
warning circuit to extinguish the lights.
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CARGO AND SERVICE COMPARTMENT LIGHTING
The cargo and service compartment lights
provide the necessary illumination for
cargo handling and for performing service
activities.
Cargo Compartment Lights
The forward and aft cargo compartments
are illuminated by dome lights mounted in
the ceiling and single spotlight in the
upper door frame.
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Normal cargo compartment light control is
provided by a switch located adjacent to
the forward edge of each cargo door
frame.. When set to ON with the door
opened, the cargo light switch connects
28V AC through the normally closed contacts of the light relay to turn on the lights.
When the cargo door is closed, the cargo
light relay energizes through the door
warning circuit to extinguish the lights.
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Service Compartment Lights
The lower nose compartment, E&E compartment, left and right air conditioning
compartments, aft accessory compartment, APU compartment, and tail cone
compartment all have individual lights
and switches to provide illumination for
servicing.
28V AC
GND SVC
BUS

The air conditioning compartments have
exposed bulbs and sockets. In the other
compartments the lights are dome type.
The lights are all controlled by two position ON - OFF switches.
The power supply for the service lights
operation is 28V AC ground service bus.
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Service Compartment Lights
The lower nose compartment, E&E compartment, left and right air conditioning
compartments, aft accessory compartment, APU compartment, and tail cone
compartment all have individual lights and
switches to provide illumination for servicing.
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The air conditioning compartments have
exposed bulbs and sockets. In the other
compartments the lights are dome type.
The lights are all controlled by two position ON - OFF switches.
The power supply for the service lights
operation is 28V AC ground service bus.
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Wheel Well Lights
One wheel well dome light and one gear
inspection floodlight are installed in the
nose wheel well and each main wheel
well. The main wheel well lights are controlled by the WHEEL WELL switch on
the forward overhead panel and switch in
the forward left main wheel well area.
Nose wheel well lights are also controlled
by the WHEEL WELL switch on the forward overhead panel and a nose wheel
well light switch on the external power
receptacle panel.

28V AC
GRD SVC
BUS
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The 28V AC ground service bus supplies
electrical power through the WHEEL
WELL’s circuit breaker on the P18 panel.
Setting the WHEEL WELL light switch to
ON from the overhead turns all wheel well
lights on. Setting either the main or nose
wheel well light switch to ON will turn the
applicable wheel well light on. The switch
used to turn the lights on must by used to
turn the lights off.
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The 28V AC ground service bus supplies
electrical power through the WHEEL
WELL’s circuit breaker on the P18 panel.
Setting the WHEEL WELL light switch to
ON from the overhead turns all wheel well
lights on. Setting either the main or nose
wheel well light switch to ON will turn the
applicable wheel well light on. The switch
used to turn the lights on must by used to
turn the lights off.
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Wheel Well Lights
One wheel well dome light and one gear
inspection floodlight are installed in the
nose wheel well and each main wheel
well. The main wheel well lights are controlled by the WHEEL WELL switch on
the forward overhead panel and switch in
the forward left main wheel well area.
Nose wheel well lights are also controlled
by the WHEEL WELL switch on the forward overhead panel and a nose wheel
well light switch on the external power
receptacle panel.
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EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Exterior lights include the landing, runway turnoff, taxi, position, anti-collision,
strobe, wing and wheel well lights. Controls are located on the forward overhead
panel.
Service lights are located at various work
areas including each wheel well and cargo
compartment. Controls are located at the
individual service areas.

28V AC
GND
SERVICE
BUS

Wing Scanning Lights
Wing scanning lights, sometimes called
wing illumination lights, are two white
wing lights mounted flush with the fuselage forward of the wing. Primarily, they
are used to scan the wing leading edge for
icing. They also provide light to assist in
ground service of the airplane.
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Exterior lights include the landing, runway turnoff, taxi, position, anti-collision,
strobe, wing and wheel well lights. Controls are located on the forward overhead
panel.
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compartment. Controls are located at the
individual service areas.
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Wing Scanning Lights
Wing scanning lights, sometimes called
wing illumination lights, are two white
wing lights mounted flush with the fuselage forward of the wing. Primarily, they
are used to scan the wing leading edge for
icing. They also provide light to assist in
ground service of the airplane.
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Inboard Landing Lights
Two fixed landing lights are in the wing
leading edge with the runway turnoff
lights. The lights shine forward and down
in a fixed position. The lights are protected by and aerodynamically contoured
glass window.
Outboard Landing Lights
Retractable landing lights are installed in
the outboard flap track fairings. The lights
are designed to extend from the flap track
and shine forward, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the airplane, regardless of
flap position. The lights may be extended
at any airplane speed.
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CAUTION: Landing Light ground
operation should be limited to less than
5 minutes.
Runway Turnoff Lights
Runway turnoff lights are adjacent to and
inboard of the inboard landing lights. The
lights shine outward approximately 30°
and have a beam width of 50°.
Nose Gear Taxi Light
The taxi light is mounted on the nose
wheel strut and will point in the same
direction as the nose wheel. The light will
not go off automatically when the nose
gear is retracted.
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Inboard Landing Lights
Two fixed landing lights are in the wing
leading edge with the runway turnoff
lights. The lights shine forward and down
in a fixed position. The lights are protected by and aerodynamically contoured
glass window.
Outboard Landing Lights
Retractable landing lights are installed in
the outboard flap track fairings. The lights
are designed to extend from the flap track
and shine forward, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the airplane, regardless of
flap position. The lights may be extended
at any airplane speed.
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5 minutes.
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lights shine outward approximately 30°
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Nose Gear Taxi Light
The taxi light is mounted on the nose
wheel strut and will point in the same
direction as the nose wheel. The light will
not go off automatically when the nose
gear is retracted.
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Navigation Lights (Position Lights)
Position lights, mounted in the wing tips
and tail cone, indicate airplane position,
direction and attitude. The lights consist
of one high intensity white strobe light
facing forward and either a fixed green or
red light facing outboard in the right and
left wing tip respectively.
An aft facing fixed white light is on each
wing tip trailing edge. A strobe light is
located on the fuselage tail cone above the
APU exhaust.

115V AC
TRANSFER
BUS 1
STROBE
28V DC
BAT BUS

These lights are controlled by two
switches on the forward overhead panel.
The strobe light switch controls the three
white strobe lights. With the switch positioned to ON, the strobe lights will be on.
The high intensity strobe lights flash at
approximately 60 flashes per minute. The
position lights are controlled by three
position, ON, OFF, ON BAT switch. Moving the position switch to ON turns on the
colored position lights and the white trailing edge wing tip lights. In the ON BAT
position the position lights are powered
from the battery bus if no other power is
on the airplane. The battery switch must
be ON.
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These lights are controlled by two
switches on the forward overhead panel.
The strobe light switch controls the three
white strobe lights. With the switch positioned to ON, the strobe lights will be on.
The high intensity strobe lights flash at
approximately 60 flashes per minute. The
position lights are controlled by three
position, ON, OFF, ON BAT switch. Moving the position switch to ON turns on the
colored position lights and the white trailing edge wing tip lights. In the ON BAT
position the position lights are powered
from the battery bus if no other power is
on the airplane. The battery switch must
be ON.
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Navigation Lights (Position Lights)
Position lights, mounted in the wing tips
and tail cone, indicate airplane position,
direction and attitude. The lights consist of
one high intensity white strobe light facing
forward and either a fixed green or red
light facing outboard in the right and left
wing tip respectively.
An aft facing fixed white light is on each
wing tip trailing edge. A strobe light is
located on the fuselage tail cone above the
APU exhaust.
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Anti-Collision Lights
Two anti collision lights are externally
mounted on the upper and lower fuselage.
The anti collision lights are high intensity
strobe lights.
The upper light assembly is accessed from
the inside of the aircraft by lowering a
ceiling panel to access the four mounting
screws. The lower light assembly is
removed and replaced from the outsidebottom of the aircraft.

115V AC
XFR BUS 1

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
These red flashing lights flash approximately once per second. On the ground,
turning on the lights is an indication to
ground personnel that the engines are
ready for start and/or are operating or
ready for pushback.
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These red flashing lights flash approximately once per second. On the ground,
turning on the lights is an indication to
ground personnel that the engines are
ready for start and/or are operating or
ready for pushback.
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Anti-Collision Lights
Two anti collision lights are externally
mounted on the upper and lower fuselage.
The anti collision lights are high intensity
strobe lights.
The upper light assembly is accessed from
the inside of the aircraft by lowering a
ceiling panel to access the four mounting
screws. The lower light assembly is
removed and replaced from the outsidebottom of the aircraft.
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EMERGENCY LIGHTS
Clearly marked exit lights are located
throughout the passenger cabin to indicate
the approved emergency exit routes. All of
the lights are powered by individual Nicad
batteries with a charging, monitoring, and
voltage regulator circuit.
The system is controlled by a switch on
the overhead panel. The switch has three
positions, OFF, ARMED, and ON and is
guarded to the ARMED position. With the
switch in the ARMED position, the emergency exit lights will normally be extinguished. If electrical power to the 28V DC
bus no. 1 fails or if AC power has been
turned off, the emergency exit lights illuminate automatically. An amber emergency exit NOT ARMED indicator light
and Master Caution Overhead Annunciator will illuminate when the switch is not
in the ARMED position.
The emergency exit lights may also be
illuminated by a switch on the aft attendant’s panel. This switch has two positions, NORMAL and ON, and is guarded
to the NORMAL position.
With the switch in the NORMAL position,
the lights are controlled from the cockpit.
With the switch in the ON position, the
cabin attendant may override the cockpit
controls and illuminate all the emergency
lights. Control from this panel is available
in the event of failure of the automatic
control.

33-24
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The cockpit aft DOME light contains a
separate bulb that is powered by the emergency lighting system to provide illumination for cockpit evacuation.
Interior Emergency Lights
Interior emergency exit lights are located
in the bullnose of the stowage bins to illuminate the aisle, over the entry/service and
overwing emergency hatches to indicate
the door hatch exits, and in the ceiling to
locate the exits and provide general illumination in the area of the exits.
Self illuminating exit locator signs are
installed at the forward, the middle, and
aft end of the passenger compartment.
Floor proximity emergency escape path
lighting consists of a luminescent strip
down the left side of the aisle. Lighted
arrows point to overwing exits and lighted
EXIT indicator is near the floor by each
door and overwing exit. Escape path
markings are provided for visual guidance
for emergency cabin evacuation when all
sources of cabin lighting more than four
feet above the aisle floor are totally
obscured by smoke.
Exterior Emergency Lights
Exterior emergency lights illuminate the
escape slides. The fuselage installed
escape slide lights are adjacent to the forward and aft service and entry doors. Two
lights are also installed on the fuselage to
illuminate the overwing escape routes and
ground contact area.
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throughout the passenger cabin to indicate
the approved emergency exit routes. All of
the lights are powered by individual Nicad
batteries with a charging, monitoring, and
voltage regulator circuit.
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and Master Caution Overhead Annunciator will illuminate when the switch is not
in the ARMED position.
The emergency exit lights may also be
illuminated by a switch on the aft attendant’s panel. This switch has two positions, NORMAL and ON, and is guarded
to the NORMAL position.
With the switch in the NORMAL position,
the lights are controlled from the cockpit.
With the switch in the ON position, the
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in the event of failure of the automatic
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The cockpit aft DOME light contains a
separate bulb that is powered by the emergency lighting system to provide illumination for cockpit evacuation.
Interior Emergency Lights
Interior emergency exit lights are located
in the bullnose of the stowage bins to illuminate the aisle, over the entry/service and
overwing emergency hatches to indicate
the door hatch exits, and in the ceiling to
locate the exits and provide general illumination in the area of the exits.
Self illuminating exit locator signs are
installed at the forward, the middle, and
aft end of the passenger compartment.
Floor proximity emergency escape path
lighting consists of a luminescent strip
down the left side of the aisle. Lighted
arrows point to overwing exits and lighted
EXIT indicator is near the floor by each
door and overwing exit. Escape path
markings are provided for visual guidance
for emergency cabin evacuation when all
sources of cabin lighting more than four
feet above the aisle floor are totally
obscured by smoke.
Exterior Emergency Lights
Exterior emergency lights illuminate the
escape slides. The fuselage installed
escape slide lights are adjacent to the forward and aft service and entry doors. Two
lights are also installed on the fuselage to
illuminate the overwing escape routes and
ground contact area.
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Inverters that supply electrical power to
exit indicator signs are located above ceiling panels adjacent to the parent battery
pack. Inverters used to supply electrical
power for the aisle locator lights are
installed behind carpet riser panels on the
left side of the airplane.
Power for the emergency light power supples comes from the 28V DC bus no. 1
through a circuit breaker on the P18-3
panel. The 28V DC is appled to the emergency light power supplies to power the
charging and control circuits. The battery
packs are trickle charged when the emergency lights control switch is in OFF or
ARMED.

Power Supplies
The emergency lights power supplies are
installed on entry light panels and on the
center air conditioning duct. Each supply
operates up to eight lights. The power supplies contain battery packs and charging/
logic circuits. The power supples have the
capacity to power the lights for at least 15
minutes whenever electrical power is lost,
or until the electrical power is restored.
The battery packs require a minumun of
16 hour charging cycle after discharge.
Inverters used in the floor proximity emergency lighting system provide electrical
power to the electro luminescent aisle
locator lights and exit indicator signs by
converting battery pack DC voltage to
115V AC.
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Inverters that supply electrical power to
exit indicator signs are located above ceiling panels adjacent to the parent battery
pack. Inverters used to supply electrical
power for the aisle locator lights are
installed behind carpet riser panels on the
left side of the airplane.
Power for the emergency light power supples comes from the 28V DC bus no. 1
through a circuit breaker on the P18-3
panel. The 28V DC is appled to the emergency light power supplies to power the
charging and control circuits. The battery
packs are trickle charged when the emergency lights control switch is in OFF or
ARMED.

Power Supplies
The emergency lights power supplies are
installed on entry light panels and on the
center air conditioning duct. Each supply
operates up to eight lights. The power supplies contain battery packs and charging/
logic circuits. The power supples have the
capacity to power the lights for at least 15
minutes whenever electrical power is lost,
or until the electrical power is restored.
The battery packs require a minumun of
16 hour charging cycle after discharge.
Inverters used in the floor proximity emergency lighting system provide electrical
power to the electro luminescent aisle
locator lights and exit indicator signs by
converting battery pack DC voltage to
115V AC.
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CONTROL CABIN LIGHTS
Location: Captain and First Officer Panel
P1,P3.

MAP

PANEL

BR IG HT

CONTROL CABIN LIGHTS
Location: Captain and First Officer Panel
P1,P3.
MAP LIGHT CONTROL
PUSH/ROTATE - Regulates brightness of
the Captain/First Officer map lights. Pull
to turn on or push to turn off map lights.

MAP

OFF

PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Captains control regulates the
brightness of the integral instrument lighting in the Captain and center instrument
panels and displays and edge lighting of
the Autopilot Flight Director Mode Control Panel.
First Officers control regulates First Officers panel and integral instrument lighting.

Location: Captain’s Panel P1.

DOME WHITE
DIM
OFF

BACKGROUND LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the brightness of the
fluorescent flood lighting for Captain
panel, First Officer panel, and Center
panel.
AFDS LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the brightness of the
lighting directed at the AFDS control
panel.

BRIGHT

OFF
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BR IG HT

OFF

OFF

BACKGROUND
BR IG HT

OFF

PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Captains control regulates the
brightness of the integral instrument lighting in the Captain and center instrument
panels and displays and edge lighting of
the Autopilot Flight Director Mode Control Panel.
First Officers control regulates First Officers panel and integral instrument lighting.

AFDS FLOOD
BR IG HT

OFF

BACKGROUND LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the brightness of the
fluorescent flood lighting for Captain
panel, First Officer panel, and Center
panel.
AFDS LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the brightness of the
lighting directed at the AFDS control
panel.

Location: Aft Overhead Panel P5.
WHITE DOME LIGHT Switch
DIM-OFF-BRIGHT - Controls two overhead white lights.

DOME WHITE
DIM
OFF

WHITE DOME LIGHT Switch
DIM-OFF-BRIGHT - Controls two overhead white lights.

BRIGHT

BRIGHT

33-26

MAP LIGHT CONTROL
PUSH/ROTATE - Regulates brightness of
the Captain/First Officer map lights. Pull
to turn on or push to turn off map lights.

Location: Captain’s Panel P1.

Location: Aft Overhead Panel P5.
DOME WHITE
DIM

PANEL

BR IG HT

BR IG HT

OFF
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CONTROL CABIN LIGHTS
Location: Center Instrument Panel P2

CONTROL CABIN LIGHTS
Location: Center Instrument Panel P2

MAP
BR IG HT

PANEL
BR IG HT

OFF

OFF

MASTER LIGHTS TEST AND DIM
Switch
TEST - Lights all system associated lights
on the forward and aft overhead panels.
Lights some lights on the Captains and
First Officer instrument panel.
BRT-DIM - Controls light intensity.

Location: Forward Overhead Panel

TEST
BRT
DIM

Location: Forward Overhead Panel
CIRCUIT BREAKER LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
P6 and P18 circuit breaker panel illumination.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
BR IG HT

MASTER LIGHTS TEST AND DIM
Switch
TEST - Lights all system associated lights
on the forward and aft overhead panels.
Lights some lights on the Captains and
First Officer instrument panel.
BRT-DIM - Controls light intensity.

LIGHTS

CIRCUIT BREAKER LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
P6 and P18 circuit breaker panel illumination.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
BR IG HT

OFF

OFF

PANEL

PANEL

PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
forward and aft overhead panel lights.

BR IG HT

OFF

OFF

Location: Aft Electronic Panel

Location: Aft Electronic Panel
FLOOD

PANEL
BR IG HT

BR IG HT

OFF

and
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PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
forward and aft overhead panel lights.

BR IG HT

OFF

Introduction

FLOOD LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the overhead spotlight intensity directed at the thrust lever
quadrant.
PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
forward and aft electronic control panel
lights.

33-27

FLOOD

PANEL
BR IG HT

BR IG HT

OFF
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OFF

FLOOD LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the overhead spotlight intensity directed at the thrust lever
quadrant.
PANEL LIGHT CONTROL
ROTATE - Regulates the intensity of the
forward and aft electronic control panel
lights.
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MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7
Left and Right System Annunciator
Panels
Indicate a caution condition exists in the
associated system. All system annunciator
lights go off when either the left or right
MASTER CAUTION light is pushed. All
system annunciator lights and both MASTER CAUTION lights come on when
either system annunciator panel is pushed
and held. When the panel is released, both
MASTER CAUTION lights and the associated system annunciator remain on for
any system caution that exists. The system
annunciator goes off automatically when
no system caution exists for that system.

MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7
Left and Right System Annunciator
Panels
Indicate a caution condition exists in the
associated system. All system annunciator lights go off when either the left or
right MASTER CAUTION light is
pushed. All system annunciator lights and
both MASTER CAUTION lights come on
when either system annunciator panel is
pushed and held. When the panel is
released, both MASTER CAUTION lights
and the associated system annunciator
remain on for any system caution that
exists. The system annunciator goes off
automatically when no system caution
exists for that system.

FIRE
WARN
BELL CUTOUT

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

ANTI-ICE

ENG

IRS

APU

HYD

OVERHEAD

FUEL

OVHT/DET

DOORS

AIR COND

FUEL Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
fuel system for one or more of these conditions: either no. 1 or no. 2 filter bypass
occurs; low fuel pressure for both pumps
in tank 1 or 2; low fuel pressure for both
left and right center tank when both pump
switches are on or low fuel pressure for
one center tank pump when only one
switch is on. When a low pressure condition exists in only one pump in tank 1 or 2
or in one center tank pump when both center tank pump switch are on, the MASTER CAUTION lights and the FUEL
annunciator do not come on. However, the
MASTER CAUTION lights and FUEL
annunciator remain on when either annunciator panel is pushed and released.

33-28
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MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FIRE
WARN

FIRE
WARN

MASTER
CAUTION

BELL CUTOUT

PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

ANTI-ICE

ENG

IRS

APU

HYD

OVERHEAD

FUEL

OVHT/DET

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION

FIRE
WARN

PUSH TO RESET

BELL CUTOUT

BELL CUTOUT

MASTER CAUTION Lights (Left and
Right)
Indicate a caution condition exists in one
or more systems displayed on either system annunciator panel. Both MASTER
CAUTION lights and all system lights on
both the left and right systems annunciator
panels go off when either MASTER CAUTION light is pushed. This rearms the system for subsequent malfunctions. Both
MASTER CAUTION lights go off automatically when no system caution exists.

OCT 99

FUEL Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
fuel system for one or more of these conditions: either no. 1 or no. 2 filter bypass
occurs; low fuel pressure for both pumps
in tank 1 or 2; low fuel pressure for both
left and right center tank when both pump
switches are on or low fuel pressure for
one center tank pump when only one
switch is on. When a low pressure condition exists in only one pump in tank 1 or 2
or in one center tank pump when both center tank pump switch are on, the MASTER
CAUTION lights and the FUEL annunciator do not come on. However, the MASTER CAUTION lights and FUEL
annunciator remain on when either annunciator panel is pushed and released.

33-28

MASTER CAUTION Lights (Left and
Right)
Indicate a caution condition exists in one
or more systems displayed on either system annunciator panel. Both MASTER
CAUTION lights and all system lights on
both the left and right systems annunciator
panels go off when eitherMASTER CAUTION light is pushed. This rearms the system for subsequent malfunctions. Both
MASTER CAUTION lights go off automatically when no system caution exists.
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MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7
ANTI-ICE Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
anti-ice system for one or more of the following conditions: an overheat or loss of
window heat control power to a forward or
side window; or one or more heaters that
are controlled by the pitot-static heat
switch are not operating. Cowl ANTI-ICE
high pressure or overheat.

MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7
ANTI-ICE Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
anti-ice system for one or more of the following conditions: an overheat or loss of
window heat control power to a forward or
side window; or one or more heaters that
are controlled by the pitot-static heat
switch are not operating. Cowl ANTI-ICE
high pressure or overheat.

HYD Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
hydraulic system for one or more of the
following conditions: hydraulic pump output pressure is low for the associated
engine driven or electric pump on the A or
B hydraulic system; system A or B electric
hydraulic pumps have an overheat condition.

DOORS Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in one or more of
these areas: one or more of the following
doors not locked closed: forward (1L) and
aft (2L) entry, forward and aft cargo, forward (1R) and aft (2R) service, lower nose
compartment, or electronic equipment
external access door.
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ANTI-ICE

ENG

HYD

OVERHEAD

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FIRE
WARN
BELL CUTOUT

AIR COND Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in the air conditioning system, including pneumatics and
pressurization, for one or more of the following conditions: a dual bleed exists
between the APU and an engine; a duct
overheat from the left or right pack; a pack
trip off by the left or right pack; a bleed
trip off at engine 1 or 2; a wing body overheat on the left or right side; failure of the
automatic mode of the pressure controller;
or an off schedule descent.

33-29

HYD Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
hydraulic system for one or more of the
following conditions: hydraulic pump output pressure is low for the associated
engine driven or electric pump on the A or
B hydraulic system; system A or B electric
hydraulic pumps have an overheat condition.

DOORS Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in one or more of
these areas: one or more of the following
doors not locked closed: forward (1L) and
aft (2L) entry, forward and aft cargo, forward (1R) and aft (2R) service, lower nose
compartment, or electronic equipment
external access door.
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ENG

HYD

OVERHEAD

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION

FIRE
WARN

PUSH TO RESET

BELL CUTOUT

AIR COND Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in the air conditioning system, including pneumatics and
pressurization, for one or more of the following conditions: a dual bleed exists
between the APU and an engine; a duct
overheat from the left or right pack; a pack
trip off by the left or right pack; a bleed
trip off at engine 1 or 2; a wing body overheat on the left or right side; failure of the
automatic mode of the pressure controller;
or an off schedule descent.
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MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7

FIRE
WARN

MASTER
CAUTION

BELL CUTOUT

PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

IRS

APU

FUEL

OVHT/DET

IRS Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in the inertial
reference system for one or more of these
conditions: an IRS system fault; IRS operating on DC power, DC power for IRS not
normal.

33-30

ANTI-ICE

ENG

HYD

OVERHEAD

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION

FIRE
WARN

PUSH TO RESET

BELL CUTOUT
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FLT CONT Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
flight control system for one or more of
these conditions: standby hydraulic low
quantity or pressure; flight control A or B
low pressure; feel differential pressure;
yaw damper off; or Mach trim fail, speed
trim fail, or auto slat fail.
ELEC Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
electrical system for one or more of these
conditions: The standby buses are nor
powered; generator 1 or 2 drive has low
oil pressure or high oil temperature; either
transfer bus relay is in the center nor
power position; or either generator bus 1
or bus 2 is not powered.
APU Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
APU or one or more of these conditions
when the APU is at operating speed: low
oil pressure; high oil temperature; or overspeed.
OVHT DET Annunciator Light
Indicates engine overheat or APU Fire
Detector inop.

MASTER CAUTION SYSTEM
Location: Glareshield P7

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

IRS

APU

FUEL

OVHT/DET

IRS Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution exists in the inertial
reference system for one or more of these
conditions: an IRS system fault; IRS operating on DC power, DC power for IRS not
normal.

ENG Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
engine area for one or more of the these
conditions: Thrust reverser caution; PMC
is off or failed; low engine rpm.
OVERHEAD Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in one
or more of the miscellaneous system on
the overhead panel as follows: flight
recorder is off; passenger oxygen system
is on; the emergency exit lights are not
armed; equipment cooling off (supply and/
or exhaust)

OCT 99

FIRE
WARN
BELL CUTOUT
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ANTI-ICE

ENG

HYD

OVERHEAD

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION

FIRE
WARN

PUSH TO RESET

BELL CUTOUT

FLT CONT Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
flight control system for one or more of
these conditions: standby hydraulic low
quantity or pressure; flight control A or B
low pressure; feel differential pressure;
yaw damper off; or Mach trim fail, speed
trim fail, or auto slat fail.
ELEC Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
electrical system for one or more of these
conditions: The standby buses are nor
powered; generator 1 or 2 drive has low
oil pressure or high oil temperature; either
transfer bus relay is in the center nor
power position; or either generator bus 1
or bus 2 is not powered.
APU Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
APU or one or more of these conditions
when the APU is at operating speed: low
oil pressure; high oil temperature; or overspeed.
OVHT DET Annunciator Light
Indicates engine overheat or APU Fire
Detector inop.

ENG Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in the
engine area for one or more of the these
conditions: Thrust reverser caution; PMC
is off or failed; low engine rpm.
OVERHEAD Annunciator Light
Indicates a caution condition exists in one
or more of the miscellaneous system on
the overhead panel as follows: flight
recorder is off; passenger oxygen system
is on; the emergency exit lights are not
armed; equipment cooling off (supply and/
or exhaust)

OCT 99
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CABIN SIGNS AND LIGHTS CONTROL
Location: Forward Overhead Panel P5
NO SMOKING SIGNS Switch
OFF - Turns signs off.
AUTO - Turns signs on when landing gear
lever is down.
ON - Turns signs on.
FASTEN BELTS SIGNS Switch
OFF - Turns signs off.
AUTO - Turns signs on when landing gear
lever is down or trailing edge flaps not up.
ON - Turns signs on.

CABIN SIGNS AND LIGHTS CONTROL
Location: Forward Overhead Panel P5
NO SMOKING SIGNS Switch
OFF - Turns signs off.
AUTO - Turns signs on when landing gear
lever is down.
ON - Turns signs on.
FASTEN BELTS SIGNS Switch
OFF - Turns signs off.
AUTO - Turns signs on when landing gear
lever is down or trailing edge flaps not up.
ON - Turns signs on.

LIGHTS
BRT

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

NO
SMOKING

FASTEN
BELTS

OFF
AUTO
ON

Location: Forward and Aft
Flight Attendants Panels
WORK LIGHTS Switches
Control flight attendant work
area lights.

LIGHTS

NIGHT

OFF

CEILING
2
1

3

WINDOW
IFE

4

TEST

ON

OFF/ON/VOLUME

OFF

ENTRY LIGHTS SELECTORS
Control entry lights.

CALL SYSTEM

CAPT ATTENDANT RESET
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ON

OFF

OFF

DIM

NIGHT

CALL SYSTEM

OFF

CEILING
CAPT

ATTENDANT

RESET

2

LIGHTS
BRT

ON

1

ON

DIM
OFF

OFF

ENTRY

WORK

3

WINDOW
IFE

4

TEST

ON

OFF/ON/VOLUME

NORM

Location: Forward and Aft
Fight Attendants Panels
WORK LIGHTS Switches
Control flight attendant work
area lights.

OFF

CAPT ATTENDANT RESET

33-31

ENTRY LIGHTS SELECTORS
Control entry lights.

CALL SYSTEM

EMER EXIT

CEILING LIGHTS
SELECTORS
Controls ceiling lights.

Introduction

OFF
AUTO
ON

BRT

OFF

BRT

DIM

ON

OFF

FASTEN
BELTS

ENTRY WORK GROUND
SERVICE
DIM BRT

ENTRY WORK GROUND
SERVICE
DIM BRT
OFF

BRT

NO
SMOKING

OCT 99

CALL SYSTEM

CAPT

ATTENDANT

RESET

LIGHTS
BRT

ON

ON

DIM
OFF

OFF

ENTRY

WORK

NORM

EMER EXIT

CEILING LIGHTS
SELECTORS
Controls ceiling lights.
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EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Location: Forward Overhead Panel

EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Location: Forward Overhead Panel

RUNWAY TURNOFF LIGHT Switches
ON - Illuminates the corresponding runway turnoff light located in the leading
edge of the wing root.

RUNWAY
TURNOFF
L
R

TAXI

OFF

OFF

ON

ON
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STROBE
OFF

RUNWAY TURNOFF LIGHT Switches
ON - Illuminates the corresponding runway
turnoff light located in the leading edge of
the wing root.

OFF
ON

TAXI LIGHT Switch
ON - Illuminates the nose wheel taxi light
located on the nose wheel landing strut.

TAXI LIGHT Switch
ON - Illuminates the nose wheel taxi light
located on the nose wheel landing strut.

OUTBOARD LANDING LIGHTS
Switch
(three position)
RETRACT - Outboard landing lights are
retracted and extinguished.
EXTEND - Outboard landing lights are
extended and remain extinguished.
ON - Outboard landing lights are extended
and illuminated.
INBOARD LANDING LIGHTS Switch
ON - Illuminates the corresponding right
or left inboard landing light.

OUTBOARD LANDING LIGHTS
Switch
(three position)
RETRACT - Outboard landing lights are
retracted and extinguished.
EXTEND - Outboard landing lights are
extended and remain extinguished.
ON - Outboard landing lights are extended
and illuminated.
INBOARD LANDING LIGHTS Switch
ON - Illuminates the corresponding right
or left inboard landing light.

33-32
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EXTERIOR LIGHT CONTROLS
Location: Forward Overhead Panel

EXTERIOR LIGHT CONTROLS
Location: Forward Overhead Panel
STROBE
OFF

STROBE LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on the high intensity strobe
lights located on each wing tip and on the
fuselage tail cone above the APU exhaust.

ON

POSITION LIGHT Switch
ON BAT - Turns on the position lights
form the battery bus if no other power is
available. Battery Switch must be positioned to ON.
ON - Turns ON the red and green wing tip
position lights and the white trailing edge
wing tip lights.

ANTI COLLISION LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on both red high intensity
strobe lights located on the upper and
lower fuselage.

STROBE LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on the high intensity strobe
lights located on each wing tip and on the
fuselage tail cone above the APU exhaust.

ANTI
COLLISION
OFF

WING
OFF

WHEEL
WELL
OFF

ON

ON

ON

ANTI COLLISION LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on both red high intensity
strobe lights located on the upper and
lower fuselage.

WING ILLUMINATION Switch
ON - Turns on both white wing leading
edge lights located on the fuselage forward of the wing.

WHEEL WELL LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on the three wheel well lights
for checking the landing gear down and
locked stripes.

WHEEL WELL LIGHT Switch
ON - Turns on the three wheel well lights
for checking the landing gear down and
locked stripes.

Introduction

ON BAT

OFF
ON

ON

POSITION LIGHT Switch
ON BAT - Turns on the position lights
form the battery bus if no other power is
available. Battery Switch must be positioned to ON.
ON - Turns ON the red and green wing tip
position lights and the white trailing edge
wing tip lights.

WING ILLUMINATION Switch
ON - Turns on both white wing leading
edge lights located on the fuselage forward of the wing.
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OFF
ON
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ANTI
COLLISION
OFF

WING
OFF

WHEEL
WELL
OFF

ON

ON

ON
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EMERGENCY LIGHTS CONTROLS
Location: Forward Overhead Panel (P5)

EMERGENCY LIGHTS CONTROLS
Location: Forward Overhead Panel (P5)

EMER EXIT LIGHTS

EMER EXIT LIGHTS
EMER EXIT LIGHTS Switch
Controls emergency exit lights when battery bus is powered.
OFF - Turns off emergency exit lights.
Recharges batteries if No. 1 DC bus is
powered.
Armed - Turns on emergency exit lights if
No. 1 DC bus loses power. Turns off lights
and recharges batteries when No.1 bus is
powered.
ON - Turns on emergency exit lights. Batteries can not be charged.
NOT ARMED Light
Indicates emergency exit lights are not
armed for automatic operation. OVERHEAD and MASTER CAUTION lights
also come on.

Location: Aft Flight Attendant Panel.
EMER EXIT Lights Switch
Provides override control of emergency
exit lights from cabin when battery bus is
powered.
ON - Overrides control cabin EMER
EXIT LIGHTS switch and turns on lights.
NORM - Allows the control cabin EMER
EXIT LIGHTS switch to control the
lights.

33-34
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ARMED

ON

EMER EXIT LIGHTS Switch
Controls emergency exit lights when battery bus is powered.
OFF - Turns off emergency exit lights.
Recharges batteries if No. 1 DC bus is
powered.
Armed - Turns on emergency exit lights if
No. 1 DC bus loses power. Turns off lights
and recharges batteries when No.1 bus is
powered.
ON - Turns on emergency exit lights. Batteries can not be charged.
NOT ARMED Light
Indicates emergency exit lights are not
armed for automatic operation. OVERHEAD and MASTER CAUTION lights
also come on.

Location: Aft Flight Attendant Panel.
EMER EXIT Lights Switch
Provides override control of emergency
exit lights from cabin when battery bus is
powered.
ON - Overrides control cabin EMER
EXIT LIGHTS switch and turns on lights.
NORM - Allows the control cabin EMER
EXIT LIGHTS switch to control the
lights.

ON

NORM

EMER EXIT

OCT 99
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P6 CIRCUIT BREAKER
PANEL FLOODLIGHTS

P6 CIRCUIT BREAKER
PANEL FLOODLIGHTS

P18 CIRCUIT BREAKER
PANEL FLOODLIGHTS

P18 CIRCUIT BREAKER
PANEL FLOODLIGHTS
P6
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
PANEL
FLOOD
LIGHTS

SPARE BULB
STORAGE

FLIGHT KIT LIGHT
WITH CONTROL

P6 CIRCUIT
BREAKER PANEL
FLOODLIGHT
LOCATED ON
THE FLOOR

FLIGHT
KIT
LIGHT
WITH
CONTROL

CONTROL CABIN
DOOR
SECOND
OBSERVERS
READING
LIGHT WITH
CONTROL

P6 CIRCUIT
BREAKER PANEL

P18
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
PANEL

FIRST
OBSERVERS
READING
LIGHT WITH
CONTROL

FIRST OBSERVERS
SEAT ACCESS

P6 CIRCUIT
BREAKER PANEL

Introduction

P18
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
PANEL

FIRST
OBSERVERS
READING
LIGHT WITH
CONTROL

FIRST OBSERVERS
SEAT ACCESS

AFT WALL

SECOND
OBSERVERS
READING
LIGHT WITH
CONTROL

DOME
LIGHTS

AFT WALL

Flight Compartment Lights

Flight Compartment Lights
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FLIGHT
KIT
LIGHT
WITH
CONTROL

FIRST OFFICER'S SIDEWALL

CAPTAIN'S SIDEWALL

CONTROL CABIN
DOOR

DOME
LIGHTS

P6 CIRCUIT
BREAKER PANEL
FLOODLIGHT
LOCATED ON
THE FLOOR

FLIGHT KIT LIGHT
WITH CONTROL

FIRST OFFICER'S SIDEWALL

CAPTAIN'S SIDEWALL

P6
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
PANEL
FLOOD
LIGHTS

SPARE BULB
STORAGE
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OVERHEAD
PANEL (P5)

OVERHEAD
PANEL (P5)
LOAD CONTROL
CENTER (P6-3)

CENTR INSTRUMENT PANEL
MASTER DIM AND
TEST SWITCH

FORWARD ELECTRONICS
PANEL
ANNUNCIATION AND
DIMMING MODULE
(UNDER ELECTRONICS
PANEL)

FORWARD ELECTRONICS
PANEL
ANNUNCIATION AND
DIMMING MODULE
(UNDER ELECTRONICS
PANEL)

LOAD CONTROL CENTER (P6-4)
MASTER TEST RELAY
AUX MASTER TEST RELAY
BACKGROUND LIGHTS AND
DIODES MODULE

FIRE
WARN

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

ANTI-ICE

ENG

IRS

APU

HYD

OVERHEAD

FUEL

OVHT/DET

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
CAUTION

FIRE
WARN

FIRE
WARN

MASTER
CAUTION

PUSH TO RESET

BELL CUTOUT

BELL CUTOUT

PUSH TO RESET

MASTER
CAUTION
PUSH TO RESET

FLT CONT

ELEC

ANTI-ICE

ENG

IRS

APU

HYD

OVERHEAD

FUEL

OVHT/DET

DOORS

AIR COND

MASTER
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
The navigation systems are a fully integrated digital avionics system. It uses digital and microcomputer technology and
electronic displays to provide the flight
crew with full-time performance, navigation, and advisory information. Built In
Test Equipment (BITE)and self tests are
available to aid maintenance personnel
troubleshoot and verify system operation.
Components and subsystems are designated left and right. In most cases the left
systems support the Captain's instruments
and the right systems support the First
Officer's, but alternate selection is available for some systems.
EFIS System
The Electronic Flight Instrument System
(EFIS) consists of a left and right system
that utilize various aircraft systems to provide appropriate visual indications on the
Electronic Attitude Director Indicator
(EADI) and Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI). The EADI and
EHSI are Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT) that
display navigation, attitude, autopilot,
autothrottle, and other status information
to each pilot.
IRS System
The Inertial Reference System (IRS) consists of a left and right system that contain
laser ring gyros and accelerometers to provide the sole source of aircraft attitude and
heading information (except for the
standby instruments). The Standby Attitude Indicator (SAI) is covered with the
IRS System
NOTE: The Standby Compass, Standby
Attitude Indicator (SAI), and IRS systems are entirely independent of each
other.
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DME System
The Distance Measuring System (DME)
has two systems that provide the flight
crew and Flight Management Computer
(FMC) with distance to specific navigational aids. It gives the nautical mile distance in tenths and whole miles.
ADF System
The Automatic Direction Finding system
consists of one system for domestic and
two systems for overwater operations. It
gives the flight crew bearing information
to the selected navigational aid and can
provide audio from commercial AM
broadcast stations.
TCAS/ATC Transponder System
The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS) integrates with the Air
Traffic Control (ATC) transponder systems to provide the flight crew with audio
and visual indications of conflicting aircraft to avoid mid-air collisions. The ATC
Transponder system consists of two systems that provides ATC with position,
identification and altitude information
from the aircraft that is depicted on the
ATC radar screen.
Weather Radar System
The Weather Radar System provides the
flight crew with visual color indications of
precipitation ahead of the aircraft to avoid
hazardous weather conditions. The single
Weather Radar system also provides turbulence detection using Doppler principles.
GPWS System
The single Ground Proximity Warning
System (GPWS) provides the flight crew
with aural and visual warnings of potentially dangerous flight situations relative
to the ground and windshear conditions.
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VOR/ILS System
The VHF Omni Range (VOR) and Instrument Landing System (ILS) consists of
two systems that provide the flight crew
with information of aircraft position with
respect to and deviation from a selected
VOR course and with visual guidance in
azimuth (localizer) and approach path
(glideslope) for approach to a landing. The
system also provides bearing information
to the selected VOR station. The navigation units (NAV Receiver) include VOR
and Instrument Landing System (ILS)
receivers.
Marker Beacon System
The single Marker Beacon System provides the flight crew with visual and aural
indications of passing over navigational
aids associated with an instrument
approach.
LRRA System
The Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA)
system consists of two systems that provide the flight crew and other aircraft systems with altitude above ground level.
Pitot/Static Air Data System
The Pitot/Static Air Data System consists
of two systems that provide the flight crew
and other aircraft systems with air data
information. The Standby Altimeter and
Standby Airspeed Indicator are independent of the main Air Data System.
FMCS
The Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS) is a single system that provides
the functions of navigation, lateral guidance, vertical guidance, flight planning,
and aircraft performance optimization,
this provides the flight crew with flight
management and control of the aircraft.

VOR/ILS System
The VHF Omni Range (VOR) and Instrument Landing System (ILS) consists of
two systems that provide the flight crew
with information of aircraft position with
respect to and deviation from a selected
VOR course and with visual guidance in
azimuth (localizer) and approach path
(glideslope) for approach to a landing. The
system also provides bearing information
to the selected VOR station. The navigation units (NAV Receiver) include VOR
and Instrument Landing System (ILS)
receivers.
Marker Beacon System
The single Marker Beacon System provides the flight crew with visual and aural
indications of passing over navigational
aids associated with an instrument
approach.
LRRA System
The Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA)
system consists of two systems that provide the flight crew and other aircraft systems with altitude above ground level.
Pitot/Static Air Data System
The Pitot/Static Air Data System consists
of two systems that provide the flight crew
and other aircraft systems with air data
information. The Standby Altimeter and
Standby Airspeed Indicator are independent of the main Air Data System.
FMCS
The Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS) is a single system that provides
the functions of navigation, lateral guidance, vertical guidance, flight planning,
and aircraft performance optimization,
this provides the flight crew with flight
management and control of the aircraft.
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The magnetic standby compass is installed
forward of the forward overhead panel. At
the bottom of the standby compass under a
cover plate are two compensators labeled
N-S and E-W. The purpose of the compensators is to compensate for magnetic
disturbances in the area of the standby
compass. The correction card holder
mounted below the standby compass holds
the correction card.
Note: Some aircraft have the compass
mounted on a stowable mount which is
swung out of view when not in use.
Note: When reading the compass, be
careful not to have magnetic devices
near the compass, such as flashlights,
which may cause errors.

MAGNETIC STANDBY COMPASS
The magnetic standby compass is a selfcontained unit and indicates the magnetic
heading of the airplane. It is used primarily in cases of emergency when all other
heading systems fail. The standby compass is a highly sensitive instrument of liquid-filled design. The card assembly,
which indicates magnetic direction, is illuminated by a bulb located at the top of the
compass. The light switch is located near
the compass.

The magnetic standby compass is installed
forward of the forward overhead panel. At
the bottom of the standby compass under a
cover plate are two compensators labeled
N-S and E-W. The purpose of the compensators is to compensate for magnetic
disturbances in the area of the standby
compass. The correction card holder
mounted below the standby compass
holds the correction card.
Note: Some aircraft have the compass
mounted on a stowable mount which is
swung out of view when not in use.
Note: When reading the compass, be
careful not to have magnetic devices
near the compass, such as flashlights,
which may cause errors.
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MAGNETIC STANDBY COMPASS
The magnetic standby compass is a selfcontained unit and indicates the magnetic
heading of the airplane. It is used primarily in cases of emergency when all other
heading systems fail. The standby compass is a highly sensitive instrument of liquid-filled design. The card assembly,
which indicates magnetic direction, is illuminated by a bulb located at the top of the
compass. The light switch is located near
the compass.
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ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
The Electronic Flight Instrument System
(EFIS) provides displays for most of the
aircraft's navigational systems. The major
displays provided by the EFIS are: color
displays of pitch and roll; navigational
maps; weather; radio altitude and decision
height; and autopilot, autothrottle and
flight path information. EFIS also provides displays of: airspeeds, ADF/VOR
bearings; ILS data; stall warning; TCAS;
and other indications.
EFIS consists of the following components: two Symbol Generators (SG), two
EFIS Control Panels, two Electronic Attitude Director Indicators (EADI), two
Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicators
(EHSI), two remote light sensors, an Electronic Flight Instrument (EFI) transfer
switch, two EFIS transfer relays, and two
instrument transfer annunciator lights.
Interfaces
EFIS interfaces with the following systems: Inertial Reference System (IRS),
Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS), Weather Radar System, VOR/
ILS Navigation System, DME System,
Air Data System, Stall Warning System,
LRRA System, Digital Flight Control
System (DFCS), Autothrottle System,
ADF System, GPWS, and TCAS systems.
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Symbol Generators
The left and right Symbol Generators (SG)
receive data from the EFIS Control Panels
and the aircraft's navigation and guidance
systems. The SG then processes the data
and provides video signals for display on
the EADI and EHSI. The SGs are located
on the E2-1 rack and have a TEST switch
on the front of the unit. The TEST switch
initiates a self test of the EFIS, this test
can also be initiated from the Control Display Units (CDU).
EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panels provide control
of the displays of their respective onside
EADI and EHSI. They are located on the
outboard sides of the pedestal aft electronic panel. The EADI controls are on the
left side of the panel. The EHSI controls
are on the right side of the panel.
The EADI controls are the BRT control
which changes the brightness level of the
EADI. The RST button manually resets
the decision height circuit. The decision
height control knob adjusts the decision
height displayed above it and on the
respective EADI.
The EHSI controls are the Mode Selector
which selects the type of display depicted
on the EHSI. The modes are labeled;
FULL VOR/ILS, EXP VOR/ILS, MAP,
CTR MAP, and PLAN. The Range Selector selects the range of information
depicted in the EXP VOR/ILS, MAP,
CTR MAP, and PLAN modes. In the center of the Range Selector is the TFC button
for depicting TCAS traffic targets on the
EHSI. The WXR Switch is a push-onpush-off button that controls the weather
radar system and depictions in the EXP
VOR/ILS, MAP, CTR MAP modes.
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The Electronic Flight Instrument System
(EFIS) provides displays for most of the
aircraft's navigational systems. The major
displays provided by the EFIS are: color
displays of pitch and roll; navigational
maps; weather; radio altitude and decision
height; and autopilot, autothrottle and
flight path information. EFIS also provides displays of: airspeeds, ADF/VOR
bearings; ILS data; stall warning; TCAS;
and other indications.
EFIS consists of the following components: two Symbol Generators (SG), two
EFIS Control Panels, two Electronic Attitude Director Indicators (EADI), two
Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicators
(EHSI), two remote light sensors, an Electronic Flight Instrument (EFI) transfer
switch, two EFIS transfer relays, and two
instrument transfer annunciator lights.
Interfaces
EFIS interfaces with the following systems: Inertial Reference System (IRS),
Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS), Weather Radar System, VOR/
ILS Navigation System, DME System, Air
Data System, Stall Warning System,
LRRA System, Digital Flight Control System (DFCS), Autothrottle System, ADF
System, GPWS, and TCAS systems.
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Symbol Generators
The left and right Symbol Generators
(SG) receive data from the EFIS Control
Panels and the aircraft's navigation and
guidance systems. The SG then processes
the data and provides video signals for
display on the EADI and EHSI. The SGs
are located on the E2-1 rack and have a
TEST switch on the front of the unit. The
TEST switch initiates a self test of the
EFIS, this test can also be initiated from
the Control Display Units (CDU).
EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panels provide control
of the displays of their respective onside
EADI and EHSI. They are located on the
outboard sides of the pedestal aft electronic panel. The EADI controls are on the
left side of the panel. The EHSI controls
are on the right side of the panel.
The EADI controls are the BRT control
which changes the brightness level of the
EADI. The RST button manually resets
the decision height circuit. The decision
height control knob adjusts the decision
height displayed above it and on the
respective EADI.
The EHSI controls are the Mode Selector
which selects the type of display depicted
on the EHSI. The modes are labeled;
FULL VOR/ILS, EXP VOR/ILS, MAP,
CTR MAP, and PLAN. The Range Selector selects the range of information
depicted in the EXP VOR/ILS, MAP,
CTR MAP, and PLAN modes. In the center of the Range Selector is the TFC button for depicting TCAS traffic targets on
the EHSI. The WXR Switch is a push-onpush-off button that controls the weather
radar system and depictions in the EXP
VOR/ILS, MAP, CTR MAP modes.
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CAUTION: Both WXR Switches on
each EFIS Control Panel must be off to
turn off the weather radar system.
CAUTION: The weather radar system
must not be operated with large metallic objects near the front of the aircraft.
WARNING: The weather radar system
must not be operated when personnel
are located within 50 feet of the antenna
or fueling operations are being performed.

ADI
DH REF

FULL
VOR/ILS

BRT

There are two concentric brightness
knobs, the outer knob is for adjusting the
brightness of the entire EHSI, the inner
knob is for adjusting the brightness of the
weather radar returns. The switches on the
bottom of the EFIS Control Panel are
push-on-push-off switches for selecting
information depicted on the EHSI.
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CAUTION: Both WXR Switches on
each EFIS Control Panel must be off to
turn off the weather radar system.
CAUTION: The weather radar system
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are located within 50 feet of the antenna
or fueling operations are being performed.
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There are two concentric brightness
knobs, the outer knob is for adjusting the
brightness of the entire EHSI, the inner
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weather radar returns. The switches on the
bottom of the EFIS Control Panel are
push-on-push-off switches for selecting
information depicted on the EHSI.
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EADI
The Electronic Attitude Director Indicator
(EADI) provides multi-color displays of
aircraft attitude, flight director commands,
autopilot/autothrottle mode annunciation,
radio altitude and decision height values,
speed tape displays, ILS indications, pitch
limits, GPWS, and TCAS annunciations.
The EADI is a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
with an inclinometer on the bottom of the
face.

MCP SPD

G/S

There is an integral light sensor on the
face of the EADI.
There is only one mode of display on the
EADI.
The equipment cooling system provides
air flow to the EADI to prevent overheating.
NOTE: The EADI is not interchangeable with the EHSI and is ESD sensitive.

VOR/LOC

EADI
The Electronic Attitude Director Indicator
(EADI) provides multi-color displays of
aircraft attitude, flight director commands,
autopilot/autothrottle mode annunciation,
radio altitude and decision height values,
speed tape displays, ILS indications, pitch
limits, GPWS, and TCAS annunciations.
The EADI is a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
with an inclinometer on the bottom of the
face.
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1
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There is an integral light sensor on the
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There is only one mode of display on the
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EHSI
The Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI) provides multi-color of various navigational, weather data, and TCAS
targets. The principle systems that provide
data for display on the EHSI include:
VOR/ILS, DME, Air Data Computer
(ADC), FMCS, IRS, Weather Radar,
ADF, and TCAS.

25.5 NM
TAS300
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TRK

There is an integral light sensor on the
face of the EHSI.
There are several types of displays on the
EHSI depending on the selection on the
EFIS Control Panel.
The equipment cooling system provides
air flow to the EHSI to prevent overheating.
NOTE: The EHSI is not interchangeable with the EADI and is ESD sensitive.
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The Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI) provides multi-color of various navigational, weather data, and TCAS
targets. The principle systems that provide
data for display on the EHSI include:
VOR/ILS, DME, Air Data Computer
(ADC), FMCS, IRS, Weather Radar,
ADF, and TCAS.
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There is an integral light sensor on the
face of the EHSI.
There are several types of displays on the
EHSI depending on the selection on the
EFIS Control Panel.
The equipment cooling system provides
air flow to the EHSI to prevent overheating.
NOTE: The EHSI is not interchangeable with the EADI and is ESD sensitive.
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Remote Light Sensors
The remote light sensors are located on
the glareshield and are facing forward to
sense the ambient light entering the flight
compartment to automatically dim or
brighten the EADI and EHSI displays.
The EADI and EHSI also have integral
light sensors located on their face.
NOTE: Placing an object over a remote
light sensor can cause the onside EADI
and EHSI to dim slightly.
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EFI Transfer Switch
The Electronic Flight Instrument (EFI)
Transfer Switch is located on the left side
of the P-5 Overhead Panel. It is used for
switching the SG providing data to the
EADIs and EHSIs. The switch has three
positions, the center position is labeled
NORMAL where it is normally positioned. In this position the left SG provides data to the Captain's EADI and
EHSI and the right SG provides data to the
First Officer's EADI and EHSI. The other
positions are the BOTH ON 1 and BOTH
ON 2. These positions are used by the
flight crew in the event of a SG failure.
Maintenance personnel can use this switch
for troubleshooting.

Remote Light Sensors
The remote light sensors are located on the
glareshield and are facing forward to sense
the ambient light entering the flight compartment to automatically dim or brighten
the EADI and EHSI displays. The EADI
and EHSI also have integral light sensors
located on their face.
NOTE: Placing an object over a remote
light sensor can cause the onside EADI
and EHSI to dim slightly.

EFI Transfer Switch
The Electronic Flight Instrument (EFI)
Transfer Switch is located on the left side
of the P-5 Overhead Panel. It is used for
switching the SG providing data to the
EADIs and EHSIs. The switch has three
positions, the center position is labeled
NORMAL where it is normally positioned. In this position the left SG provides data to the Captain's EADI and
EHSI and the right SG provides data to the
First Officer's EADI and EHSI. The other
positions are the BOTH ON 1 and BOTH
ON 2. These positions are used by the
flight crew in the event of a SG failure.
Maintenance personnel can use this switch
for troubleshooting.
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EFIS Transfer Relay
The EFIS Transfer Relays are located in
the E1 rack, each one is separately energized when the EFI Transfer Switch is
moved from the NORMAL position.
Instrument Transfer Light
The Instrument Transfer Light is located
to the right of each EADI. They illuminate
amber when the EFI Transfer Switch is
not in the NORMAL position.
NOTE: The Instrument Transfer Light
also illuminates if the IRS Transfer
switch is not in the NORMAL position.
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OPERATION
The primary EFIS components used to
operate the system are the EFI Transfer
Switch and the EFIS Control Panel. During normal operations the EFI Transfer
Switch is in the NORMAL position. The
left SG will provide the Captain's EADI
and EHSI with video signals and the right
SG will provide the First Officer's EADI
and EHSI with video signals. The left
EFIS Control Panel controls the left SG
and the depictions on the Captain's EADI
and EHSI. The right EFIS Control Panel
controls the right SG and the depictions on
the First Officer's EADI and EHSI. Most
of the data provided to the left SG come
from the left or No. 1 systems and the
right or No. 2 systems provide data to the
right symbol generator. Those systems
that only have a single system usually
send data to both SGs.
The EFIS Control Panel controls the
depictions on the onside EADI and EHSI.
The EHSI can be in one of five selectable
modes. The flight crew refers to the FULL
and EXP VOR/ILS modes as Heading-Up
Displays and the MAP, CTR MAP, and
PLAN modes as Track-Up Displays.
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EFIS Transfer Relay
The EFIS Transfer Relays are located in
the E1 rack, each one is separately energized when the EFI Transfer Switch is
moved from the NORMAL position.
Instrument Transfer Light
The Instrument Transfer Light is located
to the right of each EADI. They illuminate
amber when the EFI Transfer Switch is
not in the NORMAL position.
NOTE: The Instrument Transfer Light
also illuminates if the IRS Transfer
switch is not in the NORMAL position.
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OPERATION
The primary EFIS components used to
operate the system are the EFI Transfer
Switch and the EFIS Control Panel. During normal operations the EFI Transfer
Switch is in the NORMAL position. The
left SG will provide the Captain's EADI
and EHSI with video signals and the right
SG will provide the First Officer's EADI
and EHSI with video signals. The left
EFIS Control Panel controls the left SG
and the depictions on the Captain's EADI
and EHSI. The right EFIS Control Panel
controls the right SG and the depictions on
the First Officer's EADI and EHSI. Most
of the data provided to the left SG come
from the left or No. 1 systems and the
right or No. 2 systems provide data to the
right symbol generator. Those systems
that only have a single system usually
send data to both SGs.
The EFIS Control Panel controls the
depictions on the onside EADI and EHSI.
The EHSI can be in one of five selectable
modes. The flight crew refers to the FULL
and EXP VOR/ILS modes as Heading-Up
Displays and the MAP, CTR MAP, and
PLAN modes as Track-Up Displays.
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The FULL VOR/ILS mode provides a
depiction similar to a mechanical HSI. A
full compass rose is shown with the aircraft magnetic heading at the top of the
screen and the actual numerical value
shown. Heading information is from the
onside IRS. Inside of the compass rose is
the typical HSI depiction of the course
select cursor, deviation bar, to-from
arrow, and heading select cursor. In the
upper left corner of the screen appear the
DME distance and True Air Speed (TAS)
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value. In the upper right hand corner is the
Ground Speed (GS) value. The lower left
corner contains a depiction and value for
the wind direction and speed. In the lower
right corner is the VOR/ILS frequency.
NOTE: TCAS targets and weather
returns are not able to be depicted in
this mode.
NOTE: The range switch and map
switches have no effect on this display's
operation.
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The FULL VOR/ILS mode provides a
depiction similar to a mechanical HSI. A
full compass rose is shown with the aircraft magnetic heading at the top of the
screen and the actual numerical value
shown. Heading information is from the
onside IRS. Inside of the compass rose is
the typical HSI depiction of the course
select cursor, deviation bar, to-from
arrow, and heading select cursor. In the
upper left corner of the screen appear the
DME distance and True Air Speed (TAS)
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value. In the upper right hand corner is the
Ground Speed (GS) value. The lower left
corner contains a depiction and value for
the wind direction and speed. In the lower
right corner is the VOR/ILS frequency.
NOTE: TCAS targets and weather
returns are not able to be depicted in
this mode.
NOTE: The range switch and map
switches have no effect on this display's
operation.
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EXP VOR/ILS Mode
The EXPanded VOR/ILS Mode provides
a depiction resembling the FULL VOR/
ILS mode but with only the top 70 degrees
of the compass rose is shown. This display
is used to have the option of displaying the
weather radar returns and TCAS targets.
The range select switch is used to select
the range of viewing weather radar returns
and TCAS targets.
NOTE: The map switches have no effect
on the operation in this mode.

EXP VOR/ILS Mode
The EXPanded VOR/ILS Mode provides
a depiction resembling the FULL VOR/
ILS mode but with only the top 70 degrees
of the compass rose is shown. This display
is used to have the option of displaying the
weather radar returns and TCAS targets.
The range select switch is used to select
the range of viewing weather radar returns
and TCAS targets.
NOTE: The map switches have no effect
on the operation in this mode.
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MAP Mode
The MAP mode provides information
from the FMC to be depicted on the EHSI.
Weather radar returns and TCAS targets
can be depicted in this mode. The display
shows the top 70 degrees of a compass
arc. The value at the top of the compass
arc represents the magnetic track of the
aircraft from the FMC. At the bottom of
the display is a triangle representing the
aircraft's position. The information provided on the display is dynamic, so it
moves in relation the aircraft's position.
To select information depicted on the display there are five map switches on the
bottom of the EFIS Control Panel. They
are push-on-push-off switches that illuminate ON when active.
The VOR/ADF switch is used for displaying vectors to VOR-1, VOR-2, ADF-1, or
ADF-2.
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NOTE: A usable station must be
selected and valid data received for the
associated vector to appear.
The NAV AID switch is used for displaying high altitude navigational displays in
the 80, 160, or 320 nm ranges and all navigational aids are shown with the lower
ranges selected. This information is stored
in the FMC data base. The ARPT switch is
used for displaying airport symbols stored
in the FMC data base. The RTE DATA is
used for displaying route data with active
waypoints and any altitude constraints.
The WPT switch is used for displaying
waypoints stored in the FMC data base.
NOTE: The range must be 40 nm or less
for displaying non-active waypoints.
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NOTE: A usable station must be
selected and valid data received for the
associated vector to appear.
The NAV AID switch is used for displaying high altitude navigational displays in
the 80, 160, or 320 nm ranges and all navigational aids are shown with the lower
ranges selected. This information is stored
in the FMC data base. The ARPT switch is
used for displaying airport symbols stored
in the FMC data base. The RTE DATA is
used for displaying route data with active
waypoints and any altitude constraints.
The WPT switch is used for displaying
waypoints stored in the FMC data base.
NOTE: The range must be 40 nm or less
for displaying non-active waypoints.
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CTR MAP Mode
The CTR (center) MAP mode is similar to
the MAP mode. The difference is that the
symbolic airplane symbol is placed near
the center of the display which allows the
flight crew to see TCAS targets and other
depicted information behind the aircraft.

CTR MAP Mode
The CTR (center) MAP mode is similar to
the MAP mode. The difference is that the
symbolic airplane symbol is placed near
the center of the display which allows the
flight crew to see TCAS targets and other
depicted information behind the aircraft.
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PLAN Mode
The PLAN mode is used by the flight crew
to view the entered FMCS flight plan. The
top portion of the display is similar to the
MAP mode but the remainder of the display is used to show a north-up depiction
of the entered flight plan.
NOTE: TCAS targets and weather
radar returns are not depicted in the
PLAN mode.
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EFI Transfer Switch
The EFI Transfer Switch controls the
EFIS Transfer Relays. There is a separate
relay for BOTH ON 1 and BOTH ON 2
positions of the EFI Transfer Switch. In
the NORMAL position the left and right
SG provide video signals to their onside
EADI and EHSI. In the event of a SG failure the flight crew can move the switch to
the operational SG to provide signals to
both EADIs and EHSIs. When the switch
is placed to the BOTH ON 1 position, the
left SG is providing data to both EADIs
and EHSIs. When the switch is placed to
the BOTH ON 2 position, the right SG is
providing data to both EADIs and EHSIs.
When the EFI Transfer Switch is out of
the NORMAL position both EFIS Instrument Transfer Lights should be illuminated. Also, the EFIS Control Panel on the
selected side SG will control both EADIs
and EHSIs, the other EFIS Control Panel
will not be able to control any of the displays.
Note: The BRT will still control the
onside CRT brightness
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to view the entered FMCS flight plan. The
top portion of the display is similar to the
MAP mode but the remainder of the display is used to show a north-up depiction
of the entered flight plan.
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radar returns are not depicted in the
PLAN mode.
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onside CRT brightness
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EADI and EHSI Maintenance Practices
The EADI and EHSI have a handle built in
the front of the unit. There are two quick
release screws securing the handle. The
handle is used to assist in the removal and
installation of the CRTs and secures the
CRT when it is installed.
NOTE: The CRTs are 14 inch long
units, carefully remove them from the
instrument panel.
WARNING: The control column may
need to be moved when removing or
replacing a CRT.
CAUTION: To prevent damage to the
anti-glare coating on the CRTs, use the
proper cloth and cleaning fluid. After
removing a CRT check for damaged
electrical pins on the CRT and in the
panel.
CAUTION: The EADIs and EHSIs are
ESD sensitive units Also, check for
clean and clear equipment cooling
ports.
BITE
Access to EFIS BITE is accomplished
through the Flight Management Computer
(FMC) by using the CDUs. To perform
the BITE access the MAINT BITE
INDEX page, select EFIS, then select the
LEFT or RIGHT systems to be tested. The
SELF TEST and INTERFACE TEST can
also be selected. When a system BITE is
done the following selections can be
made; INFLIGHT FAULTS, GROUND
FAULTS, CURRENT STATUS, and DISCRETE STATUS.
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Inflight Faults
This display shows the applicable LRU
failure that the EFIS system recorded for
the last nine flights.
Ground Faults
This display shows the applicable LRU
failures found by the EFIS system since
the last landing.
Current Status
Shows the current status of applicable
LRUs found by the EFIS system. Can be
either, OK, FAIL, or TEST.
Discrete Status
Shows status of analog discrete inputs to
the EFIS system.
Self Test
Shows various test displays for the EADI
and EHSI, and the different EHSI modes.
NOTE: The test displays will only
appear on the selected side CRTs.
Interface Test
Shows glideslope deviation scale on EADI
and EHSI if proper ILS frequency is
selected on NAV Tuning Panel.
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Inflight Faults
This display shows the applicable LRU
failure that the EFIS system recorded for
the last nine flights.
Ground Faults
This display shows the applicable LRU
failures found by the EFIS system since
the last landing.
Current Status
Shows the current status of applicable
LRUs found by the EFIS system. Can be
either, OK, FAIL, or TEST.
Discrete Status
Shows status of analog discrete inputs to
the EFIS system.
Self Test
Shows various test displays for the EADI
and EHSI, and the different EHSI modes.
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Interface Test
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INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
The Inertial Reference System (IRS) provides inertial navigation data to user systems. It uses laser ring gyros, instead of
the conventional spinning gyros, to sense
angular rate about the pitch, roll, and yaw
axes. The IRS provides the inertial navigation data and inertial flight control data to
user systems.
The IRS includes; two Inertial Reference
Units (IRU), a Inertial System Display
Unit (ISDU), a Mode Select Unit (MSU),
a Master Caution Unit, two Digital/Analog Adapters (DAA), a IRU Transfer
Switch, two IRS transfer relays, two
instrument transfer annunciator lights, two
Vertical Speed Indicators (VSI), and two
Radio Digital Distance Magnetic Indicators (RDDMI).
The IRS provides basic heading and attitude reference accomplished through computations based on accelerometer and laser
ring gyro sensed signals. Three accelerometers and three laser ring gyros are used
in each IRU. The accelerometers and laser
ring gyros are of the strap-down type and
are oriented along each of the three axes of
the aircraft. This orientation allows the
IRU to sense acceleration along and rotation about each of the three axes. Computer manipulation of the signals from all
six sensors provide the basic heading and
attitude reference signals along with
present position, accelerations, ground
speed, drift angle, and attitude rate information. The first requirement which must
be met for proper IRS operation is alignment. The IRS alignment basically consists of determination of local vertical and
initial heading.
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IRU
The main function of the Inertial Reference Units (IRU) is to sense and compute
linear accelerations and angular turning
rates about the aircraft's pitch, roll, and
yaw axes. This data is used for pitch and
roll displays and navigational computations.
CAUTION: The unit contains static
sensitive devices. Observe precautions
for handling electrostatic sensitive
devices.
Each IRU contains three laser ring gyros
and three accelerometers. These sense
angular rates and linear accelerations,
respectively. The sensed data is resolved
to local vertical coordinates and combined
with air data inputs to compute the following: position (latitude/longitude), attitude
(pitch, roll, yaw), true and magnetic heading, windspeed and direction, velocity,
accelerations, angular rate data, and altitude.
Accelerometers
An accelerometer is arranged along each
axis to sense longitudinal, lateral and vertical G forces. Capacitive pick-off of the
proof mass converts the acceleration position changes to error signals which is used
to position the proof mass to its neutral
position. The analog output signal is integrated once to give velocity and integrated
a second time to give distance. A temperature sensor for each accelerometer is used
to improve accuracy.
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Laser Ring Gyro
The two laser ring gyros are located in the
E3-5 rack. Each of the three laser ring
gyros is a triangular shaped, helium-neon
laser that produces two light beams, one
traveling clockwise and the other traveling
in a counter-clockwise direction. The light
beams are reflected around the triangle by
using mirrors at each corner. When there
is no movement of the laser ring gyro, the
two light beam frequencies are equal. Any
angular rotation causes the frequency of
the light beams to shift, causing a shift in
the fringe pattern. This change in the
fringe pattern is detected by photo-diodes
and angular rate signals are produced. At
low rotation rates, the two light beams
tend to lock-on to each other. To compensate for this effect, a piezoelectric dither
motor is used to vibrate the laser ring
gyro. This vibration is felt when the IRU
is powered and produces an audio hum.

Laser Ring Gyro
The two laser ring gyros are located in the
E3-5 rack. Each of the three laser ring
gyros is a triangular shaped, helium-neon
laser that produces two light beams, one
traveling clockwise and the other traveling
in a counter-clockwise direction. The light
beams are reflected around the triangle by
using mirrors at each corner. When there
is no movement of the laser ring gyro, the
two light beam frequencies are equal. Any
angular rotation causes the frequency of
the light beams to shift, causing a shift in
the fringe pattern. This change in the
fringe pattern is detected by photo-diodes
and angular rate signals are produced. At
low rotation rates, the two light beams
tend to lock-on to each other. To compensate for this effect, a piezoelectric dither
motor is used to vibrate the laser ring
gyro. This vibration is felt when the IRU
is powered and produces an audio hum.
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ISDU
The Inertial System Display Unit (ISDU)
is located in the left of the P-5 Aft Overhead Panel. The ISDU allows entry of initialization data and display of track angle,
ground speed, present position, wind
direction and speed, heading, and system
status from the IRUs.
CAUTION: The unit contains static
sensitive devices. Observe precautions
for handling electrostatic sensitive
devices.
The ISDU has two sets of seven segmented displays. The Display Select
(DSPL SEL) Switch has five positions;
TEST, TK/GS (Track/Ground Speed),
PPOS (Present Position), WIND, and
HDG/STS (Heading/ Status). This switch
is used for selecting the type of data displayed. Inside the DSPL SEL switch is a
brightness knob for dimming the ISDU
display. The System Display (SYS DSPL)
Switch selects the left or right IRU to have
its information displayed. There is a
twelve key keypad which is used to enter
initialization values into the IRU (longitude, latitude, heading). An ENTer key is
used to enter data typed on the keypad, the
key light will illuminate when information
is being entered and should extinguish
when pressed. If the data entered is unreasonable, the CLR key will illuminate.
Pressing the CLR key will extinguish the
light.
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MSU
The Mode Select Unit (MSU) is located
just below the ISDU in the P-5 Aft Overhead Panel. It is used to select the mode of
operation and to annunciate conditions of
the IRUs. There is a mode selector switch
for the left and right IRUs, the positions of
the switches are; OFF, ALIGN, NAV, and
ATT.
CAUTION: The mode selector switches
have detented positions and must be
pulled outward to prevent damage to
the switch.
There are annunciator lights for the left
and right systems; a white ALIGN light,
an amber ON DC, an amber DC FAIL,
and an amber FAULT light.
NOTE: The ISDU and MSU are commonly referred to as the IRU panel.
Master Caution Unit
The IRS Master Caution Unit is located in
the P-10 panel in the flight deck entry
way. It provides an interface between the
IRS system and the master caution warning system. The master caution unit senses
abnormal IRS conditions and controls the
IRS master caution light on the glareshield
left six-pack.
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DAA
The two Digital Analog Adapters (DAA)
units are located in the El-2 rack. They
provide signal conversion from analog to
digital and digital to analog to interface
the IRS, FMCS, DFCS, DME, flight
recorder, fuel summation, N1 indicating,
VOR/ILS, weather radar and electronic
flight instrument systems. There are no
external controls or indicators on the front
face.
CAUTION: The unit contains static
sensitive devices. Observe precautions
for handling electrostatic sensitive
devices.
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IRS Transfer Switch
The IRS Transfer Switch is located on the
left side of the P-5 Overhead Panel, next
to the EFI Transfer Switch. It controls the
two IRS transfer relays. The switch has
three positions; BOTH ON L, BOTH ON
R, and NORMAL. This switch allows the
alternate selection of the IRU supplying
data to the respective users of the information.

IRS
BOTH
ON L

BOTH
ON R
NORMAL

IRS Transfer Switch
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IRS Transfer Relay
The two IRS transfer relays are located on
the E1-2 rack. They are controlled by the
IRS Transfer Switch. Two relays and
interlock circuits are used to prevent both
relays from being out of their normal positions at the same time.
Instrument Transfer Light
The Instrument Transfer Lights are
located to the right of each EADI. They
illuminate amber when the IRS Transfer
Switch is not in the NORMAL position.
NOTE: The Instrument Transfer Light
also illuminates if the EFI Transfer
switch is not in the NORMAL position.
VSI
The two Vertical Speed Indicators (VSI)
are located on the P-1 and P-3 panels, just
to the right of the EHSIs. The Captain's
VSI receives its data from the IRU 1 and
the First Officer's VSI receives its data
from IRU 2. The IRUs supply inertial vertical speed data in thousands of feet per
minute rate of climb or descent.
The Air Data Computer supplies altitude
rate information to the IRU.
RDDMI
The two Radio Digital Distance Magnetic
Indicators (RDDMI) are located on the P1 and P-3 panels to the left of each EHSI.
They display magnetic heading data from
the offside IRU. The RDDMIs also display DME distance, VOR bearing, and
ADF bearing.
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OPERATION
The primary components for operating the
IRS system are the ISDU, MSU and IRU
Transfer Switch. The IRU Transfer Switch
is normally placed in the NORMAL position. In this position the left IRU supplies
data to the left systems and the right IRU
supplies its data to the right systems. The
RDDMIs receive their heading information from the offside IRU.
The IRUs must be aligned for proper operation, this procedure takes approximately
ten minutes and requires entry of the
present longitude and latitude of the aircraft in order to complete the procedure.
Align Mode
IRS alignment consists of determining
local vertical and initial heading. Both
accelerometer and laser ring gyro inputs
are used for alignment. The alignment
computations use the basic premise that
the only acceleration forces during alignment are due to the earth's gravity: the
only motion during alignment is due to the
earth's rotation. Accelerations due to gravity are always perpendicular to the earth's
surface and define local vertical. This
local vertical is used to erect the attitude
data so that it is accurately referenced to
vertical. Initially, only a coarse vertical is
established. Once vertical is established,
the laser ring gyro sensed earth rate components are used to establish the heading
of the aircraft. As the alignment continues,
both the vertical reference and heading
determinations are fine tuned for maximum accuracy. During the ten minute
alignment period, the initial present position entry can be entered. Earth rate sensing by the laser ring gyros allows the IRU
to determine initial latitude. This gyro
determined latitude is compared to the
manually entered latitude. The manually
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entered longitude is compared to the last
stored longitude. These comparisons must
be favorable to complete the alignment
procedure. During the alignment period all
outputs from the IRU, except for present
position, are set to No Computed Data
(NCD).
Navigate Mode
In the NAVigate Mode the IRUs provide
outputs for attitude, heading, present position, acceleration, track angle, drift angle,
ground speed, and wind data. These outputs are all derived from gyro and accelerometer sensor data. The initial attitude,
heading, and velocity signals are modified
by inputs from the sensors to establish
real-time present parameters through integration and computer calculations. Additional calculations by the computer
establish such parameters as present position, ground speed, and drift angle. Inputs
from the air data computers are used for
inertially smoothed altitude and altitude
rate (baro altitude) and windspeed/direction (true airspeed).
NOTE: The Mode Selector Switch must
be pulled out to move from the NAV
position.
Attitude Mode
The ATTitude Mode places the IRU into a
reversionary mode of operation. It is used
when there is a failure or total power loss
when in the NAV mode. In this mode,
only attitude and heading data is output to
the user systems. Position and ground
speed information is lost. The Mode
Selector must be cycled to the OFF position and the IRU re-aligned.
NOTE: The Mode Selector must be
pulled out of detent to move it to the
ATT position.
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OFF Mode
In the OFF mode power is removed from
the IRU. When the Mode Selector Switch
is moved to the OFF position, the IRU
goes through a thirty second shut down
procedure before removing power. When
this occurs, all alignment information is
lost.
ALIGN Annunciator Light
The white ALIGN light illuminates steady
when the IRU is in the alignment mode.
When the alignment is completed the light
extinguishes. It is also not illuminated
when the IRU is OFF. The light flashes
when there is an abnormal condition exists
during alignment. The common causes for
the light to flash during alignment are; aircraft movement during alignment, significant difference between entered and last
positions, unreasonable position entry, or
no position entry.
ON DC Annunciator Light
The amber ON DC Light illuminates
when AC power is not available to the
IRU and it is operating on DC power.
DC FAIL Annunciator Light
The amber DC FAIL Light illuminates
when the DC power source to the IRU is
not normal.
FAULT Annunciator Light
The amber FAULT Light illuminates
when the IRU senses a system fault.
NOTE: Upon completion of alignment,
all lights out on the MSU indicates normal operation of the IRU.
SYS DSPL Switch
The ISDU SYStem DiSPLay Switch
selects the L or R IRU to have its information displayed on the ISDU. Also, it is the
IRU that will be tested when moving the
ISDU Display Select to TEST.
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DSPL SEL Selector
The ISDU DiSPLay SELect Selector
selects the type of information to be displayed on the ISDU. It has five positions.
TEST Position
This position is a momentary position, the
selector will return to the TK/GS position
when released. If the IRU is in the NAV
mode, ground speed less than 20 kts, an
interface test of the IRU selected by the
SYS DSPL switch will give the following
results when held in the TEST position.
First two seconds: all MSU lights illuminated, all ISDU display segments come
on, CLR and ENT key lights illuminate.
From two to ten seconds: Failure indications of, HDG flag in view for onside
EHSI and offside RDDMI, ATT flag in
view on EADI, OFF flag in VSI.
After ten seconds: Following values displayed on ISDU and/or flight instruments;
Drift Angle = -10 degrees left
Ground Speed = 200 kts Inertial Vertical
Speed = -600 ft/min
Magnetic Heading = 15 degrees
Pitch Angle = 5 degrees up
Roll Angle 45 degrees right
Present Position = N22300 E 22300
True Heading = 10 degrees
Wind Direction = 30 degrees
Wind Speed = 100 kts
True Track Angle = 0 degrees
When the selector is released from the
TEST position the values and indications
shown should return to their previous values.
NOTE: The test results will only be displayed on the system selected by the
SYS DSPL switch.
NOTE: This test can also be initiated by
pressing the TEST button on the IRU or
by accessing the IRS BITE through the
CDUs.
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TK/GS Position
The Track/Ground Speed (TK/GS) position is used to display present true track
value in the left ISDU display and present
ground speed in the right display.
PPOS Position
The Present Position (PPOS) position displays the present latitude and longitude in
the ISDU display. This selector position
can be used when initializing the IRUs to
enter the present position for alignment.
WIND Position
The WIND position is used to display the
present true wind direction in the ISDU
left display and the wind speed in the right
display.
HDG/STS Position
The Heading/Status (HDG/STS) position
is used to display the present true heading
in the left ISDU display and in the right
display a single digit count-down display
in the middle and a two digit malfunction
code in the far right end.
Keypad
The twelve key keypad is used to enter
position and heading information into the
ISDU. Any entry must be preceded by
using a combination letter/number key. To
enter latitude values the N/2 or S/8 key
must be pressed before the actual value,
for longitude the W/4 or E/6 key must be
pressed. For entering a heading when in
the Attitude Mode the H/5 key must be
pressed first. When a combination letter/
number key is pressed, the ENT key illuminates, this key is pressed when the
value is to be entered. When an unacceptable entry is made the CLR key illuminates, pressing the key extinguishes the
light, press it again to clear the display.
NOTE: The order of entry of the latitude and longitude makes no difference.
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IRS Transfer Switch
When the IRS Transfer Switch is in the
NORMAL position, the left IRU supplies
data to the left systems and the offside
RDDMI and the right IRU supplies data to
the right systems and offside RDDMI.
When the switch is placed in the BOTH
ON L position all users of IRU data will
use the left IRU. When the switch is
placed in the BOTH ON R position, all
users of IRU data will use the right IRU.
IRU Power
The primary power source for the IRUs is
115 vac and the back-up source is 28 vdc.
The left IRU receives 115 vac from the
115v AC Standby Bus and 28 vdc from
the 28v Switched Hot Battery Bus. The
right IRU receives 115 vac from the 115v
AC Electrical Transfer Bus and 28 vdc
from the 28v Switched Hot Battery Bus.
When AC power is lost to the IRUs, automatic switching to the DC back-up source
occurs. When both IRUs are using DC
power, the right IRU will automatically
shut down after approximately five minutes. This is to conserve battery power.
Whenever the IRU is operating off of DC
the associated ON DC annunciator light
will be illuminated.
Crew Call Horn
The Crew Call Horn will be activated by
the IRS system when the following conditions exist: Equipment Cooling; airplane
on ground, no cooling to IRUs, IRS is
operating. IRS on DC Power; airplane on
ground, loss of AC to IRU, IRU operating.
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Alignment
The alignment of the IRUs is started by
positioning both MSU Mode Selectors to
the ALIGN or NAV position. The MSU
ON DC annunciator light should illuminate for five seconds, this is to verify that
the DC source is available. Then the
ALIGN light should illuminate steady
until alignment is complete. During the
alignment period, the IRU computes local
vertical and determines present latitude. If
the ISDU DSPL SEL selector is in the
HDG/STS position, the right display will
have the numeral seven displayed. This
indicates seven or more minutes are left in
the alignment procedure. During the ten
minute alignment procedure, present position must be entered using either the ISDU
or one of the Control Display Units
(CDU) located on the P-8 Forward Electronic Panel. As the alignment progresses
the HDG/STS countdown value will show
the appropriate number of minutes
remaining. When the alignment process is
completed after ten minutes, the Mode
Selector is placed in the NAV position if it
was in the ALIGN position. The ALIGN
annunciator light should extinguish and
the EADI should show the attitude ball
and the EHSI should show a heading or
track value.
NOTE: Do not move the aircraft when
in the align mode. This will cause the
alignment to stop and have to be
restarted.
Alignment Faults
There are several faults that can occur
when aligning the IRUs. If excessive
motion of the aircraft occurs, the IRUs
will not complete alignment. The ALIGN
light will start flashing and the ISDU display will show the malfunction code
numerals zero three. The excessive
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motion sensed could have been caused by
movement of the aircraft from, loading
passengers or baggage, hooking up the
tug, or winds. When this occurs, the IRUs
must be shut off and the alignment process
restarted.
If the entered present position does not
agree with the stored last position latitude
and longitude within 1 degree, the ALIGN
light will flash and a malfunction code of
zero four. This will happen immediately
after entering the present position. When
this occurs, re-entering the same present
position values will override and the
ALIGN lights will stop flashing.
If the entered present position does not
agree with the sensed position at the end
of the alignment period, the ALIGN light
will flash. The correct present position can
be entered and the IRU will be aligned. If
it still does not agree with the sensed position, a malfunction code of zero two will
be displayed and the amber FAULT light
will illuminate. If this occurs, turn off the
IRU for at least thirty seconds and the
alignment procedure restarted.
If the present position has not been entered
at the end of the ten minute alignment
period, the ALIGN light will flash and a
malfunction code of zero eight will be displayed. When this occurs, enter the
present position and the IRU alignment
should be complete.
Following is a list of IRS malfunction
codes:
01 = ISDU Fail, 02 = IRU Fail, 03 =
Excessive Motion, 04 = Align Fault, 05 =
L DAA Fault, 06 = R DAA Fault, 07 =
ADC Fault, 08 = Enter Present Position,
09 = Enter Heading, 10 = ISDU Power
Loss.
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ATT Mode Heading Entry
When the IRU Mode Selector is placed in
the ATT position, a malfunction code of
zero nine will be displayed if the DSPL
SEL selector is in the HDG/STS position.
The heading of the aircraft is required to
initialize the heading information from the
IRU. This can be done using the ISDU or
CDU Position Initialization page 1 of 2. If
the ISDU is used, the DSPL SEL selector
should be in the HDG/STS position, then
press the H/5 key and the heading of the
aircraft from an operating system or
standby compass, then pressing the ENT
key. The heading information then should
appear on the EHSI. If using the CDU,
access the POS INIT page 1 of 2, SET
HDG should appear in the lower right of
the screen with dashes below it, type the
aircraft heading value into the scratch pad
and press the line select key (LSK) next to
the dashes.
Present Position Entry
There are several methods of entering the
present position for IRU initialization during alignment. The ISDU can be used or
the CDU POS INIT page 1 of 2 can be
used. To use the ISDU, the DSPL SEL
selector should be in the PPOS position.
The latitude preceded by the appropriate
letter/number key for N or S should be
entered, the ENT key will illuminate, then
press the ENT key, use the same procedure for entering the longitude using the E
or W key.
NOTE: The longitude can be entered
before the latitude.
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Obtain the present position latitude and
longitude from a known source.
There are several methods of using the
CDU for entering present position. The
CDU must have the POS INIT page 1 of 2
displayed. When the IRU is aligning, there
should be SET IRS POS displayed on the
right side of the screen with boxes below
it. At the upper right of the screen will
appear the last position stored by the IRU.
This information can be transferred to the
scratch pad of the CDU by pressing the
LSK next to the value, then the LSK next
to the boxes can be pressed to enter in the
last position as the present position. The
next method of present position entry can
be done by typing the appropriate alpha
and numeric values of the latitude and longitude into the scratch pad and then pressing the LSK next to the SET IRS POS
boxes.
NOTE: Do not use spaces when entering present position into the scratch
pad.
Another method is to type the four letter
international identifier for the airport the
aircraft is located into the scratch pad,
then press the LSK next to the dashes
below REF AIRPORT. The identifier will
be displayed with the latitude and longitude stored by the Flight Management
Computer (FMC) data base. Then push the
LSK next to the value, then press the LSK
next to the SET IRS POS boxes. Another
method is used once the airport identifier
has been entered, the gate or other stored
designation is typed into the scratch pad
and then the LSK is pressed next to the
dashes below GATE, then the LSK next to
the SET IRS POS boxes is pressed.
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Maintenance Practices
When removing IRU 1, the air data pitot/
static lines prevent the unit from being
pulled straight out. To facilitate removal,
after the clamps have been removed, the
unit is slid inboard, then lift the aft end of
the IRU up as the aft end is rotated forward, then the unit is removed at an angle.
The reverse of this process is used to
install the IRU.
BITE
Access to IRS BITE is accomplished
through the Flight Management Computer
(FMC) by using the CDUs. To perform
the BITE access the MAINT BITE
INDEX page, select IRS, then select IRS
L, IRS R or IRS L & R. The associated
system will then show a page with selections of CURRENT FAULTS, INTERFACE CHECK, and IN-FLIGHT
FAULTS.
Current Faults
This display shows the current faults
found by the IRS for the IRU, DAA, and
DADC. It will show either FAIL, OK, or
TEST.
Interface Check
This display has 4 pages that show the values of the Interface Check. On page one is
a prompt for TEST START, which is used
to start the test. To stop the test, the TEST
STOP Line Select Key (LSK) must be
pushed, this prompt is found on pages 2,
3, and 4.
Inflight Faults
This display shows the failed IRU found
by the IRS in the last 9 flights.
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STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATOR
The Standby Attitude Indicator (SAI) is
located on the center instrument panel, P2, it is independent of the IRS system. The
SAI is a back-up system which provides
pitch and roll attitude information. It also
provides for back-up glideslope and localizer deviation.
The SAI is powered by the Battery Bus
and has an electric integral spinning gyro.
The glideslope and localizer deviation signals come from the No. 1 NAV. system.
Flags for G/S and LOC are provided for
failure indication.
A caging knob in the lower right corner of
the SAI allows for quick erection of the
gyro.
The ILS knob in the lower left corner of
the SAI has three positions, OFF, ILS, and
B/CRS.
The OFF position removes the deviation
bars from the display, The ILS position
provides for ILS deviation indications.
The B/CRS position reverses the sensing
of the localizer needle to facilitate the
monitoring of a back course instrument
approach.
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DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
The Distance Measuring Equipment
(DME) system measures the distance
between the aircraft and a selected ground
station in nautical miles. There are two
systems installed on the aircraft; DME 1
and DME 2. The system provides the
flight crew and Flight Management Computer (FMC) with distance to station information for navigational purposes.
There are two separate DME systems,
each consists of; a DME Interrogator Unit
(receiver/transmitter) and an antenna, and
uses the NAV Tuning Panels and the
RDDMIs and EHSIs for indications.
Audio station identifier signals are sent to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU). DME
information is also sent to the FMC, Flight
Control Computers (FCC), and EFIS
Symbol Generators through the Digital
Analog Adapters (DAA). Automatic tuning frequencies are received from the
FMC.
The DME system operates in the UHF frequency range. It can be manually tuned by
using the NAV Tuning Panel, which is
tuned to a VOR or localizer frequency,
this automatically tunes the DME to the
proper UHF frequency. The range of
DME is from 0 to 390 nautical miles. A
self test is performed using a switch on the
NAV Tuning Panel.
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DME Interrogator Unit
The DME Interrogator Units are located in
the E2-2 rack. They transmit interrogation
signals which are received by a DME
ground station. The ground station sends
back a reply signal, and the interrogator
receives the signal and determines the distance traveled. Connected to the interrogation unit is the suppression bus, this bus is
connected to the other DME system and
the ATC transponders. The suppression
bus prevents the transmission signal from
interfering with the other systems.
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NAV Tuning Panel
The NAV Tuning Panel is used to tune to
a VOR or localizer frequency, this automatically tunes the DME to the appropriate paired UHF frequency. This is done by
using the manual mode of the tuning
panel. Auto-tuning of the DME can be
done by the Flight Management Computer
(FMC) when the panel is in the auto
mode. A VOR/DME Test switch is
located on the NAV Tuning Panel. This
switch is spring loaded to the center neutral position and must be held in the
appropriate test position. The MANUAL/
AUTO switch is a alternate action push
button switch, which illuminates the mode
of the panel.
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Antenna
Each DME system has an antenna located
on the bottom of the fuselage. These
antenna are referred to as L band antenna.
They are the same as the antenna used for
the ATC Transponder system.
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EHSI
The Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicators (EHSI) can indicate DME distance
in the upper left corner when in the FULL
or EXP VOR/ILS mode. The Captain's
EHSI will indicate the DME-1 distance
and the First Officer's EHSI will indicate
the DME-2 distance.

RDDMI
Each Radio Digital Distance Magnetic
Indicator (RDDMI) has a DME-1 and
DME-2 window for displaying DME distances.
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NCD and Fault Indications
No Computed Data (NCD) conditions
appear as a set of dashes on the RDDMIs
and EHSIs. When invalid conditions exist
the RDDMIs have a flag over the display
and the EHSIs are blank in the DME area.
During Auto-tuning, the EHSI DME display area is blank. When in Auto-tuning
and agility tuning mode, the RDDMI will
show a set of dashes.
OPERATION
When in the NAV Control Panel is in the
MANUAL mode, the VHF frequency
selected automatically tunes the DME to
the proper UHF frequency. The Interrogator Unit transmits an pulsed interrogation
signal from the antenna. A ground station
receives the signal and retransmits the signal. This signal is received from the same
antenna and the Interrogator Unit calculates the distance to the station based on
the elapsed time between transmission and
reception. DME distance information is
then sent to user systems and indicators.
Auto-Tuning
When the NAV Control Panel is selected
in the AUTO-tuning mode, the FMC provides the DME with a UHF frequency that
it has determined is the best station to
receive DME distance from. The FMC
chooses the best station to use based on
geometry for triangulation.
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Agility Tuning
When The Flight Management System
detects a malfunction in a DME system or
if one system is being manually tuned, the
other DME system will go into frequency
agility tuning if the NAV Control Panel is
selected in the Auto-tuning mode. Agility
tuning is where one DME system tunes to
the two best stations to triangulate the aircraft's position, it switches between the
stations in five second intervals.
To hear the DME audio identifier on the
overhead speakers, the Audio Control
Panel must have the NAV and SPKR
switches slid forward. With the filter
switch in the R position, the VOR identifier will be heard, the DME identifier will
be at a slightly higher pitch and about
every 25 seconds.
To manually tune to a DME station, place
the NAV Tuning Panel mode switch to the
MANUAL position. Adjust to the selected
VOR localizer frequency. The DME distance to the ground station should be
shown on both RDDMIs and the associated EHSI.
NOTE: Reception of distant DME stations may be difficult due to antenna
location and line-of-sight limitations.
NOTE: Identification of the station
should be accomplished using the audio
integrating system.
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Self Test
The Self Test for each DME system is initiated using the associated NAV Tuning
Panel. The panel must be in the MANUAL mode, and the EFIS Control Panel in
a VOR/ILS display mode. When the
VOR/DME Test switch is moved to the
DME position: for the first second, the
RDDMIs should show a flag in the appropriate window and the EHSI should be
blank in the DME area. The next second
should show dashes in the RDDMIs' windows and DME--- on the EHSI. Then the
RDDMIs should show 000.0 and the EHSI
should show DME 00.0. After 11-15 seconds after the test button is released, the
displays should return to their previous
values.
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AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEM
The Automatic Direction Finding (ADF)
system is used as a navigational aid that
receives radio signals and determines the
direction of the transmitting station relative to the aircraft. Stations used by the
ADF system are commercial AM broadcast stations and low frequency navigation
radio stations. These navigation stations
are referred to as Non Directional Radio
Beacons (NDB). There are provisions for
two ADF systems on the aircraft. Domestic operating aircraft have only one system
installed in the No. 2 position.
Each ADF system consists of; a receiver,
sense antenna, sense antenna coupler, a
loop antenna, a quadrantal error corrector,
and a control panel. The ADF bearings are
displayed on the RDDMIs and EHSIs. The
audio signal is sent to the Remote Electronics Unit (REU). There is no interfacing with any other system.
ADF Receiver
The ADF receiver is located in the E2-4
rack, it has two antenna connectors on the
front. It also has a test switch and test indicator on the front of the unit.
Sense Antenna
The ADF sense antenna is an integral part
of the aft wing-to-body fairing panel
located outboard and aft of the wheel well.
The No. 2 antenna is on the right side. It is
connected to the antenna coupler by an
antenna lead wire.
NOTE: This is the antenna used when
the control panel mode switch is in the
ANT position.
CAUTION: Care should be taken when
removing the aft wing-to-body fairing
panel to prevent damage of the antenna
lead wire.
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Sense Antenna Coupler
The sense antenna coupler is located aft of
the wheel well aft bulkhead, it matches the
capacitance of the sense antenna for optimum performance. It attached the sense
antenna to the transmission line to the
receiver.
Loop Antenna
The ADF loop antenna is located on the
bottom of the fuselage between the AC
bay doors. It has two coils that are used to
receive signals to determine the direction
of the signal. The antenna is flush
mounted behind a cover plate. The No. 2
antenna is aft of the No. 1 antenna.
NOTE: The loop antenna is switched
out when the ADF control panel mode
switch is in the ANT position.
Quadrantal Error Corrector
The quadrantal error connector is mounted
directly on top of the loop antenna, connecting to the transmission cable to the
receiver. Corrections are necessary for
signal pattern distortion caused by the aircraft structure.
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Sense Antenna Coupler
The sense antenna coupler is located aft of
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ADF Control Panel
The ADF Control Panel is located at the
aft area of the AFT Electronic Panel, the
No 2. control panel is located on the right
side. The control panel has two sets of frequency indicator windows and frequency
selection knobs. The active frequency is
selected by the TFR knob, moving the
switch exposing a pointer arrow pointing
towards a window, selects that frequency.
The TONE switch adds a tone to the signal in the ON position. The mode switch
has two positions, ANT and ADF. In the
ANT position, just the sense antenna is
being used, this is for better audio recep34-48
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tion of the signal, when in this position the
RDDMI bearing pointers will park at the
9:00 position and the EHSI bearing pointers will be removed from view. In the
ADF position, both the loop and sense
antenna signals are combined to automatically determine the location of the station.
Inside the mode switch is a GAIN knob,
this is used to adjust the level of audio
from the ADF receiver to the Remote
Electronics Unit (REU).
NOTE: If the GAIN knob is turned too
far left, audio from the ADF may not be
heard.
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RDDMI Indication
The RDDMIs are used to indicate the
bearing to the ADF transmitting station.
The No. 1 ADF bearing is represented by
the narrow pointer and the No. 2 system
by the wide pointer. The ADF/VOR bearing pointer switches must be pushed to the
ADF position to view the appropriate
pointer pointing to the station.
NOTE: The pointer will point to the
9:00 position when the ADF control
Panel mode switch is in the ANT position. If there is an ADF power failure,
the arrow flag will appear for the
appropriate system.
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EHSI Indication
The EHSI can also indicate ADF bearing
to the station information. The pointer
ends are shown on the compass card, the
No. 1 system uses a single line pointer and
the No. 2 system uses a two line pointer
depiction.
NOTE: The ADF bearing pointer is
removed when the control panel mode
switch is in the ANT position. If there is
a power failure of the ADF system, the
pointer is removed.
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OPERATION
When an operating station has been tuned
to and is being received, the signals from
the sense antenna and loop antenna are
combined to produce a synchro signal that
represents the relative position of the
transmitting station to the aircraft. This
signal is sent to the RDDMIs and the EFIS
Symbol Generators. The RDDMIs and
EHSIs depict the bearing to the stations
with bearing pointers. The No. 1 system
uses the narrow pointer and the No. 2 system bearing uses the wide pointers.
To operate the No. 2 system, tune to the
appropriate frequency in one of the frequency windows on the No. 2 ADF Control Panel. Select that window with the
TFR knob. Place the mode switch in the
ANT position and turn up the GAIN knob.
On the Audio Selector Panel, move the
volume slider switches for ADF 2 and
SPKR forward. The audio identifier
should be heard on the overhead speakers.
On both RDDMIs press the No. 2 VOR/
ADF selector buttons to indicate ADF. On
the EFIS Control Panels, select FULL
VOR/ILS. The RDDMI wide pointers
should park at 9:00 and the EHSI wide
pointers should be removed from view.
Place the ADF Control Panel mode switch
to the ADF position., the wide bearing
pointers on the RDDMIs and EHSIs
should point to the relative direction of the
station to the nose of the aircraft.
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Maintenance Practices
The flight crew may not refer to an ADF
transmitter station in a write-up. They may
use terms such as NDB (Non Directional
Radio Beacon), compass locator, LOM
(Locator at the Outer Marker), or LMM
(locator at the Middle Marker). These are
terms used for the navigational aids
received by the ADF system.
When using a commercial AM broadcast
station for operational checking of the
ADF system remember that a commercial
AM broadcast transmission is many times
more powerful than an NDB transmitter.
If a problem with the ADF occurs, check
the ANT position of the ADF Control
Panel, if there is no audio, suspect the
sense antenna, especially if the panel was
removed for maintenance.
Tests
A self test of the ADF system can be performed by using the TEST button on the
front of the ADF receiver. On the receiver
the test indicator will move to the TEST
position. The ADF bearing pointer should
move to a position that is 45 degrees to the
left of the top lubber line. A 1020 Hz tone
should be heard on the audio system.
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TCAS/AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TRANSPONDER SYSTEM
The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS) and the Air Traffic Control (ATC) Transponder System share the
same concepts of operation and some
components. TCAS is designed to give
audio and visual warning of other aircraft
in the vicinity, and can give an avoidance
maneuver as determined by the TCAS
computer. The ATC Transponder system
sends information about the aircraft for
better identification and separation on the
ATC radar screens.
There is one TCAS system which is integrated with the ATC Transponder system.
There are two ATC Transponder systems,
only one operates at a time. The systems
consist of; a TCAS Computer, two TCAS
directional antenna, two ATC Mode S
Transponders, two ATC antenna, and a
TCAS/ATC Control Panel. The TCAS
visual indications appear on the EADIs
and EHSIs, and the audio warnings go to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
The TCAS/ATC systems receive information from the Air Data Computers (ADC),
Inertial Reference Units (IRU), air/ground
sensing, and Low Range Radio Altimeter
(LRRA) systems.
TCAS Computer
The TCAS Computer is located in the E34 rack. TCAS sends out interrogation signals and receives responses from aircraft
with operating transponders in the area.
The computer determines the proximity of
other aircraft and their collision threat.
There is a TEST switch on the front of the
unit and LED indicator lights. There is a
green PASS and a red FAIL light, and red
XPNDR, UPPER ANT, LOWER ANT,
RAD ANT, HDNG, R/A, and T/A lights.
Any illumination of the red lights during a
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self test represents a problem with that
part of the system.
TCAS Directional Antenna
There are two TCAS directional antenna
installed on the fuselage centerline, one on
the top and one on the bottom, both near
the front of the aircraft. These antenna
protrude slightly from the fuselage and are
a squared oval shape.
ATC Mode S Transponder
The ATC Mode S Transponders are
located on the E2-2 rack. The Transponder
responds to interrogation signals sent from
the ground and responds with information
on aircraft altitude and identification code
for depiction on the ground radar screen.
The Mode S capabilities allow the data
link of information between aircraft with
TCAS. There is a self test button and LED
test indicators. The TEST button starts the
self test when pressed. There is a green
PASS and a red FAIL light. There are red;
UPPER ANT, LOWER ANT, ALT and
CTL lights. Any illumination of the red
lights during a self test represents a problem with that part of the system.
ATC Antenna
The ATC Antenna are L band antenna
located along the fuselage centerline, one
on top and one on the bottom of the aircraft. The Transponder system uses the
antenna receiving the stronger signals.
The ATC antenna are the same as the
DME antenna.
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the front of the aircraft. These antenna
protrude slightly from the fuselage and are
a squared oval shape.
ATC Mode S Transponder
The ATC Mode S Transponders are
located on the E2-2 rack. The Transponder
responds to interrogation signals sent from
the ground and responds with information
on aircraft altitude and identification code
for depiction on the ground radar screen.
The Mode S capabilities allow the data
link of information between aircraft with
TCAS. There is a self test button and LED
test indicators. The TEST button starts the
self test when pressed. There is a green
PASS and a red FAIL light. There are red;
UPPER ANT, LOWER ANT, ALT and
CTL lights. Any illumination of the red
lights during a self test represents a problem with that part of the system.
ATC Antenna
The ATC Antenna are L band antenna
located along the fuselage centerline, one
on top and one on the bottom of the aircraft. The Transponder system uses the
antenna receiving the stronger signals.
The ATC antenna are the same as the
DME antenna.
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TCAS/ATC Control Panel
The combination TCAS/ATC Control
Panel is located in the center of the P8 Aft
Electronic Control Panel. It has a transponder code window and selector knobs.
The four digit code is issued in the flight
plan or by the Air Traffic Controller, each
aircraft in the area will have its own code.
There is a red FAIL light that illuminates
when there is a failure of the selected transponder system. There is an IDENT button that is pressed by the flight crew when
requested by the Air Traffic Controller, to
positively identify the aircraft on the radar
screen. On the right side of the TCAS/
ATC Control Panel is a selector for the
Left or Right transponder system to be in
operation. On the left side of the panel is
the TCAS/ATC Selector, it has five positions. The TEST position is momentary
and spring loaded to return to the STBY
position when the selector is released.
This performs a self test of the TCAS system. The Standby (STBY) position puts
the transponders and TCAS in the warmup cycle.
The Transponder (XPDR) position allows
the selected transponder to reply when
being interrogated, the TCAS system is in

ABS

N
BELOW REL

TCAS/ATC

its warm-up cycle. The Traffic Advisory
(TA) position allows the TCAS to give
audio and visual indications of threat aircraft. The Traffic Advisory/Resolution
Advisory (TA/RA) position allows the
TCAS system to also issue audio and
visual maneuvers to fly that should avoid
the threat aircraft. In the upper corners of
the panel are sets of switches, the left set is
for the left EHSI display and the right set
is for the right EHSI display. The
ABOVE-N-BELOW switch has three
positions; the N (Normal) position displays threat aircraft targets on the EHSI
that are within 2,700 ft above or below the
aircraft. The ABOVE position displays
additional targets that are up to 9,900 ft
above the aircraft. The BELOW position
displays additional targets to 9,900 ft
below the aircraft. The ABS/REL (Absolute/Relative) switch has two positions.
The ABS position displays the targets with
a three digit altitude above sea level. The
REL position gives a two digit number
representing the relative altitude of the target to the aircraft, it is preceded by a + or to represent above or below the aircraft.
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Indications
The ATC Transponder system does not
have any primary indications of its operation. The TCAS threat targets are depicted
on the EHSI in relation to the aircraft. The
color and shape of the target determine its
level of threat. Also altitude information
and climb or descent information is also
shown. TCAS targets are only depicted
when in the EXP VOR/ILS, MAP or CTR
MAP display mode of the EHSI and the
TFC (traffic) button in.
A non-threatening target will appear as a
white diamond outline. If altitude information is received from the other aircraft,
it will be shown next to the symbol. If the
TCAS/ATC panel has REL (relative)
selected, a two digit number representing
hundreds of feet and a + or - sign will represent the target's relative altitude to the
aircraft. If the TCAS/ATC panel has ABS
(absolute) selected, a three digit number
will represent the target's altitude above
sea level. An arrow pointing up or down
will appear next to the target symbol when
the target is climbing or descending at 500
ft or more per minute.
+09

-05
+02

-03

TCAS Other
Traffic and
Relative
Altitude (White)

DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
The target symbol will change to a solid
white diamond when the target is within
about six miles horizontally and 1200 ft
vertically. No audio warnings are given
for this "proximity" traffic. When the
TCAS computer has determined that the
target has become a threat, it changes the
target to a yellow solid circle and issues an
audio warning of "Traffic, traffic". This is
referred to as a TA (Traffic Alert). When
the TCAS computer has determined that
the target's flight path may lead to a collision, the symbol changes to a red solid
square and an audio warning of a pitch
maneuver is given. This is referred to as a
RA (Resolution Advisory). On the EADI a
set of red avoidance area outlines will
appear, indicating the pitch attitudes to
stay out of to avoid the threatening aircraft. When the TCAS computer has
determined that the RA maneuver has
resolved the collision condition, an audio
of "Clear of conflict" is heard.
Fault Indications
A fault of the ATC system is annunciated
by the red FAIL light on the TCAS/ATC
Control Panel. This indicates a fault in the
selected ATC system. A fault in the TCAS
system is annunciated by "TCAS FAIL" in
blue on the EHSI.
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OPERATION
When the system circuit breakers are
closed the units are powered. The transponders systems will be in a warm-up
mode until airborne, when the Transponder selected on the control panel will reply
to interrogations. The TCAS system will
interrogate when the control panel selector
is in the TA or TA/RA position.
When the Transponder is being interrogated by a ground station or an aircraft
with TCAS, the Transponder replies with
a signal that has the altitude of the aircraft
encoded on the signal. This altitude comes
from the Air Data Computers (ADC). If
both aircraft have Mode S Transponders,
information on aircraft identification and
coordinated avoidance maneuvers can be
transmitted between them.
The TCAS system sends out an interrogation signal that any aircraft in the area
with an operating transponder system will
reply. The TCAS computer receives information from the left IRU and ADCs to
determine the aircraft's position and flight
path. The threat target's position is sensed
by the directional antennas' reception pattern of the reply signal. The TCAS computer determines the flight path of both
aircraft to determine if a TA or RA is
given.
The Audio annunciations for a TA are:
Climb, climb, climb.
Climb, crossing climb, climb, crossing
climb.
Descend, descend, descend.
Descend, crossing descend, descend,
crossing descend.
Reduce climb, reduce climb.
Reduce decent, reduce descent.
Increase climb, increase climb.
Increase decent, increase descent.
Climb, climb now, climb, climb now.
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Descend, descend now, descend, descend
now.
Self Test
A self test of the system can be initiated by
the mode selector switch on the TCAS/
ATC Control Panel. When the switch is
placed in the TEST position for at least
one second. The transponder selected by
the system select switch will be tested.
The EHSI should be in a EXP VOR/ILS,
MAP or CTR MAP display mode, the
TFC button pushed in, and the ten mile
range selected. The code display window
will show eights, FAIL light illuminates
momentarily, the EADI will have two red
avoidance outlines, and the EHSI will
have four depicted targets, TCAS TEST
will appear on the left of the EHSI, and an
audio of "TCAS System Test OK" will be
heard. This test should be accomplished
for the other transponder system.
A test failure is indicated by a audio
"TCAS System Test Fail" and an appropriate red fail LED on the ATC Transponder Unit or TCAS Computer.
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ATC Transponder Unit BITE
The Transponder Unit BITE can be initiated by pressing the TEST switch on the
unit. All LEDs should illuminate, then the
system will check all components. If the
test is satisfactory, the green PASS light
will illuminate. If a fault is detected the
appropriate red LED will be illuminated.
TCAS Computer BITE
The TCAS Computer BITE can be initiated by pressing the TEST switch on the
unit. All LEDs should illuminate, then the
system will check all components. If the
test is satisfactory, the green PASS light
will illuminate. If a fault is detected the
appropriate red LED will be illuminated.
External Test Equipment
A T-48 tester unit is used to test the TCAS
system.
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system will check all components. If the
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External Test Equipment
A T-48 tester unit is used to test the TCAS
system.
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WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM
The Weather Radar System is a navigational system which uses the reflective
characteristic of water particles on microwave pulses. The flight crew uses visual
representations of precipitation to avoid
hazardous weather. The range of operation
can extend to 320 miles and different
intensities of precipitation can be depicted
in color on the EHSIs, turbulence can also
be indicated.
There is one weather radar system
installed, the system consists of; a
Receiver/Transmitter (R/T) Unit, an
Antenna Unit, and a Weather Radar Control Panel. Some controls for the system
are located on the EFIS Control Panels.
The color depiction of precipitation and
turbulence appear on the EHSIs. Inputs
from the IRU are used for antenna stabilization. There are no other interfaces of the
system.
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CAUTION: Do not operate the Weather
Radar System when there are large
metallic objects vehicles, hangars, aircraft, etc.) within 180 degrees of the
antenna out to 300 ft.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
when fueling operations are being done
on the aircraft or within 300 feet of the
antenna.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
if personnel are within 50 feet of the
antenna.
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Receiver/Transmitter Unit
The Receiver/Transmitter (R/T) Unit is
located on a rack in the forward nose compartment. It is installed longitudinally with
the front of the unit to the left. The R/T
unit transmits, receives, and processes the
radar pulses, it supplies antenna stabilization signals and provides system monitoring. The antenna stabilization uses IRU
pitch and roll information. The R/T unit
does not use equipment cooling, there is a
fan mounted in the rack, it has a push button to test the fan when the R/T unit is
removed.
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Antenna Unit
The Antenna Unit is located on the front
of the nose pressure bulkhead in the
radome area. It consists of a pedestal and
antenna plate. The pedestal contains a
power supply, motor driver, receiver/monitor driver, incremental and zero monitors,
and scan and elevation stepper motors.
Also, there are scan and elevation disable
switches inside the pedestal used when
performing maintenance.
NOTE: There is no waveguide between
the R/T unit and antenna, it is a coax
cable.
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Weather Radar Control Panel
The Weather Radar Control Panel is
located in the center of the P-9 forward
electronics panel between the CDUs. It
contains most of the controls for the system. The function selector is located on
the left side of the panel. The TEST position performs a self test of the system
which is displayed on the EHSI. The
NORM position allows normal operation
of the system. The PCIP LEVEL position
varies the sensitivity of the system from
MID to MAX, this only affects returns
within 50 miles. The GND RTN (Ground
Return) switch is spring loaded to the ON
position, when moved to the OFF position,
ground return echoes are suppressed. The
Tilt Knob allows selection of the angle of
antenna tilt from fifteen degrees UP or
DOWN.

CAUTION: Forcing the TILT knob
beyond 15 degrees can break the knob.
The TURB DET (Turbulence Detection)
switch has three positions, in the center
BOTH position, both precipitation and
turbulence returns are depicted. When
moved to the right DOPPLER ONLY
position, only turbulence returns are
depicted and the DOPPLER ONLY light
illuminates. When moved to the left PRECIP ONLY, only precipitation returns are
depicted on the EHSIs and the PRECIP
ONLY light illuminates.
NOTE: The PRECIP ONLY and DOPPLER ONLY light illumination may not
be visible in daylight.
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beyond 15 degrees can break the knob.
The TURB DET (Turbulence Detection)
switch has three positions, in the center
BOTH position, both precipitation and
turbulence returns are depicted. When
moved to the right DOPPLER ONLY
position, only turbulence returns are
depicted and the DOPPLER ONLY light
illuminates. When moved to the left PRECIP ONLY, only precipitation returns are
depicted on the EHSIs and the PRECIP
ONLY light illuminates.
NOTE: The PRECIP ONLY and DOPPLER ONLY light illumination may not
be visible in daylight.
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ONLY

15
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0
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OFF
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5
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EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panel has the controls
for depicting the range of the weather
radar depictions on the EHSIs. It also has
the WXR switch to turn ON the system.
WARNING: Both EFIS Control Panels'
WXR switches must be off to turn off
the weather radar system.
The center BRT (Brightness) knob controls the intensity of the weather radar
returns on the EHSI.
NOTE: The mode selected must be
either; EXP VOR/ILS, MAP, or CTR
MAP, to see the weather radar returns
on the EHSI.

ADI
DH REF

FULL
VOR/ILS

BRT

EHSI Display
The EHSI will display the weather radar
returns in various colors representing
intensity of precipitation and turbulence.
Green indicates precipitation of 0.03 to
0.15 inches per hour, yellow indicates
from 0.15 to 0.5 in/hr, and red indicates
more than 0.5 in/hr. Magenta represents
areas of detected turbulence.

HSI

EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panel has the controls
for depicting the range of the weather
radar depictions on the EHSIs. It also has
the WXR switch to turn ON the system.
WARNING: Both EFIS Control Panels'
WXR switches must be off to turn off
the weather radar system.
The center BRT (Brightness) knob controls the intensity of the weather radar
returns on the EHSI.
NOTE: The mode selected must be
either; EXP VOR/ILS, MAP, or CTR
MAP, to see the weather radar returns
on the EHSI.
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CTR
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VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA
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C
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EFIS Control Panel

EFIS Control Panel
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EHSI Display
The EHSI will display the weather radar
returns in various colors representing
intensity of precipitation and turbulence.
Green indicates precipitation of 0.03 to
0.15 inches per hour, yellow indicates
from 0.15 to 0.5 in/hr, and red indicates
more than 0.5 in/hr. Magenta represents
areas of detected turbulence.
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OPERATION
CAUTION: Do not operate the Weather
Radar System when there are large
metallic objects vehicles, hangars, aircraft, etc.) within 180 degrees of the
antenna out to 300 ft.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
when fueling operations are being done
on the aircraft or within 300 feet of the
antenna.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
if personnel are within 50 feet of the
antenna.
To operate the system, the EFIS Control
Panel must be in EXP VOR/ILS, MAP, or
CTR MAP modes and have the WXR
switch selected to ON. The WXR Control
Panel can be in the NORM, MAX, or MID
position. The tilt angle is selected. The
system is turned off by pressing on the
WXR switch on the EFIS Control Panel.
WARNING: Both EFIS Control Panels'
WXR switches must be off to turn off
the weather radar system.
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Maintenance Practices
CAUTION: Care should be taken when
opening or closing the radome in winds.
Also safe ladder practices should be
adhered to.
When finished working in the radome
area, wipe any moisture on the radar
antenna plate. The moisture may reflect
the signals causing erratic return signals.
Water or ice in the honeycomb of the
radome can cause erratic returns on the
EHSI.
Self Test
The WXR Self Test is initiated by moving
the WXR Control Panel mode selector to
the TEST position. Then pushing on the
WXR switch on the EFIS Control Panel.
A test pattern on the EHSI appears.

OPERATION
CAUTION: Do not operate the Weather
Radar System when there are large
metallic objects vehicles, hangars, aircraft, etc.) within 180 degrees of the
antenna out to 300 ft.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
when fueling operations are being done
on the aircraft or within 300 feet of the
antenna.
WARNING: Do not operate the system
if personnel are within 50 feet of the
antenna.
To operate the system, the EFIS Control
Panel must be in EXP VOR/ILS, MAP, or
CTR MAP modes and have the WXR
switch selected to ON. The WXR Control
Panel can be in the NORM, MAX, or MID
position. The tilt angle is selected. The
system is turned off by pressing on the
WXR switch on the EFIS Control Panel.
WARNING: Both EFIS Control Panels'
WXR switches must be off to turn off
the weather radar system.

Maintenance Practices
CAUTION: Care should be taken when
opening or closing the radome in winds.
Also safe ladder practices should be
adhered to.
When finished working in the radome
area, wipe any moisture on the radar
antenna plate. The moisture may reflect
the signals causing erratic return signals.
Water or ice in the honeycomb of the
radome can cause erratic returns on the
EHSI.
Self Test
The WXR Self Test is initiated by moving
the WXR Control Panel mode selector to
the TEST position. Then pushing on the
WXR switch on the EFIS Control Panel.
A test pattern on the EHSI appears.
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NORMAL TEST DISPLAY
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GROUND PROXIMITY WARNING
SYSTEM
The Ground Proximity Warning System
(GPWS) provides audio and visual indications of potentially dangerous flight paths
relative to the ground. There are seven
modes that GPWS operates in:
Mode 1 - Excessive rate of descent
Mode 2 - Excessive terrain closure rate
Mode 3 - Altitude loss after takeoff or go
around
Mode 4 - Not in landing configuration at
too low altitude
Mode 5 - Deviation below glideslope
Mode 6 - Altitude callouts
Mode 7 - Windshear
The single GPWS consists of; a Ground
Proximity Warning Computer, two PULL
UP warning lights, two BELOW G/S
warning light/inhibit switches, and a
GPWS Control Module. The system processes signals from DAA 1, VHF NAV 1,
LRRA 1, DADC 1, IRU 1, Stall Warning
Computers, FMC, flap warning switches,
landing gear logic shelf, and the landing
gear handle. Audio messages are sent to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Windshear visual indications appear on
the EADIs.

GROUND PROXIMITY WARNING
SYSTEM
The Ground Proximity Warning System
(GPWS) provides audio and visual indications of potentially dangerous flight paths
relative to the ground. There are seven
modes that GPWS operates in:
Mode 1 - Excessive rate of descent
Mode 2 - Excessive terrain closure rate
Mode 3 - Altitude loss after takeoff or go
around
Mode 4 - Not in landing configuration at
too low altitude
Mode 5 - Deviation below glideslope
Mode 6 - Altitude callouts
Mode 7 - Windshear
The single GPWS consists of; a Ground
Proximity Warning Computer, two PULL
UP warning lights, two BELOW G/S
warning light/inhibit switches, and a
GPWS Control Module. The system processes signals from DAA 1, VHF NAV 1,
LRRA 1, DADC 1, IRU 1, Stall Warning
Computers, FMC, flap warning switches,
landing gear logic shelf, and the landing
gear handle. Audio messages are sent to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Windshear visual indications appear on
the EADIs.
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GPWS Computer
The Ground Proximity Warning Computer
is located in the E2-4 rack, it determines
the mode of operation and whether a
warning indication should be given to the
flight crew. There is a LED readout for
BITE results on the front of the unit. A
STATUS/HISTORY switch starts the
BITE test on the PRESENT STATUS
position and recalls the fault history in the
FLIGHT HISTORY position.

BITE
DISPLAY

GPWC
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PULL UP Warning Lights
The two red PULL UP warning lights are
located to the left of each EADI. They
illuminate when Modes 1, 2 or 4 issue a
audio warning.
BELOW G/S Warning Lights
The two amber BELOW G/S warning
lights are located to the left of each EADI
under the PULL UP light. They illuminate
when Mode 5 issues a audio warning of
being below glideslope 1.3 dots. The light
may be pushed to inhibit below glideslope
warnings.

GPWS Computer
The Ground Proximity Warning Computer
is located in the E2-4 rack, it determines
the mode of operation and whether a
warning indication should be given to the
flight crew. There is a LED readout for
BITE results on the front of the unit. A
STATUS/HISTORY switch starts the
BITE test on the PRESENT STATUS
position and recalls the fault history in the
FLIGHT HISTORY position.
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GPWS Computer
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PULL UP Warning Lights
The two red PULL UP warning lights are
located to the left of each EADI. They
illuminate when Modes 1, 2 or 4 issue a
audio warning.
BELOW G/S Warning Lights
The two amber BELOW G/S warning
lights are located to the left of each EADI
under the PULL UP light. They illuminate
when Mode 5 issues a audio warning of
being below glideslope 1.3 dots. The light
may be pushed to inhibit below glideslope
warnings.
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GPWS Control Module
The GPWS Control Module is located on
the bottom left of the P3-7 panel. It has a
amber INOP light which illuminates when
there is a GPWS problem. The SYS TEST
button initiates a confidence test of the
system.
Audio Indications
The audio warning messages are sent to
the REU.

GPWS Control Module
The GPWS Control Module is located on
the bottom left of the P3-7 panel. It has a
amber INOP light which illuminates when
there is a GPWS problem. The SYS TEST
button initiates a confidence test of the
system.
Audio Indications
The audio warning messages are sent to
the REU.
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GPWS
MODE

ANNUNCIATIONS

AURAL MESSAGE

GPWS
MODE

ANNUNCIATIONS

Glide Slope

5

BELOW G/S lights (amber)

Glide Slope

5

BELOW G/S lights (amber)

Whoop, Whoop, Pull Up

1

PULL UP lights (red)

Whoop, Whoop, Pull Up

1

PULL UP lights (red)

Two tone siren

7

WINDSHEAR on EADI (red)

Two tone siren

7

WINDSHEAR on EADI (red)

Wind Shear

7

WINDSHEAR on EADI (red)

Wind Shear

7

WINDSHEAR on EADI (red)

Wind Shear

7

WINDSHEAR on EADI (red)

Wind Shear
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7
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1
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1
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1
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1
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2
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2
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2

Whoop, Whoop, Pull Up

2

Don’t Sink

3

Don’t Sink

3

Too Low Terrain

4A

Too Low Terrain

4A

Too Low Gear

4A

Too Low Gear

4A

Too Low Flaps

4B

Too Low Flaps

4B

Too Low Terrain

4B

Too Low Terrain

4B

Glide Slope

5

Glide Slope

5

2500, 500, 50, 30, 10

6

2500, 500, 50, 30, 10

6

Two tone siren

7

Two tone siren

7

Wind Shear

7

Wind Shear

7

Wind Shear

7

Wind Shear

7

Wind Shear

7

Wind Shear

7
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OPERATION
Confidence Test
The Confidence Self Test is initiated by
pressing the SYS TEST button on the
GPWS Control Module for less than 5 seconds. The aural message "Glideslope,
glideslope" will be heard with the amber
BELOW G/S lights illuminating and the
GPWS Control Module INOP light illuminating. This is followed by the aural warning "Whoop, whoop, pull up" and the red
PULL UP lights illuminating. Then all
lights will be extinguished. If a fault is
present, the INOP light will illuminate
with no aural annunciations.
Full Vocabulary Test
The Full Vocabulary Self Test is initiated
by pressing the SYS TEST button on the
GPWS Control Module for more than 5
seconds. In addition to the Confidence
Self Test results, the full vocabulary will
be heard for the GPWS.
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BITE
The GPWS Computer has front panel
BITE. The switch on the GPWS Computer
is move to the PRESENT STATUS position to perform a self test. The return of
GPWS OK indicates no faults were found.
If faults are found, the display will show
the system and fault. Moving the switch to
the FLIGHT HISTORY position shows
the faults for the last ten flights. If faults
are recorded, the system, fault and number
of flights ago shows on the display.
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OPERATION
Confidence Test
The Confidence Self Test is initiated by
pressing the SYS TEST button on the
GPWS Control Module for less than 5 seconds. The aural message "Glideslope,
glideslope" will be heard with the amber
BELOW G/S lights illuminating and the
GPWS Control Module INOP light illuminating. This is followed by the aural warning "Whoop, whoop, pull up" and the red
PULL UP lights illuminating. Then all
lights will be extinguished. If a fault is
present, the INOP light will illuminate
with no aural annunciations.
Full Vocabulary Test
The Full Vocabulary Self Test is initiated
by pressing the SYS TEST button on the
GPWS Control Module for more than 5
seconds. In addition to the Confidence
Self Test results, the full vocabulary will
be heard for the GPWS.
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The GPWS Computer has front panel
BITE. The switch on the GPWS Computer
is move to the PRESENT STATUS position to perform a self test. The return of
GPWS OK indicates no faults were found.
If faults are found, the display will show
the system and fault. Moving the switch to
the FLIGHT HISTORY position shows
the faults for the last ten flights. If faults
are recorded, the system, fault and number
of flights ago shows on the display.
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VOR/ILS SYSTEM
The VOR/ILS System provides information of the aircraft's position with respect
to, and deviation from selected VOR
course or localizer and glideslope
approach radio signals. In formation is
also provided indicating the bearing to
VOR stations.
There are two complete systems. Each
consists of; a NAV Receiver Unit (VOR
and ILS), a NAV Control Panel a dual
VOR/Localizer antenna, a dual glideslope
antenna, and a dual localizer antenna. The
system indications appear on the RDDMIs, EADIs and EHSIs. The Digital Flight
Control System (DFCS) Mode Control
Panel (MCP) has a course selector knob
and window used for course selection.
Audio signals from the VOR/ILS are sent
to the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Other users of VOR/ILS information are;
DFCS and Ground Proximity Warning
System (GPWS).
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NAV Receiver Unit
The NAV Receiver Unit is a combination
VOR, localizer, and glide slope receiver,
they are located in the E3-4 rack. The
receiver processes VOR, localizer, and
glideslope signals and provide outputs of
ground station bearing, course deviation,
and warning flag valids for the RDDMIs,
DFCS, EFIS, and GPWS.
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VOR/ILS SYSTEM
The VOR/ILS System provides information of the aircraft's position with respect
to, and deviation from selected VOR
course or localizer and glideslope
approach radio signals. In formation is
also provided indicating the bearing to
VOR stations.
There are two complete systems. Each
consists of; a NAV Receiver Unit (VOR
and ILS), a NAV Control Panel a dual
VOR/Localizer antenna, a dual glideslope
antenna, and a dual localizer antenna. The
system indications appear on the RDDMIs, EADIs and EHSIs. The Digital Flight
Control System (DFCS) Mode Control
Panel (MCP) has a course selector knob
and window used for course selection.
Audio signals from the VOR/ILS are sent
to the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Other users of VOR/ILS information are;
DFCS and Ground Proximity Warning
System (GPWS).
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The NAV Receiver Unit is a combination
VOR, localizer, and glide slope receiver,
they are located in the E3-4 rack. The
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NAV Control Panel
The NAV Control Panel is located on the
forward area of the Aft Electronics Panel.
The No. 1 system panel is on the left side
and the No. 2 panel is on the right side.
NOTE: This panel is also referred to as
the NAV Tuning Panel.
The panel contains the controls for tuning,
controlling and testing the VOR and ILS
systems. The right display window shows
the manually selected frequency using the
frequency selector knobs. The AUTO/
MAN button is an alternate action switch
that selects either manual or automatic
tuning of the NAV system. The appropriate mode is illuminated on the switch. In
the MAN position, the manual window
frequency is used to tune the NAV system. In the AUTO position, the Flight
Management Computer System (FMCS)
auto-tunes the NAV frequency. When the
in the AUTO position, a red bar appears
across the manual window.

NOTE: The manual VOR frequency
can still be changed with the red bar
across the window.
The AUTO window displays the frequency used by the FMCS auto-tuning circuit. The window is blank in the MAN
mode. A set of dashes in the window indicates the FMCS is in agility tuning mode.
The two TEST switches are three position
toggle switches, spring loaded to the center neutral position. The VOR-DME
switch performs a self test of the selected
system. The UP/LT-DN/RT switch performs a test of the ILS indications.
VOR/LOC Antenna
The dual VOR/Localizer Antenna assembly is integral with the tip of the vertical
stabilizer. It contains the antenna for the
No. 1 and No. 2 systems.
NOTE: When tuned to a localizer frequency, this antenna is used unless the
DFCS system is in the approach mode.

NAV

AUTO

NAV Control Panel
The NAV Control Panel is located on the
forward area of the Aft Electronics Panel.
The No. 1 system panel is on the left side
and the No. 2 panel is on the right side.
NOTE: This panel is also referred to as
the NAV Tuning Panel.
The panel contains the controls for tuning,
controlling and testing the VOR and ILS
systems. The right display window shows
the manually selected frequency using the
frequency selector knobs. The AUTO/
MAN button is an alternate action switch
that selects either manual or automatic
tuning of the NAV system. The appropriate mode is illuminated on the switch. In
the MAN position, the manual window
frequency is used to tune the NAV system.
In the AUTO position, the Flight Management Computer System (FMCS) autotunes the NAV frequency. When the in the
AUTO position, a red bar appears across
the manual window.

MANUAL

AUTO

NAV

TEST

MANUAL

MANUAL

VOR

UP/LT

VOR

UP/LT

DME

DN/RT

DME

DN/RT

NAV Tuning Panel

NAV Tuning Panel
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MANUAL

AUTO

AUTO

TEST

NOTE: The manual VOR frequency
can still be changed with the red bar
across the window.
The AUTO window displays the frequency used by the FMCS auto-tuning circuit. The window is blank in the MAN
mode. A set of dashes in the window indicates the FMCS is in agility tuning mode.
The two TEST switches are three position
toggle switches, spring loaded to the center neutral position. The VOR-DME
switch performs a self test of the selected
system. The UP/LT-DN/RT switch performs a test of the ILS indications.
VOR/LOC Antenna
The dual VOR/Localizer Antenna assembly is integral with the tip of the vertical
stabilizer. It contains the antenna for the
No. 1 and No. 2 systems.
NOTE: When tuned to a localizer frequency, this antenna is used unless the
DFCS system is in the approach mode.
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Glideslope Antenna
The dual glideslope antenna is located
above the radar antenna in the radome
area. It contains the No. 1 and No. 2
antenna. There is a strip of aluminum tape
adhered to the interior surface of the
radome, this increases the antenna's sensitivity, it is called the Glideslope Antenna
Director Bar.
NOTE: The Glideslope Antenna Director Bar must be maintained per MM5352-31p400
Localizer Antenna
The dual localizer antenna is located
below the radar antenna in the radome
area. It contains the No. 1 and No. 2
antenna. This antenna is used to receive
the localizer signals when the DFCS is in
the approach mode.
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ILS Relays
The ILS relays are located in the E3-4
rack. They are energized by the DFCS
system when in the approach mode.
DFCS Mode Control Panel
The MCP located on the glareshield has
on the outboard sides a course select window and selector knob. The left side is for
the No. 1 system and the right for the No.
2 system.

Glideslope Antenna
The dual glideslope antenna is located
above the radar antenna in the radome
area. It contains the No. 1 and No. 2
antenna. There is a strip of aluminum tape
adhered to the interior surface of the
radome, this increases the antenna's sensitivity, it is called the Glideslope Antenna
Director Bar.
NOTE: The Glideslope Antenna Director Bar must be maintained per MM5352-31p400
Localizer Antenna
The dual localizer antenna is located
below the radar antenna in the radome
area. It contains the No. 1 and No. 2
antenna. This antenna is used to receive
the localizer signals when the DFCS is in
the approach mode.
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ILS Relays
The ILS relays are located in the E3-4
rack. They are energized by the DFCS
system when in the approach mode.
DFCS Mode Control Panel
The MCP located on the glareshield has
on the outboard sides a course select window and selector knob. The left side is for
the No. 1 system and the right for the No.
2 system.
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EADI Indication
The EADI will show ILS deviation when a
localizer frequency is tuned to. The white
glideslope deviation scale is located on the
right side of the display with a magenta
pointer. The localizer deviation scale is
located on the bottom of the display with a
magenta pointer.
NOTE: The glideslope deviation indications will not appear if the course
selected is more than 90 degrees from
the aircraft heading.
RDDMI Indication
The RDDMIs can indicate the bearing to a
VOR station. The No. 1 narrow needle
points to the No. 1 VOR station and the
No. 2 wide needle points to the No. 2
VOR station. The VOR/ADF bearing needle selectors must be pushed to the VOR
position.
NOTE: The needle will point to the 3:00
position if a ILS frequency is selected. If
there is a VOR power failure, the arrow
flag will appear for the appropriate system
OPERATION
The VOR or ILS frequency is selected in
the manual window of the NAV Tuning
Panel. The station Morse code should be
verified. The course selector is positioned
to the appropriate course on the MCP. The
indications on the EHSI, EADI and RDDMIs should be verified.

EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panel is used to depict
on the EADI and EHSI, VOR and ILS
indications. In the FULL and EXP VOR/
ILS modes, VOR or ILS deviation is
depicted
EHSI Indication
The EHSI will depict the deviation from
course and to/from indication in the FULL
and EXP VOR/ILS modes. Course
selected is from the MCP controls. When
a localizer frequency is tuned, a glideslope
deviation scale appears on the right side of
the indicator with a magenta pointer. The
VOR or localizer deviation bar is magenta
and moves along the course deviation
scale. When tuned to a VOR station in
FULL VOR/ILS display mode, a to or
from arrow will be present. In both the
FULL and EXP VOR/ILS modes the word
TO or FROM will appear in the lower
right corner. The frequency selected will
appear in the lower right corner of the display. When in the MAP or CTR MAP
modes, and having the EFIS Control Panel
VOR/ADF switch selected to ON, green
vector lines will point to the received
VOR stations. V1 is for VOR No. 1 and
V2 is for VOR No. 2.

V1

V1

V2

EFIS Control Panel
The EFIS Control Panel is used to depict
on the EADI and EHSI, VOR and ILS
indications. In the FULL and EXP VOR/
ILS modes, VOR or ILS deviation is
depicted
EHSI Indication
The EHSI will depict the deviation from
course and to/from indication in the FULL
and EXP VOR/ILS modes. Course
selected is from the MCP controls. When
a localizer frequency is tuned, a glideslope
deviation scale appears on the right side of
the indicator with a magenta pointer. The
VOR or localizer deviation bar is magenta
and moves along the course deviation
scale. When tuned to a VOR station in
FULL VOR/ILS display mode, a to or
from arrow will be present. In both the
FULL and EXP VOR/ILS modes the word
TO or FROM will appear in the lower
right corner. The frequency selected will
appear in the lower right corner of the display. When in the MAP or CTR MAP
modes, and having the EFIS Control Panel
VOR/ADF switch selected to ON, green
vector lines will point to the received
VOR stations. V1 is for VOR No. 1 and
V2 is for VOR No. 2.

EHSI VOR Indications
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EADI Indication
The EADI will show ILS deviation when
a localizer frequency is tuned to. The
white glideslope deviation scale is located
on the right side of the display with a
magenta pointer. The localizer deviation
scale is located on the bottom of the display with a magenta pointer.
NOTE: The glideslope deviation indications will not appear if the course
selected is more than 90 degrees from
the aircraft heading.
RDDMI Indication
The RDDMIs can indicate the bearing to a
VOR station. The No. 1 narrow needle
points to the No. 1 VOR station and the
No. 2 wide needle points to the No. 2
VOR station. The VOR/ADF bearing needle selectors must be pushed to the VOR
position.
NOTE: The needle will point to the 3:00
position if a ILS frequency is selected. If
there is a VOR power failure, the arrow
flag will appear for the appropriate system
OPERATION
The VOR or ILS frequency is selected in
the manual window of the NAV Tuning
Panel. The station Morse code should be
verified. The course selector is positioned
to the appropriate course on the MCP. The
indications on the EHSI, EADI and RDDMIs should be verified.

EHSI VOR Indications
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VOR Self Test
A self test of the VOR system is performed by the appropriate NAV Control
Panel TEST switch moved to the VOR
position. The NAV Tuning Panel must be
tuned to a valid VOR frequency and a
course selected of 000 degrees. The EFIS
Control Panel should have the FULL or
EXP VOR/ILS mode selected. For the
first three seconds, the RDDMIs should
show an arrow flag and the deviation bar
on the EHSI should not show. Then, the
next 23 seconds, the EHSI should show a
centered deviation bar and a from arrow
indication, and the RDDMIs needles
should point to 180 degrees.
NOTE: of the TEST switch is held for
more than 30 seconds, the RDDMIs
flags will show and the deviation bar on
the EHSI will not show.
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ILS Self Test
The ILS Self Test is initiated by using the
UP/LT-DN/RT TEST switch on the NAV
Tuning Panel. A localizer frequency must
be selected on the NAV Tuning Panel, and
a course selected that is within 90 degrees
of the aircraft heading. With a localizer
frequency selected, the RDDMIs needles
should park at the 3:00 position. When the
TEST switch is positioned to the UP/LT
position, the EADI and EHSI localizer and
glideslope deviation pointers should not
be in view for 3 seconds. For 23 seconds,
the localizer should show one dot left
deviation and the glideslope should show
one dot up deviation. When the TEST
switch is positioned to the DN/RT position, the EADI and EHSI localizer and
glideslope deviation pointers should not
be in view for three seconds. For 23 seconds, the localizer deviation should be one
dot right and the glideslope should be one
dot down.
NOTE: When performing the test for
the No. 1 system, verify the same indications on the Standby Attitude Indicator
(SAI).

AUTO

NAV

TEST

MANUAL

VOR Self Test
A self test of the VOR system is performed by the appropriate NAV Control
Panel TEST switch moved to the VOR
position. The NAV Tuning Panel must be
tuned to a valid VOR frequency and a
course selected of 000 degrees. The EFIS
Control Panel should have the FULL or
EXP VOR/ILS mode selected. For the
first three seconds, the RDDMIs should
show an arrow flag and the deviation bar
on the EHSI should not show. Then, the
next 23 seconds, the EHSI should show a
centered deviation bar and a from arrow
indication, and the RDDMIs needles
should point to 180 degrees.
NOTE: of the TEST switch is held for
more than 30 seconds, the RDDMIs
flags will show and the deviation bar on
the EHSI will not show.

MANUAL

AUTO
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MANUAL

AUTO
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ILS Self Test
The ILS Self Test is initiated by using the
UP/LT-DN/RT TEST switch on the NAV
Tuning Panel. A localizer frequency must
be selected on the NAV Tuning Panel, and
a course selected that is within 90 degrees
of the aircraft heading. With a localizer
frequency selected, the RDDMIs needles
should park at the 3:00 position. When the
TEST switch is positioned to the UP/LT
position, the EADI and EHSI localizer and
glideslope deviation pointers should not
be in view for 3 seconds. For 23 seconds,
the localizer should show one dot left
deviation and the glideslope should show
one dot up deviation. When the TEST
switch is positioned to the DN/RT position, the EADI and EHSI localizer and
glideslope deviation pointers should not
be in view for three seconds. For 23 seconds, the localizer deviation should be one
dot right and the glideslope should be one
dot down.
NOTE: When performing the test for
the No. 1 system, verify the same indications on the Standby Attitude Indicator
(SAI).

NAV Tuning Panel Test Switch
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MARKER BEACON SYSTEM
The Marker Beacon System provides the
flight crew with visual and audio indications of passing over a maker beacon
transmitter. The transmitters are usually
associated with an instrument approach.
These indications are used to confirm the
aircraft's position on an instrument
approach.
NOTE: When a compass locator is collocated with a marker beacon it is
referred to as LOM or LMM.
The is one Marker Beacon System
installed consisting of; a receiver unit, an
antenna, two indicator light assemblies,
and a sensitivity switch.
Marker Beacon Receiver
The marker beacon receiver receives the
marker beacon transmitted signals on a
frequency of 75 MHz. It determines the
specific marker beacon by filtering out the
audio frequency of 400, 1300, or 3000 Hz
and turns on the appropriate marker beacon light. It also sends the audio signal to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Antenna
The antenna is located on the bottom of
the fuselage between the AC bay doors. It
is longer longitudinally than it protrudes.
Marker Beacon Light Assemblies
There are two sets of marker beacon light
assemblies located at the outboard side of
the P-1 and P-3 panels. They have three
lights; a white AIRWAYS light, an amber
MIDDLE marker light, and a blue
OUTER marker light. They are wired in
parallel. The lights push-to-test and the
lens caps are rotated to dim the light with
shutters.

OCT 99

Sensitivity Switch
A sensitivity switch is located in the P-1
panel next to the marker beacon lights.
The switch has two positions; HIGH and
LOW.
Fault Indications
There are no fault indications for the
Marker Beacon System.
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Sensitivity Switch
A sensitivity switch is located in the P-1
panel next to the marker beacon lights.
The switch has two positions; HIGH and
LOW.
Fault Indications
There are no fault indications for the
Marker Beacon System.

BR

MARKER BEACON SYSTEM
The Marker Beacon System provides the
flight crew with visual and audio indications of passing over a maker beacon
transmitter. The transmitters are usually
associated with an instrument approach.
These indications are used to confirm the
aircraft's position on an instrument
approach.
NOTE: When a compass locator is collocated with a marker beacon it is
referred to as LOM or LMM.
The is one Marker Beacon System
installed consisting of; a receiver unit, an
antenna, two indicator light assemblies,
and a sensitivity switch.
Marker Beacon Receiver
The marker beacon receiver receives the
marker beacon transmitted signals on a
frequency of 75 MHz. It determines the
specific marker beacon by filtering out the
audio frequency of 400, 1300, or 3000 Hz
and turns on the appropriate marker beacon light. It also sends the audio signal to
the Remote Electronics Unit (REU).
Antenna
The antenna is located on the bottom of
the fuselage between the AC bay doors. It
is longer longitudinally than it protrudes.
Marker Beacon Light Assemblies
There are two sets of marker beacon light
assemblies located at the outboard side of
the P-1 and P-3 panels. They have three
lights; a white AIRWAYS light, an amber
MIDDLE marker light, and a blue
OUTER marker light. They are wired in
parallel. The lights push-to-test and the
lens caps are rotated to dim the light with
shutters.
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OPERATION
Tuning of the Marker Beacon receiver is
not necessary because all the transmitters
have a carrier frequency of 75 MHz. The
outer marker is located about four to five
miles from the runway, it has an audio frequency of 400 Hz. The middle marker is
located about five tenths of a mile from
the runway and has an audio frequency of
1300 Hz. The inner marker is located
about one tenth of a mile from the runway
and has an audio frequency of 3000 Hz.
When the aircraft is over the outer marker,
the receiver filters out the 400 Hz audio to
determine it is over the outer marker, turns
on the blue OUTER marker lights and
sends the audio to the Remote Electronics
Unit (REU). The audio is heard as a series
of dashes at a frequency of 400 Hz. When
the aircraft is over the middle marker
transmitter, the amber MIDDLE marker
lights illuminate, and a series of dotdashes are heard at a frequency of 1300
Hz. When the aircraft is over the inner
marker, the white AIRWAYS lights illuminate and a series of quick dots at 3000
Hz is heard.
The sensitivity switch is used to adjust the
sensitivity of the receiver. In the HIGH
position, there is maximum sensitivity to
signals. The LOW position is used to provide over station indications when directly
over the transmitter.
To hear the Marker Beacon audio signals
on the overhead speakers, the Audio Control Panel must have the MKR and SPKR
switches slid forward.

34-82
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Maintenance Practices
The lights for the Marker Beacon System
are push-to-test, if the lamp fails to illuminate but the push-to-test works, the bulb
base contact may be worn out. Replace the
bulb with a new one and retest.
Tests
There is no aircraft test of the Marker Beacon System. Each marker beacon light
lamp can be pushed-to-test, these lights do
not test with the Master Lights Dim Test
switch. The TIC T-30 tester unit may be
used to check for Marker Beacon operation.
NOTE: The antenna of the T-30 tester
may have to be put out the flight deck
window for proper reception of the signal by the Marker Beacon Antenna.
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OPERATION
Tuning of the Marker Beacon receiver is
not necessary because all the transmitters
have a carrier frequency of 75 MHz. The
outer marker is located about four to five
miles from the runway, it has an audio frequency of 400 Hz. The middle marker is
located about five tenths of a mile from
the runway and has an audio frequency of
1300 Hz. The inner marker is located
about one tenth of a mile from the runway
and has an audio frequency of 3000 Hz.
When the aircraft is over the outer marker,
the receiver filters out the 400 Hz audio to
determine it is over the outer marker, turns
on the blue OUTER marker lights and
sends the audio to the Remote Electronics
Unit (REU). The audio is heard as a series
of dashes at a frequency of 400 Hz. When
the aircraft is over the middle marker
transmitter, the amber MIDDLE marker
lights illuminate, and a series of dotdashes are heard at a frequency of 1300
Hz. When the aircraft is over the inner
marker, the white AIRWAYS lights illuminate and a series of quick dots at 3000
Hz is heard.
The sensitivity switch is used to adjust the
sensitivity of the receiver. In the HIGH
position, there is maximum sensitivity to
signals. The LOW position is used to provide over station indications when directly
over the transmitter.
To hear the Marker Beacon audio signals
on the overhead speakers, the Audio Control Panel must have the MKR and SPKR
switches slid forward.
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Maintenance Practices
The lights for the Marker Beacon System
are push-to-test, if the lamp fails to illuminate but the push-to-test works, the bulb
base contact may be worn out. Replace the
bulb with a new one and retest.
Tests
There is no aircraft test of the Marker Beacon System. Each marker beacon light
lamp can be pushed-to-test, these lights do
not test with the Master Lights Dim Test
switch. The TIC T-30 tester unit may be
used to check for Marker Beacon operation.
NOTE: The antenna of the T-30 tester
may have to be put out the flight deck
window for proper reception of the signal by the Marker Beacon Antenna.
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RADIO ALTIMETER SYSTEM
The Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA)
System is used to indicate the aircraft's
height above ground level, the system is
only usable up to a radio altitude of 2,500
ft. In addition to indicating the radio altitude (RA) to the flight crew, the LRRA
system sends signals to other aircraft systems.
Two complete LRRA systems are
installed, each consists of; a receiver/
transmitter, a transmit antenna, and a
receive antenna. Display of radio altitude
appears on the EADIs. The radio altitude
value and altitude trips are sent to the
Flight Management Computer (FMC),
Flight Control Computers (FCC), Autothrottle System, Yaw Damp System,
TCAS, GPWS and thrust reverser system.
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LRRA Receiver/Transmitter
The two LRRA Receiver/Transmitters
(RT) are located on the E2-4 rack. They
provide the continuous wave variable frequency signal that is transmitted from the
transmit antenna, reflected off the ground
and received through the receive antenna.
The RT determines from the frequency
shift the altitude above ground level in
feet. There is a test receptacle on the front
of the RT unit.
LRRA Antenna
The LRRA antenna are located on the bottom of the fuselage and are flush mounted.
The receive and transmit antenna are identical.
NOTE: The No. 1 antenna are located
in the aft positions and the No. 2
antenna are the forward two antenna.
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RADIO ALTIMETER SYSTEM
The Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA)
System is used to indicate the aircraft's
height above ground level, the system is
only usable up to a radio altitude of 2,500
ft. In addition to indicating the radio altitude (RA) to the flight crew, the LRRA
system sends signals to other aircraft systems.
Two complete LRRA systems are
installed, each consists of; a receiver/
transmitter, a transmit antenna, and a
receive antenna. Display of radio altitude
appears on the EADIs. The radio altitude
value and altitude trips are sent to the
Flight Management Computer (FMC),
Flight Control Computers (FCC), Autothrottle System, Yaw Damp System,
TCAS, GPWS and thrust reverser system.
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LRRA Receiver/Transmitter
The two LRRA Receiver/Transmitters
(RT) are located on the E2-4 rack. They
provide the continuous wave variable frequency signal that is transmitted from the
transmit antenna, reflected off the ground
and received through the receive antenna.
The RT determines from the frequency
shift the altitude above ground level in
feet. There is a test receptacle on the front
of the RT unit.
LRRA Antenna
The LRRA antenna are located on the bottom of the fuselage and are flush mounted.
The receive and transmit antenna are identical.
NOTE: The No. 1 antenna are located
in the aft positions and the No. 2
antenna are the forward two antenna.
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EFIS Control Panel
On the left side of the EFIS Control Panel
is a display window and knob to adjust the
Decision Height (DH). This value also
appears on the EADI under the Radio altitude value. The DH value is preceded by
DH and is in green.
Indications
The radio altitude value is shown on the
EADI in white above the green Decision
Height (DH) value. The radio altitude
value appears when the aircraft is below
2,500 ft radio altitude. The value will be
approximately -04 ft when on the ground.
On the EADI is a rising runway symbol in
green associated with the localizer deviation pointer. It starts rising at 200 ft radio
altitude.
The radio altitude value is blank when
above 2,500 ft radio altitude or a No Computed Data (NCD) condition exists. The
DH value is blank when a negative DH
value is selected. For a invalid signal, the
radio altitude will show a yellow RA in a
box and the decision height will show a
yellow DH in a box.
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OPERATION
The two radio altimeter systems are operating when the circuit breakers are closed.
The RT unit transmits a frequency modulated continuous wave signal out the transmit antenna. The signal reflects off the
earth's surface and is received by the
receive antenna. The RT unit determines
the distance traveled by the signal by comparing the frequency shift.
When the radio altitude descends down to
the decision height altitude, the radio altitude value turns from white to yellow and
the DH value changes to a yellow DH with
no value. The yellow indications flash for
three seconds then are steady yellow.
When the aircraft lands, climbs 75 ft
above DH value during go around, or
when the RST button is pressed on the
EFIS Control Panel, the radio altitude
value changes back to white and the DH
value reappears in green. At 200 ft radio
altitude the rising runway symbol on the
EADI starts to rise and will touch the airplane symbol at zero radio altitude.
Maintenance Practices
Whenever a LRRA RT unit is installed a
test per MM78-31-00 p536 must be
accomplished. This is the Altimeter
Enable Portion of the Thrust Reverser
System Adjustment and Test.
Tests
There is no aircraft test of the LRRA system. The only aircraft test performed, is
the decision height test, reference MM3448-02.
External test equipment used to test the
system is the Atlantis Radio Altimeter
Tester.
CAUTION: Be sure to use the proper
interface kit, reference Service Tip
MM34-48-02
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AIR DATA SYSTEM
The Air Data System takes Pitot/Static
System inputs and temperature probe
inputs and converts them to electrical signals representing, airspeed, mach speed,
altitude, and temperatures. The No. 1 system supplies outputs to the Captain's
instruments and the No. 2 system supplies
outputs to the First Officer's instruments.
The Air Data Systems consists of; two
Digital Air Data Computers (DADC), two
Mach/Airspeed Indicators, and two Altimeters. The Static Air Temperature (SAT),
Total Air Temperature (TAT), and True
Airspeed (TAS) is sent to an indicator
above the engine instruments or the
Engine Indicating System (EIS). Information from the DADCs are sent to the; EFIS
Symbol Generators, DFCS, mach trim,
IRS, Stall Warning Computers, FMC,
Autothrottle System, Flight Data Recording System, GPWS, Yaw Damp System,
TCAS/ATC, and cabin pressure controller.
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Digital Air Data Computer
The two Digital Air Data Computers
(DADC) are located at the outboard ends
of the E1-1 rack. The ADC processes
inputs from the pitot/static system, the
total air temperature probe, and barometric correction from the altimeters to provide outputs which include functions of
altitude, barometric corrected altitude,
altitude rate, computed airspeed, true airspeed, Mach, static air temperature, digital
encoded altitude, static pressure, total
pressure, impact pressure, and maximum
allowable airspeed. On the front of the
ADC are two quick hose connectors for
the pitot and static lines, and a switch that
selects the performance of the self test or
view fault history. There is a display next
to the switch for test results.
CAUTION: To avoid ADC damage, the
pitot and static system must be at ambient before disconnecting any lines.
CAUTION: A low range leak test must
be performed if more than one pitot/
static system has been broken into or if
the results of a one system visual inspection is in doubt.
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Mach/Airspeed Indicator
The two Mach/Airspeed Indictors are
located in the P1 and P3 panels to the left
of each EADI. The airspeed markings on
the indicator range from 60 to 450 knots.
There are 5 knot increments from 60 to
100 knots, 2 knot increments from 100 to
160, and five knot increments from 160 to
450 knots. There are two pointers; the narrow pointer points to the airspeed on the
dial, the two colored pointer indicates the
maximum operating speed determined by
the air data system. The airspeed is also
indicated in the lower window of the indicator, it is covered by a amber A/S flag
when a fault exists.
NOTE: The lowest number in the airspeed window display drum is 45 knots.
The Mach speed is indicated in the
upper window of the indicator, it is covered by a amber MACH flag when their
is a fault.
NOTE: The lowest number in the Mach
window display drum is.40.
An amber VMO flag appears in the left
window when a fault occurs with the maximum speed pointer circuit. A amber
INOP flag appears in the right window
when a fault occurs with the airspeed cursor. The amber airspeed cursor is normally
positioned by the FMCS, if the airspeed
cursor control knob at the bottom left of
the indicator is pushed in. When the knob
is pulled out, the cursor is manually positioned by the knob, in this mode there are
no electrical inputs or outputs from the
knob. Also a white flag appears at the top
of the indictor when the knob is pulled
out. The five white plastic bugs are manually placed around the indicator bezel by
the flight crew for reference airspeeds during takeoff.
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Altimeter
The two Altimeters are located in the P1
and P3 panels to the right of each EADI.
The altimeters receive their signals from
the ADC. There is a window at the top of
the indicator that shows the sea level altitude of the aircraft. The drum display is in
increments of 20 ft. The pointer revolves
around the dial which is marked in 100 ft
increments with unmarked increments of
20 ft. One revolution of the pointer represents 1000 ft. There is a cursor which is
controlled by a knob in the lower right
corner of the indicator. This cursor is used
just for reference and has no electrical
inputs or outputs. The lower left knob
adjusts the barometric altimeter setting.
The windows at the bottom of the indicator show the altimeter setting in HG
(inches of Mercury) and MB (millibars).
The signal for barometric correction is
sent to the ADC and cabin pressurization
system.
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probe is heated with the left probe antiice system.
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the display. If there is No Computed Data
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SAT-TAT-TAS Indications
On airplanes without EIS (Engine Indicating System), a TAT (Total Air Temperature) /SAT (Static Air Temperature)/TAS
(True Air Speed) indicator is located to the
left of the First Officer's Mach/Airspeed
Indicator. There is a selector button, when
pressed, it cycles the display through the
values for the three parameters. On airplane with EIS, the Secondary Engine
Display has at the top a display for TAT.
NOTE: The temperature displays are in
Centigrade and the TAS is in knots.
OPERATION
Pitot and static pressures are supplied to
the ADC by the lines of the Pitot/Static
system. Total Air Temperature Probe supplies a resistance signal. The ADC uses
two identical pressure transducers to convert to an electrical signal. The ADC uses
TAT and barometric corrections from the
Altimeters to provide analog and digital
outputs. Most of the analog outputs are in
the form of synchro type signals.

Maintenance Practices
CAUTION: The pitot/static and temperature probes are heated by the antiice system.
CAUTION: To avoid ADC damage, the
pitot and static system must be at ambient pressure before disconnecting any
lines.
NOTE: A low range leak test must be
performed if more than one pitot/static
system has been broken into or if the
results of a one system visual inspection
is in doubt.
BITE
BITE tests are initiated from the front of
the ADC, the test switch can be moved to
one of two positions, TEST and HISTORY.
The TEST position initiates a BITE test.
The read out displays all LCD segments,
then AA for test OK. Fault codes are given
if a fault is sensed.
The HISTORY shows the faults stored for
the last ten flights.
NOTE: The fault codes are placarded
on the front of the ADC.
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Maintenance Practices
CAUTION: The pitot/static and temperature probes are heated by the antiice system.
CAUTION: To avoid ADC damage, the
pitot and static system must be at ambient pressure before disconnecting any
lines.
NOTE: A low range leak test must be
performed if more than one pitot/static
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results of a one system visual inspection
is in doubt.
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BITE tests are initiated from the front of
the ADC, the test switch can be moved to
one of two positions, TEST and HISTORY.
The TEST position initiates a BITE test.
The read out displays all LCD segments,
then AA for test OK. Fault codes are given
if a fault is sensed.
The HISTORY shows the faults stored for
the last ten flights.
NOTE: The fault codes are placarded
on the front of the ADC.
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PITOT/STATIC SYSTEM
The Pitot/Static System provides dynamic
ram (pitot) and ambient (static) air pressures to connected aircraft equipment and
indicators. These pressures are used to
determine the aircraft's altitude, airspeed,
and mach number. The primary users of
this information are the Air Data Computers (ADC), other users are, cabin pressurization, flap load limiting, and the Standby
Altimeter and Airspeed Indicator. The
Pitot/Static system includes four combined heated pitot/static probes, two alternate flush static ports and connected
tubing with drain fittings.

PITOT/STATIC SYSTEM
The Pitot/Static System provides dynamic
ram (pitot) and ambient (static) air pressures to connected aircraft equipment and
indicators. These pressures are used to
determine the aircraft's altitude, airspeed,
and mach number. The primary users of
this information are the Air Data Computers (ADC), other users are, cabin pressurization, flap load limiting, and the Standby
Altimeter and Airspeed Indicator. The
Pitot/Static system includes four combined heated pitot/static probes, two alternate flush static ports and connected
tubing with drain fittings.
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SHIM
(AS REQUIRED)

AUXILIARY STATIC
LINE

AUXILIARY STATIC
LINE

CAPT'S OR F/O'S
STATIC LINE
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CAPT'S OR F/O'S
STATIC LINE
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HEATER
CONNECTION

HEATER
CONNECTION
LOCATOR PIN
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Pitot/Static Probes
There are four Pitot/Static Probes located
below the No. 3 control cabin windows,
two on each side. Each probe is heated
and has a single pitot tube, and two static
ports on its sides. The static ports are cross
connected to each side of the aircraft.
WARNING: When pitot heat is on the
probes are very hot.
CAUTION: Do not insert any objects
into the pitot tube or static ports that
may damage the opening.

NOTE: The probes on the vertical stabilizer are for elevator feel.
Alternate Static ports
The Alternate Static ports are located on
each side of the fuselage at station 406.
They are cross connected and supply
ambient pressure to the standby static
instruments. These ports are not heated.
CAUTION: Do not insert any objects
into the static ports that may damage
the opening.

Pitot/Static Probes
There are four Pitot/Static Probes located
below the No. 3 control cabin windows,
two on each side. Each probe is heated and
has a single pitot tube, and two static ports
on its sides. The static ports are cross connected to each side of the aircraft.
WARNING: When pitot heat is on the
probes are very hot.
CAUTION: Do not insert any objects
into the pitot tube or static ports that
may damage the opening.
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STATIC PORT
RETAINING
NUT AND WASHER

STATIC PORT
RETAINING
NUT AND WASHER

STATIC PORT

STATIC PORT

AIRPLANE SKIN

AIRPLANE SKIN

Alternate Static ports

Alternate Static ports
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NOTE: The probes on the vertical stabilizer are for elevator feel.
Alternate Static ports
The Alternate Static ports are located on
each side of the fuselage at station 406.
They are cross connected and supply
ambient pressure to the standby static
instruments. These ports are not heated.
CAUTION: Do not insert any objects
into the static ports that may damage
the opening.
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Drain Fittings
There are several drain fittings located in
the nose wheel well and the E&E compartment. These are used to drain excess water
that may be trapped in the pitot/static
lines. They are anodized fittings in which
the caps are used to cover a check valve,
the end of the cap can be used to unseat
the check valve to release any moisture
trapped.
CAUTION: Do not depress the check
valve with a sharp tool, it may damage
the seal.
CAUTION: Do not depress the check
valve when performing an air data test,
damage to the instruments may result.
Standby Altimeter
The Standby Altimeter is located in the P1
panel to the right of the Captain's Vertical
Speed Indicator. It uses the Alternate
Static ports to indicate the barometric altitude. The indicator has a BARO knob to
adjust the altimeter for the atmospheric
pressure setting. There is a window for
inches of mercury (IN/HG) and millibar
(MB) barometric settings. A number drum
represents thousands of feet and the

pointer represents hundreds of feet. One
complete revolution is one thousand feet
and the dial is scaled in twenty feet increments. There is a Altimeter Vibrator for
the Standby Altimeter, it is on when the C/
B is closed. When the BARO knob is set
to the current pressure setting, the altimeter should read airport altitude above sea
level.
NOTE: There are no fault flags on the
Standby Altimeter.
Standby Airspeed Indicator
The Standby Airspeed Indicator is located
in the P1 panel between the Captain's
Altimeter and the Standby Attitude Indicator (SAI). It is connected to the Alternate
Static Ports and the No. 2 Aux Pitot probe
(lower left), to indicate airspeed of the aircraft. The indicator reads out in knots with
the scale starting at 60 and ending at 470
knots.
NOTE: There are no fault flags for the
Standby Airspeed Indicator.
NOTE: The scale changes increments
on the Standby Airspeed Indicator, care
should be taken when reading the indication.

Drain Fittings
There are several drain fittings located in
the nose wheel well and the E&E compartment. These are used to drain excess water
that may be trapped in the pitot/static
lines. They are anodized fittings in which
the caps are used to cover a check valve,
the end of the cap can be used to unseat
the check valve to release any moisture
trapped.
CAUTION: Do not depress the check
valve with a sharp tool, it may damage
the seal.
CAUTION: Do not depress the check
valve when performing an air data test,
damage to the instruments may result.
Standby Altimeter
The Standby Altimeter is located in the P1
panel to the right of the Captain's Vertical
Speed Indicator. It uses the Alternate
Static ports to indicate the barometric altitude. The indicator has a BARO knob to
adjust the altimeter for the atmospheric
pressure setting. There is a window for
inches of mercury (IN/HG) and millibar
(MB) barometric settings. A number drum
represents thousands of feet and the

pointer represents hundreds of feet. One
complete revolution is one thousand feet
and the dial is scaled in twenty feet increments. There is a Altimeter Vibrator for
the Standby Altimeter, it is on when the C/
B is closed. When the BARO knob is set
to the current pressure setting, the altimeter should read airport altitude above sea
level.
NOTE: There are no fault flags on the
Standby Altimeter.
Standby Airspeed Indicator
The Standby Airspeed Indicator is located
in the P1 panel between the Captain's
Altimeter and the Standby Attitude Indicator (SAI). It is connected to the Alternate
Static Ports and the No. 2 Aux Pitot probe
(lower left), to indicate airspeed of the aircraft. The indicator reads out in knots with
the scale starting at 60 and ending at 470
knots.
NOTE: There are no fault flags for the
Standby Airspeed Indicator.
NOTE: The scale changes increments
on the Standby Airspeed Indicator, care
should be taken when reading the indication.
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEM
The Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS) provides the functions of navigation, lateral navigation (LNAV), vertical
guidance (VNAV), flight planning, and
aircraft performance optimization. The
FMCS calculates the minimum cost flight
profiles for climb, cruise, and descent,
which may be used by the DFCS and the
autothrottle for automatic flight control.
The Flight Management Computer (FMC)
performs most of these functions and is
used to perform BITE tests of the FMC,
EFIS, DFCS, IRS and Autothrottle systems.
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The system consists of a Flight Management Computer (FMC) and two Control
Display Units (CDU). The principle aircraft systems that interface with the FMCS
are:
Engine Bleed Air Compression Control
System
Autopilot/Flight Director System
Auto throttle System
Digital Stall Warning System
Ground Proximity Warning System
Fuel Quantity Indicating System
Wing Thermal Anti-ice System
Nose Cowl Anti-ice System
Variable Bleed Valve System
Engine Tachometer System
Air Data System
Electronic Flight Instrument System
Inertial Reference System
VOR/ILS Navigation System
Distance Measuring System

34-101

FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEM
The Flight Management Computer System
(FMCS) provides the functions of navigation, lateral navigation (LNAV), vertical
guidance (VNAV), flight planning, and
aircraft performance optimization. The
FMCS calculates the minimum cost flight
profiles for climb, cruise, and descent,
which may be used by the DFCS and the
autothrottle for automatic flight control.
The Flight Management Computer (FMC)
performs most of these functions and is
used to perform BITE tests of the FMC,
EFIS, DFCS, IRS and Autothrottle systems.
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Auto throttle System
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Ground Proximity Warning System
Fuel Quantity Indicating System
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CDU
The two Control Display Units (CDU) are
located in the P9 forward electronics
panel, one on each side. The CDUs are
identical and either may be used to enter
or obtain information from the FMCS.
The unit has a CRT screen and a keyboard
with alpha, numeric and function keys.
Along each side of the CRT are Line
Select Keys (LSK) which are used to
select and enter information.
34-102and
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FMC
The Flight Management Computer is
located in the E1-2 rack. The FMC performs the computations required to generate N1 limits, and airspeed commands, as
well as lateral (LNAV) and vertical
(VNAV) steering inputs to the autopilot.
The FMC also includes a navigational
database, a performance database, and an
operational program.
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Autoflight Status Annunciator
The Autoflight Status Annunciators are
located on the P1 and P3 panels inboard of
each EADI. It has three warning lights
with push-to-reset feature. A TEST switch
has three positions, a neutral spring loaded
center position, and positions 1 and 2.
These test positions check the amber lights
(1) and red lights (2). The FMC light is
amber and illuminates if there is an alert
message on the CDU or a FMC failure.

A/P

A/T FMC

P/RST

P/RST

P/RST

1
2
TEST

Status Annunciator
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OPERATION
Position Updating
The FMC determines its position on the
earth by using DME distances to triangulate its position. The FMC can automatically tune to the best DME stations for
triangulation based on the geometry.
Auto-tuning
When the NAV Tuning Panel is selected
to the AUTO mode, the FMC provides the
DME and VOR system with frequencies
to tune to, which it has determined are the
best stations to tune to for DME position
updating. The FMC chooses the best stations to use based on geometry for triangulation.
Agility tuning
When the FMC detects a malfunction in a
DME system or if one system is being
manually tuned, the other DME system
will go into agility tuning is selected in the
AUTO mode. Agility tuning is where one
DME system tunes to two or more stations
to best triangulate the aircraft's position, it
switches between DME stations at 5 second intervals. The FMC provides the
DME system with the proper frequencies
to use.
Maintenance Practices
Database Loading
Loading of the Navigational Database
occurs every 28 days. The use of a Data
Base Loader (DBL) is necessary. The
DBL has a floppy disk with the database
information on it. The DBL is connected
to a connector in the flight deck and the
information is down loaded into the FMC.
NOTE: Power must be removed from
the FMC when connecting or disconnecting the DBL.
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Autoflight Status Annunciator
The Autoflight Status Annunciators are
located on the P1 and P3 panels inboard of
each EADI. It has three warning lights
with push-to-reset feature. A TEST switch
has three positions, a neutral spring loaded
center position, and positions 1 and 2.
These test positions check the amber lights
(1) and red lights (2). The FMC light is
amber and illuminates if there is an alert
message on the CDU or a FMC failure.
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OPERATION
Position Updating
The FMC determines its position on the
earth by using DME distances to triangulate its position. The FMC can automatically tune to the best DME stations for
triangulation based on the geometry.
Auto-tuning
When the NAV Tuning Panel is selected
to the AUTO mode, the FMC provides the
DME and VOR system with frequencies
to tune to, which it has determined are the
best stations to tune to for DME position
updating. The FMC chooses the best stations to use based on geometry for triangulation.
Agility tuning
When the FMC detects a malfunction in a
DME system or if one system is being
manually tuned, the other DME system
will go into agility tuning is selected in the
AUTO mode. Agility tuning is where one
DME system tunes to two or more stations
to best triangulate the aircraft's position, it
switches between DME stations at 5 second intervals. The FMC provides the
DME system with the proper frequencies
to use.
Maintenance Practices
Database Loading
Loading of the Navigational Database
occurs every 28 days. The use of a Data
Base Loader (DBL) is necessary. The
DBL has a floppy disk with the database
information on it. The DBL is connected
to a connector in the flight deck and the
information is down loaded into the FMC.
NOTE: Power must be removed from
the FMC when connecting or disconnecting the DBL.
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BITE
The BITE tests for DFCS, A/T, EFIS, IRS
and the FMC go through the FMC by
using the CDUs. The FMC BITE is
accessed by going to the MAINT BITE
INDEX page on the CDU, then selecting
FMCS. The selections of the FMCS BITE
are INFLT FAULTS, CDU TEST, SENSORS, DISCRETES, FIXED OUTPUTS,
PERF FACTOR, and IRS MONITOR.
NOTE: Engineering codes 100 and 300
may be used with some of the FMCS
BITE information.
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Inflt Fault
This display provides failure history for
applicable LRUs for the past nine flights
and since landing.
CDU Test
Provides selection of CDU keyboard test
and CDU display test.
Sensors
Provides sensor status of all sensor inputs
to the FMC. Can show OK, FAIL or
TEST.
Discretes
Provides the analog discrete inputs into
the FMC.
Fixed Outputs
Provides specified parameters to Thrust
Mode Annunciator Panel.
PERF Factor
Provides information on the Performance
Factors page.
IRS Monitor
Provides the IRS position error rate in
nautical miles.
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STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATOR
Location: Center Instrument Panel
G/S Flag
Indicates glide slope input is unreliable.
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STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATOR
Location: Center Instrument Panel
G/S Flag
Indicates glide slope input is unreliable.

Gyro Flag
Indicates attitude is unreliable.

Glide Slope Bar and Scale
Indicates glide slope position with respect
to airplane.

Glide Slope Bar and Scale
Indicates glide slope position with
respect to airplane.
30

G

30

20

S

Airplane Symbol
Indicates airplane attitude in relation to
the horizon.

10

10

G

20

S

30

OFF
ILS

Airplane Symbol
Indicates airplane attitude in relation to the
horizon.

10

10

20
ILS

20

C
LO

B/CRS

Caging Knob
Erects gyro in pitch and roll when
pulled

ILS

30

ILS

B/CRS

OFF

C

LO

OFF/ILS/BCRS Selector
OFF - Retracts glide slope and localizer
bars from view.
ILS - Activates glide slope and localizer
bars and flags. ILS signals re provided
by the No. 1 VHF NAV receiver.
B/CRS - Reverses sensing of localizer
bar for back course approach.

STANDBY MAGNETIC COMPASS
Location: Windshield Center Post

STANDBY MAGNETIC COMPASS
Location: Windshield Center Post

Compass Card
Indicates heading of airplane relative to
magnetic north.

Compass Card
Indicates heading of airplane relative to
magnetic north.
30 W 24 2

30 W 24 2

Light Switch
Turns on Compass Light

Light Switch
Turns on Compass Light

Introduction

Caging Knob
Erects gyro in pitch and roll when pulled

Localizer Bar and Scale
Indicates localizer position with respect to
LOC Flag
Indicates localizer input is unreliable airplane. No VOR information available.

LOC Flag
Localizer Bar and Scale
Indicates localizer input is unreliable Indicates localizer position with
respect to airplane. No VOR information available.
OFF/ILS/BCRS Selector
OFF - Retracts glide slope and localizer
bars from view.
ILS - Activates glide slope and localizer
bars and flags. ILS signals re provided
by the No. 1 VHF NAV receiver.
B/CRS - Reverses sensing of localizer
bar for back course approach.
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Gyro Flag
Indicates attitude is unreliable.
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RADIO DISTANCE MAGNETIC
INDICATOR (RDMI)
Location: Capt. and F/O Instrument Panel

RADIO DISTANCE MAGNETIC
INDICATOR (RDMI)
Location: Capt. and F/O Instrument Panel

DME Indicators
Searches maximum of 300 nm for all
DME stations.
Warning Flag - Indicates electrical power
lost, or invalid DME receiver.
Dashes - Indicates DME receiver powered
but not receiving a DME station, or FMC
is agility tuning.

DME Indicators
Searches maximum of 300 nm for all
DME stations.
Warning Flag - Indicates electrical power
lost, or invalid DME receiver.
Dashes - Indicates DME receiver powered
but not receiving a DME station, or FMC
is agility tuning.

3 6

ADF/VOR Bearing Pointer Switches
Push to select bearing pointer source as
ADF or VOR. Selection annunciated
above switch. No. 1 switch operates even
though a No. 1 ADF is not installed
(except on overwater airplanes).

34-106

Bearing Pointer No.
2 Warning Flag
VOR Mode - Indicates
unreliable VHF NAV
signal or power failure.
ADF Mode - Indicates
power failure.

F
AD

AD

F

27

0

12 15
21 24

Bearing Pointer
No. 1 Warning Flag
VOR Mode - Indicates VHF NAV signal unreliable or
power failure.

DME-2

G

HD

9

F

OCT 99

DME-1

AD

30 33

F
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Bearing Pointers
Narrow Pointer Uses signals from the
VHF Nav 1.
Wide Pointer - Uses
signals from the VHF
Nav 2 or ADF 2.

1250 1558

18

21 24

3 6

12 15

18

9

ADF/VOR Bearing Pointer Switches
Push to select bearing pointer source as
ADF or VOR. Selection annunciated
above switch. No. 1 switch operates even
though a No. 1 ADF is not installed
(except on overwater airplanes).

34-106and

DME-2

G

HD

HDG Warning Flag
Indicates
invalid
compass signal or
power failure.

0

DME-1

AD

Bearing Pointer
No. 1 Warning Flag
VOR Mode - Indicates VHF NAV signal unreliable or
power failure.

1250 1558

30 33

HDG Warning Flag
Indicates
invalid
compass signal or
power failure.

Bearing Pointer No.
2 Warning Flag
VOR Mode - Indicates unreliable VHF
NAV signal or power
failure.
ADF Mode - Indicates power failure.

27

B737-322/522
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NAVIGATION

Bearing Pointers
Narrow Pointer - Uses
signals from the VHF
Nav 1.
Wide Pointer - Uses
signals from the VHF
Nav 2 or ADF 2.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EFIS CONTROL PANEL
Location: Control Pedestal
DH REF Indicator
Dispays selected decision height.
Defaults to 200 feet.
Selected DH is also displayed on ADI (unless a
negative number is
selected).

EFIS CONTROL PANEL
Location: Control Pedestal
DH REF Indicator
Dispays selected decision height.
Defaults to 200 feet.
Selected DH is also displayed on ADI (unless
a negative number is
selected).

ADI
DH REF

FULL
VOR/ILS

BRT

HSI

RANGE

EXP
VOR/ILS

160 320
80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

WXR

PLAN

ON

RST

DH Selector
Selects desired decision
height for DH alerting.

BRT

VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

ON

ON

BRT

HSI

160 320
80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

MAP
VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

and
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ON

Introduction

ON

ON

WPT

ON

HSI

RANGE

EXP
VOR/ILS

80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

DH Selector
Selects desired decision
height for DH alerting.

ON

BRT

VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

ON

WXR Radar Switch
Displays
detected
weather or test pattern
on HSIs when pushed
in depending on position of the WX radar
function selector.

34-107

ON

HSI Brightness Knobs
Outer Knob - Adjusts
HSI brightness.
Inner Knob - Adjusts
weather radar brightness.

FULL
VOR/ILS

BRT

HSI

RANGE

EXP
VOR/ILS

80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

MAP

OCT 99

ON

ON

ON

ADI BRT Knob
Adjusts brightness of
ADI display
RANGE Selector
Selects range displayed in HSI in nautical miles.
In MAP, CTR MAP
and PLAN: selects
map range.
In EXP FOR/ILS,
MAP, and CTR MAP:
selects radar range and
map range if applicable.

C

VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

ON

ON

TF

ON

ON

ON

WPT

160 320

WXR

PLAN

RST
BRT

C

TF

WXR

PLAN

DH RST (Reset) Button
When pushed:
Resets DH alert when
pushed. Changes RA
display from yellow to
white.

ADI
DH REF

160 320

MAP

C

WXR

PLAN

BRT

TF

ON

ON

ON

RANGE

EXP
VOR/ILS

RST
BRT

ON

WPT

ADI BRT Knob
Adjusts brightness of
ADI display
RANGE Selector
Selects range displayed in HSI in nautical miles.
In MAP, CTR MAP
and PLAN: selects
map range.
In EXP FOR/ILS,
MAP, and CTR MAP:
selects radar range and
map range if applicable.

HSI Brightness Knobs
Outer Knob - Adjusts
HSI brightness.
Inner Knob - Adjusts
weather radar brightness.

FULL
VOR/ILS

ON

FULL
VOR/ILS

RST

MAP

DH RST (Reset) Button
When pushed:
Resets DH alert when
pushed. Changes RA
display from yellow to
white.

ADI
DH REF

C

TF

ADI
DH REF

WPT

ON

WXR Radar Switch
Displays
detected
weather or test pattern
on HSIs when pushed
in depending on position of the WX radar
function selector.
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EFIS CONTROL PANEL
Location: Control Pedestal

ADI
DH REF

FULL
VOR/ILS

BRT

HSI

RANGE

EXP
VOR/ILS

160 320
80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

TFC
Pushing the TFC
button enables or
inhibits the display of traffic on
the HSI

EFIS CONTROL PANEL
Location: Control Pedestal

ADI
DH REF

BRT

ON

ON

RANGE
80

MAP

40

CTR
MAP

20
10

BRT

WPT

ON

160 320

TFC
Pushing the TFC
button enables or
inhibits the display of traffic on
the HSI

C

TF

WXR

PLAN

ON

RST

MAP
VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

ON

HSI

EXP
VOR/ILS

C

ON

ON

FULL
VOR/ILS

TF

WXR

PLAN

RST
BRT
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MAP
VOR/ADF NAV AID ARPT RTE DATA

ON

ON

ON

ON

WPT

ON

MAP Switches
Displays respective background data/symbols on HSI when
selected. Multiple options can be selected simultaneously. White
"ON" light (in switch) illuminates when selected.

MAP Switches
Displays respective background data/symbols on HSI when selected.
Multiple options can be selected simultaneously. White "ON" light (in
switch) illuminates when selected.

VOR/ADF - Displays vectors to VOR-1, VOR-2, ADF-2. A usable
station must be selected and valid data received for the ADF vector
to appear.

VOR/ADF - Displays vectors to VOR-1, VOR-2, ADF-2. A usable station must be selected and valid data received for the ADF vector to
appear.

NAV AID (Nav aids) - Displays high altitude navigation aids if in
MAP mode with ranges 80, 160, or 320 nm selected, and displays
all nav aids with ranges 10, 20, or 40 nm selected.

NAV AID (Nav aids) - Displays high altitude navigation aids if in
MAP mode with ranges 80, 160, or 320 nm selected, and displays all
nav aids with ranges 10, 20, or 40 nm selected.

ARPT (Airports) - Displays all airports stored in FMC data base
and within HSI MAP mode viewing area. Depicted airports have a
minimum of one runway that is at least 5000 feet long.

ARPT (Airports) - Displays all airports stored in FMC data base and
within HSI MAP mode viewing area. Depicted airports have a minimum of one runway that is at least 5000 feet long.

RTE DATA (Route data) - Displays altitude constraint (if applicable) and ETA for each waypoint along active route.

RTE DATA (Route data) - Displays altitude constraint (if applicable)
and ETA for each waypoint along active route.

WPT (Waypoints) - Displays the waypoints in FMC data base
which are not in flight plan route if selected range is 40 nm or less.

WPT (Waypoints) - Displays the waypoints in FMC data base which
are not in flight plan route if selected range is 40 nm or less.

34-108and
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EFIS TRANSFER AND LIGHTING
Location: Forward Overhead Panel

EFIS TRANSFER AND LIGHTING
Location: Forward Overhead Panel

EFI
BOTH
ON 1

BOTH
ON 2

EFI Switch
Provides a means to switch
either Electronic Flight Instrument displays to the opposite
symbol generator should the
normal symbol generator fail.
Only the respective EFIS control panel will be operative.

EFI
BOTH
ON 1
NORMAL

NORMAL

Location: Capt. and F/O Instrument Panel

ALTITUDE
ALERT

ADI

Location: Capt. and F/O Instrument Panel
INSTR SWITCH Light
ON - Indicates one or both of
the instrument transfer switches
(EFI or IRS) has been moved
out to the normal position.

INSTR
SWITCH

HSI

ALTITUDE
ALERT

ADI

HSI

Integral Light Sensors
Provide automatic control of
EFIS ADI and HSI display
brightness as a function of
ambient light striking the face
of the display unit.

Location: Glare Shield
Remote Light Sensor
Provides automatic adjustment
of EFIS ADI and HSI display
brightness, as a function of
ambient light coming through
the forward windows,

Introduction

INSTR SWITCH Light
ON - Indicates one or both of
the
instrument
transfer
switches (EFI or IRS) has been
moved out to the normal position.

INSTR
SWITCH

Integral Light Sensors
Provide automatic control of
EFIS ADI and HSI display
brightness as a function of
ambient light striking the face
of the display unit.

Location: Glare Shield
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BOTH
ON 2

EFI Switch
Provides a means to switch
either Electronic Flight Instrument displays to the opposite
symbol generator should the
normal symbol generator fail.
Only the respective EFIS control panel will be operative.

34-109

Remote Light Sensor
Provides automatic adjustment
of EFIS ADI and HSI display
brightness, as a function of
ambient light coming through
the forward windows,
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ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR
INDICATOR (EADI)
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR
INDICATOR (EADI)
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Bank Indicator and Scale (White)
From fixed pointer reference, scale marks
are at 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 degrees.

TCAS Pitch Guidance
Presentation
Indicates with red outlines
areas of possible conflict to
be avoided.
Controlling the airplane
pitch, to avoid these areas,
provides adequate vertical
separation from conflicting
traffic.

Airplane Symbol (Gray)
Indicates airplane attitude
with reference to the IRS
horizon.

MCP SPD ALT HOLD

VOR/LOC

CMD

20
20
340

10
10

Bank Indicator and Scale (White)
From fixed pointer reference, scale marks
are at 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 degrees.

TCAS Pitch Guidance
Presentation
Indicates with red outlines
areas of possible conflict to
be avoided.
Controlling the airplane
pitch, to avoid these areas,
provides adequate vertical
separation from conflicting traffic.

320

MCP SPD ALT HOLD

20
20
340

10
10
320

10

10
280

10

280

10

.750

.750

Systems Introduction

CMD

300

300

34-111and

VOR/LOC

31 32

31 32

Current Mach (White)
Displayed when Mach increases above
.40 Mach.
Display is blanked when Mach decreases
below .38 Mach.

Airplane Symbol (Gray)
Indicates airplane attitude
with reference to the IRS
horizon.

Horizon and Pitch Scale (White)
Indicates the IRS horizon relative the airplane symbol. Pitch scale is in 2.5 degree
increments

OCT 99

Current Mach (White)
Displayed when Mach increases above .40
Mach.
Display is blanked when Mach decreases
below .38 Mach.

34-111

Horizon and Pitch Scale (White)
Indicates the IRS horizon relative the airplane symbol. Pitch scale is in 2.5 degree
increments
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ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR
INDICATOR (EADI)
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR
INDICATOR (EADI)
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

DH (Decision Height) (Green)
Displays selected decision height as set on the EFIS control
panel.
Blank when negative DH is selected.
Display changes to large yellow DH that momentarily
flashes when descending through the decision height.
Alert is reset automatically if airplane climbs 75 feet or more
above selected DH, after landing, or manually by pressing
the RST switch on the EFIS control panel.

DH (Decision Height) (Green)
Displays selected decision height as set on the EFIS control
panel.
Blank when negative DH is selected.
Display changes to large yellow DH that momentarily flashes
when descending through the decision height.
Alert is reset automatically if airplane climbs 75 feet or more
above selected DH, after landing, or manually by pressing the
RST switch on the EFIS control panel.

MCP SPD

Pitch Limit Symbol
(Yellow)
Indicates pitch attitude
corresponding to stick
shaker activation. Displayed with the flaps
extended.

G/S

VOR/LOC

MCP SPD

CMD

Pitch Limit Symbol
(Yellow)
Indicates pitch attitude
corresponding to stick
shaker activation. Displayed with the flaps
extended.

20

180

20
10

160

10

1
140
9
R

120

10
10

100

Flight Director Command Bars (Magenta)
Displays flight director
pitch and roll commands.

10

160

10

1
140
9
R

120

10

DH200

1700

1700

Flight Director Command Bars (Magenta)
Displays flight director
pitch and roll commands.
Slip Indicator

Radio Altitude (White)
Displays radio altitude below 2500 feet AGL.
Blank above 2500 feet AGL.
Changes color from white to yellow when below
selected DH on descent.
Changes to white when passing selected DH plus 75
feet during go-around, after touchdown, or after pressing RST Switch on EFIS Control Panel.

Radio Altitude (White)
Displays radio altitude below 2500 feet AGL.
Blank above 2500 feet AGL.
Changes color from white to yellow when below
selected DH on descent.
Changes to white when passing selected DH plus 75
feet during go-around, after touchdown, or after
pressing RST Switch on EFIS Control Panel.

Introduction

CMD

20

10

DH200

VOR/LOC
20

180

100

Slip Indicator
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EADI ILS INDICATIONS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels

EADI ILS INDICATIONS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels
Rising Runway Symbol (Green)
Displayed when localizer pointer is in
view and radio altitude is valid.
Rises towards airplane when radio altitude
is below 200 feet AGL.

Rising Runway Symbol (Green)
Displayed when localizer pointer is in view
and radio altitude is valid.
Rises towards airplane when radio altitude
is below 200 feet AGL.

MCP SPD

G/S

VOR/LOC

CMD

MCP SPD

20

180

10

160

1
140
9

10
10

1
140
9

R

R

120

120

10
10

100

10
10

DH200

100

1700

Localizer Pointer and Deviation Scale
(Magenta/White)
Pointer indicates localizer position.
Scale indicates deviation.
When LOC is engaged and deviation is
slightly more than one half dot, scale
expands.
Pointer is blanked when ILS LOC signal
is too weak to be usable.
34-113and

CMD

20

160

10

VOR/LOC
20

180

20

G/S

Systems Introduction

DH200

1700

Glide Slope Pointer and Deviation
Scale (Magenta/White)
Pointer indicates glideslope position.
Scale indicates deviation.
Pointer is not displayed when the glide
slope signal is unusable or when track
and the front course on the MCP differ
by more than 90°.

OCT 99

Localizer Pointer and Deviation Scale
(Magenta/White)
Pointer indicates localizer position.
Scale indicates deviation.
When LOC is engaged and deviation is
slightly more than one half dot, scale
expands.
Pointer is blanked when ILS LOC signal is
too weak to be usable.
34-113

Glide Slope Pointer and Deviation Scale
(Magenta/White)
Pointer indicates glideslope position.
Scale indicates deviation.
Pointer is not displayed when the glide
slope signal is unusable or when track and
the front course on the MCP differ by
more than 90°.
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EADI SPEED TAPE DISPLAY
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels

EADI SPEED TAPE DISPLAY
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels

160

V1
128

140

12 32

R
1

100
90

220

160

18 32

VR (Rotation speed) (Green)
Displayed after manual entry on the FMC/
CDU TAKEOFF REF page.

12 32

V1 (Decision speed) (Green)
Symbol replaces digital V1 display when
the V1 speed is within the displayed range.

100

140
134

Introduction

V1 (Decision speed) (Green)
Displayed after manual entry on the FMC/
CDU TAKEOFF REF page.
Displayed in this location during initial
takeoff roll when V1 is beyond the displayed range.
FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)

R
1

VR (Rotation speed) (Green)
Displayed after manual entry on the FMC/
CDU TAKEOFF REF page.
V1 (Decision speed) (Green)
Symbol replaces digital V1 display when
the V1 speed is within the displayed range.

90

Speed Tape Scale (White)
Scrolls up and down in response to the Air
Data Computer Calibrated airspeed.
Range is 45 to 420 knots.

Speed Tape Scale (White)
Scrolls up and down in response to the Air
Data Computer Calibrated airspeed.
Range is 45 to 420 knots.

Flaps Up Maneuvering Speed (Green)
Displayed when flaps are up.

Flaps Up Maneuvering Speed (Green)
Displayed when flaps are up.

220

Airspeed Trend Arrow (Green)
Tip of arrow depicts predicted airspeed
within the next ten seconds based on
present airspeed and acceleration.

18 32
160

FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)
Displayed in this location when the FMC/
MCP command speed is below displayed
range.
34-114

Rolling Digits Display (White)
Indicates current airspeed.
Position is fixed relative to EADI display.

200

Airspeed Trend Arrow (Green)
Tip of arrow depicts predicted airspeed
within the next ten seconds based on
present airspeed and acceleration.

160

V1
128

140

FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)

Rolling Digits Display (White)
Indicates current airspeed.
Position is fixed relative to EADI display.

200
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V1 (Decision speed) (Green)
Displayed after manual entry on the FMC/
CDU TAKEOFF REF page.
Displayed in this location during initial
takeoff roll when V1 is beyond the displayed range.

140
134
OCT 99

FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)
Displayed in this location when the FMC/
MCP command speed is below displayed
range.
34-114
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EADI SPEED TAPE DISPLAY
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EADI SPEED TAPE DISPLAY
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

250
180
F
160

15 32
140

FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)
Displayed in this location when the FMC/MCP
Command speed is above displayed range.

250
180
F

Minimum Flap Retraction Speed (Green)
Display on speed tape during takeoff or goaround.

160

15 32
140

Minimum Maneuver Speed (Yellow)
Top of yellow bar indicates minimum maneuver
speed.

120

120

Stick Shaker Speed (Red and Black)
Top of barber pole indicates speed at which stick
shaker is activated.

15 32
140
R
120
134

340

320

31 32
300
280

34-115and

180

Placard Speed (Red and Black)
Indicates gear placard speed or flap extended
placard speed for selected flap position, as applicable.

160

15 32
140
R
120
134

VREF Speed (Green)
Indicates the VREF speed fro the landing flap
configuration as selected on the FMC/CDU
APPROACH REF page.

340

320

MAX Operating Speed (Red and Black)
Indicates Vmo/Mmo.

31 32
300

High Speed Buffet Limit
Bottom of hollow yellow bar indicates speed that
provides .3G maneuver margin to high speed buffet at high altitudes.

OCT 99

Placard Speed (Red and Black)
Indicates gear placard speed or flap extended
placard speed for selected flap position, as applicable.

160

Next Flap Position Placard Speed (Yellow)
Bottom of hollow yellow bar indicates the flap
extended placard speed for the next normal flap
position.
Displayed during flap extension.

Systems Introduction

Minimum Flap Retraction Speed (Green)
Display on speed tape during takeoff or goaround.
Minimum Maneuver Speed (Yellow)
Top of yellow bar indicates minimum maneuver
speed.

Stick Shaker Speed (Red and Black)
Top of barber pole indicates speed at which stick
shaker is activated.
180

FMC/MCP Command Speed (Magenta)
Displayed in this location when the FMC/MCP
Command speed is above displayed range.

280

34-115

Next Flap Position Placard Speed (Yellow)
Bottom of hollow yellow bar indicates the flap
extended placard speed for the next normal flap
position.
Displayed during flap extension.
VREF Speed (Green)
Indicates the VREF speed fro the landing flap
configuration as selected on the FMC/CDU
APPROACH REF page.
MAX Operating Speed (Red and Black)
Indicates Vmo/Mmo.
High Speed Buffet Limit
Bottom of hollow yellow bar indicates speed that
provides .3G maneuver margin to high speed buffet
at
high
altitudes.
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EADI FAILURE FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EADI FAILURE FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

ATT Flag
Attitude display
has failed.
FD Flag
Pitch and/or roll flight
director commands
have failed.

SEL SPD
Command speed symbol and
displays are inopertive.
SEL SPD
V1
INOP

V1 INOP
V1 display is
inopertive.

ATT Flag
Attitude display
has failed.

ATT

SPD Flag
Fast/ Slow associated
with stick shaker, and
maximum operating
speeds have failed.

S
P
D

SG FAIL

SPD
LIM

MACH

MACH Flag
Mach number
display has failed.

SEL SPD
Command speed symbol and
displays are inopertive.
V1 INOP
V1 display is
inopertive.

FD

SPD Flag
Fast/ Slow associated
with stick shaker, and
maximum operating
speeds have failed.

DH
RA
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SEL SPD
V1
INOP

LOC

MACH Flag
Mach number
display has failed.

RA Flag
Radio altitude
display has failed.

FD

ATT
S
P
D

SG FAIL

SPD
LIM

MACH

DH Flag
Selected decision height
display has failed.
SG FAIL
The selected synbol
generator has failed.

FD Flag
Pitch and/or roll flight
director commands
have failed.

DH
RA
LOC

RA Flag
Radio altitude
display has failed.
DH Flag
Selected decision height
display has failed.

SG FAIL
The selected synbol
generator has failed.

LOC Flag
Localizer deviation display on
the ADI has failed.

34-116
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LOC Flag
Localizer deviation display on
the ADI has failed.
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EHSI FULL VOR MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI FULL VOR MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Drift Angle Pointer

Drift Angle Pointer
Course Deviation Indication
and Scale

DME 13.5
13.5
DME
TAS 300
148
TAS

Course Deviation Indication
and Scale

DME 13.5
13.5
DME
TAS 300
148
TAS

GS140
140
GS
HDG
HDG

127
127

1122

GS140
140
GS

M
M

HDG
HDG

Airplane Symbol

127
127

1122

1155

99

M
M

Airplane Symbol
1155

99
66

3300

33
00

00

2277

2277

3333

FROM
117˚/20
117˚/20
ILS 11
ILS

110.10
110.10

3300

3333

TO/FROM Indicators

Systems Introduction

Heading Bug

24

24

FROM
117˚/20
117˚/20
ILS 11
ILS

34-117and

21

21

33

66

18

18

Heading Bug

110.10
110.10

TO/FROM Indicators
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI FULL ILS MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI FULL ILS MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Reference ILS DME Distance

Reference ILS DME Distance

True Airspeed

True Airspeed
Current Heading

Current Heading

Drift Angle Pointer

Groundspeed

Groundspeed

DME 13.5
DME
TAS 148
TAS

DME 13.5
DME
TAS 148
TAS

GS
GS140
140

12

15

15

9

Glide Slope Pointer
and Scale

6

18

3

2244

2244

00

3

21

21

33

27

30

33
117˚/20
117˚/20
ILS 11
ILS

Glide Slope Pointer
and Scale

18

9

00

M
M

6

12

127

117˚/20
117˚/20
ILS 11
ILS

110.10
110.10

30

127

GS
GS140
140

HDG

M
M

27

HDG

110.10
110.10

Reference ILS
Frequency

Reference ILS
Frequency

Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction

Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction
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Drift Angle Pointer
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI EXP VOR MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI EXP VOR MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Reference VOR DME Distance

True Airspeed
Current Heading

Reference VOR DME Distance

True Airspeed
Current Heading

Weather Radar Return

Groundspeed

DME 13.5
TAS 300

HDG

127

M

GS290

Groundspeed

ADF 2 Pointer

DME 13.5
TAS 300

Selected Course
Pointer

15

12

40

HDG

127

M

GS290

40

Course Deviation
Indication and Scale

Course Deviation
Indication and Scale
TO/FROM
Indication

FROM

FROM

117˚/20
VOR 2

113.90

Reference VOR
Frequency
Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction

34-119and
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ADF 2 Pointer
Selected Course
Pointer

15

12

TO/FROM
Indication

117˚/20
VOR 2

Weather Radar Return

113.90

Reference VOR
Frequency

Airplane Symbol
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Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction

34-119

Airplane Symbol
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI EXP ILS MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI EXP ILS MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Reference ILS DME Distance

Reference ILS DME Distance

True Airspeed
Current Heading

True Airspeed
Current Heading
Groundspeed

DME 13.5
TAS 148

HDG

127

M

DME 13.5
TAS 148

GS140

Selected Course
Pointer

15

12

Groundspeed

HDG

127

M

GS140

Selected Course
Pointer

15

12

Course Deviation
Indication and Scale

Course Deviation
Indication and Scale

40

40

Glide Slope Pointer
and Scale

117˚/20
ILS 1

Glide Slope Pointer
and Scale

117˚/20
ILS 1

110.10

Reference ILS
Frequency

Reference ILS
Frequency

Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction
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110.10

Wind Arrow/Speed
and Direction

34-120
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI MAP MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI MAP MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Current Heading Pointer

Current Heading Pointer

Current Magnetic Track
Active Waypoint
Distance

Groundspeed
ADF Pointer 2

True Airspeed

Weather Radar
Returns

Current Magnetic Track
Active Waypoint
Distance

25.5 NM
300

TRK

136

M

ADF Pointer 2

True Airspeed

1335.4Z
GS290

TAS

Groundspeed

Weather Radar
Returns

25.5 NM
300

15

12

ABC
40

DEF

FGHIJ
24000
15382

ABC
40

KLMNO
35000
13352

DEF

KLMNO
35000
13352

HIJ
117˚/20
ILS 1

2580

Wind Arrow/Speed
Direction

VNAV Deviation
Scale and Pointer

Systems Introduction

FGHIJ
24000
15382

NOP

Airplane Symbol

34-121and

1335.4Z
GS290
15

Track Line and
Range Scale

HIJ

Wind Arrow/Speed
Direction

M

ABCDE
10000
14022

NOP

117˚/20
ILS 1

136

12

ABCDE
10000
14022

Track Line and
Range Scale

TRK

TAS

2580

VNAV Deviation
Scale and Pointer
Airplane Symbol

OCT 99
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI CTR MAP MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI CTR MAP MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Active Waypoint Distance

Active Waypoint Distance

Current Heading Pointer

25.5 NM
300

136

TRK

M

Active Waypoint ETA

1335.4Z
GS290

TAS

15

Current Heading Pointer

25.5 NM
300

Selected Heading Bug
and Reference Line

136

TRK

M

1335.4Z
GS290

TAS

15

12

Selected Heading Bug
and Reference Line

12

18

18

40

40
KLM

KLM
KLMNO
35000
13352

9

9

KLMNO
35000
13352

DEF

DEF

Active Route

HIJ

Active Route

HIJ

XYZ

VWXYZ
QRS

XYZ

VWXYZ
QRS

2580

117˚/20
ILS 1
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI PLAN MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI PLAN MODE
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

Active Waypoint Information
Time and distance to the active
waypoint.

25.5 NM
TAS300

TRK

136

M

25.5 NM
TAS300

1335.4Z
GS290

Present Track

15

12

Active Waypoint Information
Time and distance to the active
waypoint.

32R

Present Track
Active Compass Rose

32R

EFGH

N

True North Pointer
Plan mode always depicts
true north up.

JKL

XYZ

ABC

Systems Introduction

1335.4Z
GS290

ABCD

True North Pointer
Plan mode always depicts
true north up.

XYZ

M

15

12

N

JKL

34-123and

136

Active Compass Rose

ABCD

EFGH

TRK

ABC
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI FAILURE INDICATIONS AND FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI FAILURE INDICATIONS AND FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EXCESS DATA Annunciation
Refresh rate of MAP display has
dropped below limit

EXCESS DATA Annunciation
Refresh rate of MAP display has
dropped below limit

TRK/HDG Flag
MAP Flag (CTR MAP mode)

TRK/HDG Flag
MAP Flag (CTR MAP mode)

TRK
HDG

TRK
HDG

SG Fail
Annunciator

SG Fail
Annunciator
MAP

MAP

VOR 1
VOR 2
EXCESS
MAP
DATA
V
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX T
XXXXXXXXXXXX
K
XXXXXXXXXXXX

VOR 1
VOR 2
EXCESS
MAP
DATA
V
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX T
XXXXXXXXXXXX
K
XXXXXXXXXXXX

VOR
LOC

VTK Flag
FMC vertical track
has failed

VOR
LOC

VOR or LOC
Flag (EXP VOR/
ILS mode)

VOR or LOC
Flag (EXP VOR/
ILS mode)

WXR Annunciations
WX FAIL - Weather radar has failed.
WXR WEAK - Weather radar calibration fault.
WX ATT - Attitude stabilization is inoperative.
WX STAB - Antenna stabilization is off.
WX DSPY - Loss of cooling or overheat condition has caused
weather display to blank

WXR Annunciations
WX FAIL - Weather radar has failed.
WXR WEAK - Weather radar calibration fault.
WX ATT - Attitude stabilization is inoperative.
WX STAB - Antenna stabilization is off.
WX DSPY - Loss of cooling or overheat condition has caused
weather display to blank
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VTK Flag
FMC vertical track
has failed

34-124
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

EHSI FAILURE INDICATIONS AND FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

EHSI FAILURE INDICATIONS AND FLAGS
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panel

VOR 1/2 (MAP or CTR MAP mode
with VOR/ADF map switch on.

VOR 1/2 (MAP or CTR MAP mode
with VOR/ADF map switch on.

TRK
HDG

TRK
HDG

MAP

MAP

VOR 1
VOR 2
EXCESS
MAP
DATA
V
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX T
XXXXXXXXXXXX
K
XXXXXXXXXXXX

VOR 1
VOR 2
EXCESS
MAP
DATA
V
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX T
XXXXXXXXXXXX
K
XXXXXXXXXXXX
VOR
LOC

VOR
LOC

Range Disagreement Annunciations
MAP/WXR RANGE DISAGREE Indicates selected range on the EFIS Control Panel is different than the MAP and
WXR display range.
MAP RANGE DISAGREE - Indicates
selected range on the EFIS Control Panel
is different than the MAP display range.
WXR RANGE DISAGREE - Indicates
selected range on the EFIS Control Panel
is different than the WXR display range.

34-125and
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Range Disagreement Annunciations
MAP/WXR RANGE DISAGREE - Indicates selected range on the EFIS Control
Panel is different than the MAP and WXR
display range.
MAP RANGE DISAGREE - Indicates
selected range on the EFIS Control Panel
is different than the MAP display range.
WXR RANGE DISAGREE - Indicates
selected range on the EFIS Control Panel
is different than the WXR display range.

MAP Flag (Map modes)
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MAP Flag (Map modes)
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The following symbols can be displayed on each HSI. General color presentation is as
follows:
Green (G) - Engaged flight mode displays, dynamic conditions.
White (W) - Present status situation, scales, armed flight mode displays.
Magenta (M) (pink) - Command information, pointers, symbols, fly-to condition
Blue (B) - Non-active or background information.
Red (R) - Warning.
Amber (A) - Caution information, faults, flags.

SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

MODE

200 NM
OR
DME 124

Distance Display
(W)

ALL

TrackOrientation (G)
Indicator (W)
and Reference (G)
TrackOrientation (G)
Indicator (W)
and Reference (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

TRK

062

M

HDG

263

M

Indicates number under indicator
pointer is a heading. Box displays
actual magnetic heading.

ETA Display
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Indicates FMC-calculated ETA for
the active waypoint based on
present groundspeed.

Selected Heading
Marker
(M)

ALL

Expanded
Compass Rose
(W)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Indicates approximately 70 degrees
of available 360 degree scale.

FULL
Compass Rose
(W)

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Indicates a full 360 degree scale.
Fixed reference marks are evenly
spaced at 45 degree intervals.

Heading Pointer
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN
FULL
VOR/
ILS

15

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EHSI SYMBOLOGY KEY
The following symbols can be displayed on each HSI. General color presentation is as
follows:
Green (G) - Engaged flight mode displays, dynamic conditions.
White (W) - Present status situation, scales, armed flight mode displays.
Magenta (M) (pink) - Command information, pointers, symbols, fly-to condition
Blue (B) - Non-active or background information.
Red (R) - Warning.
Amber (A) - Caution information, faults, flags.

SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

MODE

200 NM
OR
DME 124

Distance Display
(W)

ALL

TrackOrientation (G)
Indicator (W)
and Reference (G)
TrackOrientation (G)
Indicator (W)
and Reference (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

TRK

062

M

HDG

263

M

ETA Display
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Indicates FMC-calculated ETA for
the active waypoint based on
present groundspeed.

Selected Heading
Marker
(M)

ALL

Expanded
Compass Rose
(W)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Indicates approximately 70 degrees
of available 360 degree scale.

FULL
Compass Rose
(W)

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Indicates a full 360 degree scale.
Fixed reference marks are evenly
spaced at 45 degree intervals.

Indicates airplane heading when
selected mode has TRK orientation.

Heading Pointer
(W)

Indicates airplane’s present track.
Replaces track lilne when Full Rose
VOR/ILS is selected.

Drift Angle Pointer
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN
FULL
VOR/
ILS

0835.4Z

Indicates the heading set in the MCP.
A dashed line extends from the
marker to the airplane symbol for
ease in tracking the marker when it
is out of view.
15

12

12

9
5

3
0

9
5

27

33

30

34-126

30

3

24

24

0

21

21

Introduction

Indicates the heading set in the MCP.
A dashed line extends from the
marker to the airplane symbol for
ease in tracking the marker when it
is out of view.

15
18

18

33
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Indicates distance to next FMC
waypoint (NM) or tuned navaid
(DME).
Indicates number under indicator
pointer is a track. Box displays
actual magnetic track.
Indicates number under indicator
pointer is a heading. Box displays
actual magnetic heading.

15

Drift Angle Pointer
(W)

DESCRIPTION

VOR
ILS

27

12

Indicates distance to next FMC
waypoint (NM) or tuned navaid
(DME).
Indicates number under indicator
pointer is a track. Box displays
actual magnetic track.

VOR
ILS

0835.4Z

12

DESCRIPTION
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Indicates airplane heading when
selected mode has TRK orientation.
Indicates airplane’s present track.
Replaces track lilne when Full Rose
VOR/ILS is selected.
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SYMBOL

40

AMBOY

MODE

DESCRIPTION

Present Track
Line and
Range Scale
(W)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP

Predicts ground track that will
result with present heading and
winds. Displayed range value us 1/2
the actual selected range.

Waypoint
Active(M)
Inactive (W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Active - Represents the waypoint
airplane is currently navigating to.
Inactive - Represents a navigation
point making up the selected active
route.

Altitude Range Arc
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Airplane Symbol
(Expanded Rose)
(W)

Trend Vector
(W)

2850

1740

34-127and

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EHSI SYMBOLOGY KEY

NAME, COLOR

Airplane Symbol
(Expanded Rose)
(W)

NAME, COLOR

MODE

DESCRIPTION

Present Track
Line and
Range Scale
(W)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP

Predicts ground track that will
result with present heading and
winds. Displayed range value us 1/2
the actual selected range.

Waypoint
Active(M)
Inactive (W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Active - Represents the waypoint
airplane is currently navigating to.
Inactive - Represents a navigation
point making up the selected active
route.

When intersected with the track
line, predicts the point where the
reference altitude will be reached
assuming current vertical speed.

Altitude Range Arc
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

When intersected with the track
line, predicts the point where the
reference altitude will be reached
assuming current vertical speed.

Indicates current airplane position
at the apex of the triangle.

Airplane Symbol
(Expanded Rose)
(W)

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Indicates current airplane position
at the center of the airplane
symbol.

Airplane Symbol
(Expanded Rose)
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Predicts airplane directional trend
at the end of 30, 60 and 90 second
intervals. Based on bank angle and
ground speed. Three segments are
displayed when selected range is
greater than 20 NM; two segments
displayed on the 20 NM scale, and
one on the ten NM scale.

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Vertical Pointer
(M)
Deviation Scale
(W)
Numeric Display
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Glideslope Pointer
(M) and
Deviation Scale
(W)

FULL
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Systems Introduction
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SYMBOL

Displays vertical deviation from
selected vertical profile during
descent only. Scale indicates
+/- 400 feet deviation. Numeric
value is displayed when pointer
moves beyond the scale limits.
Pointer represents path, center of
scale represents aiplane position.

40

AMBOY

Trend Vector
(W)

2850

1740

Displays glideslope position and
deviation in ILS mode. Pointer not
displayed when track and front
course on the ILS panel differ by
more than 90 degrees.

OCT 99

34-127

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Indicates current airplane position
at the apex of the triangle.

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Indicates current airplane position
at the center of the airplane
symbol.

MAP
CTR
MAP

Predicts airplane directional trend
at the end of 30, 60 and 90 second
intervals. Based on bank angle and
ground speed. Three segments are
displayed when selected range is
greater than 20 NM; two segments
displayed on the 20 NM scale, and
one on the ten NM scale.

Vertical Pointer
(M)
Deviation Scale
(W)
Numeric Display
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Glideslope Pointer
(M) and
Deviation Scale
(W)

FULL
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays vertical deviation from
selected vertical profile during
descent only. Scale indicates
+/- 400 feet deviation. Numeric
value is displayed when pointer
moves beyond the scale limits.
Pointer represents path, center of
scale represents aiplane position.
Displays glideslope position and
deviation in ILS mode. Pointer not
displayed when track and front
course on the ILS panel differ by
more than 90 degrees.
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SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

MODE

DESCRIPTION

SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

MODE

DESCRIPTION

N

North Pointer
(G)

Indicates map background is
oriented and referenced true north.

N

PLAN

North Pointer
(G)

PLAN

Indicates map background is
oriented and referenced true north.

ALL

Vertical Profile
Points and
Indentifiers
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

ADF Bearing
Pointers (G)

ALL

Weather Radar
Returns
(G, Y, R, M)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP

Holding Pattern
Active (M)
Modification (W)
Inactive (B)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Airport Identifier
and Runway
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Appears when selected on CDU.
Available when HSI range is 80,
160 or 320 NM.

Airport Runway
Identifier
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Appears when selected on CDU.
Available when HSI range is 10,
20 or 40 NM. Dashed centerlines
extend outward 14.2 NM.

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

A fix reference radial is displayed
for each downtrack bearing
entered on the FMC/CDU FIX
INFO Page. A DME reference
circle is displayed for each distance
entered on the FMC/CDU FIX
INFO Page

165˚/45

165˚/45

T/C
S/C
T/D
E/D

HEAD
TAIL

KABC
22L

Indicates magnetic wind direction
with respect to the map display
orientation, and wind speed in knots.

Wind Direction
Arrow (W)
Wind Direction/
Speed (W)

22L
5

04

ABC

Selected Fix
Radial (G)
Selected Fix
DME Circle (G)

Represents an FMC-calculated
point and is labeled on the flight
plan path as follows:
T/C - Top of Climb
S/C - Step Climb
T/D - Top of Descent
E/D - End of Descent
Deceleration points have no identifier.
Indicates relative bearing to tuned
ADF station as received from the
respective ADF radio (ADF 1 on
overwater airplanes only).

T/D
E/D

HEAD
TAIL

Multicolored returns are presented
when either WXR ON switch is
pushed. Most intense areas are
displayed in red, lesser intensity in
amber, and least intense in green.
Areas of turbulence displayed in
magenta.
A fixed-size holding pattern appears
when it is part of the displayed FMC
route. When the holding waypoint
is active and the HSI range is 80 or
less and within 3 minutes, the displayed holding pattern changes to the
correct scale size.
KABC
22L

22L
5

04

ABC

40
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ALL

Vertical Profile
Points and
Indentifiers
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

ADF Bearing
Pointers (G)

ALL

Weather Radar
Returns
(G, Y, R, M)

EXP
VOR/
ILS
MAP
CTR
MAP

Holding Pattern
Active (M)
Modification (W)
Inactive (B)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Airport Identifier
and Runway
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Appears when selected on CDU.
Available when HSI range is 80,
160 or 320 NM.

Airport Runway
Identifier
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Appears when selected on CDU.
Available when HSI range is 10,
20 or 40 NM. Dashed centerlines
extend outward 14.2 NM.

Selected Fix
Radial (G)
Selected Fix
DME Circle (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

A fix reference radial is displayed
for each downtrack bearing
entered on the FMC/CDU FIX
INFO Page. A DME reference
circle is displayed for each distance
entered on the FMC/CDU FIX
INFO Page

T/C
S/C

Indicates magnetic wind direction
with respect to the map display
orientation, and wind speed in knots.

Wind Direction
Arrow (W)
Wind Direction/
Speed (W)

Represents an FMC-calculated
point and is labeled on the flight
plan path as follows:
T/C - Top of Climb
S/C - Step Climb
T/D - Top of Descent
E/D - End of Descent
Deceleration points have no identifier.
Indicates relative bearing to tuned
ADF station as received from the
respective ADF radio (ADF 1 on
overwater airplanes only).
Multicolored returns are presented
when either WXR ON switch is
pushed. Most intense areas are
displayed in red, lesser intensity in
amber, and least intense in green.
Areas of turbulence displayed in
magenta.
A fixed-size holding pattern appears
when it is part of the displayed FMC
route. When the holding waypoint
is active and the HSI range is 80 or
less and within 3 minutes, the displayed holding pattern changes to the
correct scale size.
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SYMBOL

070
250

KTEB
AMBOY
12000
0835Z

Selected Fix Circle
(G)
Symbol and
Indentifier
(B or G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

VOR (B, G)
DME/TACAN
(B, G)
VORTAC (B, G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Manually Tuned
Navaid
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Displays selected course and
reciprical when a navaid is manually
tuned.

Airport
(B)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

When the ARPT switch is on,
displays airports within the map
area. Origin and destination
airports are always displayed
independent of ARPT switch.

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

When the RTE DATA switch is on,
displays altitude constraints and
ETA for route waypoints.

Route Active (M)
Active Modifications
(W)
KILMR
Inactive (B)

AMBOY

Course Indicator
(M)
and
Deviation Scale
(W)
TO
FROM

34-129and

SYMBOL

MODE

Off Route
Waypoint
(B)

MLF

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EHSI SYMBOLOGY KEY

NAME, COLOR

Route Data
(M, W)

TO/FROM Display
(W)
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NAVIGATION

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

DESCRIPTION
Presents a selected reference point
(fix) via the CDU FIX key. Can
appear with special map symbols
(ie. VOR, VORTAC, airport or
waypoint) if contained in the existing
data base
When NAVAID switch is on, all
appropriate navaids in range appear
in addition to those navaids which
are standard or active. Tuned navaids
are displayed regardless of the
NAVAID switch and appear green.
When in 80, 160 or 320 NM range,
only high altitude navaids are displayed. Otherwise, both high and low
altitude navaids are displayed.

When the WPT switch is on,
displays base waypoints not on the
selected route when using ranges
10, 20 or 40.
Active route is displayed with continuous lines between waypoints.
Active route modifications are displayed with short dashes between
waypoints. When a change is activated in the FMC, dashes replaced by
continuous line. Inactive routes are
displayed with long dashes.

070
250

KTEB
AMBOY
12000
0835Z

MLF

OCT 99

MODE

Selected Fix Circle
(G)
Symbol and
Indentifier
(B or G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

VOR (B, G)
DME/TACAN
(B, G)
VORTAC (B, G)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

Manually Tuned
Navaid
(G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Displays selected course and
reciprical when a navaid is manually
tuned.

Airport
(B)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

When the ARPT switch is on,
displays airports within the map
area. Origin and destination
airports are always displayed
independent of ARPT switch.

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN
MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

When the RTE DATA switch is on,
displays altitude constraints and
ETA for route waypoints.

Route Data
(M, W)
Off Route
Waypoint
(B)

Route Active (M)
Active Modifications
(W)
KILMR
Inactive (B)

AMBOY

Course Indicator
(M)
and
Deviation Scale
(W)

Displays ILS, VOR or FMC course
deviation.
ILS - 1 dot = 1 degree
VOR -1 dot = 5 degree

FULL,
EXP Indicates direction relative to VOR.
VOR/
ILS

NAME, COLOR

TO
FROM

34-129

TO/FROM Display
(W)

MAP
CTR
MAP
PLAN

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

DESCRIPTION
Presents a selected reference point
(fix) via the CDU FIX key. Can
appear with special map symbols
(ie. VOR, VORTAC, airport or
waypoint) if contained in the existing
data base
When NAVAID switch is on, all
appropriate navaids in range appear
in addition to those navaids which
are standard or active. Tuned navaids
are displayed regardless of the
NAVAID switch and appear green.
When in 80, 160 or 320 NM range,
only high altitude navaids are displayed. Otherwise, both high and low
altitude navaids are displayed.

When the WPT switch is on,
displays base waypoints not on the
selected route when using ranges
10, 20 or 40.
Active route is displayed with continuous lines between waypoints.
Active route modifications are displayed with short dashes between
waypoints. When a change is activated in the FMC, dashes replaced by
continuous line. Inactive routes are
displayed with long dashes.
Displays ILS, VOR or FMC course
deviation.
ILS - 1 dot = 1 degree
VOR -1 dot = 5 degree

FULL,
EXP Indicates direction relative to VOR.
VOR/
ILS
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SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

MODE

VOR L/R
ILS

Nav Data Source
(G)

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays source of nav radio data
based on HSI control selection.

Selected Course
Pointer (W)
and
Line (M)

EXP
VOR/
ILS

Selected Course
Pointer (W)
and
TO/FROM
Pointer (W)

MODE

VOR L/R
ILS

Nav Data Source
(G)

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays source of nav radio data
based on HSI control selection.

Displays selected course as
appropriately set by the MCP
Course Selector.

Selected Course
Pointer (W)
and
Line (M)

EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays selected course as
appropriately set by the MCP
Course Selector.

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Displays selected course as
appropriately set by the MCP
Course Selector. TO/FROM symbol
is displayed when VOR navigation
is being used.

Selected Course
Pointer (W)
and
TO/FROM
Pointer (W)

FULL
VOR/
ILS

Displays selected course as
appropriately set by the MCP
Course Selector. TO/FROM symbol
is displayed when VOR navigation
is being used.

VOR/ILS
Frequency
Display (G)

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays frequency of manually
tuned navaid. The word "AUTO" is
displayed in place of the frequency
if the VHF NAV radio is in the auto
tune mode.

110.10

VOR/ILS
Frequency
Display (G)

FULL,
EXP
VOR/
ILS

Displays frequency of manually
tuned navaid. The word "AUTO" is
displayed in place of the frequency
if the VHF NAV radio is in the auto
tune mode.

Position Difference
Display (W)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Displayed when the position
difference of the L or R IRS exceeds
a difference from the FMC position,
Numeric values are in nautical miles.

4.5
4.3

Position Difference
Display (W)

MAP
CTR
MAP

Displayed when the position
difference of the L or R IRS exceeds
a difference from the FMC position,
Numeric values are in nautical miles.

VOR Radials (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

The VOR/ADF switch on the EFIS
Control Panel must be ON and a
valid VOR signal must be received.
Displays relative bearing to the
tuned VOR station(s).

VOR Radials (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

The VOR/ADF switch on the EFIS
Control Panel must be ON and a
valid VOR signal must be received.
Displays relative bearing to the
tuned VOR station(s).

ADF Bearing (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

The VOR/ADF switch on the EFIS
Control Panel must be ON and a
valid ADF signal must be received.
Displays relative bearing to the
tuned ADF station.

ADF Bearing (G)

MAP
CTR
MAP

The VOR/ADF switch on the EFIS
Control Panel must be ON and a
valid ADF signal must be received.
Displays relative bearing to the
tuned ADF station.

These symbols are displayed only
when the TFC button is pushed

TCAS Resolution
Advisory (RA)
and Relative
Altitude (R)
MAP
VOR
ILS

+02

TCAS Traffic
Advisory (TA)
and Relative
Altitude (A)

L
R
V2

V2
A2

V1

-03

V1

NAME, COLOR

A2

L
R

DESCRIPTION

SYMBOL

110.10

4.5
4.3

B737-322/522
AIRCRAFT REFERENCE GUIDE

NAVIGATION

The arrow indicates traffic climbing
or descending at a rate greater
than or equal to 500 fpm. No arrow
indicates the traffic is relatively level.
For relative altitude symbols, the
numeric and associated signs
indicate altitude of traffic in
hundreds of feet relative to the
airplane.

-03

MAP
VOR
ILS
+02

(Continued)
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These symbols are displayed only
when the TFC button is pushed

TCAS Resolution
Advisory (RA)
and Relative
Altitude (R)

TCAS Traffic
Advisory (TA)
and Relative
Altitude (A)

DESCRIPTION

The arrow indicates traffic climbing
or descending at a rate greater
than or equal to 500 fpm. No arrow
indicates the traffic is relatively level.
For relative altitude symbols, the
numeric and associated signs
indicate altitude of traffic in
hundreds of feet relative to the
airplane.
(Continued)
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NAME, COLOR

-05

TCAS Proximate
Traffic and
Relative Altitude
(W)

+09

TCAS Other
Traffic and
Relative Altitude
(W)

CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
EHSI SYMBOLOGY KEY

MODE

DESCRIPTION

SYMBOL

NAME, COLOR

-05

TCAS Proximate
Traffic and
Relative Altitude
(W)

(Continued)

MAP
VOR
ILS

TCAS Traffic
Advisory and
Absolute Altitude
(R, A, W)

128

B737-322/522
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For absolute altitude symbols, the
numeric indicates altitude of traffic
in thousands and hundreds of feet.
Relative versus absolute altitude
display is selected on the
transponder/TCAS control panel.

+09

For both relative and absolute
altitude, the numeric is below the
traffic symbol when the traffic is
belew, and above the traffic symbol
when the traffic is above the
airplane.
Absence of the numeric implies
altitude unknown.

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed when no bearing
information is available. Displays
traffic type, distance in NM, altitude
and vertical direction.

MAP
VOR
ILS
MAP
VOR
ILS
MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TFC button is selected
on. TCAS display is active.

128

TCAS Other
Traffic and
Relative Altitude
(W)

MODE

DESCRIPTION
(Continued)

MAP
VOR
ILS

TCAS Traffic
Advisory and
Absolute Altitude
(R, A, W)

For absolute altitude symbols, the
numeric indicates altitude of traffic
in thousands and hundreds of feet.
Relative versus absolute altitude
display is selected on the
transponder/TCAS control panel.
For both relative and absolute
altitude, the numeric is below the
traffic symbol when the traffic is
belew, and above the traffic symbol
when the traffic is above the
airplane.
Absence of the numeric implies
altitude unknown.

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed when no bearing
information is available. Displays
traffic type, distance in NM, altitude
and vertical direction.

MAP
VOR
ILS
MAP
VOR
ILS
MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TFC button is selected
on. TCAS display is active.

TA 11.5 +17
RA 3.6 -11

TCAS No Bearing
Data
(A for TA)
(R for RA)

TFC

TCAS Display On
(B)

Indicates TCAS is operating in the
test mode.

TCAS TEST

TCAS Test
Indication (B)

Indicates TCAS failure.

TCAS FAIL

TCAS Failure
Indication (B)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TCAS/ATC mode switch
is not in TA ONLY or TA/RA,
whether TFC button selected on or
off. Not displayed if TCAS is failed.

TCAS OFF

TCAS Off
Indication (A)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TCAS/ATC mode switch
is not in TA ONLY or TA/RA,
whether TFC button selected on or
off. Not displayed if TCAS is failed.

TCAS TA Only
Indication (B)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TCAS/ATC computer is
not computing RAs. Displayed
whether the TFC button is selected
on or off.

TA ONLY

TCAS TA Only
Indication (B)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Indicates TCAS/ATC computer is
not computing RAs. Displayed
whether the TFC button is selected
on or off.

TRAFFIC

TCAS Traffic Alert
TA (A)
RA (R)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed whenever a TCAS TA
or RA is active. Displayed whether
the TFC button is selected on or
off.

TRAFFIC

TCAS Traffic Alert
TA (A)
RA (R)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed whenever a TCAS TA
or RA is active. Displayed whether
the TFC button is selected on or
off.

OFFSCALE

TCAS Offscale
Indication
TA (A)
RA (R)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed whenever a RA or TA
traffic is outside the traffic area
covered by the selected HSI range.
Displayed only if the TFC button is
selected on.

OFFSCALE

TCAS Offscale
Indication
TA (A)
RA (R)

MAP
VOR
ILS

Displayed whenever a RA or TA
traffic is outside the traffic area
covered by the selected HSI range.
Displayed only if the TFC button is
selected on.

TA 11.5 +17
RA 3.6 -11

TCAS No Bearing
Data
(A for TA)
(R for RA)

TFC

TCAS Display On
(B)

TCAS TEST

TCAS Test
Indication (B)

TCAS FAIL

TCAS Failure
Indication (B)

TCAS OFF

TCAS Off
Indication (A)

TA ONLY
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Indicates TCAS is operating in the
test mode.
Indicates TCAS failure.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

INERTIAL SYSTEM DISPLAY UNIT (ISDU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel
BRT Control Knob (Inner Knob)
Adjusts brightness of the data displays
IRS DISPLAY

DSPL SEL
PPOS
TK/GS
TEST
B

WIND
HDG/STS

RT

SYS DSPL
L

1

N
2

3

W
4

H
5

E
6

7

S
8

R

ENT

0

B737-322/522
AIRCRAFT REFERENCE GUIDE

NAVIGATION

Data Displays
Display data from IRU
selected by SYS DSPL
selector. Information displayed is normally determined by display selector;
however, keyboard entry
of present position or magnetic heading overrides
selected display. Last digit
of each window is for a
decimal place (tenths).

INERTIAL SYSTEM DISPLAY UNIT (ISDU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel
BRT Control Knob (Inner Knob)
Adjusts brightness of the data displays
IRS DISPLAY

DSPL SEL
PPOS
TK/GS
TEST
B

WIND
HDG/STS

RT

SYS DSPL

9

L

CLR

1

N
2

3

W
4

H
5

E
6

7

S
8

R

ENT

0

Data Displays
Display data from IRU
selected by SYS DSPL
selector. Information displayed is normally determined by display selector;
however, keyboard entry of
present position or magnetic heading overrides
selected display. Last digit
of each window is for a
decimal place (tenths).

9
CLR

DISPL SEL (Outer Knob)
Display Selector. Selects desired function or data for data displays. Displays are
for IRU selected by SYS DSPL selector.

DISPL SEL (Outer Knob)
Display Selector. Selects desired function or data for data displays. Displays are
for IRU selected by SYS DSPL selector.

TEST (spring loaded to TK/GS) - Use only during alignment. All lights in the data
displays and on mode selector unit come on momentarily, followed by a 10 second internal self-test.

TEST (spring loaded to TK/GS) - Use only during alignment. All lights in the data
displays and on mode selector unit come on momentarily, followed by a 10 second internal self-test.

TK/GS - Displays present true track in left window and present ground speed in
right window.

TK/GS - Displays present true track in left window and present ground speed in
right window.

PPOS - Displays present latitude and longitude.

PPOS - Displays present latitude and longitude.

WIND - Displays present inflight true wind direction in left window and present
inflight wind speed in right window.

WIND - Displays present inflight true wind direction in left window and present
inflight wind speed in right window.

HDG/STS (Heading status) - Displays present true heading in the left window and
any applicable maintenance status codes (last two digits) in right window. During
alignment right window displays minutes remaining until alignment complete
(displays 7 until 6 minutes remaining then counts down in one minute intervals).

HDG/STS (Heading status) - Displays present true heading in the left window and
any applicable maintenance status codes (last two digits) in right window. During
alignment right window displays minutes remaining until alignment complete
(displays 7 until 6 minutes remaining then counts down in one minute intervals).

SYS DSPL Selector
System display selector. Selects the left
(L) or right (R) IRU fro the data displays.

SYS DSPL Selector
System display selector. Selects the
left (L) or right (R) IRU fro the data
displays.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

INERTIAL SYSTEM DISPLAY UNIT
(ISDU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

INERTIAL SYSTEM DISPLAY UNIT
(ISDU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

Alpha Keys (N,S,E,W,H)
Control the data displays by the keyboard
when the N,S,E, or W (latitude/longitude),
or H (heading) key is pushed. Turns on
cue light in ENT key and arms keyboard
for numeric entries.

IRS DISPLAY

DSPL SEL
PPOS
TK/GS
TEST
B

WIND
HDG/STS

RT

SYS DSPL
L

1

N
2

3

W
4

H
5

E
6

7

S
8

R

ENT

0

9
CLR

ENT Key
Two integral cue light illuminate when
N,S,E,W, or H entries are being keyed.
When keying is completed push ENT key,
and cue lights go off and keyed data is
simultaneously entered into each IRU following completion of a valid self-test for
data reasonableness.

34-133and
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Alpha Keys (N,S,E,W,H)
Control the data displays by the keyboard
when the N,S,E, or W (latitude/longitude), or H (heading) key is pushed. Turns
on cue light in ENT key and arms keyboard for numeric entries.

Numeric Keys
Permits manual entry of
present position (latitude
and longitude) when either
ALIGN light is on (normally entered on CDU POS
INIT page). Permit manual
entry of present magnetic
heading when either mode
selector is in ATT.

CLR Key
Two integral cue lights illuminate following an entry if
self-test determines entered
data to be of an unreasonable value (entry not
accepted by IRU’s). Pressing CLR key extinguishes
cue lights and clears data
display of data that was
keyed in but not accepted.
CLR key may also be used
to clear data display before
pressing ENT key.

OCT 99

IRS DISPLAY

DSPL SEL
PPOS
TK/GS
TEST
B

WIND
HDG/STS

RT

SYS DSPL
L

1

N
2

3

W
4

H
5

E
6

7

S
8

9

R

ENT

0

CLR

ENT Key
Two integral cue light illuminate when
N,S,E,W, or H entries are being keyed.
When keying is completed push ENT key,
and cue lights go off and keyed data is
simultaneously entered into each IRU following completion of a valid self-test for
data reasonableness.

34-133

Numeric Keys
Permits manual entry of
present position (latitude and
longitude)
when
either
ALIGN light is on (normally
entered on CDU POS INIT
page). Permit manual entry
of present magnetic heading
when either mode selector is
in ATT.

CLR Key
Two integral cue lights illuminate following an entry if
self-test determines entered
data to be of an unreasonable
value (entry not accepted by
IRU’s). Pressing CLR key
extinguishes cue lights and
clears data display of data
that was keyed in but not
accepted. CLR key may also
be used to clear data display
before pressing ENT key.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

ALIGN
OFF

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

L IRS R

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

NAV

OFF

ATT

L IRS R

IRS Mode Selectors
Controls the operating mode of the respective IRU (left or right).

IRS Mode Selectors
Controls the operating mode of the respective IRU (left or right).

OFF - Removes all electrical power from respective IRU after a 30 second shutdown
cycle. Alignment is lost.

OFF - Removes all electrical power from respective IRU after a 30 second shutdown
cycle. Alignment is lost.

ALIGN - Power is applied to respective IRU which enters a 10 minute alignment process. After 10 minutes IRU remains in ALIGN mode until NAV is selected. If placed in
ALIGN from NAV, a fast realignment is initiated.

ALIGN - Power is applied to respective IRU which enters a 10 minute alignment process. After 10 minutes IRU remains in ALIGN mode until NAV is selected. If placed in
ALIGN from NAV, a fast realignment is initiated.

NAV - (Detented position) When moved directly from OFF, respective IRU enters a 10
minute alignment process when automatically enters NAV mode if present position has
been entered. After IRU enters NAV mode, full IRS data is provided to respective airplane systems for normal operations.

NAV - (Detented position) When moved directly from OFF, respective IRU enters a 10
minute alignment process when automatically enters NAV mode if present position has
been entered. After IRU enters NAV mode, full IRS data is provided to respective airplane systems for normal operations.

ATT - Initiates a 30 second alignment process in the attitude mode. Recommend flying
straight and level in unaccelerated flight during alignment. Provides attitude information
to respective ADI and heading information (after heading is manually entered) to respective HSI and opposite RDMI. Navigation information (present position and ground
speed) is not available from respective IRU in ATT.

ATT - Initiates a 30 second alignment process in the attitude mode. Recommend flying
straight and level in unaccelerated flight during alignment. Provides attitude information
to respective ADI and heading information (after heading is manually entered) to respective HSI and opposite RDMI. Navigation information (present position and ground
speed) is not available from respective IRU in ATT.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

ALIGN
OFF

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

L IRS R

NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

NAV
ATT

L IRS R

ALIGN Light
On (Steady) - Indicates respective IRU is:
Aligning (if associated IRS mode selector is in ALIGN, NAV OR ATT).
In a 30 second shutdown cycle (if associated IRS mode selector is in OFF).

ALIGN Light
On (Steady) - Indicates respective IRU is:
Aligning (if associated IRS mode selector is in ALIGN, NAV OR ATT).
In a 30 second shutdown cycle (if associated IRS mode selector is in OFF).

On (Flashing) - Indicates alignment cannot be completed due to one of the following:
Airplane movement.
Significant difference between previous and entered present positions.
An unreasonable entry.
10 Minutes has elapsed and no present position has been entered.

On (Flashing) - Indicates alignment cannot be completed due to one of the following:
Airplane movement.
Significant difference between previous and entered present positions.
An unreasonable entry.
10 Minutes has elapsed and no present position has been entered.

Off - Indicates one of the following:
Respective IRU is not in the align mode.
Alignment is complete and IRS data is being provided to respective airplane systems (if
associated IRS mode selector is in NAV).
Alignment is complete and attitude information available (if associated IRS mode
selector is in ATT); headings also available if it has been manually entered.

Off - Indicates one of the following:
Respective IRU is not in the align mode.
Alignment is complete and IRS data is being provided to respective airplane systems
(if associated IRS mode selector is in NAV).
Alignment is complete and attitude information available (if associated IRS mode
selector is in ATT); headings also available if it has been manually entered.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

IRS MODE SELECTOR UNIT (MSU)
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

ON DC Light
Indicates respective IRU is
operating on DC (backup)
power from the switched
hot battery bus; AC power
source is not normal. On
ground a horn sounds in
wheel well. Light comes on
momentarily during selftest when respective mode
selector is moved out of
OFF position.

ON DC Light
Indicates respective IRU is
operating on DC (backup)
power from the switched
hot battery bus; AC power
source is not normal. On
ground a horn sounds in
wheel well. Light comes
on momentarily during
self-test when respective
mode selector is moved
out of OFF position.

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

ALIGN

NAV

OFF

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

NAV

ALIGN

ON DC

ALIGN

ON DC

FAULT

DC FAIL

FAULT

DC FAIL

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

L IRS R

FAULT Light
Indicates a system fault that
affects respective IRU NAV
and/or ATT mode(s).
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NAV

ALIGN

ATT

OFF

NAV
ATT

L IRS R

DC FAIL Light
Indicates backup DC
power is not available fro
respective IRU. Both DC
FAIL lights illuminate
when battery voltage is
less than 18 volts. If other
IRS lights are OFF,
respective IRU is operating normally on AC
power.

34-136

FAULT Light
Indicates a system fault that
affects respective IRU NAV
and/or ATT mode(s).

OCT 99

DC FAIL Light
Indicates backup DC power
is not available fro respective IRU. Both DC FAIL
lights illuminate when battery voltage is less than 18
volts. If other IRS lights are
OFF, respective IRU is
operating normally on AC
power.

34-136
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VHF NAVIGATION TUNING PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

VHF NAVIGATION TUNING PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

AUTO-MAN Switch
AUTO: Respective nav receiver is tuned automatically by FMC. A bar
appears over the MANUAL frequency indicator. A frequency can still b
e selected under the bar to prepare for future manual tuning. Pushing
the switch changes function from AUTO to MAN.

AUTO-MAN Switch
AUTO: Respective nav receiver is tuned automatically by FMC. A bar
appears over the MANUAL frequency indicator. A frequency can still b
e selected under the bar to prepare for future manual tuning. Pushing
the switch changes function from AUTO to MAN.

MAN: Allows nav receiver to be tuned manually by rotating frequency
selector. Inhibits FMC auto tuning. Blanks AUTO frequency indicator.

MAN: Allows nav receiver to be tuned manually by rotating frequency
selector. Inhibits FMC auto tuning. Blanks AUTO frequency indicator.

AUTO

NAV

TEST

MANUAL

MANUAL

AUTO

NAV

TEST

MANUAL

AUTO

34-137and

AUTO

VOR

UP/LT

VOR

UP/LT

DME

DN/RT

DME

DN/RT

AUTO Frequency Indicator
Displays the frequency which has been
tuned automatically by the FMC.
Displays dashes during agility tuning.
(Nav receiver is being cyclic-tuned by
FMC between two frequencies at five
second intervals.)
Displays are blank when nav receiver is
in manual mode.

Systems Introduction

MANUAL

Frequency Selector
Manually selects the desired frequency.
MANUAL Frequency Indicator
Indicates frequency selected by rotating
frequency selector. A bar appears over frequency when nav receiver is in AUTO
mode.

OCT 99

AUTO Frequency Indicator
Displays the frequency which has been
tuned automatically by the FMC.
Displays dashes during agility tuning.
(Nav receiver is being cyclic-tuned by
FMC between two frequencies at five
second intervals.)
Displays are blank when nav receiver is
in manual mode.

34-137

Frequency Selector
Manually selects the desired frequency.
MANUAL Frequency Indicator
Indicates frequency selected by rotating
frequency selector. A bar appears over frequency when nav receiver is in AUTO
mode.

OCT 99
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

VHF NAVIGATION TUNING PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

VHF NAVIGATION TUNING PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

AUTO

NAV

AUTO

MANUAL

AUTO
TEST

MANUAL

VOR

UP/LT

VOR

UP/LT

DME

DN/RT

DME

DN/RT
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MANUAL

AUTO
TEST

MANUAL

VOR/DME TEST Switch
Spring loaded to center position. Positioning to DME causes the following to occur
in the order listed:
A warning flag appears in respective
RDMI for one second.
Dashes appear for one second.
All zeroes appear (not to exceed 000.3)
until switch is released.
Positioning to VOR performs VOR selftest.

NAV

ILS TEST Switch
Spring loaded to center position.
Used to perform ILS test.

34-138

VOR/DME TEST Switch
Spring loaded to center position. Positioning to DME causes the following to occur
in the order listed:
A warning flag appears in respective
RDMI for one second.
Dashes appear for one second.
All zeroes appear (not to exceed 000.3)
until switch is released.
Positioning to VOR performs VOR selftest.
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ILS TEST Switch
Spring loaded to center position.
Used to perform ILS test.

34-138
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ADF PANEL
Location: Aft Control Pedestal

ADF PANEL
Location: Aft Control Pedestal

Frequency Selector
Selects indicated frequency.

Frequency Indicator
Indicates
frequencies
selected.

TFR

A
D
F

0362.0

TONE
OFF
ANT

Frequency Selector
Selects indicated frequency.

TFR Switch
Selects the left or right display as the ADF receiver
frequency.

ON
ADF

0351.0

TONE Switch
Adds tone to facilitate
reception of unmodulated
beacons.

A
D
F

0362.0

TONE
OFF
ANT

ON
ADF

0351.0

TONE Switch
Adds tone to facilitate
reception of unmodulated
beacons.

GAIN

Function Selector
ANT - Increases clarity of audio reception. Pointers on RDMI’s and HSI’s (in
FULL VOR/ILS, EXP VOR/ILS, and
PLAN) move to 9 o’clock position
(Pointer out of view in EXP VOR/ILS,
MAP, CTR MAP and PLAN modes).
ADF - Activates automatic direction
finding function. Bearing information is
sent to the RDMI’s and HSI’s.
GAIN - Controls ADF receiver volume.

Function Selector
ANT - Increases clarity of audio reception. Pointers on RDMI’s and HSI’s (in
FULL VOR/ILS, EXP VOR/ILS, and
PLAN) move to 9 o’clock position
(Pointer out of view in EXP VOR/ILS,
MAP, CTR MAP and PLAN modes).
ADF - Activates automatic direction
finding function. Bearing information is
sent to the RDMI’s and HSI’s.
GAIN - Controls ADF receiver volume.

Systems Introduction

Frequency Indicator
Indicates
frequencies
selected.

TFR

GAIN

34-139and

TFR Switch
Selects the left or right display as the ADF receiver
frequency.
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MODE S TCAS TRANSPONDER CONTROL PANEL
Location: Captain and F/O’s Instrument Panel

MODE S TCAS TRANSPONDER CONTROL PANEL
Location: Captain and F/O’s Instrument Panel

ABS, REL Altitude Switches
Left switch control Captain’s HSI display and right switch control First Officer’s HSI display.
ABS - Target altitude information is displayed on EHSI as absolute altitude above sea level (3 digits).
REL - Target altitude information is displayed on EHSI as relative to your altitude (+/-2 digits) or 00 for co-altitude.

ABOVE

ABS

ABOVE

N
BELOW REL
STBY
TEST

XPDR

ABS, REL Altitude Switches
Left switch control Captain’s HSI display and right switch control
First Officer’s HSI display.
ABS - Target altitude information is displayed on EHSI as absolute altitude above sea level (3 digits).
REL - Target altitude information is displayed on EHSI as relative to your altitude (+/-2 digits) or 00 for co-altitude.

ABS

ABOVE

FAIL

L

ABOVE

N
BELOW REL

N
BELOW REL

TA
TA/RA

ABS

R

STBY
TEST

XPDR

ABS

N
BELOW REL

TA
TA/RA

IDENT

FAIL

L

R

IDENT

TCAS/ATC

TCAS/ATC

TCAS/XPDR Selector
TEST - Selector is spring loaded to STBY. Momentarily moving selector to TEST activates TCAS system test sequence. Holding selector in TEST allows failed systems to be
listed on HSI. TCAS test sequence interrupts transponder output for a few seconds.

TCAS/XPDR Selector
TEST - Selector is spring loaded to STBY. Momentarily moving selector to TEST activates TCAS system test sequence. Holding selector in TEST allows failed systems to
be listed on HSI. TCAS test sequence interrupts transponder output for a few seconds.

STBY - TCAS and XPDRs are in warm-up cycle.

STBY - TCAS and XPDRs are in warm-up cycle.

XPDR - XPDR is ON and TCAS is in warm-up cycle.

XPDR - XPDR is ON and TCAS is in warm-up cycle.

TA - The XPDR is ON but only "Traffic Advisory" function of TCAS is operational.
Both "Resolution Advisories" and pitch guidance are inhibited. The message "TA
ONLY" appears on the HSI display.

TA - The XPDR is ON but only "Traffic Advisory" function of TCAS is operational.
Both "Resolution Advisories" and pitch guidance are inhibited. The message "TA
ONLY" appears on the HSI display.

TA/RA - XPDR is ON and all "Traffic Advisory" and "Resolution Advisory" functions
of TCAS are operable.

TA/RA - XPDR is ON and all "Traffic Advisory" and "Resolution Advisory" functions
of TCAS are operable.
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MODE S TCAS TRANSPONDER CONTROL PANEL
Location: Captain and F/O’s Instrument Panel

MODE S TCAS TRANSPONDER CONTROL PANEL
Location: Captain and F/O’s Instrument Panel

Transponder Selector Switch
Enables selection of left or right
transponder.

FAIL Light
Illluminates to indicate a fault in
the selected transponder system.

ATC Code Selector

ATC Code Selector

ABOVE

ABS

ABOVE

N
BELOW REL
STBY
TEST

Transponder Selector Switch
Enables selection of left or right
transponder.

FAIL Light
Illluminates to indicate a fault in the
selected transponder system.

XPDR

ABS

ABOVE

TA
TA/RA

FAIL

L

ABS

ABOVE

N
BELOW REL

N
BELOW REL
R

STBY
TEST

XPDR

TA
TA/RA

IDENT

IDENT Button
Tansmits identification signal.

ABOVE, N, BELOW Switches
Left switch controls Captain’s HSI
display and right switch controls F/
O’s HSI display.
ABOVE - Displays altitude reporting traffic from 2,700 feet below to
9,900 feet above your altitude.

NORMAL - Displays altitude
reporting traffic from 2,700 feet
below to 2,700 feet above your altitude.

NORMAL - Displays altitude
reporting traffic from 2,700 feet
below to 2,700 feet above your altitude.

BELOW - Displays altitude reporting traffic from 9,900 feet below to
2,700 feet above your altitude.

BELOW - Displays altitude reporting traffic from 9,900 feet below to
2,700 feet above your altitude.

Systems Introduction

L

R

TCAS/ATC

ABOVE - Displays altitude reporting traffic from 2,700 feet below to
9,900 feet above your altitude.

34-141and

FAIL
IDENT

TCAS/ATC

ABOVE, N, BELOW Switches
Left switch controls Captain’s HSI
display and right switch controls F/
O’s HSI display.

ABS

N
BELOW REL

OCT 99
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IDENT Button
Tansmits identification signal.
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WEATHER RADAR CONTROL PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

WEATHER RADAR CONTROL PANEL
Location: Center Pedestal

Mode Select Switch
NORM - Selects the weather detection mode.
TEST - Displays maintenance test
pattern.
PCIP LEVEL - Selects desired precipitation return.

Mode Select Switch
NORM - Selects the weather detection mode.
TEST - Displays maintenance test
pattern.
PCIP LEVEL - Selects desired precipitation return.

TILT
Manually controls antenna tilt position
from 15 degrees up to 15 degrees down.

WX RADAR
NORM

WX RADAR

TEST

NORM

TEST

TILT

MID

5

PCIP
LEVEL

TURB DET
PRECIP

0

5

PCIP
LEVEL

UP
GND RTN

TILT

MID

15

MAX

TILT
Manually controls antenna tilt position
from 15 degrees up to 15 degrees down.

15
UP

TURB DET

MAX

DOPPLER

GND RTN

PRECIP

0

DOWN
OFF

ON
5

GND RTN
OFF - Provides ground return signal suppression.
ON - Ground return signals are displayed. (Spring loaded to ON position.)

34-142and
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15

ONLY

BOTH

ONLY

OFF

ON
5

TURB DET
PRECIP ONLY (amber) - Inhibits display of turbulence information. PRECIP
ONLY mode indicator light illuminates.
BOTH - Displays both precipitation and
turbulence data. Both indicator lights are
off.
DOPPLER ONLY (amber) - Inhibits
display of precipitation data. DOPPLER
ONLY mode indicator light illuminates.

OCT 99

DOPPLER

DOWN

GND RTN
OFF - Provides ground return signal suppression.
ON - Ground return signals are displayed. (Spring loaded to ON position.)

34-142

15

ONLY

BOTH

ONLY

TURB DET
PRECIP ONLY (amber) - Inhibits display of turbulence information. PRECIP
ONLY mode indicator light illuminates.
BOTH - Displays both precipitation and
turbulence data. Both indicator lights are
off.
DOPPLER ONLY (amber) - Inhibits
display of precipitation data. DOPPLER
ONLY mode indicator light illuminates.
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GPWS
Location: First Officer’s Instrument Panel
INOP Light
Indicates:
GPWS computer inoperative.
Invalid inputs received from VHF NAV
receiver, air data computer, or radio altimeter.
SYS TEST button has been pushed.

FLAP INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides flap position
logic.
FLAP INHIBIT - Inhibits or
cancels warnings/ alerts
caused by the flaps not in a
landing position.

GPWS
Location: First Officer’s Instrument Panel
INOP Light
Indicates:
GPWS computer inoperative.
Invalid inputs received from VHF NAV
receiver, air data computer, or radio altimeter.
SYS TEST button has been pushed.

GROUND PROXIMITY
INOP

SYS TEST

GEAR
INHIBIT

NORMAL

NORMAL

Some early model 737-300’s
FLAP/GEAR INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides
flap and landing gear position logic.
FLAP/GEAR INHIBIT - Inhibits or cancels warnings/alerts caused by the flaps
not in a landing position, or the landing
gear not down.

34-143and

GROUND PROXIMITY

FLAP
INHIBIT

SYS TEST Switch
Causes the PULL UP, BELOW G/S and
INOP lights to come on and causes "pull
up" and "below glide slope" aurals to
sound, windshear aural to sound, and
windshear alert on ADI to illuminate. The
system cannot be tested between liftoff
and 1000 feet radio altitude, or with landing flaps selected. If pushed and held for
more than 5 seconds all aurals will sound.

Systems Introduction

FLAP INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides flap position
logic.
FLAP INHIBIT - Inhibits or
cancels warnings/ alerts
caused by the flaps not in a
landing position.

INOP

SYS TEST

GEAR INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides
landing gear position logic.
GEAR INHIBIT - Inhibits or cancels
warnings/alerts caused by the landing
gear not down.

FLAP
INHIBIT

GEAR
INHIBIT

NORMAL

NORMAL

SYS TEST Switch
Causes the PULL UP, BELOW G/S and
INOP lights to come on and causes "pull
up" and "below glide slope" aurals to
sound, windshear aural to sound, and
windshear alert on ADI to illuminate. The
system cannot be tested between liftoff
and 1000 feet radio altitude, or with landing flaps selected. If pushed and held for
more than 5 seconds all aurals will sound.
Some early model 737-300’s

D PROXIMITY
FLAP/GEAR
INHIBIT

NORMAL

OCT 99

FLAP/GEAR INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides
flap and landing gear position logic.
FLAP/GEAR INHIBIT - Inhibits or cancels warnings/alerts caused by the flaps
not in a landing position, or the landing
gear not down.

34-143

GEAR INHIBIT Switch
NORMAL (guarded position) - Provides
landing gear position logic.
GEAR INHIBIT - Inhibits or cancels
warnings/alerts caused by the landing
gear not down.

D PROXIMITY
FLAP/GEAR
INHIBIT

NORMAL
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GPWS
Location: Captain and First Officer’s
Instrument Panel

GPWS
Location: Captain and First Officer’s
Instrument Panel

PULL UP
BELOW G/S
P-INHIBIT

PULL UP Warning Light
Indicates that one or more of the following conditions exists:
Excessive descent rate.
Excessive terrain closure rate.
Altitude loss after takeoff or go-around.
Unsafe terrain clearance when not in the
landing configuration.

Introduction

BELOW G/S
P-INHIBIT

PULL UP Warning Light
Indicates that one or more of the following conditions exists:
Excessive descent rate.
Excessive terrain closure rate.
Altitude loss after takeoff or go-around.
Unsafe terrain clearance when not in the
landing configuration.

BELOW G/S Alert Light
Indicates airplane is more than 1.3 dots
below the glideslope.
Inhibits or cancels below glide slope
alerting if pushed when below 1000 feet
radio altitude.
Rearmed by climbing above 1000 feet
radio altitude.

BELOW G/S Alert Light
Indicates airplane is more than 1.3 dots
below the glideslope.
Inhibits or cancels below glide slope
alerting if pushed when below 1000 feet
radio altitude.
Rearmed by climbing above 1000 feet
radio altitude.
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MARKER BEACON
Location: Captain and First Officer’s
Instrument Panel

MARKER BEACON
Location: Captain and First Officer’s
Instrument Panel

MARKER
HIGH

LOW

MARKER Sensitivity Switch
HIGH - Selects high sensitivity to ensure
reception of marker beacon.
LOW - Selects low sensitivity to more
accurately determine marker beacon
position.

MARKER
HIGH

LOW

A
I
R
W
AIRWAYS A
Y
S
BR

BR

A
I
R
W
AIRWAYS A
Y
S
IG HT

IG HT

OUTER

BR

O
U
T
E
R

Systems Introduction

IG HT

IG HT

OUTER

O
U
T
E
R

Marker Beacon Lights
The appropriate marker beacon light
flashes when over one of the marker beacon transmitters:
IM (white) - airway or inner marker.
MM (amber) - middle marker.
OM (blue) - outer marker

Marker Beacon Lights
The appropriate marker beacon light
flashes when over one of the marker beacon transmitters:
IM (white) - airway or inner marker.
MM (amber) - middle marker.
OM (blue) - outer marker

34-145and

IG HT

M
I
D
MIDDLE D
L
E

BR

BR

BR

M
I
D
MIDDLE D
L
E
IG HT

MARKER Sensitivity Switch
HIGH - Selects high sensitivity to ensure
reception of marker beacon.
LOW - Selects low sensitivity to more
accurately determine marker beacon
position.
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STANDBY ALTIMETER
Location: Center Instrument Panel

STANDBY ALTIMETER
Location: Center Instrument Panel
Altimeter Setting Indicator
Indicates selected altimeter setting
in millibars.

Altimeter Setting Indicator
Indicates selected altimeter setting
in millibars.

9

100

0

1 01 3
MB

8

FT

50,000

7
2992

6

IN HG

5

1

1000FT

ALT

1000 FT Indicator
Indicates uncorrected altitude in thousands
of feet.

33
32
31
30

100

0

2
3

4

100 Foot Pointer
Indicates uncorrected altitude in
hundreds of feet. One full rotation
equals 1000 feet.
An electric vibrator is installed to
reduce mechanical friction errors
and improve instrument response.
STANDBY AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Center Instrument Panel

Standby Airspeed Pointer
Indicates airspeed derived from uncorrected pitot-static inputs. Connected
directly to the No. 2 AUX pitot and alternate static sources.

Introduction

8

Altimeter Setting Indicator
Indicates selected altimeter setting in
inches of mercury.

FT

1 01 3
MB

BARO
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9

ALT
50,000

7
6

IAS

Altimeter Setting Indicator
Indicates selected altimeter setting in
inches of mercury.

3

4

120

300
KNOTS

200

2

100 Foot Pointer
Indicates uncorrected altitude in hundreds of feet. One full rotation equals
1000 feet.
An electric vibrator is installed to
reduce mechanical friction errors and
improve instrument response.

60 80
100

250
240
220

5

33
32
31
30

BARO Knob
Adjusts altimeter setting.

BARO

0

400
350

IN HG

1

1000FT

2992

BARO Knob
Adjusts altimeter setting.

1000 FT Indicator
Indicates uncorrected altitude in thousands
of feet.

STANDBY AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Center Instrument Panel

140

160
180

Standby Airspeed Pointer
Indicates airspeed derived from uncorrected pitot-static inputs. Connected
directly to the No. 2 AUX pitot and alternate static sources.

34-146
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60 80
100

400
350

IAS

120

300
KNOTS

250
240
220

200

140

160
180
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MACH/AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

MACH/AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

Airspeed Pointer
Indicates airspeed computed by the
associated air data computer. Indicates zero when input is unreliable.

Airspeed Pointer
Indicates airspeed computed by the
associated air data computer. Indicates zero when input is unreliable.
Airspeed Cursor
Flag
Indicates input to
airspeed cursor is
unreliable.

M 0

60
400

MACH

78
7

350
VMO
300
250

80

1
27 0
KNOTS
0

60
400

78
7

120

350

VMO Flag
Indicates
VMO
pointer is inoperative.

VMO
300

140
250

160
200 180

80

MACH

100
IN
OP

Airspeed Cursor
Flag
Indicates input to
airspeed cursor is
unreliable.

M 0

1
27 0
KNOTS
0

100
IN
OP

120

140

160
200 180

PULL TO SET

PULL TO SET

KNOTS Indicator
Indicates airspeed computed by associated
air data computer in digital from. A/S flag
replaces digits when input to the indicator
and the airspeed pointer is unreliable.
Indicates 45 knots when airplane is not
moving.

Systems Introduction

KNOTS Indicator
Indicates airspeed computed by associated
air data computer in digital from. A/S flag
replaces digits when input to the indicator
and the airspeed pointer is unreliable.
Indicates 45 knots when airplane is not
moving.
Airspeed Cursor Control Knob
PUSHED IN - Allows cursor to be
positioned automatically by inputs
from the AFDS FCC.
PULLED OUT - Positioned manually by rotating the control knob.
Cursor is reference information
only. Airspeed Cursor Mode
Annunciator flag will be in view.

Airspeed Cursor Control Knob
PUSHED IN - Allows cursor to be
positioned automatically by inputs
from the AFDS FCC.
PULLED OUT - Positioned manually by rotating the control knob.
Cursor is reference information
only. Airspeed Cursor Mode
Annunciator flag will be in view.
34-147and

VMO Flag
Indicates
VMO
pointer is inoperative.
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MACH/AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

MACH/AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

Airspeed Cursor Mode Annunciator
AUTO MODE - Removes flag from
view.
MANUAL MODE - Places flag in view.

External
Airspeed
Bugs
Remind pilot of specified airspeeds

M 0

60
400

80

MACH

78
7

350

1
27 0
KNOTS
0

300
250

Airspeed Cursor
Indicates target airspeed. Positioned manually or automatically,
as selected by the airspeed cursor
control Knob

Airspeed Cursor Mode Annunciator
AUTO MODE - Removes flag from
view.
MANUAL MODE - Places flag in view.

400

140

160
200 180

300
250

120
140

MACH Indicator
Indicates Mach computed by associated are
data computer. Blank
below .40 Mach. Flag
replaces digits when
associated air data computer fails.

PULL TO SET

VMO Pointer
Indicates
maximum
operating speed.

Introduction

1
27 0
KNOTS
0

100

160
200 180

PULL TO SET
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78
7

350
MACH Indicator
Indicates Mach computed by associated are
data computer. Blank
below .40 Mach. Flag
replaces digits when
associated air data computer fails.

80

MACH

100
120

External
Airspeed
Bugs
Remind pilot of specified airspeeds

M 0

60

Airspeed Cursor
Indicates target airspeed. Positioned manually or automatically, as selected by the airspeed
cursor control Knob

VMO Pointer
Indicates maximum operating speed.

34-148
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ALTIMETER
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

ALTIMETER
Location: Captain and First Officer’s Instrument Panel

100 Foot Pointer
Indicates altitude in hundreds of feet.
One full rotation of pointer equals
1000 feet.

9
8
7

100

31

0

FT

9

7 00 2
IN HG

BARO

BARO Knob
Adjusts altimeter setting.

34-149and

100 Foot Pointer
Indicates altitude in hundreds of
feet. One full rotation of pointer
equals 1000 feet.

1

ALT
3
1013 2992
6
5
MB

ALT Indicator
Indicates corrected altitude in increments of 20 feet as computed by the
associated air data computer. A NEG
flag indicates altitude is below zero,
and an OFF flag indicates input from
the air data computer is unreliable.

Systems Introduction

8
Altitude Reference Bug
Reminds pilot of specified altitude.

Altitude Bug Set Knob
Sets altitude reference bug.

Altimeter Setting Indicators
Indicate selected altimeter setting in
millibars and inches of mercury.

OCT 99

7

100

31

0

FT

1

7 00 2

ALT IN HG 3
1013 2992
6
5
MB

BARO

BARO Knob
Adjusts altimeter setting.

34-149

ALT Indicator
Indicates corrected altitude in increments of 20 feet as computed by the
associated air data computer. A NEG
flag indicates altitude is below zero,
and an OFF flag indicates input from
the air data computer is unreliable.

Altitude Reference Bug
Reminds pilot of specified altitude.

Altitude Bug Set Knob
Sets altitude reference bug.

Altimeter Setting Indicators
Indicate selected altimeter setting in
millibars and inches of mercury.
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VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels

VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR
Location: Captain and F/O Instrument Panels
Vertical Speed Pointer
Indicates vertical speed in feet per
minute as computed by the associated IRU.

Vertical Speed Pointer
Indicates vertical speed in feet per
minute as computed by the associated IRU.

2

1
5

OFF Flag
Indicates vertical speed
input from the associated IRU is unreliable.

VERTICAL 4
SPEED

0

OFF

6

2

1
5

0

OFF

1000 FPM

5

6

1000 FPM

5

4
1

4
1

2

TAT/SAT/TAS INDICATORS
Location: F/O’s Instrument Panel
TAT/SAT/TAS Annunciators
Indicates type of data displayed.

Location: Center Instrument Panel
Digital Display (EIS)
Displays TAT in °C.

TAT

TAT

2

TAT/SAT/TAS INDICATORS
Location: F/O’s Instrument Panel
TAT/SAT/TAS Annunciators
Indicates type of data displayed.

TAT

SAT TAS

PSI

100
50

Introduction

Digital Display (EIS)
Displays TAT in °C.

˚C

˚C
KT

SAT TAS

Digital Display (Electromechanical)
Displays TAT or SAT in °C, or
TAS in knots.

Location: Center Instrument Panel

TAT

˚C

˚C
KT

and
OCT
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OFF Flag
Indicates vertical speed
input from the associated IRU is unreliable.

VERTICAL 4
SPEED

PSI

100

100

50

50

Selector Button
Sequences the display from TAT
to SAT to TAS.

34-150

100
50

Selector Button
Digital Display (Electromechani- Sequences the display from TAT to
SAT to TAS.
cal)
Displays TAT or SAT in °C, or
TAS in knots.
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MACH/AIRSPEED WARNING TEST PANEL
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

MACH/AIRSPEED WARNING TEST PANEL
Location: Aft Overhead Panel

MACH
AIRSPEED
WARNING
TEST

MACH
AIRSPEED
WARNING
TEST
NO. 1

NO. 1

NO. 2

MACH AIRSPEED WARNING TEST
Switches
Push - Tests the respective Mach/airspeed
warning system, and the clacker sounds.

MACH AIRSPEED WARNING TEST
Switches
Push - Tests the respective Mach/airspeed
warning system, and the clacker sounds.

34-151and
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEM
CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEM
CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

Page Title
Identifies subject or title of data
displayed on page
ACT or MOD may be displayed if
page contains active or modified
data.

Page Title
Identifies subject or title of data
displayed on page
ACT or MOD may be displayed if
page contains active or modified
data.

Page Number
Identifies page number an number of
pages in series, e.g., 1/2 identifies page
as first in series of two pages.
Box Prompts
Indicate data entry required for normal FMC operation. Data may be
entered by the FMC at appropriate
time or can be entered or changed
through the scratch pad.

CDU Display
Displays pages of FMC data containing up to 6 full or 12 half lines
of data as selected with CDU keys
or by FMC logic.

PERF INIT
GROSS WT

1/1

FL190/
FUEL

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV

˚

15.0
ZFW

---

RESERVES

˚
˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

INIT
REF

TAKEOFF

RTE

CLB

CRZ

DES

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

N1
LIMIT

FIX

A

B

C

D

E

PREV
PAGE

NEXT
PAGE

F

G

H

I

J

HOLD

BRT
EXEC

PROG

1

2

3

K

L

M

N

O

4

5

6

P

Q

R

S

T

7

8

9

U

V

W

X

Y

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

.
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PERF INIT
GROSS WT

1/1

FL190/
FUEL

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV

˚

ZFW

Line Select Keys
(1 through 6 Left and
Right Sides
Transfer data from scratch
pad to line next to key if
acceptable to FMC.
Duplicate data from line
next to key to scratch pad
if scratch pad is blank and
data is acceptable to
FMC.
Call up first page in series
corresponding to subject
on line next to key if entry
is preceded or followed by
caret (< >).

---

˚C

T/C OAT

RESERVES

˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

INIT
REF

BRT Knob
Control intensity of CDU
display.

34-152

Dash Prompts
Indicate data entry is
optional. Data can be
entered through the scratch
pad.

TRIP/CRZ ALT

15.0

C
T/C OAT

Box Prompts
Indicate data entry required for
normal FMC operation. Data may
be entered by the FMC at appropriate time or can be entered or
changed through the scratch pad.

CDU Display
Displays pages of FMC data containing up to 6 full or 12 half lines
of data as selected with CDU keys
or by FMC logic.

Dash Prompts
Indicate data entry is
optional. Data can be
entered through the scratch
pad.

TRIP/CRZ ALT

Page Number
Identifies page number an number of
pages in series, e.g., 1/2 identifies page
as first in series of two pages.

OCT 99

TAKEOFF

RTE

CLB

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

CRZ

DES

N1
LIMIT

FIX

A

B

C

D

E

PREV
PAGE

NEXT
PAGE

F

G

H

I

J

HOLD

BRT
EXEC

PROG

1

2

3

K

L

M

N

O

4

5

6

P

Q

R

S

T

7

8

9

U

V

W

X

Y

.

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

Line Select Keys
(1 through 6 Left and
Right Sides
Transfer
data
from
scratch pad to line next to
key if acceptable to FMC.
Duplicate data from line
next to key to scratch pad
if scratch pad
is blank
and data is acceptable to
FMC.
Call up first page in series
corresponding to subject
on line next to key if
entry is preceded or followed by caret (< >).
BRT Knob
Control intensity of CDU
display.
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CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

Scratch Pad (Bottom Line)
Displays alphanumeric data
or messages. Data can be
entered with alphanumeric
keys or line select keys or by
the FMC. Messages are generated only by the FMC and
can be alerting, preempting
data entries, or advisory messages appearing only if and
when the scratch is blank.
Scratch pad entries are independent of page selection,
and remain until cleared,
even when page changes
occur. Scratch pad data
entries and erasures affect
only the associated CDU.
Messages can appear and be
erased on both CDUs simultaneously.
Numeric Keys
Enter numeric characters in
scratch pad, if scratch pad is
blank. First push of +/- key enters
-. Subsequent pushes change entry
alternately from - to +.
Alpha Keys
Enter alpha characters in scratch
pad, if scratch pad is blank. / key
used to separate speed/altitude,
wind speed/direction, and similar
type entries
DEL Key
Enters DELETE on scratch pad if
scratch pad is blank. Subsequent
line selection deletes data on adjacent line if the data is deletable.
34-153and
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PERF INIT
GROSS WT

TRIP/CRZ ALT

FL190/
FUEL

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV
--- C

˚

15.0
ZFW

˚

T/C OAT

RESERVES

˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

TAKEOFF

INIT
REF

RTE

CLB

CRZ

DES

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

HOLD

PROG

N1
LIMIT

FIX

A

B

C

D

E

PREV
PAGE

NEXT
PAGE

F

G

H

I

J

BRT
EXEC

1

2

3

K

L

M

N

O

4

5

6

P

Q

R

S

T

7

8

9

U

V

W

X

Y

.

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

CLR Key
Erases last character of
scratch pad line or complete
message when pushed
momentarily. Erases entire
scratch pad data entry when
held.
With message displayed in
scratch pad, momentary
push clears message, and
turns off MSG and FMC
lights.
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Scratch Pad (Bottom Line)
Displays alphanumeric data
or messages. Data can be
entered with alphanumeric
keys or line select keys or by
the FMC. Messages are generated only by the FMC and
can be alerting, preempting
data entries, or advisory
messages appearing only if
and when the scratch is
blank.
Scratch pad entries are independent of page selection,
and remain until cleared,
even when page changes
occur. Scratch pad data
entries and erasures affect
only the associated CDU.
Messages can appear and be
erased on both CDUs simultaneously.
Numeric Keys
Enter numeric characters in scratch
pad, if scratch pad is blank. First
push of +/- key enters -. Subsequent pushes change entry alternately from - to +.
Alpha Keys
Enter alpha characters in scratch
pad, if scratch pad is blank. / key
used to separate speed/altitude,
wind speed/direction, and similar
type entries
DEL Key
Enters DELETE on scratch pad if
scratch pad is blank. Subsequent
line selection deletes data on adjacent line if the data is deletable.

34-153

PERF INIT
GROSS WT

TRIP/CRZ ALT

FL190/
FUEL

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV
--- C

˚

15.0
ZFW

˚

T/C OAT

RESERVES

˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

TAKEOFF

INIT
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RTE
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DIR
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A
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PAGE
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P

Q
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8
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X

Y

.

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

CLR Key
Erases last character of
scratch pad line or complete
message
when
pushed
momentarily.
Erases entire scratch pad
data entry when held.
With message displayed
in scratch pad, momentary
push clears message, and
turns off MSG and FMC
lights.
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS
CRZ Key
Calls up first page of series relating
to cruise.
DES Key
Calls up first page of series
relating to descent.

CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal
CLB Key
Calls up first page of series relating to
climb.

EXEC Key
Activates flight plan, and
changes to active flight
plan and performance
mode, when light bar is
illuminated. Light bar
indicates modification to
active route or performance mode has been
entered but not executed.

RTE Key
Calls up first page of series related to
flight plan route on which data is displayed and entered.
INIT REF Key
Calls up first page of series used
to initialize FMC and IRS, plus
various pages of reference data.

INIT
REF

RTE

CLB

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

N1
LIMIT

FIX

DIR INTC Key
Calls up LEGS page with
prompts used to enter route
from present position direct to
waypoint, or to intercept designated course to waypoint
LEGS Key
Calls up first page of series displaying details of each leg or route and
list of all route waypoints with
speed/altitude crossing restrictions.
LEGS page controls route segment
displayed on associated HSI when
HSI is in PLAN mode.

and
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CRZ

DES

HOLD

PROG

CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

CRZ Key
Calls up first page of series relating
to cruise.
DES Key
Calls up first page of series
relating to descent.

CLB Key
Calls up first page of series relating to
climb.

EXEC Key
Activates flight plan, and
changes to active flight
plan and performance
mode, when light bar is
illuminated. Light bar
indicates modification to
active route or performance mode has been
entered but not executed.

RTE Key
Calls up first page of series related to
flight plan route on which data is displayed and entered.
INIT REF Key
Calls up first page of series used to
initialize FMC and IRS, plus various pages of reference data.

BRT

INIT
REF

RTE

CLB

CRZ

DES

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

HOLD

PROG

N1
LIMIT

FIX

EXEC

PROG Key
Calls up first page of series displaying dynamic flight and navigation
data, including ETAs and fuel
remaining for downline waypoints.
HOLD Key
Calls up page for entering holding
procedure into route, or for modifying pre-planned holding pattern.
DEP ARR Key
Calls up first page of series listing
all terminal are procedures in data
base for departure of arrival.

34-154

DIR INTC Key
Calls up LEGS page with
prompts used to enter route
from present position direct to
waypoint, or to intercept designated course to waypoint
LEGS Key
Calls up first page of series displaying details of each leg or route and
list of all route waypoints with speed/
altitude crossing restrictions. LEGS
page controls route segment displayed on associated HSI when HSI
is in PLAN mode.
OCT 99

BRT
EXEC

PROG Key
Calls up first page of series displaying
dynamic flight and navigation data,
including ETAs and fuel remaining for
downline waypoints.
HOLD Key
Calls up page for entering holding procedure into route, or for modifying
pre-planned holding pattern.
DEP ARR Key
Calls up first page of series listing all
terminal are procedures in data base
for departure of arrival.

34-154
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CONTROLS & INDICATIONS

CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (CDU)
Location: Forward Control Pedestal

FIX Key
Calls up first page of series
used to establish bearings and
distances from off route nav
aids as waypoints, and to display ETAs and distances.

FIX Key
Calls up first page of series
used to establish bearings and
distances from off route nav
aids as waypoints, and to display ETAs and distances.

PERF INIT
GROSS WT

FL190/
FUEL

34-155and
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˚

ZFW

˚

T/C OAT

RESERVES

˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

FAIL Light
Indicates fault in associated
CDU or in FMC.

NEXT PAGE Key
Changes display to next higher
page number multiple page
series, or except LEGS and
ROUTE pages, from last page in
series to first page, when pushed
momentarily. Changes pages at
rate of one per second when held.

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV
--- C

15.0

N1 LIMIT Key
Displays a page with engine
N1 limit values. Allows pilot
selection of thrust limits if
automatic selection is not
desired. The active limit is
always available for display
on the N1 indicators and for
use by the autothrottle.

PREV PAGE Key
Changes display to next lower
page number in multiple page
series, or, except for LEGS and
ROUTE pages, from first page in
series to last page, when pushed
momentarily. Changes pages at
rate of one per second when held.

TRIP/CRZ ALT

INIT
REF

RTE

CLB

CRZ

DES

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

HOLD

PROG

N1
LIMIT

FIX

A

PREV
PAGE

NEXT
PAGE

F

G

H

I

J

3

K

L

M

N

O

1
F
A
I
L

TAKEOFF

2

B

C

BRT
EXEC

D
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PERF INIT
GROSS WT
FUEL

4

5

6

P

Q

R

S

T

7

8

9

U

V

W

X

Y

.

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

MSG Light
Indicates FMC-generated
message is displayed on
scratch pad, or waiting to
be displayed when scratch
pad is clear.

˚
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34-155

T/C OAT

RESERVES

˚

--- C
TRANS ALT

COST INDEX

18000
INDEX
123.4/ABCDEF

FAIL Light
Indicates fault in associated
CDU or in FMC.

NEXT PAGE Key
Changes display to next higher
page number multiple page
series, or except LEGS and
ROUTE pages, from last page in
series to first page, when pushed
momentarily. Changes pages at
rate of one per second when held.

˚

ZFW

N1 LIMIT Key
Displays a page with engine
N1 limit values. Allows pilot
selection of thrust limits if
automatic selection is not
desired. The active limit is
always available for display on
the N1 indicators and for use
by the autothrottle.

PREV PAGE Key
Changes display to next lower
page number in multiple page
series, or, except for LEGS and
ROUTE pages, from first page in
series to last page, when pushed
momentarily. Changes pages at
rate of one per second when held.

CRZ WIND
--- /--ISA DEV
--- C

15.0

E
M
S
G

TRIP/CRZ ALT

FL190/

F
A
I
L

TAKEOFF

INIT
REF

RTE

CLB

CRZ

DES

DIR
INTC

LEGS

DEP
ARR

HOLD

PROG

N1
LIMIT

FIX
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B
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D
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P
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T
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8

9

U

V

W

X

Y

.

0

+ /-

Z

DEL

/

CLR

M
S
G

MSG Light
Indicates FMC-generated message is displayed on scratch pad,
or waiting to be displayed when scratch
pad is clear.
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INIT/REF INDEX
Location: CDU

INIT/REF INDEX
Location: CDU

Provides access to pages used for preflight initialization of the FMC and IRS. Also provides access to various pages of reference data. Accessed by: INIT REF button or any
INDEX prompt.

Provides access to pages used for preflight initialization of the FMC and IRS. Also provides access to various pages of reference data. Accessed by: INIT REF button or any
INDEX prompt.

IDENT
Displays the IDENT page which
is the first page referred to during
preflight.

POS
Displays the POS INIT page which
is used to enter initialization information into the IRSs.

IDENT
Displays the IDENT page which is
the first page referred to during
preflight.

NAV DATA
Displays the REF NAV DATA page
which allows waypoint, navaid, or
airport identifier entry.

NAV DATA
Displays the REF NAV DATA page
which allows waypoint, navaid, or
airport identifier entry.

INIT/REF INDEX
< IDENT

INIT/REF INDEX
NAV DATA >

< POS
< PERF
< TAKEOFF
< APPROACH
MAINT >

PERF
Displays the PERF
INIT page which is
used to enter performance information for
VNAV calculations.
MAINT
For use by maintenance personnel only.

< IDENT

TAKEOFF
Displays the TAKEOFF REF
PAGE which is used to enter temperature data for takeoff computations.

Systems Introduction

NAV DATA >

< POS
< PERF
< TAKEOFF
< APPROACH
MAINT >

SUPP

34-156and

POS
Displays the POS INIT page which
is used to enter initialization information into the IRSs.

PERF
Displays the PERF
INIT page which is
used to enter performance information for
VNAV calculations.
MAINT
For use by maintenance personnel only.
APPROACH

SUPP

TAKEOFF
Displays the TAKEOFF REF
PAGE which is used to enter temperature data for takeoff computations.

APPROACH
Displays the APPROACH REF page
which provides speeds for approach
and landing.

OCT 99

34-156

Displays the APPROACH REF
page which provides speeds for
approach and landing.
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IDENT PAGE
Location: CDU

IDENT PAGE
Location: CDU

Allows verification of the installed performance and navigation data base. Also allows
selection of the active navigation data base. Assessed by: Automatically on power-up, or
by the IDENT prompt on the INIT/REF INDEX page.

Allows verification of the installed performance and navigation data base. Also allows
selection of the active navigation data base. Assessed by: Automatically on power-up, or
by the IDENT prompt on the INIT/REF INDEX page.

ENG RATING
Identifies the engine rating contained in the performance data
base.

MODEL
Displays the airplane
model contained in the
performance data base.
NAV DATA
Displays the navigation
data base identifier.

IDENT

1/1

MODEL

737-300
NAV DATA
UAL 1930801

ENG RATING

20K
ACTIVE
JUN 29 JUL 27 / 97
JUL 28 AUG 25 / 97

MODEL
Displays the airplane
model contained in the
performance data base.

NAV DATA
Displays the navigation
data base identifier.

ACTIVE
Displays the range of
effective dates for the
active navigation data
base
Inactive Data Line
Displays the range of
effective dates for the
inactive navigation data
base.

IDENT
MODEL

737-300
NAV DATA
UAL 1930801

20K
ACTIVE
JUN 29 JUL 27 / 97
JUL 28 AUG 25 / 97

548925-08-01 (U5.0)

548925-08-01 (U5.0)
SUPP DATA

JAN 21 / 94
INDEX

INDEX
Allows selection of the INIT/
REF INDEX page.
OP PROGRAM
Displays the FMC operational
program identifier.

Systems Introduction

1/1
ENG RATING

OP PROGRAM

OP PROGRAM

34-157and

ENG RATING
Identifies the engine rating contained in the performance data
base.

POS INIT >

SUPP DATA

SUPP DATA
Displays the effective
dates from the supplemental navigation data
base.

POS INIT
Allows selection of the POS INIT
page. Used to continue the preflight
sequence.

OCT 99

ACTIVE
Displays the range of
effective dates for the
active navigation data
base
Inactive Data Line
Displays the range of
effective dates for the
inactive navigation data
base.

JAN 21 / 94
INDEX

POS INIT >

INDEX
Allows selection of the INIT/REF INDEX
page.

SUPP DATA
Displays the effective
dates from the supplemental navigation data
base.

POS INIT
Allows selection of the POS INIT
page. Used to continue the preflight sequence.

OP PROGRAM
Displays the FMC operational program
identifier.

34-157
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POS INIT PAGE
Location: CDU

POS INIT PAGE
Location: CDU

Allows entry of present position for FMC initialization and IRS alignment during preflight. Also used to verify the FMC time reference. Accessed by: INIT/REF INDEX
page, POS prompt or and POS INIT prompt.

Allows entry of present position for FMC initialization and IRS alignment during preflight. Also used to verify the FMC time reference. Accessed by: INIT/REF INDEX
page, POS prompt or and POS INIT prompt.
REF AIRPORT
Allows entry of the origin airport. Valid entry is the four
character ICAO airport identifier. Entry automatically displays the airport reference point latitude and longitude on
line 2R. The lines blank at liftoff.

REF AIRPORT
Allows entry of the origin airport. Valid entry is the four
character ICAO airport identifier. Entry automatically displays the airport reference point latitude and longitude on
line 2R. The lines blank at liftoff.

POS INIT

1/3

POS INIT

LAST POS

N 33˚ 56.9 W 118˚ 24.3

N 33˚ 56.9 W 118˚ 24.3

REF AIRPORT

KLAX

REF AIRPORT

N 33˚ 56.5 W 118˚ 24.5

KLAX

GATE

ALL

1432 . 0 z
INDEX

GATE
Used for entry and display of the airport gate position. Entry automatically displays gate latitude and
longitude on line 3R. The lines clear
at liftoff.

N 33˚ 56.4 W 118˚ 23.9

ALL

Introduction

N 33˚ 56.4 W 118˚ 23.9
SET IRS POS
˚

SET IRS HDG
---˚

GMT - MON / DY

1432 . 0 z

ROUTE >

INDEX

LAST POS
Displays the last FMC position anytime both IRUs are
not in the NAV mode and current FMC position when
IRS(s) are in the NAV mode.
The last position is retained by
the FMC when power is
removed.

GATE
Used for entry and display of
the airport gate position. Entry
automatically displays gate latitude and longitude on line 3R.
The lines clear at liftoff.

ROUTE
Displays the RTE page. Used to
continue the preflight sequence.
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GATE
SET IRS POS
˚
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LAST POS
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SET IRS HDG
---˚

ROUTE >

LAST POS
Displays the last FMC position
anytime both IRUs are not in
the NAV mode and current
FMC position when IRS(s) are
in the NAV mode. The last
position is retained by the FMC
when power is removed.
ROUTE
Displays the RTE page. Used to
continue the preflight sequence.
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POS INIT PAGE
Location: CDU

POS INIT PAGE
Location: CDU

SET IRS POS
Allows entry of present position latitude and longitude. Entry can be via the keyboard or by line selecting LAST POS, REF AIRPORT (SR) or GATE (3R).
Boxes are displayed when any IRU is in the ALIGN
mode and the present position has not yet been
entered. When both IRUs enter the NAV mode, the
Data Line and Title clear.

SET IRS POS
Allows entry of present position latitude and longitude.
Entry can be via the keyboard or by line selecting
LAST POS, REF AIRPORT (SR) or GATE (3R).
Boxes are displayed when any IRU is in the ALIGN
mode and the present position has not yet been entered.
When both IRUs enter the NAV mode, the Data Line
and Title clear.

POS INIT

1/3

POS INIT

LAST POS

N 33˚ 56.9 W 118˚ 24.3

N 33˚ 56.9 W 118˚ 24.3

REF AIRPORT

KLAX

REF AIRPORT

N 33˚ 56.5 W 118˚ 24.5

KLAX

GATE

ALL

1432 . 0 z
INDEX

GMT
Displays time from the Captain’s clock. If
the time is not valid, GMT must be
entered to initialize the FMC internal time
reference. Month and day cannot be
entered. If the Captain’s clock is not set to
GMT, then GMT hours should be entered
to ensure correct FMC reference. Minutes
will still follow the Captain’s clock. Following power interruption, the displayed
time resynchronizes with the Captain’s
clock.
34-159and
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N 33˚ 56.5 W 118˚ 24.5

GATE

N 33˚ 56.4 W 118˚ 23.9

ALL

SET IRS POS
˚
GMT - MON / DY

1/3
LAST POS

N 33˚ 56.4 W 118˚ 23.9
SET IRS POS
˚

SET IRS HDG
---˚

GMT - MON / DY

1432 . 0 z

ROUTE >

INDEX

SET IRS HDG
Allows entry of present magnetic heading.
Blank except when an IRS is in the ATT
mode. Entering heading updates any IRU
in the ATT mode.
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GMT
Displays time from the Captain’s clock. If
the time is not valid, GMT must be
entered to initialize the FMC internal time
reference. Month and day cannot be
entered. If the Captain’s clock is not set to
GMT, then GMT hours should be entered
to ensure correct FMC reference. Minutes
will still follow the Captain’s clock. Following power interruption, the displayed
time resynchronizes with the Captain’s
clock.
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SET IRS HDG
---˚

ROUTE >

SET IRS HDG
Allows entry of present magnetic heading.
Blank except when an IRS is in the ATT
mode. Entering heading updates any IRU
in the ATT mode.
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OXYGEN SYSTEMS
Overview
The oxygen systems supply low pressure oxygen in gaseous form to the crew and passengers.
Two separate oxygen systems are included, the flight crew oxygen system and the passenger oxygen system.
In addition, emergency oxygen is supplied by portable oxygen cylinder assemblies.
The flight crew oxygen system has a supply of high pressure gaseous oxygen and distributes and delivers it at
low pressure to the crew. High pressure oxygen is kept in an oxygen cylinder assembly. The oxygen cylinder
assembly includes a safety discharge device to protect against too much pressure. Oxygen cylinder pressure is
reduced through a pressure regulator. Low pressure oxygen is distributed through individual control panels
and mask stowage boxes.
The passenger oxygen system automatically releases oxygen masks to the passengers and attendants whenever
the cabin pressure falls to a value equivalent to an altitude of 14,000 feet. Oxygen is kept in chemical oxygen
generators and oxygen flow is started by the action of the passenger or attendant pulling the oxygen mask
down to the face. Mask deployment also can be operated by a switch on the P5 aft overhead panel.
The portable oxygen equipment includes portable oxygen cylinder assemblies and protective breathing
equipment (when installed). The portable cylinders supply oxygen for emergency, first aid or sustaining
oxygen for the passengers and/or crew. The smoke hood (PBE), emergency escape breathing device (EEBD)
and the crew protective breathing equipment (CPBE) supply portable emergency respiratory and eye protection
for the crew in an oxygen-deficient, smoke filled or other toxic atmosphere.
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FLIGHT CREW OXYGEN SYSTEM
Overview
The flight crew oxygen system is a diluter-demand type system which supplies supplemental and protective
breathing oxygen to the flight crew stations.
Oxygen is supplied by a high pressure cylinder with a pressure regulator and a pressure transducer that is
close-coupled to the cylinder, a system shutoff valve, a distribution manifold, and individual breathing devices.
The individual breathing devices include mask/regulators and mask storage boxes at the captain's and first
officer's stations and oxygen control panels with mask-mounted regulators at the first and second observer's
stations. The first and second observer's masks are available to the captain and first officer and may be used
with the portable oxygen bottle.
A high pressure indicator on the aft overhead panel receives an electrical signal from the pressure transducer.
The flow of low pressure oxygen to each individual mask is controlled by the individual breathing devices. The
system can be used at any altitude.
The system includes pressure relief devices for protection against too much pressure.
Oxygen servicing is accomplished by attachment of an external pressure source to a filler port on the external
fill panel. A second high pressure indicator is found on the external fill panel.
Oxygen servicing can also be accomplished by cylinder replacement with a fully charged cylinder.
The crew oxygen system keeps gaseous oxygen under high pressure and supplies oxygen to each crewmember
at low pressure. High pressure oxygen flows from the crew oxygen cylinder into the cylinder coupling
assembly, then into the attached pressure regulator. The pressure regulator takes an input pressure range of
60 to 1850 PSI and reduces it to an output pressure range of 60 to 85 PSI. Also connected to the cylinder
coupling assembly is a pressure transducer which transmits an electrical signal to control the high pressure
indicator on the aft overhead panel and on the external fill panel.
A system shutoff valve that is manually operated is installed in the line to control flow to the crew oxygen
outlets. The shutoff valve is a slow opening type and is normally open. Operation of the system is automatic
when the cylinder shutoff and system shutoff valves are open and the mask/regulator is removed from the
mask storage box or oxygen control panel supply lever is in the ON position. Each individual crew member
uses a mask/regulator to control the operation of the system.
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OXYGEN CONTROL PANEL WITH
A MASK-MOUNTED REGULATOR
(FIRST OBSERVER'S AND FIRST
OFFICER'S STATION)
CREW OXYGEN
CYLINDER
SYSTEM
SHUTOFF VALVE

MASK STORAGE BOX WITH
MASK/REGULATOR
(FIRST OFFICER'S STATION)

OXYGEN CONTROL PANEL WITH
A MASK-MOUNTED REGULATOR
(SECOND OBSERVER'S AND
CAPTAIN'S STATION)

MASK STORAGE BOX WITH
MASK/REGULATOR
(CAPTAIN'S STATION)
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Crew Oxygen Cylinder Assembly
The crew oxygen cylinder assembly supplies the gaseous oxygen for the crew oxygen system. The cylinder is
installed on the forward right sidewall of the forward cargo compartment. The cylinder, when filled to a
pressure of 1850 PSIG, has a capacity equal to 76 or 114 cubic feet of gaseous oxygen at 760 millimeters HG
absolute and 70°F.
The cylinder assembly includes a slow-opening shutoff valve, an oxygen pressure indicator, and a safety relief
device which breaks before pressure can damage a valve or the cylinder, tubing, or components. The safety
relief device has an outlet port with a frangible disk that will break, in the event of too much pressure. This
permits the cylinder to vent the oxygen overboard through a vent in the airplane skin.

Cylinder Coupling Assembly
A cylinder coupling assembly is installed on the outlet fitting of the cylinder. It has mounting connections that
are close coupled for the pressure transducer and pressure regulator.
A brush-like wire element that is approximately 3 inches long is inserted tightly into the coupling assembly.
This wire element functions as a thermal compensator to prevent oxygen temperature extremes when the
system is being used.

Pressure Regulator
The pressure regulator connects to the cylinder coupling assembly and decreases cylinder pressure of 60 to
1850 PSI to an outlet pressure of 60 to 85 PSI. A pressure relief valve is included in the regulator to protect
the system downstream from the regulator. The relief valve is set to relieve at approximately 100 PSI and
discharges into the forward cargo compartment.

Pressure Transducer
High pressure indication is received from a pressure transducer which is a component of the cylinder coupling
assembly. The transducer takes system pressure and changes it to a variable electrical signal which controls
the oxygen pressure indicators on the aft overhead panel and on the external fill panel.

External Fill Panel
External servicing of the crew oxygen cylinder is done through an external fill panel installed under a latched
door on the right side of the lower fuselage section. The panel contains a filler valve, filler connection, and a
pressure indicator. These components are accessible slightly above the crew oxygen cylinder assembly.
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System Shutoff Valve
The system shutoff valve for the crew oxygen system is a manually operated, slow opening valve that controls
the supply of oxygen to the individual breathing devices. The valve has a valve body, inlet and outlet ports, a
control handle, and a mounting flange that contains four holes for attachment. The valve is operated by
rotation of the control handle. The valve is installed on the P6 panel.
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Mask Storage Box
(Crew Stations so equipped)
A mask storage box is installed at the captain's and first officer's stations. The box supplies storage for the
mask/regulator and controls the flow of oxygen to the mask/regulator.
The box contains a sliding control, a shutoff valve, left and right lids, and a flow blinker.
The sliding control automatically keeps the shutoff valve in the closed position when the mask/regulator is
stored and both lids are closed. Hold the sliding control in TEST. This permits the mask/regulator to be
tested when in the stored position. The inner part of the sliding control has a white flag marked OXY-ON.
The left lid controls the shutoff valve when the mask/regulator is removed from the box. The left lid also
moves the sliding control's white flag to the exposed position when the mask/regulator is removed and the left
lid is closed.
The flow blinker contains a yellow diaphragm and a black diaphragm. When oxygen flow occurs, the yellow
diaphragm is pushed up against the black diaphragm. This causes a yellow cross to appear.

Mask/Regulator (Crew Stations with Mask/Storage boxes)
A mask/regulator is installed at the captain's and first officer's stations and is kept in a mask storage box.
The mask/regulator contains an oxygen mask with a microphone, an inflatable harness, and a diluter demand
regulator.
The mask harness is inflated with oxygen when the harness inflation ears on the regulator are pressed. The
harness inflates rapidly to a large, round, and rigid shape. This permits the mask/regulator to be put on
rapidly. Release the inflation ears and the harness deflates which permits it to conform to the shape of the
head.
The regulator has three manual controls - harness inflation ears, an oxygen dilution control, and a PRESS TO
TEST knob.
The harness inflation ears are used to inflate and deflate the mask harness.
The oxygen dilution control is used to select a flow of 100% oxygen.
The PRESS TO TEST knob has two functions. First, turn the knob for a positive flow of oxygen under pressure.
Second, depress the knob. This permits the regulator to be tested when the mask/regulator is in the mask
storage box. The oxygen dilution control must be at 100% for this to occur.
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Oxygen Pressure Indicators
Oxygen pressure indicators are installed on the aft overhead panel and on the external fill panel. The
indicators supply high pressure indication for the flight crew oxygen system. Each pressure indicator dial is
calibrated to read pressure from 0 to 2000 PSI. The indicators contain a unit which takes a voltage output
signal from the pressure transducer and changes it to a calibrated pressure value that is shown on the dial.

COCKPIT INDICATION
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Overboard Vent and Discharge Indicator
The discharge indicator is a green plastic disk installed in the overboard vent which is adjacent to the crew
oxygen cylinder. The indicator will break if the frangible disk in the crew oxygen cylinder breaks. This causes
pressure in the overboard vent line to build and this causes the green plastic disk to break. The purpose of
the indicator is to permit a visual indication of loss of oxygen through the overboard vent, and prevent entry of
foreign objects, insects, etc.
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PASSENGER OXYGEN SYSTEM
Overview
The passenger oxygen system supplies emergency oxygen to the passengers and attendants. The system
contains service units, various control relays, altitude pressure (automatic) switch, passenger oxygen (manual)
switch, and indicator lights.
Each passenger service unit (PSU) contains a chemical oxygen generator and an oxygen mask box. The mask
box contains four oxygen masks and a door latch actuator.
Each lavatory and attendant's oxygen mask box contains a chemical oxygen generator, two oxygen masks and a
door latch actuator.
Chemical oxygen generators are used to supply oxygen to each passenger and attendant. Oxygen flow to the
masks is started when the mask is pulled downward. This causes the chemical oxygen generator to start a
chemical reaction one product of which is oxygen.
Mask deployment occurs automatically by an altitude pressure switch when cabin pressure decreases to that
equal to an altitude of 14,000 feet. The pressure switch energizes the door latch actuator which causes the
mask box door to open and the masks to fall free. Mask deployment can also occur manually by moving the
passenger oxygen switch on the aft overhead panel to ON.
Mask deployment (automatic or manual) energizes the R324 oxygen indicator relay. This relay supplies a
ground for the PASS OXY ON light on the aft overhead panel, the OVERHEAD annunciator light on the P7 light
shield, the passenger address emergency announcement, emergency signs, and cabin interior lights. This
causes these lights and the emergency signs to come ON, and the emergency announcement to be broadcast.
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Chemical Oxygen Generator
The generator supplies gaseous oxygen to the oxygen masks by rapid thermal decomposition of sodium
chlorate and iron into salt, iron oxide, and oxygen.
The generator has a release pin which holds a cocked firing pin in position. Each oxygen mask lanyard in a
mask box is attached to a common release cable. The release cable is attached to the release pin. When any
mask lanyard is pulled, the firing pin is released and strikes the primer. This starts the chemical reaction in
the generator. Once started, the reaction cannot be stopped until all of the chemicals have been used. A color
band that is sensitive to heat is installed around the oxygen generator. The chemical reaction that occurs
when the generator is fired gives off heat and turns the color of the band black. A black band is an indication
that the generator has fired and the generator must be replaced.
A filter removes all unwanted elements of the chemical reaction. A relief valve vents pressure above 90 PSI.
Oxygen flows through the filter and manifold to the mask.
Each oxygen generator in the passenger service unit has a single oxygen outlet which is connected to the
manifold of the oxygen supply line for that passenger service unit. The generator is installed adjacent to the
mask box in the service unit.
Each chemical oxygen generator in the attendant's and lavatory mask boxes has two oxygen outlets to which
the oxygen masks are directly connected. A generator is installed inside each lavatory and attendant's mask
box.
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Passenger Oxygen Mask
The passenger oxygen mask assembly is a continuous flow unit of cup-shaped design with an oronasal type
mask. A reservoir bag with a capacity of one liter is attached to the face piece with a check valve at the mask.
The mask is designed to conform to facial contours and may be held in position with an elastic head strap.
Each oxygen mask in the passenger service unit is connected to a common manifold in the oxygen supply line.
The supply line manifold is connected to a generator outlet nozzle.
Each attendant and lavatory mask is connected directly to the generator outlet nozzle.
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Door Latch Actuator
Each oxygen mask box has a door latch actuator. The actuator has a solenoid switch with a plunger.
When the passenger oxygen system is actuated either automatically or manually, the solenoid is energized.
This causes the plunger to strike the latch lever. This action releases the mask box door and the masks fall
free. After operation, the actuator must be reset by pushing upwards on the test stop button.
During normal flight conditions, the solenoid is not energized and springs hold the latches in the latched
position. This keeps the mask box door open. The masks are held in the stored position by the latched door.
The door latch can be operated manually for maintenance access. A latch actuation tab that is normally
hidden from view is installed adjacent to the test stop button.
Mask box doors in the passenger service unit and at the attendants’ stations are manually opened. A 0.125inch pin punch is inserted into the hole adjacent to the test stop button. The pin punch is then pushed to
operate the door latch.
Mask box doors in the lavatory are manually opened by the insertion of a thin flat tool into the gap between
the mask box door and the ceiling panel (adjacent to test stop button). The thin flat tool is then pushed to
operate the door latch.
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PORTABLE OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
Overview
Oxygen for First Aid and sustaining purposes is kept in portable oxygen cylinders. These cylinders are
installed at easily reached locations throughout the airplane.
There are two types of portable oxygen cylinders, those with a demand regulator and those without a demand
regulator. The basic cylinder assembly contains these parts: high pressure oxygen cylinder, constant flow
pressure regulator, ON-OFF valve, relief valve, safety plug, charging valve, outlet assemblies, and pressure
gage. A demand-type mask can be attached to cylinders with a demand regulator.
The pressure gage shows the oxygen pressure in the cylinder and thereby the quantity of oxygen available.
Cylinder pressure should be 1800 PSIG at 70°F. The safety plug contains a fusible alloy which melts in case
of too much heat. This permits the cylinder to vent into the atmosphere. The ON-OFF valve controls the flow
of high pressure oxygen into the pressure regulator.
The pressure regulator contains a pressure reducing mechanism which reduces the oxygen pressure before it
is supplied to the outlet assembly or the demand regulator. The oxygen pressure is reduced because low
pressure oxygen is required for the masks. The pressure regulator also has a recharging valve assembly
which permits the cylinder to be refilled.
An oxygen mask and hose is attached to each portable oxygen cylinder assembly. In order to use, the hose
must be connected to the oxygen outlet on the cylinder.
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POSSIBLE PLACEMENT OF OXYGEN CYLINDERS IN THE CABIN
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PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
Overview
The purpose of the pneumatic system is to supply bleed air from the 5th and 9th stage of the engine
compressor or from the APU or from a ground cart. Air is distributed by a pneumatic manifold from the above
sources to the air conditioning packs, wing and cowl Thermal Anti-Ice (TAI) systems, the engine starting
system, potable water system and the hydraulic reservoir. The systems using air from the pneumatic manifold
are covered in their respective chapters.
The main supply of bleed air to the manifold is obtained from the engine 5th stage compressor. 5th stage air
is supplied to the pneumatic manifold at all times except at engine idle or at low engine thrust settings. When
this occurs 9th stage bleed air is automatically used. Air from the 5th and 9th stage bleed ports is controlled
by the engine bleed control system. APU bleed air or pneumatic ground cart bleed air is primarily used for
engine starting and for air conditioning pack operation on the ground. The APU can be used as an alternate
bleed air source up to airplane altitudes of 17,000 ft.
The pneumatic manifold interconnects the engine bleed system and APU and distributes bleed air to the
systems. The pneumatic manifold contains the necessary valves to shut off bleed air at each engine, APU and
to isolate the left and right hand systems.
Each engine bleed system contains a bleed air temperature control sub-system. This consists of a precooler,
precooler control valve and precooler control valve sensor. The engine bleed air temperature is automatically
controlled to a preset temperature whenever the engine is operating and the Pressure Regulator and Shutoff
Valve (PRSOV) is open. The temperature is sensed in the precooler bleed air discharge. The sensor will cause
the precooler control valve to modulate open/closed as required to maintain this temperature. Engine fan air
is used as the heat sink for the bleed air.
Two pressure transmitters are provided for pressure indication of the bleed air. One transmitter is used for
each engine. Both pressure transmitters are connected to a dual pressure indicator on the overhead panel.
The engine bleed air overtemperature indication consists of overtemperature switches located in the ducting
system, which are connected to the overhead panel trip lights. The temperature switches illuminate the trip
lights and the corresponding engine PRSOV closes when the bleed air temperature exceeds approximately
490°F. Also, the bleed trip light will illuminate if there is excessive pressure at the bleed valve inlet.
The engine bleed air is used to aspirate the total air temperature (TAT) probe when the airplane is on the
ground or in flight with the flaps extended. The aspirator causes airflow past the sensing element to provide
reliable temperature indication during ground operation. The aspirated TAT probe compensates for the
heating effects of bright sunlight or hot ramp heat radiation. TAT probe deicing is provided by a hermetically
sealed, coaxial type electrical heating element. Pneumatic system air for TAT probe aspiration is bled off
downstream of the turbofan control valve. Make sure the valves are installed downstream of each turbofan
drive air duct to prevent bleed air loss through a non-operating turbofan.
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Overview (Continued):
The high-stage manifold duct on the engine has a bleed air pressure tap provision to supply pneumatic
pressure to airplanes equipped with potable water engine pressurization system.
On airplanes with potable water engine pressurization system, make sure that the potable water pressure line
is connected to the pressure tap on engine 1.
On airplanes without potable water engine pressurization system, make sure that the pressure tap provision on
the replacement engines is sealed.
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ENGINE BLEED & AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Overview
The engine bleed air distribution system is a manifold of ducts and valves which carries hot compressed air
from the engine compressor to the air conditioning packs and to the air-dependent units and subsystems in
other systems. Air source, pressure, and temperature controlling components are part of the system. Ducts
from the engines pass through control components and join the respective left or right wing manifolds. A
crossover duct, forward and below the center wing section front spar joins the left and right wing manifold
sections to form the complete cross-ship pneumatic manifold. The air control components connecting the
pneumatic manifold to related systems are covered as part of the systems they serve.
The primary supply of pneumatic air is from the mid (5th) compressor stage of each engine, through a check
valve. When 5th-stage bleed air pressure is not high enough, high (9th) stage bleed air is used. Switching
from mid to high stage bleed on each engine is controlled automatically by the high stage valve and regulator.
The pressure regulating and shutoff valve (PRSOV) controls the pressure of air supplied to the precooler within
the range of 34 and 50 PSIG. The high stage air is controlled to within the range between 25 and 33 psig (25
and 35 PSIG on airplanes with improved regulators) by the high stage regulator. Air from either stage is
routed through a precooler on each engine before entering the pneumatic manifold. The precooler control
valve, controlled by a downstream temperature sensor, regulates manifold air temperature by controlling the
amount of fan air flow through the precooler.
The pneumatic manifold is separated into left and right sections by an isolation valve. A center section
contains the APU duct. Flow of APU air into the center section is controlled by the APU bleed air valve. A
ground service pneumatic connector is in the right section. Ground pneumatic sources bypass the pressure
regulating valve and must have pressure regulation equipment.
Switches on the pilot's forward overhead panel control solenoids in the pneumatically operated bleed air
regulators and APU bleed air valve. The engine fire switches, when actuated, cause the regulators and valve
to close.
Normally the APU check valve prevents engine bleed pressure from backing into the APU bleed system.
Should the check valve fail open, with the APU bleed valve open, engine bleed pressure could be detrimental
to the APU. The DUAL BLEED light on the overhead panel illuminates when the APU bleed valve is open and
either Engine No. 1 PRSOV or Engine No. 2 PRSOV and isolation valve are open. The light would be on during
an APU engine start. After engine start and the APU bleed valve switch is placed to OFF, the light goes out
indicating that the APU bleed valve has closed.
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Overview (Continued):
The pneumatic system is used to start the engines on the airplane. Bleed air from a pneumatic source flows
in the reverse direction through the pneumatic system to the engine start system.
The bleed air is diverted to the engine start system by the pressure regulating and shutoff valve (PRSOV).
Each engine uses a bleed air regulator to pneumatically control the PRSOV. The bleed air regulator eliminates
the control pressure to the PRSOV actuator which ensures the PRSOV will remain closed during starting.
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Pneumatic Manifold
The pneumatic distribution system connects air supply sources from the APU, engines, and ground air source
to user systems through the pneumatic manifold system and their appropriate control valves. The pneumatic
manifold system extends from the engine at one wing to the crossover duct in the air conditioning bay below
the center wing section to the other engine at the opposite wing. An electrically actuated isolation valve in the
crossover duct separates the left and right side system. The APU bleed air duct is connected to the crossover
duct on the left side of the isolation valve and the pneumatic ground service connection is connected to the
crossover duct on the right side of the isolation valve.
From the engine, bleed air source is ducted primarily from the 5th-stage port where it passes through the 5thstage check valve before it is ducted together with the 9th-stage (high pressure) duct. Air for nose cowl
thermal anti-ice (TAI) is tapped off downstream of the 5th-stage check valve. Bleed air from the 9th-stage
ports are ducted through the 9th-stage manifold and high stage valve before it is joined together with the 5thstage duct. The air is then ducted through the PRSOV to regulate the pressure and the precooler heat
exchanger to regulate the temperature before it is discharged into the strut duct. The strut duct is connected
to the engine starter duct and to the wing leading edge duct. Air for wing thermal anti-ice (TAI) is tapped off
from the wing leading edge duct through the wing thermal anti-ice valve. The left and right wing leading edge
ducts are routed inboard inside the wing leading edge fairings where the ducts are joined to the crossover duct
in the air conditioning bay.
Bleed air source can also be supplied with use of the APU. The APU bleed air duct runs under the passenger
floor from the APU along the left side of the aft cargo compartment, then inside the keel beam through the
wheel well to the air conditioning bay where it joins the crossover duct on left side of the isolation valve. The
APU bleed air (shutoff) valve, a pneumatically actuated solenoid controlled valve installed in the duct
downstream of the APU, controls the airflow from the APU. A reverse flow APU check valve installed in the
duct section downstream of the APU bleed air (shutoff) valve prevents damage to the APU compressor from
bleed air backflows from the engine(s) or ground air source. A pressure relief valve is installed in the duct
section between the APU bleed air valve and APU check valve to relief excess pressure in the pneumatic
manifold.
A three-inch diameter tap with an integral check valve for pneumatic ground service connection is installed on
the right side of the crossover duct to allow system pressurization from an external ground air source.
There are two duct pressure transmitters installed in the crossover duct to monitor duct pressure on either
side of the isolation valve.
The pneumatic manifold serves as the central reservoir for the supply of pressurized air for air conditioning,
hydraulic system pressurization, water tank pressurization, turbofans and TAT probe aspiration through their
applicable control valves from pressure taps in the pneumatic duct.
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5th-Stage Bleed Air Check Valve
The 5th-stage bleed air check valve is installed in the 5th-stage bleed air duct to prevent bleed air return to
the 5th-stage engine compressor.
The check valve has two semi-circular flappers which are hinged about a pin that runs through the center of
the valve body. The check valve flappers and pin are assembled into a one-piece valve body cast. The valve
body is flanged to mate with the pneumatic duct. The arrow markers on the side of the valve show the airflow
direction through the valve.
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Pressure Regulator and Shutoff Valve
The pressure regulator and shutoff valve (PRSOV) is a pneumatically actuated, spring loaded closed, butterfly
type valve. The valve, in conjunction with a remotely mounted bleed air regulator, provides pneumatic signals
to open, close, and regulate pressure for downstream bleed air.
The valve consists basically of an actuator, manual override with closed position lock, and flow body with a
butterfly plate.
The valve may be manually locked in closed position by rotating the manual wrenching hex (butterfly shaft) so
that the lock screw/position indicator aligns with closed position, loosening lock screw/position indicator and
then sliding the detented locking knob into the recess in the retainer plate. The manual lock is retained in the
override position by retightening the lock screw/position indicator. Also the valve may be unlocked by
loosening the lock screw/position indicator, centering detented locking knob in the retainer plate, sliding
detented locking knob out of the recess in the retainer plate, and then retightening the lock screw/position
indicator.
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Bleed Air Regulator
The bleed air regulator is a pneumatic controller designed to provide regulated control pressure, with
electrically controlled shutoff, from a bleed air source. Other functions incorporated are electrical indication of
excessive bleed air supply pressure, automatic electrical shutoff of regulated control pressure in the event that
downstream pressure exceeds bleed air supply pressure, and a relief valve to maintain regulation of control
pressure in the event of pressure regulator failure.
The bleed air regulator contains a pneumatic pressure switch, reference pressure regulator, reverse flow
switch assembly, relief valve assembly, and solenoid valve assembly mounted in or on a metal housing.
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450°F Thermostat
The thermostat is located downstream of the precooler and precooler control valve sensor. The purpose of the
thermostat is to control the PRSOV position above 450°F air temperature. The sensor is a bleed-off pneumatic
thermostat which provides a pneumatic output signal that varies inversely with the sensed temperature. As
sensed temperature increases, the result is a closing of the PRSOV. As the sensed temperature decreases
below 450ºF, the PRSOV will begin to open.
SEE
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High Stage Valve
The high stage valve is a pneumatically actuated, spring-loaded closed, butterfly type valve used with the high
stage regulator.
The high stage valve has two major components, a valve body assembly and a pneumatic actuator assembly.
The position indicator and manual override mechanism are mounted on the bottom of the valve body.
A relief valve assembly is installed in the downstream port.
The valve may be manually locked in the closed position by loosening the position indicator/retaining screw
and sliding the lock up into the recess in the cover plate. Retightening the position indicator/retaining screw
will hold the lock in position.
The valve is unlocked by loosening the position indicator/retaining screw, sliding the lock down the shaft until
contact is made with the top pin, and retightening the position indicator/retaining screw.
The relief valve assembly is provided to relieve excess downstream pressure caused by normal port leakage
past the closed butterfly plate when no consumption of air exists downstream. The relief valve assembly may
be removed to expose a test port.
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High Stage Regulator
The high stage regulator is a device that functions to provide for regulation and shutoff of the high stage valve.
The high stage regulator includes a reference pressure regulator, reverse flow check mechanism, pneumatic
shutoff, and a relief valve assembly.
A relief valve assembly provides pressure regulation in the event of a reference pressure regulator failure.
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Pneumatic Ground Service Connection
A pneumatic ground service connection is provided to allow pressurization of the pneumatic manifold by
ground service carts. The connection is accessible through a hinged panel on the underside of the fuselage.
The pressurized air supplied through this connection can be used for engine starts, the air conditioning system
and other user systems. The connection also includes a check valve to prevent excessive pneumatic system
leakage or reverse flow into the ground air source.
Before air is supplied, the battery switch must be selected ON and the air conditioning pack valves selected
OFF. AC power must be available for air conditioning use. The maximum pressure and temperature of the air
supply provided to the ground service connection must not exceed 60 PSI and 450°F, respectively.
The check valve installed inside the connector housing prevents loss of pressurized air through the connector
during operation of the airplane pneumatic system. Caution must be used in the removal and replacement of
connector so that the two gaskets are not damaged or misaligned during operation.
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APU Check Valve
A check valve is installed in the APU bleed air duct just downstream of the APU bleed air valve. The check
valve prevents backflow of air from the pneumatic crossover duct to the APU.

APU Bleed Air (Shutoff) Valve
The APU bleed air valve is a modulating valve that is used to control bleed air flow from the APU to the
airplane pneumatic system. The valve is located at the bleed air duct on the aft side of the APU compartment
forward bulkhead. The pneumatically operated solenoid-controlled valve is controlled by a switch on the
pilot's forward overhead panel.
When the APU is in operation at or above 95 percent, APU bleed air can be obtained with the APU bleed switch
put to the ON position. The air from the APU is automatically regulated by APU components and by APU bleed
valve modulation. This is to make sure that maximum APU bleed air is available without overloading the APU.
A pressure relief valve provides safety relief at 80 PSI.

APU Pressure Relief Valve
The APU pressure relief valve is a spring loaded closed, bleed-off type regulator, which contain a poppet valve,
valve seat, and spring. Its purpose is to vent off excess pressure in the pneumatic duct to prevent an
overpressure condition which can cause the ducting to rupture. The relief valve is mounted to a boss on the
APU pneumatic duct in the tail compartment and is set to relieve at approximately 80 PSIG. The pressure
relief valve can be accessed through the stabilizer trim access door.
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Bleed Air Isolation Valve
The bleed air isolation valve is installed in the center of the crossover duct to separate the left and right
pneumatic systems or to connect them when necessary. The isolation valve is a 115-volt, single-phase, motoroperated butterfly valve. The valve normally stays closed unless a cross-feed of bleed air is necessary.
The valve is controlled by a three-position (OPEN-AUTO-CLOSE) switch on the P5 panel. It is connected
electrically through the left and right pack switches and also through the No. 1 and No. 2 engine bleed
switches.
With the isolation valve switch in AUTO, engine bleed switches ON and pack switches in AUTO or HIGH, the
isolation valve will stay closed. If any of the four switches is put to the OFF position, power is transferred to
turn open the isolation valve. This operation must be manually performed as the circuit passes through the
switch, not the affected valve.
The other two positions, OPEN and CLOSE, function as a conventional switch regardless of pack and bleed
switch positions.
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Dual Bleed Light
The DUAL BLEED light on the P5 pilot's overhead panel indicates that the pneumatic system is pressurized by
engine(s) and APU at the same time.
The DUAL BLEED light circuit is completed by a combination of Engine No. 1 bleed switch ON and the APU
bleed valve open. A combination of Engine No. 2 bleed switch ON, isolation valve open, and APU bleed valve
open will also complete the circuit.
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BLEED AIR PRECOOLER SYSTEM
Overview
The purpose of the bleed air precooler system is to control the temperature of the high pressure bleed air
which is supplied to the manifold system to approximately 415°F. Two precooler systems are provided, one
for engine No. 1 and one for engine No. 2. Each precooler system consists of an air-to-air heat exchanger,
four-inch-diameter precooler control valve, a precooler control valve sensor and a solenoid valve installed in
the sense line between the valve and sensor.
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Precooler
The precooler is an air-to-air heat exchanger located at top right center of each engine and is of the plate-fin
single pass crossflow type. The heat collected from the hot air ducted from the engine is absorbed by the cool
air ducted from the engine fan after passing through the precooler control valve. The cooling air is then
discharged overboard.
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Precooler Control Valve
The precooler valve is attached to the discharge port of the engine fan. The purpose of the valve is to control
the flow of cooling air through the heat exchanger to regulate the temperature of the bleed air. This is a
pneumatically actuated, temperature controlled, spring loaded open butterfly modulating valve. A remote
pneumatic temperature sensor is used to produce a valve position that is proportional to the sensed
temperature. The valve is closed at low sensed temperature and open at high sensed temperatures.
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Precooler Control Valve Sensor
The sensor is located downstream of the precooler. The purpose of the sensor is to control the precooler
control valve butterfly position. The sensor is a bleed-off pneumatic thermostat which provides a pneumatic
output signal that varies inversely with the sensed temperature. Therefore, the metering valve is modulated to
provide a discrete output signal pressure for each sensed temperature which in turn modulates the precooler
valve open and closed.
SEE
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ENGINE BLEED PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
A pressure indication system, consisting of two transmitters and a dual pressure indicator, is provided for the
pressure indication of the engine bleed system. Each transmitter is connected to a sensing line which is
connected to the pneumatic manifold downstream from the bleed air heat exchanger. Both transmitters are
electrically connected to the dual pressure indicator on the overhead panel which has two pointers marked L
and R for the left and right system respectively. One transmitter is sensing engine No. 1 bleed air pressure
and the other senses engine No. 2 bleed air pressure.
Each transmitter has two ports. One port is for the pressure sensing line from the pneumatic manifold and
the other port is the vent to ambient. Next to the ports there is a zero set hex nut. The zero set hex nut is
used to adjust the transmitter to obtain a zero indication on the indicator with no pressure in the ducts.
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WATER AND WASTE
Overview
The water and waste system is composed of four independent but related systems. The passenger water
system stores, delivers, monitors and controls drinkable (potable) water for the galley units and lavatory sink
basins. This system contains electric water heaters that heat the water supplied to the hot water taps in the
lavatory sinks. The water tank pressurization system causes the passenger water to be evenly pressurized at
all times. The toilet system provides sanitary toilets in the lavatory compartments and a means to dispose of
toilet waste. The waste water system disposes of waste water.
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POTABLE WATER SYSTEM
Overview
The passenger water system has a water tank which stores fresh water. The system supplies water to the
galley units and lavatory washbasins.
The storage and distribution components of the passenger water system, store, pressurize, distribute, and
drain fresh water. The potable water tank is in the compartment aft of the bulk cargo compartment.
Each lavatory has a drain valve located below the cylindrical water heater in the lower part of the sink cabinet.
The drain valve controls potable water drainage and supply in the lavatory compartment. The lavatory
washbasins each have a faucet with hot and cold water. The faucets are self-venting. This allows automatic
bleeding of air from the system, and allows draining the system without opening the faucet.
On some airplanes a secondary drain valve is fitted to prevent overboard discharge of water during flight when
the valve is inadvertently moved to the drain position.
Most of the water distribution system is flexible Teflon hose with reinforced fiber covering. Metal fittings and
connectors are used at junctions and line replaceable units. Distribution lines route from below the water tank
to above the cabin ceiling and enter galleys and lavatories from above.
Each lavatory has a water heater in the supply line to the washbasin faucet.
The passenger water system quantity indicator shows the flight crew the amount of water in the passenger
water tank. The water quantity transmitter sends quantity signals to the water quantity indicator.
The passenger water tank is normally pressurized by engine bleed air taken from the pneumatic manifold
which pressurizes the APU manifold to move fresh water from the water tank to the lavatories and galleys. An
air compressor augments normal pressurization when pressure within the tank is below 18 PSI. The water
tank pressurization system includes the compressor, pressure switch, check valves, air filter, pressure
regulator, and pressure relief valve.
Operation of the potable water system is automatic and requires no action by the crew other than manually
resetting the lavatory water heater overheat switches.
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Water Tank
The water tank is aft of the bulk cargo compartment on the right side of the airplane. Vertical support
members attach the tank to the fuselage frame.
The water tank is cylindrical with rounded ends. The tank is nonmetallic filament wound fiberglass. Two
bands reinforce the tank and provide mounting support.
737-400 AIRPLANES; The volume of the potable water tank is 40 gallons. The water capacity limit is 40
gallons. If the water is filled more than the capacity limit, the overflow line will remove the added water.
ALL EXCEPT 737-400 AIRPLANES; the volume of the potable water tank is 34 gallons. The water capacity
limit is 30 gallons. If the water is filled more than the capacity limit the overflow line will remove the added
water.
The water tank is protected from freezing by a 3-piece fiberglass blanket. The blanket is installed using
Velcro fasteners.
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Service Panel
The passenger water system service panel is on the fuselage below the aft entry door. The service panel has
both inlet and outlet ports for the fill/overflow valve. Also on the service panel is a control handle for the
fill/overflow valve, a drain handle to operate the potable water drain valve, and a fitting for ground service air.
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Fill and Overflow Valve
The fill/overflow valve is a four-port valve used to fill the potable water tank. The fill/overflow valve attaches
to an intercostal between floor beams to the left of the potable water tank. The fill/overflow valve handle is
on the potable water service panel. In the open or service position, the fill/overflow valve allows the potable
water tank to be filled. In the closed position, the fill/overflow valve seals the potable water tank so it can be
pressurized.
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Water Tank Drain Valve
The passenger water tank drain valve is two-port valve located behind the aft cargo compartment, below the
passenger water tank and controls draining of the passenger water tank. A drain valve control handle is
accessible on the water service panel.
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Lavatory Drain Valve
One, four-port (with one port capped), manually operated drain valve is installed in the potable water supply
line located below the cylindrical water heater, inside each sink cabinet. The valve has 3 positions: SHUTOFF
or OFF, DRAIN, and SUPPLY or ON. In the SHUTOFF or OFF position, all lines are completely closed. In the
DRAIN position, all lines are completely open. In the SUPPLY or ON (normal) position, the water inlet and
outlet lines are open and the drain line is closed.
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Lavatory Washbasin Faucet
Each lavatory washbasin has a mechanically timed faucet. The faucet provides warm water thru a single
spigot for 10 to 30 seconds each time the actuator is pressed. The duration of flow is adjusted by setting the
spring within the actuator. The temperature is adjusted by setting the adjustable mixing valve in the sink
cabinet. The faucets are self-venting so they need not be opened to drain the potable water system. The
washbasin is spring-loaded closed. The stopper control lever must be held open until the basin is empty. The
basin overflow drain is not stoppered.
A muffler in the overflow line quiets the sound of cabin air through the drain masts to atmosphere.

ADJUSTING SCREW
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CARTRIDGE
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Washbasin Faucet Assembly
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Water Heaters
The ON-OFF switch is normally ON. This lights the indicator light and lets the water heater cycle on and off
automatically until the switch is turned OFF.
WATER HEATERS WITH THE TEMPERATURE SELECT SWITCH; The temperature select switch is on the
bottom of the water heater. The temperature select switch adjusts the control thermostat to give water that
can be heated to one of these temperature ranges. The ranges are: 101°F to 109°F (LOW), 111°F to 119°F
(MED) and 121°F to 129°F (HIGH). If the control thermostat fails in the closed position, the overheat switch
will cut power to the heater circuit when the temperature reaches approximately 170°F.
WATER HEATERS WITHOUT THE TEMPERATURE SELECT SWITCH; The water heater will automatically
heat the water to the temperature of approximately 125°F. The control thermostat opens the heater circuit
when the temperature goes above 125°F and closes when the temperature goes below 125°F. If the control
thermostat does not open at 125°F, the overheat switch will cut power to the heater circuit when the
temperature reaches approximately 195°F.
An overheat condition requires manually resetting the overheat switch. The overheat switch is beneath the
water heater top cover. If the pressure in the heater reaches 140 PSI, a pressure relief valve opens. The relief
valve closes again at about 130 PSI.

POTABLE WATER SUPPLY

WATER HEATER COVER
WATER HEATER SWITCH
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OUTLET CONNECTOR
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Water Quantity Transmitter
The water quantity transmitter attaches to the top of the water tank. The transmitter receives a signal from a
float-type sensor inside the water tank. Changes in the water level cause different switches in the transmitter
to be energized, controlling illumination of water quantity indicator bulbs.
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Water Quantity Indicator
The water quantity indicator is above the aft service door. When the pushbutton on the indicator is pushed,
the applicable bulb(s) illuminate to show water quantity in 1/4-tank increments.
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WATER TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
Overview
The potable water tank uses air pressure from the pneumatic manifold to move the water to the lavatories and
the galleys. The pneumatic manifold supplies bleed air from engine number one, engine number two, and the
APU. On some airplanes the ninth stage bleed air from the engine number one is the primary air supply. The
pneumatic manifold is the secondary air supply. On some airplanes an electrical air compressor supplies air
pressure when engine bleed air is decreased less than 18 PSI. The potable water tank and the electrical air
compressor are located aft of the aft cargo compartment.
An alternate way of pressurizing the water tank on the ground is by connecting a nitrogen source to the air
valve on the water service panel.
All water tank pressurization system air passes through an air filter and pressure regulator on way to the
water tank. The air is filtered to prevent contamination. The pressure regulator reduces the air pressure and
maintains 25 PSI in the water tank. Check valves in the system prevent reverse pressurization.
ENGINE NO. 1
BLEED AIR

ENGINE NO. 2
BLEED AIR 1

1
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MANIFOLD

ENGINE BLEED
AIR VALVE

ISOLATION
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AIR FLOW
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1

1
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1
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PRESSURE
REGULATOR
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MANIFOLD

CHECK VALVE

AIR FILTER
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PRESSURE
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1
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Air Compressor
An electrical motor-driven air compressor is installed above the water tank. The air compressor furnishes
pressurization to the water system when the pneumatic system pressure drops to 18 PSI or less. Incoming air
to the compressor is filtered. Air from the compressor is supplied to the water tank through a check valve.

SEE

A

ATTACH NUT
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A
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Pressure Regulator
The pressure regulator is installed above the water tank aft of the aft cargo compartment. The pressure
regulator reduces the air pressure from the pneumatic manifold to 25 ± 2 PSI if the 1552-002-9 pressure
regulator is installed. The pneumatic manifold is 35 ± 2 PSI if the 1552-002-19 pressure regulator is installed.
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REGULATOR
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Air Filter
The air filter is installed above the water tank aft of the aft cargo compartment. The filter contains a
replaceable 10-micron filtration cellulose element. It filters all air entering the air pressure regulator.
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B
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Pressure Relief Valve
The pressure relief valve is installed above the water tank aft of the aft cargo compartment. The relief valve
prevents the water tank from being damaged by over-pressurization. It is set to relieve at 50 ± 2.5 PSI. Reset
pressure is 37 PSI minimum.
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Pressure Switch
The pressure switch in the water pressurization system is air pressure operated and initiates operation of the
air compressor when system pressure drops to 18 PSI or less. The pressure switch, when operated,
completes a circuit to the compressor relay which, in turn, actuates to complete the power circuit to the air
compressor. When system pressure is raised to approximately 23 PSI, the pressure switch opens to deenergize the relay and compressor.
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WASTE WATER SYSTEM
Overview
The waste water system will drain the waste water from the lavatory sinks and from the galley compartments.
The system has the plumbing that is necessary to drain the waste water overboard through the drain mast.
NON MODULAR LAVATORIES; the lavatory floor drain that is installed under the toilet tank is also a
component of the waste water system.
MODULAR LAVATORIES; the moisture condensation and the water leakage from the toilet tank are collected
in the enclosure for the toilet tank. Holes are made in the enclosure adjacent to the lavatory floor. The
leakage from the holes gives the indication that the waste water has collected and must be removed.
Lavatory Sink
The lavatory sink material is stainless steel. The sink has these properties: On some airplanes, the water
valves will shut off automatically 10 to 30 seconds after you push the actuator.
Lavatory Floor Drain
(All except airplanes with modular lavatories)
A lavatory floor drain in the catch basin under the toilet tank will collect condensation and leakage from the
toilet tank area. It has a floor drain fitting, a strainer, a check valve, and a hose. The check valve in the hose
allows the liquid to drain in the toilet drain tube and prevents the waste from entering the lavatory
compartment.
Waste Water Plumbing
The waste water plumb lines in the lavatory compartments are flexible hose. (For specific material of any
hose assembly, refer to Boeing Illustrated Parts Catalog.)
Waste Water Drain Masts
Locate the forward drain mast on the bottom of the fuselage in the left air conditioning fairing. Locate the aft
drain mast on the bottom of the fuselage forward of the aft entry door. The drain masts will drain waste water
from the system while the airplane is in flight. The primary anti-ice for the drain mast is the cabin air. The
secondary anti-ice is the electrical heating elements wrapped around the inner drain mast line.
Threshold Drain
A threshold drain is installed at the opening for each cabin entry door. The water that is collected by the
threshold drain goes out of the airplane through the drain mast.
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Drain Vents
Drain vents are installed on some drain lines that go to the drain mast. The drain vents help to control the air
noises that come from the galley and threshold drains. The drain vents also help to remove the odors from
the lavatories.
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TOILET SYSTEM
Overview
Separate independent toilet systems are provided in the forward lavatory compartment and the aft lavatory
compartment. The toilet flushing unit is electrically operated. The waste material collects in a waste tank.
The unit uses filtered waste liquid as the flushing liquid. The primary flushing liquid is a strong solution of
disinfectant, deodorant, dye, and water.
The toilet unit is installed in each lavatory compartment entirely above the lavatory compartment floor. Each
unit consists of a toilet shroud assembly, flushing components and a waste tank.
Servicing components in the toilet systems allow ground draining and rinsing of the toilet units.
Turn the toilet flush handle to initiate the toilet flush procedure. The flushing liquid flows through a filter to
the flush ring in the toilet bowl. The waste material and the flushing liquid will flow out the bottom of the
bowl into the waste tank.
A separator between the tank and the bowl prevents splash and vision of tank contents. Should mechanical or
power failure occur the toilet can be operated as a conventional static unit.
Toilet Operation
When the flush handle is rotated 15-degrees, it initiates toilet flushing by setting the toilet timer. The timer
allows 115-volt AC power to the toilet flush motor for 10 (± 2) seconds. The flush motor operates the flush
pump, which draws fluid through the filter, and pumps approximately 2-gallons of liquid through the toilet in
each cycle. At the end of the cycle the motor stops and the liquid drains into the waste tank.
Drain the waste tank by following these steps:
(1) Attach the service cart to the drain outlet
(2) Open the flapper valve
(3) Pull the drain valve handle located on the service panel
Use the flush connection on the service panel to flush the waste tank walls with pressurized water. The water
enters the tank through spray nozzles that turn. The flush water will drain through the drain line.
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Toilet Tank Shroud Assemblies
Each toilet tank shroud assembly consists of a standard commercial seat and cover attached to a shroud which
covers the flushing components mounted on the tank top. The tank shroud is attached to the upper and lower
ends of the tank shroud support angles.
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Toilet Flushing Components
The flushing components include a flush handle, timer, flush motor and the required tubing. The flush motor
and tubing are on the tank top. The flush handle and timer are on the toilet back shroud located above the
toilet unit.
Toilet Flush Handle
The flush handle is rotated to start the timer for the flushing cycle.
Toilet Timer
The timer is mounted behind the flush handle. Rotating the flush handle 15 degrees provides power to the
flush motor for 10 ± 2 seconds.
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Toilet Flush Motor-Pump-Filter Assembly
The motor-pump-filter assembly has a motor, a pump, and a filter.
The motor for the pump impeller is direct drive. The impeller drains the fluid from the toilet tank to a filter.
The fluid then flows to a spray ring in the toilet bow.
An overheat switch is installed in the motor. The overheat switch will open when the motor temperature is
more than the safe operating limit. When the motor temperature cools to the operating limit, the overheat
switch will close to operate the motor.
The filter is a cylindrically shaped basket with holes to allow flush fluid to be drawn from the tank and prevent
debris from clogging the pump.
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Toilet Waste Tank
Each toilet waste tank assembly includes a fiberglass tank fitted with a toilet bowl, motor-pump-filter
assembly and tank drain valve. The capacity of the forward lavatory compartment tank is 16 gallons and the
aft lavatory compartment tank 17 gallons. The drain valve is operated by a cable from the toilet service panel.
The toilet bowl has a hinged separator that can be held open for limited access to the tank interior through the
bowl.
In lavatories equipped with a catch basin, the toilet tank is installed in the catch basin. The catch basin will
drain the water leakage and the moisture condensation to prevent tank corrosion. The water in the catch basin
will drain to the toilet drain line.
The drain valve permits flow of the toilet tank waste to a service cart. The drain valve gives a positive seal
when closed. It is a spring-loaded valve, primarily closed, that does not require lubrication. Pull the valve
cable handle found on the service panel to open the drain valve. When the valve cable handle is in the extend
position, you turn the handle to latch it. The drain plug found in the drain line is opened by an attachment on
the service cart. The drain plug stops waste leakage when you open the drain cap. On some airplanes a ball
valve and a flapper valve are installed in the drain line. The ball valve is installed in the drain line 4 to 6 feet
above the forward service panel. The ball valve operates with the drain valve to permit flow of the toilet waste
to a service cart. The valve cable is a push-and-pull type found between the service panel and the ball valve.
The valve cable is a pull type found between the ball valve and the drain valve. The flapper valve found at the
drain line outlet stops the waste leakage because of a faulty drain valve. Open the flapper valve after you
open the drain cap. On airplanes with a flapper valve, a flapper valve replaces the drain plug.
Quick disconnect (V-type) clamps are used to secure the toilet bowl, tank drain valve and motor-pump-filter
assembly to the top of the tank.
Three cleansing spray nozzles are mounted within the perforated filter. When connected to pressurized water
source during servicing, the nozzles rotate and spray rinse water on the insides of the filter and tank.
A check valve, installed in the ground flush line, prevents air leakage and prevents waste fluid from entering
the ground flush line. The valve is mounted on the tank top at the point where the flush line changes from
tubing to flexible hose.
An overboard vent line is connected at the top of the tank and routed through a muffler to the overboard drain
mast. A lavatory compartment vent line is also connected to the muffler.
A vacuum vent line equalizes the pressure in the lavatory compartment, the waste tank, and the inside of the
toilet bowl.
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Toilet Service Panels
Each toilet service panel includes one 4-inch drain valve, a flush line fitting, and a flush cable handle for each
waste tank. The anti-ice feature for the waste drain valve on the aft service panel is supplied by a heating
element in the drain gasket.
The service panels for the forward and aft toilet systems are on the airplane right side. The forward service
panel is located right of the nose wheel well door. The aft service panel is located near the airplane
centerline, forward of the APU access door.
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AIRBORNE AUXILIARY POWER
Overview
The airborne auxiliary power for the airplane is supplied by a gas turbine auxiliary power unit (referred to as
the APU). The APU can supply pneumatic bleed air and electrical power to the airplane while the airplane is
on the ground or in flight. The APU operation is controlled by the APU control unit. The APU control unit is
found on the E3-3 electrical shelf.
The APU has a gas turbine engine (referred to as the APU engine), APU electrical generator and electronic
controls. The APU engine turns the APU electrical generator through the gearbox assembly. The electronic
controls make sure that the APU operates safely and continuously. The airplane pneumatic system connects to
the APU bleed system. The APU electrical generator supplies the electrical power to the airplane electrical
system. The APU has a fire protection system.
The APU is found in a compartment in the airplane tail section. To get to the APU, the APU cowl door must be
opened and the lower shroud must be removed.
The No. 1 fuel tank supplies the fuel for the APU operation. The airplane battery supplies the electrical power
for the APU. To start the APU operation, the APU master switch is moved to the START position and released
to the ON position. The APU fuel valve and the air inlet door open. The fuel, ignition, and acceleration are
controlled to permit the APU engine to operate safely and quickly. When the APU speed gets to 100%,
pneumatic power and electrical power are available for the airplane operation. If a large quantity of pneumatic
power is necessary, the electrical load must be decreased.
The APU stops when the APU master switch is moved to the OFF position. The APU will stop automatically
because of an engine overspeed, low oil pressure, high oil temperature, or APU fire.

Airplanes with the Electronic Temperature Control (ETC)
Some of the airplanes have a later configuration APU. This APU has the electronic temperature control (ETC).
It is not easy to see the differences with this later configuration APU. To do the maintenance on the APU, you
must correctly identify the APU. In the Maintenance Manual, the procedures that are not common between the
APUs have an effectivity of AIRPLANES WITH THE ETC and AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE ETC.
To identify the airplanes with the ETC, open the APU cowl door and remove the lower shroud. Find the APU
model number on the side of the combustion chamber. The APUs that use the ETC have a model number of
GTCP85-129(H), (J), or (K). All the other model numbers do not use the ETC.
The ETC is found on the ceiling in the right side of the aft cargo compartment.
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APU Shroud
The APU power plant is sealed in a fire-resistant shroud. The APU shroud decreased the noise from the APU.
The APU shroud has two parts; the lower shroud and the upper shroud. The upper shroud is attached to the
airplane structure. The upper shroud has the APU engine mounts, fuel lines, fuel heater, electrical
connections, air inlet ducts, and bleed air ducts. The lower shroud attaches to the upper shroud. The lower
shroud has the shroud drains, the oil service door, and the port for the cooling air exhaust.
APU Mounts
The APU mounts support the APU power plant and isolate the airplane from the vibrations of the APU engine.
The APU mounts include the ring mounts, shroud rings, and APU engine mounts. The shroud rings give
support for the APU engine mounts and the upper shroud. The shroud rings are attached to the airplane
structure with the ring mounts and the brackets.
APU Air Inlet
The air inlet door is installed on the right side of the airplane tail section. The air inlet door and the air inlet
ducts supply the air to the APU. The APU air inlet supplies compressor air to the APU engine compressor and
it supplies cooling air to the cooling fan. The air inlet system has the air diffuser duct, compressor air duct,
cooling air duct, vortex generator, torque box liner, and air inlet door.
APU Engine
The APU engine is a gas turbine engine that operates on a continuous cycle. The APU engine has a
compressor section, turbine section and gearbox assembly. The APU engine supplies the bleed air for
pneumatic power and the shaft power to turn the APU electrical generator.
APU Fuel
The APU fuel system supplies the fuel to the APU engine from the No. 1 fuel tank of the airplane. The APU
fuel system monitors the supply of fuel to the combustion chamber of the APU. This lets the APU operate at a
constant speed and safe turbine temperature under different load conditions.
APU Ignition and Start System
The APU ignition and start system turns the APU engine and supplies the ignition to the fuel-air mixture in the
combustor unit. The ignition system has the ignition unit, igniter cable, and igniter plug. The start system
has the starter motor and start relay R5.
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APU Air
The APU air system has two subsystems: the accessory cooling air system (AC air system) and the bleed air
system. The AC air system supplies the air to decrease the temperature of the APU electrical generator, APU
lubrication system, APU engine parts, and APU shroud. The bleed air system supplies the pneumatic power
for the airplane pneumatic system.
APU Controls
The APU controls have switches that are automatically and manually controlled. These switches start, operate,
and stop the APU engine. The components for the APU controls are found on the APU engine, in the APU
control unit, and on the P5 forward overhead panel.
The main components of the APU controls are the APU master switch and APU control unit.
APU Indicating
The APU indicating system has the exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indicating system and the APU indicating
system.
The EGT indicating system monitors the exhaust gas temperature of the APU engine. The EGT indicating
system has the thermocouples, EGT indicator, and EGT resistor.
The APU indicating system monitors the APU condition and the APU operation. The APU indicating system has
the indicator lights and elapsed time indicator.
APU Exhaust
The APU exhaust system sends the exhaust gases from the APU engine out of the airplane. The APU exhaust
system also decreases the noise level of the APU engine. The exhaust duct and the aft fairing are the parts of
the APU exhaust system.
APU Lubrication
The APU lubrication system pressurizes the oil for the APU engine. The APU lubrication system supplies the
oil to the gears and the bearings in the APU engine. The APU lubrication system has the oil pump, oil tank, oil
cooler, and oil lines.
APU Oil Indicating
The APU oil indicating system monitors the temperature, pressure, and quantity of the APU oil. The indicating
lights for the APU oil indicating system are on the P5 forward overhead panel.
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APU SHROUD
Overview
The APU shroud is a titanium compartment that fully protects the APU power plant. The APU shroud gives the
protection from an APU fire and decrease the noise from the APU power plant. The APU shroud includes the
upper shroud and the lower shroud. The upper shroud attaches to the airplane structure and holds the
forward end of the APU exhaust duct. The upper shroud and the lower shroud connect to one another with the
shroud latches on the lower shroud.
Upper Shroud
The upper shroud is installed in the APU compartment. The upper shroud attaches to the shroud rings. The
shroud rings attach to the APU compartment with eight ring mounts. When the APU is removed from the
airplane, the upper shroud will stay in the APU compartment. The upper shroud has openings for the fuel
lines, air inlet ducts and bleed air duct. The upper shroud has the fittings for the electrical connections and
plumbing connections. Three mounting brackets for the APU engine attach to the shroud rings. The fuel
heater is installed on the inner surface of the upper shroud.
Lower Shroud
The lower shroud attaches to the upper shroud with ten shroud latches. The lower shroud has the openings to
the filler port for the oil tank and to the overboard exhaust for the APU cooling air. Also, there is an access
panel that is removed to read the elapsed time indicator. When the lower shroud is removed, you can get
access to do maintenance on the APU control thermostat (Airplanes without the ETC) or the proportional
control valve (Airplanes with the ETC), EGT probes, overtemperature control thermocouple, combustor unit,
fuel lines, igniter plug, ignition unit, oil tank, oil quantity transmitter, oil line, APU electrical generator, cooling
fan, fuel control unit, tachometer generator, starter motor and oil pump.
APU Shroud Drains
The APU shroud drains remove the extra fuel from the combustion chamber that is not burned during the APU
operation. Also, the APU shroud drains remove all the fuel and the oil that leaks from the APU engine. The
APU shroud drains have two drain lines, two drain cups, standpipe, drain reservoir and shroud drains.
At the aft end of the lower shroud, a drain cup with a standpipe collects all the extra fuel that comes out of the
turbine exhaust port. A different drain cup on the lower shroud connects with the fuel drain on the APU
engine. This drain cup helps remove the extra fuel from the combustion chamber that is not burned during
the APU operation. Both of the drain cups are connected to the drain lines on the lower shroud. These drain
lines flow to the drain reservoir and a shroud drain on the forward end of the lower shroud. A different
shroud drain is found on the forward end of the lower shroud. This shroud drain removes the fuel and the oil
that leaks from the APU engine directly on the lower shroud. Both of these shroud drains connect to separate
drain cups on the APU cowl door.
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APU MOUNTS
Overview
The APU mounts hold the APU engine and isolate the airplane from all bad vibrations of the APU engine. The
APU mounts have the shroud mounts, shroud rings, and APU engine mounts. The shroud mounts attach the
shroud rings to the airplane structure. The APU engine mounts attach the APU engine to the shroud rings.

Shroud Mounts
The shroud mounts attach the shroud rings to the airplane structure. The shroud mounts have the airplane
mounting brackets and the struts for the ring mounts. Each shroud ring is held vertically by two struts and
laterally by one strut. Also, the aft shroud ring is held axially by two struts. The struts for the ring mounts
are attached to the airplane mounting brackets and the ring mounts with bolts and nuts.

Shroud Rings
Two shroud rings supply the installation base for the upper shroud and the APU engine mounts. The shroud
rings have the ring mounts. The shroud mounts are connected to the shroud rings at the ring mounts. To
make the installation easy, the shroud rings are part of the upper shroud.

APU Engine Mounts
The APU engine mounts attach the APU engine to the shroud rings. There are three APU engine mounts. Two
of the APU engine mounts are found on the right side of the APU engine. One of the APU engine mounts is
found on the left side of the APU. The APU engine mounts give the APU maximum support in all directions.
Each of the APU engine mounts has two mounting brackets, a vibration isolator and a cap. The mounting
brackets that attach to the shroud have the vibration isolators. The mounting brackets that attach to the APU
engine flanges have the caps. The caps make the removal of the APU and the installation of the APU quick
and easy.
The vibration isolators do not permit the vibrations from the APU engine to be transmitted to the airplane
structure. A vibration isolator has a resilient material that is bonded to a metal core. This material is in a
tubular metal case. The vibration isolator is found between the mounting bracket on the APU engine and the
mounting bracket on the shroud. As the APU engine shakes, the resilient material absorbs the vibrations.
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APU AIR INLET
Overview
The air inlet system for the APU supplies the air for the APU. The air inlet system has the air inlet ducts,
vortex generator, air inlet door, and the actuator for the air inlet door. The vortex generator and air inlet door
are found on the right side of the fuselage. They are forward of the APU. The inlet air goes through the air
inlet ducts to the APU compressor plenum and cooling fan.
When the APU master switch is moved to the START position, the APU control unit transmits a 28-volt DC
signal through the ON position of the APU master switch. This 28-volt DC signal goes to the APU fuel valve
and through the APU control unit. The 28-volt DC signal energizes the open coil for the APU fuel valve and
opens the APU fuel valve. When the APU fuel valve is opened, the 28-volt DC signal energizes the open coil
for the inlet door actuator and opens the air inlet door. After the air inlet door opens, the APU engine will
start.
If the air inlet door does not fully open, a 28-volt DC signal from the APU control unit moves through the door
open switch for the air inlet door. This 28-volt DC signal returns to the APU control unit and energizes the K1
start-stop relay. The APU will not start.
When the APU master switch is moved to the OFF position, the APU control unit transmits a 28-volt DC signal
through the OFF position of the APU master switch. This 28-volt DC signal goes to the APU fuel valve, through
the APU control unit. The 28-volt DC signal energizes the close coil for the APU fuel valve and closes the APU
fuel valve. When the APU fuel valve is closed, the APU engine stops and the 28-volt DC signal will energize
the close coil for the inlet door actuator. The air inlet door closes.

Air Inlet Ducts
The air inlet ducts supply stable air to the APU while the airplane is on the ground. When the airplane is in
flight, the air inlet ducts supply ram air to the APU. The air inlet ducts include:
1. The air diffuser duct
2. The compressor air duct
3. The cooling air duct
The air diffuser duct is found in the fuselage behind the rear pressure bulkhead on the right side of the
airplane. The forward end of the air diffuser duct attaches to the fuselage near the air inlet door. The aft end
of the air diffuser duct connects to the torque box liner on the right side of the airplane. The torque box liner
operates as an air collector. From the torque box liner, the air supply goes into two ducts. These two ducts
are the compressor air duct and the cooling air duct. These air ducts are connected to the torque box liner.
The compressor air duct attaches to the flange of the APU compressor plenum.
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Air Inlet Ducts (Continued):
The torque box liner has acoustically treated panels. One panel is the splitter panel. These panels keep the
APU compressor noise to a minimum during ground operations. The acoustically treated panels are made
from a sandwich type construction with a honeycomb bonded material. These panels attach to the inner wall
of the torque box liner with a bonding material and rivets.

Air Inlet Door
The air inlet door controls the air supply to the APU. The air inlet door is found on the right side of the
fuselage in front of the right horizontal stabilizer. A vortex generator is found on the surface of the air inlet
door. The vortex generator supplies an increase in ram air flow to the air diffuser duct during flight. The air
inlet door operates with two pushrods and an actuator. The actuator is an electrical unit. The air inlet door
does not fully close. This permits the inlet air pressure to always be more than the tailpipe pressure.

Air Inlet Door Actuator
The inlet door actuator opens and closes the air inlet door with a rotary type mechanism. This mechanism has
a gear train and a worm gear. The inlet door actuator is in a housing. Two output shafts are a part of the
worm gear. Two actuator arms operate the pushrods and attach to the output shafts of the actuator. The inlet
door actuator is energized by a dc motor that has a magnetic brake. The APU master switch starts the dc
motor operation. The dc motor operation is stopped by one of the two limit switches in the inlet door actuator.
One limit switch controls the opening cycle and the other limit switch controls the closing cycle. Located inside
of the fuselage, the inlet door actuator is aft of the rear pressure bulkhead.
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APU ENGINE
Overview
The APU engine supplies the bleed air for pneumatic power and the shaft power to turn the APU electrical
generator. The APU engine is a gas turbine. The APU engine has a compressor section, turbine section and
gearbox section.
Static air or ram air comes in the compressor plenum. An impeller compresses the air and sends it to the
turbine plenum. From the turbine plenum, the compressed air goes into the combustion chamber. In the
combustion chamber, the air is mixed with fuel. A spark from the igniter plug supplies the ignition of the fuelair mixture. The gases from combustion flow to the turbine. The energy from the combustion causes the
turbine wheel to turn and make mechanical power. The mechanical power turns the compressor and the APU
electrical generator. When it is necessary, the turbine plenum supplies the bleed air for pneumatic power.
Compressor Section
The compressor section is the source of the compressed air for the turbine. The compressor section has a
two-stage compressor and the compressor plenum. The compressor is a centrifugal compressor. The two
compressor stages are connected by crossover ducts. One impeller and one diffuser make a compressor
stage. The first-stage impeller is a double-entry impeller. It has two impellers that are back-to-back. The
second-stage impeller is a single-entry impeller. Both of these impellers have a common shaft. The shaft is
installed on two bearings that are pressure lubricated. The gearbox end of the shaft connects with a quill
shaft in the gearbox. Seals keep the lubrication system isolated from the turbine gases.
Turbine Section
The turbine section burns the air-fuel mixture and supplies the mechanical power from the combustion. The
turbine section has a turbine wheel, torus assembly, nozzle assembly, turbine plenum, and combustion
chamber. The turbine wheel is a radial-type wheel. The turbine wheel connects to the shaft that turns the
compressor impellers. The turbine plenum gets the compressed air from the compressor impellers. Also, the
turbine plenum is a heat shield for the aft end of the APU. The torus assembly connects with the aft end of
the combustion chamber. The torus assembly moves the combustion gases to the nozzle assembly. The
nozzle assembly moves the combustion gases from the torus assembly to the turbine wheel. A single
combustion chamber is made with the inner part of the turbine plenum and torus assembly. The combustion
chamber has a combustion liner and cap. The combustion chamber liner supplies the combustion area. The
combustion chamber liner has holes to control the location and rate of combustion. The igniter plug and fuel
atomizer are installed on the cap of the combustion chamber.
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Gearbox Section
The gearbox section changes the high turbine speed of the APU to a lower speed to turn the necessary
components of the APU. The gearbox section is found at the forward end of the APU. The gearbox section has
the accessory drive. The accessory drive has a gear train that is installed in a housing. The gear train is
turned by a quill shaft. The quill shaft is connected to the shaft that turns the compressor impeller and
turbine wheel. The gears in the gearbox section are lubricated by spray from the oil in the gearbox.
The gearbox section has the mounting pads for the fuel control unit, starter motor, cooling fan, tachometer
generator, oil pump, and APU electrical generator. For a more detailed description of these components, refer
to the following:
APU Fuel System
APU Ignition and Start System
APU Cooling Air System
APU Controls
APU Lubrication System
AC Generation System
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APU FUEL SYSTEM
Overview
The APU fuel system supplies the fuel for the APU from the airplane fuel system. The No. 1 fuel tank of the
airplane is the source for the fuel to the APU. The APU fuel system automatically monitors the fuel flow rate
to keep the APU at a constant speed for different load conditions.
The components of the APU fuel system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The APU fuel valve
The low-pressure fuel filter
The fuel control unit
The APU control thermostat (Airplanes without the ETC)
The fuel solenoid valve
The combustor unit
The fuel drain
The fuel heater

APU Fuel Valve
The APU fuel valve connects the APU fuel system to the No. 1 fuel tank of the airplane. The APU fuel valve is
on the rear spar of the left wing. The APU fuel valve is controlled by the APU master switch.

Low Pressure Fuel Filter
The low-pressure fuel filter keeps unwanted material from the fuel control unit. The low-pressure fuel filter is
a full-flow filter with a filter element. The filter element can be replaced. A bypass valve in the filter permits
fuel to be supplied to the fuel control unit when the filter element is clogged. The bypass valve opens when
the differential pressure across the low-pressure fuel filter is approximately 14 PSI (96.5 kPa). The lowpressure fuel filter is installed on the fuel control unit.

Fuel Control Unit
The fuel control unit supplies the pressurized fuel to the combustion chamber. The fuel control unit has a fuel
pump, low-pressure fuel filter, acceleration limiter valve, flyweight governor, bypass valve, and two relief
valves. The fuel control unit also has the fuel inlet ports, fuel outlet port, seal drain line, and control air
connection. The fuel control unit is installed on the gearbox. The gear train in the gearbox turns the fuel
control unit at approximately 10% of the APU engine speed.
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Fuel Control Unit (Continued):
The fuel pump in the fuel control unit is a gear-type pump that supplies the fuel pressure for the APU fuel
system. The fuel pump housing has a pressure relief valve that is spring loaded. When the fuel pressure is
too high, the pressure relief valve permits fuel to go back to the fuel inlet port. The high-pressure fuel filter is
found downstream of the fuel outlet port. The high-pressure fuel filter keeps all unwanted material from the
flyweight governor.
AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE TAFCU; The acceleration limiter valve controls the quantity of fuel for
acceleration during the APU start. The acceleration limiter valve has a diaphragm, piston and guide assembly,
bypass valve, spring, adjustment screw, nut, and bypass filter. Air supplied by the compressor controls the
acceleration limiter valve. The air is supplied from an orificed tee. The orificed tee is found forward of the
combustor unit on the lower right side of the diffuser housing.
AIRPLANES WITH THE TAFCU; The acceleration limiter valve controls the quantity of fuel for acceleration
when the APU speed is less than 20%. The acceleration limiter valve has a diaphragm, piston and guide
assembly, bypass valve, spring, adjustment screw, nut, and bypass filter. Air supplied by the compressor
controls the acceleration limiter valve. The air is supplied from an orificed tee. The orificed tee is found
forward of the combustor unit on the lower right side of the diffuser housing. When the APU speed is more
than 20%, the timed-acceleration head on the fuel control unit supplies a specified quantity of fuel. The
timed-acceleration head is made to supply a specified quantity of fuel for a specified APU speed during the
acceleration.
The governor controls the fuel flow to the fuel atomizer during the APU usual operation. The governor
supplies the fuel to keep a constant APU speed during different load conditions. The governor has a shaft and
sleeve assembly, governor cage, flyweights, spring, adjustment screw, and nut. High-pressure fuel is on all
sides of the flyweights. The flyweights move the sleeve to cover the shaft ports for control of the bypass of
the fuel. This will give the correct quantity of fuel to the fuel atomizer.
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APU IGNITION AND START SYSTEM
Overview
The APU ignition and start system turns the APU engine to the start speed and supplies the spark for
combustion. The APU ignition and start system operates automatically. The APU start system has the starter
motor and start relay R5. The APU ignition system has the ignition unit, igniter plug and igniter cable.

Starter Motor
The starter motor supplies the initial power to turn the APU engine until the APU engine speed is sufficient to
supply good airflow for combustion. The starter motor is installed on the gearbox. The starter motor has an
electrical motor, spring-loaded friction clutch, and pawl-engagement mechanism. When the starter motor
speed increases, the centrifugal force moves the pawls to engage with the ratchet on the accessory drive shaft.
The shock of the engagement is absorbed by the spring-loaded friction clutch. The spring-loaded friction
clutch also controls the starting torque. The starting torque uses the current from the battery during the initial
phase of the APU start. When the electrical power is removed from the starter motor, the APU engine speed
will be greater than the starter motor speed. The ratchet will override the pawls until the starter motor speed
decreases sufficiently to permit the spring to retract the pawls.

Start Relay R5
The start relay R5 transmits the heavy electrical load during the operation of the starter motor. The start relay
R5 is found on a floor beam to the right of the E3-1 electrical shelf. To get to the start relay R5, you must
remove the right panel between the forward cargo compartment and the electronics bay.

Ignition Unit
The ignition unit supplies the high voltage current to the igniter cable. The ignition unit has a transformer,
vibrator, rectifier, booster coil, and a series of capacitors. The ignition unit is in a hermetically-sealed metal
container. The ignition unit is installed on the turbine plenum at approximately the six o'clock position.
When the ignition unit is energized, the vibrator is supplied with 28-volts DC. The vibrator changes the input
current to a pulse. The pulse is transmitted to the transformer. The transformer increases the voltage and
sends it through the rectifier into the storage capacitors. When the storage capacitors are fully charged, they
will let out a surge of high intensity current to the primary winding of the booster coil. The secondary winding
of the booster coil supplies a surge current to the igniter cable. The igniter cable transmits the current to the
center electrode of the igniter plug.
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Igniter Plug
The igniter plug supplies the high energy spark for the ignition of the fuel-air mixture in the combustion
chamber. The igniter plug is installed on the forward side of the combustion chamber. The igniter plug has
the outer casing, center electrode, and ceramic insulator. The energy from the spark is sufficiently high to
break down the air distance between the center electrode and the outer casing. This permits the spark to
cause the ignition of the fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber.

Igniter Cable
The igniter cable supplies a low-resistance path between the ignition unit and the igniter plug. The igniter
cable has an insulated electrical conductor that is closed in a metal braided conduit. At each end of the
igniter cable, there are threaded connectors that are insulated. The igniter cable and connectors are shielded
to prevent radio interference.
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APU COOLING AIR SYSTEM
Overview
The cooling air system for the APU supplies the air to control the temperature of the APU electrical generator.
It also supplies the air to control the temperature of the APU lubrication system, APU engine parts and APU
shroud.
The cooling air system has these components:
•
•
•
•
•

The cooling air duct
The shutoff valve
The pneumatic actuator
The cooling fan
The crossover duct

Cooling Air Inlet Duct
The cooling air duct supplies the stable air to the cooling fan when the airplane is on the ground. When the
airplane is in flight, the cooling air duct supplies the ram air to the cooling fan. The cooling air duct is found
between the torque box and the inlet flange of the cooling fan. The cooling air duct is connected to the upper
shroud with rivets.
A cooling fan inlet screen (referred to as the fan inlet screen) attaches to the cooling fan inlet. An inspection
tube and a cap assembly are attached to the cooling air duct for the inspection of the fan inlet screen. The
inspection tube goes through a lightning hole in the horizontal web above the upper shroud.

Cooling Air Shutoff Valve
The shutoff valve stops the airflow through the cooling air duct when the APU is stopped. Also, the shutoff
valve will keep all flames in the APU shroud if an APU fire occurs. The shutoff valve has a butterfly that is
installed on a shaft. The shutoff valve is installed in the cooling air duct. The pneumatic actuator controls the
shutoff valve.

Pneumatic Actuator
The pneumatic actuator controls the shutoff valve. The pneumatic actuator has a cylinder, piston and rod
assembly, spring, and cap. The pneumatic actuator is installed on the flange of the cooling air duct. The
pneumatic actuator rod extends when the pneumatic pressure from the bleed air duct is more than the spring
force. A filter in the pneumatic keeps all unwanted materials from the pneumatic actuator. The filter can be
replaced or used again.
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Cooling Fan
The cooling fan supplies a positive, cool airflow through the oil cooler and the APU electrical generator. The
cooling fan is an axial-flow fan that is installed in a T-shaped housing. The accessory gear train turns the
cooling fan. One arm of the housing gives the support for the cooling fan bearings and the mounting flange for
the gearbox. The other arm of the housing is part of the cooling air duct. The fan inlet screen is attached to
the top of the housing for the cooling fan. The leg of the T-shaped housing is the cooling fan outlet. The leg
supplies the mounting pad for the crossover duct.

Cooling Air Crossover Duct
The airflow from the cooling fan moves through the crossover duct to the oil cooler and the APU electrical
generator.
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APU BLEED AIR SYSTEM
Overview
The bleed air system for the APU supplies the compressed air for the air conditioning system, engine start
system, and other pneumatic components of the airplane. The bleed air system also decreases compressor
surge when the airplane is in flight and there in no bleed load. The bleed air system has these components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The bleed air valve
The bleed air duct
AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE ETC; the APU control thermostat
AIRPLANES WITH THE ETC; the proportional control valve
The differential pressure regulator
The surge bleed valve

Bleed Air Valve
The bleed air valve controls the bleed airflow from the APU turbine plenum to the airplane pneumatic ducts.
The bleed air valve is installed on the bleed air duct at the front of the APU compartment. The bleed air valve
has a main valve, actuator, rate control valve, and switcher valve. A housing contains the main valve. The
main valve is a butterfly valve that is usually in the closed position. The housing for the main valve has a port
for a control air connection that is upstream of the butterfly valve. The actuator has a spring-loaded
diaphragm and a linkage that closes the switcher valve. The switcher valve is a two-ball selector valve that is
operated by a solenoid. The switcher valve controls the airflow to the two sides of the actuator diaphragm.
One ball of the switcher valve is a check valve for the control air pressure. The other ball is the check valve
for the switcher. The rate control valve controls a poppet-valve that is contained in the housing.
When the APU engine speed is more than 95%, the solenoid for the bleed air valve is energized. When the
solenoid for the bleed air valve is not energized, the switcher valve moves the control air to the bottom of the
actuator diaphragm. This keeps the main valve closed. Control air from upstream of the main valve moves to
the two sides of the diaphragm of the rate control valve. The pressure of the two sides of the diaphragm is
the same. This keeps the poppet valve closed. When the BLEED AIR switch is moved to the ON position, the
solenoid for the bleed air valve is energized. This opens the check valve and closes the switcher valve. Also,
the control air from the bottom of the actuator diaphragm moves to the top of the actuator diaphragm and
opens the main valve. When the main valve opens, the pressure at the rate control valve will decrease in
proportion to the quantity of bleed air from the APU. Since the adjustable orifice keeps to a limit the bleed air
from the top of the rate control diaphragm, the rate control diaphragm will move down and open the poppet
valve. Control air will bleed from the actuator to control the rate that the main valve opens. Also, this
controls how much the main valve opens to prevent an overload on the APU. While the pressure of the control
air bleeds from the top of the rate control diaphragm, the poppet valve will close slowly. While the poppet
valve closes, the pressure from the control air in the actuator will increase and open the main valve more.
When the poppet valve is fully closed, the main valve is fully open. The adjustable orifice is usually set to
make the main valve open in 12 to 14 seconds.
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Bleed Air Duct
The bleed air duct is found in the APU compartment between the upper shroud and the bleed air valve. The
bleed air duct is attached to the upper shroud and the bleed air valve with support clamps. The pneumatic
line filter for the cooling air shutoff valve, and the check valve for the fuel sensing flow control, are installed
on the bleed air duct.
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APU Control Thermostat
(Airplanes without the ETC)
The APU control thermostat is installed in the turbine exhaust port. The APU control thermostat has a steel
housing, spring-loaded ball valve, thermostatic core, and pneumatic line connection. The APU control
thermostat is part of a single thermostat control system. The single thermostat control system also has the 3way solenoid valve. The APU control thermostat operates as an acceleration control thermostat and a load
control thermostat.
When the APU engine speed is less than 95%, the APU control thermostat is an acceleration control
thermostat. With the 95% contact in the speed switch open, no electrical power is supplied to the bleed air
valve or the 3-way solenoid valve. When the APU speed is more than 95%, the APU control thermostat is a
load control thermostat. Electrical power is supplied to the 3-way solenoid valve. When the 3-way solenoid
valve closes, the APU control thermostat operates in the load control mode. In this mode, the APU control
thermostat is an overload protection for the APU.
The 3-way solenoid valve is found below the surge bleed valve on the lower right side of the APU. During the
APU start and operation, the APU control thermostat controls the acceleration limiter valve on the fuel control
unit. The APU control thermostat bleeds the compressor air through the 3-way solenoid valve. The 3-way
solenoid valve is usually in the open position. When the APU engine speed is 95%, the 3-way solenoid valve
stops the compressed air from the acceleration limiter valve. The EGT is controlled by the APU control
thermostat. The APU control thermostat bleeds the compressed air from the bleed air valve to close the bleed
air valve if the EGT is too high.
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Proportional Control Valve (Airplanes with the ETC)
The proportional control valve is installed on the bottom of the APU near the turbine exhaust port. The
proportional control valve is a part of the electronic temperature control system. The electronic temperature
control uses the proportional control valve for overload protection of the APU. During an overload condition,
the electronic temperature control sends a signal to the proportional control valve to move the bleed air valve
to the closed position. This will remove the pneumatic load from the APU and permit the EGT to decrease.
When the EGT decreases, the electronic temperature control sends a signal to the proportional control valve to
open the surge bleed valve.
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Differential Air Pressure Regulator
The differential pressure regulator supplies a constant air pressure to the bleed air valve. This permits the
bleed air valve to operate independently of the ambient temperature and ambient pressure. The differential
pressure regulator is installed on the bleed air valve. The differential pressure regulator has a cover with an
inlet fitting and air filter. Also, the differential pressure regulator has a main housing with a spring-loaded
diaphragm assembly, metering valve, and relief valve. The differential pressure regulator is set to
approximately 19 PSIG (131 kPa).
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Surge Bleed Valve
The surge bleed valve is installed on the turbine plenum directly below the bleed air duct. The surge bleed
valve operates when the APU engine speed is more than 95%, the airplane is in flight and the bleed air valve
is closed. The surge bleed valve prevents a compressor surge at high altitudes.
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APU CONTROLS
Overview
The APU controls supply the manual and automatic control to start, to stop and to operate the APU. The APU
controls keep the APU operation below very important APU engine limits. When the APU starts, the control of
the APU is fully automatic. The APU controls are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The APU control unit
The electronic speed switch
The sequencing oil pressure switch (referred to as the sequencing switch for the oil pressure)
The low oil pressure switch (referred to as the oil pressure switch)
The high oil temperature switch (referred to as the oil temperature switch)
The compressor inlet temperature sensor (Airplanes with the ETC)
The electronic temperature control (referred to as the ETC) (Airplanes with the ETC)

AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE ETC; The APU control thermostat supplies additional control. AIRPLANES
WITH THE ETC; The proportional control valve supplies additional control. The APU control unit is the main
control for the APU operation. The APU control unit is found on the E3-3 electrical shelf in the electronics bay.
The APU control unit has a sequence of events for the APU start and the APU operation. The APU control unit
gives protection to the APU for overspeed, high oil temperature and low oil pressure.
The sequencing switch for the oil pressure permits the fuel and ignition to be supplied to the APU engine at
the correct time during the APU start. The electronic speed switch stops the operation of the starter motor
and ignition at the correct time during the APU start. Also, the electronic speed switch prevents the use of
bleed air until the APU engine speed is 95% and keeps the APU engine from an overspeed. The oil pressure
switch and oil temperature switch stop the APU if the oil temperature or oil pressures do not stay in the limits.

APU Control Unit
The APU control unit starts, operates and stops the APU. The APU control unit is installed in the lower
section on the E3-3 electrical shelf. There is a circuit breaker on the face of the APU control unit. ON APU
CONTROL UNIT WITH THE "TEST PASS" AND "TEST FAIL" LIGHTS; There is an overspeed reset/test
switch on the face of the APU control unit to do a check for internal BITE problems.
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Electronic Speed Switch
The electronic speed switch controls the APU start, APU usual operation and overspeed protection. The
electronic speed switch is found in the aft passenger compartment in the ceiling area. The tachometer
generator sends the signal to the electronic speed switch for the APU engine speed. The electronic speed
switch has the 50% starter cutout, 95% load relay and 110% overspeed relay.
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Sequencing Oil Pressure Switch
The sequencing switch for the oil pressure makes sure the combustion does not start until the APU engine has
4.0 PSIG (27.6 kPa) oil pressure. The sequencing switch is found on the APU engine directly below the starter
motor. The sequencing switch has an electrical connector, a connector for the oil pressure line and 2 micro
switches. When the oil pressure increases to approximately 4.0 PSIG (27.6 kPa), the two micro switches close.
One micro switch completes the circuit to the ignition coil, and the other micro switch completes the circuit to
the fuel solenoid valve. When both micro switches are closed this permits the initial combustion to occur.
When the APU rpm reaches 95%, the circuit to the ignition coil is opened by the speed switch. Above 95%
RPM, the micro switch in the ignition coil circuit has no effect on APU operation. Above 95% RPM, the micro
switch in the fuel solenoid valve circuit keeps the fuel solenoid valve energized as long as oil pressure remains
above 4 PSIG (27.6 kPa).
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Low Oil Pressure Switch
The oil pressure switch operates when the oil pressure in the APU engine goes below approximately 45 PSIG
(310 kPa). The oil pressure switch is found on the APU engine adjacent to the sequencing switch. The oil
pressure switch has an electrical connector, a connector for the oil pressure line and a switch.
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Oil Temperature Switch
The oil temperature switch operates when the oil temperature is greater than approximately 285°F (140°C).
The oil temperature switch is installed on the oil pump housing.
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Compressor Inlet Temperature Sensor (Airplanes with the ETC)
The temperature sensor for the compressor inlet gives the compressor inlet temperatures to the ETC. The
temperature sensor T2 is a resistive transmitter which sends a signal to the ETC when the APU speed is above
95%. This signal is used by the ETC to control the EGT during acceleration and loaded conditions. The
temperature sensor is installed on the compressor plenum.
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Electronic Temperature Control (Airplanes with the ETC)
The electronic temperature control (ETC) does a check of the exhaust gas temperature directly from the two
ETC thermocouple probes. The ETC thermocouple probes are installed in the turbine exhaust port. The ETC
also supplies the overload protection for the APU. When an overload condition occurs, the ETC sends a signal
to the proportional control valve to close the bleed air valve. This will permit the EGT to decrease to the
correct limit. After the EGT decreases to the correct limit, the ETC sends a signal to the proportional control
valve to open the bleed air valve. During the APU operation, the ETC sends a signal to the EGT indicator on
the P5 forward overhead panel. On some airplanes, the ETC also sends the signal to the EGT indicator after
the APU stops.
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EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM
(AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE ETC)
Overview
The EGT indicating system measures the temperature of the APU engine exhaust. This temperature is shown
on the EGT indicator on the P5 forward overhead panel. The EGT indicating system has a thermocouple probe,
an EGT resistor, a harness balancing resistor, and an EGT indicator. The airplane wires are copper and
constantan. The wires in the APU shroud are chromel and alumel because of the high temperatures.
The thermocouple probe measures the EGT of the APU engine. The heat of the exhaust gases makes the
thermocouple probe send a dc signal to the EGT indicator, on the P5 forward overhead panel, to show the
correct temperature. The EGT resistor is part of the circuit. The EGT resistor and the harness balancing
resistor adjust the EGT indicating system.

Thermocouple Probe
The thermocouple probe measures the temperature of the exhaust gases from the APU engine. The
thermocouple probe is installed in the turbine exhaust port. The thermocouple probe has two stud terminals, a
head, and a measurement junction. The thermocouple leads and studs are made of chromel and alumel
materials. The alumel stud terminal (-) is larger than the chromel stud terminal (+).

Harness Balancing Resistor
ON AIRPLANES WITH THE HARNESS BALANCING RESISTOR; The harness balancing resistor has a
specified resistance value. The harness balancing resistor is installed for each APU engine. Do not replace
the harness balancing resistor with any other resistance value.
ON AIRPLANES WITHOUT THE HARNESS BALANCING RESISTOR; A set length of chromel-alumel wire
causes the thermocouple harness resistance.
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EGT Resistor
The EGT resistor permits the adjustment of the circuit for the EGT indicating system. The EGT resistor has a
spool of No. 24 constantan wire, coarse adjustment terminals, and vernier adjustment terminals. The primary
adjustment for the resistance removes wire from the resistance spool. Because of this, the EGT resistor has
an extra spool of wire.
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EGT Indicator
The EGT indicator is a millivoltmeter in a hermetically sealed case. The EGT indicator has an electrical plug
on the rear side. The electrical plug connects the EGT indicator to the circuit for the EGT indicating system.
The dial of the EGT indicator shows temperatures from 0 to 850°C. There are color bands to show the usual
and dangerous temperature ranges.
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EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM
(AIRPLANES WITH THE ETC)
Overview
The EGT indicating system measures the temperature of the APU engine exhaust. This temperature is shown
on the EGT indicator on the P5 forward overhead panel. The EGT indicating system has two ETC thermocouple
probes, an EGT resistor, and an EGT indicator. The airplane wires are copper and constantan. The wires in
the APU shroud are chromel and alumel because of the high temperatures.
The two ETC thermocouple probes measure the EGT of the APU engine. The heat of the exhaust gases makes
the ETC thermocouple probes send DC signals to the ETC. The ETC sends a signal to the EGT indicator, on
the P5 forward overhead panel, to show the correct temperature. The EGT resistor is part of the circuit. The
EGT resistor adjusts the EGT indicating system.
The electronic temperature control (ETC) is part of the circuit between the two ETC thermocouple probes and
the EGT indicator. The ETC is not a part of the EGT indicating system.

ETC Thermocouple Probe
The two ETC thermocouple probes measure the temperature of the exhaust gases from the APU engine. The
ETC thermocouple probes are installed in the turbine exhaust port. The two ETC thermocouple probes have
four stud terminals and four measurement junctions. The thermocouple leads and studs are made of chromel
and alumel materials.
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EGT Resistor
The EGT resistor permits the adjustment of the circuit for the EGT indicating system. The EGT resistor has a
spool of No. 24 constantan wire, coarse adjustment terminals, and vernier adjustment terminals. The primary
adjustment for the resistance removes wire from the resistance spool. Because of this, the EGT resistor has
an extra spool of wire. The EGT indicator is found in the control cabin directly below the right No. 3 window.
The total resistance is 13.5 ohms without the EGT indicator, ETC thermocouple probes and APU engine
harness.
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EGT Indicator
The EGT indicator is a millivoltmeter in a hermetically sealed case. The EGT indicator has an electrical plug
on the rear side. The electrical plug connects the EGT indicator to the circuit for the EGT indicating system.
The dial of the EGT indicator shows temperatures from 0 to 850°C. There are color bands to show the usual
and dangerous temperature ranges.
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APU INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The APU indicating system monitors the condition of the APU engine. The APU indicating system has the
OVER SPEED light and the elapsed time indicator. The OVER SPEED light is found on the P5 forward overhead
panel. The elapsed time indicator is found on the APU engine.

OVER SPEED Light
The OVER SPEED light supplies the indication when the APU engine speed is too high. The OVER SPEED light
is amber. The OVER SPEED light is energized when the APU engine speed is 110%. The 110% contact in the
electronic speed switch is energized. The circuit to the OVER SPEED light is completed and the APU stops.
The OVER SPEED light is connected to the APU annunciator and the MASTER CAUTION lights. When the OVER
SPEED light comes on, the APU annunciator and MASTER CAUTION lights also come on. For a more detailed
description of the APU annunciator and MASTER CAUTION lights, refer to AMM 33-15-00/001. To conduct a
test of the OVER SPEED light, the OVER SPEED light can be pushed or the master test switch can be pushed.
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Elapsed Time Indicator
The elapsed time indicator keeps a record of the hours of APU operation. The elapsed time indicator is an
electrical clock that is closed in a hermetically sealed case. The elapsed time indicator shows the total hours
of APU operation with a digital counter. The digital counter shows hours and tenths of hours. The elapsed
time indicator is installed on the oil cooler.
When the APU engine speed is 95%, the signal from the 95% contact in the electronic speed switch energizes
the elapsed time indicator. The elapsed time indicator keeps a record of the APU operation when the APU
engine speed is more than 95%. The circuit for the elapsed time indicator has a circuit breaker. The circuit
breaker prevents damage to the elapsed time indicator from a surge of current. When the circuit breaker
opens, it can be closed with the reset button.
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Elapsed Time Indicator (Continued):
If elapsed time indicator is not installed on the oil cooler the elapsed time indicator will be located on the top
left corner of the P5 forward overhead panel. The elapsed time indicator is also referred to as the hourmeter.
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APU EXHAUST SYSTEM
Overview
The APU exhaust system sends the exhaust gases overboard from the APU engine. The APU exhaust system
also decreases the noise level of the exhaust gases. The APU exhaust system has an exhaust duct and an aft
fairing assembly. The aft fairing assembly includes the aft fairing, exhaust duct heat shield (referred to as the
heat shield), and exhaust duct muffler. The exhaust duct and the aft fairing assembly are installed in the tail
compartment of the airplane.

Exhaust Duct
The exhaust duct has a heat shield and the exhaust duct muffler. The exhaust duct muffler is installed in the
heat shield. There is a cylindrical air space between the exhaust duct muffler and the heat shield. A felt
metal lining is installed on the inner surface of the exhaust duct muffler to decrease the noise level of the
exhaust gases. Two fire detection elements attach to the exhaust duct. One fire detection element goes along
the forward end of the exhaust duct muffler. The second fire detection element goes laterally along the heat
shield. This second fire detection element is attached to the top and the bottom of the heat shield. The
forward end of the heat shield is held by the APU shroud. A drip pan attaches to the heat shield to keep the
heat shield from all hydraulic leaks. A bonding jumper is attached to the heat shield. The bonding jumper
supplies a positive electrical ground to the airplane structure. The exhaust duct muffler does not touch the
exhaust port of the APU turbine section. There is a clearance between the exhaust port and the exhaust duct
muffler. The aft end of the exhaust duct is held by the aft fairing. A duct alignment assembly is installed on
the heat shield to align the exhaust duct with the exhaust port of the APU turbine section.

Aft Fairing
The aft fairing holds the aft end of the exhaust duct. It has a machined casting that moves with the airplane
tail cone. The aft fairing has two short cylindrical ducts. The outer duct connects to the heat shield of the
exhaust duct. The inner duct connects to the exhaust duct muffler. The aft fairing has holes to decrease the
temperature of the air intake for the exhaust duct. The aft fairing attaches to the airplane tail cone and to the
heat shield of the exhaust duct with bolts.
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APU LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Overview
The APU engine is lubricated by the APU lubrication system. The APU lubrication system keeps oil on all
gears and bearings of the APU engine. Also, the oil decreases the temperature of the APU engine parts. The
components of the APU lubrication system are the oil pump, oil cooler, oil tank, and lube service panel.
To fill the APU oil tank, oil can be added through the oil filler port on the APU oil tank. Also, the oil can be
added at the lube service panel through the pressure re-oil system.
When the APU engine starts, the oil is supplied to the APU engine through the pressure pump and oil filter. If
the oil filter element is clogged, the bypass valve opens to permit the oil flow to continue. From the oil pump,
the oil goes to the accessory drive, the front compressor bearings, and the bearings between the compressor
impeller and the turbine wheel. This will supply the lubrication to all the gears and bearing of the APU engine.
The oil pressure regulator opens if the oil pressure increases to more than 90 PSIG (620 kPa).
The oil in the APU engine drains into the oil sump of the accessory drive and the bearing cavity between the
compressor impeller and the turbine wheel. The scavenge pump moves the oil through the oil cooler to the oil
tank. The air-oil separator removes the air from the oil in the oil tank. This air goes through the vent line for
the oil tank to the turbine exhaust port.
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Oil Pump
The oil pump has two pumps: the pressure pump and the scavenge pump. The oil pump also has a pressure
regulator valve, oil filter, and filter bypass valve. The oil pump is installed on the gearbox.
The same shaft turns the pressure pump and scavenge pump. The pressure pump has two gears that supply
the oil to the bearings, gears, and shafts of the APU engine. The scavenge pump has three gears. The
scavenge pump collects the oil from the oil sump of the accessory drive and from the bearing cavity between
the compressor impeller and the turbine wheel. The scavenge pump sends the oil through the oil cooler to the
oil tank. The oil inlet lines and oil outlet lines are connected to the body of the oil pump with threaded ports.
The scavenge line from the accessory drive to the oil pump is an internal line between the gearbox and the oil
pump.
The pressure regulator valve is a spring-loaded valve in the oil pump. The pressure regulator valve opens
when the oil pressure is more than 90 PSIG (620 kPa). This permits the oil to go back to the inlet of the
pressure pump and keep a constant pressure in the APU lubrication system.
The oil filter is found on the oil pump. The oil filter keeps the unwanted material from the pressure pump.
The base of the oil filter is part of the body of the oil pump. The oil filter element is closed in the case. The
case can be removed from the oil filter.
The filter bypass valve is a spring-loaded valve that is found in the oil pump. The filter bypass valve opens
when the oil filter element is clogged to permit oil to go by the filter. This will continue the flow oil to the APU
engine.
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Oil Cooler
The oil cooler is a cylindrical unit that is closed in a shell. The oil cooler has mechanically bonded tubes
made of aluminum. The oil cooler is installed on the lower front side of the APU. The oil from the scavenge
pump passes through the oil cooler before it goes back to the oil tank. The oil cooler uses the cool air from the
cooling fan to decrease the temperature of the oil.
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Oil Tank
The oil tank has the oil supply for the APU engine. The oil tank is installed on the left side of the APU engine.
The oil tank has a vent to the turbine exhaust port. An air-oil separator in the oil tank removes the air from
the oil in the oil tank. This air goes through the vent line for the oil tank to the turbine exhaust port. An oil
level switch in the oil tank sends a signal for a low oil quantity to the control cabin. A float switch for the oil
quantity in the oil tank sends a signal for a low oil quantity to the lube service panel.
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Lube Service Panel
Oil can be added to the APU oil tank through the lube service panel. The lube service panel is installed
forward of the stabilizer trim door. The lube service panel has two indicator lights, a door proximity switch,
and a pressure fill connection. The amber ADD light comes on when the quantity of oil in the oil tank is less
than 1-2 quarts (0.9-1.9 liters). With the ADD light on, the solenoid valve opens to permit oil to go into the oil
tank through the pressure re-oil system. The green FULL light comes on when the oil quantity in the oil tank
is 6 quarts (5.6 liters). When the FULL light is on, the solenoid valve closes and the oil cannot be added to the
oil tank through the pressure re-oil system.
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APU OIL TANK SERVICING
Overview
This procedure gives two tasks to fill the oil tank of the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU). A manual procedure adds
the oil to the APU oil tank through a filler port. In the other task, the APU oil tank is filled with oil through the
pressure fill connection on the lube service panel.

Fill the APU Oil Tank - Manual Procedure
Access APU Compartment - APU Cowl Door
Set the APU master switch on the P5 forward overhead panel to the OFF position and attach a DO-NOTOPERATE tag.
APU

OFF
APU MASTER
SWITCH

ON
START

D

Open this circuit breaker and attach a DO-NOT-CLOSE tag:
E3-3 Electrical Shelf, APU Control Unit
Open the APU cowl door:
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CAUTION:

BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU MOVE THE LOWER SHROUD. DAMAGE TO THE SHROUD
DRAIN LINES CAN OCCUR.

Remove the lower shroud.

WARNING:

DO NOT TOUCH THE COMPONENTS OF THE OIL SYSTEM IF THE APU IS HOT.
THESE COMPONENTS STAY HOTTER THAN OTHER COMPONENTS. HOT
COMPONENTS CAN BURN YOU.

WARNING:

DO NOT LET HOT OIL GET ON YOU. PUT ON GOGGLES AND PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT OR LET THE APU BECOME COOL. LET 5 MINUTES GO BY AFTER AN
APU SHUTDOWN TO LET THE OIL SYSTEM PRESSURE GO TO ZERO. IF YOU OPEN
THE OIL SYSTEM WHEN IT HAS PRESSURE, A SPRAY OF HOT OIL CAN BURN YOU.
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Remove the filler cap with the dipstick from the filler port for the oil tank.
FILLER
CAP
FILLER
NECK

OIL TANK

FWD

WARNING:

CAUTION:

DO NOT LET THE OIL STAY ON YOUR SKIN. YOU CAN ABSORB POISONOUS
MATERIALS FROM THE OIL THROUGH YOUR SKIN.
DO NOT LET OIL GET ON THE ENGINE OR OTHER COMPONENTS. IMMEDIATELY
CLEAN THE OIL WHEN IT FALLS ON THEM. OIL CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO PAINT AND
RUBBER.

Examine the oil dipstick for an indication of the oil level.
Add the oil to the APU oil tank until the oil level is at the FULL mark on the dipstick.
Install the oil filler cap with the dipstick in the filler port for the oil tank.
CAUTION:

KEEP A MINIMUM CLEARANCE OF 0.18 INCHES (5 MM) BETWEEN THE ENGINE, FIRE
DETECTOR, CLAMPS AND LOWER SHROUD.BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU MOVE THE
LOWER SHROUD. DAMAGE TO THE SHROUD DRAIN LINES CAN OCCUR.

Install the lower shroud:
Insure that the shroud latches are latched closed properly.
Close the APU cowl door.
Close the latches for the APU cowl door.
Remove the DO-NOT-CLOSE tag and close this circuit breaker:
E3-3 Electrical Shelf, APU Control Unit.
Remove the DO-NOT-OPERATE tag from the APU master switch on the P5 forward overhead panel.
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Fill the APU Oil Tank - Pressure Procedure
Access Location APU Compartment - Lube Service Panel.
Set the APU master switch on the P5 forward overhead panel to the OFF position and attach a DO-NOTOPERATE tag.

APU

OFF
APU MASTER
SWITCH

ON
START

D

Open the door to the lube service panel.
Examine the lights on the lube service panel.
NOTE:

The FULL LIGHT is green when the oil quantity is sufficient. The ADD LIGHT is
amber when the oil quantity is not sufficient.

CAUTION:

DO NOT MIX THE TWO TYPES OF OIL (MIL-L-7808 TYPE I AND MIL-L-23699 TYPE II)
WHEN YOU ADD THE OIL IN THE APU. IT IS PERMITTED TO MIX DIFFERENT
BRANDS OF OIL WITH THE SAME TYPE OF OIL WHEN YOU ADD THE OIL IN THE APU.
A MIXTURE OF THE TWO TYPES OF OIL IN THE APU CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE
APU.
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Add the oil to the APU:
Remove the cap from the pressure fill connection.
Attach the pressure oil hose to the pressure fill connection.
Add the oil until the FULL LIGHT comes on.
Remove the pressure oil hose from the pressure fill connection.
Install the cap on the pressure fill connection.
Remove the DO-NOT-OPERATE tag from the APU master switch on the P5 forward overhead panel.
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APU OIL INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The APU oil indicating system (referred to as the oil indicating system) monitors the APU condition. The oil
indicating system monitors for high oil temperature, low oil pressure, and low oil quantity. The oil indicating
system has three indicator lights on the P5 forward overhead panel. Also, the oil indicating system has these
switches on the APU engine:
•
•
•
•

The high oil temperature switch (referred to as the oil temperature switch)
The low oil pressure switch (referred to as the oil pressure switch)
The low oil quantity switch (referred to as the oil quantity switch)
The oil quantity float switch (referred to as the float switch)

These are the three indicator lights for the oil indicating system:
1. The HIGH OIL TEMP or FAULT light (amber)
2. The LOW OIL PRESSURE light (amber)
3. The LOW OIL QUANTITY or MAINT light (blue)
The lube service panel has the lights for the pressure re-oil system. These lights are the ADD light (amber)
and the FULL light (green). The lube service panel is forward of the stabilizer access door.
The LOW OIL PRESSURE light and the HIGH OIL TEMP or FAULT light are connected to the APU annunciator
light and the MASTER CAUTION lights. The APU annunciator light and the MASTER CAUTION lights are found
on the pilot's light shield. When the LOW OIL PRESSURE light, the HIGH OIL TEMP or FAULT light or these
two lights are energized, the APU annunciator light and the MASTER CAUTION lights are energized. The LOW
OIL QUANTITY or MAINT light and the lube service lights are not connected to the circuit for the APU
annunciator light and the MASTER CAUTION lights.
To do a check of the indicator lights, each one can be pushed. Also, all the indicator lights can be tested when
the master test switch is pushed.

HIGH OIL TEMP or FAULT Light
The HIGH OIL TEMP or FAULT light is energized when the APU oil temperature is more than approximately
285°F (140°C). At this temperature, the oil temperature switch closes and completes the circuit for the HIGH
OIL TEMP or FAULT light.
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LOW OIL PRESSURE Light
The LOW OIL PRESSURE light is energized when the oil pressure is too low to operate the APU. The LOW OIL
PRESSURE light is on during the APU start until oil pressure is more than 55 PSIG (379 kPa). During the APU
operation, the LOW OIL PRESSURE light will come on if the oil pressure is less than 45 PSIG (310 kPa). The
oil pressure switch sends the signal to the LOW OIL PRESSURE light.

LOW OIL QUANTITY or MAINT Light
The LOW OIL QUANTITY or MAINT light comes on when the oil quantity in the oil tank is less than 1-2 quarts
(0.9-1.9 liters). The micro switch in the oil quantity switch sends the signal to the LOW OIL QUANTITY or
MAINT light.

Lube Service Lights
The ADD light (amber) comes on when the oil quantity in the APU oil tank is less than 1-2 quarts (0.9-1.9
liters). The solenoid valve opens to permit oil to fill the oil tank from the pressure re-oil system. The FULL
light (green) comes on when the oil quantity in the APU oil tank is 6 quarts (5.6 liters).
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Low Oil Quantity Switch
The oil quantity switch has a tube, float and magnetic micro switch. The float controls the micro switch.
When the oil quantity is less than 1-2 quarts (0.9-1.9 liters), the micro switch sends the signal for the low oil
quantity. The oil quantity switch is found on the bottom of the oil tank.
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DOORS
Overview
The doors are removable units which provide access to parts of the airplane.
The doors are divided into these groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger/Crew Doors
Emergency Exits
Cargo Doors
Access Doors
Service Doors
Fixed Interior Doors

A door warning system is provided to show the crew when the doors are closed and properly latched.
The doors have rubber seals to prevent air pressurization loss or to improve airflow over the external joining
surfaces.
If a door is removed or stowed open for a prolonged period during inclement weather, a protective cover
should be installed to prevent damage to the airplane interior.
Passenger/Crew and cargo doors may be opened and closed in winds up to 40 knots or left latched open in
winds up to 65 knots without structural damage.
Passenger/Crew Doors - Forward Entry Door
The forward entry door is on the left forward side of the airplane. The door is an inward-outward opening
plug-type door which can be operated from inside or outside the airplane.
Aft Entry Door
The aft entry door is on the left aft side of the airplane. The door is an inward-outward opening plug-type door
similar to the forward entry door, though slightly smaller, and can be operated from inside or outside the
airplane.
Door-Mounted Evacuation Slides
An Evacuation slide is installed on each passenger/crew entry door and on each galley service door for
emergency evacuation of the passenger cabin.
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Emergency Exits
These exits are used in an emergency:
•
•
•
•

Emergency exit hatches
Passenger compartment doors with door-mounted escape slides
The control cabin No. 2 window
The control cabin door

Cargo Doors
There is a cargo compartment door on the lower right side of the fuselage serving each cargo compartment.
Both doors are hinged at the upper edges and open inward. Access panels are provided in the cargo door
external skin to enable manual latch release if the operating mechanisms fail. Except for slight differences of
size and shape, both doors are the same.

SERVICE DOORS
Galley Service Doors
The galley service doors are on the right side of the airplane and are situated approximately opposite the entry
doors. The doors are similar in design and operation to the forward passenger/crew entry door, though
slightly smaller.
Equipment Compartments Exterior Doors
The equipment compartment external doors are large hinged doors for personnel to enter the compartment
from outside the airplane.
These compartment doors are on the airplane:
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning access doors
APU access door
Lower nose compartment access door
Electronic equipment compartment external access door
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Miscellaneous External Service Doors
The miscellaneous external service doors are small external doors which give access for servicing the systems
on the airplane.
These service doors are on the airplane:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aft toilet service door
CSD oil reservoir sight gauge access door
Engine oil tank access door
External power receptacle door
Forward toilet service door
Ground air conditioning access door
Oxygen system charging panel door
Pressure fueling station access door
Section 48 access and blowout door
Water service door
Hydraulic system service door

Control Cabin Door
The control cabin door gives access from the passenger cabin to the control cabin.
Lavatory Doors
The lavatories doors are similar to the control cabin door. The doors open outward and have locks which can
be overridden from outside the compartment in an emergency.
Door Warning System
The door warning system is an electrical circuit which provides the flight crew with a visual warning if certain
doors are open or not latched.
Door Warning Lights
The warning lights are mounted on the P5-20 Door Warning Module located on the overhead panel. Each
warning light has an illuminated legend that shows the door served by the warning light.
Miscellaneous Switching Module
The miscellaneous switching module evaluates the signals from the door sensors and controls the annunciator
lights in the control cabin.
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FORWARD/AFT ENTRY DOOR
Overview
The forward/aft entry door is an inward-outward opening plug-type door at the forward and aft end of the
fuselage on the left side. An upper and a lower hinge assembly support the door on the forward edge in the
door opening. The door may be closed or opened from inside or outside the airplane.
The door is opened by manually operating the centrally located handle. An internal mechanism within the door
releases roller latches on the door from latch fittings on the door jambs, folds the gates inward, and moves the
door to the most inward position. The door is then manually swung through the door opening and stowed in
the open position by engaging a latch pin in a hole in the upper hinge assembly.
The door is guided during the final closing operation by a centering guide attached to the center of the aft edge
of the door engaging with a centering track located on the aft frame of the door opening.
When the door is in the closed position and the passenger cabin is pressurized, door stops mounted on the
forward and aft frames of the door opening are contacted by adjustable door stop pins attached to the forward
and aft edges of the door. The door stops transmit the pressurization loads on the door to the fuselage
structure surrounding the door and prevent excessive deflection of the seal attached around the entire edge of
the door.
A flap is located at both the upper and lower hinges between cutouts in the door reveal and is attached by a
hinge to the forward frame of the door opening. The flap provides a continuous contact surface for the seal
around the hinge cutouts when the door is in the closed position. Water drains are provided at the upper and
lower hinge locations and along the lower edge of the lower gate. A door warning system proximity switch is
attached to the door and door frame. Assist handles are provided to give additional control during the door
operating cycle.
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Opening the Door from the Inside
The door is opened from the airplane interior by rotating the inside handle counterclockwise. Initial rotation of
the cam plate transmits angular movement to the latching crank assembly. The control rods at each end of
the latching crank turn the latch rods and withdraw the latch rollers from the latches, allowing the door to
move inward.
When the door moves inward, the proximity switch in the door warning circuit closes and the door warning
light comes on. The latch rods also operate the control rods attached to the upper and lower gates, causing
the gates to fold inward and push the stop rods away from stops. Further rotation of the handle to full travel
of 180 degrees allows the cam plate to transmit angular movement to the cocking crank assembly. The
cocking crank operates the pushrod connected to the torque tube crank. Movement of the pushrod is resisted
by the torque tube, causing the door to rotate on the hinge arms and pivot about the torque tube axis. This
motion is due to the change in relative positions of the hinge arm and guide arm at the upper hinge, and the
hinge arm and snubber at the lower hinge.
Tracking of the door is controlled by the guide arm roller in the roller guide plates. As the door rotates to the
cocked position (step 3), the guide arm and snubber deflect the upper and lower hinge flaps inward on the
hinges. The door is swung through the opening by means of the assist handle. The outward lateral travel of
the hinge arm transmits motion through the radius link to the guide arm which in turn causes the door to
rotate in an outward direction about the pivot axis of the torque tube. The inside handle on the door
automatically rotates approximately 45 degrees clockwise during final movement of the door to the open
latched position (step 6). This is due to the change in relative position of the hinge arms, guide arm, and
snubber passing beyond 180 degrees from the door cocked position and causing the door to counter-rotate and
operate the cocking crank and cam plate in reverse.
When the door is approximately parallel with the airplane exterior, the stop pin contacts the stop plate and
prevents further movement of the door. The door is latched in the open position by the latch pin engaging the
latch pin hole.
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Opening the Door from the Exterior
The door is opened from the airplane exterior by holding the outside handle with both hands and pulling
outward to clear the handle recess panel (step 1). This compresses the handle seating spring and engages the
handle sleeve splines with the splines on the handle shaft. Rotating the handle 180 degrees clockwise operates
the door mechanism, bringing the door into the cocked position. The handle is then returned into the recess.
The centering cam on the handle sleeve ensures that the handle is centered in the recess. The door is swung
through the opening until the stop is contacted and is latched in the open position by the latch pin engaging
the latch pin hole (step 4).

Closing the Door from Inside
The door is closed from the airplane interior by depressing door open stowing latch lever which releases the
latch pin. The door is swung through the door opening by means of the assist handle and is permitted to "fall"
into the opening until stopped by the door snubber. When the stop pin contacts the stop plate, the door is in
the cocked position. As the door is swung around from the latched open position, the inside handle will
automatically move counterclockwise to the fully open position. Rotating the inside handle 180 degrees
clockwise operates the door mechanism in the reverse direction, and brings the door into the center of the
door opening. The door centering roller engages with the centering track and guides the door into the center
of the door opening, allowing the latch rollers to engage with the latches. Rotation of the latch rods operates
the upper and lower gate control rods and unfolds the gates outward. The action of the latch rollers in the
latches pulls the door into the door opening, compresses the seal around the edge of the door, and opens the
door warning proximity switch.

Closing the Door from Outside
The door is closed from the airplane exterior by depressing the door open stowing latch lever and swinging the
door through the door opening by means of the assist handle. The outside handle is grasped with both hands,
pulled outward to clear the handle recess panel, and rotated 180 degrees counterclockwise. The handle is then
returned into the recess.
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ESCAPE SLIDE (DOOR MOUNTED)
Overview
Each escape slide assembly has these components:
•
•
•

An escape slide pack
An escape slide compartment
Two floor brackets

The escape slide assemblies are installed on the lower inboard face of each entry and galley service door.
Two floor brackets are attached to the floor inboard of the doorway.
The escape slide pack has these components:
•
•
•
•

An escape slide
A detachable girt
A girt bar
An air bottle (The air bottle holds high-pressure gas to inflate the slide)

The compartment holds the slide pack in the folded position and opens when the slide is used.
Operation
Install the slide assembly with the door closed.
To arm the slide, remove the girt bar from the stowage hooks on the door and install it in the floor brackets.
Open the door as usual but do not hesitate until it is fully open.
The girt will extend while you open the door.
As you open the door, the connection between the girt and the latch will pull tight, and unlatch the
compartment.
When the door is almost fully open, the slide pack will pull down and out of the compartment.
The slide will fully inflate in approximately six seconds.
If the slide does not inflate automatically, pull the inflation handle sharply to inflate the slide manually.
To remove the slide from the airplane, lift the flap and pull the ditching handle.
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SLIDE COMPARTMENT
DOOR
CLOSED

PRESSURE GAGE
STOWAGE HOOKS

COMPARTMENT
DOOR

GIRT
BAR

STOWAGE HOOKS

FLOOR
BRACKET
(2 LOCATIONS)

1. INSTALL THE SLIDE ASSEMBLY WITH
THE DOOR CLOSED.

FLOOR
BRACKET
(2 LOCATIONS)

GIRT
BAR

2. TO ARM THE SLIDE, REMOVE THE
GIRT BAR FROM THE STOWAGE HOOKS
ON DOOR AND INSTALL IT IN THE
FLOOR BRACKETS.

3. OPEN THE DOOR AS USUAL BUT
DO NOT HESITATE UNTIL THE
DOOR IS FULLY OPEN.

DOOR

COMPARTMENT
COVER

SLIDE
COMPARTMENT

SLIDE
PACK

GIRT

4. THE GIRT WILL EXTEND WHILE
YOU OPEN THE DOOR.
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OPEN DOOR

TOP OF
SLIDE

DOOR
SLIDE
COMPARTMENT

7. THE SLIDE WILL FULLY INFLATE IN
APPROXIMATELY SIX SECONDS.
GIRT
BAR

SLIDE
PACK

6. WHEN THE DOOR IS ALMOST FULLY OPEN, THE
SLIDE PACK WILL PULL DOWN AND OUT OF THE
COMPARTMENT.

OPEN DOOR
FLAP
SEE

A
SLIDE

OPEN DOOR

INFLATION
HANDLE

9. TO REMOVE THE SLIDE FROM THE AIRPLANE,
LIFT THE FLAP AND PULL THE DITCHING HANDLE.

SLIDE

DETACHABLE
GIRT

8. IF THE SLIDE DOES NOT INFLATE AUTOMATICALLY,
PULL THE INFLATION HANDLE SHARPLY TO INFLATE
THE SLIDE MANUALLY.
NOTE:
____ YOU MUST PULL THE HANDLE WITH ITS CABLE
FREE FROM THE SLIDE (DISCARD THE HANDLE).
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EMERGENCY EXITS
Overview
These emergency exits are on the airplane:
•
•
•

Emergency exit hatches
Control cabin No. 2 window
Control cabin door

Emergency Exit Hatches
Emergency exit hatches are located on each side of the fuselage for evacuation onto the wing in an emergency.
Control Cabin No. 2 Window
The control cabin No. 2 right sliding window can be opened from the outside and used as an emergency exit.
Control Cabin Door
The crew can remove the two upper blowout panels on the control cabin door in an emergency.
This allows the crew to communicate if the control cabin door cannot be opened.
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EMERGENCY EXIT HATCH
Overview
Use the hatches to exit the passenger compartment in an emergency.
The hatches are plug-type and are on each side of the fuselage above the wing. The emergency exit hatches
open from inside or outside the airplane. A detachable light above each hatch illuminates the hatch area.
A window is below the hatch release handle.
Hatch Opening Procedure
Open the hatch from outside the airplane:
Push the flush panel at the top of the hatch.
Push the hatch inboard.
Have an assistant hold the hatch inside the airplane to prevent damage.

HATCH REMOVAL (EXTERNAL)
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Open the Hatch from Inside the Airplane:
AIRPLANES WITH A HANDLE COVER ATTACHED WITH SCREWS; Hold the latch handle tightly with the
handle cover attached.
AIRPLANES WITH A HANDLE COVER ATTACHED WITH BRACKETS; Remove the cover from the release
handle.
CAUTION:

BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU PULL THE HANDLE OF THE HATCH. IT IS POSSIBLE FOR
THE HANDLE COVER TO GET CAUGHT ON THE HATCH LINING WHEN YOU PULL THE
HANDLE OF THE HATCH. THIS WILL NOT KEEP THE HATCH FROM OPENING BUT
MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE HATCH LINING.

Pull down on the release handle.
The handle turns the torque tube against the torsion spring load.
The bellcrank on the end of the torque tube turns and moves the latch rollers away from their latch
fittings.
Use the bottom hatch handle to hold the hatch.
Pull the top of the hatch inboard.
The latch rollers will be clear of the latch fittings.
The pivot fitting will disengage from the pivot hook.
Lift the hatch up and inboard away from the opening.
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STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4
HATCH REMOVAL (INTERNAL)

1

RELEASE HANDLE COVER ATTACHED WITH SCREWS

2

RELEASE HANDLE COVER ATTACHED WITH BRACKETS
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WINDOW NO. 2 EMERGENCY EXIT RELEASE MECHANISM
Overview
The right sliding window is designed to be operated from outside the airplane as an emergency exit. An
operator outside the airplane can pull the external release handle, unlock the sliding window and slide the
window aft to provide an emergency exit from the control cabin.
AFT GLIDE

HANDLE

SEE

TRIGGER

A

UPPER TRACK

IDLER CAM
UPPER CAM
GUARD
LOCKPLATE

UPPER CAMSHAFT

SPRING

LOWER CAM
FWD ROLLER

WINDOW OPEN LOCK

BELLCRANK

LOWER
CAMSHAFT

BELLCRANK
TURNBUCKLE

OPEN LOCK
RELEASE ROD

SPRING

ECCENTRIC
BUSHING
EXTERNAL
ACCESS
DOOR

LINK

AFT ROLLER

A
SEE

FWD

B
LOWER TRACK

BELLCRANK
INBD
TURNBUCKLE

INBD
EXTERNAL
HANDLE RELEASE
FWD

EXTERNAL RELEASE HANDLE (RH ONLY)
B
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CONTROL CABIN DOOR
Overview
The control cabin door isolates the control cabin from the passenger compartment.
The door has these features:
1. An electric lock
2. Blowout panels
3. An emergency exit

Control Cabin Door
The control cabin door frame and structural channels are constructed of aluminum alloy standard sheet stock
materials.
There is a decorative finish on all exposed surfaces.
Extruded structural hinges attach the door to the frame.
The door has a light seal of extruded rubber around its edge.
The door opens aft into the passenger compartment and can be opened from either side.
You can lock the door electrically or with a key from either side.
There is an inner door for the crew to use as an emergency exit.
Blowout panels give emergency decompression venting.
The crew can monitor the forward entry area through a view hole in the door.
The crew members can use a mirror mounted on the door.
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EMERGENCY
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DOOR
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SHEAR PIN
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EACH PANEL)

MIRROR

VIEW HOLE
PANEL HINGE
(4 LOCATIONS)

EMERGENCY EXIT
(INNER DOOR)

DOOR HANDLE
AND LOCK

CONTROL CABIN
DOOR HINGE
ASSEMBLY

BLOWOUT PANEL
(4 LOCATIONS)
PANEL HINGE
DOOR FRAME

PANEL LATCH

AIRPLANES WITH LATCHES
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A
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Electric Lock
The electric lock has these components:
1. A door lock switch with a dimmable indicator light
2. An electric strike
The strike is mounted in the door frame where a spring holds it in the latched position. The electric strike
gets power through the switch from a 28-volt DC bus. A 250 pound pull will break the shear pin and open the
door when the strike is energized. A 10 pound pull will open the door when the strike is not energized.
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Blowout Panels
There are four blowout panels on the control cabin door.
The blowout panels are of honeycomb core construction.
There is a latch on each blowout panel. In an emergency, the blowout panels open to equalize the air pressure
between the control cabin and the passenger compartment. Shear pins or a latch holds the panel closed until
pressure differences on either side open the panel.
Use this method to reset the latches if the panel releases accidentally:
Put the end of a screw driver into the slot on the latch.
Pry the latch back into the panel while you push the panel into the door.
A cable between the top blowout panel and the door prevents injury to the person in the first observer's
position.

Emergency Exit
The crew members can remove the top blowout panels to make an emergency exit through the control cabin
door. Use this exit if an obstruction on the aft side of the door prevents normal operation of the control cabin
door.
The emergency exit has these components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An exit handle
A cable assembly
Retaining pins
Panel hinges
Two blowout panels

Use the emergency exit as follows:
1. Pull the exit handle forward to disengage the retaining pins on each side of the assembly.
2. Pull the exit handle forward until the latch ends of the two blowout panels clear the retaining fittings
mounted on the frame.
3. Pull the panels free of the door structure and drop them down to the control cabin floor.
4. As the panels fall to the floor, the ball terminal on the door retainer of the top blowout panel will pull
out of the retaining slot in the panel.
5. Use the panel opening as an emergency exit.
6. Release the first observer's seat from its stowed position and use it as a step through the opening.
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CARGO COMPARTMENT DOORS
Overview
Two cargo compartment doors are installed on the lower right side of the fuselage. Both are plug-type, inward
opening doors, hinged at the upper edges and operated manually from either inside or outside the airplane.
Except for slight differences in shape, both doors are similar in design and operation.
The forward cargo compartment door provides access to the oxygen storage cylinders.
Each cargo door is an alclad structure with outer and inner skin and internal webs and stiffeners. The door is
hinged from the fuselage structure by two hinge arms on the upper edge. The hinge arms are adjustable by
use of serrated plates and shims. The forward and aft cargo doors are equipped with a centering device. Two
rollers at the forward and aft door edges locate the door in the closed position by engaging roller stop fittings
on the door jambs. A continuous sealing strip around the periphery of the door prevents loss of cabin
pressure around the door edges. Pressurization loads on the door are transmitted to the fuselage by twelve
adjustable stop fittings attached along the forward, aft, and lower edge of the door. The door bears against
corresponding stop pads attached to the fuselage structure surrounding the door. Loads on the upper edge of
the door are transmitted to fuselage structure by the two hinge arms. Two access panels in the outer skin
provide external access to the door latching mechanism to open the door in the event of failure of the latching
mechanism.
Each door is equipped with a balance mechanism to counterbalance the weight of the door and thus, facilitate
door opening. A snubber installed between the hinge arms on each door restrains the free fall of door from
the open position if the balance mechanism cable fails.
On airplanes with an uplatch, a positive mechanical latch on each door secures the door in the fully open
position.
On airplanes with a counterbalance assembly, the door is secured in the fully open position by a cam and idler
crank located within the counterbalance assembly.
Each door has a door warning switch.
On some airplanes there are straps attached to the cargo compartment ceiling. Use these straps as an
optional method to hold the cargo door in the open position. Stow the straps prior to flight. Hook the ends of
the straps together and pull the straps tight to stow the straps. This will put the straps between the cargo
door and the cargo compartment ceiling when the cargo door is open.
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Latch Mechanism
The door latch mechanism consists of an internal horizontal torque tube with a latching roller at each end
protruding beyond the edge of the door. These latching rollers engage latch fittings attached to the fuselage
structure. The torque tube in the door is connected to the operating handle assembly which consists of a short
shaft and a handle at each end. The handle on the inboard side of the door projects beyond the inboard skin,
but the outboard handle is spring-loaded so that the handle retracts flush with the exterior surface. A recess
finger access pan adjacent to the handle provides access to the handle.
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Balance Mechanism
On airplanes with an uplatch, door balance is maintained by springs attached to the upper aft inner edge of the
door between the inner web and outer skin. The springs connect to a cable assembly wound on a cable drum
mounted on the forward inner structure of the door (Fig. 1). From the cable drum, the cable runs over two
pulleys mounted on the inner structure of the door and connects to an overhead floor beam. The cable
grooves in the cable drum have a decreasing radius in order to provide a constant tension in the cable system
as the door is opened and closed. The balance mechanism is arranged so that the springs are stretched when
the door is closed. When the door is opened, the springs contract to raise the door to or near the open latched
position.
On airplanes with a counterbalance assembly, door balance is maintained by a spring-driven idler crank that
drives a cam fixed to a cable drum. The springs, idler crank, cam and drum are all located in the
counterbalance assembly mounted on the inner structure of the door. From the drum the cable runs over a
pulley mounted on the inner structure of the door and connects to an overhead floor beam. The
counterbalance mechanism is arranged so that the springs are compressed when the door is closed. When the
door is opened the springs extend to drive the idler crank, cam and drum to raise the door.
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Opening the Cargo Door
The door is opened from outside the airplane by pulling the door handle out of the recess and rotating the
handle counterclockwise. Rotation of the handle actuates a torque tube to withdraw the latch rollers from the
latch fittings. As the door swings inboard, under tension of the door balance mechanism, the door warning
proximity switch is actuated to energize the appropriate door warning light in the control cabin. As soon as
the door has moved clear of the latch fittings, the handle may be released. Springs within the handle will
cause the handle to return to the normally locked and recessed position. With little manual effort, the door
may be swung open to the open latch position.
On airplanes with an uplatch, the door is latched open when the spring-loaded mechanical latch on the lower
edge of the door engages with a fitting under the fuselage floor structure.
On airplanes with counterbalance assembly, the idler crank engages a detent on the cam inside the
counterbalance assembly to latch the door open.
The door may be opened from inside the airplane, using the non-retracting inner handle. In this case, the
procedure is similar except that rotation of the handle appears clockwise to the operator. Access to the inside
handle is obtained by pulling aside the cargo net which extends from the ceiling to the lower edge of the door.

Closing the Cargo Door
On airplanes with an uplatch, the door is closed by pulling on the lanyard to release the latch. The lanyard is
adjacent to the cargo retaining net just inside and forward of the door opening and is accessible to personnel
standing on the ground. The lanyard design requires that the handle must be pulled outside the door opening
before the latch will disengage. After the latch is disengaged, a continued pull on the lanyard brings the door
down until the operating handle is within reach. The handle is then lifted out of the recess. The lanyard is
then released to return to normal position within the cargo compartment. Counterclockwise rotation of the
operating handle aligns the latch rollers with the latch fittings and allows the door to be pulled down and
latched by a clockwise rotation of the handle. This final movement engages both latch rollers in the fittings
and actuates the door warning proximity switch to de-energize the appropriate warning light in the control
cabin. When the door is thus closed and latched, the handle may be released.
On airplanes with counterbalance assembly, the door is closed by pulling on the lanyard to move the door
down until the operating handle is within reach. The handle is then lifted from its recess and the lanyard is
released. Counterclockwise rotation of the operating handle aligns the latch rollers with the latch fittings and
allows the door to be pulled down and latched by a clockwise rotation of the handle. This final movement
engages both latch rollers in the fittings and actuates the door warning proximity switch to de-energize the
appropriate warning light in the control cabin. When the door is thus closed and latched, the handle may be
released.
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AIR CONDITIONING ACCESS DOORS
Overview
The air conditioning access doors provide access to the two air conditioning packs installed one on each side
of the fuselage keel beam. The doors form a part of the unpressurized fairing on the lower surface of the
fuselage near the wing root extending from the intersection of the wing front spar plane and fairing contour to
the intersection of the wing rear spar plane and fairing contour.
The doors are similar in construction and the five hinges on each door are arranged so that the doors hinge
down from the inboard edge from the keel beam lower chord structure. Each door is of graphite-Kevlar faced
honeycomb core construction. The inner surface of each door is covered with aluminum foil and the outer
surface is coated with flame sprayed aluminum.
Each door is opened by unlatching and manually restraining the door as the door hinges down from closed
position. The free end of the brace tube is then unlatched from stowed position on the brace catch on the
inner surface of the door panel and used to secure the door in open position. When closing the door, the brace
tube is returned to stowed position on the catch and the door is then closed and latched.

Latching Mechanism
There are ten heavy duty flush latches installed normal to the door contour on each door. Six of the latches
are located near the outboard edge of each door, three near the forward edge, and one near the aft edge. The
latches secure the doors in closed position, with the latch mechanism permitting quick access to the
equipment enclosed by the doors. A trigger provided on each latch can be operated by moderate thumb
pressure to release the latch bolt from the closed position. The fail-safe design of the latch is such that the
failure of the trigger return mechanism will not cause the bolt to open. The exposed surface of each flush
latch in closed position is similar in color to the adjacent flame sprayed aluminum fiberglass structure. The
other surfaces of the latch that are visible from the outside when the latch is in open position are, in contrast,
a bright red fluorescent color to provide rapid visual inspection of the latch position.
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FORWARD ACCESS DOOR
Overview
The lower nose compartment access (forward access) door is an inward opening plug-type door operated from
outside the airplane and located forward of the nose wheel well. The door is included in the door warning
system, sharing a common warning light in the control cabin with the equipment compartment external access
door.
The door is of alclad frame and skin construction. Two hinge arms extend aft from the door structure to
engage hinge fittings on the forward face of the nose wheel well forward bulkhead. A continuous seal around
the periphery of the door prevents loss of cabin air when the airplane is in flight. Pressurization loads on the
door are transmitted to the fuselage by four stop pads on the edge of the door, which bear against equivalent
pads attached to the fuselage structure surrounding the door.
The door is opened from outside the airplane by pushing the trigger in the door handle, to allow the handle to
spring out from flush position so that the handle may be easily grasped, and then rotating the handle
counterclockwise. This action withdraws the latch plunger, energizes the door warning light in the control
cabin, and allows the door to be hinged upward. As soon as the door has moved clear of the opening, the
handle may be rotated clockwise and pushed back into the recess in the exterior skin of the door.
When the door is closed, the handle must be returned to open position before the door will seat in the opening.
The door is latched shut by a final clockwise rotation of the handle which pushes the latch plunger into the
structure forward of the door and opens the door warning switch. When the door is closed and latched, the
handle is then pushed back into the recess.

Latching Mechanism
The door latching mechanism consists of an operating shaft connected to a latch pin which protrudes through
the forward edge of the door to engage with a hole in the surrounding structure. The operating shaft has an
outside handle recessed flush with the exterior skin.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT COMPARTMENT EXTERNAL ACCESS DOOR
Overview
The electronic equipment compartment external access door is a plug-type, inward opening, sliding door that
is located on the bottom side of the fuselage aft of the nose wheel well.
The door is operated from outside the fuselage and is included in the door warning system, sharing a common
warning light in the control cabin with the lower nose compartment access door.
The door tracks inside the fuselage guide the door inward, upward, and to the right.
The door has an alclad frame and skin construction.
A continuous seal around the periphery of the door prevents loss of cabin air when the airplane is in flight.
Four latch pins transmit pressurization loads from the door to the fuselage structure.
The stop fittings on the door and the door lock fittings on the structure will transmit the pressurization loads if
the door is accidentally not latched.
Rollers at the end of an angle on the door engage with roller guides on the fuselage to keep the door in
position.

Latch Mechanism
The door latching mechanism has a latch stop and lock fitting on each side of the door.
The latch pins are operated through a common rack and pinion mechanism.
The inner end of each pin is in the form of a rack and all four racks engage with a pinion on the central
actuator shaft.
The shaft has an outer handle to operate the door from outside the airplane.

Door Tracks
The door tracks are inclined upward and outboard from door opening and are attached to the electronic rack
supports and the electronic rack stanchions.
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Top and Bottom Web Assembly
The bottom web holds the door when you move it up the tracks.
Flexible leaf-spring brackets attach the bottom web to the door.
The top and bottom webs have eight rollers which keep the webs between the door tracks.
The bottom web retracts into the top web as the door moves to its stowed position.
Uplatch (if installed)
An uplatch is on the inner right side of the door.
The uplatch holds the door to the bottom web as it is retracted.
The uplatch engages the latch pin after you move the door up and to the right 1/2 to 1 inch.
A lever disconnects the uplatch from the bottom web as you close the door.
Spring Spool Assembly
The spring spool assembly helps to retract the door and holds the door in the open position.
The assembly is attached to the fuselage at the end of the tracks.
AIRPLANES WITH AN UPLATCH; One end of the flat spring is attached to the bottom web.
AIRPLANES WITH A TROLLEY; One end of the flat spring is attached to a hinge on the trolley.
Trolley (if installed)
The trolley moves in a track to support the right side of the door and direct it as it moves to its stowed
position.
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Open the Door from Outside the Airplane:
Push the trigger in the outer handle, to get access to the handle.
A spring will push the handle from its flush position.
Turn the handle counterclockwise.
The four latch pins will retract into the door.
The door warning lights in the control cabin will come on.
Push the door up and to the right.
The right side of the door will pivot about the track attach brackets on the left side of the door.
AIRPLANES WITH AN UPLATCH; the uplatch, on the right side of door, engages the latch pin on
bottom web.
Move the door up the track to its stowed position.
The door will move easily with help from the assist spring.

Close the Door from Outside the Airplane:
Pull the door down the tracks with the handle.
AIRPLANES WITH AN UPLATCH; At the bottom of the track, the lever will disengage the uplatch,
and release the door from the bottom web.
Make sure the door is seated correctly.
Pull down on the door handle to compress the door pressure seal and turn the handle clockwise.
The four latch pins will lock the door in its closed position.
The door warning lights in the control cabin will go off.
Push the handle up to its flush position.
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DOOR WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
The door warning system is an electrical circuit which gives the crew a visual warning when a door is open or
not latched.
These doors are included in the door warning system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The forward and aft galley service doors
The forward and aft cargo compartment doors
The forward and aft entry doors
The lower nose compartment access (forward access) door
The electronic equipment compartment external access door

The door warning system has these components:
•
•
•

A door warning module on the overhead panel in the control cabin
A miscellaneous switching module in the electronic equipment compartment
Door warning sensors on the doors

Door Warning Module
The P5-20 door warning module located on the overhead panel.
The door warning module uses lights to warn the crew that doors are open or unlocked.
MASTER CAUTION light
The MASTER CAUTION light identifies a malfunction.
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DOOR master caution light
The DOOR master caution light identifies a door malfunction.
Door warning lights:
The door warning light identifies the applicable door.
Each door warning light has two bulbs.
•
•

One light continuously shows the words on the cap
One light illuminates the translucent cap as a warning

The illuminated color is amber/opaque and the non-illuminated color is white/gray.
These doors have the same EQUIP door warning light:
•
•

The lower nose compartment access (forward access) door
The electronic equipment compartment external access door

Miscellaneous Switching Module
Control cards in the switching module act as switches to turn on the applicable warning light when the
applicable door is unlatched.
The M278 miscellaneous switching module is installed on the E-2 shelf on the electronic equipment rack.
Get access to the rack through the electronic equipment compartment external access door.
You must replace the control card if it causes a malfunction.
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Door Warning Switches
DOORS WITH PROXIMITY SENSORS; the solid-state circuit has a sensor, an actuator, and a control card.
The distance between the sensor and the actuator controls the signal that is sent to the control card in the
module. The sensor and control card function as a switch to illuminate the correct warning light.
You can adjust the distance between the actuator and the sensor.
DOORS WITH MICROSWITCHES; the micro switch provides a path to ground to illuminate the warning light
when the door is unlatched.
Operation of the System
When you unlatch the door, the sensor at the door completes the circuit and illuminates these lights:
•
•
•

The MASTER CAUTION light
The DOOR master caution light
The applicable door warning light

The warning lights will go off when the applicable door is closed and latched.
Test the Warning Lights
You can do a test of each light individually.
You can use the master test switch to do a test of all of the door warning lights and similar lights.
Reset the Door Warning System
Push either of the master caution lights to make the MASTER CAUTION and the DOOR master caution lights go
off.
Close and latch the door to make the door warning light go off.
Recall an uncorrected door malfunction
Push either master caution light.
While you push the master caution light, the MASTER CAUTION and all master caution lights will be on.
The MASTER CAUTION light and the DOOR master caution light will stay on when you release the master
caution light.
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POWER PLANT
Overview
The airplane is powered by two CFM56 turbofan engines mounted below the wing. The engines are
individually supported in strut-mounted nacelles with mounts designed to absorb thrust, vertical and side
loads and to allow growth of the engine due to thermal expansion.
Engine components and accessories are accessible for maintenance and service operations by use of hinged
removable fan cowl panels, hinged removable fan duct cowl and thrust reverser halves, and a removable
forward fairing, Engine Cowling, for description of the fan cowl panels and forward fairing, Fan Thrust
Reverser System, for description of the fan duct cowl and thrust reverser halves.
The major components installed on each engine in addition to the basic engine accessories include the
constant speed drive, generator, hydraulic pump, and starter.
The engine is a dual-rotor, axial flow turbofan of high compression ratio and high bypass ratio. The engine
incorporates two multistage turbine-driven compressors utilizing concentric shafting. The integrated fan and
low pressure compressor, consisting of one fan stage and three compressor (booster) stages is driven by a
four-stage low pressure turbine. The nine-stage high pressure compressor is driven by a single-stage high
pressure turbine.
The engine starting system provides the means for rotating the high pressure rotor (HPR) to establish airflow
through the engine. Rotation of the HPR drives the engine fuel pump and main engine control and delivers
metered fuel under pressure to the combustion chamber. The ignition system is a high energy capacitor
discharge system consisting of two electrically and physically independent circuits serving separate igniter
plugs.
The engine includes a complete self-contained oil system for lubrication and cooling of internal parts. Thrust
reverser mechanisms are utilized at the engine fan discharge to provide a means of further decelerating the
airplane during its landing roll. Various remote transmitting devices are installed on the engine to provide
indication in the flight compartment of engine performance and condition.
A vent and drain system is mounted on the engine to collect and discharge drain fluids overboard.
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Engine
Overview
The CFM56-3 is a high bypass, dual-rotor, axial flow turbofan engine.
Basic engine specifications are provided in the chart below.

ITEM

SPECIFICATION

_N
E
_G
_I
_N
_E
_ _G_E_N_E_R_A_L_
Type

Axial-flow, gas turbine turbofan

Thrust Class

20,000 pounds

Number of Combustion Chambers

One

Type of Combustion Chamber

Annular

Type of Compressor

Two spool, 13 stage compressor, consistin
of a 4 stage low pressure compressor (includes 1st-stage fan) and a 9 stage high
pressure compressor

D i r e c t i o n o f R o t a t i o n ( B o t h R o t o r s )C l o c k w i s e ( a s v i e w e d f r o m t h e r e a r l o o k i n
forward)

Type of Turbine

5 stage, split, consisting of a 1 stage
high pressure turbine and a 4 stage low
pressure turbine

Engine Weight

Bare Engine
Engine (with QEC)

4290 pounds dry (approximate)
5390 pounds (approximate)

Engine Length

E n g i n e L e n g t h ( w i t h f l a m e a r r e s t o1r1)4 . 5 i n c h e s ( a p p r o x i m a t e )
192.6 inches (approximate)
Installed Engine Length (with
Inlet Cowl)
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Engine overall dimensions (in inches)

Left Side View
Front View
The integrated fan and booster (low pressure compressor - LPC) is driven by a 4 stage low pressure turbine
(LPT). A single-stage high pressure turbine (HPT) drives the 9 stage high pressure compressor (HPC). The
two rotors are mechanically independent of each other. Air entering the engine is divided into a primary
(inner) airstream and a secondary (outer) airstream. After the primary airstream has been compressed by the
LPC and HPC, combustion of fuel in the annular combustion chamber increases the HPC discharge air velocity
to drive the high and low pressure turbines. An accessory drive system off the N2 rotor drives engine and
airplane accessory components.
The engine consists of 4 major sections: fan major module, core engine major module, LPT major module and
accessory drive system. It also includes the following components which are not included in any section:
spinner front cone, LPT shaft plug and coupling nut, aft rotating air/oil separator, and oil inlet cover.
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The Engine Station and Flanges:
A BCDE F GH

J

K

R

M

L

N

S

T

U

P

STATOR CASE
HORIZONTAL
LEFT FLANGE

LEFT SIDE
K

U

T

S

J

H GF

E D CB A

R
P

M

N

L

STATOR CASE
HORIZONTAL
RIGHT FLANGE

RIGHT SIDE

NACELLE STATIONS OF FLANGES
A = 165.2
B = 169.2
C = 171.5

D = 174.3
E = 176.5
F = -----
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P = 221.82
R = 233.8

S = 239.9
T = 250.4
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Fan Major Module
The fan major module consists of 4 maintenance modules: fan and booster, No. 1 and No. 2 bearing support,
inlet gearbox and No. 3 bearing, and fan frame.
The fan and booster module consists of a single-stage fan rotor and a 3-stage axial booster, cantilevermounted at the rear of the fan disk. The module is comprised of the following major parts: spinner rear cone,
fan disk, fan blades, booster rotor, and booster stator.
The No. 1 and No. 2 bearing support module supports both the fan and booster rotor assemblies and is bolted
to the fan frame front face. The module is comprised of the following major parts: No. 1 bearing support, No.
1 ball bearing, No. 2 bearing support, No. 2 bearing roller bearing, oil manifold assembly, external piping, and
fan shaft.
The inlet gearbox (IGB) is located in the fan frame sump and is bolted to the forward side of the fan frame aft
flange. The gearbox contains a horizontal bevel gear, a radial bevel gear, and the core engine thrust bearing
(No. 3 ball bearing).
The fan frame provides the front handling mounts and is the main forward support for mounting the engine to
the strut. Its purpose is to support the fan inlet case and fan, booster and HPC rotors, and to provide ducting
for primary and secondary airflows. The fan frame houses the 11 variable bleed valve (VBV) ballscrew
actuators and the VBV master ballscrew actuator. The structure rear face supports the HPC casing, the VBV
hydraulic fuel gear motor and has provisions for engine mounting. It also supports the accessory drive system
and houses the inlet gearbox (IGB) and radial drive shaft. The fan frame is lined with acoustical panels.
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Core Major Module Assembly
The core major module consists of 8 maintenance modules as follows: high pressure compressor (HPC) rotor,
HPC front stator, HPC rear stator, combustion case, combustion chamber, high pressure turbine (HPT) nozzle,
HPT rotor, and HPT shroud and 1st-stage LPT nozzle.
The HPC rotor is a 9-stage, high-speed, unitized spool-disk structure. The rotor consists of 5 major parts: the
front shaft, the 1st and 2nd-stage spool, the 3rd-stage disk, the 4th thru 9th-stage spool and the compressor rear
seal. The front shaft, disk and spools are joined at a single bolted joint to form a smooth, rigid unit.
The HPC front stator consists of: front casing halves, extension casing halves, inlet guide vanes (IGVs) and
the first 5 stages of stator vanes. The IGVs and the 1st thru 3rd-stage vanes are variable, the 4th-and 5th-stage
vanes are fixed. Actuation of the variable vanes is accomplished with hydraulically actuated bell crank
assemblies mounted on the front compressor stator at the 1:30 and 7:30 o'clock positions.
The HPC rear stator consists of: rear casing halves, liners, 3 stages of fixed vanes, and vane shrouds. The
rear stator is located inside the front stator extension and is cantilever-mounted to the rear stator support.
The rear stator support outer flange is mounted between the compressor front stator extension and the
combustion case.
The combustion case is a fabricated structural weldment located between the HPC and the LPT. It provides
structural interface, transmits engine axial load, and provides gas flow path between the compressor and the
LPT. The case incorporates compressor outlet guide vanes (OGVs) and a diffuser for the reduction of
combustion chamber sensitivity to compressor air velocity profile. It incorporates 6 borescope ports: 4 for
inspection of the combustion chamber and 2 for inspection of the HPT nozzle.
The combustion chamber contained in the combustion case, consists of outer and inner cowls, 20 primary and
20 secondary swirl nozzles, dome, and outer and inner liners.
The HPT nozzle is a single-stage, air-cooled assembly that mounts in the combustion case and directs the gas
flow from the combustion chamber onto the blades of the HPT rotor at the optimal angle. Major parts of the
nozzle are the 23 nozzle segments, the outer support, the inner support, the aft support and seal assembly,
and the stator aft seals.
The HPT rotor is a single-stage, air-cooled turbine. Structurally, the rotor consists of the front shaft, the
forward air seal, the disk, and the rear shaft. The HPT rotor drives the HPC rotor and is directly connected to
it by a bolted flange to form what is essentially a single core rotor. The rotor is internally cooled by low
pressure compressor (booster) discharge air. It has interference rabbetted flanges for rigidity and stability.
The HPT shroud and 1st-stage LPT nozzle is located in the aft section of the combustion case. It forms the
interface between the core section and the LPT module of the engine.
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Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) Major Module
The low pressure turbine module consists of 3 maintenance modules as follows: low pressure turbine, low
pressure turbine shaft, and turbine frame.
The low pressure turbine consists of the LPT case (which contains the LPT stator) mounted between the
combustion casing and the turbine frame and the 4-stage, axial type LPT rotor, supported by the LPT shaft.
The LPT shaft module connects the fan shaft to the LPT rotor. It consists of the LPT shaft, LPT stub shaft,
center vent tube and center vent tube rear extension duct. The LPT shaft aft end is supported by the No. 5
bearing located in the turbine frame, and the shaft forward end is coupled to the fan shaft. The LPT shaft has
2 functions: coupling the fan and booster rotors with the LPT rotor, and providing for HPC rear support
through the No. 4 bearing. In addition, the LPT shaft houses the center vent tube of the forward and aft
engine oil sumps.
The turbine frame is the major structural assembly at the rear of the engine. It supports the LPT rotor rear
section and provides mounts for attaching the rear of the engine to the airplane strut and for ground handling.
The frame, a fabricated structural weldment, consists of a central hub and a polygonal outer casing, connected
through slanted struts. The struts support a midstream fairing on the forward side and the exhaust plug on
the aft side.
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Accessory Drive System
The accessory drive system consists of 2 maintenance modules, the transfer gearbox and the accessory
gearbox.
The transfer gearbox (TGB) provides power transmission between the inlet gearbox (IGB) and the accessory
gearbox (AGB) and includes the following major parts: radial drive shaft, TGB, and horizontal drive shaft. The
radial drive shaft assembly is installed inside fan frame strut No. 10 and consists of the radial drive shaft and
the shaft mid-length bearing. The TGB is mounted on the fan frame at the 9 o'clock position and consists of a
housing and a set of 2 bevel gears. The horizontal drive shaft assembly provides power transmission between
the TGB and AGB and consists of a housing, a bevel gear and a horizontal drive shaft.
The accessory gearbox is mounted on the fan case, between 6 and 9 o'clock position. It houses a gear train
that reduces and increases the rotational speed to meet the specific drive requirements of each accessory.
Most of the accessories are installed on the gearbox pads through quick attach/detach (QAD) provisions.
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ENGINE COWLING
Overview
The engine cowling provides an aerodynamically smooth surface over the engine and a protective enclosure for
engine-mounted components and accessories. The cowling for each engine includes the inlet cowl, right and
left fan cowl panels, forward fairing and fan duct cowl and thrust reverser halves. The fan cowl panels and
fan duct cowl and thrust reverser halves are both hinged and removable to provide access to engine
components. In addition, necessary access doors and openings are located in the cowling to facilitate
maintenance and service operations.

Inlet Cowl
The inlet cowl is installed on the forward flange of the engine fan case and provides a passage for proper
entry of the inlet airstream for optimum engine operation with minimum aerodynamic drag.
The inlet cowl is constructed of aluminum honeycomb sandwich acoustic panels with a perforated aluminum
sheet inner skin and a prepreg glass fabric outer skin. The lip assembly is constructed of aluminum.
For anti-icing purposes, engine bleed air is routed to a distribution spray ring located inside the lip of the inlet
cowl. During anti-ice operation, the bleed air exits through an exhaust port located at the 6 o'clock position on
the inlet cowl lip.
A T12 temperature sensor is installed on the inlet cowl at approximately the 3 o'clock position and a T2
temperature sensor at approximately the 10 o'clock position.
Two hoist fitting receptacles are installed in the leading edge of the inlet cowl at approximately the 3 and 9
o'clock positions. Another receptacle is provided at approximately the 2 o'clock position on the inlet cowl
attachment flange. The receptacles provide the attach points normally used for inlet cowl hoisting during
removal and installation.
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Fan Cowl
The left and right fan cowl panels fair with the inlet cowl, forward fairing, and fan duct cowl and thrust
reverser halves. The fan cowl panels are of honeycomb core construction with an aluminum foil applied to the
inside to attenuate electromagnetic interference. Opening or removing the panels provides access to the
forward electrical and fluid disconnects, engine accessories and components mounted on the fan case, inlet
cowl and accessory gearbox, and forward areas of the thrust reverser.
Access doors in the fan cowl panels are provided for servicing the engine oil tank and to monitor and replenish
the CSD oil supply. The engine oil tank access door incorporates a pressure relief door. An access port,
located above the CSD access door, is provided to permit manual actuation of the start valve. On some fan
cowl panels, another access port, located on the left fan cowl panel, is provided to permit installation of the
part power rig pin for engine trim while the fan cowl panel is closed. Two exhaust fittings are also provided,
the starter air discharge duct fitting (located on the right fan cowl panel) and the generator cooling air
overboard port (located on the left fan cowl panel). The starter air discharge duct fitting also incorporates a
scupper and drain holes for collecting and discharging fluid leakage overboard from the engine vent and drain
system.
The fan cowl panels are hinged at the fan cowl support beam. The panels are secured by six flush-mounted
hook-type tension latches, four along the split line and two at the inlet cowl.
Hold-open rods, provided for each panel, allow the cowl to be supported and locked in the open position. The
rods are stowed in receivers on the fan cowl when not in use.
A vortex control device (VCD) attaches to the inboard fan cowl panel at approximately the 2 o'clock position on
the No. 1 engine and the 10 o'clock position on the No. 2 engine.
Three vortex generators are attached to the upper aft end of each fan cowl panel.
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Forward Fairing
The forward fairing is a streamlining cowl, fairing the forward bulkhead to the fan cowl support beam.
Removing the forward fairing provides access to the front of the strut forward bulkhead and the forward
electrical and fluid disconnects. The forward fairing also incorporates a pressure relief door.
The forward fairing is attached at its forward end and along the sides with fasteners. The aft end is secured
by clips to allow for strut/fairing motion.
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Fan Duct Cowl and Thrust Reverser
Refer to Fan Thrust Reverser System for description and operation of fan duct cowl and thrust reverser
assembly.
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ENGINE MOUNTS
Overview
The forward and aft engine mounts support the engine at three points. The forward mount consists of two
attach points on the fan frame, and two thrust links that attach at the fan frame mid box structure and are
secured at a point on the strut. The aft mount consists of one attach point on the turbine frame.

Forward Engine Mount
The forward engine mount provides suspension of the engine through two cone bolts attached to fan case
fittings bolted to pads on the fan frame. The left and right cone bolts mate with vibration isolators located on
each end of a cross beam. The cross beam is bolted to fittings on the strut and is secured to the cone bolts
with tension nuts.
Engine thrust is transmitted through two thrust links attached at the forward ends to thrust link fittings bolted
to the fan frame mid box structure at the 10 and 2 o'clock positions. The aft ends of the thrust links are
attached to an evener bar which in turn is connected through bushings and a shoulder bolt to a thrust fitting
attached to the underside of the strut. A failsafe fitting is provided in the event of a thrust link failure.

Aft Engine Mount
The aft engine mount provides suspension of the engine through a single cone bolt which is part of an isolator
assembly located on the underside of the strut. Two links connect a hanger fitting to lugs integral with the
turbine frame. The hanger fitting is secured to the cone bolt by a silver plated tension nut.
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ENGINE VENTS AND DRAINS
Overview
The engine vents and drains system collects and discharges fluid leakage overboard through the starter air
discharge duct fitting and a drain hole located at the approximate bottom centerline of the right fan cowl panel.
There are 18 drains in the system that you can examine. Some of these drains are in the front drain system or
the rear drain system.
In addition, there are drains near the thrust reverser latches, and two fan case drains.
The engine vent and drain system connects to the strut vent and drain system to discharge overboard all fluids
that collect in the service disconnect box.

Front Drain System
The front drain system collects and discharges drain fluids overboard through a combination drain
hole/scupper manufactured into the right fan cowl panel.
The forward drain system provides overboard discharge for these drain lines:
1) CSD/VSCF Seal - AGB Pad Seal Drain
2) Hydraulic Pump Pad Drain
3) CSD/Generator Interface Pad Drain (Engines with CSD)
4) Oil Tank Scupper Drain
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Rear Drain System
The rear drain system collects drain fluids in a scupper in the starter air discharge duct fitting.
The starter air discharge duct fitting is an aluminum alloy casting bolted to the inside of the right fan cowl
panel.
As the fluid level rises, the drain fluids pass through five holes drilled through a flange, and then are
discharged overboard through two combination drain hole/scuppers.
The rear drain system provides overboard discharge for these drain lines:
1. Left Variable Stator Vane (VSV) Actuator Seal
2. Variable Bleed Valve (VBV) Fuel Gear motor Seal Drain
3. ENGINES PRE CFMI SB 73-116; Fuel Supply and Manifold Shroud Drain ENGINES POST CFMI SB 73116; Supply Drain
4. High Pressure Turbine (HPT) Clearance Control Valve Drain and Right VSV Actuator Seal and Shroud
Drain
5. Compressor Inlet Temperature (CIT) Sensor Shroud Drain
6. Forward Sump Drain
7. Main Engine Control (MEC) Casing Drain
8. Main Oil/Fuel Heat Exchanger Drain
9. Main Engine Control (MEC) Shaft Drain
10. Starter pad drain
11. Fuel Pump Pad Drain
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Rear Strut Drain System
1) Left Service Disconnect Box (Strut) Drain
2) Right Service Disconnect Box (Strut) Drain
Two additional holes in the right fan cowl panel, just aft of the starter air discharge duct fitting, are
condensation drain holes.
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ENGINE FUEL AND CONTROL
Overview
Engine Fuel and Control is comprised of: Fuel Distribution System, Fuel Control, Fuel Flow Indicating, and,
Fuel Filter Bypass Warning System.
The fuel distribution system is a hydro mechanical system which provides and controls fuel flow to the engine
combustor. The system also powers and schedules variable stator vane and variable bleed valve positions to
maintain maximum engine performance within stall margin, rotor speed, compressor discharge pressure and
turbine temperature limits. High pressure rotor speed (N2) is controlled and limited by the main engine
control (MEC) by metering fuel to the engine fuel nozzles. Fan and low pressure rotor (N1) rotation is
obtained from low pressure turbine energy extraction and is mechanically independent of N2 rotation. N1
speed is controlled indirectly by controlling N2 speed, which is achieved by the MEC by integrating inputs of
thrust lever [power lever angle (PLA)], core compressor inlet temperature (T25), fan inlet temperature (T2),
fan inlet pressure (PS12) and N2 rotor speed.
The fuel control system consists of the MEC and sensors mentioned above, plus the following components:
1. Engine driven fuel pump - which receives fuel from the airplane fuel system and pressurizes it for use
by the engine fuel and control system components.
2. Oil/fuel heat exchanger - which cools the engine lubricating oil.
Power Management Control (PMC), which provides an electronic adjustment of the MEC to obtain optimum
power settings for take-off, climb and cruise flight conditions without constant adjustment of the thrust lever
by the flight crew. The PMC is equipped with automatic and manual disabling controls.
1. Fuel filter - ensures clean fuel is provided to the MEC.
2. Servo fuel heater - maintains fuel temperatures at a high enough level to prevent ice from entering
and damaging the MEC servos.
3. Fuel plumbing - provides the means to route fuel between the MEC and fuel manifold.
4. Fuel manifold - distributes fuel to the 20 fuel nozzles.
5. Fuel nozzles - spray fuel into the combustion section of the engine core.
The fuel flow indicating system monitors fuel flow rate and total fuel quantity used. This information is
provided by a fuel flow transmitter located in the fuel plumbing between the MEC and fuel manifold.
The fuel filter bypass warning system is provided to warn the flight crew of impending fuel filter bypass
resulting from a clogged fuel filter.
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FUEL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel distribution system supplies filtered, pressurized, fuel to the fuel nozzles that are located in the
combustion section. The system consists of an engine driven fuel pump, fuel filter, servo fuel heater, fuel/oil
heat exchanger, fuel plumbing, a fuel manifold and fuel nozzles.
Fuel from the aircraft fuel system enters the engine at the fuel pump inlet, is pressurized through the low
pressure stage of the fuel pump and flows through the fuel/oil heat exchanger and the fuel filter. Fuel then
flows through the high pressure stage of the fuel pump through the wash filter, and into the MEC. Some of the
fuel is extracted through the pump wash filter, heated by the servo fuel heater and supplied to the MEC to
provide clean, ice-free fuel for servo operation.
The fuel pump has a higher fuel flow capacity than the fuel and control system requires, thus the fuel flow is
divided in the MEC into metered flow and bypass flow. The bypass fuel is ported back to the inlet side of the
fuel/oil heat exchanger, and metered fuel from the MEC flows through the pressurizing valve, the fuel flow
transmitter, the fuel manifold, and fuel nozzles into the combustion chamber.
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Fuel Pump
The fuel pump is located on the accessory gearbox (AGB) aft face between the horizontal drive shaft housing
and the lubrication unit at the 8 o'clock position. The fuel pump pressurizes and circulates fuel within the fuel
system.

SEE

A
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Fuel Filter
The fuel filter is located within the lower section of the fuel pump and its corrugated construction is designed
to retain foreign particles suspended in the fuel, and prevent their entry into the MEC.

SEE

A
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Servo Fuel Heater
The servo fuel heater is attached to the aft side of the fuel/oil heat exchanger, located between the transfer
gearbox and MEC. The servo fuel heater raises the fuel temperature to prevent ice from entering the control
servos inside the MEC.

SEE

A
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Fuel Nozzle
Fuel nozzles are installed into the combustion case at 20 locations. Each nozzle is connected to a fuel manifold
and drain manifold. The fuel nozzles are numerically identified clockwise beginning just right of 12 o'clock
position (looking forward).
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FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
Fuel Control System is comprised of: Main Engine Control, Compressor Inlet Temperature Sensor, Engine Idle
Control System including Idle Reset Solenoid, Power Management Control, T12 Temperature Sensor, CFMI
Wiring Harness, Fuel Control Box, N2 Control Alternator Speed Sensor, and, T2 Temperature Sensor.
The fuel control system, in conjunction with the variable stator vane and variable bleed valve systems,
regulates the thrust output of the engine under all conditions. The main engine control (MEC) integrates
inputs from the thrust lever, compressor inlet temperature (CIT) sensor, compressor discharge pressure
(CDP), variable stator vane feedback position, high pressure compressor speed (N2), variable bleed valve
feedback position and Power Management Control (PMC) to establish the desired power output level. The
system controls transient and steady-state fuel flows and sets variable stator vane and variable bleed valve
positions to maintain steady-state speeds and acceleration/deceleration transients within stall and
temperature limits. The engine idle control system indicates a low idle condition on approach and during icing
conditions and provides high idle as required.

Main Engine Control
The Main Engine Control (MEC) controls fuel flow, variable stator vane position, and variable bleed valve
position. It is basically a speed governor which senses engine speed (RPM) and adjusts the fuel flow as
necessary to maintain the desired speed set by the thrust lever.
The main engine control is hydro mechanical and operates using fuel-operated servo valves.
The MEC performs the following functions:
It controls engine speed by metering fuel to the engine fuel nozzles during all modes of operation.
Fuel not used by the MEC is returned to the fuel pump downstream of its low pressure element. The
MEC also uses fuel from the fuel pump as a hydraulic medium.
It automatically schedules fuel flow to maintain the thrust lever speed setting and establishes the
maximum safe fuel flow limit under any operating condition. As conditions vary the limits vary
according to predetermined acceleration and deceleration schedules. In order for the MEC to
determine the schedules, certain parameters such as compressor discharge pressure (CDP), 9th-stage
compressor bleed pressure (CBP), compressor inlet temperature (CIT) and core engine speed (N2)
must be sensed. The MEC senses these parameters and also amplifies and computes them to
establish acceleration and deceleration limits for fuel flow. The computed limits are compared with
actual fuel flow and are imposed when the limits are approached.
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Main Engine Control (Continued):
It schedules variable stator vane (VSV) position and directs fuel pump high pressure fuel (PF) to the
VSV actuators to position the vanes as the schedule changes. The signal which determines the
position of the VSV actuators is the result of the control computing N2 and CIT specifically for this
purpose.
It schedules variable bleed valve (VBV) position and directs fuel pump high pressure fuel (PF) to the
VBV hydraulic actuator to position the valves as a function of the VSV schedule. A signal to open the
VBV's is imposed when the reverser is actuated, or a rapid change in VSV actuation to close occurs, to
supersede the normal VBV scheduled position.
It schedules the position of turbine clearance air valves by the output of signal pressures (TC1 and
TC2) which are a function of engine speed (N2).
ENGINES WITH THE HPTCC TIMER; Initiates turbine clearance control timer sequencing by supplying TC3
signal pressure to the timer when core engine speed reaches a specific rpm during initial acceleration to
takeoff power.
It provides positive fuel shutoff operation independent of power lever position.
It defines and regulates its own operating pressures.
MEC Adjustments
The MEC provides for adjustment of the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Power Management Control
The power management control (PMC) provides an electronic adjustment to the MEC. The PMC provides
scheduled corrected fan (N1) speed within preset limits.
The PMC is an analog electronic supervisory control system with limited authority. Primarily, it integrates
inputs of N1 fan speed, fan inlet temperature and pressure, and power lever angle, and provides signals to the
main engine control (MEC) to modify N1 fan speed for better control of thrust settings.
The PMC, mounted on outer surface of the fan inlet case at approximately the 3 o'clock position, provides
electronic adjustment commands to the MEC to provide a scheduled corrected N1 fan speed within the limited
authority range of the PMC. This control is a solid-state electronic device that is powered by the N2 control
alternator speed sensor. The PMC receives information and transmits commands through connectors PS12,
J2, J3, J4 and J5. The PMC performs the following specific functions:
It controls N1 fan speed within limited authority range by energizing the MEC torque motor. This
action is equivalent to an internal adjustment of the MEC power lever input.
It computes and schedules corrected N1 fan speed to the percent of maximum corrected fan speed
selected by the flight compartment thrust lever. A power lever position transmitter on the MEC
provides the necessary electrical input.
It computes and schedules the corrected fan speed required to maintain a flat-rated N1 fan speed. A
separate T12 temperature sensor provides the necessary electrical input.
It computes and schedules the corrected N1 fan speed required to maintain a calculated maximum gas
temperature above the flat-rated inlet temperature.
It computes and schedules the corrected N1 fan speed required to maintain the design level of altitude
compensation. Manifolded PS12 pressures are provided to the PMC, which contains a pressure
transducer for the necessary electrical signal representing the PS12 level.
It provides a contact closure that automatically senses an MEC or external sensor failure. The contact
closure will stay closed until the fault is cleared or the PMC is turned off.
A PMC warning light is provided on the pilots' aft overhead instrument panel for each engine. In the event of
a PMC failure the PMC will deactivate itself and illuminate the appropriate PMC warning light. The PMC can
be deactivated manually only on the ground using the appropriate PMC (Power Management) ON/OFF switch
in the lower 41 section.
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Compressor Inlet Temperature Sensor
The Compressor Inlet Temperature (CIT) Sensor is a temperature sensor and temperature compensator unit
for the MEC. It responds to the sensed primary inlet engine air temperature and provides a hydraulic signal
pressure (using fuel as a medium), which is a function of compressor inlet temperature, to the MEC. The
MEC uses this hydraulic signal to establish parameters in controlling variable stator vane position, variable
bleed valve position, and acceleration/deceleration fuel flow schedules.
The compressor inlet temperature (CIT) sensor consists of a guarded, constant volume, gas filled coil, and a
metering valve which controls or meters fuel across the orifice. The sensor is mounted into a port between
the 5 and 6 o'clock struts on the fan frame with the coil projecting into the high pressure compressor (HPC)
inlet airstream, just forward of the inlet guide vanes (IGV).
NOTE:

Clock positions are to be used when locating items only when viewed looking forward.
SEE

A

COIL GUARD

MOUNTING FLANGE

P

6

FITTING
HOUSING

P B FITTING
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B
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T12 Temperature Sensor
The T12 temperature sensor, on the inlet cowl at the 2 o'clock position, senses inlet air temperature which is
used as fan-air temperature by the PMC.
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T2 Temperature Sensor
The T2 temperature sensor, on the inlet cowl at the 10 o'clock position, senses inlet air temperature. The T2
sending unit is directly above the accessory gear box (AGB) at the 10 o'clock position. The T2 sending unit
provides a hydraulic signal pressure, which is a function of inlet air temperature, to the MEC using fuel as a
medium. The MEC uses the hydraulic signal to establish parameters to control low and high idle power
schedules.
T2 ELEMENT
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N2 Control Alternator Speed Sensor
The N2 control alternator speed sensor located at the top and forward side of the accessory gearbox (AGB) is
used to supply power to the PMC and provide N2 speed information to the N2 tachometer in the flight
compartment.
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FUEL FLOW INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel flow indicating system gives a visual indication of the fuel flow rate and fuel used for each engine.

Fuel Flow Transmitter
The rate of fuel flow to each engine is measured by a fuel flow transmitter found on each engine on the left
side of the fan case just above the transfer gearbox (TGB).
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Fuel Flow Indicator
Fuel flow (FF) indication is displayed by a combination fuel flow/fuel used indicator (one for each engine)
found on the pilot's center instrument panel.
Analog Fuel Flow Indicators
The fuel flow rate is displayed as graduations around the circular face of the dial. Total fuel used is displayed
by the digital display counter.
The light for the fuel flow indicator is inside the indicator. The indicator is made of a 2 inch diameter case.
The electrical connector to the indicator is at the rear of the indicator case.
The FUEL switch permits the digital display for the fuel used to be set back to the zero position when the FUEL
switch is put in the RESET position.
The fuel flow indicator displays fuel flow rates of 280 to 12,000 pounds per hour on indicators in pounds or
127 to 5,500 kilograms per hour on indicators in kilograms.
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FUEL FILTER BYPASS WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
The fuel filter bypass warning system provides an indication of an excessive pressure differential across the
fuel filter.

Fuel Filter Differential Pressure Switch
The fuel filter differential pressure switch is flange mounted to the fan case just above the upper drain line
support block at the 7 o'clock position. Two flexible lines are connected between the switch and the fuel filter
inlet pressure port and outlet pressure port on the fuel filter housing.
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Filter Bypass Warning Light
Two FILTER BYPASS warning lights, one for each engine, are located on the fuel module, on the pilot's
forward overhead panel, P5-2. The FILTER BYPASS warning light will illuminate amber when the fuel filter is
about to be bypassed.
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IGNITION
Overview
The ignition system consists of an engine start switch, engine igniter selector switch, 2 high energy ignition
exciters or 2 low energy ignition exciters, 2 spark igniters and 2 coaxial shielded ignition leads.
The purpose of the system is to produce an electrical spark to ignite the fuel and air mixture in the engine
combustion chamber during the start cycle and to provide continuous ignition during takeoff, landing and
operation in adverse weather conditions.
The left, right or the two spark igniters can be selected during the start cycle or for continuous ignition
operation.
The ignition system consists of the Ignition Power Supply, High Tension Distribution, and Engine Ignition
Control.
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IGNITION POWER SUPPLY
Overview
The ignition power supply consists of two independent ignition exciters (Fig. 1). The exciters provide starting
and continuous duty ignition on demand. Each exciter is capable of independent operation and alternate use of
ignition circuits is recommended. Selection is made by an engine igniter selector switch in the cockpit.
The two independent ignition exciters are mounted on the inlet fan case with resilient shock mounts at the 2
o'clock position. Each exciter has an input and output connector. Two types of exciters are available. Both
types are unidirectional.
The high energy exciter output is 15-20 KV, with a spark rate of 2 sparks per second. Energy delivered is 2
joules per spark.
The low energy exciter output is 14-18 KV, with a spark rate of 1 spark per second. Energy delivered is 1.2
joules per spark.
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HIGH TENSION DISTRIBUTION
Overview
The high tension distribution system conducts the high voltage electrical energy developed in the ignition
exciters to the spark igniter. A distribution system consists of ignition leads and spark igniters. One of two
distribution systems may be installed.
The Type 3 distribution system utilizes a pin type connector and integral air cooling shroud at the spark igniter
end of the ignition lead. A drop-in Type 3 spark igniter is retained in the combustion case by the ignition lead
connector.
ON ENGINES WITHOUT CFMI SB 74-009; The Type 4 distribution system has button type contacts, spring
loaded elastomeric white chamfered silicone seals and a two piece cooling shroud which is retained by a
clamp at the spark igniter end of the ignition lead. A Type 4 spark igniter is threaded into an igniter bushing
at the spark igniter boss on the combustion case.
ON ENGINES WITH CFMI SB 74-009; The Type 4 distribution system has button type contacts, spring loaded
elastomeric blue symmetrical silicone seals and a two piece cooling shroud which is retained by a clamp at the
spark igniter end of the ignition lead. A Type 4 spark igniter is threaded into an igniter bushing at the spark
igniter boss on the combustion case.

Ignition Leads
Type 3 and Type 4 ignition leads (Fig. 1) are constructed of silicone insulated wire. Each type has sealed
flexible conduit having a copper inner braid and a nickel outer braid. The leads connect the spark igniter to
the output connectors of the ignition exciters. The aft ends of the leads, from the 3 o'clock strut support
bracket to the spark igniter, are cooled by booster discharge air passing through the lead conduit.

Spark Igniter
The spark igniter consists of a body, washer electrode or pin electrode, tip electrode, connector pin or contacts
and ceramic insulation. There are 2 spark igniters in bosses at the 4 and 8 o'clock position on the combustion
case. The tips of the spark igniters extend through ferrules in the outer liner into the combustion chamber.
The depth of the spark igniter into the combustion chamber is controlled on the new Type 4 (SB 72-458).
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ENGINE IGNITION CONTROL
Overview
The ignition system for each engine is energized through an engine start switch, engine igniter selector switch,
and start lever actuated switches. The start levers are located on the control stand (Fig. 1). The start lever
actuated switches are below the control stand. The engine start switches and engine igniter selector switch is
located on the forward overhead panel (Fig. 2). When the ignition system is energized, the ignition exciter
produces a high voltage pulsating current to the spark igniters. The spark produced between the spark
igniters’ electrodes vaporizes fuel droplets. The fuel-air mixture is brought to the proper temperature that is
required for ignition.
Ignition for each engine for a ground start is initiated by moving the start lever to IDLE position, engine igniter
selector switch to IGN L, IGN R or BOTH position and the start switch to GRD position.
Ignition for one engine igniter is accomplished by moving the start lever to IDLE position, engine start switch
to GND or CONT and engine igniter selector switch to IGN L or IGN R position.
To initiate ignition for an inflight start of an engine which has been shut down, check that ignition circuit
breakers are closed. The start lever is placed in IDLE detent and the start switch in FLT position.
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Start Lever Actuated Switches
There are two start lever actuated ignition switches for each engine. The switches are mechanically actuated
by the operation of the start levers. Two cams attached to a drum over which the start lever cable passes
actuate the switches. As the cable is actuated by the start lever, the cam engages a follower on the switch
actuating arm causing the switches to open or close.
One start lever actuated engine fuel shutoff valve switch is provided for each engine. A cam that is attached
to the start drum engages the switch follower causing the switch to open or close.
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ENGINE AIR SYSTEMS
Overview
Operation of the various air systems is automatic. The compressor bleed and vane control systems and the
various cooling and pressurizing air systems are in normal operation during engine operation and require no
operator actions.
The engine air systems are comprised of:
Forward and Aft Bearing Sump Pressurizing
Accessory Cooling
a) Engine External Accessories Cooling
b) High Pressure Turbine Clearance Control System
Compressor Control
a) Variable Stator Vane Actuation System
b) Variable Bleed Valve System
c) Bleed Bias Sensor System
d) 5th-Stage Start Bleed System (On Some Engines)
A preferred direction of air circulation is established by means of pressurizing the forward and aft bearing
sump labyrinth seals. This pressure exceeds the internal pressure of the sump. The sumps are vented by the
center vent tube, located inside the low pressure turbine shaft, to prevent overpressures in the sump.
Accessory cooling includes engine internal cooling, which uses bleed air from different parts of the engine to
cool the high pressure compressor (HPC) disk and spool, the high pressure turbine (HPT) disk, blades and
nozzle vanes, and the low pressure turbine (LPT) disk and nozzle vanes; turbine case cooling, which uses fan
discharge air to cool the LPT case; engine external accessories cooling, which includes generator cooling
(provided by fan discharge air) and ignition leads cooling (provided by booster discharge air); and a HPT
clearance control system, which uses cooling air from the HPC section to optimize HPT blade clearance,
allowing maximum HPT performance.
Compressor control provides engine operational flexibility throughout the engine operating range by controlling
airflow to and through the HPC and by monitoring bleed demands. Compressor control includes the variable
stator vane (VSV) actuation system, the variable bleed valve (VBV) system, the bleed bias sensor system and,
on some engines, the 5th-stage start bleed system. The VBV system controls airflow quantity to the HPC and
the VSV system controls airflow through the HPC. The bleed bias sensor system monitors 9th-stage HPC bleed
rates to provide automatic resetting of the acceleration schedule, allowing rapid acceleration rates and
adequate stall margins as a function of bleed demands. The 5th-stage start bleed system reduces pressure in
the HPC during start to increase engine stall margin.
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ACCESSORY COOLING
Overview
Accessory cooling consists of engine internal cooling, turbine case cooling, engine external accessories cooling
and the high pressure turbine clearance control system.

Engine Internal Cooling
Cooling air for the 3rd-stage disk and 4th-through 9th-stage spool of the high pressure compressor (HPC) rotor
is bled from booster discharge.
Cooling air for the inner part of the high pressure turbine (HPT) disk is provided by booster discharge air.
The outer part of the disk is cooled by HPC discharge air.
Cooling air for the HPT blades is bled from the final stage of the HPC.
Cooling air for the HPT nozzle vanes is provided by compressor discharge air from the combustion chamber.
Cooling air for the 1st-stage low pressure turbine (LPT) nozzle vanes, HPT disk aft face and 1st and 2nd-stage
LPT disks is extracted from the 5th-stage of the HPC stator case. Four external tubes carry the air aft and
duct it to the cavity surrounding the 1st-stage LPT nozzle support. After passing through the nozzles, the air
flows out the inner end and enters the chamber behind the HPT disk and the chamber inside the 1st and 2ndstage LPT rotor disks. The air joins the primary airstream when it flows underneath the dovetails of the 1st,
2nd and 3rd-stage LPT blades. Cooling air for the 3rd and 4th-stage LPT disks is taken from the HPC cavity.

Engine External Accessories Cooling
Engine external accessories cooling - consists of cooling air provisions for the generator and the ignition leads.
High Pressure Turbine Clearance Control System
The HPT clearance control system uses cooling air from the HPC 5th- and 9th- stages to optimize HPT blade
clearance. Airflow selection is regulated according to engine operating conditions.

Turbine Case Cooling
The LPT case is cooled by two outer cooling manifolds. The manifolds are mounted between the forward and
aft flanges of the LPT case and are installed around the LPT case. The parting lines between the manifold
halves are at the 1:30 and 7:30 o'clock positions. Cooling air is provided by two inlet scoops, located in the
thrust reverser assembly, which admit fan discharge air and duct it to the manifolds. Each manifold is made
up of six steel alloy tubes provided with orifices which direct air onto the LPT case.
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ENGINE EXTERNAL ACCESSORIES COOLING
Overview
Engine external accessories cooling - consists of generator cooling and ignition leads cooling.

Generator Cooling
The generator is cooled by low pressure fan discharge air extracted from an engine port on the fan frame at
the 5 o'clock position. Cooling air is ducted from the engine port, around the bottom of the fan frame, and to
the generator cooling air inlet duct. The air flows into the aft end bearing and is circulated inside to cool the
stator and rotor. Part of the cooling air passes through flutes in the rotor then impinges on the drive end
bearing. The cooling air leaves through the openings around the generator housing, passes through the
exhaust duct, and is exhausted overboard through the generator cooling air exhaust port in the left fan cowl
panel.
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Ignition Leads Cooling
Cooling air for the left and right ignition leads is tapped from low pressure compressor (booster) discharge air.
Booster air is fed to a cooling air tube mounted to the fan frame mid shroud at the 3 o'clock position. The
tube is routed to the 3 o'clock strut support bracket and is connected to a fitting, which ducts cooling air under
the braided conduit around each lead. The air is exhausted onto the igniters through the cooling air shroud.
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HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE CLEARANCE CONTROL SYSTEM (ENGINES WITHOUT HIGH
PRESSURE TURBINE CLEARANCE CONTROL (HPTCC) TIMER)
Overview
The high pressure turbine clearance control (HPTCC) system, which consists of a hydraulic actuated valve and
connecting tubing to the main engine control (MEC), uses high pressure compressor (HPC) bleed air from the
5th- and 9th-stages to obtain maximum steady-state HPT performance and to minimize exhaust gas
temperature (EGT) transient overshoot during throttle bursts. Air selection is determined by fuel pressure
signals from the MEC. The selected bleed air is ducted from the valve to a manifold surrounding the HPT
shroud. The temperature of the air controls the thermal expansion of the shroud support structure to optimize
the shrouds' relative clearance to the HPT blade tips.

High Pressure Turbine Clearance Control Valve
The HPTCC valve is located on the right side of the engine just below the horizontal split-line of the HPC case.
The combination of valve positions in the MEC and the clearance control valve can result in any of the
following three (open or closed) combinations of airflow to the HPT shroud area: 5th-stage airflow only, 5thand 9th-stage airflow mixture or 9th-stage airflow only.
5th-stage air is extracted from the forward 5th-stage manifold of the HPC stator case at the point where the
HPTCC valve mounts. 9th-stage air is extracted from the combustion case through a port adjacent to one of
the fuel nozzle ports and routed forward through an external tube to the HPTCC valve.
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ENGINES WITH HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE CLEARANCE CONTROL (HPTCC) TIMER
Overview
The high pressure turbine clearance control (HPTCC) system consists of a hydraulic actuated timer, timer
lockout solenoid valve, HPTCC valve and connecting tubing to the main engine control (MEC). The HPTCC
system uses high pressure compressor (HPC) bleed air from the 5th and 9th-stages to obtain maximum
steady-state HPT performance and to minimize exhaust gas temperature (EGT) transient overshoot during
takeoff.
Air selection is determined by fuel pressure signals sent from the MEC to the timer, which in turn sends fuel
pressure signals to actuate the valve. The selected bleed air is ducted from the valve to a manifold
surrounding the HPT shroud. The temperature of the air controls the thermal expansion of the shroud support
structure to optimize the shrouds' relative clearance to the HPT blade tips.
During takeoff operation, the timer modifies operation of the valve by sequencing a transient air schedule over
a specified time period to maintain a more nearly constant HPT blade tip clearance during the period of HPT
rotor/stator thermal stabilization. This maintains turbine efficiency, and thereby decreases transient EGT
overshoot.

High Pressure Turbine Clearance Control Timer
The HPTCC timer is located on the left fan case at the 10 o'clock position. The HPTCC timer is a self-locking,
hydraulically actuated sequencing unit which controls operation of the HPTCC valve during the first 182
seconds (nominal) of the CFM56-3B-2 and the CFM56-3C-1 engine operation above 95% N2 (13,800 RPM).
The HPTCC timer consists of a latching valve and return spring, a timer piston and return spring and two
maximum selector valves. The latching (or lock-out) valve permits the timer to actuate only once per engine
cycle (i.e. from engine start to shutdown). The timer piston provides sequencing actuation for the 5th- and
9th-stage bleed air valves in the HPTCC valve. The two maximum selector valves permit the HPTCC valve to
be controlled by either normal MEC fuel pressure signals or by timer sequencing.

HPTCC Timer Lockout Solenoid Valve
The HPTCC timer lockout solenoid valve is located just above the timer on the fan case at the 11 o'clock
position. The HPTCC timer solenoid is an electronically controlled valve which prevents the timer from being
actuated after liftoff. An air sensing relay permits a 28-volts DC power supply to energize the solenoid when
an airborne condition is sensed.
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High Pressure Turbine Clearance Control Valve
The HPTCC valve is located on the right side of the engine just below the horizontal split-line of the high
pressure compressor (HPC) case. The combination of valve positions in the MEC, the TCC timer and the TCC
valve can result in any of the following three (open or closed) combinations of airflow to the HPT shroud area:
5th-stage airflow only, 5th and 9th-stage airflow mixture or 9th-stage airflow only.
5th-stage air is extracted from the forward 5th-stage manifold of the HPC stator case at the point where the
HPTCC valve mounts. 9th-stage air is extracted from the combustion case through a port adjacent to one of
the fuel nozzle ports and routed forward through an external tube to the HPTCC valve.
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VARIABLE STATOR VANE ACTUATION SYSTEM
Overview
The variable stator vane (VSV) actuation system controls primary airflow through the high pressure
compressor (HPC). The system consists of two VSV hydraulic actuators, two bellcrank assemblies and linkage
and a flexible feedback cable.
The VSV actuation system maintains satisfactory compressor performance over a wide range of operating
conditions. The system varies the angle of the inlet guide vanes (IGV) and the three stages of variable vanes
to aerodynamically match the low pressure stages of compression with the high pressure stages. This
variation of vane position will change the effective angle at which air flows across the rotor blades. The angle
determines the compression characteristics (direction and velocity) for any particular stage of compression.
By varying the variable vane position in accordance with a predetermined schedule as a function of those
conditions affecting compressor performance (compressor inlet temperature (CIT) and core engine speed
(N2)), the critical low pressure stages are automatically realigned or re-matched to maintain satisfactory
airflow and compressor performance during all engine operating conditions within the requirements of the
system.

Variable Stator Vane Feedback Cable
A flexible feedback cable, which is attached to the stage 3 bellcrank of the VSV actuator at the 7:30 o'clock
position, transmits a feedback signal to the main engine control (MEC) providing actual vane position.

Variable Stator Vane Actuator
Two VSV actuators are mounted on the HPC forward stator case at the 1:30 and 7:30 o'clock positions. Each
VSV actuator is connected through a clevis link and the stage 3 bellcrank to a master rod which unites the
bellcranks to mechanically position the actuation rings which control VSV angular positions.
The VSV actuators are single-ended, uncushioned hydraulic cylinders, which are driven in either direction by
high pressure fuel (PF). The actuator rod end is sealed against fuel leakage by dual-stage preformed seals.
Fuel, which could leak past the preformed seals, is drained overboard through the starter air discharge duct
fitting. The rod end is threaded and fitted with an adjustable extension that includes a clevis for connection to
the VSV bellcrank assembly.
ON ENGINES WITH CFMI SB 75-023; a new VSV Actuator is introduced with a thinner piston rod diameter
and a new end cap for the CFM56-3C-1 engine.
The introduction of the new VSV Actuator is completely interchangeable with the old VSV Actuator.
The new VSV Actuators must be replaced on the engine in pairs to maintain the balanced forces in the VSV
system.
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Variable Stator Vane Bellcrank Assembly
Each VSV bellcrank assembly consists of four bellcranks (IGV, stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3) which are
mechanically driven by the VSV actuator through connections to the master rod. Adjustable links that consist
of a tie rod and bearing connect each bellcrank to the actuation rings.

Variable Stator Vane Actuation Rings
The actuation rings, which are connected by actuation ring connectors at the horizontal split-line of the
compressor casing, rotate circumferentially about the horizontal axis of the compressor. Movement of the
rings is transmitted to the individual vanes through vane actuating lever arms.

SEE
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VARIABLE BLEED VALVE SYSTEM
Overview
The variable bleed valve (VBV) system controls the amount of air that flows through the high pressure
compressor (HPC).
The engines have 12 bleed valves installed around the fan frame mid box structure. When the bleed valves are
open, a portion of the primary air flow from the booster (low pressure compressor) is permitted to go through
the mid box and into the secondary (fan) air flow.
The bleed valves open during low and transient operations to increase the booster mass flow and to improve
booster and HPC matching. The bleed valves open fully during rapid decelerations or thrust reverser
operation. A hydro mechanical computer, integral within the main engine control (MEC), determines the bleed
schedule as a function of the angular setting of the variable compressor stator vanes at steady-state operation
and during accelerations or as modified by the VBV feedback reset system. The VBV system includes the
following:
1. A power unit consisting of a fuel powered hydraulic gear motor - fuel is supplied from the high
pressure pump as scheduled by an external signal
2. A mechanical transmission system that consists of:
a. A bleed valve stop mechanism
b. A bleed valve and master ballscrew actuator unit consisting of a speed reduction gearbox and
a ballscrew actuator linked to a bleed valve door
c. The 12 variable bleed valves assemblies are made up of 11 secondary bleed valve and
ballscrew actuator units, and one master bleed valve and ballscrew actuator units - each unit
has a speed reduction gearbox and a ballscrew actuator linked to a bleed valve door
d. A bleed valve main flexible shaft installed between the bleed valve and master ballscrew
actuator and the fuel gear motor
e. The 12 variable bleed valves have 11 bleed valve flexible shafts installed between the bleed
valve and ballscrew actuators
3. A flexible feedback cable to transmit to the MEC the position of the bleed valve system
The VBV actuation system provides an angular output through the fuel gear motor, master ballscrew actuator
and 11 ballscrew actuators. The system is connected by the 11 flexible shafts. There are 11 ferrules installed
in the fan frame struts to provide support for the flexible shafts. The system is designed to open, close or
modulate the 12 VBVs to an intermediate position in response to an input command signal. The VBVs remain
fully synchronized throughout their complete stroke by the continuous mechanical flexible shaft arrangement.
The MEC supplies high pressure fuel to hydraulically operate the VBV actuation system. The master ballscrew
actuator and the corresponding bleed valve are connected to the MEC by a push-pull feedback cable. The
feedback cable provides VBV position bias to the MEC.
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Bleed Valve Fuel Gear Motor
The bleed valve fuel gear motor consists of a positive displacement gear motor and end-of-stroke stop
mechanism. The motor, which is driven by high pressure fuel (PF), controls the position of the bleed valves.
It consists of two spur gears guided during rotation by needle bearings. The motor converts pressurized fuel
into rotary shaft power which is driven through the bleed valve stop mechanism to the gear reduction stage of
the bleed valve and master ballscrew actuator.
Sealing at the drive gear shaft is provided by carbon seals. A secondary lip seal is mounted on the output
shaft for further sealing. Fuel, which could leak past the different sealing provisions, is drained overboard
through the starter air discharge duct fitting.
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Bleed Valve Stop Mechanism
The bleed valve stop mechanism is installed inside the fan frame mid box structure between the bleed valve
fuel gear motor and the bleed valve and master ballscrew actuator at the 9:30 o'clock position.
The function of the bleed valve stop mechanism is to limit the number of revolutions of the bleed valve fuel
gear motor to the number of revolutions required for a complete cycle (opening-closing) of the VBV doors.
This limiting function supplies the reference position for installing and adjusting the VBV actuators.
The VBV feedback reverser arm is mounted on the bleed valve stop mechanism housing. The feedback
reverser arm links the feedback rod from the master ballscrew actuator to the feedback cable, which is routed
to the MEC. Through this linkage, the MEC constantly monitors the angular position of the VBV doors.
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Bleed Valve and Master Ballscrew Actuator
The bleed valve and master ballscrew actuator transfers the driving input from the bleed valve fuel gear motor
to the ballscrew actuator system. It consists of a speed reduction gearbox and a ballscrew actuator linked to a
hinged door. Speed reduction is consecutively carried out through one pair of spur gears and then by two
pairs of bevel gears. The last set of bevel gears drives the ballscrew.
The ballscrew translating nut is held during rotation by two pins which slide within two slots in the actuator
body. The travel of the nut is transmitted to the door by two links. The feedback rod is attached to the
feedback lever on the bleed valve door. This permits the MEC to constantly monitor the position of the bleed
valve door. The output motion of the first pair of bevel gears is transferred to the other bleed valve and
ballscrew actuators by the flexible shafts. The flexible shafts are driven by the two ends of the output gear of
this pair of bevel gears.
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Bleed Valve and Ballscrew Actuator
The 12 variable bleed valves have 11 bleed valve and ballscrew actuators connected on either side of the
master ballscrew actuator.
Each bleed valve and ballscrew actuator consists of a bevel gear speed reduction gearbox and a ballscrew unit
linked to a hinged door. The translating nut is held during rotation by two pins which slide within two slots in
the actuator body. The travel of this unit is transmitted to the door by two links. The driving gear of the
speed reducer is used as a drive shaft to the other ballscrew actuators. A flexible shaft fits into a hex head
drive in each end of the gear.
The ball bearing type screw and nut assembly consists of a screw, nut, a ball return tube, a clamp attached by
two screws and washers, and 68 balls.
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Main Flexible Shaft
The main flexible shaft is an unshielded power core which has a hexagon fitting on one end and a splined end
fitting on the other. A spring is attached to the splined end. The spring holds the shaft in position during
operation and also permits easy removal of the shaft.

Flexible Shafts
Each shaft is an unshielded power core which has a hexagon fitting on one end and an 8-point fitting on the
other end. A spring is attached to the hexagon end. The spring holds the shaft assembly in position during
operation and also permits easy removal of the shaft assembly. The ferrules that are installed in the struts of
the engine fan frame are designed to support the flexible shaft assemblies during operation.

Variable Bleed Valve Feedback Cable
The VBV feedback cable transfers the position of the feedback lever to the MEC allowing constant monitoring
of the angular position of the VBV doors.
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BLEED BIAS SENSOR SYSTEM
Overview
The bleed bias sensor system provides automatic resetting of the acceleration schedule to maintain rapid
acceleration rates when bleed demands are high, and enables adequate stall margins to be observed when
bleed demands are low. The system consists of a bleed bias sensor and connecting tubing to the main engine
control (MEC).
The CBP from the bleed bias sensor, which is a function of the bleed rate, is transmitted by tubing to the MEC
CBP sensor.
It imposes a bias on the compressor discharge pressure (CDP) sensor, which changes the CDP cam positioning
to allow for higher acceleration rates and adequate stall margins depending on bleed demands.

Bleed Bias Sensor
The bleed bias sensor is a dual venturi device which senses compressor bleed pressure (CBP). The sensor is
located in the 9th-stage ducting and is mounted between the 9th-stage ducting flange and the 9th-stage high
pressure compressor (HPC) bleed port at the 4 o'clock position.
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5TH-STAGE START BLEED SYSTEM
Overview
ENGINES WITH THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; The 5th-stage start bleed system, which consists
of a pneumatically actuated bleed valve, air diffuser, deflector baffle and connecting tubing to the start valve,
uses starter air pressure from the start valve to signal the bleed valve to open and unload four percent of the
compressor 5th-stage pressure. This reduced pressure in the high pressure compressor (HPC) section during
start will increase engine stall margin at low starting speeds.
ENGINES WITHOUT THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; The 5th-stage start bleed system, which
consists of a pneumatically actuated bleed valve, air diffuser and connecting tubing to the start valve, uses
starter air pressure from the start valve to signal the bleed valve to open and unload four percent of the
compressor 5th-stage pressure. This reduced pressure in the high pressure compressor (HPC) section during
start will increase engine stall margin at low starting speeds.
ENGINES WITH THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; The bleed air is ducted through the valve and the
air diffuser and dispersed against the deflector baffle which prevents hot air from blowing against the inside of
the thrust reverser. When the start valve is closed the air pressure signal is cutoff allowing the bleed valve to
close. The start bleed system has no significant adverse effects on start time and exhaust gas temperature
(EGT).
ENGINES WITHOUT THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; The bleed air is ducted through the valve and
the air diffuser. When the start valve is closed the air pressure signal is cutoff allowing the bleed valve to
close. The start bleed system has no significant adverse effects on start time and exhaust gas temperature
(EGT).

5th-Stage Start Bleed Valve
The 5th-stage start bleed valve is located on the left side of the HPC case at the 11 o'clock position. It is a
pneumatically operated, normally closed valve which is opened when starter air pressure is applied to the
signal port. At starter cut out, the valve is closed by spring force assisted by a 5th-stage pressure boost. This
pressure boost assist will hold the valve shut in the case of a spring (or valve) failure.
ENGINES WITH THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; An air diffuser is attached to the exit port of the
bleed valve to reduce the velocity of the exiting bleed air. The air is discharged against the deflector baffle.
ENGINES WITHOUT THE START BLEED VALVE DEFLECTOR; An air diffuser is attached to the exit port of
the bleed valve to reduce the velocity of the exiting bleed air.
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ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The engine control system for each engine is divided into three subsystems: the forward thrust control
system, the reverse thrust control system, and the start control system.
The forward thrust control system consists of a thrust lever assembly for each engine, connected to each main
engine control by control cables, an engine control drum and a push-pull cable. The forward thrust control
system regulates the engine fuel flow and hence forward thrust.
The reverse thrust control system consists of a reverse thrust lever for each engine connected to each main
engine control by the same control cables, engine control drum and push-pull cable used to control forward
thrust. However, the reverse thrust control system causes cable travel in the opposite direction and actuates
the thrust reverser. The system regulates the flow of fuel to the engine and hence the reverse thrust. A
lockout mechanism prevents simultaneous motion of the forward and reverse thrust levers.
An engine control drum for each engine is mounted on the forward face of the front wing spar. The drum
transmits engine control cable travel to the push-pull cable by means of a rack and pinion system.
The start control system consists of a start lever assembly for each engine, connected to each main engine
control by control cables, a start control drum and a push-pull cable. The start control system energizes the
ignition system and initiates fuel flow to the engine.
Integrated autothrottle servomechanisms are installed in the throttle control cable runs. The servomechanisms
are located between floor beams at the aft end of the electronic equipment compartment. In the autothrottle
mode, the system is controlled by the autothrottle computer and the throttle levers are driven through the
servomechanisms.
Each engine start lever is connected by cables to the start control drum. A push-pull cable assembly connects
to a crank on the start control drum and extends into the engine nacelle strut and around the engine to the
main engine control where it connects to the fuel shutoff lever.
Actuation of the thrust lever assembly regulates fuel flow in the main engine control. For reverse thrust, the
lever assembly movement actuates the thrust reverser before increasing fuel flow. The main engine control is
designed so that movement on either side of an idle band position (one side for forward thrust and one side
for reverser thrust) will increase fuel flow. Thus, the direction of travel of the thrust control cables and drums
is the same for decreasing forward thrust as it is for increasing reverse thrust. When reverse thrust is
increased, a detent contained in the thrust lever is felt. This detent indicates that maximum normal reverse
thrust has been commanded. As the reverse thrust lever is returned toward the stow position, another detent
is felt. This detent indicates that further motion of the reverse thrust lever toward stow will cause the thrust
reverser to stow.
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Thrust Lever Assembly
Two thrust lever assemblies on the control stand control the forward thrust and reverse thrust of the engines.
Each thrust lever assembly consists of a forward thrust lever, a reverse thrust lever, a reverse thrust detent
mechanism, a thrust control link, a pawl and a thrust control drum. The forward thrust lever, with the reverse
thrust lever attached to it, is concentrically mounted with the thrust control drum. One end of the control link
is riveted to the reverse thrust lever and the opposite end is attached to the thrust control drum. An
autothrottle disconnect switch and an auto-take off and go-around switch is incorporated in the thrust lever
assembly.
As the thrust lever is advanced from the idle position, the control link rotates the thrust control drum to
actuate the main engine control to increase thrust. The forward thrust idle position is against an idle stop on
the control stand cover and full forward thrust is obtained before the lever contacts the forward stop on the
control stand cover.
A lockout mechanism prevents simultaneous actuation of the forward and reverse thrust levers to assure
positive forward or reverse thrust control. The ability of each lever to move depends on the position of the
other lever. If the forward thrust lever is more than slightly forward of the idle position, the reverse thrust
lever cannot be moved more than a small travel aft from OFF. If the reverse thrust lever is moved more than
a small travel from OFF with the forward thrust lever on the idle stop, the forward thrust lever cannot be
moved. The lockout between the levers is a pawl, riveted to the forward thrust lever. The pawl is between the
thrust lever and the control link. When the forward thrust lever is in the idle position, the pawl is aligned with
the lockout hole in the web of the control stand thrust lever cover. As the reverse thrust lever is moved from
the OFF position, the control link forces the pawl into the hole to lock the forward thrust lever in the idle
position. As the reverse thrust lever is returned to the OFF position the control link pushes the pawl from the
hole to unlock the forward thrust lever. When the forward thrust lever is more than slightly forward of the idle
position, the pawl is not aligned with the lockout hole. The web then opposes the force of the control link on
the pawl so the reverse thrust lever cannot be moved more than slightly aft of OFF.
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Engine Start Lever
Two engine start levers on the control stand are used to start the engines. Each lever controls energizing the
ignition system and initiating or shutting off fuel flow to the respective engine by switch actuating cams on the
start control drum. The start lever is provided with a spring-loaded detent catch which may be released by
lifting the knob. The detent secures the lever in the CUTOFF and IDLE position.
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Integrated Autothrottle Servomechanism
The integrated autothrottle servomechanism is composed of a torque switch mechanism and an actuator
assembly.
The torque switch mechanism consists of input and output quadrants with an integral cam to operate switches,
a mechanism to permit pilot override of the servo drive, a means of generating braking friction to prevent
throttle creep in the manual mode, and a support framing with two removable control cable guards and
locating dowel pins.
The actuator assembly consists of a servo motor with reduction gearing to form the prime mover, an
electromagnetic clutch, a tachometer to provide servo motor speed signal, and electronic circuitry. The output
pinion from the servomotor drives the input shaft of the torque switch mechanism via the reduction gearing
and the electromagnetic clutch. The electromagnetic clutch engages the servo drive to the motor output shaft.
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Engine Control Drum
The engine control drum is mounted on the forward face of the front wing spar. It receives input for forward
or reverse thrust from the thrust control cables connected to the thrust control drum and thrust lever in the
control stand. A rack and pinion in the engine control drum translates the thrust cable drum rotation to linear
motion in the push-pull cable. The flexible push-pull cable transmits linear motion to the fuel control box on
the main engine control at the lower left side of the engine.
The engine control drum also receives inputs from the thrust reverser feedback push-pull cables. The thrust
reverser feedback moves an interlock cam to permit thrust increase when the reverser sleeves approach the
commanded position.

Start Control Drum
The start control drum is mounted on the forward face of the front wing spar adjacent to the engine control
drum. It receives input for engine start or cutoff from the engine start cables connected to the start control
drum and engine start lever in the control stand. The start control drum consists of a cable quadrant and
output crank to which the engine start push-pull cable is attached. Rotational motion of the cable quadrant is
transformed into linear motion of the push-pull cable.

Push-Pull Cables
Two push-pull cables transfer thrust and start control travel from the engine control drum and the start control
drum to the fuel control box on the main engine control.
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ENGINE FIRE EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN
Overview
Emergency fire shutdown is initiated by receipt of a fire signal in the control cabin. The fire signal consists of
a continuously sounding fire alarm bell, the lighting of the master fire warning lights on the captain's and first
officer's light shield and the lighting of the applicable fire switch handle in the fire protection system module
on the control stand aft electronic control panel. The alarm bell is silenced by depressing either of the master
fire warning lights, or the bell cutout switch, on the control stand aft electronic control panel. A fire signal
unlocks the corresponding fire switch handle, leaving it free to be pulled and rotated. Emergency fire
shutdown consists of shutting off the engine and isolating it from the other systems.
Emergency shutoff is accomplished by moving the thrust lever to idle and positioning the start lever to cutoff,
which closes the fuel shutoff valve in the main engine control and closes the engine fuel shutoff valve in the
wing.
Pulling the fire switch handle will close the applicable engine bleed air valve, engine hydraulic shutoff valve,
thrust reverser hydraulic isolation valve (if open), and open the generator field circuit. Closure of the engine
fuel valve in the wing will also occur by pulling the fire switch if positioning the start lever to cutoff has not
been accomplished.
Counterclockwise rotation of the handle will discharge the left fire extinguisher bottle and clockwise rotation
will discharge the right fire extinguisher bottle into the selected nacelle (Ref Chapter 26, Fire Protection).
The engine fuel shutoff valve in the wing will begin closing as soon as the start lever is positioned to cutoff or
the fire switch handle is pulled. A blue FUEL VALVE CLOSED light on the overhead panel will burn brightly
while the engine fuel shutoff valve is in transit and will continue to burn dimly after the valve has reached the
closed position.
The engine bleed air valve is closed to prevent smoke from being distributed in the pneumatic system and to
cut off flow to the wing thermal anti-ice system. The hydraulic supply valve will be closed and the pump low
pressure warning light on the overhead panel will be de-energized. There is a 5 to 10-second delay in
generator shutdown so that power will be provided long enough to close the above valves. At the time of
generator shutdown, the GEN OFF BUS and BUS OFF lights on the forward overhead panel will come on.
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ENGINE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The engine indicating system has these systems:
1. The engine tachometer system, which measures rotational speed at the low speed rotor (N1) and the
high speed rotor (N2)
2. The engine exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indicating system
3. The airborne vibration monitoring (AVM) system
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ENGINE TACHOMETER SYSTEM
Overview
The engine tachometer system measures the speed of the low speed (N1) rotor and high speed (N2) rotor and
provides the speed indication in the flight compartment. N1 speed is a means of monitoring engine power
output, engine condition, and N1 rotor integrity overspeed. N2 rotor speed is a means of controlling engine
starting and monitoring engine condition and N2 rotor integrity and overspeed. Power for the system is 28volts DC from the main power circuit breaker panel P6.
The system consists of an N1 speed sensor, an N1 tachometer indicator, an N2 control alternator speed
sensor, and an N2 tachometer indicator.

N1 Speed Sensor
The N1 speed sensor is a pulse counter that senses N1 rotor speed and provides signals to the N1 tachometer
indicator and PMC. The sensor consists of a rigid metal tube with a mounting flange and two-connector
receptacle. Within the tube is an elastomer damper and a magnetic head sensor with two protruding pole
pieces.
The N1 speed sensor is mounted in strut No. 4 of the fan frame at the 4 o'clock position and is secured to the
fan frame with 2 bolts. When the N1 speed sensor is installed on the engine, only the two-connector
receptacle and the body are visible.
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N1 Tachometer Indicator
The N1 tachometer indicator converts signals produced by the N1 speed sensor into both pointer and light
emitting diode (LED) numeric readouts. It includes index marker (bug) normally set by a command input
signal, but which may also be set manually. The command N1 is also indicated by the 7-bar LED numeric
readout in manual mode. The actual N1 numeric is indicated by means of a LED dot matrix display which
simulates the action, appearance and counting of a four drum mechanical counter. In addition, the N1
tachometer indicator provides a signal to the Idle Control System.
The indicator consists of a graduated dial face, main indicator pointer, index marker (bug), command N1
numerics (7-bar LED), actual N1 numerics (Rolling Dot Matrix LED), overlimit warning light, manual set knob,
and indicator circuits assembled in a case which is integrally lit and not hermetically sealed.
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N2 Control Alternator Speed Sensor
The N2 speed sensor is an ac generator, whose frequency is directly proportional to rotor speed that provides
signals to the N2 tachometer indicator and electrical power for PMC. The sensor consists of rotor, stator, and
case with two-insert electrical connectors located on and driven by the accessory gearbox shaft.
The N2 speed sensor is mounted on a bolt pad to the top forward face of the accessory gearbox at the 8
o'clock position. The sensor is spline-mounted to the gearbox shaft by a self-locking nut. The stator and case
are completely separable and mount directly to the gearbox housing.
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N2 Tachometer Indicator
The N2 tachometer indicator converts signals produced by the N2 speed sensor into both pointer and digital
readouts. It includes a starter cutout relay which ensures starter disengagement at maximum starter run
speed and prevents re-engagement at engine speeds that would damage starter or engine. The relay, when
energized, also inhibits the PMC INOP indication.
The indicator is similar to the N1 indicator consisting of dial face, main indicator pointer, overlimit warning
light, N2 numerical readout (rolling dot matrix LED), power supply, and indicator circuits.
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EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE (EGT) INDICATION SYSTEM
Overview
The exhaust gas temperature (EGT) indicating system provides a visual indication in the flight compartment of
the total exhaust temperature monitored in the low pressure turbine inlet of each engine. EGT is measured by
9 thermocouple probes installed in stage-2 LPT nozzle assembly. The signals transmitted by these probes are
routed through rigid thermocouple harnesses and one or three extension leads which make up the EGT
thermocouple harness assembly.

Thermocouple Harness Assembly (9 Probe EGT System)
The two identical and interchangeable left-hand thermocouple harness segments consist of:
1. A flange-mounted secondary junction box with a receptacle connector for connection with the main
junction box extension lead.
2. Three rigid metal tubes, each of them provided with a flange-mounted chromel-alumel thermocouple
probe that are permanently mounted to the secondary junction box.
The right-hand thermocouple harness segment consists of:
1. A flange-mounted secondary junction box with a receptacle connector for connection with right-hand
harness segment extension lead.
2. Three rigid metal tubes, each of them provided with a flange-mounted, chromel-alumel thermocouple
probe that are permanently mounted to the secondary junction box.
The main junction box and leads assembly consists of:
1. A main junction box with 2 receptacle connectors for connecting with the right-hand harness segment
extension lead and the forward extension lead.
2. Two main junction box extension leads which are rigid metal tubes each permanently affixed to the
main junction box on one end with a mobile connector on the other end for connection to the left-hand
secondary junction boxes.
The right-hand harness segment extension lead is a rigid metal tube fitted with a mobile connector at each
end: one for connection with the right-hand secondary junction box and the other for connection with the main
junction box.
The forward extension lead is a rigid metal tube with a mobile connector at one end for connection with the
main junction box and either a terminal block, or a receptacle connector on the other end for airplane
interface. The lead provides ease of access for engine removal and EGT system testing.
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EGT Indicator
The EGT indicator responds to the varying voltage generated by the parallel-connected Chromel-Alumel
thermocouples located in the engine exhaust section to display temperatures over the range of -50°C to
1150°C. It incorporates a cold-junction reference circuit to reference the incoming signals to 0°C. The EGT
indicators provide the following:
1. Display of EGT by means of a pointer positioned by a DC motor driven by a closed loop DC servo. The
pointer is spring-loaded to return to the bottom stop position in the event of a power or signal failure.
2. Numeric display of EGT by means of a four digit LED dot matrix display which electronically simulates
the action of a four-drum mechanical counter. Blanking this display indicates failure in the EGT
indication system.
3. Engine over-temperature operation is indicated by a red warning light in the indicator dial face which
illuminates when the engine is at, or above, the red line limit.
4. The intensity of the LED digital display is controlled by an ambient light sensitive cell mounted in the
dial face.
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AIRBORNE VIBRATION MONITORING (AVM) SYSTEM
Overview
The airborne vibration monitoring (AVM) system continuously shows the engine vibration level. The system
consists of two accelerometers (vibration sensors) and a vibration indicator for each engine and an AVM signal
conditioner. Power for the system is 115-volts AC supplied from transfer bus 1.
Abnormal engine vibration, sudden or progressive, is a positive indication of engine malfunction. Abnormal
vibration can be caused by compressor or turbine blade damage, rotor imbalance, or other problems. Early
warning of engine malfunction permits corrective action before extensive damage results.
With the engine operating, the engine accelerometers generate signals proportional to engine motion in radial
direction. These signals are received by the AVM signal conditioner, where they are converted to signals
suitable for indicator operation. Signals are then sent to the vibration indicator.

Engine Vibration Sensors
The engine accelerometers sense engine vibration in terms of engine acceleration in radial direction and
generate electrical signals proportional to the engine acceleration. The accelerometers are of the piezoelectric
type.
The turbine rear frame (TRF) vibration (core) sensor is mounted on the forward flange of the turbine rear
frame at about the 12:00 o'clock position.
The No. 1 Bearing (NOB) vibration (fan) sensor is mounted on the number one bearing housing at the 9
o'clock position. This sensor senses low speed rotor motion.
The lead connector is on the fan frame mid-box structure aft frame at the 3 o'clock position.
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AVM Signal Conditioner
The AVM signal conditioner processes inputs from vibration sensors, N1 and N2 speed sensors. The monitor
unit is programmed to determine the N1 and N2 rotor vibration from the fan and core sensors. The unit is a
microprocessor with BITE, self-test and flight data history functions.
AIRPLANES WITH S332T304 AVM; Have a linear scale for flight compartment indication. The scale from 0 5 scalar units can be compared to a scale of 0 - 10 mils DA (Double Amplitude) of vibration.
AIRPLANES WITH S360N021-100, -102, 200, -201 OR -202 AVMS;
1. This AVM has a bi-linear scale for flight compartment indication. The scale from 0 - 2.5 units
compares to a scale of 0 - 5 mils DA (Double Amplitude) of vibration. The scale from 2.5 - 5 units
compares to 5 - 20 mils DA of vibration.
2. This AVM has a 2 minute time delay at the engine start, so that the transient engine start up vibration
is not recorded on the flight history data.
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AVM Indicator
The AVM indicator shows the vibration level of the two engines.
AIRPLANES WITH S332T304-27 OR -30 AVM; The indicator displays the highest vibration experienced by the
fan or high pressure compressor on a 0 to 5 unit non-dimensional scale.
AIRPLANES WITH S360N021-100, -102, -200, -201, -202, -213 OR -113 AVMS; The indicator displays the
highest vibration experienced by any rotor on a 0 to 5 unit non-dimensional scale.
The AVM vibration indicator is a DC microammeter coupled to a pointer.
The loss of signal input to the vibration indicator will turn the pointer to the mark under zero.
Separate indicators are provided for each engine on the pilots' center instrument panel, P2.
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EXHAUST - GENERAL
Overview
The exhaust system receives and discharges the fan and turbine air through separate propelling nozzles to the
atmosphere at a velocity and direction to produce the required thrust.
Turbine Exhaust
The turbine exhaust system provides an efficient exit for the turbine exhaust. The turbine exhaust consists of
hot, combusted gases exiting the low pressure turbine at high velocity. The major components of the turbine
exhaust system are the turbine exhaust sleeve and turbine exhaust plug.
Fan Exhaust
The fan exhaust is high velocity exhaust exiting the fan or first stage compressor. The fan exhaust provides
78% of the total forward thrust.
The direction of the fan exhaust is reversed during landing by the thrust reverser to produce additional braking
power for the airplane.
Thrust Reverser
The thrust reverser system reverses the direction of the fan exhaust during landing and braking of the
airplane.
Stowed, the thrust reverser provides a smooth surface for the fan exhaust to produce thrust. Deployed, the
thrust reverser redirects the fan exhaust to produce reverse thrust.
The thrust levers in the flight compartment initiate forward or reverse thrust.
The thrust levers are connected electrically to the thrust reverser control module which controls the thrust
reverser hydraulic actuators.
The thrust reverser control system synchronizes the deployment of the thrust reverser halves.
The thrust reverser position indicating system provides visual indication to the flight compartment of thrust
reverser position.
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TURBINE EXHAUST SYSTEM
Overview
The turbine exhaust system provides a smooth exit path for the turbine exhaust. The major components are
the primary sleeve assembly and the turbine exhaust plug assembly. The sleeve and plug together form a
converging - diverging nozzle which aids in producing thrust.

Primary Sleeve Assembly
The primary sleeve assembly is located aft of the turbine rear frame. The sleeve has a conical shape. Primary
exhaust gases travel through the sleeve to the atmosphere.
The primary sleeve assembly is bolted to the turbine rear frame.

Turbine Exhaust Plug Assembly
The exhaust plug is mounted inside the primary sleeve. The exhaust plug is aerodynamically shaped to reduce
drag and increase thrust. The turbine exhaust plug is bolted to the turbine rear frame inside the primary
sleeve assembly. The turbine exhaust plug has a converging shape from forward to rear.
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THRUST REVERSER SYSTEM
Overview
The major components of the thrust reverser assembly are mounted to the thrust reverser torque box. The
torque box supports the dynamic loads created by thrust reverser operation.
The left (right) half of the thrust reverser for the left engine is interchangeable with the left (right) half of
thrust reverser for the right engine. Make sure the cascade assemblies are installed in the correct
configuration for that engine.
Fan Duct Cowl and Thrust Reverser
The fan duct cowl and thrust reverser consist of two halves hinged at the top, and latched together at bottom.
The inner and outer ducting provides a flow path for fan air exhaust.
The translating sleeve and blocker door provide means of re-directing fan exhaust through the cascade
segments during thrust reverser operation.
Extension
Reverse thrust is selected by moving the forward thrust lever to idle and lifting the reverse thrust lever to
select reverse thrust. Further rearward movement of the reverse thrust lever increases the power in the
reverse thrust range. Following initial selection, however, movement of the reverse lever beyond reverse idle
is restricted by the balk mechanism until the system reaches mid-travel position. Thereafter the balk is
removed progressively, allowing power to be increased.
Operation of the reverse thrust lever closes contacts in the selector switch, completing a circuit through the
air/ground relay to energize the isolation valve solenoid. The solenoid valve opens to admit hydraulic fluid on
to the isolation valve, and the valve opens.
ON AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; Operation of the reverse thrust lever closes the
contacts on a micro switch in the autothrottle switch pack and sends power to a latch relay which energizes
the sync lock solenoid to release the rotary flex shaft system.
The directional control valve is mechanically repositioned by the initial movement of the reverse thrust lever to
direct hydraulic fluid, at approximately 300 PSI, through the extend and retract tubes on to both sides of the
actuator pistons. The hydraulic pressure is equal on both sides but area differential across the piston produces
piston movement in the extend direction.
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Extension (Continued):
Hydraulic fluid is prevented from entering the extend cavity of the two lock actuators by a rotary pressure seal,
until the spring loading of the lock valve is overcome by hydraulic pressure. Movement of the lock valve opens
a passage to the extend cavity and operates a lock lever to disengage the locking sleeve.
As the actuator piston extends, the acme nut in the piston head rotates the acme screw shaft and worm gear to
drive the flexible shafts for synchronized operation. The actuator piston pushes the translating cowl rearward,
exposing the cascades. The blocker doors are pulled inward by the blocker door drag links to block the fan
duct downstream and direct the gas flow through the cascades.
The feedback actuators, attached to the translating cowl, extend as the cowl moves rearward. The spiral shaft
rotates the feedback arm and the movement is relayed through the feedback cable to the balk mechanism in
the control linkage.
As the translating cowl departs from the stowed position, electrical circuits between the re-stow sensors and
the auto re-stow logic card are de-energized. The logic card, through an AND logic gate, de-energizes the stow
relay, causing stow relay contacts to close. The electrical supply is re-routed through the closed stow relay
contacts, by-passing the air/ground relay and selector switch, thus maintaining the supply to the isolation
valve solenoid throughout the retract cycle when the selector switch contacts are open.
Retraction
Forward thrust is selected by moving the reverse thrust lever forward to reverse idle and downward to cancel
reverse thrust. The balk mechanism retains the forward thrust lever at idle until the system has moved
through approximately 62 per cent of its travel. Engine power can then be increased progressively, relative to
the position of the reverser system, until full forward thrust is attained.
Canceling reverse thrust opens the selector switch contacts; the isolation valve solenoid, however, remains
energized through the closed contacts of the stow relay. The reverse lever repositions the directional control
valve, which vents the extend side of the system through the hydraulic return line while maintaining pressure
on the retract side.
Pressure difference across the actuator piston head causes the piston to move to the retract position. System
synchronization is maintained through the acme nuts, screw and the flexible drive shafts.
The translating cowl moves forward as the actuator pistons retract. The feedback actuators rotate the
feedback arms and the movement is relayed through the feedback cable to the baulk mechanism.
As the translating cowl reaches the stowed position, the electrical circuit to the auto re-stow logic card is
energized through the re-stow sensors. The electrical signals energize the AND logic gate causing the relay
contacts to close with a 10 second time delay. This action energizes the stow relay, resulting in the relay
contacts opening and de-energizing the thrust reverser isolation valve.
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Retraction (Continued):
As pressure decays in the extend side of the system, the lock valve in each of the lock actuators closes and
blocks the fluid inlet port. A non-return valve opens to allow fluid in the extend cavity to escape. The piston
of the lock actuator, nearing the end of the retract stroke, pushes the locking sleeve into engagement with the
serrations on the lock. The sleeve will then ratchet until the piston bottoms in the fully retracted position.
ON AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; When you move the reverse thrust lever to the
stow position, power is sent through the switch to a two minute time delay relay. The two minute time delay
permits the thrust reverser to retract which provides time for the indicating system to detect failures that
prevent the locking actuator from locking the thrust reverser sleeve in the retracted position. After two
minutes, power is sent through the time delay relay to unlatch the latch relay, which then de-energizes the
sync lock solenoid. This permits the sync lock to mechanically lock the rotary flex shaft system.
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Sleeve
When the thrust reverser is deployed, the sleeves translate aft extending the blocker doors, exposing the
cascade segments and reversing the fan exhaust. The fan exhaust is redirected by the blocker doors, and sent
through the cascade segments, which direct the airflow away from the airplane.
Sleeve translation is accomplished by six hydraulic actuators, three actuators on each thrust reverser half.
The sleeve moves on tracks and sliders, which provide structural support, while allowing movement.
In stowed position, the sleeve covers the cascade segments and streamlines the inner duct to reduce drag.
There are two sleeves on each engine, one on each thrust reverser half. There is no interconnection between
the two sleeves.
The sleeves are lined with acoustical material for sound suppression.
The sliders are mounted to the upper and lower sleeve. The slider assembly moves in the track assembly.
The slider and track provide structural support while allowing thrust reverser movement.
Both the slider and track are permanently lubricated.
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Blocker Doors
The forward section of the blocker door is attached to the sleeve with two 1/4 inch bolts in hinge assemblies.
The blocker door drag link attaches the blocker door to the inner duct. The drag link attaches to the blocker
door with a link attachment fitting. The drag link attaches to the inner duct with a bolt.
As the sleeves translate aft, the blocker doors rotate into a blocking position, due to sleeve movement and the
door's attachment to the inner duct.
When extended, the doors block fan exhaust, forcing air in the reverse direction through the cascade segments.
When retracted, the doors form part of the outer duct for fan exhaust air.
Access to the blocker doors is by translating the sleeve. The blocker door fittings are then exposed from the
aft side. The drag link is readily accessible at all times.
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Cascades
The thrust reverser cascades nearly encircle the engine. The cascades are bolted to the torque box on the
forward edge and to the cascade support ring on the aft edge.
The cascades are covered by the sleeves when the thrust reverser is stowed. During thrust reverser operation,
the sleeves translate aft, exposing the cascades. The fan exhaust air is blocked by the blocker doors, and sent
through the cascades to provide reverse thrust.
The cascades are arranged to direct airflow away from the aircraft structure or engine air inlet during thrust
reverser operation. The cascade installation arrangements are different for the right and left engines. When
replacing cascades, it is important to ensure that the correct arrangement is being installed. Improper
arrangement could cause reduced life for structural elements exposed to exhaust air.
Access to the cascades is by translating the thrust reverser sleeves.
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Actuators
Six hydraulic actuators, spaced at intervals around the reverser case, provide the means of actuating the
translating cowl to the reverse thrust position. Four actuators are identical; two are lock actuators, providing
positive locking when the system is stowed. There are two common actuators and one lock actuator on each
C-duct; the lock actuator occupying the upper position.
The actuators are similar in cylinder construction, the differences being in the end housing of the lock
actuator, which incorporate lock mechanisms. All actuators are hydraulically and mechanically interconnected
to provide synchronized operation of the translating cowl.
The actuator front mounting is provided by a gimbal ring attached to the end housing and secured to a bracket
on the reverser case torque box. The gimbal ring provides flexibility in actuator alignment. The rear
connection is the actuator rod end, incorporating a spherical bearing, connected to a mounting bracket on the
translating cowl aft frame.
Each actuator comprises a piston, incorporating a nut with an acme screw thread, and a piston rod
accommodating an acme threaded screw shaft. A worm gear and shaft assembly transmits rotary movement
of the piston rod to drive the synchronizing flexible drive shafts.
The end housing of the non-locking actuators houses a piston stop to limit the retract stroke of the piston.
The end housing of the lock actuator is a double assembly incorporating a lock-valve housing. The piston stop
differs from that of the non-locking actuator in that it is internally splined to locate a locking sleeve, thus
preventing rotation while allowing linear movement. Serrations on the end of the sleeve mate with similar
serrations on the actuator lock in the locked position.
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Rotary Flex Shafts
The rotary flex shafts mechanically connect the center actuator to the upper and lower actuators.
The flex shafts provide synchronization between the actuators. The tendency of any actuator to speed up or
slow down is transmitted to the others by the flex shafts.
The flex shafts are encased in a rigid steel tube, which contains hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic fluid lubricates
the flex shafts.
The tubing conducts extend pressure flow between the center actuator and upper and lower actuators. The
tubing enables hydraulic pressure to be equal in all actuators to permit extension at the same rate.
The flex shafts are attached in each actuator through a square drive fitting.
There is no mechanical connection used to provide synchronization between each thrust reverser half, but the
flow control valve synchronizes the thrust reverser halves to within three seconds of each other.
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THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS
ON AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; Thrust Reverser Sync Lock
The sync lock is an electrically operated mechanical lock installed on the worm shaft of the upper hydraulic
actuator on each thrust reverser sleeve. When de-energized, the sync lock holds the rotary flex shafts to
prevent the linear movement of the hydraulic actuators.
The sync lock contains a pronged rotor which is turned by the rotary flex shaft system. The rotor is held by
plungers that engage the rotor. The plungers are spring loaded to the locked position, and are moved to the
unlocked position by a solenoid operated yoke when energized.
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Fan Duct Cowl and Thrust Reverser Opening Actuator
Cowl/reverser opening and closing is accomplished with a cowl opening actuator. The fan cowl panels must
be opened before opening the cowl/reverser.
The opening actuator is attached at the upper end to the thrust reverser cowl half and at the lower end to the
engine fan frame extension ring.
Power for opening the cowl/reverser halves is provided by a hand-operated pump.
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OPEN THE THRUST REVERSER - PUMP PROCEDURE
Access Location: Thrust Reverser – Left or Right
Access Panels
502 /602 Fan Cowl - Left
503 /603 Fan Cowl - Right
WARNING:

USE MUCH CAUTION WHEN YOU OPEN THE THRUST REVERSER IN LARGE WINDS OR
IN SUDDEN WIND CONDITIONS. IF YOU DO NOT USE CAUTION, INJURY TO PERSONS
OR DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT CAN OCCUR.DO NOT HOLD THE REVERSER HALVES
OPEN WITH THE HOLD-OPEN RODS IF THE WIND VELOCITY IS MORE THAN 60
KNOTS. THE HOLD-OPEN RODS CAN HAVE A FAILURE IN LARGE WINDS WHICH CAN
CAUSE INJURY TO PERSONS AND DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT.DO NOT OPERATE THE
OPENING SYSTEM FOR THE THRUST REVERSER IF THE WIND VELOCITY IS MORE
THAN 40 KNOTS. THE OPENING SYSTEM FOR THE THRUST REVERSER CAN HAVE A
FAILURE IN LARGE WINDS WHICH CAN CAUSE INJURY TO PERSONS AND DAMAGE TO
EQUIPMENT.

WARNING:

IF YOU WILL OPEN THE INBOARD THRUST REVERSERS, DO THESE STEPS IN THIS
SEQUENCE: RETRACT THE LEADING EDGE AND DO THE DEACTIVATION PROCEDURE
FOR THE LEADING EDGE. IF YOU DO NOT OBEY THE STEPS, INJURIES TO PERSONS
AND DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT CAN OCCUR.

CAUTION:

DO NOT CAUSE THE THRUST REVERSER SLEEVE TO MOVE TO THE DEPLOYED
POSITION WHEN THE THRUST REVERSER IS OPEN. THIS CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO
THE TRANSLATING SLEEVE AND THE LEADING EDGE FLAP.

If you will open the reverser half on the inboard side of the engine, make sure the leading edge devices are in
this configuration:
A) Fully retracted
B) Deactivated
Do the procedure for Leading Edge Flaps and Slats Hydraulic Systems A, B, and Standby Depressurization.
If the reverser half will be open for a long time (during engine removal and installation), use tape to keep the
applicable leading edge flap (No. 1 or No. 4) in the retracted position.
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CAUTION:

MAKE SURE THE ADJACENT FAN COWL PANEL IS FULLY OPEN BEFORE YOU OPEN
THE REVERSER HALF. IF THE ADJACENT FAN COWL PANEL IS NOT FULLY OPEN,
YOU CAN DAMAGE IT WHEN YOU OPEN THE REVERSER HALF.

Open the fan cowl panel.

Open the thrust reverser:
Open the five latches along the bottom centerline of the thrust reverser.
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Remove the dust cap from the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator.
Make sure the hand pump is full of engine oil.

Connect the hand pump hose to the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator.
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WARNING:

DO NOT BE BETWEEN THE REVERSER HALVES OR BETWEEN A REVERSER HALF AND THE
ENGINE DURING THE OPERATION OF THE REVERSER OPENING ACTUATOR. INJURY TO
PERSONS CAN OCCUR IF THE REVERSER HALF SUDDENLY CLOSES.

Operate the hand pump to fully open the reverser half.
Make sure you hear the lock collar move on the reverser opening actuator.
Make sure the word "LOCKED" shows on the bottom of the extended piston of the reverser opening actuator.
Install the actuator lock on the extended piston rod.
Open the valve on the hand pump and let the reverser half be held by the locked reverser opening actuator.
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WARNING:

DO NOT LET THE RETURN VALVE ON THE HAND PUMP STAY IN THE OPEN POSITION
EXCEPT WHEN YOU LOWER THE COWL. IF YOU LEAVE T THE VALVE IN THE OPEN POSITION,
THE ACTUATOR FLUID CAN CONTINUE TO DRAIN OUT OF THE ACTUATOR INTO THE PUMP.
THIS CAN REDUCE THE SNUBBING ACTION OF THE ACTUATOR WHEN YOU CLOSE THE
COWL. REDUCED SNUBBING ACTION CAN CAUSE INJURY TO PERSONS AND DAMAGE TO
EQUIPMENT.

After the reverser half is held by the locked reverser opening actuator, close the valve on the hand pump.
CAUTION:

DO NOT DISCONNECT THE HAND PUMP HOSE FROM THE REVERSER OPENING ACTUATOR
WHILE THE HOSE IS PRESSURIZED. A SPRAY OF OIL CAN COME FROM THE HAND PUMP
HOSE IF IT IS DISCONNECTED WHILE PRESSURIZED.

If it is necessary, disconnect the hand pump hose from the reverser opening actuator.
Install dust caps on the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator, and on the hand pump hose.

Close the Thrust Reverser - Pump Procedure
Access Location: Thrust Reverser - Left or Right
Access Panels
502 /602

Fan Cowl - Left

503 /603

Fan Cowl - Right

WARNING:

USE MUCH CAUTION WHEN YOU CLOSE THE THRUST REVERSER IN LARGE WINDS
OR IN SUDDEN WIND CONDITIONS. IF YOU DO NOT USE CAUTION, INJURY TO
PERSONS AND DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT CAN OCCUR.DO NOT OPERATE THE
OPENING SYSTEM FOR THE THRUST REVERSER IF THE WIND VELOCITY IS MORE
THAN 40 KNOTS. THE OPENING SYSTEM FOR THE THRUST REVERSER CAN HAVE A
FAILURE IN LARGE WINDS WHICH CAN CAUSE INJURY TO PERSONS AND DAMAGE
TO EQUIPMENT.

CAUTION:

DO NOT CAUSE THE THRUST REVERSER SLEEVES TO MOVE TO THE DEPLOYED
POSITION WHEN THE THRUST REVERSER IS OPEN. THIS CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO
THE TRANSLATING SLEEVE AND THE LEADING EDGE FLAP.

CAUTION:

DAMAGE TO THE FIRESEALS ON THE TURBINE EXHAUST SLEEVE CAN OCCUR WHEN
YOU CLOSE THE THRUST REVERSER. MAKE SURE THERE IS NO INTERFERENCE
BETWEEN THE FIRESEALS AND THE THRUST REVERSER.
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Close the thrust reverser:
WARNING:

DO NOT LET THE RETURN VALVE ON THE HAND PUMP STAY IN THE OPEN POSITION
EXCEPT WHEN YOU LOWER THE COWL. IF YOU LEAVE THE VALVE IN THE OPEN
POSITION, THE ACTUATOR FLUID CAN CONTINUE TO DRAIN OUT OF THE ACTUATOR
INTO THE PUMP. THIS CAN REDUCE THE SNUBBING ACTION OF THE ACTUATOR
WHEN YOU CLOSE THE COWL. REDUCED SNUBBING ACTION CAN CAUSE INJURY TO
PERSONS AND DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT.

WARNING:

DO NOT BE BETWEEN THE REVERSER HALVES OR BETWEEN A REVERSER HALF AND
THE ENGINE DURING THE OPERATION OF THE REVERSER OPENING ACTUATOR.
INJURY TO PERSONS CAN OCCUR IF THE REVERSER HALF SUDDENLY CLOSES.

CAUTION:

MAKE SURE THERE ARE NO TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT NEAR THE THRUST REVERSER
WHEN YOU CLOSE IT. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT THAT ARE NEAR THE THRUST
REVERSER CAN CAUSE DAMAGE WHEN YOU CLOSE THE THRUST REVERSER.

Close the valve on the hand pump.
Remove the dust caps from the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator and from the hand pump hose.
Connect the hand pump hose to the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator.
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Operate the hand pump until the weight of the reverser half is off the reverser opening actuator.
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Remove the actuator lock from the extended piston rod.
Push the lock collar up to disengage it.
Slowly open the valve on the hand pump and let the reverser half come down.
When the reverser half is down, immediately close the return valve on the hand pump.
Disconnect the hand pump hose from the reverser opening actuator.
Install dust caps on the inlet fitting on the reverser opening actuator, and on the hand pump hose.
CAUTION:

MAKE SURE THE V-BLADE FULLY ENGAGES THE V-GROOVE WHEN YOU CLOSE THE
THRUST REVERSER. IF THE V-BLADE AND THE V-GROOVE ARE NOT ALIGNED,
DAMAGE TO THE THRUST REVERSER CAN OCCUR.

Push the reverser halves together, if it is necessary, so the latch hooks can be engaged.
NOTE:

You can use the latching tool to help pull the reverser halves together.

Engage the five latches along the bottom centerline of the thrust reverser.
Close the fan cowl panel.
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THRUST REVERSER CONTROL SYSTEM
Overview
The thrust reverser control system governs the functions of deploying and stowing the thrust reverser in
response to commands from the reverse thrust lever in the flight compartment.
Deployment
The forward thrust levers must be in idle position before moving the reverse thrust levers. The reverse thrust
levers are pulled up and back from stowed position to idle position.
A forward/reverse thrust interlock prevents movement of the reverse thrust lever unless the forward thrust
levers are in idle.
The reverse thrust lever angle travel from stow to idle detent engagement is 42.5 degrees. The reverse thrust
lever position with idle detent engaged is at a slightly lower angle than levers would be if pulled to the reverse
thrust position - (thrust reverser deployment). This prevents overstressing of the throttle control components.
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AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; The movement of the reverse thrust lever from idle
to reverse thrust moves the sync-locks to the unlocked position.
The thrust reverser control and arm switches in the flight compartment are closed, which energizes the deploy
and arm solenoids in the control valve module if the following conditions are met:
a) 28-volts DC switched hot battery bus power available
b) Fire switch handle in normal position
c) Airplane altitude less than 10 feet as sensed by the low range radio altimeters and by the air/ground
sensing system
Inside the control valve module when the arm valve solenoid is energized, the arm valve pressurizes one side
of the isolation valve and the isolation valve moves to pressurize the system. The deploy solenoid valve, when
energized, ports hydraulic fluid to position the directional control valve to the deploy position.

Hydraulic system pressure of 3000 PSI is supplied to both sides of all actuators via the flow control valve.
The hydraulic system pressure to the upper actuators disengages the lock mechanism.
The hydraulic system pressure is ported through the flex shaft tubing to the extend sides of the middle and
lower actuators. The pressures on both sides are equal but the larger surface area on the extend side of the
actuator piston causes the actuator to extend.
As the actuators extend, the hydraulic fluid from the retract side of the actuators re-circulates to the extend
side. The flex shafts synchronize actuator extension.
The unlock proximity sensors are out of proximity as the upper actuator lock disengages. The amber
REVERSER UNLOCKED light on pilot's center panel P2 illuminates.
When the auto re-stow proximity sensors are out of proximity they complete a circuit to energize the arm valve
solenoid and open the isolation valve. The solenoid stays energized as long as the sleeves are translated aft
from the stow position and the proximity sensors are out of target proximity range.
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The sleeves translate to the full extend position in approximately 2.5 seconds. The blocker doors extend as the
sleeves translate to redirect the fan exhaust through the cascade vanes.
The actuators act as hydraulic brakes with the rate of extension controlled by the rate of flow.
The piston rods are decelerated and stopped at the full extend position by snubbers, located inside the
actuators.
The feedback push-pull cables provide position indication of the center actuator extension and sleeve position
to the strut control box.
The feedback interlock cams are repositioned by push-pull cables. Cam positioning allows for increased
power setting.
The reverse thrust levers can now be pulled back and up further to increase power. The reverse thrust lever
angle from idle detent to full power is 135.5 degrees.
Reverse thrust is produced as the fan exhaust is redirected by the blocker doors through the cascade vanes.
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Stowing
The reverse thrust levers are pushed forward and down to the stowed position. The reverse thrust lever angle
of travel from full reverse to idle is 135.5 degrees.
The thrust lever latch re-engages.
The stow valve repositions the directional control valve, which vents return hydraulic pressure from the extend
side of the actuator. The hydraulic system pressure on the retract side of the actuators causes the actuators
to retract.
The flex shafts synchronize the actuator retraction.
The upper actuator lock remains unlocked until the actuator piston contacts the lock and begins to load the
lock spring.
The face of the lock mechanism has angled teeth causing ratchet-type action as the actuator retracts.
The isolation valve check valve allows hydraulic fluid at return pressure of 45 PSI stowed as detected by the
not-stowed proximity sensors, at which time the light extinguishes.
The forward thrust levers cannot be moved from idle position until the feedback push-pull cables re-position
the feedback interlock cams.
AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; Power is sent through the micro switch pack to a two
minute time delay relay. The two minute time delay permits the thrust reverser to retract which provides time
for the indicating system to detect failures that prevent the locking actuator from locking the thrust reverser
sleeve in the retracted position. After two minutes, power is sent through the time delay relay to unlatch the
latch relay, which then de-energizes the sync lock solenoid. This permits the sync lock to mechanically lock
the rotary flex shaft system.
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THRUST REVERSER CONTROL VALVE MODULE
(LEFT AIR CONDITIONING BAY)

1

80 CUBIC INCH HYDRAULIC FUSE LOCATED IN THE AIR CONDITIONING BAY.

2

175 CUBIC INCH HYDRAULIC FUSE LOCATED ON THE FORWARD BULKHEAD OF THE MAIN LANDING GEAR WHEEL WELL.

3

175 CUBIC INCH HYDRAULIC FUSE LOCATED IN THE MAIN LANDING GEAR BAY ON THE KEEL BEAM.

4

THE RESTRICTORS HAVE BEEN MOVED TO THE CONTROL VALVE MODULE AND THE UPPER ACTUATORS.
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Thrust Reverser Hydraulic Fuse
There are six hydraulic fuses installed in the thrust reverser hydraulic system. If a failure or line rupture
occurs, the fuse will close to prevent a complete loss of hydraulic fluid. The fuses in the pressure lines are
designed to let 175 cubic inches of fluid flow before it closes, while those in the return lines are designed to
let 80 cubic inches of fluid flow before it closes. The two types of fuses will reset automatically when the
hydraulic pressure on the two sides of the fuse is equalized to within 5 PSI.
The return line hydraulic fuses are located in each air conditioning bay. The primary pressure system
hydraulic fuses are located on the forward bulkhead of each main landing gear wheel well, between the landing
gear system transfer valve and the thrust reverser shuttle valve. The standby pressure system hydraulic fuses
are located in the main landing gear bay on the keel beam.
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Thrust Reverser Shuttle Valve
The thrust reverser shuttle valve shifts the hydraulic pressure supply from the primary system to the standby
system or vice-versa, when the pressure difference between the two systems exceeds approximately 125 PSI.
The thrust reverser shuttle valves are located on the forward bulkhead of the main landing gear wheel well.
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Thrust Reverser Control Valve Module
The thrust reverser control valve module, located in the air-conditioning bay, is a completely, self-contained
unit, housing all of its necessary components in one manifold. The manifold provides for all hydraulic and
electrical connections to the aircraft structure. The unit converts electrical signals from the aircraft thrust
reverser control system into controlled hydraulic flow to the reverser actuators.
There are three solenoid valves located in the control valve module: the arm solenoid, the deploy solenoid,
and the stow solenoid.
The arm solenoid valve provides hydraulic fluid pressure from the aircraft system to the control valve module.
The deploy solenoid valve correctly positions the control valve to port pressure to the deploy side of the
actuators, thereby moving the reversers from their stowed position to the deployed position. The stow solenoid
valve correctly positions the control valves to port pressure to the stow side of the actuators, thereby moving
the reversers from their deployed position back to the stowed position.
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Feedback Push-Pull Cables
The feedback push-pull cables transfer motion from the thrust reverser actuator feedback to the strut control
box. The cables provide a mechanical signal of the thrust reverser sleeve position to the strut control box.
A turnbuckle is provided at the output end of the cable for installation and rigging of the cable.
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Not Stow and Auto Re-stow Proximity Sensors
Not Stow Proximity Sensors (S835/S836):
The thrust reverser Not Stow proximity sensor is mounted on the torque box above the upper actuator. One
sensor is installed for each thrust reverser C-duct.
The target for the proximity sensor is installed on the thrust reverser translating sleeve.
When the sleeve is moved aft from the stowed position, the sensor is moved out of range of the target.
When the sensor is out of range, it causes the REVERSE UNLOCKED light on the center instrument panel to
come on.
Auto Re-stow Proximity Sensors (S831/S832):
The thrust reverser auto re-stow proximity sensor is mounted on the aft side of the thrust reverser torque box
below each upper actuator.
The auto re-stow sensor is of the proximity type with a target on the thrust reverser sleeve.
When the sleeve is translated aft from the stowed position, the sensor is moved out of range of the target.
When the sensor is out of range, it causes the solenoid on the isolation valve to be energized, thus
pressurizing the thrust reverser actuation system.
AIRPLANES WITH THRUST REVERSER SYNC LOCKS; Thrust Reverser Sync Lock
The sync lock is an electrically operated mechanical lock installed on the worm shaft of the upper hydraulic
actuator on each thrust reverser sleeve. When de-energized, the sync lock holds the rotary flex shafts to
prevent the linear movement of the hydraulic actuators and the sleeve.
The sync lock contains a pronged rotor which is turned by the rotary flex shaft system. The rotor is held by
plungers that engage the rotor. The plungers are spring loaded to the locked position, and are moved to the
unlocked position by a solenoid operated yoke when energized.
There is not flight compartment indication for sync lock position or control status.
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THRUST REVERSER INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The thrust reverser indicating system provides a display of translating sleeve position (stowed or deployed)
and reverser system condition (disagreement between selected position and system control component
condition).
System components include indicator lights, proximity switches and associated wiring. Electrical power for
indicating system control circuits is 28-volts DC supplied from DC bus 1 for engine No. 1, DC bus 2 for engine
No. 2. Illumination power for the indicator lights is supplied from the master dim and test system.
System information for the TWO, SIX, and SIXTEEN LIGHT ENGINE ACCESSORY UNIT will be included for all
operators to provide the greatest flexibility when exchanging EAUs. The TWO, SIX, AND SIXTEEN LIGHT EAUs
are interchangeable per Boeing Service Letter 737-SL-78-18-B.
Some of the SIX LIGHT EAUs contain a Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) circuit which transmits the sleeve
position to the DFDR. Information for both configurations is provided.

Thrust Reverser Indicator Lights
One amber 'REVERSER UNLOCKED' light for each engine is installed on the pilots' center instrument panel.
An illuminated light indicates that one or two translating sleeves on the applicable engine are not at the fully
stowed position.
One amber 'REVERSER' light (referred to as the "fault" light) for each engine is installed on the PMC module
on the pilots' aft overhead panel and functions as a "disagreement" light to indicate faults within the reverser
system.
The following faults are monitored and indicated by illumination of the light:
a) Disagreement between the directional control and isolation valves located within the reverser hydraulic
control valve module, i.e., isolation valve open and directional control valve not in the deploy position.
b) Disagreement in the positions of the two translating sleeves on one engine for more than two seconds.
The two-second time delay allows for any variations in the deploy/stow translation time of the two
sleeves on one engine.
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Thrust Reverser Indicator Lights (Continued):
The 'REVERSER' fault light is included in the master caution and warning system.
A time delay inhibits activation of the master caution and warning system for a minimum of 12 seconds
following illumination of the 'REVERSER' fault light.
This delay allows time for completion of the normal stowing cycle, during which there is disagreement between
the directional control and isolation valves before the activation of the master caution system.
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Engine Accessory Unit (EAU)
In addition, for maintenance purposes, the 'REVERSER' fault lights are duplicated by lights located on the face
of the Engine Accessory Unit (EAU) in the rack in the electronic equipment bay.
On the two-light EAU, the 'THRUST REVERSER FAIL' light for each engine, will illuminate whenever the faults
described above cause a 'REVERSER' light to illuminate.
On the six-light EAU, there is a 'VALVE DISAGREE', 'SLEEVE DISAGREE' and a 'RESTOW' light for each engine.
A 'VALVE DISAGREE' light will illuminate whenever there is a disagreement between the directional control and
isolation valves in the reverser hydraulic control valve module.
A 'SLEEVE DISAGREE' light will illuminate whenever there is a disagreement in the positions of the two
translating sleeves on one engine for more than two seconds.
A 'RESTOW' light will illuminate whenever a there is an actuation of the auto re-stow circuit.
Each light will remain illuminated until the appropriate T/R RESET switch on the EAU is pressed.
The sixteen-light Engine Accessory Unit (EAU) has eight lights (LT) and two switches (SW) for each engine.
The lights and switches, for each engine, are labeled.
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Proximity Switches
The indicator lights are controlled by proximity switches. There are four switches for each engine - one for
each translating sleeve and one each for the directional control valve and isolation valve in the thrust reverser
directional control valve module.
Each switch consists of a solid state switch card and a proximity sensor. All of the switch cards are installed
in the Engine Accessory Unit (EAU) in the electronic equipment bay.
A not-stowed proximity sensor is installed on the stationary torque box adjacent to each translating sleeve and
is actuated by a target attached to the sleeve.
The sensors for the directional control valve and isolation valve are installed adjacent to the valves in the
thrust reverser directional control valve module and are actuated by targets on the respective valve spool.
These sensors detect when the directional control valve is in the deploy position and the isolation valve is
open.
The auto re-stow proximity sensor is installed on the torque box below the not-stowed sensor described above.
This sensor is the functions in the thrust reverser control system circuit.
The deploy proximity sensor is installed on the thrust reverser upper locking actuator. This sensor provides
electrical input to the digital flight data recorder.
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OIL LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Overview
The engine oil system is a self-contained, center vented and re-circulating type system. Each engine has an
independent oil system to provide lubrication and cooling for the engine main bearings, radial driveshaft
bearings and gears and bearings in the transfer gearbox (TGB) and accessory gearbox (AGB).
The oil system is comprised of oil storage, distribution, and indicating systems.
Indicating systems provide measurements of oil quantity, oil pressure, and oil temperature. Warning lights
also provide a low oil pressure warning, and oil filter bypass warning. The condition of the engine oil system
and the performance of associated engine components are determined by visual indication of these systems in
the flight compartment.
The oil tank provides storage of oil for continuous distribution by the supply system. Oil flows from the tank
to the supply pump in the lubrication unit on the AGB. The oil is pressurized and is pumped through the oil
supply filter to the main bearings, radial driveshaft and gearboxes.
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Overview (Continued):
After distribution, oil is returned to the lubrication unit from three sumps. The forward sump services the No.
1, No. 2 and No. 3 main bearings. The aft sump services the No. 4 and No. 5 main bearings. The gearbox
sump for the AGB also collects oil through an external tube from the TGB.
The lubrication unit contains a scavenge pump for each sump. The oil is drawn through one of three magnetic
chip detectors (MCD) in the lubrication unit and is pumped through the scavenge oil filter to the main oil/fuel
heat exchanger. Cooled oil is returned to the oil tank.
A drain is provided at the forward and aft bearing compartment for possible oil leaking past the stationary
air/oil seal. The forward seal drain exits through the 8 o'clock fan frame strut. The aft seal drain exits
through the 6 o'clock turbine frame strut.
The bearing sumps and gearboxes are interconnected to collect oil vapors before air/oil separation and
venting. The oil tank vent and the TGB/AGB sump are connected to the forward sump. Vapors from the
forward and aft sumps pass through rotating air/oil separators into the mainshaft center vent tube to be
vented out the exhaust. The separated oil is returned to the sumps.
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OIL STORAGE
Overview
The engine oil tank keeps and provides a continuous supply of oil for distribution. It is found on the lower
right side of the fan case.
The oil tank can be filled with oil at the filler cap and drained through the magnetic drain plug boss. The tank
has an air/oil separator and has a mounting boss for an oil quantity transmitter.
ON ENGINES WITH REMOTE OIL FILL COUPLING; you can fill the oil tank with oil through the remote oil
fill coupling.

Oil Tank
The oil tank is a fabricated light alloy weldment envelope with a sealed cast light alloy cover. It has an
external flame-resistant layer and five inner bulkheads to decrease sloshing and strengthen the tank. A sight
glass is given on the outboard side of the tank to measure the oil level and a magnetic drain plug is found at
the bottom of the tank.
Total volume (usable oil + residual oil + air) of the oil tank is 5.3 U.S. gallons (20 liters). It has an oil
capacity (usable oil + residual oil) of 4.8 U.S. gallons (18 liters) and usable oil capacity of 4.6 U.S. gallons (17
liters). Engine No. 1 oil tank has 2% less capacity and Engine No. 2 oil tank has 3% more capacity due to the
wing inclination angle.
Seven operational components are included in the tank cover:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The filler cap with a scupper, a scupper drain, and a screen.
Lube supply port, suction tube, and screen.
Lube-scavenge port, located adjacent to the lube supply port.
Air vent outlet to the forward sump.
Anti-siphon device and tube.
Air/oil separator and tube.
Oil quantity transmitter mounting boss.
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Oil Tank Filler Cap
The oil tank filler cap includes: a locking plug assembly fastened to the filler cap body by a chain, a sampling
tube, a strainer and a check valve incorporated in the filler cap body.
The locking plug assembly includes: a piston, a spring, washers, a ball and a plug. When the locking handle
is lowered, the ball compresses the spring which applies a force on the seal against the body.
The check valve includes: a diaphragm which seals the lower filler cap body with oil tank pressure. The
check valve makes sure no oil leakage occurs while the oil tank is pressurized or if the locking plug is not
installed correctly.
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Engine Oil Tank Servicing (Gravity fill procedure)
Access Location:
Engine No. 1 - 9 O'clock Position on the Fan Case
Engine No. 2 - 9 O'clock Position on the Fan Case
Access Panels:
Oil Tank Access Door - Engine No. 1
Oil Tank Access Door - Engine No. 2

Open the access door for the oil tank on the right side of the applicable engine (if the right cowl panel is
closed).
Do a check of the oil quantity through the sight gage.
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NOTE:

The sight gage for the oil tank shows a bright view when the oil level falls below the
gage. It shows a black view when the oil level is higher than the gage. The indication
of a black view shows that a sufficient quantity of oil is in the tank for airplane
dispatch (more than 2.5 U.S. gallons, or more than 60% full, as shown on the pilots'
center instrument panel).The indication of a bright view shows that there is not a
sufficient quantity of oil in the tank for airplane dispatch. It is also an indication that
you must fill the oil tank. The sight gage does not give an indication that the oil tank
is full or empty.

WARNING:

DO NOT REMOVE THE FILLER CAP FOR THE OIL TANK FOR FIVE MINUTES AFTER AN
ENGINE SHUTDOWN. IF THE CHECK VALVE IS DEFECTIVE, HOT OIL CAN COME OUT
FROM THE OIL TANK AND CAUSE INJURY TO PERSONS. THE OIL IN THE TANK IS
HOT AND PRESSURIZED DURING ENGINE OPERATION.YOU MUST FULLY CLEAN YOUR
SKIN IF YOU TOUCH THE OIL. OIL SOAKED CLOTHES MUST BE REMOVED
IMMEDIATELY. IF THE OIL TOUCHES YOUR SKIN FOR A LONG TIME, IT COULD
CAUSE DERMATITIS.

CAUTION:

IMMEDIATELY CLEAN THE PAINTED SURFACES ON WHICH OIL FALLS. THE OIL WILL
PUT STAINS ON CLOTHES AND CAN MAKE PAINT SOFT.

Remove the filler cap to the oil tank.
Use a clean, lint-free cloth to clean the oil tank scupper.
Lift the handle of the filler cap for the oil tank to the vertical (open) position.
Push the filler cap in and turn it counterclockwise to get clearance between the locking pins of the filler cap
and the slots in the fill port.
Pull the filler cap from the fill port.
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CAUTION:

IF YOU THINK THERE ARE FUEL FUMES WHEN YOU REMOVE THE OIL FILLER CAP, DO
A CHECK FOR FUEL IN THE OIL. IF THERE IS FUEL IN THE OIL TANK, REPLACE THE
MAIN OIL/FUEL HEAT EXCHANGER AND THE SERVO FUEL HEATER. FLUSH THE
ENGINE OIL SYSTEM.YOU MUST FLUSH THE ENGINE OIL SYSTEM IF IT CONTAINS
CONTAMINATION. OIL CONTAMINATION CAN CAUSE ENGINE DAMAGE.DO NOT MIX
TYPE 1 AND TYPE 2 OILS. DO NOT DO OIL SERVICING WITH BRANDS THAT ARE
NOT APPROVED. FLUSH AND CHANGE THE OIL SYSTEM IMMEDIATELY WITH THE
CORRECT ENGINE OIL IF ONE OF THE ERRORS THAT FOLLOWS OCCURS:
-IF 10 PERCENT OR MORE OF A DIFFERENT OIL TYPE WAS USED.
-IF 10 PERCENT OR MORE OF A NON-APPROVED OIL WAS USED.DO THE ENGINE OIL
REPLENISH PROCEDURE BEFORE THE OIL TANK BECOMES COOL (30 MINUTES
FROM THE ENGINE SHUTDOWN). IF THE OIL TANK IS COOL, YOU CAN FILL IT TOO
MUCH AND CAUSE AN INCORRECT INDICATION OF THE OIL CONSUMPTION RATE.

Add engine oil to the fill port of the oil tank and stop just before the oil level reaches the overflow port.
Install the filler cap to the oil tank.
Examine the filler cap o-ring.
Replace it if it is damaged or if it shows deterioration.
Put the filler cap in its position in the oil fill port.
NOTE:

Do this with the locking pins aligned with the slots in the fill port.

Push the cap in and turn it clockwise to engage the locking pins in the slot detents.
Push the handle down to the horizontal (closed) position.

Close the access door for the oil tank or the right fan cowl panel.
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OIL DISTRIBUTION
Overview
The oil distribution system consists of the supply system and the scavenge system. The supply system
provides oil for lubrication and cooling to the main bearings, radial driveshaft bearings and transfer and
accessory gearboxes (TGB/AGB). The scavenge system recovers the oil from the forward and aft sumps and
the AGB/TGB sump for filtering, cooling and recirculation.
The four positive displacement pumps are on a single shaft driven by the AGB. The supply pump incorporates
a pressure relief valve that diverts the oil flow to a scavenge pump in the event of abnormal operating
conditions. The pressure relief valve opens when the pressure downstream of the supply pump exceeds 305
PSI (2100 kPa).
During normal operating conditions, the oil flows through the oil supply filter prior to distribution and the
scavenge oil filter on return. When either filter becomes clogged, the flow will divert through the respective
bypass valve. The bypass valves start to open when the pressure drop reaches 17.4-20.3 PSI (120-140 kPa)
across the oil supply filter and 36.3-39.2 PSI (250-270 kPa) across the scavenge oil filter.
The clogging indicators pop up before a filter bypass condition. When the pressure drop across the scavenge
filter reaches 28-34 PSI (193-234.4 kPa) or 11.6-14.5 PSI (80-100 kPa) across the supply filter, the magnets
are forced apart - the indicator pops up, becoming visible in the glass inspection bowl. A bimetal spring
prevents actuation at low operating temperatures.
Before returning to the engine oil tank, the oil is cooled in the main oil/fuel heat exchanger. Fuel enters the
cylindrical core through the fuel inlet in the housing. It flows the length of the core through half the core
tubes. The fuel flows around a baffle in the core access cover and returns through the remaining core tubes.
Oil passes through the servo fuel heater and enters the main oil/fuel heat exchanger perpendicular to the fuel
flow. The oil circulates around the fuel tubes in the core, transferring heat to the fuel by convection and
conduction. The cooled oil exists back through the servo fuel heater.
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Lubrication Unit
The lubrication unit is located on the AGB near the bottom of the fan case on the left side. It contains the
following:
1. Four positive displacement pumps (three scavenge pumps and the supply pump).
2. Oil supply filter, check valve and bypass valve with clogging indicator.
3. Pressure relief valve located on the oil supply pump discharge side of the unit.
4. Three magnetic chip detectors (MCD).
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Main Oil/Fuel Heat Exchanger
The main oil/fuel heat exchanger is attached to the fuel pump and the servo fuel heater. It is located at the 9
o'clock position on the fan case. The main oil/fuel heat exchanger (Fig. 2) is a tubular type consisting of the
housing, removable core and core access cover.
Both fuel and oil portions of the oil/fuel heat exchanger contain bypass valves. This permits fuel and/or oil
to bypass the core in the event of a blockage. A drain port is also provided to check for possible fuel leaks
from the core ends into the core housing.
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Scavenge Oil Filter
The scavenge oil filter is installed in series between the scavenge pump outlet and the main oil/fuel heat
exchanger. It is located just above the lubrication unit and consists of a replaceable filter cartridge, a bypass
valve with clogging indicator and a non-return valve.
The main oil filter and oil scavenge filter are both equipped with clogging indicators. They provide a visual
indication of impending filter bypass.
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Oil Supply Filter
The oil supply filter is housed in the lubrication unit. It contains a cleanable filter element, pressure relief
valve and bypass valve with clogging indicator.
The main oil filter and oil scavenge filter are both equipped with clogging indicators. They provide a visual
indication of impending filter bypass.
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Magnetic Chip Detector
Magnetic chip detectors are located at the inlet to the scavenge pumps. They trap particulates before entering
the lubrication unit.
Three magnetic chip detectors are used on the lubrication unit, one on the inlet of each scavenge pump. Each
has a removable magnetic plug and a scavenge screen.
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OIL QUANTITY INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The oil quantity indicating system gives a visual indication of the usable oil quantity in each engine oil tank.
The system consists of the oil quantity transmitter and the oil quantity indication.

Oil Quantity Transmitter
The oil quantity transmitter is a variable capacitance type. Two concentric tubes form the plates of the
capacitor. The inner tube is profiled varying the distance between the tubes to make allowances for variations
in tank cross-sectional area. A compensator probe is found at the bottom of the transmitter.
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Oil Quantity Indication
The oil quantity indicator consists of an illuminated dial face, a position pointer and an amplifier-bridge
assembly. The amplifier-bridge assembly consists of an amplifier, a bridge circuit, a power supply circuit and
an indicator motor.
Two oil quantity indicators, one for each engine are located on the pilot's center instrument panel, P2.
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OIL PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The oil pressure indicating system provides visual indication of pressure measured in the engine oil
distribution system. The oil pressure indicating system consists of the oil pressure transmitter and the oil
pressure indication.

Oil Pressure Transmitter
The oil pressure transmitter is a variable reluctance type using a pressure sensitive diaphragm coupled to a
transformer. The oil pressure transmitter is connected to a pressure tap on the forward sump oil supply tube
and the TGB (transfer gear box) vent. It is mounted at the 9:30 o'clock position on the fan case just below the
fuel flow transmitter.
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Oil Pressure Indication
Two oil pressure indicators, one for each engine are located on the pilots' center instrument panel, P2. Each
indicator is an air tight unit containing a receiver, motor and gear train. A pointer is attached to the gear
train. The indicator face is calibrated from 0 to 100 PSIG.
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LOW OIL PRESSURE WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
The low oil pressure warning system provides an indication in the flight compartment of low engine oil
pressure. The system consists of a low oil pressure warning switch and a low oil pressure warning light.

Low Oil Pressure Switch
The low oil pressure warning switch is a snap action, pressure-sensitive switch. It is connected in parallel
with the oil pressure transmitter to oil supply pressure and vent pressure lines.
The low oil pressure warning switch is mounted on a bracket on the fan case just forward of flange K at the 10
o'clock position.
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Low Oil Pressure Warning Light
There are two amber low oil pressure warning lights located on the pilots’ center instrument panel, P2, one for
each engine. The light illuminates when the engine oil pressure drops below a specified limit.
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OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM
Overview
The oil temperature indicating system measures the temperature of the engine oil in each engine and provides
a visual indication of the oil temperature in the flight compartment.
The oil temperature indicating system consists of the oil temperature bulb and the oil temperature indication.

Oil Temperature Bulb
The oil temperature bulb is a temperature sensitive resistance element enclosed in a metal case. The
resistance of the element varies with oil temperature. It is mounted in a boss on the oil scavenge filter and
measures the temperature of the oil leaving the oil scavenge filter.
On airplanes equipped with digital flight recorder using oil system parameters, the oil temperature bulb
consists of a dual resistance element.
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Oil Temperature Indication
The oil temperature indicator provides a dial/pointer indication of the oil temperature. Two indicators, one for
each engine are located on the pilots' center instrument panel, P2. The oil temperature indicator consists of a
stationary coil, a moving coil, a pointer attached to the moving coil and a dial face graduated from -50°C to
200°C.
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OIL FILTER BYPASS WARNING SYSTEM
Overview
The oil filter bypass warning system provides an indication in the flight compartment of a clogged scavenge oil
filter element and an impending filter bypass. The system consists of an oil filter differential pressure switch
and an oil filter bypass warning light for each engine.

Oil Filter Differential Pressure Switch
The oil filter differential pressure switch is a snap-action pressure sensitive switch. The high pressure side of
the switch is connected to the oil inlet side of the scavenge filter housing. The low pressure side is connected
to the scavenge filter outlet tube. The oil filter differential pressure switch is attached to a bracket mounted
on the lubrication unit.
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Oil Filter Bypass Warning Light
Two amber oil filter bypass warning lights, one for each engine, are located on the pilot's center instrument
panel, P2. Lights illuminate to indicate oil scavenge filter bypass.
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ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
Overview
The engine starting system provides the means of rotating the engine N2 compressor on the ground or in flight
to an rpm range at which engine start can be attained. For inflight start, the system can be energized to
supplement a windmilling engine if required. System components for each engine include the engine starter,
the start valve, a start valve open light, pneumatic ducting and necessary control circuitry. Engine start
switches, located on the forward overhead panel, and the control stand start levers, control the engine starting
system operation.
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Electrical power for the starting system is obtained from the 28-volt DC battery bus, 115-volt AC transfer bus
and 115-volt AC standby bus. The system is controlled by a start switch for each engine. The start switches
are 4-position rotary switches, located on the forward overhead panel. The four positions are: GRD, OFF,
CONT and FLT. The switches are momentary in the ground start position. Once a switch is positioned to
ground start, a holding solenoid in the switch is energized and holds the momentary contacts closed. In all
other positions, the switch will remain as positioned until another selection is made. The holding solenoid is
de-energized when the N2 tachometer indicator switch opens at cutout speed (46.33% N2 RPM) and the start
switch returns to OFF position. The start valve solenoid closes and the left and right igniters are shut off. If
the N2 tachometer indicator switch fails, it is possible to manually override the solenoid hold.
For ground operation, pneumatic power can be obtained from three separate compressed air sources; the
airplane auxiliary power unit (APU), ground carts through service connections or cross-bleed air from an
operating engine.
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Engine Starter
The starter is mounted on the forward face of the accessory gearbox at the 8 o'clock position. It is secured to
an adapter pad by a V-band coupling and accurately located by three locator pins on the starter flange.
The engine starter converts compressed air pressure into rotational mechanical energy sufficient to accelerate
the engine to starting speed. The starter is a lightweight, single stage, axial flow, turbine air motor consisting
of an inlet housing assembly, a stator assembly, a turbine wheel, a pinion gear, a carrier assembly with
matched gearset and gearshafts, an internal gear ring, a hub, a drive shaft, an output shaft, a carbon seal and
a gear housing with magnetic plug.
Starter operation is controlled by the start valve which opens on demand to permit air to flow into the starter
inlet.
The starter incorporates a carbon seal at the output shaft for more reliable service. The starter gears and
bearings are splash-lubricated by a self-contained oil system. A magnetic collector in the stator assembly and
a magnetic plug in the gear housing provide protection for the bearings by collecting any metal particles in the
lubricant.
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Start Valve
The three-inch diameter start valve is spring loaded closed, solenoid controlled, pneumatically operated shutoff
valve. The valve is located in the pneumatic duct to the starter. It is attached to the pneumatic duct and the
starter inlet flange by V-band couplings.
The start valve can be operated by use of a 3/8" square manual operating drive if the electrical circuit for the
valve becomes inoperative.
The manual override and external position indicator is located at the outside end of the butterfly shaft.
Access to the start valve for manual operation is obtained through a hole in the left fan cowl. The hole is
labeled and indicates the opening and closing instructions for the valve.
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